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CHAPTER I.

THE ANGLO-FRENCH ALLIANCE.

The enemies of Napoleon III. are not open to argument, chap

and are not to be moved by facts. Mr. Kinglake, having - ,—

declared that the Emperor artfully designed and pa-

tiently led up to the declaration of war of 1854 ;
that

it was part of the policy of personal ambition which he

laid down immediately after the coup d'etat, if not

before it
; and that, throughout the long negotiations

which preceded the rupture of peace, and the appear-
ance of English and French ships and men in alliance

against Russia, he was working to isolate England from

Austria and Prussia, in order to monopolise her alliance

and so give firmness to his throne—is accepted as

the true and infallible interpreter of the origin of the

Crimean War. Convicted of gross partiality and of

reckless assertions, in his endeavour to fasten crime

after crime upon the object of his malignant and un-

reasoning hate ; confounded by the testimony of high-

minded, impartial statesmen, like the Prince Consort,
Lord Palmerston, Baron Stockmar, and others

;
Mr.

Kinglake will not loose his grip nor confess to a single
mistake. All the statesmen who approached the French

Emperor, or followed the negotiations in which he took

part, if they bear testimony to his intellectual power or

to his good faith and his zeal for the public good, are

his dupes. Mr. Kinglake, having framed his indict

B 2
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BOOK
x.

ment with extraordinary care, and having defaced and

blackened Ids enemy before putting him upon the sta

and built up a dark plot in which he was to be the

arch-villain, could not consent to have the fabric of his

am torn to pieces, and admit that the Eastern Qu
tion was growing darkly out of the horizon long before

Louis Napoleon was free to return to France, or before

the historian's Claremont friends had been driven, with

the scorn of all classes of Frenchmen and the contempt
of all liberal men in Europe, into exile.

Mr. ERnglake traces all events relating to the war,

and every incident of the drifting into it, to sonic

individual interest, or base or treacherous personal in-

terference. His influence on the right understanding
of that great chapter of modern history has been most

disastrous. The misconceptions in regard to it are

innumerable. The careless censors of it are wont to

declare that wre drifted into it, and to misuse Lord

rendon's statement in the House of Lord's, in justifi-

cation of their view. 1 Mr. Kinglake is Austrian, and he

1 ' My right hem. friend (Mr.

I
is not to blame

;
he states

that which is the common belief,

that Lord Clarendon, in bis place as

Minister, did state that we
had drifted into the Crimean war,
that is to say, were carried into it

without our own free will, bj

inch we had no control, with

do distinct view or policy to guide
our course, as th»> victims and play-

things of mere circumstances. Lord

lid any such thing.

On that occasion Lord Lyndburst
had raised a debate with reference

to the policy of the Government It

was on the 14th of February, just
before the declaration of war. I .

Clarendon, haying fully explained

the views and policy of the Gov.

ment, said, "I have now done with

the Blue Book, and I come to the

question whether we are at peace
or war." For Lord Lyndhurst had

wound up his arguments by asking,
" Are we at peace or are we at wi

Lord ( Harendon answered that ne-

gotiations had been brought to a

close, and that therefore all quest

of policy were over and gone by
that the Government still dee

peace,hut that the means for seen

it had passed away from their ha

and. in short, he said, we are drift-

ing into war. That was I

that they had not a policy, bat that

the moment for negotiations had

gone by, and that they had reached
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is anti-Gallican. He never appears to be in search of

the truth, but only of facts and rumours even of the

most doubtful origin, that help to serve the foregone

conclusions with which he entered upon his campaign.
He condemns the English Government for their lack of

energy and decision ; and, in the blindness of his hate,

arraigns the Emperor Napoleon for displaying those

qualities, and adopting that policy, which, according to

him, English Ministers should have displayed and

adopted. Had English statesmen done that which the

Emperor did, they would have been wise and good men
in their generation. But the Emperor was a trickster,

who laid a trap for England, to drag her into an al-

liance for his own personal advantage.
1

The impartial reader of Mr. Kinglake's account of

the origin of the Crimean War, will be fascinated by his

style, and charmed by his portraiture of the actors in

the great drama he unfolds ; but, if he has read the

pages of other historians, and the political biographies
and correspondences bearing upon the subject, which

have appeared since 1863, he cannot fail to feel amazed

at the audacious partiality of the advocate turned histo-

rian. His chapter on the Menschikoff mission, in which

the Great Elchi appears as a demigod, before whom
we are told the Turkish mind ' used to bend and fall

down,' is a literary masterpiece ; but it contains no

true judgment on the counts with which it deals. At
the conclusion of Prince Menschikoffs mission, by which,
as Mr. Kinglake admits, the Emperor Nicholas ' had

destroyed the whole repute he had earned by wielding
the power of Kussia for more than a quarter of a cen-

tre moment of transition, and he state of war."
'—Mr. Gladstone's

then, with reference exclusively to Speech on the Affairs of Turkey in the

that state of circumstances, used the House of Commons, July 31, 1876.

expression,
" We are drifting into a 1 See Appendix I.
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book tury with justice and moderation towards foreign
x "

. States,' all the Powers of Europe were of one mind, and

opposed to the Czar.

Had England, acting with France, called the licet up
to Vourla when Napoleon advanced his to Salamis,

Nicholas, even in the fury of his diplomatic defeat,

would not have passed the Pruth. His sole reliance

was on Lord Aberdeen's weakness and the English
Peace party. It is at this point of his story that the

historian of the Crimean War breaks off to 4

glance at

the operations of a small host of middle-aged men who
were pushing their fortunes in Paris;' in other words,

to prove to the world that it must not rely upon him

for an impartial history, but must be content to enjoy
a series of imaginative chapters about history, by a

powerful and brilliant advocate.

He who is in search of a plain account of the origin

of the Crimean War, must turn to Lord Palmerston's

'Life and Speeches,' and to the calm and clear judgment
on the event by the late Prince Consort. Mr. Kinglake
himself calls Palmerston * the lustiest man of those

days;' and certainly he could not object to the serene

judgment of Prince Albert on the ground that he was

inclined to cover a fault committed by the Emperor.
The Prince remarked :

*

If, throng] 1 the line of policy he

(Nicholas) has adopted, occasion has been given for

Napoleon to prove himself politically honest, then out

of this evil good has come.' By September 21 the

Prince's good opinion has been strengthened, for on

this date he writes to his old correspondent: 'Louis

Napoleon wishes for peace, enjoyment, and cheap corn.'

This was the opinion of a Prince of statesmanlike views.

of calm judgment, and of blameless life, on the part
which Louis Napoleon had taken in the tortuous and

tangled negotiations that stretched from the resumption
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of the dispute between France, as the hereditary pro- chap

tector of the Catholics in the East, and the Emperor of

Eussia, as the sovereign of the greater number of the

followers of the Greek Church, in 1850. Mr. Kinglake
has put the question at issue in his own epigrammatic

way :
— ' Stated in bare terms, it was whether, for the

purpose of passing through the building into their grotto,

the Latin monks should have the key of the chief door

of the Church of Bethlehem, and also one of the keys
of each of the two doors of the Sacred Manger, and

whether they should be at liberty to place in the Sanc-

tuary of the Nativity a silver star adorned with the

Arms of France.' At the end of September 1853 the

question was whether—to quote the Prince Consort's

words— ' the extension of the advantages and privileges

enjoyed by Christian communities in their capacity as

foreigners to the Greeks generally, with the right

granted to Eussia to intercede for them to this effect,

would simply make foreigners of ten millions of the

subjects of the Porte, or depose the Sultan as their

Sovereign, putting the Emperor of Eussia in his place.'

The period in the negotiations had been reached, accord-

ing to the Prince, when the demands of Eussia could be

conceded '

only with the most dishonourable cowardice

on the part of the Powers.' The Prince had been a

weighty actor throughout the negotiations which had

gone on through three years, and had led to this position,

and in which Louis Napoleon had borne a conspicuous

part ; and he represented him as having been ' ehrlich
'

(straightforward) throughout, and, so late as September

1858, as sincerely anxious for peace.
1 Even in January

of the following year the Prince writes to his old friend

1 ' As far as good faith is con- this matter/ M. Thiers said to Mr.

cerned, he has behaved admirably in Senior (February 6, 1854).
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and counsellor: ' In the Eastern question the ball con-
x

tinues to roll downhill. "Things bad begun make

strong themselves by ill," says Shakspeare, and the

Emperor Nicholas is a case in point. We shall not be

able to avoid war, and in this pass we find our neigh-
bour and only ally in anything but a warlike mood.'

son was obvious. The war, or impending
war, was very unpopular, and the Emperor was

greatly embarrassed. His efforts were concentrated

upon endeavours to bring the Czar to reason, even at

the last moment, after Sinope, and when the fleets had

•red the Black Sea. 1 On January 29, 1854, lie

wrote an autograph letter to Nicholas, in which he

Jit to demonstrate that the sending of the squad-
rons of the two Maritime Powers to the Bosphorus,
was an inevitable step for the protection of Turkey,

the seizure of her provinces for the fulfilment

a treaty which she had not violated, and the

Sinope outrage. This outrage, he declared, was not

merely a check to the policy of England and France,

but a rebuff to their military honour.- And yet he was

ready to consent to an armistice, and to the withdrawal

of all parties from their hostile positions, while a final

i should be made to settle their differences through
their ambassadors.

4 Let the Russian troops withdraw from the Princi-

palities,' said Napoleon,
' and our fleets from the Black

Si net' your Majesty prefers to treat direct with

Sultan, you would appoint an ambassador who
would negotiate a convention with the Sultan's plenipo-

tentiary, which would be submitted to the Four Po^
Lei your Majesty adopt this plan, on which Queen Vic-

toria and I are in complete agreement, and peace will

1

January 4, 1854.
3 See Appendix II.
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be restored, and the world will rejoice. There is chap

nothing in this course which can touch your Majesty's

dignity, or wound your honour. But if, through some

motive which it is difficult to conceive, your Majesty
should reply by a refusal, then both France and Eng-
land would be compelled to leave to the hazard of war

that which might be decided to-day by reason and

justice.'

Then, in order to guard against any misinterpreta-
tion of his personal feelings towards the Czar, Napo-
leon added :

' Let not your Majesty imagine that there

is the least animosity in my heart ; it is filled only with

those sentiments which your Majesty yourself expressed
in your letter of January 17, 1853, when you said:
" Our relations should be sincerely amicable, based on

identical intentions—the maintenance of order, the love

of peace, respect for treaties, and mutual goodwill."
This programme was worthy the Sovereign who drew it

up ; and I do not hesitate to affirm that I have re-

mained faithful to it.
' : It was at the time when

Nicholas wrote to Napoleon the letter here cited, that

1 The Due de Rroglie said the guettes. They are delighted to find

Emperor's letter had every fault that their Emperor, the man whom they
a composition could have

;
it was made Emperor, bearding Nicholas

;

ill conceived and ill expressed. It and they are glad to read in a short,

was plat et insolent, servile et brutal. intelligible form the whole story of

Madame de Oircourt called it
' cette the quarrel. It will do much to

lettre offreuse,' and added, playfully, popularise the war. Louis Napoleon
that Nicholas would have k. trans- has shown his usual tact in in-

lated and posted up, at the corner of fluencing the popular mind. As for

every street. Count Kergolay, at the higher classes, the Royalists and

his own dinner-table (February 17, the Russians (which is the same

1854), having expressed his surprise thing) are, of course, furious, but

that the English Government ap- even they must confess that it is

proved it, declared that its effect admirably written, that its tone is

upon the French people had been dignified and imperial, that the nar-

admirable. ' The workmen,' he said, rative is clear and condensed, and
i are all devouring it at their guin- the logic irresistible.'
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he was endeavouring, in conversations with Sir Hamil-

ton Seymour (having failed in Vienna), to make a

secret arrangement with the English Government, which

would have transferred the Christian subjects of the

Porte to his paternal care, and eventually have made
him master of Constantinople

—
England receiving

Egypt, and, if she pleased, Candia, by way of ex-

change.
1 In 1853, the Czar Nicholas did not despair

of forming a coalition with the German Powers and

England against France. When, however, he perceived
that his policy was not likely to succeed, he directed

his energies to the prevention of the close alliance

which, in anger and dismay, he saw springing up be-

tween the Emperor of France and the Queen of

England. Foiled again, he at length stood at bay,
after the reception of Napoleon's letter.

* Whatever your Majesty may decide,' he retorted,
4 menaces will not induce me to recede. My confidence

is in God, and in my right ;
and Russia, as I can gua-

rantee, will prove herself in 1854 what she was in

1812.'

This allusion to 1812 was accepted by France as a

challenge. When it had gone forth, peace had become

impossible, even had the outrageous conditions which

Nicholas had sent to Vienna, and to which he haughtily
referred the Emperor Napoleon, been admissible. 2

1 Conversations icith the Emperor the transfer to the Emperor of the

of All the Russia*. By Sir Hamilton allegiance of twelve millions of

Seymour. 1854. Turkish subjects. It was the breach

Russia demanded, among other of the Treaty of July 31, 1841,

things, the confirmation of all exist- signed by the Five Powers, in which

ing treaties between herself and the the independence of Turkey was

P< >rte, together with a formal recog- collectively guaranteed, that was the

nition of the Prote ctorate of the origin of the war. At the moment
Greek Christians as she was pleased triea N icholas was endeavouring to

to understand it; in other words, wheedle Sir Hamilton Seymour at
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They were more than Prince Menschikoff had dared to chap.

ask, and the Conference of the Powers was not pre-

pared to accept even the Prince's dose, which he had

borne with a high hand to Stamboul, in the ship that

was destined to be sunk by the Turks at the outset of

the strife.

In a letter to King Leopold, July 20, 1854, the

Prince Consort tersely expressed the popular feeling at

the outset of the war :
— * Another mistake which

people abroad make, is to ascribe to England a policy

based upon material interests and cold calculation. Her

policy is one of pure feeling, and, therefore, often illogical.

The Government is a popular government : the masses

upon whom it rests only feel, and do not think. In the

present instance, their feeling is something of this sort :

" The Emperor of Eussia is a tyrant, the enemy of all

liberty on the Continent, the oppressor of Poland. He
wanted to coerce the poor Turk. The Turk is a fine

fellow
;
he has braved the rascal ; let us rush to his

assistance. The Emperor is no gentleman, as he has

spoken a lie to our Queen. Down with the Emperor of

Eussia ! Napoleon for ever ! He is the nephew of his

uncle, whom we defeated at Waterloo. We were afraid

of his invading us ? Quite the contrary ! He has for-

gotten all that is past, and is ready to fight with us

for the glorious cause against the oppressor of liberty."
'

When a day of humiliation and prayer for the suc-

cess of our arms was proposed, the Queen wrote to

Lord Aberdeen (April 1, 1854), suggesting that a

prayer should be substituted, remarking most justly :

'

Moreover, to say (as we probably should) that the great

sinfulness of the nation has brought about this war,

St. Petersburg, Prince Menschikoff nople, to extort a secret treaty
was trying, by threats, at Constanti- against the Powers from the Porte.
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book when it is the selfishness and ambition and want of

_,.—-

honesty of one man and his servants which has done it,

while our conduct throughout has been actuated by
unselfishness and honesty, would be too manifestly re-

pulsive to the feelings of any one, and would be a mere

bit of hypocrisy.'
Far from suspecting the Emperor Napoleon of hav-

ing brought about the war, the English Court, and

public opinion throughout Europe, agreed in regarding
him as the Sovereign who had most reason to avoid it,

and who had striven to the utmost to avoid it accord-

ingly. Nor can he be charged with having sought an

dish alliance at any price, the fact being that

England sought Ins co-operation.
1

When Mr. Kinglake comes to the Vienna Note, he is

forced, by overwhelming facts, patent to all the world,

to acknowledge that the Emperor Napoleon appeared
in this passage of the tortuous negotiations as a peace-
maker. 'And here it ought to be remarked," he 5

* that at this moment the French Emperor did nothing
to thwart the restoration of tranquillity, lie perhaps
believed that if a Note which had originated in Paris

were to become the basis of a settlement, he might
found on that circumstance a claim to the glory of

having pacified Europe, and in that wholesome way
might achieve the conspicuousnesa which he loved and

needed. Perhaps he was only obeying that doubleness

of mind which made him always prone to do acts

1 ' When Russia, in the month of tinople, and the passage of the Pruth

January 1853, first assumed a threat- by the Russian army, hostilities were

ening attitude towards Turkey, by imminent, the English Government

concentrating her troops upon the tirst expressed a desire to act in

frontier of the Principalities, no cert with that of France.'— '

joint action was taken by the Great teri \pril 1863. Kingl&ke'a
Powers. When, by the withdrawal Cri?nea.

of the Russian Mission from Coustan-
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clashing with one another. But whatever may have chap.

been the cause which led him for a moment to intermit „
L

his policy, it is just to acknowledge that he seems to

have been faithfully willing to give effect to the means

of pacifications which were proposed by the Vienna

Note.'

This admission, made in the most unhandsome man-

ner, with unwarranted hints and reserves, destroys all

the foul fabric which the mischievous historian's passion

had raised to defame his personal enemy.
«
Thus,'

says a writer in ' Eraser's Magazine
'

(July 1863)
' we are

given the materials < for an irresistible conclusion that

the last attempt at reconciliation between Turkey and

Eussia was devised and enforced by the usurper and his

underbred advisers, and frustrated by the Great Elchi
' with the thin disciplined lips.'

At the end of his volume on the origin of the war,

given up mainly to a baseless indictment of the Em-

peror Napoleon as the fons et origo of the mighty
mischief, Mr. Kinglake, whose passion blinded even his

acute intelligence, turns to Palmerston,
' the lustiest man

of those days,' and says :

' As he from the first had

willed it, so moved the two great nations of the West !

'

The ' Eraser
'

reviewer quietly remarks hereupon :
* This

is very different to the Queen of England and her

people decoyed into war to improve the fortunes of

Maupas, and Persigny formerly Fialin, and St. Arnaud

formerly Leroy.' It is, however, in harmony with M.

Thiers's view. He held that Lord Palmerston took ad-

vantage of the dispute with Eussia about the extradi-

tion of Kossuth to engage Erance in a war with the

Power which he abhorred. 1 Baron Stockmar, who

1 ' The Porte, very imprudently cision to France and England, Lord
and very inconveniently, left the de- Palmerston saw an opportunity of
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book was a calmer and more impartial judge, and who
—I-—• cannot certainly be charged with any predilection in

favour of the French Emperor or Lord Palmerston,

gives the English statesman credit for having been the

first person in authority in England to perceive that
' the Russian madness made the Franco-English alliance

a political necessity.'
' He certainly had the better of us,'

the Baron adds. 1

engaging France in a war with Rus- William Senior. 2 vols. Hurst and

sia, and turned it to advantage with Blackett. 1878.

his usual wrong-headed cleverness.' 1 Memoirs of Baron Stochmar,— Conversations with M. Thiers and Edited by F. Max Miiller. 2 vols.

izot. By the late Nassau Longmans and Co. 1872.
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CHAPTEE II.

THE CAMP AT BOULOGNE.

It was the concerted plan of the enemies of the Em- chap.

peror to insist that the Empire meant war, and not A-

peace. They would obstinately perceive, even in the

Sovereign's domestic measures, his development of the

railway system and the mercantile marine, his patro-

nage of any effort for the moral elevation or the ma-

terial comfort of the nation committed to his care, and

his own bold social experiments, only masks hiding

preparations for foreign conquest. Model lodging-

houses were merely barracks in disguise. If he desired

to improve the breed in horses, it was only to strengthen
his cavalry. He could not .decree the cutting of a

broad street through a slum, without hearing that he

was making a way for his guns. Such was the inter-

pretation of his act when, on December 10, 1853, he

opened the Strasbourg Boulevard. It was the penalty
a Napoleon paid for the name by which he had risen to

power.

King Leopold, the sagacious, was amongst the most

timorous spectators of the rise of the second Empire.
After a time he brought himself to believe that the

Emperor was of a pacific mind for the moment
; and

he visited him in 1854, at his Boulogne Camp. But he

insisted that Napoleon's peace only meant patience wait-

ing for an opportunity. 'He is trying to amuse the
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book commercial and industrial spirit of France,' said the

—V—- King to Mr. Senior,
1 'because lie has found unexpe

acles to his plans of gratifying his ambition. This
- not his original scheme. I have reason to know

that he intended to copy the decrees by which his uncle

annexed to France, first Holland, and afterwards the

provinces at the mouths of the Weser and the Elbe. I

believe that the decree for the annexation of Belgium
was actually drawn out.' The King was informed, no

doubt, by the exiles of the coup d'etat, who flocked to

his capital, and to whom he gave a hearty welcome.

Thiers and Lamoriciere were his teachers. It was

the deliberate policy of the discomfited Biirgraves to

represent Louis Napoleon at the courts of Europe
firebrand; and, for a time, their policy was succeg

His early welcome among the European Sovereigns was,

as we have seen, more than cold. But the frost melted

away, as he gave proof upon proof of his good faith,

of his rare ability, and of that fine savoir faire which

commended him at once to all with whom he came in

personal contact. M. Thiers and M. Guizot were at

once the most active and dangerous of his enemies.

Rivals in ambition become by the blows of fate com-

panions in misfortune, they fell upon the author of

their discomfiture with a will. M. Thiers was exi

rated because the Prince-President had declined to de-

liver himself, bound hand and foot, into his keeping.
In his conversations with Mr. Senior in London and

where, he presents himself always as the man of the

situation, the only safe pilot in the storm. He was quite

ready, and so was M. Guizot, to serve Louis Napoleon,
had he consented to be a constitutional monarch, of

their pattern; but since he declined to commit his

rsatione with M. Thiers and M. Guizot.
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fortunes and those of the country to the two men who chap

had wrecked the House of Orleans, the sharp-tongued — ,-*-

little bourgeois went about saying that the Imperial
coronation and the marriage would each amuse the

people six months, and then some other toys must be

found for the diversion of the vile multitude. It is re-

markable that this unsleeping censor of the new Empire
hated it, in the first place, because he was not allowed

to direct its fortunes ; and, in the second place, because

it was based on universal suffrage ;
on the voice of that

'vile multitude' whom from first to last he despised,

being heart and soul a Boulevard bourgeois.
1

M. Thiers watched the progress of the negotiations
which led to the war with Russia, hoping to find his

opportunity in it. Any conflagration was welcome to

him that would roast his eggs a point. He showed no

concern for the distresses consequent upon the bad

harvest of 1853; for the people's bread he never had

any care. But he was very busy pondering what the

game of diplomacy might bring to him or to his rival

Guizot. The latter believed that the Emperor would
not live long ; that France, being intent on '

nothing but

money-making,' would not suffer her ruler to go to war
while her prodigious prosperity lasted

; and that he

would probably die before he reached an opportunity
for beginning his career of conquest.

*

Then,' said

pleasant Mr. Senior,
« of course, the consequence will be

1 ' You know the story of the stand like a Russian sentinel, with
fiend that tore his master to pieces shouldered arms, in silence and dark-

as soon as he ceased to find him em- ness, forbidden to move, or to speak,

ployment. Such a fiend is France. or to hear, or even to see ? And
Do you suppose that the most un- this after having- enjoyed three hun-

quiet, the most restless, the most dred years of excitement ?
'—M,

vain, the most ambitious, the most Thiers to Mr. Senior. Senior's Con-

daring, and the most unscrupulous versations unth Distinguished Per-

people that the world has ever feared sorts.

and wondered at, will be satisfied to

VOL. IV.
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Henri V., the re-establidiment of the Constitution, and

the renewal of the old parliamentary duel between id

Guizol and IC. Thiers.' The fluttered statesman only

both Thiers and Guizot were getting old.

Thiers protested that he wanted only to amuse himself
•

of his life with historical writing. In Paris

iroglie
and his friends met to exchange

most absurd rumours, and to disseminate everything

y had heard to the disadvantage of the Emperor,
liie Duke was talking in

May [S53 about the possibility of invading England in

v hours. The railway, he said, could take 80,000
I from Paris to Boulogne in seven hours, and in

•!i hours more they could he en route for Dover.

Faucher, who was battening on the sudden prosperity
I 'redit Fonder, had nothing hut scandal to report

« rumen!. Lanjuinais foresaw nothing but

ution of the Emperor through the secret

Ifighet, I t, and all the friends whom
Thiers had about him. were industriously talking

tasl the Empire, on all kinds of theoretical grounds.
Damon, President of the Lyons Railway, and ex-

Minister under Guizot, prated in his splendid cabinet

-nly ruin and disaster. Victor Cousin went about

\nglo-l-Veneh alliance.
1

because, accord-

ing to him, it introduced Louis Napoleon into the great

igns ; and the war. because it made the

pfre popular. V,
| „ot follow all these cle

own when I shall carry oui

1 . intentions of my uncle, by un
-Lit or of M. the policy and interest* of Eng

mtd and Franc in an indissoluble al-

returning the proof- liance."'- Extract from the Queen's
nin 1847, he Diary-Theodore Martin's Life of

•ays :
« Let us h the Prince Consort, vol. iii. p. 259.
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en in their free speculations on the fate of Louis chap.

Napoleon. The pages of Mr. Senior leave them bare . ~V„

to the knife of the future historian of the Empire.
Never did so many men, of conspicuous ability and of

experience in state affairs, indulge in so many pro-

phecies which a few years, nay, in some cases a few

months, showed to be the base creations of passion and

of spite. All the enemies of the Empire, from the Due
de Broglie, in the salons of Paris, to M. Ledru-Rollin, in

the purlieus of Soho, agreed, however, in representing
the Emperor as bent on war, and especially on a war with

England. They admitted, when they saw the Anglo-
French alliance firmly established, and the fleets and

battalions of the two countries engaged in a common
contest against the insolent pretensions of Russia, that

the descent upon Dover might have been put off by the

wily master of the Tuileries, but still they shook their

sapient heads, and raised their warning fingers, and told

the world to beware. Victor Cousin even said that,

before the war was over, the Emperor would seize

Belgium and Savoy,
1 and that we should be his slaves

ever after.

When it became known, after the declaration of war

by England and France against Russia, and while the

French Government were making great preparations
for the transport of an army to the East, that the King
of the Belgians, and afterwards the husband of Queen

Victoria, were to be the guests of Napoleon in the Bou-

logne Camp, the frondeurs plied their trade with the

vehemence of sudden anger. The war was not popular
in France, and they took advantage of this, still to pre-
dict disasters, and to measure the short run which the

: Senior's Conversations with Distinguished Persons, vol. i. pp. 177,

178.

c 2
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hook Empire was to make to its destruction. 1

Napoleon would

play the English Court a fine trick. He would soon

make Leopold bite the dust. But the illustrious guests
came and went away delighted with their host.

The visit of the Consort of the Queen of England to

the Emperor, surrounded by hia camp, alive with

100,000 soldiers, on the very ground where his uncle

had massed an army with the avowed purpose of

effecting a landing on British soil, was an event which.

was brought about after due consideration on both

sides. Napoleon, in the first place, asked the British

Ambassador in Paris, Lord Cowley, with whom he wa.s

on particularly friendly terms, and whose part in main-

taining the good relations which existed between Eng-
land and France throughout the Imperial epoch has

never been fairly appreciated, whether Ik 4

thought an

invitation to the Queen's Consort to the Boulogne Camp
would be acceptable. Lord Cowley communicated

with Lord Clarendon, assuring the Foreign Secretary
that the Emperor's desire was to establish cordial per-
sonal relations with the British Court, and adding that

he believed substantial benefit would accrue from the

contact of the Prince's sound understanding with the

mind of Louis Napoleon. The reply was prompt,* and

it drew from the Emperor the following letter of invi-

tation :

B—
1

According to the Note ex- » «

St.-cioud, ie 3 Juiiiet 1854.

changed between England and ' Mon Frere, — Votre A

France, they mutually agreed Dei- ltoyale sait que, mettant en pratique
t 1km- to seek nor reap any territorial sa propre idee, et voulant prouver

advantage or aggrandisement from une determination de soutenir ju->-

the war. qu'au bout la lutte que nous avons
2 The visit which the reigning commence ensemble, j'ai decide" la

Duke of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha had rt'union d'une armee entre St.-Omor

paid to the Emperor in the spring, et Boulogne. Je n'ai pas besom de

and the good effect of it, had inclined dire a votre Altesse quel plaisir j'au-

tlic1 Prince Contort to accept. rais a la voir et combien je serais
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1 St. Cloud, July 3, 1854. CHAP.

1

Brother,—Your Eoyal Highness knows that, put- -—r—
ting in practice your own idea, and wishing to show

my determination to carry out to the end the struggle

we have begun together, I have decided to form an

army between Boulogne and St. Omer. I need not tell

your Highness how pleased I should be to receive you,
and how happy 1 should be to show you my soldiers.

I am convinced, moreover, that personal ties will con-

tribute to strengthen the union so happily established

between two great nations. I beg you to present my
respectful homage to the Queen, and to receive the

expression of the esteem and of the sincere affection I

have conceived for you. With this, Brother, I pray
God to have you in His holy keeping.

* Napoleon.'

The Prince's reply, written after consultation with

Lords Clarendon and Aberdeen, who cordially advised

him to call the Emperor 'frerej and declared that only

good could come out of the proposed visit, was even

warmer and more gracious than that of the Emperor.
1

Napoleon was addressed as ' Sire et cher Frere,' and the

Prince, after thanking the Emperor for his '

gracious
and amiable letter,' declared that he should accept the

invitation with pleasure, as affording him an oppor-

tunity of making His Majesty's personal acquaintance,
and of expressing to him, viva voce, the high value the.

heureux de lui montrer mes troupes ;
cevoir Fexpression de l'estime et de

je suis d'ailleurs persuade que les la sincere affection que je vous ai

liens personnels contribueront encore vouees. Sur ce, mon Frere, je prie
a cimenter l'union si heureusement Dieu, qu'il vous ait en sa sainte et

6tablie entre deux grands peuples. Je digne garde.
—Napoleon.'

vous prie de presenter a la Heine 1
Life of the Prince Consort. By

mes respectueux liomniages et de re- Theodore Martin. Vol. iii. p. 88
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BOOK Queen and himself attached to the friendship and inti-

r— macy which characterised the relations of the Govern-

ments of the two countries. ' 1 shall, moreover,' the

Prince continued, 'feel great interest in witnessing the

concentration of soldiers of that noble army which is

now ranged beside ours for the defence of the rights of

Europe, and in seeing these troops commanded by j

Majesty in person.' His Royal Highness then thanked

the Emperor in the Queen's name for his message to

her, and begged to be remembered to the Empress ;

and signed himself '
le bonfrere' of his host to be.

Nor were these simply civilities. The Queen warmly

approved the visit as ' a right and natural thing.'

Baron Stockmar anticipated good from it, 'inasmuch

as the good or evil destiny of the present time will

directly and chiefly depend upon a rational, honour-

able, and resolute alliance between England and

Prance.'

The Emperor and the Prince met at Boulogne on

September 4, 1854, the Prince hastening ashore as

as the gangway tblished from the ' Victoria and

Albert,' and giving and receiving a cordial greeting.

The Duke of Newcastle, who was in attendance, re-

marked to Lord Cowley, that the tears stood in the

Emperor's eyes, while he expressed to the Prince his

pleasure at '
this fresh proof of the cordiality of the

alliance which England proffered him.' The Prince, by

way of reply, handed to his host an autograph letter

from the Queen, couched in terms that delighted him.

The two then drove away to a little chateau behind

the railway station, where the Emperor's quarters were

iblished, to begin a friendship that grew from that

day forth between the reigning families of England and

Prance, and suffered no abatement after the sun had

set on the Second Empire.
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Writing to the Queen on the eve of the day of his chap

meeting with the Emperor for the first time, the Prince —^—

Consort said of his host :

L ' The Emperor has been very

nervous, if we are to believe what is said by those who
stood near him, and who know him well. He was

kindly and cordial, does not look so old or pale as his

portraits make him, and is much gayer than he is

generally represented. The visit cannot fail to be a

source of great gratification to him Drouyn de

Lhuys and Marechal Vaillant are the persons of note

who are here, besides General Montebello, whom we
saw at the camp in England, and Colonel Fleury; and

all the other gentlemen are officers of no distinction. 2

' 1 have had two long talks with the Emperor, in

which he spoke very sensibly about the war, and the
"
question du jour." People here are far more sanguine

about the results of the expedition to the Crimea, very
sensitive about the behaviour of Sir Charles Napier,

scantily satisfied with Lord Stratford
; nevertheless, so

far as the Emperor is concerned, determined to consider

the war and our alliance as the one thing paramount,
to which all other considerations must give place.'

Then, on the evening of the same day, before retiring

to rest, the gentle and gifted Consort wrote the fol-

lowing in his good-night to his Queen :
—4 The Em-

1 Theodore Martin's Life of the guns the moment she made the

Prince Consort. harbour
;
the sailors standing up in

2 Charles Dickens, in a letter the prow of the yacht ;
the Prince in

dated April 6, 1854, has described a blazing uniform, left alone on the

Boulogne during the Prince's visit :
— deck for everybody to see—a stu-

' The town looks like one immense pendous silence, and then such an

flag, it is so decked out with infernal blazing and banging as

streamers
;
and as the royal yacht never was heard. It was almost as

approached yesterday
—the whole fine a sight as one could see under a

range of the cliff tops lined with the deep blue sky.'
—Letters of Charles

troops, and the artillery matches in Dickens, vol. i. p. 362.

hand, all ready to fire the great
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book
peror thaws more and more. This evening, alter din-

ner, I withdrew with him to his sitting-room for half

an hour, before rejoining his guests, in order that he

might smoke his cigarette, in which occupation, to his

amazement, I could not keep him company. He told

me one of the deepest impressions ever made upon him

was when, after having gone from France to Eio Janeiro.

and thence to the United States, and been recalled to

Europe by the rumour of his mother's serious illness, lie

arrived in London shortly after King William's death,

and saw you at the age of eighteen going to open
Parliament for the first time.' Then, again* on the

following evening, after a long review day with the

Emperor, the Prince continues the second of his im-

pressions :
—

4

During the six hours which I passed in the car-

riage with the Emperor alone, we discussed all the

topics of home and foreign policy, material and per-

sonal, with the greatest frankness, and I can say but

good of what I heard.
' He has explained his relations to Persigny, in ex-

Qge for my communication as to ours to Palmerston,

and I have made him understand our position with

reference to his coup d'etat. His wish is to see Spain
and Portugal united. I have unfolded our reasons for

a different view. We have discussed political economy,

taxation, and finance, reformatories, prisons, and tra

portation, constitutional government, liberty and equa-

Hty, &c, all secundum artem, &c. &c. More of this

hereafter byword of mouth. He was brought up in

the German fashion, at the Gymnasium in Augsburg,
where he passed the greater part of his childhood—

Elections which have remained dear to him, and

;i training which has developed a German turn of

thought. As to all modern political history, so far as
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this is not Napoleonic, he is without information, so chap
that he wants many of the materials for accurate judg- ,

II

^_
ment. He has made a thorough study of military

matters, and is completely master of them.
4 1 send you two of the new gold five-franc pieces

which the Emperor gave me, one for yourself, and one

for the numismatical department of the children's

museum.'

While the guest of the Emperor, the Prince Consort

expressed to him the Queen's wish to see him in Eng-
land, and also to make the acquaintance of the Em-

press. The Emperor replied that he hoped first to

have an opportunity of receiving the Queen in Paris, in

the following year,
' when the Louvre would be com-

pleted for the Exhibition.' And so the matter was

left
;
but when the Prince had returned to Osborne, he

wrote to the Emperor, to renew in writing, as he re-

marked, the expression of his gratitude for the kind

reception which had been given to him. ' The remem-

brance,' he said,
* of the days I have just spent there,

as well as of the trustful cordiality with which you
have honoured me, shall not be effaced from my
memory. I found the Queen and our children well,

and she charges me with a thousand kind messages for

your Majesty.'
The Prince's impressions of his four days' contact

with the Emperor formed the subject of a memo-
randum * which he dictated to General Grey two days
after his return, to Osborne. ' I cannot sufficiently ac-

knowledge,' he remarks in this formal and candid docu-

ment,
' the openness and want of reserve with which he

broached all the most important topics of the day, and

hope I was as open and unreserved in the expression of

1

Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iii. p. 108.
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X
BOOK my own opinions.' The Prince's sketch of the Empe-

ror's character, as developed before him during his

short stay, bears the strong impress of his own. It is

not only the truth, but the whole truth, according
the Prince's light.

• lie appeared quiet and indolent from constitution,

not easily excited, but gay and humorous when at his

His French is not without a little German

accent, the pronunciation of his German better than

that of his English.
1 On the whole I observed a good

deal in his turn of mind that is owing to his education

at Augsburg, where, as he told me, lie was brought up
at the Gymnasium. He recited a poem by Schiller on

the advantages to man of peace and war, which seemed

to have made a deep impression upon him, and app
to me to be not without significance with reference to

his life.

k His court and household are strictly kept, and in

good order, more English than French. The gentle-

men composing his entourage are not distinguished

by birth, manner, or education. He lives on a very
familiar footing with them, although they seemed afraid

of him. The tone was rather the ton de gar?iison, with

a good deal of smoking ; the Emperor smoking <»

rettes, and not being able to understand my not joining
him in it. He is very chilly, complains of rheumatism,
and goes early to bed ; takes no pleasure in music, and

is proud of his horsemanship
—in which, however, I

could discern nothing remarkable.' 8

Having remarked again that the Emperor appe

1 The young Friiice Imperial, words,

who spoke English with wonderful * The Prince was himself a very

correctness, often joked his father on poor horseman,

hw pronunciation of certain English
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to be very deficient in modern political history, the chap

Prince added :

' He was remarkably modest, however, in

acknowledging these defects, and showed the greatest

candour in not pretending to know what he did not.

All that refers to the Napoleonic history he seems to

have at his lingers' ends ; he also appears to have

thought much and deeply on politics, yet more like an
" amateur politician," mixing many very sound and

many very crude notions together. He admires Eng-
lish institutions, and regrets the absence of an aristo-

cracy in France ;
but might not be willing to allow

such an aristocracy to control his own power, whilst he

might wish to have the advantage of its control over

the pure democracy.'
The Emperor questioned the Prince very closely

about the working of the administration of the English

Government, and the Queen's relations with her Minis-

ters, her supervision of the whole of the diplomatic

correspondence ; and then His Majesty described his

own administrative machinery and relations with foreign
courts. ' He said he did not allow his Ministers to meet

or discuss matters together—that they transacted their

business solely with him. He rarely told the one what

he had settled with the other.'

' He seemed astonished,' the Prince observed,
' when

I told him that every Despatch went through the

Queen's hands, and was read by her, as he only received

extracts made from them, and indeed appeared to have

little time or - inclination generally to read. When I

observed to him, that the Queen would not be content

without seeing the whole of the diplomatic corre-

spondence, he replied that he found a full compensation
in having persons in his own confidence at the different

posts of importance, who reported directly to him. I

could not but express my sense of the danger of such

II.
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BOOK an arrangement, to which no statesman—in England at

.

x
least—would consent, and which enabled the Foreign
Minister (if he chose to cheat his master) always to

plead to foreign countries his ignorance of what might
have been done, or to throw the entire blame, in any

difficulty that might occur, upon these secret in-

structions. The Emperor acknowledged all this, but

pleaded necessity.'

Having discussed the coup d'etat, the characters of

Lords Palmerston and Aberdeen, M. Drouyn de Lhuys,
Counts Walewski and Persigny,

1 with perfect candour

on both sides, the Emperor and the Prince turned to

French public men aad French finance. In the course

of this discussion the Emperor explained his part in the

creation of the Credit Moldlier, and his appeal to the

bulk of the people to subscribe the war loan, and its

triumphant success.
4 We conversed,' the Prince reports,

• on the immo-

rality of public men in France, particularly with regard
to money transactions. The Emperor maintained that

he could vouch for the integrity of the members of his

Government, but not beyond, and this was one of his

greatest difficulties. For instance, nothing had done

him or his Government more harm than the attempt at

the loan on the Credit MobiUer. The transaction had

been a very simple and unobjectionable one when pro-

posed to him. The employes, however, immediately
drove up the 500-franc shares to 3,000, then sold and

let the whole thing fall, which brought ruin on numbers

of families. He was determined to do them in return,

and had, without saying a word to anybody, opened a

1 The Emperor did ample justice riage bad ruined him, and that his

to the good qualities of his old unmeasured language had done his

friend, but declared that his mar- Government great harm.
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general subscription of the people, through the Prefects, chap.

in every village. The effect had been marvellous. The -—T

'

whole loan was subscribed for in a day by the lowest

classes, who were as much delighted at the measure as

the money-lenders and agioteurs were annoyed, and

brought their money settlement pour le dormer a

Napoleon. He would have to recur to this again,

probably next year.
1 ....

'This led to a general discussion on finance and

commercial policy
—the Emperor leaning to indirect

taxation
;
I condemning indirect taxation as a principle,

but acknowledging its necessity as a sacrifice to the

weakness of human nature, which cannot bear to see

the money go direct from the pocket of the individual

to the coffers of the State. I particularly condemned
the ever-recurring attempts of the successive French

Governments to control the price of bread. He declared

this a necessity, as, when bread was dear, the people
became ungovernable. The town of Paris had had to

sacrifice sixteen millions of francs last year
2 for that

object, which he hoped to get back now after a plentiful

harvest. I could not but express my doubts whether

he would find it practicable to get back a shilling. As
to the stability of the Government, nothing appeared to

me so dangerous as to establish and acknowledge an

immediate connection between it and the price of bread.

He admitted this, but repeated that there was no help
for it.

' We talked over general principles of government ;

I maintaining that the destinies of nations were less

controlled by armies and rulers than by the philo-

sophers of the day. I attributed the whole difficulty of

1 The subsequent loans of the manner, and with uniform success.

Empire were subscribed in the same 3
1853.
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book the Government in France to the absurd doctrine of

—- equality as an accompaniment to liberty, which was in

fact its negation, and to Rousseau's Contrat Social, which

represented man as originally free, and surrendering

only a portion of his liberty to the State, in return for

which he obtained certain advantages. This doctrine

made it a continued matter of calculation, whether the

advantages were adequate to the sacrifices, and in dis-

tress or difficulties of any kind the individual waa prone
to consider himself freed from his obligations to the

State, whilst, in reality, man was originally in the most

abject state of dependence, and obtained the condition

for acquiring any liberty only through the existence of

the State, its laws, and civilisation. Matters would not

get better till some great mind arose and made a sounder

philosophy popular. The Emperor seemed struck, and

agreed with the truth of this
;
but objected that no

writers would for an immense length of time find their

way to the people of France. Good writing had no

chance at all, for even the worst writing of the So-

cialists, who worked upon the lowest passions of the

crowd, had in fact hardly penetrated the surface of

society. He instanced as a proof his own election for

the National Assembly at Metz, when the Socialist

candidate, who had all the votes pledged to him, saw

them given to himself, a stranger just arrived, merely
on account of the name of Napoleon. This name was

the only tiling left which still united the sentiments of

the people. How little the people followed even the

history of their own times was again illustrated to him

on his way with the Empress to Biarritz, when, through
a large portion of the south of France, the people
cried, "Vive Marie-Louise!" He had also heard

on a former journey cries of "
Enfin voila le vieux

revenu !
" '
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Host and guest next turned to military matters, and chap.

to the condition in which the outbreak of the war had

found the French army. The Emperor acknowledged
that France was not ready for the struggle.

' He had

to refurnish almost his whole material, but was going
on satisfactorily, and would be quite ready next year.'

He described how he intended to keep up the camps,
to accustom his troops to the field.

' He had placed his

whole artillery on a uniform system, twelve-pounders,
which he was very proud of, as well as of the new

carbine, his own invention, and a rocket of very large

calibre, which has carried up to 6,000 metres, and from

which he expects great results. He had likewise had

experiments carried on as to the power of resistance of

wrought iron, which proved that, at a given angle, a

small thickness, like two inches, would resist any shot—
the shot splitting. He thought an application of this

to floating batteries to be the way of taking Cronstadt

without any loss.'

Then, as to the appearance of the Emperor in the

field, the Prince remarked :

' In the command of his

troops he appeared inexperienced, though calm and

self-possessed, and very modest and ingenuous as to

what he had yet to learn, but decidedly showing talent

for it.' According to the Prince, the Emperor was

almost the only person among the officers of the suite

and camp who had any hope of the success of the ex-

pedition against Sebastopol, and they were astonished

to find the English officers who accompanied the Prince

so sanguine about it. The Emperor strongly con-

demned St. Arnaud's march into the Dobrudja, and de-

clared that it had been positively forbidden. Under
this section of his paper, the Prince concludes charac-

teristically :
' Before we left Boulogne, accounts arrived

from Varna, announcing the decision to go to the

n.
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maud writing, in true French style, of]

If,
u Je suis plein de confiance et plein cTardeur."'

The survey of European politics which the host and

made in common, on the eve of the Prii

return to England, included a discussion on Germain

politics, in the course of which the Prince saw ' that he

had the common dread of all Frenchmen, that Genua r.y

would become formidable if too strongly united.' The

Emperor declared that he was anxious for the union of:

Spain and Portugal under one king, to see LombardJ
from the maladministration of Austria, and Poland

restored. 1 The Prince said Austria could not give up
line of the Mincio, and he defied the Emperor to

trace another tenable boundary on the map. The Em-
or answered significantly that if military frontiers

were an essential point for the existence of States,

France also had claim to one. This the Prince would

admit, pointing to Switzerland and Belgium as the

neutral Powers Hanking France, and constituting the

si possible bulwarks. The Emperor was not con-

vinced, denying that neutrality was a real protection,
•as it WSJ rarely maintained in time of war.'

'Upon the whole,' the Prince remarked, in con-

clusion, 'the impression which my stay at Boulogne left

upon me is, that naturally the Emperor would neither

in home nor in foreign politics take any violent steps;
but that he appears in distress for means of governing,
and obliged to look about for them from day to day.

Having deprived the people of any active participation
in the government, and having reduced them to mere

Wive spectators, he is bound to keep up the "S]
tacle," and, as at fireworks, whenever a pause takes

'

H«- would have been content perfectly so with the Grand Duchy
with ever so small a nucleus, and of Warsaw.'
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place between the different displays, the public immedi- chap

ately grows impatient, and forgets what it has just *.—,J

applauded, and that new preparations require time.

Still he appears to be the only man who has any hold

on France, relying on the " nom de Napoleon" which is

the last thing left to a Frenchman's faith. He said to

the Duke of Newcastle :

" Former Governments tried

to reign by the support of perhaps one million of the

educated classes. I have tried to lay hold of the other

twenty-nine." He is decidedly benevolent and anxious

for the good of his people, but has, like all rulers before

him, a bad opinion of their political capacity. He will

be exposed to one danger in his attempt at governing

solely by himself, which has befallen almost every abso-

lute monarch, that he will be crushed under the weight
of a mass of unimportant details of business, whilst the

real direction of affairs may be filched from him by his

irresponsible Ministers.'

The value of the Prince's opinion on the Imperial

system is lessened, when we consider the undoubted

fact that he knew very little of Frenchmen or of France,

and that his sympathies lay with Germany and Austria,

rather than with the democratic institutions of Napoleon,
and the aspirations of Italy and of Poland. Still, his

statement is valuable as that of an honest, cultivated,

and sagacious mind
;

of a mind remarkable also for its

courageous candour. The opinions of the Prince on

the Emperor are exactly what he thought, and all he

thought, on the subject. His last words on his visit are

very interesting.
* The Emperor's best chance,' he said,

4
is the English alliance, which not only gives steadiness

to his foreign policy, but, by predisposing in his favour

the English press, protects him from the only channel

through which public opinion in France, if hostile to

him, could find vent. I told him that we should be

VOL. IV. i)
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book glad to see him in England, and that the Queen would

r be delighted to make acquaintance with the Empress.
He gave no direct answer, but the expression of his hope
that we would come in return to Paris for the Exhibi-

tion next year, when the Louvre would be finished.'

The Emperor was delighted with his guest, and as

he left Boulogne, handed to him a letter for the Queen.
4 The presence,' he said in it,

1 'of your Majesty's estim-

able Consort in the midst of a French camp, is a fart

of the utmost political significance, since it demonstrate!

the intimate union of the two countries. But to-day I

prefer not to dwell on the political aspect of this \

but to tell you in all sincerity how happy it has made
me to be for several days in the society of a Prince so

accomplished
—a man endowed with qualities so seduc-

tive, and with knowledge so profound. He may feel

assured that he carries with him my sentiments of high
esteem and friendship. But the more I have been

enabled to appreciate Prince Albert, the more it be-

hoves me to be touched by the kindness of your

Majesty in agreeing on my account to part with him for

several days.'

This opinion was repeated by the Emperor shortly

afterwards, in a conversation on the Boulogne visit.

which he held with Count Walewski. The Emperor

reproached him for not having made him better ac-

quainted beforehand with the Prince's high character

and the weight which his opinions carried in England.

The Life of the Prince Consort, v<>] iii. pp. i
; 2, 3.
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CHAPTEB III.

THE FIRST YEAR OF THE WAR.

Within a fortnight of the close of the Prince Consort's

visit to the Emperor at Boulogne, the Queen received

the news at Balmoral 1 that the Allied forces had landed

safely at Eupatoria, and had begun to march on Se-

bastopol.

This successful opening of the Crimean War was

hailed in France with an enthusiasm that disheartened

the salons of the frondeurs, who never ceased to sup-

port Russia, even against their own country, in the hope
of harming the Empire.

2 It came upon a people who

CHAP.
in

1

September 21, 1854.
2 ' We must both of us abstain,'

M. Thiers said to Mr. Senior, Feb-

ruary 6, 1854, 'from using as our

battle-field the foreign relations of

the country. In these relations an

error is fatal. We may quarrel

among ourselves
;
we must be united

against the foreigner. This, I repeat,

we have not yet learned. Our Bour-

bonists cannot bear to see a Bona-

parte strengthened by the alliance

of your admirable Queen. They
cannot bear to think that his despot-
ism may be consolidated by the

prestige of military glory. Their

whole influence is exerted for Russia.

They would sacrifice Turkey to de-

prive their enemies of a triumph.

They are striving to make us distrust

you, and you distrust us. They are

striving to make the war unpopular;

a month hence they will be striving
to make it unsuccessful. I believe

they are mad enough to wish, and

even to hope, for another foreign
restoration.' Speaking of the pro-

jected fusion, M. Thiers added: 'I

think it was inopportune and inso-

lent. Inopportune, because it was

obviously a Russian move, and every
move in that direction widens the

chasm that is opening throughout

Europe between the peoples and the

sovereigns. The good sense of the

people leads them everywhere to

abhor Russia. . . . France always
hated the elder branch

;
now it de-

spises the younger branch. This

alliance between the Pretenders has

been almost as useful to Louis Na-

poleon as his own alliance with

England.'

d 2
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k were materially prosperous, and not politically reduced

w... to the position of ' mere spectators,' as the Prince

Consort believed. M. Thiers had seen germs of a new

political life growing under the Imperial purple

early as 1853.
'

Well, you see what the Corps Legislatif are doing,'

he said in this year to Mr. Senior;
'

qa pousse. He

(Louis Napoleon) thought he had cut down all freedom

to the roots. And so he had, but the roots are not

killed ;
the earth is moving above them

; you will

see the new stalks shoot up. He thought that he had

filled, his Chamber with mutes and tools. And so lie

had ; but the traditions of representative life have trans

formed them
;
the mutes are beginning to murmur, and

the tools to turn against him.' Thus, in his old way,
the discomfited statesman gave his idea of what the

Emperor should do.

' You asked me the other day, my dear Senior, what

I would do in his place. I would give free scope to

this rising freedom ;
I would allow them to kick at me

as much as they pleased, being sure that if I yielded to

the kicks they would not be able to kick me out. This

year I would make this decree—"
Considering that it

is difficult to draw the line between Constitutional and

ordinary laws, all laws whatever are within the juris-

diction of the Senate." Next year I would decree—
"Considering that the discussions in the Corps Legis-

latif often bring to light new facts and suggest new

inferences, the Corps Legislatif is empowered to make
amendments in the Budget and in the other matters

submitted to it." A year after that I would decree—
"
Considering that the Ministers may receive from the

Senate and the Corps Legislatif, and impart to them,
valuable information, the Ministers shall have places in

those bodies." And in 1857 I would decree—"Con-
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sidering that free discussion is useful, and is impeded chap.

by the subjection of the journals to suppression, no ,
,.;

journal shall in future be suppressed. All the liabilities

of the press are retained." With these decrees we
should have a Constitution ; Guizot, and Mole, and

Broglie would adhere to him
;
I would too, after them,

not before. They would make an administration which

I would support, though I would not enter it
; you

(the English) would form an alliance with Louis Napo-
leon ; and as for Henri V. and the Comte de Paris,

they would neither of them ever cross the frontier.

He might die like Louis XVIII. on the throne. In-

stead of that, he will kick again, and then the end will

begin.' Had M. Guizot in 1869 and 1870 acted up to

his- professions of 1853, he might have saved France

from the war and the Commune..

No man in France knew better than the speaker of

these words that the ruler to whom they were applied
had said of the French people, whom he loved with a

devotion that never faltered, even under the stings of

their ingratitude,
' Je veux les mener a une liberte sage.'

1

Nobody knew better than M. Thiers that the Emperor
drew up the Constitution under which he assumed

Imperial power, with the resolute intention to give back

liberty to the people, so soon as he could be assured

tli at it would be used with order ;
and none of the

Emperor's enemies did more than M.. Thiers to make
the restoration of free Constitutional government dan-

gerous.

Louis Napoleon's relations with the nation at this

time were more justly estimated in Belgium, where one

of the Vice-Presidents of the Chamber, the Vicomte

1 These words were spoken "by Adam Czartoriski, who repeated
the Emperor to the late Prince them to me.:—B...T.
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BOOK Charles Vilain XIV., said :
' The Emperor of the French

_x_. has understood with marvellous clearness the force of

direct communications between the Government and the

people. It is impossible to understand, without having
travelled through France, or lived in Paris within the

last two years, the moral calm and the tranquillity of

mind of this inflammable nation; since all important
measures or events of national significance are posted up
in plain-speaking placards in every commune. The

people read, they understand, they approve or dis-

approve, and they go away content.' The speaker
went on to recommend the Belgian Ministers to ex-

plain in the same way the reasons for the high price of

bread, from which the Belgian working classes were

sulTering, and his suggestion was adopted. Constitu-

tional Belgium, in 1854, took a lesson from Imperial
France.

The material prosperity of the Empire at the be-

ginning of the Crimean War was, indeed, prodigious.
The revenue of 1853 had exceeded the Finance Minis-

ter's calculations by forty four millions and a half of

francs. That of 1852 had exceeded his expectations by

sixty-six millions and a half. These figures could not

be contradicted. They were eloquent answers to the

enemies of the Empire. Nor did the Government allow

the prophets of evil to use the Eastern Question to their

disadvantage. In a Note published in the ; Moniteur
'

(February 22, 1854) the object of the war was plainly

forth ; and the revolutionary parties in Greece and

italy were warned not to cast their nets into the

troubled waters of the Bosphorus.
1 The Emperor was

1 l Jamaia le gouvernement n'aura l'empire ottoman a Constantinople,
une politique a double face, et de il ne pourrait pas souftrir que cette

ineme que, defendant l'lnte^rite" de integrity fut violoe par des agrea-
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sions parties de la Grece : de meme il s'unissaient en Orient, qu'on cherchat

ne pourrait pas permettre, si les dra- a les diviser sur les Alpes.'

peaux de la France et de l'Autriehe

39

in.
not, as the reader has seen, indifferent to the aspirations chaf,

of the Italians ; but he hoped by peaceful means to

bring about that liberation of the nation in whose

cause he had fought as a boy, to which his brother

had sacrificed his life, and which he was destined to

achieve on the field of Solferino.

On March 2, the Emperor, in opening the Parlia-

mentary session of 1854, touched on the two dominant

questions of the hour, viz. the bad harvest and the

war. The natural effect of the bad harvest had been

lessened by striking away the old shackles from the

trade in corn
; by an extraordinary impetus imparted

to public works, in order to give employment to the

wage classes
;
and by the bold experiment of equalising

the price of bread, which has already been described

(vol. hi. p. 449). The Emperor remarked with satis-

faction that his subjects, although sorely tried by a bad

harvest and a rigorous winter, had not uttered a word

against his Government ; being convinced that their

welfare was his constant study.
A war had followed immediately upon the bad

harvest and the severe winter. The Emperor said—and

said with a truth to which all with whom he had been

in communication during the difficult negotiations that

had been carried on in desperate endeavours to avoid

an armed conflict could bear witness—he had done

everything that honour permitted him to do, in order

to keep the peace of Europe unbroken. *

Europe
knows,' he remarked,

' that if France draws her sword,

it is because she has been compelled ;
and that she has

no idea of conquest. I am glad to proclaim empha-
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BOOK tically that the days of conquest are over, never to

—r-— return. For it is not by widening the limits of her

territory that a nation can become renowned and

powerful ; but by placing herself at the head of gene-
rous ideas, and by helping to spread everywhere the

empire of right and justice. Behold the result of a

policy void of egoism and arriere-pensee. Here is

England, our old rival, drawing closer to us day by

day, in an intimate alliance, because the principles for

which we are contending are also those of the English

people. Germany, that had remained mistrustful, bear-*

ing still in mind our past wars, and had for forty years
leaned deferentially towards the Cabinet of St. Peters-

burg, has recovered her 6ense of independence, and is

looking freely about to discover the direction in which

her interests lie. And Austria, above all, must join our

alliance, since she cannot be an indifferent spectator of

the events which are in preparation ;
and thus the

morality and justice of the war on which we are enter-

ing will be further confirmed.'

The concluding paragraphs of the Emperor's sp
created a deep impression.

4 We have seen, in the East,' he said,
* in the midst

of a profound peace, a Sovereign demand suddenly of

his weak neighbours new advantages, and because he

could not obtain them, invade two provinces. This act

alone should make those whose souls revolt at iniquity

grasp their swords; but we had further reasons for

coming to the assistance of Turkey. France had equal
interest with England, and perhaps greater interest, in

preventing the indefinite extension of Kussian influence

in Constantinople. To reign in Constantinople is to

govern over the Mediterranean ; and none among you,

gentlemen. I believe, will say that England has alone

important interests in the sea that bathes three hundred
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leagues of French coast. Our policy is not one of yes- chai

terday. For centuries every national Government of v__ri_

France has supported it : I shall not abandon it.

' Let people cease to ask us what we are going to

do in Constantinople. We are going with England to

espouse the cause of the Sultan, and, nevertheless, to

protect Christian rights : we are going to defend the.

liberty of the high seas, and our just influence in the

Mediterranean. We are going, with Germany, to help
her to maintain her rank, from which there appears to

be a desire to lower her, and to secure her frontiers

against the preponderance of a too powerful neighbour.
We are going, in fine, with the goodwill of all who
desire the triumph of right, of justice, and of civili-

sation.' After appealing confidently to the support of

the Chambers, the Emperor concluded with the hope
that, by God's help, he might compel such a peace as

no man's independent will could disturb.

The response was fervent and unanimous. The

Chamber, en masse, headed by its President, M. Billault,

repaired to the Tuileries to present to the Emperor its

vote of 250 millions for the war.

The Emperor replied to M. Billault :
' We are both

animated by one sentiment, for are we not both elected

representatives of France ?
' l Then he appealed to the

nation to subscribe the money ;
and in a few days the

loan was twice covered, and in notable part by the

savings of the people.
The lowest sum for which subscription was re-

ceived was 10 francs. There were more than six

thousand subscribers of this minimum sum
; but there

were more than 60 thousand subscribers of less than

1 ' Nous avons tou8 les memes leg menies interets, car yous et moi,

sentiments, nous repr6sentons tous nous sommes les elus de la Trance/
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BOOK 50 francs. Upwards of 50 millions were offered to

~-y.—• the Government, in sums under 50 francs. The sinews

of war came out of the pockets of the people ; and this

fact added immensely to the moral strength of the

Government.

The Emperor appealed in vain to Prussia and to

Austria. His wish was that the Allied Annies should

cross Germany to attack Russia in her most vulnerable

place
—the Polish provinces. But Prussia held hack,

albeit she had everything to gain by the reconstitution

of a Kingdom of Poland between her and Russia ;

l and

she even went the length, after the landing of the Allies

in the Crimea, of declaring to Austria that, if she entire!

the field against Russia, the defensive and offensive

treaty between Prussia and Austria would be at an end.

The consequence of the conduct of Prussia becam<

alarming both in Prance and in England, in the autumn

of 1854, that the Prince Consort wrote a solemn letter

of warning to the Prince of Prussia (now Emperor of

Germany), in which he said :
8 * The feeling of son

here and in France against Prussia is upon the incr<

people regarding her as the only friend of Russia, and

the only reason why an united Europe is unable to put
a speedy stop to the war. . . . Already the talk in

Paris is of the restitution of Poland, and this finds an

echo in England ;
and in Boulogne the army, as I now

heai\ was in hopes to have to light next year with

Prussia. The danger of a general European war may
probably be averted, if Austria joins our alliance

frankly and fairly.*

But Austria, by occupying the Principalities, had set

free the Russian invading army, and by her subsequent

1 This was never more apparent Russo-Turkish war.

than in the relations existing between
2 Martin's Life of the Prime

Germany and Russia during the Consort, vol. iii. p. 137.
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obstinately passive attitude, forfeited her claim upon chap

the future good offices of the Western Powers—as she

learned to her cost at Sadowa and Solferino. No
observer saw the tendency of what was passing with a

deeper and truer insight than the Prince Consort.

Turning from the Prince of Prussia to his ' dearest

uncle,' King Leopold—who still looked with aversion

upon the Anglo-French alliance—the Prince besought
him to use his influence with the Austrian and Prussian

Courts to make them throw in their influence resolutely

with England and France to bring Kussia to reason.

At the opening of the winter, after the country had

been profoundly moved, first by the battle of Balaclava

and the sacrifice of the Light Brigade at Inkermann,
and then by the reports of the privations the troops
were enduring, the Prince said to King Leopold :

" To

my mind the only practical question is, What will "be

the character of the war next year ? Will it be

carried on by United Europe against Kussia, or by an

Europe divided into two camps, on the Khine and in

Italy?'
1

Then the Prince, with his customary sagacity, sha-

dowed forth the probable results of the Anglo-French
alliance, if Austria and Prussia continued to fail to

perforin their duties as European Powers. He declined

to debate the possibility of France playing England
false

; and he believed that the Emperor would not

listen to enemies who were whispering in his ear doubts

about the sincerity of 'perfide Albion' 'As men of

honour,' said the Prince,
4 neither he nor we can enter-

tain such a thought for a moment.' And then he

remarked :

' The longer Eussia's resistance lasts, and the

1 Letter to King Leopold, November 6, 1854.
—Martin's Life of the Prittet

Consort} vol. Hi. p. 142.
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book longer the struggle is devolved on France and England
__V - alone, the more compact must their alliance become.

As, then, France and Napoleon are under all circum-

stances sure to cherish their national arricr

of territorial aggrandisement at their neighbours' ex-

pense, the risk, as far as these neighbours are con-

cerned, certainly is, that England may some day have

to stand by and see things done, which she herself

cannot desire, but must uphold in the interest of her

ally. This danger, I repeat, Austria, Prussia, and

Germany may avert by acting with us, not in the ma-

nipulation of Protocols, which leave everything to the

exertions of the Western Powers, and have no other

object but to make sure that no harm is done to the

enemy. Such a course is dishonourable, immoral, leads

to distrust, and ultimately to direct hostility. Already
the soreness of feeling here against Prussia is intense,

nor can it be less in France.' The Queen enforced the

Prince Consort's letters.
* Peace is further distant than

ever,' Her Majesty wrote to her uncle in Brussels,
; and

[ fear the war will be lengthened, and finally a general

one. Austria could help its conclusion, if she would but

act.'

In both countries the anxiety to persuade Austria to

take her part manfully was deep and general. Thiers

said : 'With Austria merely neutral it is an awful con-

;.' An awful contest it became, as the winter

developed; and the two armies lay before Sebastopol,

enduring all the rigour of a Russian winter, the perils

of a siege, and the dire consequences of military mal-

administration at home. Germany, closely allied with

Russia, looked on unmoved
;
and Austria, whom E

had helped to overcome the Hungarians, remained at

\g\ the passive friend of the Emperor Nicholas. The

anger of the English people grew to a storm of in-
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IN.dignation, when ' the Pen of the War ' 1

divulged the chap.

sufferings of the half-starved, ill-clad British army.
Lord Kussell retreated hastily before it, and the helm

of state was given over to the only man in whom all

England had confidence—Lord Palmerston. The Em-

peror, who had met the insulting reply of Nicholas

to his memorable letter, by courtesies shown to Eussian

subjects after the declaration of war, was, as usual,

but slowly moved to anger. Since the month of March,

when Marshal Saint-Arnaud, appointed commander-in-

chief of the Erench forces, had said in his proclamation,

that * the Eagle of the Empire had taken wing once

more, not to menace, but to protect the rights of

Europe,' he had remained a calm spectator of the

incidents of the struggle by sea and land, and the final

necessity of a blow in the Crimea, brought about by the

misconduct of the Powers upon which England and

France had a right to reckon. In the midst of the war

the ruler of France pursued his plans for the embellish-

ment of Paris, and above all for the first International

Exhibition of Industry in France, on which he had re-

solved, while he was receiving the dignitaries of the

Prince Consort's Exhibition of 185 1 at Saint Cloud. On

April 7 the regulations of the Imperial Commissioners,

and the classification adopted for the Exhibition of the

Industry of all Nations in the palace that was rising apace
in the Champs Elysees, appeared in the 'Moniteur.'

On the 8th, accompanied by the Empress, the Emperor

inaugurated the, great lake he had caused to be ex-

cavated for the embellishment of the Bois de Boulogne,
in the midst of an enthusiastic host of Parisians. Im-

mense drainage works were organised, and vast planta-

tions were established between the Grironde and the

1 Mr. W. H. Russell, the Times correspondent in the Crimea.
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book Adour. The Cattle Show, held in Paris in June, de-

_JJ: monstrated the excellent results already obtained by
the importation of the best breeds, which had been one

of the earliest acts of the Emperor's power. The

creation of local government in Algeria, in the form ol

a communal system akin to that of France, and the

modification of the Arab bureaux, constituted a firs!

departure from the purely military administration ol

this colony, which had kept back its material progress
The Emperor was encouraged to hasten these reforms

by the increase in the agricultural exports of the

colony, and the prospect of turning a heavy charge into

urce of national wealth. He wanted to prove that

the French people could be good colonists. The

forms given to Algeria were extended to the Fn
Transatlantic colonies in May.

In the same month Napoleon III. re-established

the Imperial Guard, and made it a force of 20,000

men and 3,000 horses. The officers were soldiers dis-

tinguished by their good conduct, their acquirements.
or their brilliant services. The men were soldiers

who had completed their seven years' service with

credit, and who were willing to re-enlist ; retired soldiers

of unexceptionable conduct under thirty-five years oi

age ; men wearing the Legion of Honour or the military

medal; or non-commissioned officers who were willing

to serve in the ranks of the Guard. This corps d 'elite,

if a privileged body, was one composed of men who
had earned the advantages which a soldier of the

Guard enjoyed. Its ranks were open to every man in

the army who, by his services, could establish his right
ntcr them. The creation of the Guard at the outset

of the war was denounced, of course, by the Empe
enemies, as another proof of his thirst for conquest;
but it was merely the completion of the Imperial forces
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in harmony with those traditions of his House by which chap,

Louis Napoleon was swayed, in all military matters, ^
and which he knew to be popular with the people.

He set a high value on the uses of a Guard of trained

warriors in critical moments in the field, as well as

in the protection of his throne ;
nor was he insensible

to the effect which such a Guard, with its brilliant uni-

forms, would not fail to have in delighting the loungers

of his capital. The disappointed lounger is an active

builder of barricades.

The creation of an Imperial Guard was especially

distasteful to the De Broglies and other frondeurs,

whose patriotism was subordinated to their dynastic

allegiance. They never ceased to proclaim that the

army was Orleanist, albeit the troops everywhere re-

ceived the Emperor with acclamation
;
and that most

Frenchmen—and Thiers among the number—blamed

Generals Changarnier, Lamoriciere, and Bedeau, for

having refused Napoleon's generous invitation to them

to take commands in the war. It should be recorded

to the honour of M. Thiers, that, bitterly as he opposed
the Government of the Second Empire, his patriotism
was stirred by the war, and he could delight with the

veriest gamin in the glory of his country—even when it

was achieved by his political enemy.
1 He said at this

time :

' It is wonderful the high position the Emperor
has attained in Europe.' So clear was this, that even

1 Victor Cousin "blamed Thiers "between them.' The two had a

for the Crimean War. In a conversa- sharp encounter on the subject;
tion with Mr. Senior (February 7, when Thiers said bravely to Cousin :

1854), he said :
' Thiers's conduct in ' You Royalists have been so

forcing us into a war is inconceiv- accustomed to look to Russia for

able. He does not pee the Emperor ; support that you forget France,

he could not without dishonouring You are all emigres like your
himself; but he inspires him : master. The interests of France
Vaillant and one or two others are and England are identical.'

always goingbackwards and forwards
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BOOK cold M. Guizot was heard to admit that old friends were
<—-v-

> rallying to the new r&gime.
This year, in which war against Russia was declare*!,

and in which the energies of France were strained to

cope with the difficulties and dangers which met the

Allies in the Crimea, was not barren of minor, as well as

of great, domestic reforms. The horrors of the bagvm
were reduced by a system of transportation ; the juris-

diction of the juge de paix—the cheap and simple judge
of the poor—was extended ; a new law of copyright
was established; and laws extending the telegraphic

system, the uses of the post-office, the benefits of sci-

entific sewerage, and regulating University education,

were passed by the Legislative Bodies. The arts of

peace were not suffered to remain quite silent in the

midst of war.

At the same time the Deputies warned the Emperor
against the rate at which the Government was au-

thorising local bodies to contract loans for local im-

provements. 'No doubt,' they said, 'the principal

part of these loans will be devoted to the improvement
of roads and other means of intercommunication, which

return usurious interest ; but the pace is a giddy one—
and should be moderated.'

It was the giddy pace that frightened friends, and

gave a handle to the opposition of foes. M. Guizot,

talking to Mr. Senior in the February of 1854—almost

on the eve of the declaration of war—said :

' The city

of Paris looks like a town that has been bombarded.

Whole acres of buildings are cleared away every day.
In vain those who are to be ejected protest. They are

told to take their indemnity and be silent. Houses

that were built not six months ago, according to plans
furnished by the Government, have been pulled down
because they interfere with some new arrangement.
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But if he destroys, like Attila or Genghis Khan, he char
builds like Aladdin.' Another observer belonging to ^_^_
the opposition—M. Dumon, one of Mr. Senior's friends

—remarked :

' Our city will be as fine as ancient Eome,
but the Maison Dieu will be starved, and our fine city

will be nndrained.' It is hardly possible to conceive

criticism more ridiculous than this. The reconstruction

of the Hotel Dieu was among Napoleon's chief pro-

jects ; and only that part of Paris on which his hand
was laid, is fairly well drained even now.

VOL. IV
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CHAPTER IV.

THE U.VIVKRSAL EXHIBITION OF 1 855.

book The winter of 1854-55 had drawn the Allies closer to-

^ -

gether. The solicitude with which the French military
authorities in the Crimea had helped to comfort their

English brethren, when they were stricken by dia

and made almost powerless, through the blunders of a.

chaotic Commissariat, had wanned the hearts of the

allied soldiers to each other, as tin* English proved
when they, in their turn, were in a position to minister

to the comfort of their French comrades. The popu-

larity of the Emperor in England had borne down the

calumnies with which part of the pre-- had been wont

assail him
;
and all Englishmen who came in contact

with him, returned home delighted with their reception.

He forgot no friend of his days of exile. Albany Fon-

blanque, who approached him as the English repre-

sentative of the International Statistical Congress, which

was held in Paris in the autumn of 1854, wrote to his

friend, John Porster: 'To-day the Emperor received us

all. As the delegate of England, I had to stand at the

head of the Congress, composed of about 300 men of

all nations. After I had made my bow. the Emperor,
instead of passing on, stopped, and said,

" M. Fon-

blanque is an old acquaintance," offered his hand as ol

pold, and entered into familiar conversation about m<

and mine. It was all very kind, and it made me so

completely forget the occasion, that I nearly committee
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a breach of etiquette in conversing with him as if he crap.

had been a private individual. Considering all that has —^—
passed, I was and am pleased ;

and not the less so be-

cause the English members of the Congress were also

pleased at the reception of their representative. You

will say I am about to turn courtier ;
I can't help it.'

1

Mr. Fonblanque had been among the furious assailants

of Louis Napoleon, in his newspaper, the *

Examiner,' in

spite of his personal knowledge of the Prince, and of

his friendships among his intimate associates. The

author of '

England under Seven Administrations
'

was

a Liberal writer of uncompromising bearing ;
but he

could not resist the simple kindness of the Emperor's

greeting. It gave him a new and a most agreeable im-

pression of the Sovereign whom the French people had

elected to rule over them ; and it explained to his mind

the pace at which His Majesty's popularity had grown,
and impressed him with the reality of the alliance

which Orleanists of the type of the Count de St. Aulaire

were still denouncing sotto voce as most monstrous,
2 but

of which such observers as M. Thiers saw all the force

and importance.
This alliance enabled the Emperor to say at Bay-

onne, on his fete day (August 15, 1854), to the Bishop
who congratulated him on the popularity of the anni-

versary :

' My presence here to-day is a fact of which I

think with pleasure. It proves that France, calm and

1 The Life and Labours of Al- my long life, the most monstrous is

bany Fonblanque, edited by his ne- this offensive alliance of France and

phew, Edward Barrington de Fon- England against Russia.' Within

blanque. Bentley. 1874. a few days M. Thiers remarked :

2 The Count de St. Aulaire,
' There is no alliance which France

formerly ambassador to England, values so much as that of England,
and author of the Histoire de la or dreads or detests so much as that

Fronde, said to Mr. Senior :
' Of all of Russia..'

the follies that I have witnessed in

e 2
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BOOK contented, is no longer troubled with those fears wl
x.

ne li

compel the Chief of the State to remain armed and on

the alert in the capital. It proves that France can sus-

tain a distant war, without disturbing the free and

regular course of her domestic affairs.' He added :

1 h'cmember those who are fighting, and those who are

Buffering,
for to pray for them is to pray for me.'

The vigilance with which throughout the autumn

and winter the Emperor watched every episode of the

war. the organisation and life of the army at Boulogne,
the conduct of his Generals, and the administration of 1

his War Office, was unsleeping. From Bayonne he

wrote to the Minister of War (August i) to warn him
that his generals, in one or two instances, were not

careful enough in sparing their troops the unnecessary
risks of fatiguing marches under the tropical heat. On

August 20 he addressed a proclamation to his army in

the East, thanking his soldiers for their discipline

courage under the trials of the disease which had

played havoc in their ranks ; communicating to them

the fall of Bomarsund, and recalling to them the w<

of the First Consul :
—

'The first quality in the soldiers should be courage
in bearing fatigue and privations: valour is but the

second.' 'This first quality,' the Emperor said, 'you are

showing to-day ;
and no one would dare to doubt your

session of the second.' In the following month tin

Emperor was once more with the army of Boulo

And here he put his soldiers on the best terms with

himself, by explaining to them broadly, in a procla-

mation, the plan and objects of the manoeuvres he wa-

about to direct. lie described the Army of the North

as formed in a triangle, of which St. Omer was the

summit, and Ambleteuse and Montreuil were the

treme points of the base, and remarked that it could be
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within twenty-four hours wholly concentrated upon any chap.

point within or on the lines of the triangle. He ^_ ,J—-

recalled to them, at the same time, the words of Na-

poleon I. :

'

Any army, the different parts of wThich

cannot be concentrated within twenty-four hours, is an

army in a bad position.' The manoeuvres at an end, the

Emperor took leave of his troops.
' I leave you,' he

said, in his farewell address,
* but to return soon to

judge of your progress. The creation of the Camp of

the North was intended to bring our troops nearer

those of England, that they might go swiftly wherever

the honour of the two nations might call them. It has

been formed, moreover, to show to Europe, that without

weakening the garrisons of the interior we can easily

assemble an army of 100,000 men between Cherbourg
and St. Omer. It has been formed to accustom you to

the roughness, the fatigues, and the evolutions of an

active camp life
; for, believe me, nothing strengthens

the soldier so much as this life in the open air, which

teaches men to brave the weather and to know one

another.
*

During the winter, camp life will no doubt be hard

to bear, but I rely on the efforts of each soldier to

make it profitable to all. The country demands active

co-operation from us, one and all. Some are protecting
Greece against the baleful influence of Eussia

;
some

are guarding the independence of the Pope in Borne
;

some are consolidating and extending our domination

in Africa
; and •

some, it may be, are this very day

planting our eagles on the walls of Sebastopol. You,
whom these noble examples inspire, and one of whose
divisions has just distinguished itself by the taking of

Bomarsund, will be the better prepared to take part in

the common work by being hardened to the rough
work of war.
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'The classic ground under your feet has already

formed heroes. This column, raised by our
fathers]

recalls great memories. The statue which crowns it

is, by a providential chance, to point to the road wd

to follow. Look at this statue of the Emperor: h

leans to the West and threatens the East. Thence prOH

Is the danger which threatens modern civilisation ;

on our side lies the rampart which defends it.

'Soldiers! you will prove yourselves worthy of

your noble mission,'

On his return to Saint Cloud from his month in

camp, a letter was laid before the Emperor which

made a powerful effect upon his imaginative and sym-

pathetic mind. It was from the irreconcilable arch-

conspirator Barbes, who had lain long in prison. It was

not written to the Chief of the State : it was not a

prayer for forgiveness, nor a declaration of repentance.
It was simply a letter to a friend— not destined for

other eyes than his. Barbes confessed that his heart

went with the Trench army, and that he longed to

them victorious. 4 I pity cur party,' he added, 'if any
among them think otherwise. Alas! we have only to

dl moral sense, in addition to our other losses!' 1

The friend of the prisoner laid these lines before the

Sovereign^ who replied by an order of release. 'A

prisoner,' the Emperor wrote to the Minister of the

Interior,
*

who, in spite of long sufferings, still retains

these patriotic sentiments, cannot, under my reign, re-

main in prison. Cause him to be put at liberty imme-

diately and unconditionally.'
2

t u es affects du chauviniaine, Cosaques, et ce sera autant de

{lie tu ne faispasde voeuxpour pour la cause de la civilisation et du

IL3068, je suis encore plus chau- monde !

'—Barbes* Letter.

trill que toi, car j'ambitionne de8 2 Letter from the Emperor to

virtoires pour nos Francais. Oui ! the Minister of the Interior, October

oui ! qu'Us batteut bien la-bas les 3, 1854.
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This act was politic as well as generous. The hos- chap.

tile Orleanist and other salons, where hope was centred ,_'_

in the defeat of the Western Powers, and where the

intriguers of all kinds, whose machinations had been

scattered to the winds by the advent of the Empire,
set up an ignoble exchange of scandalous anecdotes,

mots, and rumours, against the Emperor, his Govern-

ment, and his Court. There was a general shrugging of

shoulders. But the nation was pleased ; and was fur-

ther gratified when, after Inkermann, the hand that had

liberated Barbes sent out General Montebello to the

Army of the Crimea, charged with the national thanks

and gratitude, and with the glittering symbols of both.

Nor was the steady progress of the preparations for

the Universal Exhibition of 1855 without its whole-

some effect upon the national pride. France, albeit

grasping at the throat of the Northern Bear with one

hand, could cultivate the arts of peace with the other.

Within her borders at least the arts were not silent in

the midst of war. She never ceased at the same time

to do her utmost to draw Austria to her side. Diplo-
matic negotiations ran a parallel course with the Allied

fleets incessantly passing to the East
; England and

France submitted a note to the Cabinet of Vienna, con-

taining the bases on which negotiations might be opened
with Eussia

; France signed a treaty with Austria, which

bound the latter to go to war at a given moment, which

she eventually let pass without fulfilling her engagement ;

French capitalists took up a great scheme of Austrian

railways, in which French capital to the extent of some

eight millions sterling became engaged ; and still the

gloomy winter came and went, while Prussia and Austria

looked composedly upon the horrible sufferings of the

Allied troops, and moved neither hand nor foot. Still

all these Powers answered willingly the chivalrous invi-
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hook tation of the Emperor to meet in the Champs Elysees in

> _

x
_ the following May, for a contest in the peaceful arena of

industry and the arts. Albeit fully engaged in a mighty

struggle, the issue of which was still doubtful, Franca

never held her head in prouder altitude than when her

troops lay under the walls of Sebastopol, and her artisans

were busy in her Palace of Industry.

The Emperor, having convoked an extraordinary

meeting of the Legislative Body in December, to grant
further supplies for the war, caught, with his customary

dexterity, in his opening address, the spirit of the new-

epoch of which he was the acclaimed chief. 'Since

your last session,' he said,
'

great deeds have been ac-

complished. The appeal which I addressed to the

country to cover the cost of the war was answered in

a manner that exceeded all my hopes. Our arms have

been victorious in the Baltic and in the Black Sea. Two

great battles have given glory to our flag. Striking

imony has been borne to our good relations with

England. Parliament has voted congratulations to our

generals and our troops. A great Empire, rejuvenated

by the chivalrous character of its Sovereign, has with-

drawn itself from the Power which for forty years has

menaced the independence of Europe. The Emperor of

Austria has signed a treaty, defensive to-day, but which

may become offensive to-morrow, which unites his cause

to that of France and England.

'Thus, gentlemen, as the war goes on, our allies

, and our old alliances are drawn closer. What
more solid ties could there be than the names of vic-

tories which belong to two armies and recall a common

glory, than the same anxieties and hopes agitating the

two countries, than identical views and intentions ani-

mating the two Governments in every part of the

world? Our alliance with England is not the effect
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of a passing convenience or of a haphazard policy ;
it is chap.

the union of two powerful nations, banded together for -—rJ—
the triumph of a cause, in which, for more than a

century past, their greatness, and even the interests of

civilisation and the liberty of Europe, have been at

stake. Join then with me, on this solemn occasion, in

thanking, in the name of France, the Parliament for

its warm and cordial demonstration, and the English

army as well as its worthy chief for their valiant co-

operation.
1 Next year, if peace be not re-established, I hope

to have to address the same thanks to Austria, and to

Germany, whose union and prosperity we desire.' Then

the Emperor paid a warm tribute of praise and thanks

to his brave army and navy, and added, with emotion—
remembering his devoted friend and servant—that the

Marshal who had led the troops to the battle-field of

the Alma seemed to force death to wait upon victory.
' Let us then declare together,' said the Sovereign,

' that

the army and the navy have deserved the thanks of

their country.'

The army consisted of 581,000 soldiers, and 1 13,000
horses

;
the navy of 62,000 men afloat. A levy of

140,000 men was demanded to fill the gaps made by
the expirations of service and the war. The new war

loan was set down at 500,000,000 of francs ; and, at

the same time, the Deputies were assured that the

conversion of the Eente had reduced the interest on

the national debt by more than 21,000,000, and that

there would be a budget without deficit. These

financial matters disposed of, the Emperor said in con-

clusion :
—

4 The struggle which is going on, kept within bounds

by moderation and justice, although it may make men's

hearts beat the quicker, disturbs material interests so
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ik little, that we shall shortly see the products of peaoa;

._
x

_^ from all corners of the globe assembled here. Foreigner!

cannot fail to be impressed by the striking spectacle ol

a country that, relying on the Divine protection, carries

OD vigorously a war six hundred leagues away from its

frontiers, and as vigorously pursues the development
of its wealth at home

;
of a country, in which war does

not prevent agriculture and industry from prospering
the arts from flourishing, and in which the genius ol

the nation continues to manifest itself in all that

add to the glory of France.'

On the morrow, the Deputies unanimously voted all

that the Government had asked, and carried their reply

to the address to the Emperor, having the Count de

rny for the first time at their head, as their President

Shortly afterwards, when the second war loan w

emitted, 179,300 of Napoleon III.'s subjects subscribe

for more than two milliards. 1 The year 1854 cL

with formal offering of the thanks of the French Par

liament to the English forces engaged in the war

through the French Ambassador in London ;
and th

sulky salons of the Faubourg passed a sour New Year'

Day.
The year of 1855, destined to be the brightest an

most glorious of the Second Empire, opened gloomily
The winter was severe, and it was telling with nios

awful effects upon the Allied armies lying around th

walls of Sebastopol. The echoes of the angry excitemen

which prevailed in London at the unnecessary su He ring
of the English army, and the consequent political crisi

which ended in the triumphant advent to power of Lor

PalmerstOD as First Lord of the Treasury, travelle

088 the Channel. The delay in the reduction o

1
$o,ooo,oool.
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Sebastopol chafed the impatient French people. There chap.

were murmurs against the war, kept up by the enemies ^__^_
of the Imperial Government, who were never tired of

saying that the French were fighting for the benefit of

England.
The Emperor, who was as impatient as many of his

subjects, followed every episode of the siege with un-

flagging attention, and was in constant communication

with the generals about him who could help him with

ideas or plans. By degrees, as he developed, in his slow,

methodical way, a plan for the spring campaign, the

resolve arose within him to go out, and put himself at

the head of his army. The project was full of peril.

Already the military reputation of one Bonaparte had

been wrecked in the Crimea. The Emperor could not

afford to be party to even a repulse. There was danger
in his prolonged absence from the seat of his Govern-

ment. His health was never strong. The reasons against
his assuming the command-in-chief were weighty, and

those in favour of the project were few and feeble. The

opposition which the English Government urged to it

probably ended later by overcoming the Emperor's

strong desire—assisted as it was by the Queen, who

spoke with great judgment and tact to His Majesty
when he was at Windsor Castle in the spring. In 1855,
not only the two Courts, but the two Governments, were

on terms of thorough and cordial confidence. Lord

Palmerston knew the Emperor well, and had been his

guest at St. Cloud in the previous November, when he

had thrashed out all subjects connected with the war
with his Imperial host and his Foreign Secretary, Drouyn
de Lhuys.

' I have found the Emperor,' he wrote to

his brother on his return home,
' and Drouyn de Lhuys in

very good opinions on the subject of the war, and acting

towards us with perfect fairness, openness, and good
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BOOK
X.

faith.'
! The co-operation of the two Governments was

without a hitch. When General Canrobert had reported
to the Emperor that the British force was dwindling

away under the privations which maladministration had

brought upon it, he resolved to send large reinforce!

ments at once to the Crimea, and asked our Ambassador
in Paris to help him with English ships, as all his own!

even to his pleasure yacht, were already engaged in the

transport Bervice. The battle of Inkermann made the

question of reinforcements paramount. The request
was promptly complied with, and before the clo-

the year the world saw a French army sailing from

Toulon on board a British ileet, to meet a common

enemy.
On January 9 the Emperor harangued detachments

of the Imperial Guard 011 their departure for the war

bidding them plant his eagles on the walls of Sebas-

topol. On the 26th of the same month, Sardinia, unde

the guidance of Count Cavour, entered on the scene—
undertaking to send 15,000 men to the Crimea, and to

maintain an effective force of this importance
—

Englanc
and France agreeing to guarantee the integrity of the

Sardinian States during the war. The spring found ;

wonderful mixture of races on the heights of the Tauri<

Chersonese. English, French, Sardinian, Turkish, am

Egyptian soldiers formed an army combined to over-

throw the barbaric forces of Muscovy that threatens

the freedom and civilisation of the West. And yet i

London and in Paris the uneasiness as to the result w
general, and the peace negotiations through Austril

which were going slowly forward, were watched wit

intense interest. The four points had been under die

1
Life of John Henry Temple, \\\ the Hon. Evelyn Ashley, M.P

Viscount Palmertton, 1846, 1 865, &c. vol. ii. p. 68.
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cussion for months before the treaty with Austria was chap.

signed, on December 2. This treaty, as subsequent
events proved, brought only trouble to the Allies,

through a series of fruitless and distracting negotiations.

At the opening of the year the Emperor Nicholas and

his generals were in the highest spirits while they
watched the difficult movements of our constitutional

and administrative machinery, and especially the party

proceedings of Lord John Eussell. Count Walewski,
in despair, remarked, in reference to the impending
Vienna Conferences :

' What influence can a country like

England pretend to exercise, which has no army and no

government ?
'

The hopeful fact that stood as a beacon through all

the difficulties and dangers, diplomatic, political, and

military, of the spring of 1855, was the solid Anglo-
French alliance. There was no flaw in that

; and the

imperious Czar saw before he died, that let the diffi-

culties be what they might, it would prevail over his

legions. He watched the renewal of the Anglo-French
forces before Sebastopol, the suspicious movements of

Austria, the sinister workings of public opinion through-
out Europe, and he stood proudly at bay. It is said

that he received the news of the defeat of 40,000 of his

troops at Eupatoria, by an inferior force of the Turks,
whom he despised, under Omar Pasha, on March 1,

and that the blow killed him. ' Like a thunderbolt he

fell.' If he left behind him a milder Czar in Alexander,
he also bequeathed to him the stern resolve to carry on

the war.

The Emperor Napoleon had, on February 26, ad-

dressed a letter to Lord Palmerston announcing his

determination to go to the Crimea, where his presence,
he believed, would produce that unity of action which
could alone save the expedition from disaster. His
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»K Ministers, to a man, were opposed to the design. Yetj
— Y— as we liave seen, he held to it for some time with his

usual tenacity. He had worked out his military plan!
with care and patience. In his letter to Lord Palmers-

ton he set forth his views at great length. Leaving a

sufficient force at Sebastopol
1

for the purposes of the

siege, he expected to be able to take into the field

62,000 French, and the 15,000 Fiedmontese 'AVitli

these forces at our disposal,' said His Majesty,
'
all the

chances will be on our side, for the Eussians have only

30,000 men at Sebastopol, and 45,000 echeloned be-

tween it and ^impheropol, and very probably they will

not receive much in the way of reinforcements before

April 1. Strike quickly, and Sebastopol will be ours

before May 1. . . . You will tell me, perhaps, that I

might entrust some general with this mission. Now,
not only would such a general not have the same moral

influence, but time would be wasted, as it always has

been, in memorandums between Canrobert and Raglan,
between Lord Raglan and Omar Pasha. The propi-

tious moment would be lost, the favourable chances let

slip, and we should find ourselves with a besieging

army unable to take the city, and with an active army
not strong enough to beat the army opposed to it.' In

this letter the Emperor dwelt on his resolve to stand

by England to the end ;
and to be moved from it by

no diplomatic overture or negotiation. As for our

flrmy, he said, 'the twenty thousand Englishmen en-

camped before Sebastopol count, through their cour

for fifty thousand men, in the eyes of the French army.'*
Lord Clarendon, in the first days of March, went to

1
Life of the Prince Consort. By bravoure comrae cinquante mi lie

Theodore Martin, vol. iii. p. 229. liommes aux yeux de l'armee fran-
* '

Lesvingt mille Anglais camped caise.'

devant Sevastopol comptent par leur
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meet the Emperor in the camp at Boulogne, to talk the char

matter over. « ,—
The British statesman found all the persons who

surrounded the Emperor—his aides-de-camp as well as

his advisers—opposed to the journey to the Crimea.

Colonel Fleury went the length of saying to the English

statesman, that the French army adhered to Napoleon
as Emperor,

' but did not like to be commanded by any
one but a professional man, and they looked upon him

as a civilian. The Emperor's plans might be ever so

good, but they would not carry with them the confi-

dence of the army.'
Lord Clarendon applied himself to the task of de-

monstrating to His Majesty the * checks and disasters
'

to which he would be liable
; and the Prince Consort,

in J lis own careful and methodical way, drew up the

account : which the English statesman gave to his

Sovereign on his return. According to his account,

Lord Clarendon was received with the greatest cordi-

ality by the Emperor,
* who was evidently much pleased

with his visit.'

' He seemed,' the Prince remarks,
'

very much struck

with the news of the death of the Emperor of Russia,

and speculated on its effects on the political juncture.

He believed that it would incline both Austria and

Prussia to a more vigorous policy, and that the new

Emperor would find it more easy to make peace than

his father. Lord Clarendon had to announce his dissent

from these views.'

The Emperor then explained his plan of campaign
at length, and asked whether the English Government

could furnish the necessary transport power. Lord

Clarendon admired the Emperor's plan ; but he could

1 Theodore Martin's Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iii. p. 238.
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book not see his way to its execution. He demonstrated that

.J^s the utmost which could be accomplished was to carry
out 10,000 additional French troops, in addition to the

Sardinian contingent, in from six to eight weeks from

the time of the order being given. If the Emperor

repaired at once to the Crimea, he would be condemned

to inactivity at any rate for a month. In any case, he

should not go until all was ready for him to give the

dernier coup de main.

'That is the word,' the Emperor replied,
'
le dernM

coup de main.'

Then Lord Clarendon proceeded to show that the

Emperor's absence must be of four months' duration

at the very least. It was March, and the Universal

Exhibition was to be opened in May. The Emperor
answered that he would not be away for four months

Then the English statesman painted the risks the Al-

liance would run. If the Emperor took the supreme
command, and gave all the glory to the French, leaving

the British to act as carriers or to rot in the trenches,

the Alliance would not last a day afterwards. This view

struck the Emperor very forcibly, and he replied with

energy that he thought it of the highest importance the

two Hags should be seen waving together, wherever the

field of glory lay. He was most anxious Lord Clarendon

should tell this to the Queen; and also inform her of

his desire to join his ships with ours in the Baltic for

an energetic campaign to retrieve the loss of prestige

through the nullity of the previous year. Although the

Emperor did not at once formally abandon his idea of his

journey to the Crimea, the impression created by Lord
Clarendon's visit to Boulogne prepared the way for the

coup de grdce which the Queen gave to it at Windsor.

Lord Clarendon had not returned more than a fort-

night from Boulogne, when Lord Cowley, at the request
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of the Emperor and Empress, enquired whether their chai

visit to the Queen would be acceptable immediately after

Easter. The notice was short, but the Queen cordially

desired the visit, and it was finally arranged that the

Imperial pair should land in England, as the guests of

the Sovereign, on April 16.

The pomp and splendour of that progress from the

Tuileries to Windsor, the enthusiasm which it awakened

in the hearts of the British public, and the lasting effect

its happy and auspicious incidents had on the relations

of the two countries, give it the significant importance
of an historical event of the first magnitude.

When, passing through a fleet of English war steamers,

the Imperial yacht drew up at the Admiralty Pier, the

Prince Consort went on board to bid the Emperor and

Empress welcome in the name of the Queen. A tele-

gram was put into the Emperor's hand : it announced

that the besieging batteries at Sebastopol had opened
fire. When the Imperial couple reached London they
found a hearty national greeting. Their progress

through the Borough and Lambeth to the West End,
and through Hyde Park to the Paddington Station, was

one bewildering triumph, in which it was calculated a

million people took part ;
the houses swarming to the

roofs with cheering hosts, and the open spaces being

packed with huzzaing crowds. It was a mighty wel-

come given by the people of England to their august

ally, whose soldiers were fighting side by side with ours.

The ' Times
'

reporter noticed that in passing King Street,

St. James's, the Emperor drew the attention of his Con-

sort to the house in which he was living when the events

of 1 848 summoned him to Paris. The changes which

seven years had wrought must have crowded at that mo-

ment upon his sensitive imagination. Only seven years

ago, he was wont to stroll unnoticed, with his faithful

VOL. IV. F
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book do£ at his heels, from his little house to the newsvend< >r'J
x

«—1^—» cellar by the Burlington Arcade, to get the latest news

from revolutionary France; and now he was the great

guest of the English people, on his way, through dense

hedges of cheering people, to Windsor Castle, where

the Queen of England was waiting in the vestibule to

receive him. The Eubens, the Zuccarelli, and the Van-

dyke chambers were prepared for his coming, and he

was to sleep in the room in which Louis Philippe and

the Emperor Nicholas had reposed.
' 1 cannot say,' the Queen tells us in her diary,

' what indescribable emotions filled me—how much all

seemed like a wronderful dream. These great meetings
( i" Sovereigns, surrounded by very exciting accompani-
ments, are always very agitating. I advanced and em-

braced the Emperor, who received two salutes on either

cheek from me, having first kissed my hand. I next

embraced the very gentle, graceful, and evidently very
nervous Empress. We presented the Princes and our

children (Vicky with very alarmed eyes making very
low curtsies) ; the Emperor embraced Bertie; and then

he went upstairs, Albert leading the Empress, who, in

the most engaging manner, refused to go first, but at

length, with graceful reluctance, did so, the Emperor
leading me, expressing his great gratification at being
here and seeing me, and admiring Windsor.' l

The Emperor was soon a favourite in the Castle.

At dinner, on the day of his arrival, he charmed tin

Queen. 'He is.' Her Majesty recorded in her diary*

very quiet ; his voice Is low and soft, and "il

fait pas de phrases" The Kmperor said that he first

saw me eighteen years ago. when I went for the first

time to prorogue Parliament, and that it made a ven

1 Theodore Martin's Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iii. pp. 339.
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deep impression upon him, to see " une jeune personne
"

chap.

in that position. He also mentioned his having been a -.—
r
-—-

special constable on April 10, 1848, and wondered

whether I had known it. . . . Nothing can be more

civil or amiable, or more well-bred than the Emperor
r

s

manner—so full of tact.' When the war was talked

about, the Emperor reverted to his idea of going to the

Crimea, and the Queen remarked that ' the Empress
was as eager as himself that he should go.'

* She sees

no greater danger for him there than elsewhere,' Her

Majesty remarks,
' in fact, in Paris. . . . She said she

was seldom alarmed for him, except when he went out

quite alone of a morning. . . . She is full of courage
and spirit, and yet so gentle, with such innocence and

enjouement, that the ensemble is most charming. With

all her great liveliness, she has the prettiest and most

modest manner.'

The Emperor asked the Queen where Queen Marie

Amelie was ? She had been at the Castle only a few

days before His Majesty's arrival, and the Queen had

looked sorrowfully after her as she rode away,
' in a

plain coach with miserable post-horses,' thinking how
unkind fate had been to her. The Emperor's enquiry
was addressed to the Queen, only that he might beg
Her Majesty to tell Louis Philippe's widow he hoped she

would pass through France in any journey she might
make to Spain.

The review of the Household troops in Windsor

Park, under the command of Lord Cardigan, who rode

his famous Balaclava charger, is described by the Queen
as ' another triumph

'

of the visit.
* The crowd in the

Long Walk, of people on foot and on horseback, was

immense, and the excitement and cheering beyond de-

scription. They squeezed round the Emperor when
we came to the gates, and rode across the grass to

v 2
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book where the review was to be, in such a way that I grew J
_ V - very nervous, as he rode on a very fiery, beautiful

chestnut, called Phillips, and was so exposed. He rides

extremely well, and looks well on horseback, as he sits

high.-

Iietween the review in the morning and the ball in 1

the Waterloo Boom in the evening, the Royal hos

and Imperial guest had a frank conversation on the bad

news from Vienna. Russia would not consent to the

limitation of her fleet in the Black Sea, and Austria had

submitted what the sagacious Prince Consort at once

called an ' absurd ultimatum.' The Emperor confes

that Russia had been flattering him, and endeavouring
to show that the quarrel was none of his. and that he

had even been embarrassed by the effect which had

been created in France; but he remained staunch, am

thoroughly convinced his royal hostess that he was so

And so the ball wTas opened with spirit in the evening
the Queen making a highly suggestive and interesting

entry in her diary. She had danced a quadrille with

the Emperor, and noted that he acquitted himself witl

dignity and spirit.
4 How strange,' the Queen remarks, '

to think that 1

the granddaughter of George III., should dance witl

the Emperor Napoleon, nephew of England's greatest

enemy, now my nearest and most intimate ally, in th<

Waterloo Room, and this ally only six years ago livim

in this country an exile, poor and unthought of!

And with these reflections passing through the Queen'

mind, and that, certainly, of the Emperor, the (Jour

jsed to supper—the Queen remarking of the Em
press :

' Her manner is the most perfect thing I have i

seen—so gentle, and graceful, and kind, and the cou

so charming, and SO modest and retiring withal.'

On the morrow of the ball came a great Council o
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War in the Emperor's apartments, at which the Em- chap.

peror, the Prince Consort, Lords Palmerston, Harding, ,

I
\:__

Panmure, Cowley, Sir John Burgoyne, Sir Charles Wood,
Count Walewski, and Marshal Vaillant, sat so long de-

bating an agreement between the two, Governments as

to the conduct of the war, that at the luncheon hour

they would not break up, albeit the Queen had knocked

at the door, and reminded them there was an investiture

of the Garter at four.

At this Council the Emperor again touched upon
his project of going to the Crimea to command a vi-

gorous diversion ; and again the unanimous advice was

against it.

At four o'clock the Queen invested her Imperial

guest with the Order of the Garter in the Throne Room.

Her Majesty records that after the ceremony, as she

was accompanying the Emperor and Empress to their

apartments, the Emperor thanked her for the ceremony,
as another link which bound them together. He had

sworn fidelity to Her Majesty, and he would carefully

keep his oath. 1 He added that it was a great event for

him, and he hoped to be able to prove his gratitude to

the Queen and her country. 'These words,' the Queen

notes,
' are valuable from a man like him, who is not

profuse in phrases, and who is very steady of purpose.'

Then at dinner the conversation turned on assassi-

nation, a propos of rumours about the French refugees
in London. The Emperor remarked to the Queen that

when assassination was loudly and openly advocated,

they should not enjoy hospitality : an opinion that was

1 ' Je remercie Hen votre Ma- ment pour moi, et j'espere pouvoir

jeste". C'est un lien de plus ; j'ai prouver ma reconnaissance a votre

prete serment de fidelite" a votre Ma- Majesty et a son pays.'
—Theodore

jest<5,
et je le garderai soigneuse- Martin's Life of the Prince Consort

ment, . . . C'est un grand evene- vol. iii. p. 247.
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to find very ominous expression later, after the Orsinl

attempt. The Emperor further said that he ag]

with his uncle that you could take your precautions

against a conspiracy, but that when a fanatic chose to

attack you, and to risk his own life, you could do little

or nothing to prevent it. With all the precautions,

however, which were taken by the police in Paris,

Pianori, who was an Italian conspirator, contrived to

lire deliberately twice at the Emperor, a few days after

his return home from Windsor, as he was riding in the

Champs Elysees.
1 The Queen and the Emperor also

talked of the want of liberty inseparable from the posi-

tion ; and the Emperor said the Empress called the

Tuileries une belle prison.
The most graphic and interesting record of the

Emperor's visit to England undoubtedly lies in the

Queen's diary. The descriptive bits are excellent. For

instance, Marshal Vaillant, the Minister of War, is

described as tall and very large,
*

quite in the style of

Lablache, with small features—a charming, amusing,

clever, and honest old man, who is an universal fa-

vourite.' He urged Her Majesty to speak strongly to

the Emperor against his Crimean project.
'
J'ai ose faire quelques observations,' said Her Ma-

jesty.
' Man Dieu, oser !

'

the blunt soldier retorted.
•

Quand on est ensemble, ilfaut parler nettement.'

At the close of this well-filled day the Queen en-

tered these remarks on the Emperor in her diary:
4

1 lis

manners are particularly good, easy, quiet, and dignified—as if he had been born a king's son, and brought up
for the place.'

1 In reply to the address of the des existences qui sont les instru-

Senate congratulating him on his ments des d^crets de la Providence,

escape, he said : Je ne crains rien Tant que je n'aurai pas accompli ma
dea tentative^ des assassins. II est mission, je ne cours aucun danger.'
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On the following day (April 19) the Emperor and chap.

Empress went in state to the City ;
but before leaving -_—^—-

the Castle he read his speech to the Queen at the

breakfast table, asking Her Majesty and the Prince

Consort to favour him with their opinion, and to cor-

rect any mispronunciation of English of which he might
be guilty. The Queen's record is to the effect that his

speech was admirable,
; the result of mature reflection,'

and that his pronunciation required but little cor-

rection. The reception in the City was one of great

civic splendour ; but was most memorable for the en-

thusiasm with which England's august ally and his con-

sort were received along the route.

In his reply to the Lord Mayor, the Emperor said :

' Next to the cordial reception which I have received

from the Queen, nothing could touch me more than the

sentiments that you have just expressed to the Empress
and myself in the name of the City of London

; for the

City of London represents the material power, for civili-

sation or for war, of a commerce which embraces the

universe. Flattering as your praises are, I accept them

because they are addressed much more to France than

to myself; they are addressed to the nation whose

interests are now everywhere identical with your own ;

they are addressed to the army and the navy united

with yours in an heroic cause full of peril and of glory ;

they are addressed to the policy of the two Governments,
which is based on truth, moderation, and justice.

' As for myself, I have retained on the throne those

sentiments of sympathy and esteem for the English

people which I professed in exile, when I enjoyed here

the hospitality of the Sovereign, and if my conduct has

been in conformity with my conviction, it is because

the interests of the nation which had elected me, as well

as of civilisation generally, made it my duty.
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book '

Indeed, England and France arc naturally agreed

_^J—- on the great political and humanitarian questions which

are stirring the world. From the shores of the Atlantic

those of the Mediterranean, from the Baltic to the

Black Sea, from the abolition of slavery to the aspi-

rations for the advancement of the countries of Europe
I Bee, for our two nations, in the moral as well as the

political world, only one road to follow, one goal to be

reached. Therefore, there are only secondary interests*

or petty rivalries, that could separate them. Common
>e alone is enough to answer for the future.

' You are right in believing that my presence among

you attests my energetic co-operation in the prosecution
of the war, if we cannot succeed in securing an honour-

able peace. In spite of countless difficulties, we may
count upon success ; for, not only are our soldiers and

sailors men of tried valour ; not only do our two coun-

tries command incomparable resources, but, above all—
and here is their immense superiority

—
they are the

representatives of liberal ideas. The eyes of those who
are in suffering turn instinctively towards the V
And thus our two nations are ever stronger through
the ideas which they represent, than by the battalions

and ships which are at their command.
4 1 am very grateful to the Queen for having afforded

me this solemn occasion for expressing to you my
timents and those of France, whose interpreter I am.

In my own name, and in that of the Empress, I thank

you for the frank and hearty cordiality with which you
have greeted us. We shall carry back to France the deep

impression that is made in hearts which can understand

it, the important spectacle which England pre-
where virtue on the throne directs the destinies of the

country, under a liberty that brings no danger to its

greatness.'
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The great clay in the City of London was closed by chap.

1 state visit to the Opera, the splendour and enthusiasm

)f which are described by the Queen.
1 ' We literally

lrove through a sea of human beings, cheering and

)ressing near the carriage. The streets were beautifully

lluminated. There were many devices of N. E. V. A.,

vhich the Emperor said, oddly enough, made,
" Neva !

"

[his seemed to have impressed him, for he said that he

lad observed it before at Boulogne.' At the Opera, the

Jueen led the Emperor forward, the Prince Consort

conducting the Empress ;
amid demonstrations of en-

husiasm, which were only surpassed by the tumultuous

cheering of the morrow, when Her Majesty accompanied
ler Imperial guests to the Crystal Palace at Sydenham.
)f this visit the Queen remarks :

*

Nothing could have

ucceeded better. Still, I own I felt anxious, as we
>assed along through the multitude of people, who,
iter all, were very close to us. I felt, as I walked on

he Emperor's arm, that I was possibly a protection for

rim.'

In the evening, important news of the bombardment

>f Sebastopol having reached London, a Council was

teld, to settle a plan for future war operations ;
and the

Lpshot of it was an agreement, in seven heads, drawn up

)y the Prince Consort on the organisation of the armies.

t was signed, on the morrow (the 21st), by Lord Pan-

nure for England, and Marshal Vaillant for France ;

nd these momentous military discussions were closed

)y the Prince with the note :

' The Emperor has through-

1 ' The Emperor told me that coup !
" On this night I hear one

fter our marriage in 1840, when we person gave 100/. for a box.'—The
rent to Covent Garden, he had with Queen's Diary. Theodore Martin's

reat difficulty obtained a box, and Life of the Prince Con&ort, vol. iii»

fterwards they, made Mm pay 40Z. p. 251,

)r it,
"
que je trouvais pourtant beau-

IV.
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K out acted with thorough good faith and good temper.'

The Queen also noted that the Council, at which the

Emperor, the Prince, Lords Palmerston, Clarendon, and!

Panmure, and Marshal Vaillant assisted, was one of thai

most interesting scenes she had ever witnessed. Beforfl

parting, the Emperor inscribed his name in the Queen's!

album ; and as he handed it to Her Majesty he said :

4

1

have endeavoured to express what I feel.' The inscripJ
tion ran :

' Je porte a votre Majeste les sentiments qu'on

eprouve pour une reine et pour une soeur, devouement

I'dueux, tendre amitie.-—Napoleon.'

As the Imperial couple took their leave, the Em-

peror made the Queen promise to return his visit in

the autumn, if her public duties would permit her ;
and

remarked that he believed his having passed his birth-

day with Her Majesty would bring him good fortune. 1

When the Queen had watched her guests disappear
in the distance, 'with the glittering escort/ she made

the following notes of her impressions :
—

1 Thus has this visit, this great event, passed like

everything else in the world. It is a dream, a brilliant,

successful, pleasant dream, the recollection of which is

firmly fixed in my mind. On all it has left a pleasant,

satisfactory impression. It went off so well—n<

hitch or contretemps
—fine weather, everything smiling;

the nation enthusiastic, and happy in the firm alliance

and union of two great countries, whose enmity would

be fatal. ... I am glad to have known this extraor-

dinary man, whom it is certainly impossible not to like

when you live with him, and not even to a considerable

''lit to admire. ... I believe him to be capable of

kindness, aflection, friendship, and gratitude. 1

1 The Emperor's birthday was receiving which he bowed and kissed

the 20th, and the Queen had pre- Her Majesty's hand,

sented him with a pencil-case, on
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confidence in him as regards the future. I think he is chap.
• IV

frank, means well towards us, and, as Stockmar (with ^ -

whom I afterwards talked) says,
" that we have ensured

his sincerity and good faith towards us for the rest of

his life.'"

The day on which the Emperor and Empress left

England, on their return to Paris, the Eussian Govern-

ment rejected the proposals of the Plenipotentiaries

assembled in Vienna for neutralising the Black Sea, and

the Conferences came to an end
;
and Lord John Eussell

and M. Drouyn de Lhuys returned home, not without

having given their approval to a series of insidious

terms invented at the last moment by Austria, in order

to escape from her engagements undertaken in the

Treaty of December 2, 1854. This weak yielding on

the part of these Plenipotentiaries compelled their re-

tirement from office, but not before the proposals which

they had accepted, and which Lord Palmerston described

is
' a mockery,' had entailed considerable embarrass-

ments upon their respective Governments. The con-

iuct of the French Plenipotentiary admits of a fair

explanation ;
but that of Lord John Russell remains as

1 blemish on his career. M. Drouyn de Lhuys had no

.ove for the English alliance, and would have been glad
)f the opportunity of weakening it, by drawing closer

3onds between Austria and Prussia. Moreover, it would

lave pleased him to revenge himself upon Eussia, by an

ntimate alliance with Austria.

But, although
•

earnestly pressed by his Minister to

'all in with the terms of Austria, which would have

imounted to a triumph for Eussia, and an ignominious

compromise for England, the Emperor, on May 5,

communicated to the British Government, through
jount Walewski, his final decision not to entertain

hem, although the Peace party were opposing the fur-
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book ther prosecution of the war with vigour. The inn iif

diate consequences of this resolve were the resignation

of M. Drouyn de Lhuys, the appointment of CounJ
Walewski as .Minister of Foreign Affairs, and the transfer

of M. de Persigny, as Ambassador, to London. ItM
after consequences were that vigorous prosecution ofl

the war, in the teeth of Austrian influences, exertecB

even in the new French Ministry, and of the action oil

the Peace party in England, which ended in the fall of

Sebastopol. It was the critical juncture in the war, a1

which the firmness of the Emperor, and his ent

loyalty to his alliance with us, triumphed over all

kinds of base Bourse and other intrigues, intended to

sunder the connection of the two countries. His cor-

dial personal relations with the English Royal Family,

and his intimacy with leading English statesmen, like

Lords Palmerston * and Clarendon, enabled him to

place the most implicit reliance in the solidity of

relations with us.

In a memorandum, written by the Queen, a few

days after the Emperor's departure from Buckingham
Palace, Her Majesty dwelt with rare sagacity on the

probable good effects of the visit, in a political sense:—
1 The great advantage to be derived for the perma-

nent alliance of England and France, which is of such

vital importance to both countries, from the Emperor's
nt visit, I take to be this: that with his peculiar

character and views, which are very personal, a kind,

unaffected, and hearty reception by us personally in

our own family will make a lasting impression on his

mind. He will see that hecan rely upon our friend

and honesty towards him and his country, so long a

1 Lord Palmerston wrote to the of Commons, declaring that the vi-

Emperor on May 28, after the vie- gorous prosecution of the war

iory of the Government in the House the only way to peace,
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emains faithful to us. Naturally frank, he will see the chap.

advantage to be derived from continuing so
; and if he ^Jl^I >

effects upon the downfall of the former dynasty, he

vnLll see that it arose chiefly from a breach of pledges
ind ambiguous conduct towards this country and its

sovereign, and will be sure, if I be not very much mis-

aken in his character, to avoid such a course.' Her

Majesty also relied on the continuance of * that very

>pen intercourse
'

which had existed between the Em-
peror and Lord Cowley for a year and a half; and

vhich continued to exist, to the advantage of the two

countries, so long as Lord Cowley represented England
it the Court of the Tuileries.

While renewed energy was being infused into the

ivar, the Emperor proudly turned to the triumphs of

peace which had been preparing in the Champs Elysees.
While the siege was progressing with vigour, and the

Allies were advancing steadily upon the Eussian strong-

liold, and the Emperor, from time to time, harangued
his battalions on their departure for the Crimea, telling

them that the Standard was the soldier's genealogical

tree,
1 and that the army was the real nobility of the

country, he never ceased to watch the progress of the

Universal Exhibition of the arts of peace, the admini-

stration of which he had confided to his cousin Prince

Jerome Napoleon. In opening the Exhibition on May 1 5,

he said :

; I open with pleasure this temple of peace
which invites all nations to a meeting of concord.' Prince

Napoleon, in his address to the Emperor, remarked that

the Universal Exhibition, while it followed that of 185 1

in England, was, in many respects, an improvement on

1 i Soldats ! Farmee est la veri- national: aussi votre arbre genealo-
table noblesse de notre pays; elle gique

'

(pointing- to the flag), <le

conserve intactes d'age en age les voici.'—Address to the Imperial
traditions de gloire et d'honneur Guard, March 20, 1855.
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« it. The Exhibition of 1855 included the Fine Arts,

and was arranged on an admirable system of classifica-

tion
; foreign goods were admitted for exhibition at a

reduced tariff never exceeding 20 percent. ; the people
were admitted on Sundays on payment of 20 centimes;

and even the Empire with which France was at war,

was invited to compete in the Exhibition lists.
' Thi

Slave communities,' the Prince said in his address at the

opening ceremony,
* are not our enemies.' Twenty-five

thousand exhibitors had responded to the appeal of the

new Empire; and hosts of visitors from every part of

the world flocked to Paris in the course of the summer
and autumn. While the capital was full of holiday-

makers, the anxious eyes of the Government remained

fixed on the struggle before Sebastopol, and the sacrifices

it entailed. On July 2 the Emperor addressed the mem-
bers of the Senate and Legislative Body assembled at the

Tuileries, a speech in which he briefly described the

failure of the Vienna Conference and the vacillating con-

duct of Austria, in spite of her formal engagements,

asking, at the same time, for a further war loan to carry
on operations with energy, the calling out of 140,000
men as the contingent for 1856, the imposition of further

taxation, and authority to guarantee with England a

Turkish war loan of 5,000,000/. By the 13th t lie

dutiful State bodies had granted unanimously all the

Imperial Government asked—the sole opposing v

having been that of M. de Montalembert, who regretted
the failure of the Vienna Conference. TheGoverni;

asked for a war contribution of 30,000,000/., and

>scriptiona amounted to 146,000,000/.!
A\ hile war events were culminating, and prodigi

energy prevailed both in the Baltic and the Black S

while the Baltic fleets were playing havoc with t

enemy at Sweaborg, at Marionpol and Gheisk,
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hutting up the remnants of the naval power of the chap,

nemy in Cronstadt, the Allied armies were drawing *_ ,1
-

lose to the enemy at Sebastopol, for the final struggle,

t was in the midst of the excitement of this gigantic

ontest, and while the German Powers still held sulkily

loof from the Allies, that the Emperor Napoleon pre-
>ared to receive the visit of the Queen of England and

Ler Consort. It was fixed for August 18
; and, like

hat of the Emperor and Empress to London and Wind-

or, was a complete success.

The battle of the Tschernaja heralded it.
* The

lestruction of Sweaborg, the success of Eiga, and the

lefeat of the Kussians on the Tschernaja,' the Prince

vrote to Baron Stockmar, on the morrow of his arrival

t St. Cloud,
' have contributed to put people on all

ides in good humour.'

They were in the best humour on June 18, when the

Jueen of England, her Consort, and the Princess Eoyal
jid the Prince of Wales, landed at Boulogne-sur-Mer,
inder salutes from the batteries and a feu-de-joie, kept

ip for miles along the edge of the cliffs from the port
Ambleteuse. The Emperor, who had taken up his

quarters at the Imperial Hotel on the shore, was seen

sarly in the morning at the balcony, watching through
1 glass for the first appearance of the Eoyal Squadron,
le galloped up the cliffs to the camp, in the hope of

getting the earliest possible assurance that his illustrious

quests were en route : but it was nearly two o'clock be-

ore the Queen's yacht was moored to the quay.
' At

ength,' the Queen writes,
* the bridge was adjusted.

Che Emperor stepped across, and I met him half way
Lnd embraced him twice ;

after which he led me on
hore amidst acclamations, salutes, and every sound of

oy and respect.' Under the cloudless summer heavens
t was a brave sight. The war-ships in the offing, the
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BOOK cliffs glittering with bayonets, the sand-hills breasteJ
—^—- with artillery, the crowded harbour gay with the colour!

of all nations, and triumphal arches of many tints and

designs, formed the background of the stately military

display which surrounded the Queen on her start f< I

Paris.

The Queen lias herself recorded her impressions J
her '

first sight of Paris.'

1 The approaching twilight,' Her Majesty said,
'

rati ier

added to the beauty of the scene
; and it was still quite

light enough when we passed down the Boulevard dJ

Strasbourg (the Emperor's creation), and along the Bou-

levards, by the Port St. Denis, the Madeleine, the Place

de la Concorde, and the Arc deTriomphe, de l'Etoile.'

Through the Champs Elysees and the Bois de Boulogne,
the progress to St. Cloud was made in the twilight; but

all the way the troops kept the road, bands playing the

National Anthem at intervals. The Queen was delighted
with the splendour and brilliancy of the scene, and as

she approached the Palace remarked the Zouave
•

splendid troops in splendid dress, the friends of my
dear Guards.'

The Empress, who was, as the Prince said to the

Baron Stockmar, 'in expectation of an heir and suffer-

ing,
1 met the Queen only at the Palace. 'In all this

blaze of light from lamps and torches,' the Queen re-

marks, ' amidst the roar of cannon, and bands, i

drums, and cheers, we reached the Palace. The Ei

press, with Princess Mathilde and the ladies, receive

us at the door, and took us up a beautiful staircasi

lined with the splendid Cent-gardes, who are magnified
men, very like our Life Guards. . . . We went througl
the rooms at once to our own, which are charming,
1 felt.quite bewildered, but enchanted

;
. . . everytliin;

is so beautiful.' Within the Palace the Queen remarkej
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:hat '

everything was magnificent, and all very quiet, chap.

md royal.' It delighted Her Majesty to hear from - ^ -

Marshal Magnan and General Lowenstein, that such

3nthusiasm as had greeted her coming had not been

known in Paris,
' not even in the time of the Emperor

Napoleon's triumphs.'

Drives in the Park and the Bois de Boulogne, and a

quiet dinner, at which General Canrobert, fresh from

the trenches of Sebastopol, sat next the Queen, and gave
Eer Majesty his experiences in a manner that delighted

tier. During his visit, Her Majesty gave him the Order

:>f the Bath, and ' with real pleasure.' On the morrow,
what the Prince Consort called the Parisian campaign

began, with a visit to the Exhibition, through immense

crowds of enthusiastic French people. Then, while the

3ueen was receiving the Diplomatic Body at the Elysee,

the Emperor drove the Prince of Wales through Paris

in a curricle. Later, the Emperor conducted his

quests to the Sainte Chapelle, and other sights of his

capital.
' In crossing the Pont au Change,' the Queen has re-

marked in her diary,
*

you see the Conciergerie, and the

Emperor, pointing to it said,
" Voila oil j'etais en pri-

son !

"
Strange contrast to be driving with us as Em-

peror through the streets of the city in triumph !

' The

?ood impression which the Emperor had created at

Windsor was confirmed while he acted as host. ' No

one,' says the Queen,
• can be kinder or more agreeable

than is the Emperor—and so quiet, which is a comfort

3n all, but particularly on such occasions.' A day was

pent at Versailles, where the Empress joined the party
:o luncheon ;

where the Queen sketched, while the band

3f the Guides played.

'Everywhere everything is ready,' is the Queen's

commentary on all the arrangements ;

' rooms prepared
VOL. IV. G
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book for us. and all just as if one were living there.' Ii

evenings the Queen delighted to look out from her win-

dows through the clear air,
' free from our baneful coa

smoke,' at distant Paris, and thus to rest from the ex4

eitement of such scenes as the state visit to the Opera
made in the midst of illuminations and greetings afl

warm as those of the English people. Returning homl
from this visit, the Emperor, according to the Queenl

diary, was very cheerful,
* and repeated with Alberl

all sorts of old German songs, and Albert repeated

some to him.' Then follows this reflection: 'He (the

Emperor) is very fond of Germany, and his old recol-

lections of it, and there is much that is German, and

very little—in fact, nothing—markedly French in his

character.'

On the fourth day of their dwelling in the Palace of

St. Cloud the Queen wrote: 'Another splendid day!
-Most truly do the heavens favour and smile upon this

happy Alliance, for when the Emperor was in England
in April, the weather was beautiful.' And then follow

words of sadness about the news from the seat of war.

'The Emperor is full of anxiety and regret about

campaign.' He forgot nothing, however, that could

charm his guests. After a visit to the Exhibition, he

gave the Prince Consort a Sevres vase, representing the

1Exhibition of 185 1, with the remark that the first In-

ternational Exhibition was due to him. Then he start

the Queen and Prince, incognito, in a remise, for a re\

lar bourgeois drive through the busy and less fashiojj

able parts of Paris—the Queen and Princess Victoi

putting on ' common bonnets
'

and veils for the occasioi

An opportunity was made for quietly visiting theprivat

apartments in the Tuileries—the Empress's
'

splendic

On the day of the State ball at the Hotel d<

Mile, we have an account by the Queen of a ' nice quil
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ertrauliches (cosy) little dinner with the Emperor at

le Tuileries.'
' We talked most cheerfully together,'

[er Majesty remarks,
' and he was in high spirits. We

nighed much at a fine old-fashioned Imperial cafetiere,
rhich would not let the coffee out in spite of all the

ttempts of the page to make it do so. We stood—and

thought at the time how very extraordinary it was,

ad how much had happened in these very Tuileries—-

rith the Emperor, all three looking out of the window,
diich opened on the garden, the sound of music, of

arriages, and people being heard in the distance, talk-

lg of past times.' At another dinner, the conversa-

on fell on the Vienna Conferences, and the strange
art M. Drouyn de Lhuys acted at them. The Emperor

^ankly said that Drouyn de Lhuys had been somewhat

gainst the English Alliance, and that he had warned

im that Louis Philippe fell through his alliance with

Ingland.
' I answered,' said the Emperor to the Queen,

i Louis

'hilippe did not fall through his alliance with England,
ut because he was not sincere in his alliance.'

1

' I replied,' the Queen remarks,
* that I could not suf-

ciently express our appreciation of his great franchise ;

tiat if there was anything to complain of, or which he

3lt annoyed at, he should only speak out and tell it

3 us, for that by doing so all misunderstandings and

omplications would be avoided.'

The Emperor continued the conversation with the

emark that he only cared '

pour les grandes choses
;

'

rat he would not tolerate at the different Courts a

rench anti-English party ;
and that he had had great

rouble in overcoming the old prejudices of the Erench

' Je lui ai repondu, Louis- parce qu'il n'etait pas sincere avec

hilippe n'est pas tomb6 a cause de l'Angleterre.'
m alliance avec l'Angleterre, mais

g 2
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book
against the English

—
sedulously fostered in those coteriB

—-r—• in which Mr. Senior loved to gossip note-book in handJ
He expressed his great gratification at the warmth of

the reception which the Parisians had given the Queen,
;t- it showed that the popular feeling was strongly in

favour of the alliance. Interchanges of cordial con-

gratulations on the alliance were renewed between the

sovereigns on the Champ de Mars, after an imposing
review of 40,000 troops, and on the way, in the dual

of the evening, to the Tomb of Napoleon at the Inva-

lides. By the light of torches, and surrounded by some

of the Old Guard of England's great enemy—with SanJ

tini, the Emperor's valet at St. Helena, at their head—
Napoleon III. led Queen Victoria into the chapel where;

the great captain still lay, unentombed, with the swords

of Austerlitz upon the coffin.

' There I stood,' the Queen remarks in her Diary, I

"at the arm of Napoleon III., his nephew, before the

coffin of England's bitterest foe; I, the granddaughter
of that King who hated him most, and who more vigor-

ously opposed him, and this very nephew, who bears his

name, being my nearest and dearest ally ! The organ
of the church was playing "God save the Queen
the time, and this solemn scene took place by toreli-

iight, and during a thunder-storm. Strange and won-

derful indeed. It seems as if in this tribute of respect
to a departed and dead foe, old enmities and rivalri

were wiped out, and the seal of Heaven placed upo
that bond of unity, which is now happily establish

between two great and powerful nations. May Heav
bless and prosper it !

'

The illustrious party went back to the Tuileries t

another * nice vertrauliches little-dinner,' and frank an

quiet talk, over the war—and thence to the Open

Comique. The Queen returned to St. Cloud at night
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nore delighted than ever with the Emperor's honest chap.
-.

° r
IV.

candour. *—,—»

The visit was full of happy incidents. At the hunt

n the Forest of St. Germain,
'

good old Lablache
'

was

espied by the Queen, and called up for a conversation,

rhe old man cried when the Emperor shook his hand,

md told him that the Queen had commended his son to

lis particular care. After the luncheon, the Queen

sketched, and the Emperor danced with the children ;

md from this quiet domestic scene all repaired to that

3tate ball at Versailles, the Imperial splendour of which

was talked about even in Paris, for many years after-

wards.

The Empress, whose condition commanded the ut-

nost possible avoidance of fatigue, met the Emperor
md Queen at the entrance to the Ball-rooms.

' The Empress,' the Queen has recorded, met us at

lie top of the staircase, looking like a fairy queen or

lymph, in a white dress, trimmed with branches of

*rass and diamonds—a beautiful tour de corsage of dia-

nonds round the top of her dress, and all en riviere, the

same round her waist, and a corresponding coiffure,

with her Spanish and Portuguese orders. The Emperor
said when she appeared :

" Comme tu es belle !
"

They passed into the glittering galleries, danced, and

supped, and in the midst of the fete a few presentations

were made to the Queen—among the persons presented

Deing the Prussian Minister at Frankfort, Count Bis-

narck, who said,, in reply to an observation by Her

Majesty, that Paris was even more beautiful than Peters-

burg.

Delighted with the success of the fete, and, indeed,

of the Queen's entire visit, the Emperor said, on their

way home to St. Cloud :

'
It is dreadful that this is the

last night but one.' The Queen was '

equally sorry ;

'
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book and hoped that the Emperor would pay her another
j

-.

-

.
visit at Windsor. He promised, and added: c As we
now know one another, we can visit at Windsor and

at Fontainebleau without ceremony ;
is it not so ?

'

c I replied,' the Queen remarks,
' that it would give

me great pleasure, which it certainly would.'

On the morrow—the Prince's birthday—the Em-

peror, after breakfast, offered him an Imperial gift
—the

Meissonmer, which the Queen declared to be the finest

thing in the Exhibition
;
and then, drawing his guests

to a balcony overlooking the courtyard, he said they
would hear some music of his own composition in honour

of the day. The musicians were 300 drummers. '

Upon
our appearing/ the Queen remarks, 'the Emperor gava
them the signal:

" Commencez !" on which they all, as if

they were one man, began a splendid roll of drums in a

particular manner, which is only given upon the joui\

de tan. They repeated this twice, and then went away

cheering. It was very line, and very kind of the Em-

peror. He is particularly fond of it.'

In the course of that day the Emperor drove the

Queen through the Park in his phaeton ;
and in the

course of the drive a conversation took place, of which

Her Majesty made the following full and admirable

note :
—

' 1 said to the Emperor that as lie was always so

very frank with me, and wished that I should be the

same, I was very anxious to tell him something,"^
favais Men a cceur, <//t'il c<>tuj>rit" and this was, that he

should understand on what footing I was with the Or-

leans family ;
that they were my friends and relations,

and that I could not drop them in their adversity, but

that they were very disci-ret. and politics were not

touched upon between us. The Emperor replied, that

he quite understood this, and felt that I could not
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abandon those who were in misfortune. I rejoined, that char

I felt certain this was the Emperor's feeling ;
but that v—

,.', ~,

other people tried, and Walewski was one, to put a

great stress on any communications with the family, and

to make me understand that the Emperor would be

very much displeased. He replied,
" that was just like

Walewski." ..." Comme nous sommes une fois sur ce

sujet" he continued, he wished to explain the motives

which led him to confiscate the property of the Orleans

family—an action which had been much attacked. He
had no animosity to the family. He had wished to leave

all the Orleanist employes in their places, to dismiss no

one, and to receive every one, but that he had discovered

that their agents, encouraged by themselves (though, on

my observation, that I was sure they would not con-

spire, he admitted that), were attempting to upset his

authority, and that then he felt he could not leave them
with such large possessions, which they would have the

power to use against the Government. He had, there-

fore, pursued the course that had been pursued before,

of obliging them to sell their property within six

months. 1 But he repeated that he had " aucune ani-

mosite" and he hoped I had told the Queen that it

would give him pleasure if she passed through France

on her way to Spain. I could not make much further

remark, beyond saying that they had felt the confisca-

tion very much, and that they were in consequence
much more bitter than they would otherwise have been ;

at least, they had been at the time, for now the subject
was never mentioned between us. I praised the Princes,

and the Queen, their discretion, &c. The Emperor said,

1 It was adopted by the Bour- it to buy the palace of a princess of

bons, on the overthrow of Napoleon the House of Bonaparte, for the re-

in 18 15; and the English Govern- sidence of the British Embassy, at

ment of the day took advantage of less than half its real value.
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book in conclusion of his explanation about the confiscation, 1

•—^—• that their agents were in constant communication with
]

his enemies, even " avec ceux qui prechent Vassassiiuit"

I said, I could hardly credit this. They were, I was

sure, incapable of such conduct. I, however, added,

that naturally all exiles were inclined to conspire, which

he did not deny, and which, indeed, he had practised

himself. . . .'

The Emperor closed the conversation with the re-
J

newal of an offer he had made to drive his guests to the

chapel on the spot where the Duke of Orleans died.

The visit was paid in the afternoon, and the Empcn>r

bought of the woman who kept the cure's house two

medals, which he presented to the Queen.
'

They con-
1

tained,' Her Majesty remarks,
' the heads of poor Char-

tres (the late Duke of Orleans) and Paris, with some

lines in allusion to the latter being the hope of France,

and with a representation of the chapel on the back.

Strange that the Emperor should have bought them !

'

The last evening at St. Cloud was passed quietly,

with a concert of classical music, which much pleased
the Prince Consort, but, according to the Queen,

' bored

the Emperor ; and on the morrow, in beautiful weather,

the Queen and her Consort set forth, amidst tumultuous

cheering from the Parisians, and through gaily bedecked

streets, on their way to their quiet home in the Isle of

Wight, where their younger children were found wait-

ing for them on the shore.
1 I am deeply grateful,' the Queen wrote in her Diary,

before leaving St. Cloud,
* for these eight very happy

days, and for the delight of seeing such beautiful and

interesting places and objects, and for the reception
which we have met with in Paris, and in France gene-

rally. The union of the two nations, and of the two

Sovereigns—for there is a great friendship sprung up
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between us—is of the greatest importance. May God chap.

bless these two countries, and may He specially protect
>

r-—•

the precious life of the Emperor, and may this happy
union ever continue for the benefit of the world !

'

The Empress at parting gave the Queen a fan, and

a rose, and a heliotrope from the garden, and put a

bracelet about the arm of the Princess Eoyal ;
and then

the Emperor conducted his guests to Boulogne—going
out to sea with them before taking his final leave.

These are the Queen's final impressions of her visit to

Paris :
' I have since talked frequently with Albert, who

is naturally much calmer, and particularly much less

taken by people than I am. He quite admits that it is

extraordinary, how very much attached one becomes to

the Emperor, when one lives with him quite at one's

ease and intimately, as we have done during the last ten

days, for eight, ten, twelve, and, to-day, even fourteen

hours a day. He is so quiet, so simple, naif even, so

pleased to be informed about things which he does not

know, so gentle, so full of tact, dignity and modesty, so

full of respect and kind attention towards us, never

saying a word, or doing a thing, which could put me
out or embarrass me. I know few people, whom I have

felt involuntarily more inclined to confide in and speak

unreservedly to—I should not fear saying anything to

him. I felt—I do not know how to express it—safe

with him. His society is particularly agreeable and

pleasant ; there is something fascinating, melancholy,
and engaging, which draws you to him, in spite of any

prevention you may have against him, and certainly

without the assistance of any outward advantages of

appearance, though I like his face. He undoubtedly
has a most extraordinary power of attaching people to

him ! The children are very fond of him
; to them also

his kindness was very great, but, at the same time, most
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book judicious. Then, he is so fond of Albert, appreciates
-—-*-—- him so thoroughly, and shows him so much confidence]

In fine, I shall always look back on this visit to France,
not only on account of the delightful and splendid things

we saw and enjoyed, but on the time we passed with the

Emperor, as one of the pleasantest and most interesting

periods of my life ! The Empress, too, has a great

charm, and we are all very fond of her.'

The Prince wrote to his uncle, King Leopold, that

everything, from beginning to end, had gone off 'to a

wish.' The Queen, more expansive than her Consort,

wrote on the 29th to the Emperor a most affectionate

letter of thanks for the ten happy days passed as his

guest; and she repeated his ' au revoir' with all her

heart, signing herself with 'tender friendship and affec-

tion' his 'bonne et affection n re soeur et amie.'

The Emperor's reply (September 1) was characteris-

tic of his sentimental nature. In it lie declared that he

appreciated fully the advantages of a sincere union be-

tween the two Governments; but that he valued, above

all other considerations, the intimate and sincere friend-

ship which had been established between the two fami-

lies. 'For,' he added, 'the satisfaction of the heart

will always be with me above that of ambition; and

although I felt proud to be for a moment the host of

the Queen of so powerful an empire, I am more de-

lighted with the remembrance of the gracious and ami-

able lady, of the distinguished man, and of the charming
children, in whose sweet intimacy I passed days that will

never be effaced from my memory.'
1

1 ' Car la satisfaction ducoeursera souvenir de la femme si aimable et si

toujours a mes yeux hien au-dessus gracieuse, de l'homme si distingue,

des satisfactions de Tambition
;

et des enfants si charniants, avec les-

quoique j'ai eprouve' un juste senti- quels j'ai passe" des jours d'une douce

ment d'orgueil d'etre au moment intimity dont le souvenir ne s'effacera

l'hote de la Heine d'un si puissant jamais de ma me"moire.'

empire, je me plais davautage au
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On September 8 Sebastopol was in the possession of chap.

the Allies. With this triumph, and some minor sue- «—^—-

cesses in the Sea of Azof and the Black Sea, the war

virtually closed
;
and the diplomatists of the five Powers

opened a series of negotiations, which lasted till the

spring of 1856.

Meantime, the Emperor turned with renewed energy
to home affairs ; and struggled hard, even for a moment
at the risk of destroying his alliance with England, to

hasten a peace that would enable him to repair the

financial trouble which the war had brought upon his

Empire. The closing of the Universal Exhibition in

November, in the presence of an extraordinary assem-

blage of princes, warriors, statesmen, artists, men of

letters, afforded the Chief of the State one of those

opportunities which he knew so well how to use, for

making his sentiments and wishes known, not only to

his subjects, but to all Europe. Having said that he

believed the brilliant success of an Industrial Exhibition,

held in the midst of war, to be due to the general con-

viction that the Allies were bent only on chastising a

common enemy, for the independence and security of

the civilised world, he remarked that the first impres-
sion made by the exposition of the wonders around them
must be a desire for peace.

'

Peace, indeed,' he continued,
' can alone give further development to these products
of human intelligence. You must all then hope with

me that peace may be prompt and lasting. But, in

order to be lasting, it must effectually settle the ques-
tion for which the war was undertaken. If it is to be

prompt, Europe must speak ; for, without the pressure
of general opinion, the struggles between the great are

inclined to be prolonged ; while, on the contrary, if

Europe hastens to say who is in the right, and who is

in the wrong, a great step will be made towards an
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book understanding. In these times in which we live, the

<—^—• successes of armies, however brilliant they may be, are

only of passing effect ; public opinion carries always the

ultimate victory.'

Then, turning to the representatives of the various

nations ranged in an amphitheatre under their respective

flags, and particularly to the Germans, he continued, in

a strong and solemn voice that vibrated to the uttermost

recesses of the palace :
'

You, who believe that the pro-

gress of agriculture, industry, and commerce of one

nation contributes to that of the rest, and that recipro-

cal relations grow as national prejudices decline, tell

your fellow-countrymen, when you return home, that

France has no hatred against any people, that she feels

sympathy for all who desire the triumph of right and

justice. Tell them that, if they desire peace, they must

at least declare openly for or against us
; for, in the

midst of a grave European conflict, indifference is a bad

policy, and silence is an error.'

These words were received with resounding cheers

from all sides, save where the German flags appeared.

The lesson was addressed especially to Austria. And

finally, the Emperor turned to his Allies—the English,

the Sardinians, and the Turks, and said :

' As for us,

nations allied for the triumph of a great cause, let us

continue to forge weapons without slackening our fac-

tories, without stopping our looms ; let us show our-

selves great in the arts of peace as in those of war ; let

us be strong by our concord, and let us put our faith in

God to give us victory over the difficulties of the day,

and the hazards of the future.' !

1 ' Vous tous done qui pensez que les autres, et que plus les rapports
les progres de l'agrieultnre, de Tin- reciproques se multiplient, plus les

dustrie, du commerce d'une nation prejugds nationaux tendent a s'ef-

contribuent au bien-etre de toutes facer, dites a yob concitoyens, en re-
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From this peaceful arena, the Emperor turned in a chap.

few weeks to his Imperial Guard, and the wounded, on ^—-

their return from Sebastopol. They re-entered Paris,

amid tumultuous enthusiasm, on December 29, and the

Emperor harangued them, saying :

' I come to meet you,

as in the olden time the Eoman Senate went forth to the

gates ofEome to greet its victorious legions. I come to tell

you that you have deserved well of your country. . . .

Soldiers of the Guard, and soldiers of the Line, we wel-

come you. You represent one and all that army of the

East, whose valour and endurance have given fresh

lustre to our eagles, and reconquered for France the

position which is her right. The country, which is

watching all that is being accomplished in the East, wel-

comes you with pride, because she can measure your
efforts against the obstinate resistance of the enemy. I

have recalled you, although the war is not over, because

it is just to replace the regiments which have suffered

the most severely. By this means any soldier can go
forth and take his share of the common glory ; and the

country, which supports 800,000 troops, is interested

in having in France a strong army inured to war, and

ready to be directed in any direction. Preserve, then,

with care, your war discipline, fortify yourselves by the

experience you have acquired, hold yourselves ready to

respond, if necessary, to my call ;
but to-day forget the

tournant dans votre patrie, que la une erreur.

France n'a de haine contre aucun ' Quant a nous, peuples allies par

peuple, qu'elle a de
,
la sympathie le triomphe drune grande cause,

pour tous ceux qui veulent comnae forgeons des armes sans ralentir nos

elle le triomphe du droit et de la usines, sans arreter nos metiers
; soy-

justice ;
dites-leur que, s'ils de- ons grands par les arts de la paix

sirent la paix, il faut qu'ouvertement comme par ceux de la guerre ; soyons

ils fassent au moins des voeux pour forts par la Concorde, et mettons notre

ou contre nous
; car, au milieu d'un confiance en Dieu, pour nous faire

grave conflit europ^en, TindirTerence triompher des difficulty's du jour et

est un mauvais calcul, et le silence des chances de l'avenir.'
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book trials of a soldier's life, thank God for having spared

~-r-—<

you, and advance proudly amid your companions in

arms and your fellow-citizens, whose acclamations await

you.'

The Guard and the Line, with their wounded and

their tattered colours, passed along the via sacra ol

Paris; and this proud day for France closed, perhaps,

the most eventful and brilliant year of Napoleon's reigii
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v.

CHAPTEE V.

THE TREATY OF PARIS.

Lord Palmerston, in a letter to his brother (August 25, chap.

1855) had foreseen that with the fall of Sebastopol,

England's danger
—' a danger of peace, and not a

danger of war
'—would begin.

'

Austria,' he remarked,
* will try to draw us again into negotiations for an

insufficient peace ;

'

and he added :

* I must try to fight

the battle of negotiation as well as the battle of war,

and fortunately the spirit of the British nation will

support us. I wish I could reckon with equal con-

fidence on the steady determination of the French.'

The feeling in favour of peace had been all along
much stronger in France than in England. At the end

of October (1855), in a letter to Baron Stockmar, the

Prince Consort had said : 'Up to this time the peace

feeling has been stronger in France than here, and gives

us much to do. . . . What is said is :

" Si la France

doit continuer la guerre a grands sacrifices, il lui faut

des objets plus nationaux, plus franc,ais : Poland, Italy,

the left bank of the Ehine, &c. For this we are pre-

pared, and for these purposes might recall our army
from the Black Sea by degrees." Herein lies one of the

causes of our inactivity in the Crimea ! The position

taken up by Austria and Prussia is alone to blame for

all, and I tremble for the Nemesis !

'

The peace was brought about by the wise, tem-

perate, and conciliatory activity of the Emperor. Critics
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book may disagree on the reasons which impelled the French
•—J-— Sovereign. There can be no doubt as to the imprudent

impetuosity of the action taken by France when she!

drew up proposals for peace in conjunction with

Austria, and sent them over to Count Walewski, foJ

England's acceptance pur et simple. This proceeding
was a blunder, the punishment of which followed

swiftly on the commission of it. Lord Palmerston was

not a Minister to be treated lightly by Count Walewski ;

nor was England a nation to suffer dictation from

France. The only possible explanation of the fiasco

was the haste in which the Emperor was to conclude an

honourable arrangement with Russia. It cannot be too

often repeated, when his motives are brought in ques-

tion, that the war had been unpopular from the first

with his subjects, save during the excitement of its vic-

tories ;
and that it had no sooner been crowned by the

fall of Sebastopol, than public opinion called for peace,

in tones that could not be heard with indifference.

During the war, in the presence of Prussia and

Austria biding their time, the Emperor had cast about

for allies on their frontiers. He had concluded a treaty

with the King of Sweden, and had sent him the Grand

Cross of the Legion of Honour by the hands of the

popular Crimean commander-in-chief, Canrobert, who
had been received both in Copenhagen and in Stockholm

with enthusiasm. Napoleon had watched, in short, as h

duty bound, every opening that would yield his countr

an advantage under certain conditions. In the positioi

of uncertainty as to the intentions of the two great

central European Powers, he had weighed every chance

and sought to fortify himself against any possible contin-

gency. At the same time he had to guard against th<

traps into which both Austria and Eussia endeavourec

to lead him, by which he would forfeit the English
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alliance. The Emperor was a kindly man, and easy of chap.

approach, even by the emissaries of his enemy. He -—^—
was not inclined to press so hardly on Kussia as Lord

Palmerston—a man of strong resentments—was. The

mildness of his disposition, and at the same time the

vehement force of public opinion impelling him to

nake peace, both inclined him to agree on terms with

Austria and Kussia, and to press them on England with

i haste and in a form which, on reflexion, he acknow-

.edged to be foolish and unbecoming. He meditated

:he immediate recall of a considerable number of his

troops from the Crimea ;
and his detractors at once

whispered abroad that he was contemplating the trans-

fer of the seat of operations from Sebastopol to the

Danks of the Eliine. He was seeking peace, and only
Deace ;

for his people insisted upon it
; and if he

dlowed himself to be persuaded by Count Buol that

;he Black Sea settlement should be drawn up in a

separate treaty between Kussia and Turkey, he did so

n his haste to comply with public opinion. His frank

etter to the Queen, written on hearing the haughty
-efusals of Lord Palmerston to treat with De Persigny

1

)n the Austrian protocol, to which England had not

)een a party, or to discuss Count Buol's 2 Black Sea

1 ' Cette rnaniere d'agir dans une d'une bonne paix qui assimit les ob-

-ffaire tellement grave ne nous con- jets de la guerre ;
mais plutot que

dent pas. Nous souhaitons nous d'etre entrainee a signer une paix a

lonformer aux d<5sirs de l'Empereur, des conditions insuffisantes, elle pr£-
nais il faut que nous- soyons en fererait continuer la guerre sans

egle vis-a-vis de notre Parlement
;

d'autres allies que la Turquie, et

it nous ne pouvons pas souscrire a elle se sent tout a fait en etat d'en

me proposition de paix a etre faite soutenir le fardeau, et de se tirer

m notre nom a la Kussie, sans que ainsi d'affaire.'—Letter of Lord Pal-

ious soyons entierement d 'accord et merston to Count de Persigny, No-
ur la forme et sur la substance vernber 21, 1855.
L'une telle proposition La 2 'Buol's statement to you the
lation anglaise serait enchantee night before last was what in plain

VOL. IV. H
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book proposal, which the English Foreign Minister had de-

-—r—- scribed as 'impertinent,' may be put aside by party
writers prone to discover base motives for every move

of their opponents, as an effort of hypocritical candour

but it was not so regarded by the illustrious lady t<

whom it was addressed, nor by the Prince Consort, no

by Lords Palmerston and Clarendon, to whose judgmei
the Queen hastened to submit it.

The letter was dated from the Tuileries on Novel

ber 22, 1855, and began, 'Madam and dear Sister !

'

4 We have reached,' the Emperor said,
' one of those

critical epochs, when we ought to speak very frankly ;

and I would therefore ask your Majesty's permission to

enter into some detail upon the subject of what is

taking place in the political world.
' I begin by repelling everything which could lead

to the belief, that the French Government would be

constrained to make peace, although the conditions

were not good, just as I would not permit myself to

think that the English Government would be compelled
to continue the war, if the conditions of peace were

good. We are both of us free in our actions, we have

the same interests, and we wish the same thing—an

honourable peace !

'Now, what is our military position? Your Majesty

lias, I believe, in the East, 50,000 men and 10,000

horses. I have 200,000 men and 34,000 horses. Your

Majesty has an immense fleet in the Black Sea as well

as the Baltic; I have one that is imposing, though le

considerable. Well, notwithstanding this formid

force, it is apparent to all the world, that although
can do Russia serious mischief, we cannot subdue

English we should call impertinent.'—Palmerston to Sir Hamilton

ruour, January 24, 1 856.
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with our own unaided means. What then is to be chap.

lone ? Three courses are open to us : •—-A—
1

i. To limit ourselves to occupying strategical

points, to blockade the Black Sea and the Baltic, and

:o wait without spending extravagant sums until it

pleases Eussia to make peace. By confining ourselves

to a defensive war, and to holding our ground, Eussia

will be exhausted in warlike preparations (s'epuise en

armements), while we, on the other hand, will be dimi-

nishing the sacrifices of war.
' 2 . To make an appeal to all the nationalities, to

proclaim boldly the re-establishment of Poland, the

independence of Finland, of Hungary, of Italy, of Cir-

cassia. This course, I need scarcely say, would be full

of danger, and contrary, at this time of day, to justice.
'

3. To secure, if possible, the alliance of Austria,

so that she may carry all Germany along with her, and

in this way that Eussia may be driven, by our arms on

the one hand, and by the public opinion of Europe on

the other, to propose equitable conditions of peace.
* It will seem, I doubt not, to your Majesty, as it

does to me, that the third course is the best.

4 Now, what is going on at this moment ?

' Austria says to us,
" The proposals of peace which,

before Europe, you have proclaimed to be sufficient for

your interests and your honour, I accept, nay, I am

prepared even to submit them, on the condition, that if

Eussia shall by any chance entertain them, you give me

your assurance, that you will consent to open negotia-
tions for peace on this basis." To such an oner how can

we reasonably reply by a refusal, or by equivocations

(chicanes) which are equivalent to a refusal ? This,

Madam, is what I cannot understand, for it is not we
who make concessions to gain the support of Austria

;

it is Austria who, of her own accord, hoists oui flag.

H 2
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BOOK ' If your Majesty's Government said that the con-

ditions of peace ought to be very different, that our

honour and our interests demanded a readjustment of

the map of Europe, that Europe would not be free

until Poland was re-established, the Crimea given to

Turkey, and Finland to Sweden, I could comprehend a

policy which would have a certain grandeur, and would

put the results arrived at on a level with the sacrifice!

to be made. But spontaneously to renounce the sup-',

port of Austria for microscopical advantages, which

one could always claim at any time, is what I cannot

bring myself to regard as reasonable, and to these:

questions, so grave as they are, I ask the attention of:

your Majesty and that of Prince Albert, whose views

are always so clear and so exalted.
' My firm desire being to be always at one with

your Majesty's Government, I hope we shall come to an

understanding.
' I ask pardon for this letter, written in haste, and ]

beg you to receive favourably the fresh expression o

the respectful and tender friendship, with which I am,
Madam and Sister, your Majesty's devoted and tru(

brother, Napoleox.'

The Queen, in her reply, after thanking the Emperoi
for his letter as a new proof of his friendship and his

c

sincere desire in difficult moments to come to a clear

understanding' with his ally, pointed out the advan-

tages and disadvantages of their respective positions a*

sovereigns : the one acting through Ministers responsible

to Parliament, and the other at the free dictate of hi:

personal will. Putting aside any 'wounded feelings o

amour propre
*

at the understanding with Austria, ant

Count Buol's neutralisation proposition, Her Majesty
declined to be bound by the letter of the Austrian pro-

posal, to which her Government had not been a party,
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or to assent to Count Bud's plan. Of the three courses chap.

submitted by the Emperor, the Queen accepted only the

third, remarking that the second would always be re-

jected with firmness. Her Majesty added :

i I will say nothing here of the plans of military

operations, as I consider them to be dependent on the

policy agreed upon. This policy having been settled

exclusively by the two Governments, the Generals,

after a Council,
1 of which . I highly approve the idea as

suggested by your Majesty, should be entrusted with

the consideration of the plans of the campaign to carry
out the policy determined upon.

' I am convinced that every difficulty, every diver-

gence of opinion, which may arise on these weighty
matters, will be more promptly and more effectually

dispelled by a frank exchange of ideas between your

Majesty and myself, than by any other mode of com-

munication, and I therefore beg you will continue to-

wards me those unreserved utterances (epanchements), to

which I hope you will find that my letter responds with

a sincere and genuine confidence. . . . Accept, Sire,

the expression of sincere friendship and of high esteem,

with which I am, Sire and dear Brother, your Majesty's

very affectionate sister and friend, Victoeia.'

The Emperor's admission that Lord Palmerston was

justified in peremptorily declining to accept the Aus-

trian Ultimatum, or Count Buol's '

impertinent
'

propo-

sition, was frank and complete. The Queen remarked,
in her letter, on the bad effect produced in Vienna,

Berlin, and St. Petersburg, by the persons of his en-

tourage, who had declared that the financial difficulties

of France compelled her to conclude peace. The Em-

\
r

.

1 This Council of War met in peror presiding, and its sittings lasted

Paris on January 10, 1856, the Em- till the 20th.
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BOOK peror was deeply annoyed
—as he proved, by at

x
oil

making it known far and wide that lie would be party
to no peace which was not satisfactory to England.!

Speaking to Lord Cowley on the subject, he said : 'Bel

assured, whatever I think right, I will do, and I
shall]

not be afraid of making my conduct understood inl

France.' And he requested that the plain and full
]

truth might be told him, so that he might smooth!

difficulties for his neighbours and allies as they were!

ready to smooth away his.

That he remained in this candid frame of mind while

the terms of peace were being debated, and was proofJ
against the advances of Russia to deal separately with

J

him, has been placed beyond doubt by the corre-

spondence of the Queen and the Prince Consort.
1

On February i, a protocol was signed in Vienna by I

the plenipotentiaries of the five Powers; and the Con-
J

gress for the settlement of the terms of peace was

appointed to meet in Paris. The Congress met ac- I

cordingly, and, on March 30, the Treaty of Paria was

signed, and a few days later the famous 'benevolent'

declaration about maritime war was added.

During the progress of the negotiations the Emperor

gave his weight to every conciliatory and liberal sug-

gestion. His enemies said that he was anxious to
]

court the special favour of Russia, and that he inclined

too easily to Count Walewski's Russian sympatl
Be was represented to be anxious to take advantage of

the opportunity of extorting from Alexander the ne

tiation which Nicholas had haughtily refused him.

But there is no evidence to support this malicious inter-

pretation of the Emperor's generous mood. His rank

as sovereign was secure
;

his influence was felt beyond

Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iii.
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that of any other reigning prince throughout Europe; chap.

an heir had been born to him while the Congress was ^
sitting. His sincerity and his delicacy in his relations

with England were beyond suspicion. Writing to Baron

Stockmar on January 16 (1856), the Prince Consort

remarked :

' Whether we shall have peace, and what

kind of peace, or a continuation of the war, and of

what kind, is at this moment hard to say. The
elements are not the best

; best of all is the good faith

and loyalty (Ehrlichkeit) of Louis Napoleon towards us,

of which he gives daily proofs.' This good faith and

loyalty, which left Eussia no hope of separating the

Allies, made her accept the entire ultimatum denning
the preliminaries of peace. Paris was chosen by Eng-
land as the meeting place of the Congress, although it

was infested by Eussian agents, because the progress
of the negotiations would thus be directly under the

observation of the two allied sovereigns, who were re-

solved to act in concert throughout. This resolution

had been come to at the suggestion of the Emperor,
who, in a letter to the Queen (January 21), had said:
*

Unity of action was as essential at the council-table

as in the field
;

'

and had begged that all divergencies of

opinion between the two Governments should be ad-

justed before the meeting of the Congress. In com-

pliance with this request Lord Clarendon went to Paris

some days before the assembling of the peacemakers,
to confer personally with the Emperor. He was bearer

of a letter * to His Majesty from his Eoyal Mistress, in

which the Queen said :

'
It will afford me deep satisfac-

tion at this critical moment, and I shall esteem it a

special proof of your friendship, if you will allow Lord
Clarendon to explain my views to you in person, and to

1

Dated, Buckingham Palace, February 15, 1856.
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BOOK learn yours from your own mouth.' Her Majesty havind
*—V— dwelt on the vital importance of a complete accord be-

tween the two Governments, in order to obtain terms
1

satisfactory to the honour of France and England," re-

newed once more her repeated assurances of confidence

and friendship. 'You will excuse, Sire,' said the Queen,
1 the length of this letter ; but it is very pleasant to me
to be able to give free utterance to my sentiments, on

:

all these important and difficult questions, to one whom
I regard, not merely as a faithful ally, but as a friend

on whom I can, under all circumstances, rely, and

who, I am sure, is animated by the same sentiments to-

wards us.'

Lord Clarendon delivered this letter on his arrival

in Paris on February 17 ;
and the same evening, at the

Tuileries after dinner, he held a long private conver-

sation with the Emperor. His Majesty, Lord Clarendon

reported to the Queen, expressed himself most warmly
in favour of the alliance, and entirely concurred with

Her Majesty that '

upon the perfect understanding
between the two Governments, and the conviction on

the part of others, that the Alliance was not to be

shaken, depended the facility with which negotiations

might be conducted and the terms on which peace
would be made.' He offered, moreover, to give Baron

Brunnow and Count Buol to understand that if they
reckoned upon the Alliance being disturbed, they would

find themselves grievously mistaken, and that it would

be waste of time to endeavour to alter conditions on

which the two allied Governments had resolved. Lord

Clarendon added : 'The Emperor appeared to be much

gratified by your Majesty's letter, for the first thing lie

said to Lord Clarendon on coming into the room before

dinner was,
; *

Quelle charmante lettre vous mavez apportee
de la Reine !

"
and then began upon the extraordinary
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clearness with which your Majesty treated all matters chap.

of business, and the pleasure he derived from any dis- «—_
cussion of them with your Majesty.'

From his resolution the Emperor was never induced,

either by the intrigues of the political salons (where
Baron Brunnow and his agents were busy) or by the

arts of the stock-jobbing politicians, who unfortunately

surrounded him, to swerve for one moment. To those

who pointed out to him that France was exhausted, and

could not continue the war in any case, he replied that,

if necessary, he could resume it as easily as he had

declared it. This he gave Eussia to understand in his

speech on opening the session of the Chambers on

March 3. When the question of admitting Prussia to the

Congress was mooted, and the good offices of King Leo-

pold were engaged in the interests of the Power which

had played a base part throughout the war, the Emperor,

although he declined to accede to such admission while

the terms of peace with Eussia remained unsettled,

consented to accept Prussian plenipotentiaries to take

part in a general treaty, and on March 18 these pleni-

potentiaries were admitted. On the 25th, in a conversa-

tion with Lord Clarendon, the Emperor remarked that

he cared nothing about Prussia, and that England had

much more interest in pleasing the King of Prussia

than France. Lord Clarendon inquired what that

interest was. * The Emperor answered,' Lord Clarendon

subsequently reported to the Queen,
1 ' the marriage of

the Princess Eoyal, which must make the Queen
anxious to be on good terms with Prussia.' Lord

Clarendon said, that the Emperor was greatly mistaken,

'if he thought that the private feelings of your Majesty
ever interfered with what your Majesty might think

1

Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iii. p. 451.
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book right for the honour or the interests of England, a
x

that long before the Emperor had made up his mind on

the subject, Lord Clarendon knew that your Majestyjj
had determined, and had made no secret of the opinion,
that to admit Prussia to take part in the negotiation
for peace, after her conduct throughout the war had

been condemned by your Majesty's Government, woulfl

be degrading to England, and a proof that she viewe^
political immorality with indifference. The Emperor
answered :

"
Savez-vous, que c'est Men beau ? cela fam

plaisir a"entendre. Je suis Men aise que vous me Vayem
ditr

'

The part taken by the Emperor in the discussion on

the manner in which the Principalities of Moldavia and

Wallachia were to be dealt with, as recorded by Lord

Clarendon, was in accordance with that strong feelinfl

in favour of nationalities as distinguished from dynas-

ties, which never forsook him, and which, if it led hid

to some of the glories, also landed him in the graved
errors of his reign. His sympathies for Poland were

manifested warmly and frequently in the course of the

Russian war
; and he would have rejoiced indeed had

he been able to comfort the venerable Adam Czartorisky

with the vision of his country restored to independence.
1

There was bitter disappointment in the Hotel Lambert

when the Peace of Paris was signed ;
and there were

even whispers that the Poles had been betrayed. In

the settlement of the future of the Principalities the

Emperor spoke his strong conviction in favour of their

union under a sovereign of their own election. He re-

marked that the great fault committed by the Com
of Vienna was that the interests of the sovereigns only

1 Prince Adam Czartorisky spoke raised in his countrymen, only to be

with <rreat bitterness to me, at the crushed when the Allies no longer

time, of the hopes that had been wanted them.—B. J.
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wer e consulted, and that from all the information which chap.

reached him, he was convinced that nothing would

satisfy the people of Wallachia and Moldavia but the

union of the Principalities under a foreign Prince, who
should nevertheless admit the suzerain power of the

Sultan, and that it would be disgraceful to England and

France, if they had not the will or the power to establish

a state of things in the Principalities that would be in

accordance with the wishes of the people, and mani-

festly be an improvement upon the feeble attempt at

reorganisation that had been proposed at Constanti-

nople. His opinion did not prevail; but that which

did carry the day left difficulties in the future which

even the Treaty of Berlin has not settled.

When, after the signature of peace, the Emperor ad-

dressed his congratulations to the entire Congress, he

told the assembled diplomates that the signature of

peace that day was the fulfilment of what Lord Claren-

don had announced in the name of his Government in

the House of Lords ; and, turning to Lords Cowley and

Clarendon, he added, that peace had been rendered

possible by the spirit of conciliation they had exhibited.

Illuminations, and a review of 50,000 men, given to

the Congress in the Champ de Mars, closed the scene,

and left the Emperor, disburdened of a mighty re-

sponsibility, to pursue those social improvements and

developments of industrial prosperity which were con-

genial to his heart and mind. The Queen wrote to

congratulate him (April 3) on the peace concluded
' under his auspices ;

'

and he replied (April 1 2), that

he was glad of the peace, but especially glad that the

Alliance had come out of the Conferences intact, and

that it was seen by Europe to be as compact as when it

was first concluded.

Lord Palmerston stated with exultation that the

v.
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book objects of the war had been gained—' the military!
-

..

x
t

'

_
* audacity of Russia had been repressed, a very severe!

lesson had been inflicted upon her by the diminution oil

her reserves ; the Danube had been freed, Sebastopol had

been destroyed, provision had even been made limiting
the force of Russia and of Turkey in the Black Sea. 1 In

addition, the whole of Russian treaty rights of inter!

ference in Turkey were destroyed. For generations
before the Crimean war, the Christians of Turkey had

her as a protector. The war abolished her protectorate.'

These were the brave words of the peacemakers on

1856. They were recalled in moods of bitter mockery

by the active diplomates and statesmen of 1878, when
the Emperor lay in a village church in Kent, and Pal
merston slept in the Abbey.

1 Mr. Gladstone's speech in the quietly remarked that it
' had now

House of Commons, July 31, 1S76. disappeared'!
As to the Black Sea provision, he
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CHAPTEK I.

BIRTH OF THE PRINCE IMPERIAL.

Early in the morning of March 16, 1856, the guns of chap.

the Invalides told the population of Paris that a son ._
L

,

had been born to the Emperor. The State Bodies had

been sitting en 'permanence for eighteen hours, during
the prolonged sufferings of the Empress. At four

o'clock on the morning of the 1 6th a messenger carried

the news of the safe delivery of Her Majesty, and the

birth of an heir to the throne, to the Senate, the Legis-
lative Body, and to the Municipal authorities at the

Hotel de Yille. Early in the morning the child was

named Napoleon Eugene Louis Jean Joseph, the Pope
and the Queen of Sweden being godfather and god-
mother. At one o'clock the Emperor, radiant with joy,

received the Diplomatic Body. Paris assumed a holiday

aspect ; and congratulations were poured into the

Tuileries from every part of Europe. The general

delight was, however, at first damped by the critical

condition of the Imperial mother. On the 18th, Prince

Albert, writing to Baron Stockmar, remarked :

' The

accounts from Paris are better. We wTere in some

anxiety about the life of the Empress, whose accouche-

ment has been a more difficult affair than the public
were allowed to be told. She has still a great deal of

fever.' Lord Clarendon wrote to the Queen on the

same day :
' The Emperor's eyes filled with tears when

he described the tortures of the Empress and his own
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book sensations.' On the same day, replying to the conJ

gratulations of the Senate, the Legislative Body, and

the Council of State, the proud father said :

' The Senate

has shared my joy on learning that Heaven had
given]

me a son, and you have hailed as a happy event tl ie

birth of a Child of France. I use this word designedly.

The Emperor Napoleon, my uncle, who had welded]
into the new system all that was great and elevated on
the old, revived this ancient description of the Children

of France. And truly, gentlemen, when an heir is horn

to perpetuate a national system, the child is not only
the offspring of a family, but he is also the son of the

whole country, and this name indicates to him his

duties. If this was true under the old monarchy, which

represented more exclusively the privileged clas

how much more is it so now, when the sovereign is the

elect of the nation, the first citizen of the country, and

the representative of the interests of all ?
' Then turning

to the Count de Moray, who stood as President at the

head of the Legislative Body, lie added that the unani-

mous acclamations which had greeted his son's cradle had

not prevented him from reflecting on other princes who
!

had been born in the same place and under analogous
circumstances. 'If,' said His Majesty,

' I hope that his

fate will be a happier one, it is because, relying on

Providence, I cannot doubt of its protection, since it

has raised again all that was beaten down forty years
. as though it designed to strengthen, by martyrdom

and misfortune, a new dynasty that had issued from

the ranks of the people. Then, history has teach

which I shall not forget. It tells me that the favours

of fortune should never be abused, that a dynasty has

a chance of stability only while it remains faithful to

origin, and has a care for the popular interests for

which t has been created. This child, consecrated in
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lis cradle by the peace we are preparing, by the blessing chap.

3f the Pope, carried to him by electricity an hour after . A—
lis birth, and by the acclamations of the French people,
whom " the Emperor loved so well

"—this child, I say,

will be worthy of the destiny which awaits him.'

These hopeful words are inexpressibly pathetic, read

by the light of the sad, short life that lay before the

phild of France. But with the Crimean war gloriously

closed, and congratulations flowing in from every Court

af Europe, the horizon had a promise of fair weather all

round, and the Emperor had solid reason for his brave

hopes. In his gladness he issued a general amnesty to

all who would promise to respect the laws, and to accept
the order of things established by the will of the people.

Generals Eandon, Canrobert, and Bosquet were created

marshals of France. The Emperor became the god-

father, and the Empress the godmother, of all the legi-

timate children born in France on the Prince's birthday ;

and took them under their protection. On March 23,

a solemn Te Deum was performed at Notre Dame before

the State Bodies, for the happy deliverance of the Em-

press ;
and on June 14, on the Emperor's return from

visiting the disastrous inundations of the Saone, the

Ehone, and the Loire,
1 the Prince Imperial was baptised

with extraordinary pomp, Cardinal Patrizi representing
the Pope. When the moment came for the Empress to

1 On July 19, the Emperor, being vigour when any disaster threatened,
at Plombieres, addressed a remark- and requested the Minister to make
ible letter on the prevention of in- an immediate enquiry into the rela-

undations to M.Rouher, then Minister tive value of the plans in his oiHce.

)f Public Works
;
in which he ex- His Majesty pointed out how, after

imined the causes of the inundations the great inundation of 1846, debates

)f rivers, discussed the various me- had taken place in the Chambers,
hods for their prevention, recom- and luminous reports had been drawn

nended the appointment of a re- up, and how in the end nothing had

sponsible director of the l

regime des been done.

i grands fleuves,' who could act with

VOL. IV. I
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book hold forth her son and present him to the glittering
<—r-—. multitude massed in the cathedral, her emotion andj

vveakness prevented her, and the Emperor took the boyJ
whom he never ceased to watch from that day to hia

death with the most passionate love, in his arms, and]

held him up amid the acclamations of all who thus sawj
the golden-haired son of France for the first time. A
banquet at the Hotel de Ville, and a ball, closed the

costly baptismal festivities—at which the poor were not

forgotten.

On her marriage the Empress had transferred the

marriage gift voted for a diadem to an Orphan Asylum
for Girls; in the same gentle spirit she marked the

birth of her son by the creation of an Orphanage for

Boys,
1 with the gift fund raised by national subscription

These two charities remained her constant care to th

end of her husband's reign. She presided at the com
mittee meetings, attended to the details of managemen
and made them models of order and efficiency.

On June 19, five days after the baptism of the in

fant prince, the Pope's Legate, Cardinal Patrizi, gai
the Empress, at a solemn service in the Palace Chap
of Saint Cloud, the golden rose which the Pope liac

sent her. After the ceremony the Cardinal Legate pre
sented to the Emperor, on the part of Pius IX., a iin

mosaic of Guido's '
St. John the Baptist in the Desert ;

and to the Child of France, a magnificent enamel I

and jewelled reliquary, containing a relic of the sacn

cradle. These sumptuous gifts and imposing cerem

nials were not to the taste of the Emperor. He wou
have given the cost of the baptismal fetes to th

sufferers by the inundations ; and, on his return fro

1

Orphelinat du Prince Imperial. of the localities where the Croi

The Emperor distributed 100,000 domains were situated,

francs to the Bureaux de Bienfaisance
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he devastated districts of his Empire, had actually en- chap.

leavoured to stop the preparations for this purpose. » _.

1

; _,

But it was too late. He was watching, moreover, with

mxiety, and even with anger, the feverish speculation

Ground him, in which the President of the Legislative

3ody was most deeply implicated, and which had led

,0 a financial crisis. He understood the political value

)f show in France, and suffered it to be carried on

iccordingly, while he despised it.

When the baptismal fetes had been brought to an

;nd, he was glad to get away to the comparative quiet

)f Plombieres,
1 to his study and his dreams. France

vas at peace once more ;
his position in Europe was a

lominant one ;
his dynasty appeared to be resting at

ength on solid foundations. His relations with England
vere still cordial. In short, when Napoleon retired, for

-est and the physical solace of baths, to Plombieres, in

;he summer of 1856, any clouds that lay on his horizon

ippeared to lie within the bounds of his realm. A bad

larvest, wild speculation, excessive expenditure, and

extravagant public works, threatened commercial dis-

isters of the most perilous political kind. He saw these

n the future, and he would have slackened the pace of

,he builders, and put a curb upon the De Mornys,
D
ereires, and others, had he seen his way to apply
leverer control without raising the opposition of the

)ourgeois and the work-folk. He had attended the first

)erformance of ' La Bourse
'

by M. Ponsard, in which

he dramatist had severely handled the gamblers on

Change ; and he had written to the dramatist, on receipt
)f a copy of the piece, a letter of congratulation, in

vhich he said he had been delighted to see how he had

)randed, with all the authority of his genius, the vice of

1 Even here the requests for audiences were counted by the hundred daily.

1 2
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book the day.
1

It was the Emperor's misfortune to have the!

«—V—- most daring of the speculators and dabblers in
con-]

-ions so near to him, and so necessary to liiin

President of the Legislative Body, that his endeaJ

vours to mitigate the evils of the gambling spirit

were frustrated. A law reforming societies en corm

mandite was passed ;
but it could do little to counter-

act the money greed which possessed most of the

public men avIio had access to him. He was lavish

in his gifts to all who had served him
;

lie was a

prodigal to his kindred; he was a bad economist,
be]

cause he despised money. He looked on the race fori

wealth, the hubbub and the scandals of which sur-

rounded and mortified him, with a quiet scorn, that

found vent, in his later day, when M. Duruy was ol

his Government, in the constant exclamation that this

Minister was un honnete homme. Although he was

deceived, and used by dexterous political gamblers

throughout his reign, lie was slow to believe the Lean

evil in regard to any man who had once won his
con]

li deuce.

It was reported to him by an unimpeachable au-

thority that the Duke de Moray was in receipt of an

annual sum from the Viceroy of Egypt to serve his

interests in France. The Emperor refused to believe

the story, and appealed to his old playmate, Madame

Cornu, who could only confirm the truth of the n
niour. But he thrust it aside—and absolutely refuse

1 ' J'ai 6t& vraiment heureux de nouveau succes vou8 y engage,
vou8 entendre fl<5trir de toute l'au- cette voie de rnoralite", trop
tm it.' de votre talent, et corubattre peut-etre suivie au theatre, et

par rinspiration des sentiments les digne pourtant des auteurs apj

plus nobles, le funeste entrainement comma voas, a y laisser une bel

da jour. Je lirai done votre piece reputation.'
—Letter of Napoleon II

avec le meme plaisir que je l'ai vu to M. Ponsard, June 15, 1856.

jouer. IVrseverez, monsieur, votre
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to be guided by it.
' On another occasion,' said Madame chap

Cornu,
1 * when I was alone with him in his cabinet at —A~

the Tuileries, he referred to certain very base calumnies

which had been spread by a certain high official of the

Court, and he insisted vehemently that I should tell

him the whole truth, as I knew it. I refused at first

to obey his command, and referred him to- another
;

but, at length, I consented, premising that the dose was

a bitter one. " Tell me everything," he insisted. As

I proceeded his face changed ; and a tiger-like expres-
sion came over it, such as I had never seen before. I,

who am not a nervous person, started, and stopped.
Then his features resumed their old, kind expression :

he begged me to continue, and he listened to me to the

end, quietly. He always conquered himself.'

These were the troubles that underlay the splendour
of the reign of Napoleon III., even at its brightest.
4 He had noble projects,' said his severe critic and friend

Madame Cornu,
' and a cosmopolitan mind

;

'

but he

had, with few exceptions, incompetent and unworthy

agents, and from these, even when they stood con-

victed, he had not the force to free himself. If in the

autumn of 1856, when his heart was oppressed with

the scandals that encompassed his throne, and his mind

was racked by the diplomatic intrigues which sprang
out of the Peace signed in the spring, he had entered

upon the liberal course of government which he adopted
some years later, he would have spent a happier life,

and his end might have been peace with glory. But,

encompassed by evil and interested councillors, prone
to nurse~13ie dreams of his youth, and inclined to

pursue them, he entered with the noblest motives upon
a course of political conduct that embittered the re-

1 Conversation of the author v^ith Madame Cornu, Grand Hotel, No-

vember 12, 1873.
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•; sentment of bis domestic foes, and shook the confidence

*_i^ • of 1 friends abroad.

In the difficulties that sprang up after the signature I

of the Treaty of Paris, in consequence of the faithless

conduct of Russia in regard to her engagements under

the Treaty. France did not show herself so cordial in I

support of England as she had been during the war. I

Indeed Russia, in destroying the fortifications of Ismail

and Kilia, and the fortress of Kars, and in endeavouring
i/c the Isle of Serpents and the town of Bolgrad,

and so to command the navigation of the Danube, re-

lied on the secret sanction of France. The sharp!

diplomatic correspondence that took place hereupon
between Lord Palmerston and Count Walewski, and

|

which ended in the triumph of the bold and honest

course insisted upon by the English Minister, threw a
I

coldness over the English Alliance.

In the spring the Emperor had written to the Prince

Consort, in reply to the royal congratulations on the

birth of the Prince Imperial: 'I have been greatly
touched to learn that all your family have shared my
joy, and all my hope is. that my son may resemble dear

little Prince Arthur, and that lie may have the rare

qualities of* your children. The sympathy shown on
this last occasion by the English people is another bond
between the two countries, and I hope my son wil

inherit my feelings of sincere friendship for the Roya
Family of England, and of affectionate esteem for the

at English nation.' In the autumn, on his retun

from Biarritz, he found himself at serious variance with
his ally on the concessions which he had made to the

pretensions of Russia on the Danube. In vain he re-

marked to Lord Cowley
1 that nothing could break up

1 Deceml>er 19, 1856.
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the alliance, since his feeling for England was one of chap

the heart, while his sentiments for other Powers were —A-

Lose which policy dictated. His enemies had not
rorked without effect, in representing him as bent on

ild schemes, in which Eussia was to be his friend, and

.ustria, if not Germany and England, were to be his

lemies. Still the Alliance remained intact, albeit less

>rdial than it had been at the close of 1855.

On December 2 1 the Emperor wrote to the Queen :

'adam and very dear Sister,—Prince Frederick

'illiam has handed to me the letter which your

Majesty was so kind as to give him for me. The very

friendly expressions employed by your Majesty have

touched me deeply ; and although I was persuaded that

the difference of opinion between our Governments

could in no way alter your feelings towards myself, I

was happy to receive this pleasant confirmation of the

fact.

* We liked the Prince of Prussia greatly, and I have

no doubt he will make the Princess Eoyal happy ;
for

he seems to me to have every quality that befits his age
and rank. We have endeavoured to make his visit to

Paris as pleasant as we could, but I see that his thoughts
are always at Osborne or at Windsor.

' I am most anxious that all the discussions relative

to the Treaty of Peace should be closed up, for parties

in France profit by them in their attempts to weaken

the intimacy of the alliance. Nevertheless, I have no

doubt that the people's good sense would deal speedy

justice to all the falsehoods which have been propa-

gated. Your Majesty, I hope, will never doubt my
desire to act in harmony with your Government, and the

regret I feel when even for a moment this harmony is

interrupted.' The Emperor signed himself,
' Your Ma-

jesty's true brother and friend.' Ten days afterwards
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the Queen wrote to Hifl Majesty congratulating him on

the entire removal of the difficulties which had arisen

about the execution of the Treaty of Paris, and acknow-

ledging his friendly offices with Prussia towards the

settlement of the Neuchatel difficulty, which had arisen

by a rough assertion of the King of Prussia's seignorial

right by a band of armed men in September.
1

In attendance on Prince Frederick William as he
-« (1 through Paris in December, 1856, bearing a

letter from Queen Victoria to the Emperor Napoleon,
was Major Baron von Moltke. The Major was a keen

rver. Lodged, with his Prince, in the Tuileries, he

had opportunities for observing the Imperial couple

closely. In hia letters
2 he described the Empress as of

astonishing beauty, with a slight, elegant figure, and

wing with much taste and richness, but without

tttation. 'She ifl very talkative and lively,' the

Baron added, 'much more so than is usually the c

with persons occupying so high a position.' The Baron

1 In September the royalist party

hatel, by a coup de main, en-

deavoured to establish the slumber-

ing sovereign right! of the King of

1 >ver the canton, in opposition
to the democratic party, who had

made the principality a Swiss Fede-

ral canton in 1848. The King of

- requested the Emperor Na-

poleon to act as mediator, and to

obtain the liberation of the royalist
fanatic* who had been cRptured and

;i by the Federal troops.

aperor, through his old mili-

tary muter and friend, the Swiai
General Dufour, endeavoured to

moderate the ardour of the Swiss

md to bring about
a solution that would give Xeuclmtel

finally over to the Swiss. But the

negotiations appeared likely to fall

through ; and, seeing this, Prussia

hastened to arm. It was out of the

military enthusiasm evoked through
this threat of war. that the new army

organisation sprang. Ultimately (in

April, 1857) the King of Prussia

renounced his sovereign rights over

the canton
;
but haughtily re!

to accept the indemnity of one million

francs tendered to him in the ulti-

matum of the mediating Pow
- Wanderbuch : Handsckrifttiche

Aufzrichnunrjen ana don J:

tagdmck ran 11. GrqfMottke, General*

FeidmarechaU, Berlin, Paetel, 1879.

The letters were first published in

the Neme Freie Pi-esse in 1878.
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was accustomed to the stiffness of German courts. He chap.

found the Emperor shorter than he had expected ;
and -—^—•

remarked that he looked well on horseback, but not on

foot.
' He struck me,' the Baron observed,

'

by a sort

of immovability of features and the almost extinguished

look of his eyes. The predominating characteristic of

his face is a friendly and good-natured smile, which has

nothing Napoleonic about it. He mostly sits quietly,

with his head on one side ; and events have shown that

this tranquillity, which is very imposing to the restless

French nation, is not apathy, but the sign of a superior

mind and a strong will.' The Baron's verdict was that

Napoleon was an emperor, not a king. But what he

meant by this distinction is not clear. Carlyle's Teu-

tonic definition does not serve us.
'

King, Konning,
which means Canning, Able-man,' is exactly the defi-

nition of the character of Napoleon which Moltke gave
when he said that he had a superior mind and a

strong will. It exactly represents the being who is set

forth in the following further passage from the Baron's

letters :
—

1 Affairs in France are not in a normal condition,

but it would be difficult to say how, under present cir-

cumstances, they could be improved. The founder of

a new dynasty is in a very different position from the

descendant of a series of legitimate Sovereigns. The

latter may go on in the old grooves, but the former

must make new ones, and far more is expected from

him. Napoleon III. has nothing of the sombre stern-

ness of his uncle, neither his imperial demeanour nor

his deliberate attitude. He is a quite simple and some-

what small man, whose always tranquil countenance

gives a strong impression of good-natured amiability.
"

II ne se fache jamais," say the people who are in most

frequent intercourse with him. "II est toujours poli
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K ef bon cuvers nous; ce n'est que la bonte de son coeur

>_
X

,

L
., et sa confiance qui pourront lui devenir dangereux."

That at this moment there is only one party in power,
and that the Emperor cannot always surround himself

with the most important men of that party, is a ne-

rity of the situation. Napoleon cannot make use of

men of independent character, who insist on having
their own way, as the direction of the affairs of State

must be concentrated in his hands. Greater liberty

ought to be conceded in a regulated state of affairs]

but in the present condition of France there must be a

strong and single direction, which, moreover, is also

best suited to the French character. Freedom of the

press is for the present as impossible here as it would

be at the headquarters of an army in the field, if the

press wished to discuss the measures taken by the

general in command. Napoleon has shown wisdom,

firmness, self-confidence, but also moderation and cle-

mency : and, though simple in his dress, he does not

forget that the French like to see their Sovereigns sur-

rounded by a brilliant Court.'

His Majesty little imagined what kind of man the

ii-i'eatured major in the suite of his guest was, who
criticised the 15,000 men paraded in the court-yard of

the Tuileries. and rode up to the Palace window,
'

padded
with blue silk,' where the Imperial child was in hi

nurse's arms, and on whom his father gazed with a face

•radiant with joy.'
'

True, the boy seems a strapping
little fellow,

1

Moltke wrote home.
On December 22 the Prince Frederick William lei

is for Germany, attended by the Major; and a

they crossed the Vosges Mountains the latter hearc

the peasants speaking German. He remarked: 'Tin

journey through the Voegea was beautiful; but i

was sad to hear them speaking German. And yel
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they are good Frenchmen. We have left them in the chap.
1

Lrch.'
l s_4_

The impression no doubt remained firmly embedded

in the stern soldier's mind, The sadness of hearing
French subjects speaking German became a fixed im-

pression.
' We have left them in the lurch,' he re-

marked in 1856 ; and he remembered this in 1871, and,

through his iron will alone, so far as we yet know,
Lsace-Lorraine became German. This was Germany's
iturn for the Emperor Napoleon's hospitality to Prince

Frederick William, and his good offices in the Neu-

matel difficulty.

1 * Die Fahrt (lurch die Vogesen h5ren
;

und da"bei sind sie gute
ir sehr schon, doch es war traurig, Franzosen. Wir haben sie ja im

ie Leute dort Deutsch sprechen zu Stiche gelassen.'
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CHAPTEE II.

RUMOURS OF WAR.

BOOK In the year 1857, France, at peace with all the world,

_
XJ<

- and devoting her energies to the extraordinary deve-

lopments of her natural riches and of her foreign trade,

which it was the constant care of the Emperor to

cultivate and promote, was also more powerful as

regards her influence in Europe than she had ever been

before. Count de Moray's splendid and costly embassy
to Russia had laid the foundations of an entente between

the Emperors Napoleon and Alexander. The gay, as-

tute, and showy Count had, en passant, found a wife at

Moscow, and had sketched a treaty of commerce in-

tended to draw the two Empires closer together.
1 He

had aired, with a somewhat redundant and extravagant

parade, the might of the Empire which sent him forth

to represent his Sovereign at the coronation of Alex-

ander. But there was a passion for showy ceremonials

just then ; and it suited the policy of Napoleon to make
his overtures of friendliness to his late enemy as markec

as possible. Striking embassies were the order of the

day, as outward manifestations of the prestige of France
In 1856, the Emperor had received a gorgeous
Birman embassy, loaded with presents, at Saint Cloud
with much pomp ;

and in the same month His Majesty
had despatched M de Montigny to Siam to negoti;

1 This treaty was signed in June, 1857.
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•eaty of commerce, that was to extend the outlets chap.

>r French manufactures to that remote region. The

[inisters, at the close of 1856, had presented hopeful

-eports to their Sovereign. The Minister of the Interior

Billault) having described the improved material

condition of the population, promoted by a better har-

-est than that of 1855, and the works in aid of labour

id in relief of distress, which the Emperor had pro-
LOted throughout his territory, declared that for the

isuing year three millions of francs would be enough

expend on local works, subventions, &C. 1 M. Rem-

ind, the new Minister of Public Works, in his report,

Lad proclaimed that all was working smoothly in his

department ; and he recommended an annual grant of

5,000 francs to the Societe des Gens de Lettres. M.

Ronher, representing the Ministry of Public Works, had

submitted an admirable account of the development of

the railway system which was in progress under his

vigorous direction. At the close of the year a deputa-
tion of soldiers—officers, men, and enfants de troupe

—
had waited upon the Emperor and Empress at the

Tuileries, and had presented to the happy parents the

inscription of their son as a soldier of the first regiment
of the Grenadiers of the Guard.

Within the Empire, public affairs, then, wore a

hopeful aspect. There was peace, the national pro-

sperity was advancing, the reigning family was firmly
seated on the throne, and the time was approaching
when the Imperial Government might safely secure its

hold upon the people, and relax the rigour of those laws

1 It had amounted to ten millions works, tentative social institutions,
in 1854, to five millions in 1855, and and of special cases of misfortune,

to ten millions in 1856. Numerous In 1856 the sum thus spent amounted
sums were given by the Emperor to 6,361,411 francs,

himself, from his Civil List, in aid of

U.
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K which had been imposed immediately after the coup

Ji}—^ (Mtat When, on February 26 (1857), the Emperor

opened the Legislative Session, he could congratulate

hil Parliament on the final settlement of the Treaty of

Paris, the adjustment of the Xeuchatel difficulty, the

withdrawal of the English and French troops from the

PirsBUS consequent upon the agreement of the three

Protecting Powers; and he could add that his Govern-

ment and that of Queen Victoria were of one mind in

regard to the troubles in the Neapolitan Kingdom.
Both Powers, he said, desired to act 'in the intei

of humanity and of civilisation.' Thus the time was

propitious for domestic legislation of a progressive

character.

The speech from the throne was argumentative and

comprehensive, developing in a striking manner the

ideas of a reflective, elevated, and, above all, of a bene-

volent mind ; and designed to answer the Empire's

1 ' La civilisation, quoiqu'elle ait toutes choses
;
cette source inepui-

pow but rain.'-lioration morale et le sable dencheete qu'on nomrae credit,

1 du grand norabre, enfant e dee merveilles, et cependant

marche,il faut le reconnaitre, comme L'exageration de la speculation en-

une ariik'f. Lee victoires ne s'ob- traine des ruines individuelles. De
tiennent pel sans MCflfieen et sans la, la neceefite*, sans arrttet le prn-

victinies: ces voies rapides que fa- gree, de venir <mi aide a ceux qui ne

cilitent les communications, ouvrent peuvent suivre sa marche acc«5leree.

au commerce de nouvelles routes, II l'aut stimuler les uns, nioderer les

deplac»-nt les inteivts et rejettent en autres, alimenter Taetivitd de cette

arriere les oostreei qui en sunt en- societe haletante, inquiete, exigeante,
core

j
machines n utiles qui en France attend tout du gou-

qui multiplientle travail de riioninir, v.rnement et a laquelle cependant il

le reraplacent d'abord et doit opposer les bornes du poa
momentanemant bien des bras in- et les calculs de la raison. Eclairer

qui rejiandent et dinger, voila notre devoir. Le
dans le monde one quantite de mi- peyi proepere, il hut en souvenir,

ire inconnue jusqu'ici, cet ac- car, malgre" la sruerre et la disettf, le

I de la fortune pnbfiqne mon?eeient du progrea ne s'est pas

qui drcuple la consummation, t<>ndent ralenti. Le produit des impots in-

a faire varier et a ulever la valeur de directs, qui eel le Ugne certain de la
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enemies and detractors, who affirmed that France was chap

bent on disturbing the peace of Europe. Her expen-
diture was to be reduced

; her Budget was to show a

surplus ;
her army was to be put on a peace footing ;

there were to be no more loans. At the same time the

pay of the lower grades of the army and of the humbler

classes of the civil servants was to be raised, in conse-

quence of the increase of the prices in the necessaries

If

life. The landes of Gascony were to be drained and

irtilised. The resources of Algeria were to be further

eveloped.
In taking leave of the deputies who had sat since

852, the Emperor said :
' Since this Session is your last,

How me to thank you for the vigorous and devoted

support you have given me since 1852. You proclaimed
the Empire ; you are identified with all the measures

that have re-established order and prosperity in the

country ; you have supported me energetically through-
out the war

; you have shared my grief through the

epidemic and the bad harvests ; you have shared my
joy when Heaven gave me a glorious peace and a

well-beloved son ; and your loyal co-operation has

helped me to establish a regime on the popular will and

interests. It was a difficult task to fulfil, requiring ro-

bust patriotism. To replace licence in the tribune, and

the violent struggles which overthrow ministries, by
free, but calm and serious debates, was a service done

to the country, and even to liberty ; for liberty has no

richesse publique, a depasse, en 1856, partie du peuple, et tant que la Pro-

de plus de 50 millions le chiffre deja vidence ne nous enverra pas une
si exceptionnel de 1855. Depuis le bonne r6colte,les millions donnes par
retablissement de l'Empire, ces re- la charite" prive"e et par le gouverne-
venus se sont accrus d'eux-memes de ment ne seront que de faibles pal-
210 millions, abstraction faite des liatifs. Eedoublons d'efforts pour

inipots nouveaux. Neanmoins, il y a porter remede a des maux au-dessus

une grande souffrance dans une de la pre>oyance humaine.'

IT.
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BOOK more serious danger than those outbursts of passion,

^}— and those violences of speech. Strong in the loyalty «>i

the State Bodies, in the devotion of the army, and,

above all, in the support of the people, who know that

all my time is given to their interests, I see a future lull

of hope for our country.
•

France, without touching the rights of anybody,

has retaken the rank which belongs to her, and may
devote herself in security to all the great works of the

ius of Peace. May God continue to protect her;

and soon it may be said of our epoch, as a states-

man and an illustrious national writer 1 has written of

the Consulate: "La satisfaction etait partout, et quit

conque n'avait pas dans le cceur les mauvaises passions

des partis, etait heureux du bonheur public."
:

The Session produced useful commercial measures,

ne customs duties were relaxed, a law was passed

reciprocating the privilege granted by Belgium to

inch companies to sue in Belgian courts, and a law

on trade-marks was carried. There were sharp discus-

sions over the subvention of twelve millions of francs

demanded for the further embellishment of Paris ;
but

the sum was voted, together with a subvention, not to

jeed fourteen millions, for the establishment of three

it Transatlantic lines of French steamers that were

to develop the trade of France with the Western Conti-

nents. The last work of the Chambers was the pr<

1< >ngation and extension of the privileges of the Ban
of France. The capital of the Bank was doubled; and

it was authorised to raise it- rate of discount above 6 per
int. if monetary pressure made this necessary.*

2

The Chamber was dissolved on May 29; and the

al colleges were summoned to return a new

s

-

; M. Thiew.
2 The Bank Act or Charter remains in force to the end of 1897.
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Chamber on June 21. The elections of the year 1857
showed that the popularity of the Emperor and of

his Government was ' broad-based upon the people's

will.' The votes given to Government candidates were

5,471,888, while the Opposition obtained 571,859. But

this election did not pass off without exciting scenes

and violent language—especially in Paris. In the

capital five Opposition candidates were returned, and

among them General Cavaignac and M. Emile Olivier.

Of these five only two took the oaths and their seat.

The work- folk of the industrial faubourgs, inspired

by Socialist agents having committees abroad, and

supported by the Eepublicans, Orleanists, and Legi-

timists, who never cease to be active in the capital,

were always a formidable antagonistic body. They

gained strength from the severity of the repressive
measures intended to scatter and destroy them. Napo-
leon perceived that the time was coming when the iron

hand might be relaxed, and when, indeed, it would

be an act of prudence and of safety to relax it. The

elections which sent Emile Olivier into the Chamber of

Deputies, although they gave the Empire a triumphant

majority, gave it a warning also. When the Duke of

Morny was called to preside over the new Chamber

(January 18, 1858) he struck the key-note of the policy
that was to be.

' Let us,' he said,
' remain faithful to

the principles which governed the preceding Parliament.

Let us not be diverted from that policy which declared

that real independence consists neither in blind appro-

bation, nor in rigid opposition.' But this policy was

destined to be, for a time, thrust aside, under the in-

fluence of events of violence which threatened suddenly
to bring upon Europe the horrors of a general war.

While the arts of peace were in full progress, on

the morrow of the inauguration of the completed
VOL. IV. K
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k Louvre, and while preparations were in progress fo]

^_
XI_ the opening of that noble monument of wise charity—

the Asylum for Convalescent Working Men—which the

Emperor had raised in the pure air and the quiet ol

the forest of Vincennes ;
a plot against his life was dis-

covered, thoroughly unmasked, and
,
as regards its chid

agents, judged, Tibaldi, Bartolini, and Grilli—the

three miscreants, who had crossed the Channel with

instructions to assassinate the French sovereign—were

sent to penal servitude; but the organisation of which

they were the emissaries survived. The names of Ledru-

Kollin, Mazzini, and other revolutionary leaders were

coupled with a rumour of a wide-spread organisation

for the advancement of the republican banner by the

red hand of the regicide. In the midst of his studies

and his dreams for the improvement of the nation, o:

which he was the elected head and chief; while he was

laying out Boulevards, examining sanitary schemes, de-

bating the draining of marshes, planning refuges foi

travellers in the perilous heights of the Alps, and puzzlinr
over the map of Europe, to see how free nations wen
to be carved out of the territories of masters who hek

them in bondage, Napoleon found himself the mark o

men who sought his life in the name of the very causj

he had always had at heart. His Ministers felt them

selves bound to cast about him the protection of a rigi

surveillance against the machinations of foreign as

native conspirators; and M. Billault addressed hi

Prefects, warning them to be vigilant.

The cause of the fierce hostility manifested in tin

revolutionary centres of Europe against Napoleon
might be

directly traced to the generous and liben

impulses of the Imperial policy, which raised man}
hopes not destined to be realised, and created an ii

patience in the breasts of men who had been long hun
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gering for freedom. The French republican exiles in citap.

London had their share in the crimes to which Mazzini
JL

and his friends were at least privy
—if they were not

instigators of them
;
but the life and soul of the plots

which were again and again renewed against the sove-

reign who ardently desired the emancipation of Italy

and Poland, and the independence of Hungary, were

foreign to France. It must be recorded to the honour

of the French people that no attempt was made against

the life of the Emperor by a French hand.

That it was sought by men of the nation he was

endeavouring to serve at the risk of his fame and of

his throne, was a fact which, made suddenly known to

him, smote heavily upon his heart. It never touched

that cool courage of his which his countrymen could

not understand ; but it jarred his sensitive nature, and

it cast a cloud over his life. He worked, however, not

the less ardently at the realisation of those dreams in

which he was destined to find, at last, defeat and ruin.

Since the Peace the Emperor's policy had drawn

him towards Eussia
; and, although in the course of the

year 1857 he received the King of Bavaria, the Grand

Duke of Hesse, the Grand Duchess of Baden, and the

Duke of Cambridge at the Tuileries, and himself paid
visits to Queen Victoria at Osborne, and to the Emperor
of Eussia at Stuttgart, he perceived distinctly that he

was isolating himself. England, Prussia, Austria, and

Belgium looked coldly upon him, as a sovereign who

represented nationalities as opposed to dynasties ; who
was a backbone democrat at the head of the most

powerful nation in Europe ; and who was the open an-

tagonist of the Treaties of 181 5.
l At the beginning of

1 ' The danger is, and always should unite to carry into effect

has "been, that France and Russia some great scheme of mutual am-

k 2
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book the year he had complained to Queen Victoria 1
that

- - the English attached a hostile significance to his re-

ception of the Grand Duke Constantine in Paris. 'We
are gratified here,' he explained,

'

by the goodwill and

courtesy shown to us by Russia, but this in no way
weakens the interests and the feelings by which we are

bound to England.' To this the Prince Consort replied,

in agreement with Lords Palmerston and Clarendon :

• A- to the journey of the Grand Duke Constantine, I

thoroughly appreciate what your Majesty says on this

subject, and I regret no less than yourself, Sire, the in-

terpretation sought to be put on this visit by our
p

Your Majesty does well to cultivate the friendship of

all the reigning families in Europe, and of the people!
over whom they rule. The greatest good may result

from relations of this kind
;
and our alliance would be

a veritable bondage, if from jealous motives it asked

you to renounce for its sake any other friendship. It

is a sincere pleasure to the Queen and to myself that

your Majesty should be more known and understood.

Hut the impression which this interchange of courtesies

with Russia may produce, both upon Eussia herself and

upon the rest of the European public, is quite another
|

matte]-, and is well worthy of consideration.' The
Prince then reviewed the probable effect of what would

appear to the public to be an alliance between France

and Russia, and demonstrated with his customary force

and clearness, that it must be to convince Europe that

this alliance could have for its basis '

nothing but ai:

external and purely political motive.' The Prince then

added :

(

Immediately all Europe sets to work to reflect,

ljiti.iu.' Lit tor from Lord Palmers- the birth of the Princess Beatrice.—
ton to Lord ( lurendon, September Martin's Life of the. Prince Consort^

29, 1857. vol. iv. p. 28.
1 Letter to Queen Victoria on
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and asks itself what this motive is
; confidence is shaken

;
chap.

England is naturally the first to take alarm, which is

soon shared equally by the rest of the world.' The
character of the Eussian Grand Duke,

'

eminently and

exclusively Eussian
'

as the Prince described it, and

anti-German as all people knew it to be, gave ad-

ditional force to the Prince's criticism.
1 The outlook

was ominous. The differences of opinion among the

NWers

as to the future constitution of the Princi-

alities, in which France and England found themselves

n opposite sides, coupled with the rapprochement of

Paris and St. Petersburg, created a general uneasiness.

Lord Clarendon told the Prince Consort that it was

necessary to ' watch the Emperor closely,' as '
it is plain

a number of wild projects are floating in his head, and

that he desires to immortalise himself by a redistri-

bution of Europe.'
' He has a long-cherished hatred of

Austria (I don't know why), and he proposed to me at

Paris that a closer alliance should be formed between

France, England, and Eussia, from which Austria should

be excluded.' Lord Palmerston in his turn complained
of what he called the Emperor's

' schemes about Africa.'

The Prince Consort, writing to Baron Stockmar, in the

summer, said that Eussia and France were turning the

Indian mutiny to account in resuming their plan for the

destruction of the Turkish Empire, with Prussia and

Sardinia on their side—and Austria left as England's
sole ally. But nothing came of all these fears and fore-

bodings. The Emperor loyally helped the Powers to

a solution of the difficulty in regard to the Principalities

i

—and not in the interest of Eussia. He offered a pas-

ir.

1 ' The letter ought to open the and above all to put him on his guard
Emperor's eyes/ Lord Clarendon against that extremely well-veneered

wrote to the Prince,
' to the eonse- gentleman, the Grand Duke Con-

quences of his adulation of Eussia, stantine.'
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XI.
book sage through Franco to the troops of Queen Victoria

hastening to India. He gave up his * schemes about

Africa;
1

and if Lord Clarendon could not understand

his
*

Long-cherished hatred against Austria,' he musti

have been the only statesman in Europe to whom
it|

was a mystery. It was against Austria, the oppressor

of Italy, thai Napoleon's maiden sword had been drawn;!

and the bitterest day of his life had been that when he

followed his brother to his grave at Forli, while the

Austrians were marching upon the town. 1

That the Emperor never ceased to desire a

and real alliance with England, from the day when he

assumed Imperial power to that when it fell from his

hand-, is nowhere more forcibly shown thanin the 'Life

of the Prince Consort.' We find the Prince constantly

expressing doubts of the sincerity of the Queen's ally.

His sympathies were Austrian rather than Italian. Hi-

concern was for the unification of Germany, and not for

the liberation of Italy. His letters of wise and most

friendly counsel were addressed to the King of Prussiaj

and were 1 full Qf warnings against France. In his corre-

spondence with Baron Stockmar we discover repeated

passages of doubt and mistrust, and we are made in-

sensibly aware that the writer is no friend of the

French Emperor, but a passionate lover of the Father-

land. When, therefore, Napoleon manifested his sym-

pathies for the Italian cause, and for the oppn
nationalities of Hungary and Poland, the Prince put
himself on his guard, and was the first to rais<

alarm among English statesmen as to the Emperor
designs. It was easy to lead public opinion to oppo
them, by hinting that they included an invasion

England, and. accordingly, the Emperor found himself

1 See vol. i. p. 172.
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suddenly attacked by the English press, even while the chap.

English people shared his Italian sympathies. His ^
IL

_

arrangement of the Neuchatel affair was put down to

his desire to natter Prussia, in order to secure her

before he attacked Austria. Even Prince Napoleon's
return visit at Berlin for that of Prince Frederick

William was interpreted to the Emperor's disadvantage,
* Have they all,' says the Prince to Stockmar,

' come in

Paris to the conclusion that our friendship is indis-

pensable, just as Prussia's is, and that the alliance of

these four Powers is the best, with a view to altering
the territorial status quo at the expense of Austria and

the Porte ? This is my conviction, and I see a number
of small confirmations of this conclusion which are not

of a kind to put upon paper, Turn this idea over.' x

It was turned over accordingly by many shrewd

unfriendly heads ; and by degrees a very dangerous
state of public feeling was evolved, that spread over

Prussia, Austria, and England
—to the surprise and

sorrow of the Emperor. After a conversation with M.

de Persigny, who had crossed the Channel from his

London Embassy to explain to his sovereign the atti-

tude of profound suspicion which the English public
had assumed towards him, in consequence of his dis-

turbing and adventurous foreign policy, he requested
his Ambassador to tell Lord Clarendon that he thought
the misapprehensions which had arisen between the

two Governments and the two Courts would be best

explained at a personal interview with the Queen. This

proposal was accepted by the Queen, and it was

arranged that the Imperial visit should be made to

Osborne at the end of July—at the height of the

yachting season, when it
' would appear,' as the Prince

1

Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iv. p. 52.
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book expressed it,
' the least ford* The idea being fixed in

_:
XI
J * the Prince's mind that the Emperor was meditating a

redistribution of Europe, he only feared that His Ma-

jeaty might be disappointed at the English Court 'not

being able to assent to his plans and aspirations.'

It was the morning of August 6, however, before

the ' Reine Ilortense,' with the Emperor and the Empress
on board, was reported to be approaching Osborne*

The meeting of the Sovereigns was still cordial; and

the visit was turned to the best account, since it

brought the heads of the Governments of England and

France 1 in contact, and enabled them to settle the

question of the Principalities, which was on the point
of leading to an open rupture between Russia, Prussia]

Sardinia, and France on the one hand, and England,

Austria, and the Porte on the other.

The effect of this visit, which lasted three days, both

on the Emperor and on the Queen, is described in two

letters. Her Majesty, writing to King Leopold on

August 12, remarked: 'Our visit was in every way
very satisfactory and agreeable. Politically it was. a-

Lord Clarendon said, "a godsend," for the unhappy
difficulties in the Principalities have been aplanis and

satisfactorily settled. 2 The visit was very quiet and

gemiithlich (tranquilly pleasant). Good Osborne in no

way changed its unpretending privacy and simplicity,
and with the exception of a little dance in a tent on

urday (which was very successful), and additional

carriages and ponies, our usual life remained unchanged.
Albert truly observed, that the first evening, when the

lvendon and Palmers- that England should make the Porte
ton and MM. Walewild and de annul the elections, and that the

1

tj- sty's guests Emperor should yield up the question

during the Imperial visit. of the union of the Principalities.
2 The agreement come to was
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gentlemen came out of the dining-room, he had to rub chap.

is eyes, as one says, to feel quite sure that he was not

reaming, when he saw the Emperor and Empress

ancling there.

* The Emperor spoke out, as he always does, very

enly to Albert, and he to him, which is a great

vantage, and Palmerston said to me the last day :

The Prince can say many things which we cannot."

ery naturally.
' The Emperor, to whom I gave your message, de-

red me to say everything kind to you, and said :

" Le

oi n'est pas settlement tres-aimable, mats il a tant de

bon sens."

'

Nothing could be more amiable, kind, pleasant, or

ungenant than both Majesties were. They are most

agreeable guests, and, as for her, we are all in love with

her, and I wish you knew her. . . . Albert, who is

seldom much pleased with ladies or princesses, is very
fond of her, and her great ally. . . . Persigny's de-

votion to the Emperor, and his courage and straight-

forwardness in all these affairs, are very gratifying.'

The Emperor was not less pleased.
' Madam and

very dear Sister,' he wrote (August 15, 1857),
—'We

left Osborne so touched by the kind reception of your

Majesty and of Prince Albert, we are so struck with

admiration for the spectacle of all the virtues which is

presented by the Eoyal Family of England, that it is

difficult for me to find words adequate to express the

sentiments of devotion and regard which we feel towards

your Majesty.
'
It is so sweet to us to think, that apart from poli-

tical interests, your Majesty and your Majesty's family
entertain some affection for us, that in the very first

rank of my settled purposes I place the desire always
to be worthy of this august friendship. I believe that

II.
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XI
book after passing a few days in your Majesty's society, one

1) (comes better; just as when one lias learned to appre-
ciate the various knowledge and the exalted judgment
of the Prince, one goes away from him more advanced

in one's ideas, and more disposed to do good.
*

Deign, .Madam, I beseech you, to say to him wdio

so nobly shares your lot, that I entertain for him the

highest esteem, and the most unqualified friendship
—

in saying this, I say how much value I place upon his.

ks for your Majesty's children, they are all en-

dowed with such good and charming qualities, that

are loved as soon as Been, and that it becomes the

mosl Datura] thing in the world to wish them all the

happiness of which they are worthy.
• Adieu. Madam. Heaven grant that two years may

not again elapse before we have the pleasure of finding
ourselves near you, for the hope of soon seeing you
again is the only thing to console us for tins painful

parting.
4

The Queen in her reply said : In a position so iso-

1 as ours, we can find no greater consolation, no

support more sure, than the sympathy and counsel of
him or her who is called to share our lot in life, and
the dear Empress, with her generous impulses, is your
guardian angel, as the Prince is my true friend.' Lord

Cowley reported from Paris that the Emperor had been

charmed, and that it would probably have the besl

its. 'This at all events must be said of the Em-
percr,

1

the Ambassador remarked, 'that he is open t<

conviction, and that good judgment and sound -cum
make an impression on him. Unfortunately he find:

little of the kind in this country.' Lord Clarendon,
after reading the Emperor's letter to the Queen, and

remarking on it. in a note to Her .Majesty, that he bad
never read a letter better expressed, 'or more affec-
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donate and gentleman-like,' added :

' One cannot over- chap.
• • • T I

estimate the importance of the recent visit, for the ^—^

miperor is France, and France, moreover, in her best

form, because he is thus capable of generous emotions,

md of appreciating the truth, and her alliance with

England has consequently been retrempee and invigo-
ited at Osborne.' The Prince, in his correspondence

rith Baron Stockmar, approved the letter as showing
the warmth and sensibility of the writer's disposition,'

id as proving that the fearless and simple statement

)f home truths did not put him out of humour. The
'rince had been candid in his conversation with the

nperial guest ;
and he has left a record of his candour

md of the Emperor's reply to it in the shape of a

>rmal memorandum, dated Osborne, August 6 and n,
57. The Emperor described to the Prince the course

>f events from the Congress of Paris, as they were

mown to him.

'At the Congress of Paris he had expressed his

opinion of the desirableness of the union of the Princi-

>alities, possibly under a foreign Prince ; and Lord

Clarendon seemed not only not to object, but to agree
with him. Austria declared herself vehemently against
it. Since he had gone home, Lord Clarendon had com-

pletely changed his opinion, and was against the union.

He (the Emperor) did not object to this, but mentioned

it in order to show, that he had not gone forward with-

out previously trying to put himself " d'accord
"
with

us. Ever since, as the decision was to be left with the

Divans, the partisans of Austria and Turkey had com-

mitted the most outrageous acts to force on a decision

against the union, contrary to the wishes of the people,
who were so anxious for it, that, when the French

Commissioner arrived, they carried him in triumph

through the streets, dragging his carriage. It was the
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BOOK attempt made by the anti-unionists to make it app<
XI -

. that lie (the Emperor) was not sincere in his wish for

the union, which had obliged him to put his declaration,

of which we had since complained, into the 'Moni:

which was, as he termed it,
" un peu sa chambreJl

Thereupon the other party committed still further

frauds and violences, and falsified the electoral lists.

Be had not to complain of the English or Russian

Commissioners, who remained entirely neutral. He had

thereupon demanded from the Porte the revision ofl

these lists, which the Porte had promised. At the last

hour the Porte threw her promise over, because Lord

Stratford commanded it. The Ministers of the Sultan

acknowledged their wrong, and how sorry they were,

but that they could not venture to offend Lord Strat-

ford. There were certain things which a great country
like France could not put up with in the face of Eu-

rope ; he demanded the annulment of the elections, or

would break off diplomatic relations
; Eussia, Sardinia,

and Prussia would follow him.'

The Prince replied that the story given to English
Ministers was very different, but that it was difficult to

get the truth out of 'these places in the East,' as they

were ' the head-quarters of intriguers and liars.' The

Emperor rejoined that (Ms was unfortunately true; 'but

what grieved him most was the ready suspicion, an<

the accusation that lie was false to the English alliance

and wanted to break it. whenever he maintained ai

opinion of his own.' 'Great countries,' he remarked.

add not renounce the right of having their owl

opinion/
The Prince then asked him, giving the doubt as the

i cause of the distrust which had arisen, whether he

really cared for the continuance of the integrity of the

Turkish Empire—remarking that this was a principle
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>r which England had entered into an alliance with chap.

^rance, and which she was determined to maintain with

11 the energy she possessed. The Emperor, declaring
Le would be quite open and honest, said, according to

the Prince's memorandum made the day the words

were uttered :

' If I asked him as a private individual,

Le did not care for it, and could not muster up any

sympathy for such a sorry set as the Turks.' The

'rince caught at this admission
; but the Emperor

tstened to explain :

'

But, if you ask me as un homme

)olitiqne, c'est autre chose. ... I am, of course, not

prepared to abandon the original object of our alliance,

for which France also has made great sacrifices.'

The Prince, pushing his point still further, said that

as determined as England was to maintain the integrity

of the Ottoman Empire, so determined was Russia to

destroy it. Eussia had seen the mistake of leaving
France in this struggle on the English side, and, since

the Peace, had made immense progress in winning
France over to her side. The Russian policy had

achieved a triumph at Constantinople.
The Emperor retorted that although

* he did not

take for gospel all the Grand Duke Constantine had

said, he believed he had told him the truth, when he

assured him that Russia did not care for possessing
herself of Constantinople.' The Prince believed this,

but believed also that Russia desired the dismember-

ment of the Turkish Empire, and its disruption into a

number of little States like those of Germany, which

would be under her thumb. To this the Emperor
replied, explaining herein his support of the union of

the Principalities
—' that he thought the union, by ren-

dering those countries contented, and particularly if

well governed by an European Prince, would form an

effectual barrier against Russia, whilst the present dis-

ii.
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gOOK jointed and unsatisfactory condition of those countrie
XI - would make them always turn towards Russia. Tin

union was therefore in the interest of Turkey.'

When the Emperor referred to England's sudder

alliance with Austria, and the disagreeble impression it

had made on himself and France, he was met with tli€

reply that it was only because the two countries ;i_

in their opposition to the union, just as France

with Russia in favour of it.

It was when the Emperor touched on the possible!

revision of the Treaties of 1815, that he awakened the

Prince's keenest opposition. The Emperor said that hd
had had this revision much at heart when the Con-

ference was assembled in Paris, but lie had given it up,

'seeing its difficulties and dangers.' He remained oi

opinion that those Treaties were bad. He insisted that|

they had frequently been broken, and he looked upon
them as a memorial of the union of Europe against
France. The Prince rejoined that these treaties had

been and were the basis upon which rested the in-

ternational law and the legal state of Europe ; but this

had not prevented readjustments in special cae

Belgium and Neuch&tel, for instance when they had

become necessary. 'The main point in the Treaties,
1

said the candid Prince to the tolerant Emperor,
' as

directed against France, had been the exclusion of the

Uonaparte family from the throne. The Emperor's

presence here to-day was the strongest proof that there

was no practical difficulty in changing special points
when such changes had become necessary ; but calling
the treaties generally into doubt must lead to certain

commotion.' The Emperor insisted that Prance and

England might still discuss and come to an under-

iding <>n certain points
—

especially in Africa; and

complained that at the least movement, 'up stalled all
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the English Consuls in arms denouncing him.' He char

complained also of the recent violence of Lord Pal-

merston, who had written short notes to Count Persigny,
so affronting that he had forbidden the Count to for-

ward any more of them. In one the Viscount had

asked :

' Si telles et telles sont les opinions de I'JEmpereur,

jue
va-t-il chercher a Osborne ? Pourquoi vient-il ?

'

'he Emperor quietly remarked that this was ' un peu
?ort:

The Prince granted this, but protested that Lord

'almerston was accustomed to write more strongly than

he talked, and that, moreover, the notes must have been

intended as confidential communications.

To the Emperor's complaint about the duplicity of

Austria, the Prince replied that if Austria was insincere

(which he granted) Eussia was ten times more so.

To this the Emperor agreed—adding that it was of

the greatest importance to France not to let the

Northern alliance be reconstructed,
* which had so

long maintained a threatening and hostile combination

against her.'

' I fully admitted this,' the Prince continues in his

memorandum,
' but begged that on that account he

would not give Austria cause for apprehension ; for if

she saw that her interests required it, she could make
her peace with Eussia in three days. Eussia and

France had been enemies from 1815 to 1853 without

the interests of either suffering in the least from it.

Austria and Eussia, on the other hand, had so many
points of contact, and of common interest, that it was

difficult to keep them long asunder.
; The Emperor answered that he had already seen

an instance of what I had said. Austria had offered a

reconciliation to Eussia, but the Emperor Alexander

had replied, that, although he felt no rancune, their

u.
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book good understanding must not be hostile to France,

-
X
!' .. whom lie looked upon as a friend ;

this was,
"
ilfaut le

dire, trte-bien de la part de VEmpereur." It was very

important for France, that she should not get Austria

ier neighbour, having Prussia already on her frontier.

This was the reason why he had resented so much the

move which Austria had made with regard to supplying

the garrison of Rastadt, which he now felt sure had

originated in the desire for economy on the part of the

tnd Duke of Baden.
•

1 said that, far from being a proof of the ambition

of Austria, this move arose with the South German

king loins, who were afraid of Prussia and France, and

of Austria leaving them in the lurch, if attacked on the

Rhine, and who therefore wished to have their for-

tresses garrisoned by Prussia. Austria pretended to the

first voice in Germany, but never made the slightest

sacrifices for the good of Germany.
• The Emperor told me that he was going to have

an interview with the Emperor of Russia in September,
and was afraid that this would create a great outcry in

Land, and the most foolish surmises.
'
1 said, I thought it quite natural, and had always

anticipated that this interview would take place ; in

fact, it could not be avoided, if the Emperor Alexander

wished for it. . . . We then talked at length on the

te of France, and on French politics. I asked him
whether he had read Tocqueville's book,

" L'Ancien

meet la Revolution." He answered that he had,
and praised its style, but complained of the difficulty of

doing anything, as the "
esprit de la nation" was so

contrary to self-government, of which he gave me some
curious and even ludicrous instances. He added, how-

T, that what made France weak within, viz.
" la

'//," made her strong without. He pre-
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i ferred the state of England, but it could not be imitated chap.
I in France. C 3

?'^
* He returned then to the old topic, and said that

he adhered to his conviction, that the peace of Europe
could never be lasting until the Treaties of 1 8 1 5 were

revised. However, he had of late seen again, that

there were much greater difficulties than he had sup-

posed. He would tell me what had made the strongest

impression upon him. He had ordered Count Moray
to speak to the Emperor Alexander, and to ascertain, if

possible, his views on the subject of an exchange of

opinions. The Emperor had answered, however, that

he had learned from the experience of his father, who
had once had a conversation with Sir Hamilton Seymour.
The mischief which its publication had done would seal

his lips to any diplomatist.
' I said that this was a most delicate question, and

so full of danger, that it required the greatest care how
it was touched. As for myself, I could not for the life

of me see how it was to be done. No one would run

the great risk of re-settling the legal status of Europe,
without great advantages to himself. Now, if anybody
was to get great advantages, where were they to come
from ? But if some were to seek great advantages to

themselves at the expense of the others, these would

defend themselves to the last.

; The Emperor replied :

" Yes ! It is very difficult ;

cependant
'
? " There was, for instance, the Duke of

Brunswick without children
; what would become of the

Duchy when he died ?
"

' I answered :

" That is all settled by law and treaties.

It would belong to Hanover."
' " That is," replied the Emperor,

"
why I always

thought better means 'pour rendre de grands bienfaits
VOL. IV. L
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BOOK au monde* could be found out of Europe than within.

_ There was Africa, for instance. He would not make of

the Mediterranean, as Napoleon I. had wished, '//// lac

franqaky but l un lac mropien* Spain might have

.Morocco, Sardinia a part of Tripoli, England Egypt
Austria a pari of Syria

—et quesais-jef These were all

magnificent countries rendered useless to humanity and

civilisation by their abominable governments. France

herself wanted an outlet for her turbulent spirits."'

The Prince considered this already a great impr
ment on the Emperor's 'idea of interfering with the

ivii filiation of "
le vieux monde et la vieille societe

;

" '

but

he was doubtful about the French nation as colonists,

-because of their inaptitude for self-government
'—of

which the Emperor himself had complained. But the

Emperor would not admit the inaptitude, and remarked

that the French were ready to emigrate, and were to

be found in large numbers in all the great towns of

Europe and America. The truth on this long-"\

question is, that the French people are not, and never

have been, overcrowded at home ; that their soil is rich

and various beyond that of any other nation, and that

consequently they have never had the strong incentive!

to seek new homes far away, which have operated
with the Germans and English. Then the conversation

turned to the Scandinavian question. The Empero
remarked that he had gone through this question wit

Lord Palmerston. According to the Emperor th

nnlinavian union was desired by the Scandinavians

but he had been afraid that had Denmark been inco

p< 'rated with Sweden, England would have object
to Eolstein being handed over to Prussia, with th

ntlid harbour of Kiel. Lord Palmerston had

plied
; Xot at air to this last point. The Prince the

launched into the Schleswig-Holstein question, and

I
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remarked that it appeared to bore the Emperor as

4

trex-compliquee.'

On the approaching visit to the Emperor Alexander

the two illustrious personages also conversed, the Prince

warning the Emperor to be on his guard as to what he

might say, since every word of his would be reported
to the '

great family of Northern Princes,' who were

connected by an alliance of nearly fifty years. The
Prince also dwelt on the danger to which the Emperor
exposed himself in not taking a Minister with him, and

in treating difficult affairs
'

quite by himself.'

He answered :

' he felt this, but he could not cor-

respond with so many different Ministers, and he could

not take them all with him. He felt the necessity of

getting some one to act as his chief Minister. " Mais oh

trouver Vhomme f
" ' *

The danger which the Prince pointed out was im-

mediately demonstrated
; for, when the Prince described

the above conversation to Lord Palmerston, he stated

that he had by no means approved a division of Den-

mark, but, on the contrary, had shown all the diffi-

culties in the question.
' He had merely stated that

we were not jealous of Prussia, and of seeing her

strengthened.' And yet Lord Palmerston had made

quite a different impression on the Emperor's mind.

How far this misapprehension helped to complicate the

question when Prussia and Austria fell upon Denmark,
while England and France looked on, and Prussia

obtained Kiel, and laid the foundation of her maritime

power, may be easily understood.

The impressions of goodwill which the visit of the

Emperor and Empress to Osborne had produced in the

1 M. Roulier was to "be that man.

l 2
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>k mind of the Queen and the Prince Consort, were almost

_ effaced by a flying visit which they made to inspect the

forts and breakwater of Cherbourg a few days later. 1

'It makes me very unhappy to see what is done here'

the Queen wrote in her diary,
' and how well protected

the works arc/ Her Majesty remarked also that the

breakwater was ' treble the size of the Plymouth one.]

There were 8,000 men at work. To Baron Stockman

the Prince wrote: *

Cherbourg is a gigantic work, and

gives one grave cause for reflection. The works at

Alderney by way of counter-defence look childish.'

And on their return home the Queen and the Prince

could only ponder on the uses to which Cherbourg
could be put in the event of a war with France. The
result was that throughout the autumn the Prince

applied himself to a thorough study of England's means

oi* defence; that Ministers were urged to make full

reports on the suhjei ! ; and that vigorous measures

Were determined upon, the carrying out ol' which pro-
moted the public irritation against the Emperor, by

bringing his sincerity in doubt.

Meantime Napoleon, having returned to Paris,

nmly opened the completed Louvre,
2 with the fol-

lowing speech : '\ rejoice with you at the completion
of the Louvre. I rejoice, above all, at the causes which

have made this completion possible. Public order, the

Btablished stability, and the constantly increasing

prosperity of the country, have enabled me to finish this

national work. I call it thus, since successive govern-
ments have endeavoured to complete the royal residence

begun by Francis I., and embellished by Henry II.
* What is the reason of this perseverance and this

1

Tii' visit of the Queen on board the Prince examined the entire works
and Alhn-t lasted from in progress.

it 19 to 21, during which time Dgatt 14, 1857.
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opularity in regard to a palace? It is because the chap

character of a people is reflected in their institutions as . -^
well as in their manners, in the events which excite their

Inthnsiasm

as well as in the monuments which most

eeply interest them. Thus France, which, monarchical

3r so many centuries, recognised always in the central

ower the representative of her greatness and her

ationality, desired that the residence of the Sovereign
hould be worthy of the country ; and the best way of

responding to this sentiment was to encompass it with

the various masterpieces of the human mind.
' In the Middle Ages the King dwelt in a fortress

bristling with weapons of defence. But soon the pro-

gress of civilisation replaced battlements and weapons of

ar by the products of the sciences, letters, and the arts.

e history of monuments has its philosophy as well as

e history of facts. Just as it is remarkable that

nder the first revolution the Committee of Public

fety carried on, without knowing it, the work of

uis XL, of Richelieu, and of Louis XIV., in giving
e last blow to feudal institutions, and in carrying out

e system of unity and of centralisation which was the

constant object of the Monarchy ;
so is there not a

great lesson to see, in the Louvre, the idea of Henry IV.,

of Louis XIII.
,
of Louis XIV., of Louis XV., of Louis

XVL, and of Napoleon, adopted by the ephemeral power
of 1848?

4 One of the first acts of the Provisional Govern-

ment was to decree the completion of the palace of

our kings. So true is it that a nation finds in its

antecedents, as the individual derives from his education,

ideas which the passions of the moment cannot destroy.
When a moral impulse is the consequence of the social

state of a country, it prevails through ages and through
various forms of government, until it reaches its object.
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XI
Thus the completion of the Louvre, which I thank you
for having worked out with so much zeal and skill, is

not the caprice of a moment; it is the realisation of a

plan conceived for the glory, and sustained by the in-

stinct, of the country during three centuries.'

Turning within a few days from the splendours of

the completed Louvre to the camp which lie had just

established as a great school of war at Chalons, in which

the Imperial Guard was assembled, he issued an order

of the day to his troops, on assuming the command

Lugust 30. It bore the stamp of his reflective

mind.
1

Soldiers, I have united you here under my com-

mand, because it is useful that the army should undergo
ither discipline and instruction in the common life

of a camp. The Guard, as a picked corps, should be

the first to endeavour to maintain the rank which it

enjoys by its traditions, and by its recent services on the

held of battle.

'The Etonians, said Montesquieu, regarded peace as

a time for exercises, of which war was the application ;

and, indeed, the successes which young armies achieve

in general, but the application of serious exercises

undergone in time of peace. I am persuaded that

officers and soldiers will apply themselves with zeal to

the object I have in view. I recommend paternal

nty to the first; and to the soldiers, the obedh
which is necessary to all, willingness, and a vigorous
attention to a soldierly bearing. For good beari/i

re8ped for the uniform, and the uniform is the emblem
of that noble profession of abnegation and devotion, of

which you ought to be proud. Let us not forget that

y characteristic sign of the army, to begin with the

flag, represents a moral idea, and that your duty is to

it.
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6 This camp will then not be a vain parade offered to

public curiosity, but a serious school, which we shall

turn to profit by unceasing labour, and the result of

which would become evident if the country were called

upon. Napoleox.'

The Camp at Chalons was coupled with the gigantic
works of Cherbourg and the prodigious growth of the

French armour-plated naval force, in the watchful

minds of the English Eoyal Family and Government ;

and served to foster that mistrust, which, in spite of

their strong personal regard for the French Sovereign
and his fascinating Consort, was fastening itself upon
the mind of the Queen and Prince,, but particularly of

the Prince.

Events continually appeared to fortify suspicion, and

to put princes, diplomatists, and statesmen on their

guard. The meeting of the Emperor Napoleon with

the Emperor Alexander at Stuttgart on September 25,

and that of Alexander with the Austrian Emperor a

few days later, puzzled the minds of the leading men of

Europe.
' What these proceedings have resulted in

nobody knows, neither will it be very easy to discover,'

is the entry in the Prince Consort's diary. But towards

England Napoleon continued to show the liveliest sym-

pathy ;
this could not be disputed. The proposal of

the British Government to send troops through Egypt,

against the mutineers, reached the Emperor at Stutt-

gart ;
and he at once instructed Count Walewski to

state to Lord Clarendon, through Baron de Malaret, the

French Ambassador in London, that he would cause

the Sultan and the Pasha to be informed of the pleasure
with which he would hear of facilities being afforded to

Her Majesty's troops in passing through Egypt, and

that he was quite willing they should pass through
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book France, it' it would be any convenience, or likely to

J^i^ accelerate their arrival in India. In communicating
the Imperia] message to the Queen, Lord Clarendon

remarked that -this is certainly a friendly proposal!

the Emperor must know that it would not he

v popular in France.' Further, when the news of

the capture of Delhi reached Europe on September

30, Napoleon was among the first to congratulate the

Queen.
1

Nor were observers at a distance left long in the

dark— in spite of the Prince's surmise, as to the Stutt-

gart proceedings, or the Emperor's bearing. 'The par-
venu Emperor,' Sir Theodore Martin remarks, 'thrown

for the first time into the midst of the royalties of the
b Almanach de Grotha,' had distinguished himself by great

self-possession and dignity, bearing himself, as one of

the shrewdest female observers of her time said, "like

a thorough gentleman," holding his own. and showing
no eagerness to seize at the advances made to him,

which might well have turned the steadiest head.' He
was found to be impervious to all inducements to a

breach of the English Alliance, and the repeated as-

surances given by Prince Gortschakoff, who accom-

panied his master, to those around him in the words,
i Nous 80mme8 trks-contente,' were construed, as such

assurances were certain to be, in precisely the opposite
. the meeting had been productive of no

political results. Bui there were important intercha]

of ideas between the two Sovereigns. When, in No-

vember, 1859, Lord Talmerston visited Xapoleon at

Oompiegne, His Majesty remarked to him, in the course

one of their conversations, that the Emperor Alex*

1 TrV ii»i^gne,Oc- mot, nout felicitous cordialemmt sa

tober 26, 1857 :—
'

L'lmph-atrice et Majesti de la prise de Delhi'
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ander had told him he ' would spend his last rouble and CHAP.

sacrifice his last man to prevent the establishment of a «—A-

Greek Empire at Constantinople.' This had been said

at Stuttgart.

The feeling of uneasiness with which the Emperor's
iffc and various movements were regarded, and with

which his lightest words were whispered from court to

court, and from coterie to coterie, is expressed in a

letter from Lord Palmerston, written while the Em-

peror was at Stuttgart (September 29, 1857) i

1—'I am
rather surprised that the Emperor should have spoken
with so much bitterness about me, for nothing could

be personally more friendly than his manner at Osborne.

But the fact, no doubt, is that he is much annoyed at

finding that we did not give in to his notions about

driving the Mahomedans away from the southern shores

of the Mediterranean, and about giving an extension to

French occupation in Africa. The fact is that, in our

alliance with France, we are riding a runaway horse,

and must be always on our guard ; but a runaway
horse is best kept in by a light hand and an easy

snaffle. It is fortunate for us that we are thus mounted,

instead of being on foot, to be kicked at by this same

steed
;
and as our ally finds the alliance useful to him-

self, it will probably go on for a good time to come.

The danger is, and always has been, that France and

Eussia should unite to carry into effect some great

scheme of mutual ambition. England and Germany
would then have to stand against them, and Germany is

too much broken up and disjointed to be an efficient ally.'

This ungenerous estimate of the ally who had never

wavered in his friendship for England, and who was

1 The Life of Lord Palmerston, by the Hon. Evelyn Ashley, M.P.,
vol. ii. p. 126.
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giving proofs of his steadfastness at the time when the

—-r^—' above letter was written, was, unfortunately, general

among the governing classes of England ;
and would

probably have led to an European war, had not the

mo; "ous feeling of the public kept England clear

of an Austro-German alliance against Russia, France,

and Sardinia.

The Emperor's order of the day to the troops in

the Chalons camp (October 8, 1857) on his return from

Stuttgart, wan not calculated to disperse the forebodings

of his critics.

After congratulating his soldiers on their progress!
lie let them see that his mind was turned towards

Italy.
• When General Bonaparte,' he said, had concluded

the glorious peace of Campo-Formio, he hastened to

send back the conquerors of Italy to company and

battalion drill ; showing thus how useful he deemed it

ii for ol'j soldiers to return again and again to the

fundamental rules on which theory is based. This

lesson has not been lost. You had hardly come back

from a glorious campaign when you returned zealously
to your drill; and you have inaugurated the ('amp of

Chalons, which is become the great school of manoeuvres

for the entire army. The Imperial (biard gives thus,

as usual, a good example, in peace as well as in war.

Efficient, perfect in discipline, and ready to dare and

brave anything for the good of the country, the Guard
will be an object of emulation to the Line, from which

it emanates, and they will together preserve intact that

ancient renown of our immortal legions, which fell

only through excess of glory and of triumphs.
' Napoleon.'

The allusion to the conquerors of Italy must have
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been immediately coupled in the mind of the Prince chap.

Consort with a conversation he had held with the Em- rL_

peror at the Boulogne Camp in 1854, when His Majesty

said that he had two strong political wishes, the one to

see Lombardy free from the maladministration of Aus-

tria, and the other to see Poland restored.

In November, the rumours of war, and the activities

of political alarmists, who were the unscrupulous enemies

of the Empire, had so acted upon the public mind to

the detriment of the national commerce, that the Em-

peror was impelled to address and publish the following

letter to his Minister of Finance :
—

' I see, with regret, that without real or apparent

cause, public credit is shaken by chimerical fears, and

by the propagation of supposed remedies for evils which

exist only in the imagination. In previous years, appre-

hensions, it must be admitted, had some foundation.

A succession of bad harvests forced us to export some

hundreds of millions of money to buy the corn we
wanted

;
and yet we were able to get over the crisis

and to defy the predictions of the alarmists, by a few

simple measures of prudence taken for the moment by
the Bank of France, How is it people do not under-

stand that to-day the same line of conduct, made easier

by the law which permits the raising of the Bank rate

of discount, must suffice more than ever to keep in the

Bank the gold it requires ;
since we are in a better con-

dition than last' year, the harvest having been abundant,
and the returns of the precious metals to the Bank

being more considerable ?

' I beg you, therefore, to deny emphatically all the

absurd projects which are attributed to the Govern-

ment, the dissemination of which so easily creates

alarm. It is not without pride that we are able to

state that, in Europe, France is the country whose
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BOOK public credit is established on the widest and mosl

__l,j . bases. The remarkable report which you have pfl
Miited to me proves this. Give heart to those who are

frightened without cause; and assure them that I am

quite decided not to employ those empirical measures,
to which people have recourse only in the happily rare

hen catastrophes beyond the influence of human

prevision befall a country.'
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CHAPTEE III.

THE COMPACT OF PLOMBIERES.

?aly was fortunate in commanding, in the hour of her chap.
-'

peril, such worthy sons of the old stock of sturdy
Piedmontese nobility as Cavour, Azeglio, Lamarmora,
and Balbo. She was fortunate also in such princes as

Charles Albert and Victor Emmanuel, and in such a

patriot as Garibaldi. She was, moreover, most fortu-

nate in inspiring the life-long devotion of the young

patriot who had fleshed his maiden sword against the

Austrian at Forli,
1 and who, become the arbiter of the

destinies of Europe, remained true to the dream of his

youth. It has pleased the mean to declare that the

bombs of Orsini drove the Emperor, in fear, to espouse
the cause of Italian emancipation ;

and that his mind

was overwhelmed by the letters which Felice Orsini

addressed to him from the Conciergerie. His heart was

touched no doubt, for it was tender
;
and his imagination

was possibly fired by the passionate appeals even of the

man who would have murdered him, since he could

perceive in them the outpouring of an honest but mis-

guided mind. But Napoleon's part in the Emancipation
of Italy is not to be disposed of in this way. Cavour

knew better : Lamarmora knew better : Victor Em-
manuel knew better. When Cavour heard on that

in.

1

Pope Piua IX. used to call Napoleon III. 4
le Sectaire de Forli.
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January night of 1858 that a cowardly and reckless!

_J^ . attempt had been made to kill the Emperor and his

Consort, l'i s first fervid ejaculation was: 'Provided
only]

the assassins be not Italians!' When he knew the

whole truth, he feared that the progress of the fabrid

of national freedom which he had been patiently build-

ing must be checked for an indefinite period ;
and that

it would tax his energies enough to withstand thean<rryi

demands of France for stringent measures against the]

Italian republican press, and the revolutionary con-

spirators who had been stumbling-blocks in his path!

from the beginning.
3

The Emperor Napoleon and Camillo, Count Cavour,

were already friends.

The alliance between France and Sardinia which

led up to the liberation of Italy sprang out of the

Crimean war. Cavour had laid his plans well. Putting

aside the dreams of the revolutionary party, who de-

clared that L'ftdJia fara da 50, as those of visionaries,

and resolutely declining to believe that his country
would ever be freed from the disciplined hosts of

Austrians by the wild unskilful valour of Garibaldian

volunteers, he deliberately turned to the Sovereign of

France, who in his youth had fought for the good cause

of Italian freedom, and whose sympathies were almost

ostentatiously given to the oppressed nationality

Europe. Cavour was as fervent a patriot as Mazzini

1 It was argued by the Emperor's 12, 1858), when Lord Palmers!

enemies in England that he bad no said in reply to -Mr. Stirling:
'

ground for protesting agait statement that this money was
.-illation, since he had sought out under the sanction and by
the heir of the would-be murderer authority of the presenl I *n

Cantillon, and paid his uncle's the French is absolutely false ; thei

to him. The slander was set is not the slightest foundation for

I in the course of a debate in it. . . . The money was paid by the

the House of Commons (February executors of Napoleon prior to 1826.'
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or Garibaldi ;
and he was something more—he was a chap.

statesman of the very highest order. His clear vision .
.

n
r

L
_

comprehended the entire predicament of Italy. He
would rather have seen her emancipated by the hands

of her own sons. Knowing that this could not be, it is

possible that he would have preferred the alliance of

England to that of France ; but being aware that there

was no statesman in England who would have ventured

to propose an alliance with Piedmont against Austria,

and that the English Court and British statesmen were

Austrian rather than Italian, he could never have en-

tertained an idea for a moment of driving the Austrians

beyond the Quadrilateral with the assistance of British

bayonets.
In Napoleon III. Cavour saw the appointed instru-

ment of his country's deliverance
; and he had no sooner

approached him than he felt that he was on the high
road to freedom. What valiant Piedmont could not do
alone against the 300,000 troops and the fortresses of

the Austrians, she might easily accomplish with the

help of the armed hosts of Erance. To obtain these

arms on the easiest and safest terms became the ab-

sorbing object of Cavour 's life. He pursued it with

unfaltering energy ; encountering many obstacles by
the way, submitting to many rebuffs and some humi-

liations, but keeping the goal full in sight. The Crimean

war, that threw Sardinian troops into the camp with

those of France and England ;
the visit of Victor

Emmanuel to Paris ; the marriage of the King's daughter
with a Prince of the Emperor Napoleon's House, were

planned stepping-stones to the emancipation of Italy.
At length

—in 1858 at Plombieres—Cavour obtained
from the Emperor his promise to support Italy by force.

The bargain was struck
;
and it was a generous one on

the part of the Emperor, albeit it included, under cer-
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K tain condition- to be hereafter described, the cessio

,—L,-— Southern Savoy and Nice to France.

The Compact of Plombieres has been severely criti-

d by the enemies of Napoleon and of Cavonr. Jhit

it n :• as we have been permitted to know it. an

equitable arrangement. At any rate, the only question

is, whether France obtained an equivalent for her sacri-

fices. That Italy made a good bargain is now beyond

dispute. She leapt by two or three bounds into a new
and five national life. All she has obtained was not

promised in the treaty; far from it. A united Italy

was not in the Plombieres agreement; nor did Cavoul

contemplate it. He hoped for a free Northern King-

dom to begin with, that would absorb the Italian nation

in the word * from the Alps 'to the Adriatic' But the

impulse which his genins and patriotism gave to his

countrymen's destinies, in conjunction with the forces'

that Napoleon set in motion * for an idea' which he had

all his life deemed a noble one, carried the seat of the

Italian Government swiftly from Turin to Florence, and

from Florence to Rome.

The bitter words which have been written and

spoken over the cession of Savoy and Xice to France

will surprise the future historian of the emancipation
of Italy. The time has not, yet come for an impartial

judgment. Tarty passion still smoulders in many bre

and the archives on which such a history must rest, lie

scattered under lock and key in many chanceries am

foreign offices. But the part taken by the Emper*

Napoleon in this memorable event may be known, by tin

light which a remarkable succession of events, and a

CUrioua of revelation-, have cast upon it.
1 His

lie

1

Lnmariuora, in his Cn pd piU the hidden negotiations connected

<!> Lw >',* in which he has described with the Prusso-Italian alliance of
*

Published in 1873.
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enemies have obstinately striven to reduce him to a chap.

schemer for territory, or to the position of a political

poltroon, acting under the threats of the Carbonari and

the lesson of Orsini. A simple narrative will dispose of

both accusations, levelled against the sovereign who as

a boy risked his life for the cause which eventually led

him to the field of Solferino, and, we may add, to the

disaster of Sedan : for the passions which the war of

1859 engendered in Germany were never allayed until

the Franco-German campaign had been fought, and

German battalions had aired themselves in the Champs
Elysees.

While the Marquis d'Azeglio, in London, failed to

obtain from Lord Palmerston any promise of support
from England towards Italian independence, M. de

Villamarina, in Paris, was succeeding under the adroit

direction of Cavour in obtaining from Napoleon half-

promises which the Italian statesman knew how to in-

terpret. The Turin Cabinet had, at Napoleon's secret

request, addressed to the Sardinian ambassador at Com-

piegne the solution of the Bolgrad difficulty
—which

England had accepted, and with which Eussia had been

satisfied. It was a service rendered to the Erench Em-

peror, for which he expressed his cordial thanks, through
his Foreign Minister, Walewski—adding that Sardinia's

service would not be forgotten, and would not be in

vain. M. de Villamarina wrote to Cavour that Napo-
leon only wanted time to carry out the projects he had

conceived for the emancipation of Italy.
1

1866, and which he published in poleon's sympathy for Italy, from

1873, m his fear lest his country the beginning to the end of his re-

should bind itself hand and foot by lations with her, and shows that her

another treaty with a treacherous statesmen had entire confidence in

Prussia—in this exposure of German his honour and his goodwill,

perfidy he demonstrates the sincerity
1 Le Comte de Cavour. Par

and generosity of the Emperor Na- Charles de Mazade. Paris, 1877.

VOL. IV. M

III.
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Bc^ i .u r watched every sign, listened to every whisper,

w. r- marked the most trivial movement, that indicated in

Paris tKe various drifts of opinion which began to

appear for and against the Italian cause directly aftef

the signature of the Treaty of Paris. The Emperor had

to count with the old parliamentarians, with the

clergy, with the Legitimist salons; and these wen

opposed to a free Italy. Cavour knew how to real

Imperial hesitations and changes of front by the light

of the clashing hostile influences which surrounded the

throne. He was aware of the value Napoleon put upon
the English alliance; and of the German and Austrian

influences dominant in England, especially at Court, and

among the upper classes of society. His sovereign had

nothing to expect from the enemies of the democratic

principle ; for these were the foes, open or occult, of the

principle of nationalities, of which the Emperor Napoleon
had proclaimed himself the champion, having startled

courts and chanceries by declaring that his object in

the Crimean war was the independence of Poland and

Italy.
1 Poland had slipped through his fingers, but

Italy remained. The dexterity, the suppleness, the

patience with which Cavour approached men of all

degrees and of every shade of opinion, keeping his object

ever in view
; retreating quietly when repulsed, ad-

vancing boldly in response to an encouraging move-

ment
;
and the steadiness with which he made

progress good, led the venerable Prince Metternir

who watched him, to say 'there was only one dip
matist left in Europe, and he is against us; it is M.

vour.
' 2 Cavour boasted laughingly that he deceivec

1 The Emperor said to Lord and Italy ! Poland must be g-iver

Clarendon at Compiegne, in No- up, as we wish to be friends wit!

vemU-r (1858) : 'The object of our llussia—so Italy alone is left !

ru policy was twofold— Poland 3 De Mazade.
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III.

the cliplomates by telling them the truth. He bore chap

the brunt of the fierce, and for a time the powerful >.

opposition of the reactionary and the revolutionary

elements in Turin, that threatened, by turns, to destroy

the work of his life. He called it the Black Crisis of

1857 ;
and he resolved that it should be vanquished as

the Ked Crisis of 1 849 had been. He rested his cause

on the patriotism of a constitutional Sardinia, appealing
to her Italian neighbours to form a free Italy.

If he ever had a moment of doubt, almost amounting
to despair, it was when, as we have already remarked,

the news reached Turin, in January 1858, that a most

dastardly attempt had been made on the life of the

Emperor and Empress at the entrance to the Opera, in

Paris.

The assassins were of Italian blood. The chief of

them, Felix Orsini, was an exile from the Koman revo-

lution, who had escaped from an Austrian dungeon.
Cavour had reason to dread the effect of such a crime

committed by Italians. Austria promptly took advan-

tage of it to enquire whether the time had not come
at length for France and Austria to take common action

against Piedmont, for the suppression of the plots and

criminal machinations which she fostered against her

neighbours. The Pope's Nuncio in Paris warned Na-

poleon that the Orsini attempt was the first of the

revolutionary passions which the Count de Cavour had

fomented.

The year had opened quietly and serenely enough ;

but, as the Emperor remarked in his New Year letter to

Queen Victoria, more disagreeably than usual :

* for it

began on a Friday, and with a fog that might be envied

on the Thames.' The year begun on a Friday soon

brought ill-luck in its train. The Eeds of France had

been warned to expect something before the middle of

M 2
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month, rietri had received warnings, and had even

_l^_ - advised the Emperor not to go to the theatre ; but the

i.;l overruled the advice. On the 14th, as

the Emperor and Empress approached the Opera II

in the Rue LepeUetier, to hear ' Le Bal de Gustave,'

ich culminates in the assassination of Gustavus III.

of Sweden, Felix Orsini and his accomplices cast hand

..: the carriage, with disastrous conseque:

but not with that effect which their guilty minds had

designed. The Emperor received a Blight wound on

the nose, and the Empress a blow on the eye ;
but

they were able to enter the Opera House, calm and self-

possessed, to receive the tumultuous congratulations

of the audience. 1

But, after their return again in
thej

Tuileries, and when all the Palace was hushed for the

night, the Imperial pair went to the room in which!

infant prince was sleeping, and at the sight of him

•81 into tears. The father knelt by the cot audi

wept bitterly.
2

The indignation which spread over France on the

1 The Prince Consort's toother 2
According to the Prince Impe-

awaiting the arrival of the Em- rial's English nurse, she was awokj

peror, in his box; and on the fol- on the night of the Orsini atlnnpi

Lowing day he gave the Queen the by some one opening the door of tht

following details, which are iu the nursery, in which she slept with liei

Ldiary, in thesewords: 'He (the charge. Perceiving that it was thi

Prince's brother) rushed down. The Prince's father, she lay still, and saw

noise and cries were dreadful: and the Emperor go and kneel toraft

the rash of the crowd, many bleed- seconds at the child's cot, and th

ing, who quite surrounded the Em- quietly depart.* 'He (Merini

£
and Empress, was fearful, confirms what I hear from eve:

Emperor's note had been grazed ; body, that the Emperor's condu

Empress's dress was spotted for the first two or three day.-
with blood from the wounded around the attack was calm and c

her. The Empress wonderfully com- He drove the Empress along
I and courageous, even more Boulevards on the 15th with

than he. They remained all through one attendant.' — Mr. W
11 nee.' Conversations, vol. ii. p. 164.

• Dr. Alfred Gatty had thia from a friend of the nurse. See yotet and Queries, July 5, 1879.
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morrow was difficult to control
;
and many hasty, angry, chap.

and dangerous things were said and done. Three clays ^_—,_!_«.

after the event, the Emperor, replying to Queen Victoria's

cordial congratulations on his escape, said i

1 'In the

first moment of excitement the French are bent on

finding accomplices in the crime everywhere, and I find

it hard to resist all the extreme measures which people
call on me to take. But this event will not make me
deviate from my habitual calm, and, while seeking to

strengthen the hands of the Government, I will not be

guilty of any injustice. I am very sorry to intrude a

subject so serious and engrossing upon your Majesty at

a moment when I would fain speak only of the hap-

piness I feel in the thought that your mother's heart

will soon be satisfied. I would also venture to beg

your Majesty to present to the Princess Boyal all my
congratulations on her marriage. Our warmest wishes

will be with her and with you upon the 25th.'

The ' habitual calm
'

of the Emperor was not shared

by his subjects, nor maintained by himself! He hastily

appointed a Council of Begency. Orsini and his accom-

plices had killed ten, and wounded one hundred and

fifty-six people. MM. Troplong and de Morny in the

Chambers, and military correspondents, whose letters

were imprudently admitted to the official columns of

the '

Moniteur,' indulged in violent language against the

countries that harboured conspirators and assassins—
and especially' against England. The effect of this

abroad was aggravated by the Emperor's recall of

General Changarnier ;
and at home, by the General's

refusal to return. Lord Clarendon, in returning the

Emperor's letter to the Queen, after having been per-
mitted by Her Majesty to read it, remarked to the

Sovereign that it was not to be expected that foreigners,

1 Martin's Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iv. p. 155.
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book who saw assassins free to come and go in England, ancl

.—1^_—. that conspiracies might be hatched therewith impunity]
should think our laws friendly to other countries, 01

appreciate the extreme difficulty of making any change!
in them.1 The Imperial Government were far from

thinking OUT laws friendly ; through the agency of Counlj

Walewski, they rated us as protectors of the enemies oil

the Emperor, who were compassing his life. By thel

intemperate language of the French Foreign Minister]
and the hectoring airs in which French officers wen

permitted to indulge, the Emperor completely turned

public opinion in England against him
;
and the public

anger so reacted on the House of Commons, that tin

Conspiracy Bill, which had passed its first reading by
8 majority of 200, was thrown out, and its authors

with it. twelve days afterwards. M. Billault was re-

placed at the Ministry of the Interior by General,

B soldier of violent character, intended to!

strike terror through the Prefectures of France. The

language of expostulation was adopted towards Engl
land ; but that of menace was addressed to the small

Vowei-s—to Switzerland, Sardinia, and Belgium. It

must be confessed that the provocation had been great;

for in all these countries were secret agencies, ready to

assassination as a political weapon, and apparently

directing their energies chiefly against the Emper
1 This difficulty caused the over- French officers and officials t

throw of the Government, of which England had roused public i

l member, within a nation, and an intemperate (!••

month. On February 8, Lord Pal- from Napoleon's unpopular Forei

: Introduced a measure to Minister, Count Walewski, had

iracy to murder punish- published. On February 19, a
- a felony, instead of a mis- of censure, skilfully prepared by

i the first reading of Milner Gibson, was carried ag

99, Be- Ministers by a majority of 19 in a

the first and the second read- division of 459 members. Lord Pal-

ing, the violent aud menacing Ian- merston at once resigned.
: press and of
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Napoleon. It was at this crisis that the weakness of chap.

Napoleon's advisers was made manifest. There was not _J^_L^

one strong enough to direct the storm, and to calm it
;

but each man appeared anxious to cry louder than his

neighbour. That the Emperor should, in the midst of

ash advisers, lose some of his ' habitual calm,' in spite

his resolution to maintain it, was natural. His

ature was easily wounded ; and the things which

ere said about him, in the excitement of the fall of

rd Palmerston's Government, moved him strongly.

or a moment he despaired of the English alliance,

and saw himself forced into the arms of the Power he

hated.

The Prince de Latour d'Auvergne was charged by
Count Walewski, in the excitement which immediately
followed the Orsini crime, to require the suppression of

Mazzini's organ, the '
Italia del Popolo,' a severe press

law, the banishment of the revolutionary agents, and

other reactionary measures. The Emperor, speaking
to the General della Eocca, whom King Victor Em-
manuel had sent to congratulate him on his escape,

said :

' Don't think that I want to put pressure upon

your Government. In the vicissitudes of my -life, I

have had occasion to learn to respect dignity 'shown by
small countries in the face of the threats of powerful
States

;
but the concessions I ask are easy, and may be

granted by an ally, even by a government that was

careless as to the justice of the case. Suppose that

England should not comply with my legitimate demands,
the relations between the Cabinets of Paris and London
will soon cool

; and from coolness to war there is but

one step. If that were to happen, let us look at the

position in which Sardinia would find herself. There

are two hypotheses. She would be for me or against
me. You can have no illusions on this subject. The
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K realisation of your hopes, your future, depend on the

*_25£_ French alliance, which alone can afford you an effica-

cious support. Well, if you are to be with me, it is

indispensable that you should do what I ask. If

refuse, you put yourselves in antagonism to me—you
will be with England. What will you gain by that ?

What help to you will a few ships of war at Spezzia or

Genoa be, if England pretends to keep the Treati*

1815 intact? In this case, in spite of myself, I should

find myself compelled to rely on Austria ; and

engaged in that direction, I should be obliged to re-

nounce the dearest dream of my life, the strongest
desire of my heart—I mean the independence of

Italy.'
1

But, if the Emperor lost his ' habitual calm
'

under

the influence of rash advisers, and permitted them to

take violent action, in the provinces, to which many
merely suspected persons fell victims, he soon re-

covered his serenity, and with it his accustomed

docility to the language of reason and of justice. He

reproved his hectoring colonels who had written out-

rageous things about England, and lie quieted the

irritated amour-propre of Cavour, by assuring him that

lie would ask of Sardinia only that which the most

sensitive national honour could concede, in the way of

precautions. But he could not quiet the maligna

tongues iii the salons, which Mr. Senior affected,

in which he picked up a rare collection of anecdol

referring to the crime, the trial, and the execution

Orsini.
Collectively these disclose that unsettled

society in which all kinds of absurd stories

welcomed. The Emperor's enemies declared that his

prestige wai
j

that his courage had forsaken him ;

1 Ue Mazade's Life of Cavour.
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and that his time was occupied in devising precautions char
for his own safety. He was said to wear a cuirass ,

IIL
..,.

under his coats ;
to have had wires fixed over the

chimneys of the Tuileries, so that explosive substances

should not reach him at his hearth
; to have bought

the houses opposite the Tuileries, lest grenades should

be dropped from their windows into his carriage ; and

that twenty spies mingled with the guests at Lady

Cowley's ball, to protect him. The Emperor's old re-

lations with Orsini's father, who had fought by his side

in the insurrection of 1.83 1, were canvassed to his dis-

advantage ;
albeit they only demonstrated the stead-

fastness of purpose of the young soldier of liberty who
had closed his brother's eyes at Forli. The trial, con-

ducted with unusual fairness and moderation in a

crowded court, maintained the popular excitement at

an extraordinary height, especially on the day of Jules

Favre's defence of Orsini ; in the course of which he

said he gave up his client's head in the cause of Italy,

and at the same time he described him as an old fellow-

conspirator with the Emperor in Italy.

It was the strong desire both of the Emperor and

the Empress to pardon Orsini. They were impressed
with the courage of the criminal, and with the strong

patriotism expressed in his letters, written from his cell,

to the Sovereign in whose hands his life lay. But it

could not be. The effect of the crime—the sacrifice of

life—had been too heavy ; and, although the man
whose life had been sought was ready to forgive, the

Sovereign, yielding to the advice of his Ministers, signed
the death warrant. * Short of pardon,' Mr. Senior re-

marks,
' which was impossible, Orsini had everything

that he could wish.' 1 His letters to the Emperor,

Senior's Conversations with Thiers and Guizot, &c. vol. ii. p. 1 86.
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calling upon him to free his country, were sent by

Napoleon to Cavour for publication in the ' Gazetta Pie-

montese
;

' and they produced exactly the sensation they

wcie intended to create.
1 Their publication was

the|

Emperor's endorsement of them ; and they gave fr

hope and courage to the Italians. Thiers 3escf

Tl'Sll

1 K i >ssuth, in his Memoirs of my

gives the story of the Em-

peror's relations with Orsini, as they

were given to him by Senator Pie"tri,

on their way to meet the Emperor
at Valeggio, during the Italian war.
4 On our way thither he spoke much
of Orsini, with whom, in consequence
of his official duties, he had come

into contact during the latter's im-

prisonment. He spoke of him with

sympathetic pity. He used all his

influence to induce the Emperor to

spare his life. As so many human
lives fell victims to the attempt, the

Emperor did not think he could as-

sume the whole responsibility of a

pardon, but intimated that if the

Council of State, at which also arch-

bishops were to assist, would pro-
nounce favourably for the prisoner,
hf would not withhold his sanction,

and he also authorised Pie"tri to en*-

deavour to get his (Petri's) view

accepted by the majority. Pi&ri

MBfMeed t'aeh member of the Council

personally, II" received encouraging

assurances, and went to the Council,

hoping for success; but when aban-

dons! there,and left in the minority,
even by the teachers of charity, he
was so much grieved that he resigned

as Chief of the Police. I

was told by Pietri that Orsini was
not a ruflinn. He was a fanatic,

nied patriotism to the verge
of passion for martyrdom. He held

the mistaken idea that the Emperor
Napoleon stood in the way of the)

liberty of Italy. There he was quite I

wrong. The Emperor was always
a true friend to it. Pietri explained I

to Orsini, in his cell, that if the mur-

derous attempt had succeeded, he

would have killed the one man,

amongst all the crowned heads of the

world, from whom the Italians could
•

expect support and help. I heard

this from Pietri himself. This ex-

planation was not without infl i

on Orsini. On February 2 1 he *

a letter to the Emperor from

prison of Mazas. " Do not repulse,

sire," he writes,
" the words of a

patriot, who stands on the verj

the grave. Free Italy, and the bene*

diction of twenty-tive millions of

people will accompany your name to

posterity." The newspapers were

permitted to publish this letter. ( )r-

sini understood this to mean that the

voice he had raised from the verge
of his grave, had found its way
the Emperor's heart, and on Mar
1 1, this time from the prison of

Roquette, he wrote a second lett

in which he openly condemned

tical murder, and called upon tl

youth of Italy
" to prepare itself

fighting out the liberty of the

country, by practising the virti

of citizens, which alone could fr

Italy, and make it independent

worthy of its past greatness.'
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them as ' affronts to England, almost menaces ;

'

but chap.

they irritated only the Austrian party in England. -^—r-—-

Cavour had warned the Emperor that they would be

regarded as a direct attack on Austria, not only by
Piedmont, but by France ; and the Emperor had an-

swered :
' Have them published.'

The differences between England and France, con-

sequent upon the Orsini attempt, were adjusted imme-

diately after the fall of Lord Palmerston's Government.

Lord Cowley, in conference with the Emperor and

Count Walewski, arranged an explanation of the French

Minister's despatch of January 20. Count de Persigny
was instructed (March 1 1

)
to assure the English Prin-

cipal Secretary of State that the French Government

had never intended to do more than call attention to

the conspirators against the Emperor's life in London,

leaving the nation to determine upon the remedy ; and

to remark that the Emperor would ' abstain from con-

tinuing a discussion, which, if prolonged, might in-

juriously affect the dignity and good understanding of

the two countries.' Imperial France would place her

reliance purely and simply on the loyalty of the Eng-
lish people. The adjustment was honourable to both

,

countries, and satisfied both. It was followed by the

immediate resignation by Count de Persigny of his

position as Ambassador at the English Court ; and this

retirement of so warm a partisan of the alliance would

have created '

a bad effect, had the Emperor not ap-

pointed General Pelissier, Duke of Malakoff, to the

post.
1

By this appointment, he intended to give the

1 Count de Persigny retired in a again, that if the Conspiracy Bill

huff. He had not been consulted by were abandoned, a rupture of diplo-
his rival, Walewski, on the step matic relations between the two
which he was suddenly called upon countries would immediately follow,

to take. He had said a^ain and
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book English people proof of the value he continued to
x

,

r

place on the alliance. Writing to Lord Malmesbury on

March 22, Lord Cowley remarks: 'There could not !>e

a greater reparation for the offence given by the ad-

dresses, than by Bending the greatest man in the army
to maintain friendly relations.' 1 The Emperor under-

stood England better than any of his advisers, and lie

was more liberal than any of them. When Dr. Simon

Bernard, Orsini's accomplice, was acquitted, in April
amid the cheers of an irrational mob, the French

people became very angry again; but the Emperor
remained unmoved. He concurred with his Ambas-

sador, who remarked to the Prince Consort :

'
// faut

npaasible pour ces sortes de choses, et laisser couler

Veau sous le pont? As Napoleon dealt with a gteat

Power, so he dealt with Sardinia. Walewski had, in

the excitement of the Orsini crime, demanded the sup-

pression of Mazzini's * Italia del Popolo,' and other sum-

mary measures against the Emperor's enemies ;
and he

had provoked the intrepid Victor Emmanuel to write

direct to the master of the destinies of Italy that he

would retire and defend his crown upon the Alps, rather

than forfeit the honour of his country by unworthy
concessions.

The Emperor, putting his compromising Foi

Minister aside, wrote to the King to 'do the best lie

could, but not to feel uneasy.'
2

1 ' With France matters have up poor Persigny's heels, but wit

more been put on a good foot- the view of appointing a creature

ing. Her ruler, however, requires his own in his place. The Emperor
the lesson. The loss of Persigny is however, wishes to have a per
a great loss for as; still PeHssier representative here.'— Letter from
will certainly do ;tll in his power to J'rinee Contort to Baron St<„i;„ t <,

uphold the alliance conscientiously. March 27, 1858. Martin's Life.
. . . His appointment is a deadly

2 Le Comte de Cavour. Pe
blow to Walewski, who had tripped Charles de Mazade. Paris, 1877.
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But uneasiness was the prevailing feeling of the time. chap.

It had produced commercial stagnation in France ;
and -—,—

it kept the attention of monarch, statesmen, and diplo-

matists on the stretch. At any moment, it was felt, a

trivial incident might break the peace of Europe. The

quarrel between Naples and Sardinia, caused by the

illegal seizure of the Sardinian mail-steamer '

Cagliari,'

by Neapolitan cruisers, in June, 1857, and its complica-
tion by the imprisonment of two English engineers, had

ripened into a very dangerous complication. England
and Germany looked upon it as the match which Sardinia

might use, with the connivance of France, to fire the

train which was to deliver Italy. They knew how the

Emperor chafed at the misgovernment of the Pope, and

the countenance which the presence of his troops in

Borne appeared to give to it
;
and how the Italian pa-

triots kept up Napoleon's irritation and apprehension.

1 1 fear he
'

(the Emperor), the Prince' Consort wrote to

Baron Stockmar,
1 '

is at this moment meditating some

Italian development, which is to serve as a lightning

conductor, and ever since Orsini's letter he has been all

for Italian independence ; only the Pope and the com-

pact with the Church, which is useful to him at home,
stand in the way. A conflict between Sardinia and

Naples might, however, look as though he had nothing
to do with it, even though it should set all Italy in a

blaze. The materials for the conflagration are ready in

abundance, and would even suffice to spread the flames

as far as Germany.' But in June Mr. Disraeli was in a

position to announce to Parliament the surrender of the

two English engineers ;
and with the restoration of the

'

Cagliari
'

and her crew to Sardinia, this excuse for a

war was removed.

1 Theodore Martin's Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iv. p. 216.
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XI.
BOOK About this time, however, Dr. Conneau, the Em-

peror's old friend and physician, was setting out for

Turin, bearing to Count Cavour a message, which meant

that, in his master's opinion, the day of Italy's inde-

pendence had dawned. Napoleon desired to speak with
i the obscure citizen of Piedmont.' *

On the whole, Louis Kossuth's account of this still

mysterious conference is the most authentic and satis-

factory one which has been given to the world. He
writes: 'The meeting at Plombieres (in July, 1858]
was the prologue to the drama enacted in 1859. All

the details are not yet known. The chroniclers ol

Italian diplomacy still speak of it with reserve. They
think, however, that they can go so far as to state that

Napoleon made a decided offer to give Piedmont armed

assistance, in order to wrest the whole of Italy from the

hands of Austria. But the question of fixing the time

for commencing the war the Emperor reserved to him-

self. Meanwhile Piedmont was to prepare and to

foster political agitation in Italy ;
was to prevent all

revolutionary outbreaks ; make no advances to Austria,

yet refrain from provoking her " too much." Hut she

was to endeavour to make friends with Russia. A
united Italy icas not mentioned* It was settled that the

temporal power of the Holy See should be preserved,
but within very narrow limits. Both parties spoke
with the utmost caution as regarded Tuscany and

Naples; but it was agreed, thatfor the House of Savoy a

kingdom of twelve million inhabitants, in the north

Italy, should beformed. As compensation for the pr
I military help, Savoy was to /< ceded to Franc

It was decided that the question with regard to Xi

' Ca\Mi;r'> dfscription of himself. with his English tastes, called hii

Hit countrymen, who twitted him « Milord Canaille.'
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should be settled later, when the war was over. Nothing

passed in writing. An offensive and defensive treaty

ras signed after a lapse of six months only.

From what I heard later through Pietri, Cavour,

and still higher authorities, I feel justified in asserting

that this account is authentic in its essential features.'

CHAP.
in.
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CHAPTER IV.

FREE ITALY.

In November, 1858, Vincenzo Salvagnuoli presented a

memorial to the Emperor at Compiegne, in which the

expulsion of Austria from Italy, with the assistance ol

France, was assumed as a question already agreed upon,
and in which the redistribution of the soil of Italy was

discussed. The Emperor listened to the proposals with-

out speaking a word. It matters not now to determine

in whose name Vincenzo Salvagnuoli went to Compiegne
to propose four Italies—Central Italy falling to the lot

of Prince Jerome Napoleon. The Emperor was not

seeking a crown for his cousin
;
nor was he the dupe of

any of the plotters and schemers who were watching
the coming of Italy's supreme struggle for independence
in order to profit by it. M. Kossuth asserts, and truly,
thai

*

in the course of all the gigantic activity displayed
in originating the war of 1859, the question of Italian

unity was not so much as mentioned by one word.' 1

Emperor put forward no general plan for the n
constitution of Italy; and he committed himself t<

none. His understanding with Victor Emmanuel an<

-ur. which, in December, took the settled form oi

an alliance, to be signed by Prince Napoleon on the

Of his nuptials with the Princess Clotilde, was, accord-

: •

Bj #hoM authority is not known.'—Kossuth, Memoirs of my
Exile.
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ing to Bianchi,
1 to the effect that Sardinia should chap-

receive Lombardy and Venice, Modena, Parma, Komagna,
and the Papal Legations, and become Upper Italy ;

that the temporalities of the Pope should be restricted

to
' Eome and a garden,' as the official pamphleteer,

Edmond About, had pithily said
;
and that Savo}^ should

be annexed to France—leaving Nice and Naples out

of the question. The Emperor undertook to throw

200,000 troops into Italy, and to command them in

person
—and this in the following summer. Cavour

gives these as the heads of agreement in a letter to

Villamarina (December 24, 1858). Such an agreement
was equivalent to a declaration of war

;
and the course

adopted by the Tory English Government, and by
Austria, precipitated the catastrophe.

2 The Emperor
promised England not to make common cause with

Sardinia if she was the first to break the peace ;
a

promise that was of little value, since a rupture was

inevitable, and the readiness of Austria to strike on the

first provocation might be inferred from the haughty
tone of Count Buol-Schauenstein's reply to the remon-

strances of Lord Malmesbury. Austria would stand by
her dynastic rights ; she would continue her armed

interventions in Italy as she might judge them neces-

sary, and she would advise no Italian despot to reform

his realm. She was so confident of victory that she

invited a struggle. She had dreams of a inarch to

Paris, and of a power that would make her mistress at

1 Bianchi's History of Diplomatic 'We will not advise any Govern-

Negotiations. ment to introduce reforms. France
2 Count Buol-Sckauenstein re- plays the part of protectress of

plied to the protest of England nationalities—we are, and will re-

against Austria's armed intervention main, protectors of dynastic right.'
in

Italy, and her refusal of reforms :

VOL. IV. N

IV
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Constantinople, as well as throughout Italy. A
rnilitajj

_
XI _ despotism of an eminently aggressive and ambitious

character, she had forfeited every claim to the syn*

pathv and respect of civilised communities, and by hei

haughty pretensions
had estranged every old ally save

the English Government; and this Government could

not openly assist her in the face of the generous Eng-
lish people, who were looking eagerly forward to ih

emancipation of the Italian nation from her desolating

and debasing grasp. Austria stood alone, hateful and

hated in the sight of the world, on that day when the

Emperor Xapoleon, addressing her Ambassador at the

Tuileries, warned her that the champion of Italian in-

dependence was ready to measure swords with her.

'I am told,
5

the Emperor said to Lord Cowlej
towards the close of 1858,

' that my policy is tortuous,

but I am not understood. I am blamed for coquetting
with Austria one day and with Russia the next, and it

is inferred, therefore, that I am not to be depended

upon. But my policy is very simple. When I came
to my present position I saw that France wanted

peace]
and I determined to maintain peace, and to uphold the

treaties of 18 15, so long as France was respected, and

held her own in the councils of Europe. But I was

equally resolved, if I was forced into war, not to make

peace until a better equilibrium was secured to Europe
I have no ambitious views like the first Emperor, but

if other countries gain anything, France must
g;

imething also. Well! when driven into war wi

ia. I thought that no peace would be satisfacto

which did not resuscitate Poland, and I humour
Austria in tin' hope she would assist me in this gr<

work. She failed me, and after peace was made,
looked to the amelioration of Italy, and therefore drew
more closely to Russia. This is the whole secret of m
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policy.'
1 This was spoken frankly to the representative

of the Court which the Emperor had good reason to

believe cherished an Austrian alliance,
2 and with

which his Government had recently had some angry

correspondence in reference to the seizure of a French

vessel by the Portuguese Government.3

Lord Malmesbury had addressed the most pressing
remonstrances to the Emperor, begging him to reflect

on the possible issues of the conflict to which his Italian

policy appeared to be tending. The Queen wrote to

the Foreign Secretary (December 9) :

' Whatever can

be done to turn the Emperor's mind from such a pro-

ject (as a war with Austria) ought to be done. He will

not reflect, but sees only what he wishes. If he make
war in Italy, it must in all probability lead to war with

CHAP,
IV.

1 Martin's Life of the Prince Con-

sort, vol. iv. p. 315.
2 ' The idea that Uncle Leopold

is at work upon an alliance between

England, Prussia, and Austria

against him, has for a long time

taken entire possession of Louis

Napoleon's mind, and originates, no

doubt, in the feeling that if he pro-
secutes an alliance with Russia, this

dreaded combination would be

formed, from an instinct of self-

defence, and might more than

counterpoise the Russian alliance.

We are, in fact, on a more friendly

footing with Austria than we have

been for a long time, simply from

the fact, that the latter, in the con-

sciousness of her own weakness,
shut up as she is between the hostile

Powers of France and Russia, feels

the necessity for attaching herself

to Eugland, and for sacrificing to

that object some harmless preju-
dices.'—Letter from the Prince Con-

sort to Baron Stockmar, October 18,

1858.
3 The high-handed proceedings

of the Imperial Government in this

case provoked very angry feeling in

England. The Emperor acknow-

ledged that his Government had

been led into a scrape ;
and he made

an amende in the shape of a letter to

Prince Napoleon, then Minister of

Algeria and the Colonies, forbidding
the continuance of the practice of

importing black labourers from the

African coast—a traffic which had

provoked the Charles and Georges
affair. In this letter he remarked :

1

If, in truth, labourers recruited on

the African coast are not allowed

the exercise of their free will, and

if this enrolment is only the slave-

trade in disguise, I will have it on

no terms
;
for it is not I who will

anywhere protect enterprises con-

trary to progress, to humanity, and
to civilisation.'

n 2
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K < Germany, and, if with Germany, will embrace Belgium,
,, ,'_, and if so must, according to our guarantees, draw us

into the quarrel, and France may thus have the whole

of Europe against her, as in 1814 and 181 5.'

The Emperor saw farther and clearer than the

Courts of London, Berlin, and Brussels. If these were

against his resolve to help Italy to her freedom, the

public opinion of Europe was with him; and with

j)
11 1 die opinion Courts and Governments could not

choose but reckon, as Lord Derby was taught in the

summer. 1

His relations with the English Court remained, howl

ever, almost on their old cordial footing. On the last day
of the year the Queen wrote her customary letter of con-

gratulations, taking the opportunity to express a hope
that the new year might 'assure the tranquillity and

the peace of the world,' and that the two Governments]
'

cherishing their cordial understanding on all points/

might
' continue to contribute to its happiness and its

prosperity.' The Emperor's New Year's letter avoided

reference to the probability of war, but he said :

' I

hope the coming year will be prolific in happy results

for the alliance of the two countries; this much at

least is certain, that my efforts wr
ill always be directed

to maintaining a sincere alliance between our two
( Governments. In this view I feel bound again to thank

your Majesty for having come to Cherbourg, for your

presence there, and that of the Prince, have silence*

the absurd rumours which people took pleasure U

spreading.
1 At the same time the Emperor announced

At the general election im 859, scale against them, and transferred

which happened while the Em- power to Lords Palmerston and

peror'fl legion were pouring into llussell, the warm friends of Italian

the Repeated Austrian lean- independence.
in

fe
's of the Government turned the 2 ' Je ne veux pas laisser com-
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to the Queen the approaching marriage of Prince chap.

Napoleon with the daughter of King Victor Emmanuel, — ,'-

the Princess Clotilde. His Majesty hoped that this

union would give the Empress an agreeable companion ;

both the Queen and the Prince saw in it the sealing of

a compact which meant war in the spring.

This was made clear enough on the morrow of the

letter's date. On New Year's morning (1859), when

the Emperor was receiving the customary congratu-
lations of the Diplomatic Body at the Tuileries, he said

to the Austrian Ambassador, M/Hiibner, in the hearing
of his colleagues :

' I regret that the relations between

our two Governments are not more satisfactory ;
but

I beg you to assure the Emperor that they in no

respect influence my feelings of friendship towards him-

self.' These simple words, flashed about the world by
the telegraphic wires, created a profound sensation.

They fell upon Europe like shocks of earthquake. They
were the certain first mutterings of a storm, which

diplomatists had regarded as inevitable for some time

past ;
but for which the outside world was not pre-

pared, anxiously as the vast warlike preparations of

France and Austria, and the recent military activities

of Prussia, had been watched. They heralded to Italy's

master mind at Turin the coining of his country's

deliverance
;
and he said quietly :

' II parait que VEm-

pereur veut alter en avant? The shock created in

Paris, the disastrous fall in the funds, the immediate

mencer une nouvelle annee sans maintenir entre nos deux gouverne-

exprimer a votre Majeste tous les ments une union sincere. A ce

vceux que je forme pour son bon- propos je dois encore remercier votre

heur. J'espere que la nouvelle an- Majeste d'etre venue a Cherbourg,
nee sera feconde en heureux re*sul- car sa presence et celle du Prince

tats pour 1'alliance des deux pays; ont fait cesser tous ces bruits ab-

ce qu'il y a de sur, c'est que je surdes qu'on s'etait plu a reyandre.'
ferai toujours mes efforts pour
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book stop put to track', the swift interchanges of diplo-

matic notes, the refusal of England and Prussia to

promise neutrality, and the wild hopes which found

expression among the Italian patriots, so startled the

Emperor, that he hastened to protest that his meaning
had been exaggerated. The ' Moniteur

'

declared that

the alarm was irrational. M. Hubner became the

object of particular attentions. But the fears which

had been conjured up would not be laid. They were

stirred anon by a responsive speech from Victor Em-
manuel : they were kept alive by Prince Napoleon's

marriage a few weeks later. The bride's corbeiUe in-

cluded a treaty offensive and defensive between her

father and the august cousin of her bridegroom, which

red freedom to Italy in the summer. 1 Albeit this

and the previous December understanding were sup-

posed to be state secrets, the diplomatic world under-

stood pretty well how matters stood between Napoleon]
Victor Emmanuel, and Cavour. Austria replied

to the

New Year's address to her Ambassador by pushing
forward her armaments, and by covering the plain

Lombardy with her white-coats. They believed they
were on the road to Turin, and to Paris. The Em*

perpr, firm in his resolve to accomplish the liberation

of the Italians,
2 was disconcerted by the precipitate

1 M. Gallenga, in The Pope and thus : while adept historians, writin

<</•• the War between Church even after Napoleon had lost

and State m Italy, talks about the throne and was an exile, and whe
Bftcriftae of Princess Olotilde, 'the therefore, their judgment could n

y Iphigenia, to a Bonaparte have been influenced either by f<

Hades;' but the truth is, that there or by hope, stated that the funda

no sacrifice; and that this mental trait of Napoleon's Italif

'

mariage de raison
' was as happy policy was his sympathy for tl

a one as such marriages usually are Italians, produced neither by Cavoi
—while the conduct of the husband nor by anybody else, but of spont
remained

fairly good. neous growth.'
—Memoirs of n

3
'Generally, the matter stood Exile, by Louis Kossuth, 1880.
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march of events. He was not ready. His words, in- chap.

tended to give warning, and possibly to avert a war, »—,~^-

appeared likely to force him, unprepared, into the

field. Lord Cowley, writing to Lord Malmesbury on

Nanuary

1 2, described him as '

very much out of

umour at what is taking place in France,' and ' cast

own.' He was troubled by the commercial panic.

One of the Pereires had told him that his words to M.

Hiibner would cost France a milliard. The French

people were by no means bent on making heavy sacri-

fices for the deliverance of Italy. The Ministers and

the salons were opposed to the war, and M. Thiers was

talking everywhere against it.
1

At the opening of the Parliamentary session (Feb-

ruary 7), the Emperor, addressing the assembled Senators

and Deputies at the Tuileries, said ;
—

'

France, as you know, has during the last six years
seen the national wealth increase, her intestine dis-

sensions diminish, and her prestige developed ; and yet,

from time to time, in the midst of this general calm

and prosperity, vague uneasiness and agitation, without

any defined cause, have arisen and shaken public con-

fidence. I deplore these periodical depressions, with-

out being surprised at them. In a society which, like

ours, has been upset by so many revolutions, time

alone can settle men's convictions, and strengthen the

public faith and character.

1 The general excitement was (May 3) ;

' One of the strongest op-

kept up by the appearance (February ponents of the war was Thiers. At

1) of a pamphlet, called Napoleon et last I begged him to write his ob-

ritalie, written by M. de la Gue- jections to it. He did so, and with

ronniere, and revised by the Emperor; great freedom and force. The Em-
in which the reasons for a war in peror read the paper, and said that

support of Italian independence were some of it was true, but that on the

fully stated. whole it was u
bourgeois."

'

M. Merimee said to Mr. Senior
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>k
* The emotion which has been felt recently, without

-

,
,, the appearance of imminent clanger, may readily sur-

prise us, for it betrays too much mistrust and fear. !

There appears to have been, on the one hand, doubt of

the moderation of which I have given so many proofs;

and, on the other, of the real power of France. Happily,
the masses of the people are far from sharing these

impressions.
1 It is my duty to-day to submit to you once more

that which appears to have been forgotten. What lias

been the constant object of my policy? To reassure

Europe, to give back to France her proper rank, to

cement closely our alliance with England, and to regu-
late the degree of my intimacy with the Continental

PoAvers of Europe, in accordance with our views, and

with their conduct towards France. It was thus that

/A was led, on the eve of my third election, to make
this declaration at Bordeaux,

" LEmpire, cest lapair ;

M

wishing to prove by it that if the heir of the Emperor
Napoleon mounted the throne, he would not re-open
an era of conquests, but would inaugurate a system of

peace which could not be troubled, save in the defence

of great national interests. ^As for the English alliance,

I have excited my utmost/perseverance to consolidate

it
;
and I have found on the other side of the Channel

a fortunate reciprocity of sentiments on the part of the

Queen of Great Britain, as well as on the part of st;i

men of every shade of opinion. To reach this end, so

useful to the peace of the world, I have trodden under-

foot the Irritating memories of the past, the attacks ol

calumny, and even the national prejudices of my
country. This alliance has borne fruit. Not only have

we won lasting glory together in the East ;
but again,

at the farthest extremity of the world, we have just
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opened a vast Empire to the progress of civilisation, and chap.

of the Christian religion. r~-

* Since the conclusion of peace, my relations with

the Emperor of Eussia have assumed a frank and

cordial character, because we have been of one opinion

on all questions. I have also to congratulate myself on

my relations with Prussia, which have been marked

throughout by mutual friendliness. The Cabinet of

|

Vienna and mine, on the contrary, I remark with

1

regret, have been in frequent collision on important

questions ;
and a resolute spirit of conciliation has been

necessary to solve them. For example, the reconsti-

tution of the Danubian Principalities was accomplished

only after innumerable difficulties, which prevented/the
full satisfaction of their most legitimate interests:/

"'

If I

were asked what interest France had in these distant

lands watered by the Danube, I should answer that the

interests of France are everywhere where the cause oi

justice and of civilisation has to be maintained.
1 Under these circumstances it was not extraordinary

that France should draw closer to Piedmont, who had

I been so devoted during the war, and so faithful to our

I policy during peace. The happy union of our well-

I beloved cousin, the Prince Napoleon, with the daughter
of King Victor Emmanuel, is not one of those strange

facts for which some hidden cause must be sought, but

the natural consequence of the community of interests

of the two countries, and of the friendship of the two 7

Sovereigns.

'For some time past the abnormal state of Italy,

where order can be maintained only with the assistance

of foreign troops, has disquieted the diplomatic world.

This is not, nevertheless, a sufficient reason for believing
in war. Let some cry for it without fair reason

;
let

others, in their unreasoning fears, describe to France

I
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book the perils of a new coalition ; I shall remain unassailable

——^— in the path of right, of justice, of national honour ; anc

my Government will neither be driven nor intimidated

because my policy will never be either provocative 01

pusillanimous.
4 Let us cast away these false alarms, these unjust

Suspicions,
these interested fears. Peace, I hope, will

/not be disturbed. Eeturn then, in peace, to the eusto-

Tnary course of your labours, I have frankly explained
to you the state of our foreign relations

;
and till

statement, which is in accordance with those I have

endeavoured to spread at home and abroad during the

last two months, will prove to you, I hope, that ml

policy has never ceased for a moment to be firm, but

conciliatory.
'

Therefore, I continue to rely with confidence on

your support, as well as upon that of the nation, which

has confided its destinies to my keeping, and which

knows that my actions will never be governed by pen
sonal interest, nor by a mean ambition. When, sup-

ported by the popular will and sentiment, a man
mounts the steps of a throne, he is raised, by the most

solemn of responsibilities, above the mean level where
low interests are fought for, and he has for his guidd
as well as his final judges

—God, his conscience, and

posterity.'
1

When these words were spoken, the hopes of peaol
were strongest,

2 Between the day of its delivery ai

lie end of April, when Austria's haughty summons t<

'

Lorsque, soutenu par le vceu pour derniers juges: Dieu, sa con-

etle sentiment populaires, on monte science et la postrrit.V
le3 degres d'un trone, on s'tSleve, par

2 The Emperor wrote a long anc:

la plus grave des responsabilites, au- friendly letter of frank explanation-
dessus de la region in lime ou se to Queen Victoria on February 14
d.'batt.-nt le.* int6r6ti vulgaires, et —See Appendix IV.
Ton a pour premiers mobiles comme
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Piedmont to disarm put an end to all chances of an chap

amicable arrangement, the resources of English and

of Eussian diplomacy were exhausted in endeavours,

first to prevent the outbreak of a war, or if that should

fail, then to localise it. The Emperor, in the anxious

course of these negotiations, was at a disadvantage.
Between him and his Foreign Minister, Walewski, there

was little sympathy, and there were few communi-

cations. The vice in the Imperial system of govern-

ment, which the Prince Consort had pointed out to the

Emperor at Osborne, being the isolation of the Sove-

reign from his advisers, and the consequent clashings
of their proceedings and policy with his, continued.

While, at the beginning of the year, the Tory Govern-

ment in England were displaying a feverish activity at

St. Petersburg, Vienna, Berlin, and even Eome and

Naples, their object being to prevent the ousting of

the Austrians from Italy, Walewski's sympathies were
not merely antagonistic to those of his Sovereign. He

actually thwarted the Emperor's policy. The French

Ministers were opposed to Italian independence through-
out, and disliked Cavour : Walewski even hated him.

The Italian statesmen and soldiers, who have published
their testimony within the last ten years, agree in

giving all the credit of the liberation of their country
to the Emperor Napoleon, backed with the sympathetic
aid of his cousin, Prince Napoleon, and to Thouvenel,
who replaced Walewski at the Foreign Office.

1

They

IV

1 'It is an important fact, and nor employed in carrying it out.

one that the historian of our times We Hungarians also were only in

must always bear in mind, that the communication with the Emperor,
Emperor Napoleon's policy often with Prince Jerome Napoleon (who,
differed from, and sometimes was on important occasions, was em-

opposed to, that pursued by his ployed as mediator and executor),
Ministers. They were often not even and with trusted instruments of the

initiated into their master's policy, Emperor, who had no political rank.
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BOOK have no acknowledgments to offer to any other French!

statesmen. The hesitation to take an irrevocable stepJ
and the readiness with which the French Sovereign
listened to schemes of peaceful solutions

; the anxiety!

he exhibited to spare his country the sacrifices of a

struggle; the hope again and again renewed that diploJ

macy would achieve those ends on which he had

resolved at Plombieres witli Cavour, and make him
deliverer of Italy, and the head of an Empire that

should still mean peace : these perplexities, aspirations,

hopes, and resolves tumbled together, and for ever

astir during the four first months of 1859, wore away
the spirits, and enfeebled the health, but never mastered

the patience, nor gave one instant's weakness to the

purpose of Napoleon. The whispered threats of a

coalition fell as idle wind upon the ear of the student,

who had slowly settled down into the belief that the

principle of nationalities was the rock upon which the

future Europe was to be built ; and who could perceive
in the blind, uneasy movements of the Poles, the Hun-

garians, the Slavs, the Italians, the Greeks, and the

great German nation, peoples who would not form the

patient legions of dynasties fighting for the pari
181 5. The Italians, the Poles, and the Hungarians
were looking to him to help them to their deliverai

and the English people were the long-tried friend

W e had nothing to do with his all show a friendly feeling tow«

Ministers—I, at least, had never Piedmont. In fact, at times, the

anything to do with them. They evinced sentiments quite of an oj
were not initiated into our relations posite kind; notably Walewski, wl
—at least not in 1859. ... No never stood on a cordial footii

French Minister had any knowledge with Oavour. There was a cert«

of what passed at the meeting of coolness and stiffness between tl

Plombieres, or of the conditions of two, perhaps it would not even
the offensive and defensive alliance an exaggeration to say hatred. '-

concluded in December, 1858. . . . Kossuth's Memoirs of my Exile, fj
The Emperor's Ministers did not at 64-5.
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the Poles, the admirers and protectors of the Hungarian chap.

patriots, and the ardent well-wishers of Sardinia in her -—-*-!_

fight for a free constitutional Italy. This no Tory
Government could hide, in aid of their Austrian sym-

pathies ;
and so the hostility of the British aristocracy

expressed at foreign Courts, and the brisk family cor-

respondence between the Courts of London, Berlin, and

Brussels against him, and in favour of Germany, were

of little weight indeed in the balance. In the end such

measures as Lord Cowley's mission to Vienna served

the Italian cause, by keeping Austria back until it was

too late to strike a decisive blow at Sardinia before the

arrival of the French. 1

The Emperor's hope that war might still be averted

lay in the assembling of a Congress, and not in the

activities of princes and diplomates. He induced his

ally, the Emperor of Eussia, to take the initiative ;

Eussia being careful to make it known that the Em-

peror Napoleon was the prime mover. Baron Brunnow
wrote to Lord Malmesbury on March 10,

' Deferant au

1 M. Thiers, who was on the are told, on Lord Derby's authority,

side of the Austrians, said to Mr. that Austria is not only an aggressor,

Senior (May 1, 1859):
' All your but a criminal. These words have

parties seem to combine against run through France like wildfire.'

Austria; all your intervention has M. Lanjuinais had said :
' The silly,

been disastrous to her. It has pre- hopeless interference of Lord Derby
vented her from being at the foot of caused Austria to lose three weeks

;

the passes of the Alps on April 1. the mismanagement of Francis Jo-

If she had been there, as she ought seph,orof the "imbeciles "
to whom

to have been, this war would now Francis Joseph has trusted the fate

have been over.' of his army, perhaps of the Empire,
M. Duvergier said to the same has turned the loss of those three

gentleman (May 10) : 'Lord Derby weeks into the loss of the campaign.'
has done still worse than that; he Apparently these gentlemen would
has given to Louis Napoleon the have preferred to see the Austrians

support of the French people ;
he in Paris to the triumph of the

has made the war, which was most Italian cause through Napoleon !

unpopular, national. The people
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BOOK desir de la France, le Cabinet Imperial a cru devoir

. ,'-,, prendre linitiative de cette reunion diplomatique;'
and when Lord Malmesbury gave instructions on the

subject to Lord Cowley, lie also took care to fix the

responsibility of the Congress on France. But France

had reason to be proud of the paternity. As proposed

by Napoleon, the Congress was a humane and rational

proposal ;
as it appeared afterwards, defaced and mis-

construed by the British Government, who had received

it in the beginning in the most hostile spirit, and had

accepted it only when they had utterly changed its mean-

ing and its object, it was doomed. Napoleon intended

to have justice done to Italy by an Areopagos instead

of a battle-field ; whereas England, Russia, Prussia and

Austria, and even his own Foreign Minister, designed I

tribunal with the liberty of Italy erased from the list

of its causes.

Austria would take part in the Congress, provided
no changes in the territorial arrangement of Italy

should be discussed, and that Sardinia was refused

admission. Xor would she have the rights of the

Italian princes brought in question. Inspired by her,

Ferdinand II. of Naples told Russia that his internal

affairs must not be discussed. Cardinal Antonelli, on

behalf of the Pope, and the Princes of Parma, Tuscany-
and Modena on their own behalf, would brook no dis-

cussion of their rights and methods of government ;

but would probably have something to say about tl

punishment of Cavour and his k

facinorosi
' * when tin

got to Paris in the wake of Austria's victorious legioni

Cavour was alarmed, not by the hostility of Austria to

the Congress, nor by the willingness of the British

ns.

1 The epithet applied by the Duke of Modena to Cavour's friends and

supporters.
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Government to see Sardinia excluded from it, for lie char

had accurately gauged the depth of English popular r—
feeling for his country ;

but by the news that reached

him from the French Minister at Turin. He wrote to

the Marquis of Villamarina, Sardinian Minister in Paris,

that Walewski had made a communication to the

French Minister at Turin, which might make desperate

measures inevitable. Villamarina sought out Walewski,

and they had an angry explanation, in the course of

which the French Foreign Minister said :

' What do

you want ? The Emperor surely will not, must not,

carry on a war for no other purpose than that of satis-

fying the ambition of Sardinia ! The matter must be

settled peaceably at a congress, and Sardinia has not an

atom of right to participate in such a congress.' Villa-

marina replied that Sardinia would not submit to such

an affront ;
that she would attack her enemies alone ;

and that, if need were, she would set fire to the four

quarters of Europe. The position of the Emperor was

painful. On the one hand he was working
—with very

little hope it is true—for, peace through his Ministers,

his diplomatists, and the Congress ; and on the other

he was holding ready, should the Congress fall through,
to meet Austria in the field.

A few days after the stormy meeting between the

Sardinian Minister and Walewski, Cavour reached

Paris (March 25) at the summons of Napoleon. The

condition of affairs was very grave ;
for the Emperor

had good reason to believe that the coming war might

ultimately be fought out on the banks of the Ehine.

He was aware of the strong German sympathies of the

English and Belgian Courts ;
he knew that the Prince

Consort had advised his ' dear cousin,' the Prince Ee-

gent of Prussia, to be ready to meet the French on the

lihine
; he had had cause to complain of the family
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K eorrespondencc with King Leopold against him; 1 he

_
XI

_ wa*S aware of the latent hostility of Baron Stockmar,
the Duke of Coburg, and other German personages,

albeit he had received assurance that there was no

settled plot against him. When he considered this

latent animosity in conjunction with Austria's position

in the German Confederation, and his belief that the

Diet might declare war against France, even without

Prussia, a war on the Rhine looked almost like &

certainty.

Later—on the eve of the invasion of Piedmont—
when the Archduke Albrecht, Governor of Hungary,
was despatched on a mission to Berlin, to propose thai

Austria should send a contingent of 200,000 to cch|

operate with the forces of the Confederation on the

Rhine, yielding the command to the Prussian Regent, (

and offering to alternate with Prussia in the Presidency |

of the Diet, Napoleon could not fail to see that he had)

only Prussia's jealousy of Austria between him and an I

European armed coalition. The reply of the House 01

HohenzoUern to the House of Hapsburg was happily I

dictated by this jealousy. Prussia elected to remain

neutral, that she might not give her rival an oppor- [

t unity of becoming supreme in the Confederation. She

was not yet ready for the struggle she was meditating, i

but she was preparing apace.
2

1 The Prince Consort had for- same time telling them that he did

warded extract! from the Emperor's not fear their threats
;

and tin

(plaining his policy to his these would not influence his Italit

Uncle Leopold, and the King had policy. On April 10 the Monitt

forwarded the Emperor's letter to said: ' The policy of France cai

himself to the Prince. have two weights and two

mperor had caused ar- What she seeks to make reaped
! in the Monitew, in Italy, she will know herself bn

iming all hostile feeling to- to respect in Germany.' Afewdaj
mans, but at the later, in a conversation with
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When Cavour returned to Turin from his final con- chap.

ference with the Emperor, he announced that the war

would begin in two months. On his arrival in Paris,

he had been inclined, after his interview with Walewski,

at which the French Foreign Minister informed him

that the Emperor had resolved to interfere in Italian

I affairs only by peaceful means, to depart without seeing

Napoleon. He talked of his own resignation, of the

King's abdication, and of his determination to retire to

I America, where he would publish the documents in his

: possession, which would prove that the Emperor had

promised to assist Sardinia by force of arms against

Austria.
1

The Emperor had never denied this promise, nor

threatened to break it, even when driven into false and

dangerous positions by the impetuosity of Cavour.

He only persisted in regarding war as the last resource ;

l
and with his habitual patience he tried every means by
which the Italian cause might be won without drawing
the sword. Two days before Cavour's arrival in Paris,

the Emperor gave audience to Lord Cowley, at which

the English Ambassador endeavoured to persuade him
to require Sardinia to disarm. ' His Majesty admitted/
Lord Cowley reported to Lord Malmesbury,

' that it

ought to be done, but he said that his accounts from

Turin were of that nature that he was convinced the

King would abdicate, and Cavour resign, if the dis-

armament were forced upon him, or else in a fit of

despair they would throw themselves upon the Aus-

trians. . . . Finally he said he would see what he could

IV.

suth, Napoleon said :
* Two Ger- Prince Consort, on the authority of

manies I would not mind, but one information supplied to the Prince

Germany—en ne me va pas.
1 in i860, 'from a quarter which

1 These details are given by Sir placed their accuracy beyond sus-

Theodore Martin, in his Life of the picion.'

VOL. IV.
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K do with Cavour, and that lie would see me again in a

_l r
J couple of days.'

That the Emperor did his utmost to moderate thf;

ardour of Cavour, and to turn him to a less vehement i

course, the tenor of the subsequent negotiations de^
monst rates. The Italian Minister saw how the French

Sovereign was surrounded with difficulties and dangers;
and that the great Powers were one and all against

him. The only point on which Cavour remained firm

was in his refusal to disarm. Therefore the Emperor
could not, when next he gave audience to the English

Ambassador, promise to support England in demanding
a step that would probably lead to the annihilation of

Sardinia, and the further advance of Austria into Italy.

Eather than lay down his arms, Victor Emmanuel and his

Minister declared that they would die defeated, but not

dishonoured. Austria proposed that a simultaneous

disarmament of the great Powers should be laid down
as a matter to be settled at the Congress. This pro-

posal led to the assent of the Emperor on the basis that

linia and the other Italian States should be heard

at the Congress, and that Sardinia should concur in

the general disarmament. Cavour consented. To Engl
land's request that Sardinia should disarm he was pre-

pared with a refusal
; but to the demand of Europe

he could defer with honour. The basis of the Com
was, then, agreed upon by England, France, En
and Prussia ;

but Austria, in whose interest all these

intricate, protracted, and harassing negotiations had

n carried on, now required that disarmament should

be not a subject for the Congress, but a measure to

precede it.
' I can remember no period of equal i

fusion and danger,' the Prince Consort wrote of this

lod. ' The ill-starred telegraph speaks incessantly
from all quarters of the globe, and from every quarter
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a different language (I mean to a different purport), chap.

Suspicion, hatred, pride, cunning, intrigue, covetous- <—
ness, dissimulation, dictate the despatches, and in this

state of things we cast about to find a basis on which

peace may be secured.'

It was now apparent that Austria was resolved on

war—and immediate war ;
so that she might be able

to strike a blow at Sardinia before the French could

take the field against her.

On April 23, a haughty ultimatum was carried from

Vienna to Turin by Baron Ernest Kellersberg, summon-

ing the subjects of Victor Emmanuel to disarm, and

wemanding the disbanding of his volunteers. Three

days were allowed for a reply. A refusal was to be

{tantamount to a declaration of war. That refusal was

written by Cavour with joy ;
for while it put Austria

in the wrong as the aggressor, and left Napoleon free

to act, it was confidently welcomed by the great Italian

statesman as the beginning of the realisation of his

dearest hopes. He replied on April 25 : 'May the re-

sponsibility rest upon those who were the first to arm,
and who substituted threats for fair proposals for a

peaceful settlement.' From words he passed swiftly to

deeds. He telegraphed the note of war to the Tuileries,

he laid the Lomellina under water, and left the rest to

the valour of Victor Emmanuel's Piedmontese, and to

the legions of Napoleon. The action of Austria, taken

in the hope of finding France unready, and Italy an

easy prey for her splendid army, turned public opinion,
las the Prince Consort had predicted, against her

\
at a

stroke/ and transferred the sympathies of the nations

of Europe to Sardinia. On the day of Cavour's haughty

reply to the Austrian Envoy (April 25), Lord Derby

paid
at the Mansion House :

' There was nothing, in his

judgment, to justify the hasty, the precipitate, and, be-

2
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;: cause involving the horrors of war, the criminal step

s..

XI
_, which had been taken by Austria.'

On April 26, Count Walewski explained at greal

length to the Legislative Body the French policy ia|

Italy ; adding that the invasion of Sardinian territory

by Austria would be regarded by France as a decta

ration of war. Three days afterwards that invasion

began by the crossing of the Ticino. The war of

independence was entered upon ;
and 40,000 French

troops, under Canrobert and Baraguay d'llilliers, were,

in spite of the negligent administration of Marshal

Yaillant, within the Sardinian territory.

Still, the condition in which tin 1

Emperor found

the administration of his army, when the moment
for action had come, threatened to bring disaster^

upon it.

In a moment of irritation he peremptorily dismissed

the Marshal without warning, in a note which he sent

to him by an aide-de-camp. Yaillant received it while

he was in consultation with several officers.
'
J'ai

tolere votre negligence pendant la paix,' said the Em-

peror ;

'

je ne dois pas la tolerer en guerre. J'ainomme

le marechal Randon votre successeur.' Vaillant hur-

ried to Saint Cloud, and protested that he was dis-

graced by such a dismissal. But he was soothed

with the appointment of Major-General of the Army
of Italy.

The war, which had been unpopular in France when

ftrsj brnited, became so popular when once it wa

entered upon, that the French people watched al

movements of the troops with eager enthusiasm, anc

crowded to the mairies to subscribe to the loan.

In the course of the debate on the war loan

twenty millions on May 1. Bl Baroche described the

war as defensive, and affirmed that France had de-
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clared it because Austria had attacked her in the CHAP

person of Piedmont. Jules Favre denied this, and rJ_

maintained that the war was the Emperor's.
* He had

resolved to have it
;
he prepared it in profound peace

more than a year ago ;
its whole responsibility falls

on him, and I honour him for it. Its object must be

the independence of Italy ; for no other purpose will

France fight. Still I have a painful remembrance of

1849, when, under the same guidance and after similar

professions, we sent an expedition to Borne
;
and we

know what followed. I am anxious, therefore, to learn

whether I am wrong on either of these points. I ask

M. Baroche to tell me whether this is not a war "
pro-

voquee par l'Empereur pour liberer lTtalie." His

answer or his silence may decide my vote. He is

silent. Then I vote for raising the money, reserving
to myself to demand an account, after victory, of the

use to which the victors will put it.'

The loan was eagerly taken up, and by the poorer

classes, who assembled in crowds at the subscription

places, and were passed in a score at a time to sub-

scribe. Three times the amount was applied for. M.

Duchatel (May 8) described the operation to Mr. Senior,
1

as an opponent of the Government, with more fairness

than his friends generally showed to the Empire.
* The

three per cents are at 91*50. The loan, considering that

it is to be paid by instalments running over eighteen

months, and that interest runs on the whole from

Christmas, is really given out at 57*50—that is to say,
at five per cent below its value. The Government

might have got twenty-one millions for the price which
it pays for twenty millions. I am delighted to see that

it is taken by Frenchmen, and by the lower classes.

1 Conversations with M. Thiers and M. Guizot, vol. ii. p. 264.
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book A large public debt held by hundreds of thousands!

t_
XL

_ will QOt easily be repudiated, and will interest thost!

hundreds of thousands in the restoration of peace.'

The Empress told M. Merimee (May 2) that, the!

war declared, she was happier than she had been foil

months. 'Our cause is good, our army is excellent!

and he is full of confidence and energy. The suspense!
of the last three months affected his health and spirits;!

now lie is as happy as I am.'

'When, after the insurrection in which his brother!

died, Louis Napoleon was carried to the Roman frontier,

and then pardoned and driven out,' he said, according]
to Merimee, that ' he would pay another visit to

the]
( 'ardinals.

1

lie was now on his way.
The Emperor, before leaving Paris for the war, adl

dressed to his subjects the following proclamation, dated

from the Tuileries on May 3 :
—

' Frenchmen !—Austria, in causing her army to enter

the territory of the King of Sardinia, our ally, declares

war against us. She thus violates treaties and justice,

and menaces our frontiers. All the great Towers have

protested against this aggression. Piedmont having

accepted the conditions which would have ensured

peace, one asks what can be the motive of this abrupt
invasion? It is because Austria has brought matters

to this extremity, that either her dominion must be ex-

tended to the Alps, or Italy must be free to the Adriatic,

for in that country every corner of land which remains

independent is a danger for her power.
• Hitherto moderation has been the rule of my con-

duct
;
now energy becomes my first duty.

•

h«'i Prance arm, and say resolutely to Europe: I

sire no conquest, but I resolve firmly to maintain my
national and traditional policy. I observe treaties on
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the condition that no one shall violate them to my dis- chap.

advantage. I respect the territory and rights of neu-

tral Powers, but I boldly avow my sympathy for a

people whose history is mingled with our own, and who

I

roan under foreign oppression.
6 France has shown her hatred of anarchy. She has

een pleased to confer upon me the power to reduce to

helplessness the abettors of disorder, and the incorri-

gible members of those factions whom we perpetually
find plotting with our enemies

;
but she has not there-

fore abdicated her function as a civilising Power. Her
natural allies have always been those who desire the

improvement of the human race, and when she draws

the sword it is with the purpose, not of dominating, but

of liberating.
! The object of this war, then, is to restore Italy to

herself, not to make her change masters. We shall

have on our frontiers a friendly people, who will owe to

us their independence.
' We are entering Italy, not to foment disorder, nor

to shake the power of the Holy Father, whom we have

replaced upon his throne, but to free him from that

foreign pressure which weighs upon the whole pen-

insula, and to help to establish order there upon the

satisfaction of legitimate interests.

' We are going, in short, to seek upon that classic

ground, memorable by so many victories, the footsteps

of our fathers: God grant that we may be worthy of

them !

1 1 am about to place myself at the head of the

army. I leave in France the Empress and my son.

Aided by the experience and the enlightenment of the

last surviving brother of the Emperor, the Empress will

understand how to show herself equal to the grandeur
of her mission.

IV
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BOOK 'I confide them to the valour of the army which

*-
,

'

-> remains in France to watch over our frontiers, and to

protect our homes : I confide them to the loyalty of

the National Guard: and entrust them, in a word, to

the entire nation, who will encircle them with that afleoj

tion and devotion, of which I receive daily so many
proofs.

'

Courage, then, and union ! Our country once

more will show the world that she has not degenerated.
Providence will bless our efforts, for the cause which is

bated on justice, humanity, love of country, and of in-

dependence, is holy in the sight of God.'

Sir Theodore Martin tells us 1

that, in a letter to

Lord Malniesbury (June 8), Lord Cowley mentions, on

the authority of a person who learned the fact from

Count YValewski, that when this proclamation was

under consideration, Count Walewski had passed many
hours in endeavouring to persuade the Emperor to omit

all reference to the Adriatic, observing that the expres-
sion would alarm all Europe, and moreover render it

exceedingly difficult for the Emperor to conclude a

peace which should fall short of his own words. 'The

Emperor* we are told, 'demurred to Count Walewski's

interpretation of the passage, which, he said, was

simply the expression of an opinion, but did not bind

him in any way to maintain that opinion by the sword.

The Emperor's interpretation is clearly the right am
obvious one. It is true that on his return from Italy

after the Peace of Villafranca, he said in his add

to his Ministers that he felt great reluctance in with

drawing from his programme 'the territory from tin

Mincio to the Adriatic,' and ' to see noble illusions am

patriotic hopes vanish from honest hearts;' but thil

1 The Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iv.
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declaration is in strict accordance with His Majesty's chap.

original interpretation of his phrase. He believed that

Italy must become free to the Adriatic, and she did

eventually become free to this limit, through his act,

after Sadowa ; nay, he hoped, when he set out, to see

his eagles on the Adriatic shore before he returned
;
but

he gave no pledge.
1

The Emperor aspired to assist in the liberation of

Hungary. To this end he had interviews with Louis

Kossuth, and entered into an arrangement with him for

a Hungarian Legion in Italy, and the support of a Hun-

garian rising, at a given moment, by a French army.
But he gave no unconditional promise. Kossuth under-

took to upset Lord Derby's Government, and to replace

it by the Whigs—these having given pledges of Eng-
land's neutrality as a condition of their advent to power.
There is no more startling page of contemporary history

than that in which the Hungarian patriot describes

how he accomplished his mission,
2 and carried proofs

of his success to the Emperor's head-quarters in Italy.

But Xapoleon made only a conditional promise.
'

I accept this basis,' he said in the interview he gave
Kossuth at the Tuileries

;

' either I will send an army
to Hungary, or I will not require Hungary to rise. But

I will send her an army, if within the range of possi-

bility ; only I must first carry out certain further mili-

tary operations here. Should, however, Europe force

1 On April 25, Count Walewski the war on Sardinia, and intimating
had written to the French Ambas- that England would remain neutral,

sador in London a despatch in which Early in the year, in the discussion

he strongly invited the cordial co- on the Address, Lord Derby had

operation of England in protecting spoken of the grievances endured by
Sardinia. Two days after -the Em- the Italian subjects of Austria as

peror's proclamation, Lord Malmes- ' sentimental.'

bury coldly replied, in an elaborate 2 See Appendix V.

despatch, throwing all the blame of

IV.
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book me by an armed mediation to make peace, the Hun-

_
3

7" garian expedition must be foregone; but in no other

case.'

The agreement was loyally carried out on both

s
; and after Villafranca, Napoleon insisted upon!

the free return of the soldiers of the Hungarian Legion!
to their homes, with exemption from military service.
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CHAPTEE V.

THE WAR.

he war was short and sharp.
1 The French vanguard chap.

reached Turin on April 30, and the Treaty of Villafranca «—r—
was signed on July 1 1 . When he disembarked at

Genoa the Emperor remarked to Cavour :
' You ought

to be satisfied : your design is in course of realisation ;

'

when, within three months, the Emperor, passing through
Turin on his return to France, received the great Italian

at his palace, the disconsolate Minister believed that his

design had been shattered, and that he had been betrayed.

His feeling was shared by his countrymen, who almost

sullenly watched the heroes of Magenta and Solferino

marching homewards. '

If,' said the good and tem-

perate Massimo d'Azeglio,
' the problem had been set

forth six months ago—to enter Italy with 200,000

troops, to spend millions, to win four battles, to emanci-

pate one of the finest Italian provinces, and then to turn

1 On May 8, 1 859, Madame Cornu watch for an opportunity. For the

said, in a conversation with Mr, present I am controlled by the

Senior: 'On December 24, 1848, a Assembly, which will not give me

fortnight after he had been elected money and men for a war of senti-

President, I waited on him, at the. ment, in which France has no direct

request of the Italians in Paris, to immediate interest. But tell them

ask what he intended to do for Italy. that my feelings are now what they
"Tell them," he said, "that my were in 1830, and repeat to them

name is Bonaparte, and that I feel that my name is Bonaparte.'"—
the responsibilities which that name Conversations with M. Thiers, M.

implies. Italy is dear to me, as dear Guizot, fyc. By Nassau William

almost as France, but my duties to Senior, 1878. Vol. ii. p. 262.

France passent avant tout. I must
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XI.
BOOK homewards with the curses of the people for whom all

this had been done—it would have been declared in-

soluble. AVell then,' he said, 'it is not; and facts 1

proved it.' The wondrous march of victory by Monte-

bello, Palestro, Magenta, Melegnano, to the Mincioi

and the great held of Solferino, where the Sovereign
of France had risked his throne in his zeal for a ca

in which he had fought as a boy, and in which his

brother had laid down his life, left the countrymen ol

Cavour almost indifferent as the legions of France pas

northwards. The Emperor had well-nigh provoked an

European coalition against him
;

lie had alienated the

powerful Court and aristocratic allies of Austria in

England, and he had chilled his friendly relations with

the English Royal Family, while he had stirred the

Germans to arm against him and to threaten his eastern

frontiers. He had lost 16,000 men. And yet his vic-

torious legions passed homewards under the downcast

eyes of disappointed Italians, who, it should be 1

lutely recorded, remained ungrateful, when events had

proved the truth of the prevision that lurked in his

parting words to Victor Emmanuel on the Mincio,
4 Now

-hall see what the Italians can do unaided,' and in

the preliminaries of the Peace. 1

On May 12 the Emperor made his entry into Genoa,

under triumphal arches, and through streets of white

marble palaces adorned with rich draperies and ilov.

At Alessandria he found an enthusiastic welcome. The
frieze of the gate of Porta Marengo was emblazoned in

tricoloured letters with this motto: 'To the descendant

of the conqueror of Marengo.' On his table at tin

royal palace he found, as an offering to him, the map on

li T}w Grand Duke of Taieany this stipulation, that the populations
and the Duke of Modena shall should first be consulted,

return to their States'—but with
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v.
I which his uncle had followed the movements of his chap.

I army before the battle of Marengo.
On the 20th was fought the brilliant action of

I Montebello, in which less than 6,000 of the allies and

I six squadrons of Sardinian horse routed 20,000

I
Austrians under Field-Marshal Stadion. This victory

was immediately followed by a complete and most

skilful change of front on the part of the French army.

\
This strategic movement,' Count Charles Arrivabene

remarks,
' one of the most skilful recorded by military

historians, was commenced on the morning of May 28.

The strictest secresy was preserved, and there were but

few of the French staff officers who knew the real inten-

tions of the Emperor. The last and most important

orders, however, were despatched only during the night

of the 29th, and the greatest care was taken at the

Imperial head-quarters that no suspicion of the contem-

plated design should reach the Austrian general-in-chief.

In less than three days, this remarkable movement was

made, with astounding order and precision, almost under

the very eyes of the enemy.' This powerful army was

thus swiftly extended in a line parallel with the Sesia,

and the Austrians were compelled to retreat on the left

bank. Under the direction of the Emperor as com-

mander-in-chief, the Sardinians crossed the river, and

after a tough fight, in which they were led by their

gallant King, drove the Austrians from their strong posi-

tion at Palestro.

On June 2 and 3, Gyulai, seeing himself out-

manoeuvred and beaten, recrossed the Ticino, burning
the bridges behind him, and established his head-

quarters at Abbiate Grasso, his right wing thrown on

Magenta, while his left was massed at Abbiate Grasso.

He had 60,000 men. His plan was to cut off the

French army from the bridges of San Martino and
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book Bufialora, and so to sunder the allied troops who had

. -,J . crossed the river from the main body. But he had to

deal with commanders who would not be outwitted, and

with soldiers flushed with victory. Count Arrival >ene

says: 'The strategy of the French was of the hi

order.' The battle of Magenta, on June 4, was in all

respects a glorious one to France. 1 The brilliant march

RCacMahon from Turbigo on Bufialora and Magenta,
and the prodigies of valour performed by his soldiers;

the deeds of Regnault de Saint-Jean-d'Angely with the

grenadiers of the Guard on the Bridge of Bufialora ; the

splendid fight at thePonte Vecchio
;
the bayonet charges

under General Wimpflen ; and, above all, the hand-to-

hand struggle in the streets of Magenta—were achieve-

ments of infinite military skill as well as of unsurpassed
valour. The Emperor took up his position by the

Bridge of Bufialora, 'This.' says Count Arrivabene]
* was the central position of the forthcoming operations ;

and the Emperor chose it because he instinctively saw

that it was the most important one.' lie adds: '
I will

not attempt to go into all the details of thai glorious

battle, in which the Imperial Guard was engaged for so

many hours at the Bridge of Bufialora, at the Ponte

Vecchio of Magenta, and in various other spots. The

right, the left, and the centre of that important position

were equally engaged in a bloody hand-to-hand strugg
with the rifle and bayonet. Many times the aides-d

imp of General Regnault de Saint-Jean-d'Ange

brought to the Emperor news that the commander
the Imperial Guard could no longer hold the groun
"He must hold it," was the answer of bonis Napoleo
and the Guard, with a heroism never surpassed, co

tinued to resist.'

let Arrivabene was an eye-witness of the chief events of the day.
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The Austrians left 6,000 dead and wounded on the

battle-field
; 4,000 were taken prisoners, and four guns

fell into the hands of the French. The victors had lost

in dead and wounded almost as many as the enemy.
Their reward was that they had driven the hated

Austrian once and for all out of Piedmont. The Em-

peror, on the field, made Generals MacMahon and

Begnault de Saint-Jean-cl'Angely Marshals of France,
and created the former Duke of Magenta.

1

After the battle of Magenta (on the night of which

the Emperor slept at San Martino), he and Victor

Emmanuel entered Milan together in the early morn-

ing ; and the former was conducted to the Villa

Buonaparte.
' How many recollections,' remarks Count

.Charles Arrivabene,
2 ' must have rushed to the mind

of Louis Napoleon while occupying that palace ! The
villa had been restored by the illustrious chief of his

dynasty. His uncle Eugene Beauharnais and Napo-
leon I. himself had inhabited it when at Milan. His

mother, when Queen of Holland, had passed within

those very walls many happy days, when the present
ruler of France was a child. It is reported that, on

entering the Villa Buonaparte, Louis Napoleon pointed
out to his aide-de-camp the very room in which he

slept in 18 1 3, and that he asked if the fine, tall porter
of those days was still alive.'

A few hours after his arrival he rode out through
the streets, with his aide-de-camp, and was recognised

1 It is said that on the morrow memoirs of the enemy have given

of Magenta, MacMahon wrote to his them. He used a discretion left to

old companion in arms, Changarnier: every commander.

J
On m'avait dit d'aller a gauche ;

2
Italy under Victor Emmanuel :

j'ai ete a droite, et j'ai sauve la a Personal Narrative. By Count

France.' But MacMahon never in- Charles Arrivahene. 1862, vol. i.

tended that his words should hear p. 82.

the malevolent meaning which the
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XI
book only as be was returning. 'Those who have not live<

in Italy,' says Count Charles Arrivabene, 'and are unac

quainted witli the ardent, excitable, and almost lev

nature of the people, cannot form a just idea of tin

height of enthusiasm to which my countrymen can risi

when any powerful emotion has roused their ima

tions. Gratitude or hatred will turn them into angel
or demons; for with them the feeling of the moi

knows no bounds. The Emperor had crossed the Alpi
with a powerful and valorous army; he had helpec

the King of their predilection; he had freed then

from the tyrannical yoke of Austria, and from tin

To of Gyulai. What could a mortal do more to rous«

the utmost passions of their souls? The transition ha(

been so sudden, so like a beautiful but evanescent

dream, that the people well-nigh lost their reason. Al

the demonstrations of affection and reverence whicl

could spring from the excited minds of men were

poured forth upon Louis Napoleon on that great occa-

sion. The Milanese had never before seen a liberatol

within the walls of their city. Charles Albert had passe

through the capital of Lombardy only after the rising

hopes of Italy had been crushed on the held of Custozza

But now they beheld before them the chief of the gene
rous French army; they could shake hands with him,

bless him, stop his horse, throw flowers under his tret.

and cast themselves in all tin 1

ecstasy of thanksgiving
before the hero who had come from far away to save

them. They did not anticipate -how could they in all

that tumuli of success and national resurrection?— that

within the short period of thirty-four days VillalVanca

would follow on Magenta.
1 It is very certain that Louis Napoleon was deeply

affected by the tribute of gratitude thus paid to him
;

he was heard to say to Count Eoguet, the aide-de-
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v.
camp who accompanied him :

" How this people must chap.

have suffered !

"
But the enthusiasm of the Milanese

was beyond all expression when they read the famous

proclamation in which Louis Napoleon wound up with

the words :
" Eemember, that without discipline there

is no army. Animated by the sacred fire of patriotism,

be soldiers to-day, that to-morrow you may become the

free citizens of a great country !

" ' 1

The stay of the Emperor in Milan was one unbroken

fete. The three heroes of the hour were Louis Napo-
leon, Victor Emmanuel, and Cavour. By day the

Milanese filled the streets, laughing, singing, and cheer-

ing ; at night their lovely city was illuminated, and

processions, bearing lamps, moved like swarms of fire-

flies to the Villa Buonaparte. Montebello, Frassinetto,

Palestro, and Magenta were everywhere displayed
—

woven in flowers. Men even went mad with joy.
2 The

Lombard nobility-
—the Visconti, the Gonfalonieri, the

Casati, the Arese (the Emperor's old and staunch friends)—joined with the people in doing honour to him
;
the

multitude bore his fantassins into their cafes and re-

staurants and feasted them. While these rejoicings were

going on, the faint echoes of the guns of Melegnano
—

announcing a bloody victory
—reached the city on the

evening breeze. MacMahon, Baraguay d'Hilliers, Ba-

zaine, Forey, Ladmirault, had been at work ! The allies

had inarched with unbroken fortunes from victory to

victory.

The Emperor left Milan on June 12, and fixed his

head-quarters at Gorgonzola, with the Imperial Guards,

1 See the facsimile of the original leonic wars, showing the rag of an

fin the Emperor's hand, which was old tricolour flag, fell on his knees,
{Left behind with the cure of San Mar- raving, and died a few days after-

tino. The corrections are many. wards.'—Arrivabene,
2 'An old officer of the Napo-

VOL. IV. P
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book thus acting as the reserve of the allied armies. A
..

X
,

L
_- Brescia, where the Emperor was the guest of Conn

Fenaroli, he slept in the room which his uncle had oc

cupied, and wrote his despatches upon the table whicl

the First Consul had used. From Brescia the Imperia

head-quarters were removed to Castenedolo.

Eevolution had kept pace with the swift progress o:

the war. On June 9, the Duchess of Parma quittet

her dominions. On the 1 ith, Francis V., in the rear o:

the retreating Austrians, deserted the duchy of Modena
In less than a week the Pope lost the Legations. Ye*

Garibaldi and his Cacciatori delle Alpi looked surlil}

at the victorious Emperor and his legions, even whej

victory and freedom waited on their steps ; and the}

persisted in suspecting the liberator of his country.
In the evening of June 24 a general order had beer

issued from the Imperial head-quarters, directing th(

forward movement of the allied forces, which was t<

begin at two o'clock on the morrow.

It was at five o'clock in the morning, at the Churcl

of Montechiaro (the head-quarters of the Emperor), tha

on the day of Solferino (June 24), His Majesty receivec

messages from Marshals MacMahon and Baragua]

d'Hilliers, informing him that the allies were alreadj

engaged. He was paying the last honours to Genera

Colste, one of his aides-de-camp, who had died

apoplexy. He at once set off for Castiglione, saying
4 The fate of Italy is perhaps to be decided to-day

The Austrian army, now consisting of 140,000 fres

troops, with their young Emperor at their head, am
General Hess commanding them, occupied, on the mon

ing of the battle which gave independence to Italy, ;|

hilly range twelve miles in length by nine in widtl

between Lonato, Peschiera, Volta, and Castiglione dell'

Stiviere ; the key of the position being the elevate^
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tillage of Solferino.
1 On the previous day the lines of chap.

the allied armies reached from the shores of the Lake .

*

r—
of Garda, at Desenzano, bending back towards Carpe-

nedolo, to Chiese. The two armies were imperfectly

informed as to the disposition
—even with the exact

whereabouts—of the forces they had to meet. They felt

their way into the fight ;
but so effectually that early

in the morning the whole of the French army had been

engaged.
To describe the details of the great battle in which

the hosts of France and Italy engaged and finally over-

threw the legions of the Kaiser, would be to travel

beyond the scope of this work. It was, perhaps, the

most momentous, involved, and hard-fought battle which

had occurred since Waterloo. The fortunes of Napo-
ileon and of Victor Emmanuel were at stake on that

day ;
and the French troops swept down on the Aus-

trians to the right and left, carrying and losing, but

finally carrying, point after point, after many hours of

exhaustive marching, to the cry of ' Vive VEmpeveur I
'

i| The fight was already serious on the right and in the

centre when the commander-in-chief of the allies ar-

rived at Castiglione. He ascended the steeple of Saint

Peter's Church, whence he commanded the far-spreading

panorama, and could direct the struggle, the varying
oi fortunes of which were here distinctly perceptible to

irfhim and his staff. As he was surveying the ground,

ij
the smoke of the guns enabled him to form an exact

eildea of the different combinations of the battle which
ait >yas then being fought.

2 Of the success with which he

m lirected the fortunes of the day, seconded by such

VI generals as MacMahon, Canrobert, Baraguay d'Hilliers,

1 From the ancient town of Sol- manded.

erino, a view extending from the 2 Count Charles Arrivabene.

Ups to the Apennines is com-

p 2
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book Forey, Niel, Yinoy, and Regnault de Saint-Jean-d'An-

^_
x '

_. gely, it will suffice to say that it was earned by his

courage under more than a commander's responsibili-

ties, the pains and knowledge which he gave to the

plan of battle. When party passion shall be spent,

when personal spite shall have been silenced, and

when the history of the Franco-Italian war shall be

judged with the impartiality of a competent historian,

the qualities of Napoleon III. as a soldier and a captain
will be treated with respect. It is enough now to put
on record in this place such testimony as that of Count

(luirles Arrivabene, who smelt the gunpowder and saw

the blood of Solferino
; and who knew how his ffrudff-

ing countrymen under arms, as well as Napoleon's own

fantassins, spake of him in the field, in the camp, andj
in the cafe.

8

High military capacity,' says this impartial writer,
1 has been generally denied to Louis Napoleon, and it is

not my intention to pass any inconsiderate eulogium on :

his qualifications as a commander. The man who has

shown himself a great politician may not be a general
of the first order. Yet the directions he sent to his

marshals as soon as he descended from the steeple of

the church of Castiglione, certainly evinced the pene-
tration of an experienced captain. He at once per-
ceived that the object of the Austrians was to divert

the attack on Solferino—the key of their position
—by

outflanking the right of the French army, filling up the

space between the second and fourth corps, and thus

cutting the enemy's forces in two. The Emperor there-

fore commanded the cavalry of the Imperial Guard,
under General Morris, to join MacMahon, to whom he

sent orders to dislodge the enemy from Morino's farm
;

he also directed General Eegnault de Saint-Jean-

d'Angely to march with the Imperial Guard behind the
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heights on which the first corps was fighting. ... It chap,

was soon after the taking of Morino's farm that Louis «—,!_

Napoleon joined MacMahon to communicate his plan
to him. In a few words he told the Duke to watch

the movements of the enemy on his right wing, and to

maintain himself on the plain which separated him from

the fourth corps. He was also to prevent the Austrians

dividing his forces from the first corps, and was not to

miss any opportunity of bending towards Cavriana as

soon as the attack of Baraguay d'Hilliers on Solferino

succeeded, and Mel's corps had made its appearance.
To keep open the communication of his corps with that

which Mel commanded, the cavalry of the Imperial
Guard was to take up a position on his right.

'

Judging from these instructions, the plan of the

Emperor appears to have been clear and precise. His

design was to carry Solferino at any cost, and then, by
a flank movement, to beat the enemy out of his position
at Cavriana.'

Let us follow the Emperor :—
j
Death was ravaging the gallant divisions of Bara-

guay d'Hilliers, fighting on the heights which face

Solferino. From the plain the Emperor saw the clouds

of smoke which enveloped the masses of his army, and

he felt that his place was there. He set spurs to his

horse, and in a few moments reached the top of Monte

Fenile, whence the artillery of Forey was shelling the

ranks of the enemy, which were concentrated in a

narrow valley below the heights on the right of Sol-

ferino. General Dien's brigade had already reached

the foot of the Cypress mamelon ;
that of D'Alton was

massed on the road from Castiglione to Solferino, edging
the foot of the hill from which the Emperor was wit-

nessing the tremendous drama then being acted out.'

Suddenly a formidable body of Austrians appeared,
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BOOK who had been sent by Stadion to cut the line of tl

XL
French. It was then that the most stubborn struggle!

of the day ensued. The French were threatened to
b<|

crushed by the overwhelming numbers of the foe.
' ThJ

moment was critical/ says Arrivabene ;

' there was noB

a minute to be lost. From the heights of Monte Fenilei

Louis Napoleon had perceived the danger, and siv

that the moment had come to engage his reserve.
Hif

perhaps remembered at that juncture the magic word!

so often repeated by his great kinsman,
" A moi U\

Garde !
"
and he sent orders to General Maneque t<|

advance at once against the Austrian columns, and

support D'Alton's troops, seriously menaced in theii

rear. This movement was executed with that rapidity

which is one of the finest qualities of the French army
the Austrians were beaten back beyond Casal del Mont el

till they reached Monte Sacro, which was strongly hek

by two brigades of Croats.'

The enemy's projectiles rained on Monte Fenile

Many of the Cent Gardes near the Emperor were

wounded or killed. Baron Larrey's horse was slair

under him. The battle raged long around the tower anl

hill of Solferino : but at last the French won it—Fore)

storming it to the shouts of * Vive VEmpereur !
'

The

rush of Voltigeurs of the Guard, the Chasseurs, and tin

Line was tremendous, and irresistible. When Solferhu

was crowned with the victorious French legions, albei

there was tough fighting far and wide even to th<

close of day, victory was with the eagles of France

The Emperor kept steady watch on all sides. Wliei

Maneque and Leboeuf were on the point of retiring be

fore overwhelming numbers of the enemy, he sent tw<

regiments of Grenadiers of the Guard, under Mellinet

who turned the tide of war. After the storming o

Solferino, the Emperor had ridden from Monte Fenif
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towards Monte Fontana. Here he received a message chap.
v

from MacMahon asking for troops to support the attack -—T-—
on his left wing. Then, on hearing of the advance of

Niel, MacMahon advanced and swept the plain as far

as San Cassiano. A heavy thunderstorm covered the

mighty struggle towards its decline ;
before sunset the

Austrian Emperor had ridden swiftly away with his

staff from the scene of ruin to his fortunes ; and by

nightfall Casa Pastore, Francis Joseph's head-quarters,

gave shelter to another Emperor.
Let it not be forgotten that on this, the most glorious

day of Napoleon III.'s life, Victor Emmanuel, at San

Martino, bore his part nobly in the great struggle for

his country's freedom.

General Niel, to whose valour so much of the glory
of the day was owing, was created Marshal of France

on the field
;
and the Emperor addressed an order of

the day to his troops, in which he thanked them in the

name of their country.
' The blood that had been shed,'

he added,
' has not been shed in vain for the glory of

France and the happiness of nations.'
1

Arrivabene gives us a glimpse of the life of the

Emperor, at his head-quarters at Yaleggio, after

Solferino :—
' The camp life of Louis Napoleon was exceedingly

simple. Except the regulations necessary to avoid con-

1 ' Soldats ! l'ennemi, qui avait cru artillerie de l'ennemi, ni par les posi-

nous rejeter au-dela de la Chiese, a tions forrnidables s'etendant sur un

repasse le Mincio
;
vous avez su, rayon de trois lieues. La patrie, qui

comme toujours, defendre dignement vous remercie de votre bravoure et

l'honneur de la France. Solferino de votre perseverance, deplore le sort

surpasse les eclatants souvenirs de de ceux de ses enfants qui sont

Lonato et de Castiglione. Pendant tombes . . . . Le sang verse ne

douze heures, vous avez repousse les l'aura pas ete inutilement pour la

efforts de 1 50,000 liommes
;

votre gloire de la France et le bonbeur des

elan n'a etc" arrete ni par la nombreuse peuples.'
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book fusion, and certain precautions mysteriously carried out

—^—- there were no vexatious formalities to be gone through!

before getting admittance to the villa. More than once,

whilst strolling about the garden, to which my^>,

gave me access, I saw the Emperor in his shirt-sleeves,

writing at his desk, sometimes smoking a cigar, but

always at work ;
for it is only doing him justice to saj

that he saw almost everything himself, and did not spare

either fatigue or trouble during the campaign. The

simplicity of his manners contrasted very powerfully
with the haughty and reserved countenance which the

people of Yaleggio had been accustomed to notice in

the Kaiser. This striking difference secured to the

French Emperor a great amount of popularity, which

was still further increased by his liberality to the pool
of the place. The Imperial table, however, was by no

means an epicurean one. Four dishes, one quality ol

wine, and plenty of fruit, formed the unvarying fare of

the French head-quarters. At three o'clock in the

morning the Emperor got up, and all the officers of the

staff were to be ready by that hour. During the day,
he either rode to the front, or remained in his cabinet,

working with Marshal Yaillant, or with one of the

uuutres des requetes. When riding out, he generally

passed through the allied camp, followed by a few of

his officers, and a small escort of the Cent Gardes.'

The victory had brought the victor only a change
of cares. The first of these was a quarrel among his

generals as to the indecision of Canrobert, in not march-

ing on Eobecco. It has been said that had Canrobert

cut off the retreat of the Austrians, as it was con-

tended he might, perhaps the Treaty of Yillafranca

would never have taken place, and Napoleon would at

a blow have freed the whole of Italy. The speculation
is not now worth pursuing. Nor is it worth while to
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speculate
'

on the consequences which might possibly chap

have followed, had the decision to propose an armistice > ;_

been delayed for thirty-six hours. It is asserted that a

courier was on his way from Berlin to the Marquis

Pepoli at the Italian head-quarters,
1 with overtures of

a German alliance with the conqueror of Solferino,

when he was stopped by the news of the cessation of

hostilities.

1 l

Shortly afterwards, however,
the publications of Lassalle, that

iattributed to Bismarck (Preussen und

die Italienische Frage, for which, he

was transferred from Frankfort to

]8t. Petersburg), and several others,

made it clear that the real interests

b£ Germany were in the struggle

iwhich Italy and France had entered

into with Austria
;

and the first

Imilitary events in the plains of

JLombardy ended in overcoming the

iiesitations of the Prussian Govern-

ment. A courier was then despatched
iTom Berlin to the Italian head-

quarters with a private message for

;he Marquis Pepoli, in which he was

nade acquainted with the new set of

ideas to which Prussia gave her

willing adhesion, but it was already
too late. The announcement of the

Peace of Villafranca arrived at

Berlin before Pepoli received the

despatch of Prince Hohenzollern-

Sigmaringen, and the courier was

stopped by telegraph when he had

got three parts of the way. It is

natural to ask oneself here what
would have been the course of

political events in Europe, if the

conclusion of peace had been delayed

twenty-four hours or thirty-six

hours.'— ' A Diplomatic Mission,' by
.... Minerva, a Monthly Review,

Rome, December 9, 1880.
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too late. The announcement of the

Peace of Villafranca arrived at

Berlin before Pepoli received the

despatch of Prince Hohenzollern-

Sigmaringen, and the courier was

stopped by telegraph when he had

got three parts of the way. It is

natural to ask oneself here what
would have been the course of

political events in Europe, if the

conclusion of peace had been delayed
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.... Minerva, a Monthly Review,
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V.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE PEACE OF VILLAPRAXt A.

book It was in the early evening of July 6, when the Engll
—^—' Government had declined to ask for an armistice o

terms submitted by Count Persigny to Lord Joh

Russell, that General Fleury left Valeggio, with tl

Emperor's letter to Francis Joseph, making direc

proposals for an armistice;
1 and by ten o'cloc.

he had placed it in the Kaiser's hands at Verona.

the following morning, by eleven o'clock, the Frenc,

general was back at Valeggio with the answer.

It fell upon the Italians like a thunderbolt. It wa

a surprise to the French commanders, whose imposin:

forces were drawn out in line of battle. Oanrobert I

Venturelli, MacMahon at Santa Lucia, Niel at Olios'

Baraguay d'Hilliers at Castel Nuovo, with the Imperie
Guard as a powerful reserve behind the line, wer

eager to resume the fight. It was rumoured that thl

Emperor had resolved to make common cause with th

Italians. Kossuth and distinguished officers of thl

Hungarian emigration had been in the French cam]
A French corps was to be thrown on the coasts

j

Dalmatia, and then the Quadrilateral was to be take

1 The Emperor saw that by push- day Schouvaloff had told him tl

ing his successes he would bring the he must not reckon upon the supp
States of the Confederation to the of Russia,

rescue of Austria, and on the previous
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VI.
with ease. In short, the air was rife with the spirit of chap.

war and victory on the morning of July 7, when

Marshal Magnan issued from the Emperor's cabinet,

and called briskly to two or three officers of the staff.

Half an hour later officers were seen galloping away in

various directions from the Villa Maffei. It became

known that an armistice of a month had been con-

cluded, and profound disappointment, and anger with

difficulty suppressed, spread throughout the Sardinian

camp.
It was inexplicable. Two days after the great

battle, Count Cavour, with Commendatore Costantino

Nigra, had had a long interview with Napoleon.
'

They
had found Louis Napoleon exceedingly disgusted with

the quarrels of his generals, deeply impressed by the

horrible scenes of war he had just witnessed for the first

time in his life, but, above all, proud and delighted that

the military glory of France and the superiority of her

army over the Austrians had been once more

splendidly asserted.'
l Arrivabene goes on to assert

that it was generally reported at the Sardinian head-

quarters after the interview that the Emperor,
' far from

intimating that it was his intention to make proposals

of peace, hinted to Cavour that, to ensure the total

defeat of the enemy, he had made up his mind to help
the Hungarians.'

When Cavour left the Villa Maffei, he was in high

spirits. Count Arrivabene breakfasted with him on the

day of his return to Milan, and he was full of ' frolic

and gaiety,' and bade the Count be prepared to rejoin

his family at Mantua by August 1. His frolicsome

mood was of short duration. Not a single Power in

Europe was ready to help the cause of Italian freedom

1 Count Charles Arrivaoene.
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book if the further successes of the French brought German'

—'-r—' (her forces being already mobilised) into the field. Th
Prussians were clamouring for a war, and shouting fo

Alsace and Lorraine, with a vast army of observation oj

the French frontier ; Eussia had massed 200,000 mei

on the Austrian frontier, who would not have been oj

the side of France if she had helped the Magyars to be

gin a war of independence ;
Switzerland had 100,001

men under arms ; and even Denmark had raised he

forces to 70,000 ;
while England promised, at most

neutrality, and would not even risk the proposition o

an armistice.

The Emperors met on the nth at Villafranca, in i

house in Contrada Cappucini. The interview lasted lei

than an hour. In the course of the conversation, Loui

Xapoleon plucked some of the flowers from a vase npoi

the table, and mechanically scattered the petals abol

the floor. When they went forth together the Austria]

was pale and embarrassed, the Frenchman gay and a

his ease. Nothing was committed to paper at tin

meeting, but on his return to Valeggio, the Emperd
despatched his cousin, Prince Napoleon, to Verona I

settle the preliminaries of that peace which was final!

adjusted, after many delays, contentions, difficulties

and the making of much bad blood, at Zurich. On tin

departure of the Prince, the Emperor remarked to hi

disappointed ally, Victor Emmanuel, that if the prelii

naries, of which his cousin was bearer, were accept*

peace would be signed. Victor Emmanuel replied grave
and coldly ;

' Whatever may be the decision of yc

Majesty, I shall feel an eternal gratitude for what y(

have done for the independence of Italy ;
and I beu

to believe that, under all circumstances, you may r<

on my complete fidelity.'
1

1 Count Charles Arrivabene, Italy under Victor Emmanuel, vol. i. p. 268 1
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Where was that fidelity in 1870 ? chap.

Cavour heard at Desenzano, on the road to the .

,
•-.,

head-quarters of Victor Emmanuel, that the Emperor
was on his way to Yerona to see the Kaiser. Enter-

ing a cafe of the Piazza, while waiting for horses, he

found the company rating the Emperor soundly. One

denounced him as a traitor ; another pointed out that

Mazzini had predicted such an end of the war ; a third

cursed the liberator of his country. Cavour listened ;

and knew not only that the news was true, but that this

was the spirit in which it would be received by the

mass of his countrymen.
The interview with his sovereign was a stormy one,

in the course of which he advised His Majesty to reject

the terms of peace, and withdraw his army from Lom-

bardy, leaving the Emperor to his own devices. It is

believed that he even suggested an abdication. It has

even been said that Cavour forgot, in his rage, the re-

spect due to his master, and that he was summarily
dismissed from the royal presence. It is certain that

he hastily retreated from the Villa Melchiori, learning

that the Emperor and Prince Napoleon were coming to

dinner. As the carriage was leaving, Nigra whispered
to Count Charles Arrivabene :

' You may write to Eng-
land that the Count is no longer the adviser of the

Crown, and that Eattazzi will be asked to form a new

Ministry.'

On the evening of July 12, the Emperor left for

Milan, on his return to France. His entry into Paris,

amid the tumultuous plaudits of tens of thousands of

his subjects, who lined the broad Boulevards from the

Bastille to the Eue de la Paix, and pelted him and his

victorious legions with flowers, was the supreme triumph
of his reign ; that triumph of which he had dreamed as

a boy, and for which he had toiled through innumer-
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book able dangers as a ruler of men. Of this triumph,
—-v-—• Meissonier, who accompanied his sovereign, lias left ail

imperishable record in his noble picture of the crowning
battle of the campaign.

The peace preliminaries of Villafranca were ratified

in September by the Treaty of Zurich. The annexa

of Lombardy had been already sanctioned by the t^M

Emperors. It is true that by the terms of the Tivaty
the provinces of Italy which had been held, with the

aid of Austrian bayonets, under the tyrannical sway of
I

Bourbon princes, who had fled when the French entered!

Italy, were restored to their tyrants, but on a conditio]
that made the restoration a mockery. The tyrants

must return with the concurrence of their subjects.

The doctrine of non-intervention was set up at Zurich ;

and it meant that Italy was to be left the mistre I

her own destinies. Italia fara da se was her boast, i

She might now, secure against Austrian battalions,

work out her own emancipation. Farini had been

elected Dictator of Modena and Parma by the unani-

mous vote of the State Chambers; in the Legations
Lionetto Cipriani was master; and stern Baron Eicasoa

represented the will of the Tuscans. How were the

Bourbon dukes and duchesses to make their way !>aek

to their petty palaces, in the nice of a hostile people,

ranged under competent and regularly elected popular
leaders? The doctrine of non-intervention solemn]

laid down at Zurich—part of that principle of n-

alities which was the keystone of the Emperor's fo

policy throughout his reign
—barred the return of tl

petty oppressors, and left the Italians tree to achie 1

the unity of Italy under the constitutional sway
Victor Emmanuel.

Count Cavour, from his retirement at Neri, dip

Eattazzi and Lamarmora, and the rulers of Centr;
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taly, through the difficulties of the situation made for

lis country on the withdrawal of the armies of Napo-
eon. The patriotism of the nation, guided by the

emarkable group of Italian statesmen and men of

iction who held sway and mastery in this crisis of

Daly's fortunes, completed the edifice of Italian unity,

he foundations of which were laid by Napoleon III.,

tnd cemented with the blood of his intrepid battalions.

Che enemies of the Emperor have striven, not without

success, to lessen his just share in the glory of Italy's

emancipation. He has been represented as having
nade a Jew's bargain. Savoy and Nice are said to

vipe out the conception of war for an idea. But the

)roofs that there was no idea of barter in Louis Napo-
eon's breast when he resolved to strike for Italian

'reedom, stretch straight through his life—even to the

leath-bed of his brother at Forli.

Cavour returned to office in January i860, and the

effect of his vigorous hand became at once apparent.
Oie Sardinian Constitution was boldly proclaimed in the

Duchies and the Eomagna, with the explanation to the

j

Dowers that the step had become inevitable. It was

impossible to restore the old dynasties ;
there was no

lope of a congress, and government of some settled

and was an immediate necessity in Central Italy. The
.talian Minister relied once more on the good faith and

the staunch friendship of the Emperor. True to his

principles, Napoleon acquiesced in the annexation of

Tuscany and the Emilia, provided these States con-

sented, by universal suffrage, to the transfer. An im-

nense majority having accepted annexation, Central

.taly was formally joined to Sardinia. In two months

favour made a free, strong Italy a fact.

Thus an end was put to the bitter feuds as to the

ate of the Italian Duchies, which lasted through the
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book peace negotiations, and with which the Eattazzi Ministry

_i^_ had endeavoured in vain to cope. The Treaty had

restored the Dukes, but the Duchies would none o:

them. '

If,' Mr. Dicey remarks,
1 « the French regiments,

after Solferino, had been marched southwards, instead

of northwards ; if, with French troops stationed in th6

insurgent provinces, and with the prospect of a resto-

ration of the deposed princes hanging over the country*
a proposal had been made for the establishment of a

Central Italian State under a French prince, the State*

would have consented readily, if not gladly ; and the

otherwise inevitable annexation of the Duchies and tli€

Romagna to Sardinia might have been avoided, withoiB

any actual employment of force.' The Emperor didj

not adopt this course, but left the Duchies to vote them-

selves into an Italian kingdom.
It was hereupon that the cession of Savoy and Nice

was claimed. There was a loud outcry, particularly
in England, about this cession

;
but we had no right to

complain. The friends of Austria and of Prussia de-

nounced our ally as aiming at conquest, and as having
been disloyal to the English alliance. But he had

doughty defenders.
'

If,' said a writer of authority,
2 ' the French Km-

peror seems to disregard England's policy and England^

opinion, he surely can find Ins justification in the cold

and scarcely civil refusal with which Lord Malmesbury
met his earnest appeal for even the moral support oil

England. It is not for us to blame him for retiri

from an attack upon the Quadrilateral lest he niigl

involve himself in a German war, when our Forei

Secretary announced to Europe that the Engl

1 Cavour. A Memoir by Edward tory and its Hopes. Italy s Appeal
Macmillan & Co., 1861. to a Free Nation. London, Chap

a The Italian Cause. Its His- man & Hall, 1859.
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Minister would not take upon himself the responsibility

of dissuading the German princes from any course they

might think fit to adopt, as he could not offer them

even a moral guarantee as to the ultimate objects of

the war. A Soman Catholic sovereign can scarcely be

blamed for showing some little deference to the Papal

power, when, oT the two great Protestant nations of

Europe, one actually menaced, the other was un-

disguisedly hostile to the attempt
" to free Italy from

the Adriatic to the Alps !

"

' Lord Derby did not consider it inconsistent with

his station, as first Minister of the Queen, to denounce

the Italian war as one " undertaken under false pre-

tences," and reprobate the conduct of Sardinia, as

proving that a small State, with free institutions, might
be just as dangerous to the peace of a neighbour as a

great military despotism.
4 Those who were ready to applaud and repeat this

language are now the loudest in condemning Louis

Napoleon for not continuing the war until he had

achieved the complete emancipation of Italy. If there

be shortcomings in the terms upon which peace is pro-

posed, the language and the conduct of English Ministers

preclude Englishmen from fastening the blame upon
the Emperor of the French. It is manifest that some

af the objects which he sought he has consented to

abandon. He did so as the result of a careful review

3f his position at the gates of Yerona. Whatever may
be thought of the reasons which influenced him, it is

in his power to point to one which, unhappily, Europe
3an appreciate, and to say that England had deserted

the cause of European freedom.'

In reply to the assertion that England could not

ust the Emperor, Lord Palmerston remarked in his

VOL. IV. Q
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book ' Memorandum on the Affairs of Italy
'

(January 5.

w?,
L

„ i860):—
4
It is said we cannot trust the Emperor Napoleon,

and when we had entered into this triple alliance (ol

England, France, and Sardinia) he would throw us o^J
and make some arrangement of his own without

suiting us. It is no doubt true that such was the courfiJB

pursued by Austria during the war which ended ir

1815. Austria took our subsidies, bound herself bj

treaty not to make peace without our concurrence, su&J

tained signal defeat in battle, and precipitately madd

peace without our concurrence. But on what occasion

lias the Emperor Napoleon so acted ? On none. 1 k

differed with us about certain conditions and the inter-

pretation of certain conditions of the treaty of
j

with Eussia, but the points in dispute were settled sun

stantially in conformity with our views. There is ol

ground for imputing to him bad faith in his
conduclj

towards us as allies. But it is said that he has no st

ness of purpose, and the agreement of Villafranca is <

proof of this. That agreement was certainly mucl

short of the declarations of intentions with which hi

began the war, but he had great difficulties of manj
kinds to contend with in further carrying on the war

and though we, as lookers-on, may think, and perhapi

rightly, that if he had persevered those difficulties

would have faded away, yet there can be no doubt thai

he thought them at the time real ;
and he is not th<

only instance of a sovereign or a general who has at

end of a war or a campaign accepted conditions of p(

less full and complete than what he expected or

manded when hostilities began.
' But there is no ground for imputing to Napolec

unsteadiness of purpose in regard to his views aboi

Italy. I have, during the last four or five years, had
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different times opportunities of conversation with him chap.

upon many subjects, and, among others, upon the affairs <—,—
of Italy, and I always found him strongly entertaining
the same views and opinions which have filled his mind

since January of last year, in regard to forcing Italy

from Austrian domination and curtailing the temporal

sovereignty of the Pope. There seems, therefore, no

reason to apprehend that if we came to an understanding
with France and Sardinia, for the purpose of maintaining
the principle that no force should be employed to co-

arce the free will of the Italians, the Emperor Napoleon
should turn round and leave us in the lurch. There is

3very reason, on the contrary, to be confident that, by
nich an agreement with France and Sardinia, we should

without war complete a settlement of Italy highly
lonourable to the Powers who brought it about, and

ull of advantage, not to Italy alone, but to Europe in

general.'

In his address to the Legislative Body and the Coun-

cil of State at Saint Cloud, after his return to Paris from

[taly, the Emperor plainly described his reasons for the

Treaty of Yillafranca, and his hopes for the future of

1 free Italy :
—

' Arrived beneath the walls of Verona, the struggle
vas inevitably about to change its nature, as well in a

nilitary as in a political aspect. Obliged to attack the

:nemy in front, who was entrenched behind great for-

resses and protected on his flanks by the neutrality of

he surrounding territory, and about to begin a long
md barren war, I found myself in face of Europe in

.rms, ready either to dispute our successes or to aggra-

vate our reverses.
1 Nevertheless the difficulty of the enterprise would

lot have shaken my resolution if the means had not

)een out of proportion to the results to be expected.
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book It was necessary to crush boldly the obstacles o]

by neutral territories, and then to accept a conflict 01

the Khine as well as the Adige. It was necessary t<

fortify ourselves openly with the concurrence of revoi

Intion. It was necessary to go on shedding precious

blood, and at last risk that which a sovereign slioulc

only stake for the independence of his country.
' If I have stopped it was neither through weaknes

nor exhaustion, nor through abandoning the nobL

cause which I desired to serve, but for the interests o

France. I felt great reluctance to put reins upon tht

ardour of our soldiers, to retrench from my programiw
the territory from the Mincio to the Adriatic, and to se<

vanish from honest hearts noble illusions and patriotf

hopes. In order to serve the independence of Italy,

made war against the mind of Europe, and as soon a

the destinies of my country appeared to be endang
I concluded peace.

4 Our efforts and our sacrifices, have they beei

merely losses? No; we have a right to be proud o

this campaign. We have vanquished an army,numei
brave, and well organised. Piedmont has been deliv

from invasion ; her frontiers have been extended to tli

Mincio. The idea of Italian nationality has now I

admitted by those who combated it most. All tli

Sovereigns of the Peninsula comprehend the impcriou
want of salutary reforms.

k

Thus, after having given a fresh proof of the m
tary power of France, the peace we have concluded

be prolific in happy results. Each day the future

disclose additional proofs of the happiness of Italy,

iniluence of France, and the tranquillity of Europe.'
To say that the Emperor made peace after mor

liberating Lombardy is to do him wrong. lie left 1

free to work out her own emancipation. He said

nili
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uch to Victor Emmanuel when they parted ;
he pro- chap.

jlaimed it to his Parliament
;
and he laboured for it

hrough difficulties innumerable afterwards, of which

England did not create the least provoking. He watched

;he insurrections of Modena, Parma, and Tuscany ;
he

narked the movements towards liberty from Papal mis-

government of Umbria and the Komagna ; and, albeit

le was constrained to protest, and although events were

lot working themselves out after his own design of an

[talian Confederation, he left Cavour free to act. His

opposition was rather feigned than serious
;
for had he

seen resolute to stay the progress of Italian liberty,

Russia, Austria, and the whole conservative and monar-

hical forces of Europe would have combined on his

>ide. These would have delighted to put an end to the

xpeditions of Garibaldi and the intrigues of Mazzini, and

:o have closed the revolutionary epoch which appeared
be threatening Europe, when Victor Emmanuel was

seen hobnobbing in the streets of Naples with Garibaldi's

ed- shirts.

The conduct of Napoleon throughout was in favour

of Italian freedom and unity. The Congress which he

bad favoured fell through, when, after the appearance
3f the famous pamphlet

' The Pope and the Congress,'
n which Rome and a garden were marked as the limits

of the Pontiff's future temporal sovereignty, His Majesty
wrote to the Holy Father suggesting that he should

3ede the Komagna to Piedmont. This, and the sub-

stitution of M. Thouvenel for Count Walewski at the

French Foreign Office, estranged the Pope from * the

eldest son of the Church.' 4 Non possumus,' said His

Holiness
; and that famous dictum stood in force thence-

forth. Lamoriciere, in support of this refusal, organised
m army of Eoman Catholic volunteers, to protect the

Papal territories. If the Emperor did not encourage,

VI.
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XI
hook he did not oppose the assembling of this force. To

have opposed it openly, would have been to offend the<

entire body of the Catholic Church. It was a risk, not

to be taken by the sovereign of a Catholic nation. hut

t he sympathies ofNapoleon were with the Italian people ;

and when Cavour ordered General Cialdini to attack

the Papa] volunteers, His Majesty, while recalling his

Ambassador from Turin, is said to have remarked to the

Italian captain: 'Frappez vite etfrappez fort.'

The Papal volunteers were routed again and again

at (

1

astelfIdardo, at Perugia, and at Ancona, and finally

disbanded, and thus the greater part of the States of the

Church were, by the votes of their inhabitants, added to

free Italy under Victor Emmanuel. The Kingdom of

Italy was created
; and the subalpine Parliament pro-

claimed that Rome was its capital. But the Eternal

City was not to be the capital of an Italy free and
i

united from the Alps to the Adriatic, until the fortu

of her liberator had suffered shipwreck,
The subsequent relations of the Emperor Napoleon i

with the Vatican may be briefly stated. In 1864, in

the September Convention it was agreed that the !

French troops should be withdrawn from the Papal

territory; that Italy should undertake to protect the

temporalities of the Holy Father, and adopt Floreno

the Capital of the kingdom. The Pope applied hi

famous '

Xonpossumus
'

to this agreement ;
but it st

nevertheless. The Italians transferred the seat

government to Florence
;
but they openly avowed th

they looked upon it as only a half-way resting-pla

between Turin and Rome. The Antibes Legion w
formed, in which there was a large Frencli elemen

The best friend of Italy was still thought to be the dutif

"ii of the Church. In 1866, after the war betw
Austria and Prussia, he handed over Venetia to ill
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3rown of Italy. His reward was the Garibaldian rising, chap.

which drew French battalions back to Italian soil for . Yl_

:he protection of the Pope, and was ended by De

Failly's chassepots. The return of the French to Home
was unfortunate alike for France and for the Church.
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CHAPTEE I.

THE COMMERCIAL TREATY WITH ENGLAND.

The Emperor Napoleon understood better than any char
monarch of his time that Peace has her victories not ._

L

less renowned than War. It was in pursuit of dreams

for the progress and perfection of civilisation ; for the

enfranchisement of nationalities ;
for the dispersion of

barbarism, and the establishment of settled forms of

civilised government in the East and West ; and for

the glorious part which France should take in these

high enterprises, that he sent his eagles far and wide.

I They travelled to Senegal, to Cochin-China, and to the

(heart of the Celestial Empire. The close of the Italian

war found allied French and English armies fighting at

Palikao, and presently masters of Pekin. In 1857

Kabylia had been subjugated. In i860 French bat-

talions went to the rescue of the Maronites, threatened

with extermination by the Druses, in Syria. In 1862

the Treaty with the Emperor of Annam gave the

French Empire a magnificent colony in the far East.

New Caledonia had been French territory since 1853.

These were successes and glories of the Imperial regime
which carried the popularity of the Sovereign to an

extravagant height in the middle of his reign. He
valued them undoubtedly as helping to consolidate his

dynasty, and to fix the crown upon the head of the

child he so passionately loved ;
but also, and chiefly, as

helping to make his Empire the first and most powerful
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book on the face of the earth. The zeal with which, imme-l

diately after his return from the field of Solferino, hel

gave his attention to the reform of Algerian institutions,!

and the patience with which he went and studied the I

subject under the torrid skies of that unmanageable]

colony, displayed the strength and the ample range ofl

his mind. He was still in the full vigour of his lifej

and he laboured diligently over the details of that

reconstruction of the Government of Algeria, which

remains one of the striking proofs of his aptitude for

the broad lines of organisation. On December 10, i860,

the new Algerian Government was put in force ; and

under the vigorous impulse of it the colony
—and

especially the natives in it—took fresh life. Aral!

schools were established, the natives were encour;

to settle upon the land, towns and villages sprang up
'Let us endeavour,' said the Emperor later, in a letter

1

to Marshal MacMahon, whom lie had appointed Go-

vernor-General, 'by all available means to conciliate

this proud and warlike, but intelligent agricultural

population. . . . Algeria is not strictly a colony, but an

Arab kingdom. The natives have an equal right with

the colonists to my protection. I am the Emperor of

the Arabs as well as Emperor of the French.'

1 This letter, dated February 7, remained for forty-eight hours

1 863, describes how the land is to be rounded with between fifteen

first distributed to the tribes in twenty thousand Saharians,

douars, that it may ultimately fall filed their rifles in his ears (tl

in parcels into the hands of indi- manner of saluting) and el

viduals, and so make the wandering bootl with their beards. Not

Arab a settled citizen. showed the least sign (if rem
imee wrote to Panizzi (June They gave him oxen roasted wlic

23, 1865) that the Emperor had they made him eat ostriches

returned from Algeria, delighted other impossible animals
;
but ever

with his reception. Mlis Majesty where he was received as a helot

went into the Great Desert with a sovereign. He is very proud ai

score of Frenchmen as escort, and very pleased.'
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But the most memorable event of the year i860, in chap.

which the Italian question was finally settled, and

Savoy and Nice were added to French territory, even at

the risk of a rupture of the Anglo-French alliance,
1

was the signature of the Commercial Treaty between

England and France which had been in course of active

negotiation throughout the previous autumn, and on

which, indeed, there had been correspondence at in-

tervals between the two Governments since 1852.
The negotiations which ended in the Anglo-French

Commercial Treaty have been traced back by M. Eouher
to M. de Vergennes in 1786. They had broken down

again and again.

In 1 83 1, Sir John Bowring and Mr. George Yilliers

(afterwards Lord Clarendon) were engaged as Com-
missioners for the negotiation of a Commercial Treaty
with France. They failed miserably. The French

Commissioners were not ill-afFected, according to Sir

John Bowring ;

2 but ' the King himself was a deceiver

throughout. He was a large forest proprietor, and

could not reconcile himself to the losses he anticipated,

1 May 10, i860. from his Autobiography, §c. Edited
'

Savoy, as I foresaw, poisons "by his daughter, the Hon. Mrs.

everything abroad and at home. Hardcastle. Vol. ii. chapter xxxiv.

There is no longer any confidence in Murray.

peace continuing a month longer, On May 19 M. Thiers said to

and we may he fighting France Mr. Senior, of the cession of Savoy :

single-handed, or (what I really
' The worst humiliation of 181 5 has

believe would be worse) with a been wiped out, and a portion at

coalition of effete and corrupt Con- least of our natural frontier has been

tinental States. The present Minis- restored to us. Even I, who am
ters are supposed to have been out- among those who most disapprove
witted by Louis Napoleon, and to his general conduct, feel grateful.'

have disabled themselves for any
2
Autobiographical Recollections

resistance to bis aggressive plans by of Sir John Bowring. With a brief

swallowing the bait of his com- Memoir. By Lewis B. Bowring.
mercial treaty'

—
Life of John, Lord Henry S. King & Co., 1877.

Campbell, fyc, consisting of a Selection
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book should the importation of English iron lessen the value
XII^

,

'

-< of the timber employed in the manufactures of the

French. Then, in the House of Peers and Chamber of

Deputies, there were the most potent possessors of thorn

privileges which excluded foreign articles from iairi

competition with the national productions. They maim
tained that the markets of France belonged by right

to Frenchmen, and that foreigners were but intruders

there. Independently of the resistance we met with in

the highest quarters, almost all the subordinate func-

tionaries were bitter enemies of commercial liberty, an
the remembrance of the old quarrels with Great Britain

made the introduction of our goods particularly ob-

noxious to French policy.' The Lyons Chamber 06

Commerce, led by Arles-Dufour and the great wine-

growers of the Gironde, was the one exception.

When, at the beginning of 1849, Lord Palmer- ton

made application to France through M. Drouyn de

Lhuys to ascertain the disposition of the French \lc-

public to enter upon a policy of reciprocal trade, he

was told that the people of France were not prepared
for it.

1 The Legislative Body, in 1856, rejected the

Government project. French public opinion wa

little prepared for it, even ten years later, that when

the leading economists of France had found in the

Sovereign a prince enlightened enough to perceive t

immense advantages which France must reap fron

a Commercial Treaty as British free-traders were
p:

pared to give, they were compelled to negotiate

"et, to do the good they contemplated by stealth.

According to Mr. W. S. Lindsay, the Anglo-Fren

Treaty of i860 was broached in the Crystal Palace

18s i,
2 when Richard Cobden and Michel Chevali

1 Letter from M. Drouyn de a ' In that marvellous struetur

Lhuys, dated January 3, 1849. two great and good men for tl
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first met there, and resolved ' to secure a more free chap.

interchange of those articles each country produced -

L

more cheaply and more abundantly than the other.'

This led to a correspondence between the two, and

to tentative conversations between Count Persigny and

Lord Palmerston. ' Cobden and I,' M. Chevalier said

to Mr. Senior, in May i860, after the great work had
been completed,

' had long been in correspondence as

to the means of improving the commercial relations of

our countries. I always told them that it could be

effected only by a treaty, as the legislature is ultra-

Protectionist. He met me at the railway terminus when
I reached London last October to attend the Bradford

meeting ;
told me that this was the time to make the

lattempt ; that the long annuities had just fallen in
; and

'that he had seen Gladstone, who said that he was

jresolved
that the money thereby saved should not fall

into the gulf of a constantly increasing expenditure.

|He introduced me to Bright and to Gladstone, both of

'whom I found earnest in the cause.
' On my return to Paris I consulted Eouher, Fould,

jand
Baroche. I found them ready to co-operate with

me. Cobden came to Paris, and it was agreed that on

October 24 I should see the Emperor at eleven o'clock,

and open the matter to him, and that Cobden should

see him at three the same day.

'I related to the Emperor the subject of my con-

first time met—Richard Cobden of who produced them, to the great

England and Michel Chevalier of loss of whole communities, and

France. Men of such great intel- that, consequently, productions and

igence could not fail to see how manufactures were limited by a

numerous were the articles exhibited system of protection, alike iniquitous
which were required by the people and unnecessary for the purposes of

of both countries where they could revenue.'—History ofMerchant Ship-
not be economically produced, but ping and Ancient Commerce. By
which were heavily taxed, merely W. S. Lindsay. 1876.

for the special benefit of the few
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BOOK evening, and announce himself as ' a gentleman wh(

_
X

?

J,

_. desired to see Mr. Cobden.' While the negotiation*

were in progress there was a change of Ministry. M
Fould was transferred from the Finances to the Ministry

of State, and M. Magne—a staunch Protectionist—wi
appointed to the vacant place. M. Magne got scent c

the work that was being carried forward in the Hue d

Berri, and in his agitation communicated his fears I

friends, who told them to M. Thiers. The historian c

the Empire was so impressed with the dangers which, t

his mind, free trade must bring upon his country,

he wrote a letter to the Emperor, in which he implorl
him to pause before he sold France to the English ; am

he even offered to go to the Tuileries and demonstral

to His Majesty that the proposed treaty would ruin th

country.
1

The Emperor sent for M. Rouher, and laid the lette

before him. The chief conspirator of the Rue de Bed
read it, and then said :

'

Sire, pray listen to him.

agree to the interview on one condition, that you alio?

me to be present, and to answer M. Thiers. I have in

hesitation in signing the Treaty ;
for I know it is for til

great good of my country.'

The Emperor decided to decline the interview.

The negotiations proceeded slowly ;
for Mr. Colulei

spoke French with difficulty, at first; and M. Rou)

knew no English. Michel Chevalier was the int

preter. Mr. Cobden and M. Rouher became e

friends. Of Cobden M. Rouher said :

' He was a

clear-headed, simple-minded man
;

full of kind]

occasionally, even of humour. Sometimes he would

asleep during the four hours' discussions. He had

1 M. Thiers said of the Treaty (England) so much harm—not e^

to Mr. Senior (May 19, 1860) :
' No your opposition to the Suez Canal.'

•vent in modern times has done you
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care or mind for details
; and when the small items of chap.

the tariff were under discussion, he would pass them -

easily and airily
—his invariable phrase being :

" No
trade !

" ' l

The convention that was signed by Lord Cowley on

the part of England and by M. Baroche on the part of

France on January 23, r86o, laid down the bases of

the Treaty ;
but the Treaty itself was the public work

of the Superior Council, aided by the most distinguished

representatives of all branches of trade and manu-

factures, who sat for eight months. It was fiercely

denounced by the Protectionists
; but, as M. Eouher

skilfully reminded the Chamber of Deputies in the

lebate on the renewal of the Treaty in 1880, the

Dpposition (the famous Opposition of Five) supported
t. M. Emile Olivier said in the Legislative Chamber

May 1, i860), in reply to the objectors to the secret

nanner in which the Treaty had been prepared, that it

Aras undoubtedly to be regretted that it had not been

submitted to the representatives of the country ;
but

le taunted the Protectionists with having provoked the

brm adopted, by their opposition to the efforts of the

jrovernment to put aside prohibitive duties, and he

idvised them to accept the fait accompli, and to identify
heir interests with those of their work-folk, who would

)e greatly benefited by these advances towards free trade.

1 few weeks later (July 1 2) M. Olivier said :
' Since last

ession the Government have realised three great acts

vhich I approve ; they have decreed an amnesty, they
lave made a considerable step towards free trade, and

hey have enforced in Italy the principle of non-incer-
r

ention. On all the laws that have been, or that may
)e, the consequence of these three acts, I and my friends

1 Conversation between M. Rouher and B. J., June 18, 1
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book have given them, and we shall continue to give them,

_
X

?

L
, a loyal support.'

1

Not only Mr. Cobden bore repeated witness to the

courage, the patience, and the intelligence with which

the Emperor helped forward the famous Treaty. Mr.

Bright had also been in Paris during the negotiations,

and at the ceremony of unveiling the statue of his

illustrious friend, in the Exchange Rooms at Brad-

ford (July 25, 1877), he said of the Treaty and its

authors :
—

'If you want to trace his (Cobden's) great life and

his works, you will come to the question of the Frencl

Treaty
—that work which Mr. Cobden performed as it

were of his own hand. He went to France, com]
municated with his friend M. Michel Chevalier, the

eminent French economist, and put himself into com-

munication with the Emperor, who was most h<

and intelligent upon this question. M. Eouher, the

French Minister, was enabled to commence negotiations,

which for many months went on, interfered with by

many obstacles, but by no obstacles in France so great,

I believe, as some of the obstacles which came from this

country. Finally, the Treaty was signed, and the

triumph achieved. I venture to say there is no a <

any statesman left that can be looked back to with

more unalloyed pleasure by him who did it, or by his

friends who stood by him and commended him, than

that great act of the Commercial Treaty with our

neighbouring country—France. There are person-
think that much did not come out of it. There a

persons who want the world to get on a great de

fester than it appears that Providence has enabled it

get on. I saw the other day, in that little book of

1 Le 19 Janvier. Par Enaile Olivier. Paris, Librairie Internationale,

1869.
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phworth's, that he says that no less than twenty-seven
commercial treaties between different countries in Eu-

rope followed the Treaty between England and France,

and if it were the time or the opportunity now to give

you the figures connected with it, you would see that

the traffic between England and France in fifteen years
had increased threefold, and that the commerce be-

tween half a dozen of the principal nations of Europe
had also increased to an enormous extent. . . . Take

the countries of France and England, is there anyone
who doubts that from the passing of the French Treaty
the state of feeling between France and England has

been entirely changed^ and changed in a most whole-

some direction ? We all know that when the Emperor

agreed to that Treaty he agreed to it with the honest

intention that the two countries should be united by
commercial relations. During an interview I had with

him along with Mr. Cobclen, just after the conclusion of

the Treaty, putting his hands together, he said :

" What
I want is that the two countries should be so bound to-

gether by their commercial interests, that it should not

be in the power of any Government, or Sovereign, or

statesman, to bring them into a state of war." The mo-

ment that Treaty passed the unfriendly feeling that pre-

viously existed in England
—and which I believe some

statesmen dishonestly fostered—was changed, and a very
different state of feeling was produced.'

The broad lines of the Commercial Treaty may be

briefly stated. France undertook to reduce all duties

on English manufactures thirty per cent, as a maxi-

mum
;
and on English coal and coke to fifteen centimes

the ioo kilogrammes. England, more liberal, abolished

duties on French manufactures, as arms, wrought iron,

silk and woollen fabrics ;
and reduced the duty on

wines to one shilling the gallon, rising to two in pro-

245
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book portion to the alcoholic strength. French spirits were

„
xn "

. to be admitted on payment of tlie equivalent of the

home excise duty. The most favoured nation clause

gave to each country the benefit of any reduction of

remission of duty either might grant to a third Power*

As regards trade-marks, industrial designs, &c, the

subjects of each Power were placed on an equality witP

those of the other. The Treaty was signed for todt

years ;
and within those ten years the value of \\m

imports from France to England were more
doubled. 1

Speaking of the work in which he had borne the

foremost part, Mr. Cobden remarked:—2

1 It has been truly said that France lias been hitherto

as a nation attached to those principles of commercial

restriction which we in England have but lately reL

ourselves from, but which have cost us thirty yeai

pretty continuous labour, and the services of three or

four most eminent statesmen, in order to bring us to

our present state of comparative freedom of commerce.

The Frenclr, on the contrary, have hardly taken a

single step in this direction; and it was left for the

present Emperor—and he alone had the power
—to

accomplish that object, and to his Minister of Commerce

(M. Eouher), who for the last eighteen months has

scarcely given himself twenty-four hours of leisi

it was left for them to accomplish in France, in tl

course of a couple of years, what has taken us ii,

land at least thirty years to effect. I mention thi;

because I wish—and I have a reason for it, which I wi

ite in a moment—I wish it to be borne in mind
has been the magnitude of the task which the Frencl

In 1859 the value v 3
Speech to his constit:.

16,870,859/., and in 1869 it was Rochdale, June 26, 1861.

33,527,377^. by Hichard Cobden. Macmillan
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jOVernment has had to accomplish on this occasion, chap.

They had to confront powerful influences which were

jit the moment entirely unbroken, and they had to

attack the whole body of monopoly in France.' 1

The best testimony in support of the wisdom of

the Treaty of i860 lies in the statistics of the exports

jand imports of the two contracting parties for the last

twenty years. The metal trade of France, the chiefs

of which were the free-trade Emperor's most violent

opponents, has increased 89 per cent. The deposits in

the French savings banks now amount to forty millions

'sterling. In 1857 the French import of raw materials

was to the value of about thirty millions sterling : it is

now ninety millions sterling. In his speech to the

Chamber of Deputies in 1880, M. Eouher showed how
the public fortune had increased by 240 millions sterling
since 1852. He told the deputies that in a period of

eight years of comparative free trade, France had ex-

ported 680 millions sterling of manufactures, and had

imported only to the value of 160 millions. Mr.

Cobden's old fellow-worker stood bravely,
* defeated but

undismayed,' before a hostile Eepublican Chamber, to

demonstrate the good which had flowed from the com-
mercial policy of the Empire. He spoke for four hours

to an audience whose attention his authority as an

economist and his eloquence as a debater commanded
;

1 The death of Cobden (April, countrymen could not but help to

1865) was deeply regretted by the strengthen the bonds which unite

Emperor. He ordered that a bust England and France. I beg you to

of him should be placed in the express to his widow my real regret,
museum at Versailles. He wrote to and to receive the assurance of my
Mr. Charles Cobden, the great free- high esteem.—Napoleon.'

trader's brother :
' I feel deeply the At the time of his death Mr.

misfortune which has befallen your Cobden was acting as a member of

family, for Mr. Cobden had always the Imperial Commission for the

shown great sympathy with this Exhibition of 1867.

country, and his influence over his
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r.ooK and he thorouglily vindicated the claim of his SovereiH

^^i_ to the gratitude of France for the act of courage and

enlightenment by which, in i860, he threw open his

ports to his neighbours
—even while they were reviling

him, and hastily arming against him.
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IT.

CHAPTEE II.

THE REPEAL OF THE FRENCH NAVIGATION" LAWS.

The immediate effect of the Treaty of i860 was to chap

lirect the minds of Frenchmen and Englishmen to the

French Navigation Laws. These were in a deplorable
tate ; and Mr. W. L. Lindsay, after having carried a

notion in the House of Commons (March 29, i860) for

m address to the Queen to enter into negotiations with

:he Emperor, with the view of making a treaty
* for

;he reciprocal abrogation of all discriminating duties

evied upon the vessels and their cargoes of either of

;he two nations in the ports of the other,' was, nine

nonths after the passing of the treaty, sent to Paris

by Lord Eussell to urge the French Government to

pass such measures in relation to her mercantile ma-

rine
' as would be most conducive to the interests of

ler own people, irrespective of other nations.' The

question was one so charged with technical details that

Lord Cowley confessed his utter inability to deal with

t, and was delighted to leave it in Mr. Lindsay's
lands. Mr. Lindsay has given a very interesting, and,
;o far as he is concerned, a very modest account of his

nission.

' The advantages I possessed,' he remarks,
' were a

practical knowledge of the subject in all its bearings
md details

;
a slight personal knowledge of the Em-

Deror, which I had gained when I had an interview
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book with him about his transport service during the Crimean

war
; and, more especially, the friendship of Michel

Chevalier, through whom I became acquainted with

M. Eouher, the then Minister of Commerce.
4

Having consulted with MM. Eouher and Chevalier

as to the most advisable course to pursue, and seeing

with them the difficulties which had to be overcome,
I had resolved with their entire consent—indeed, on

their suggestion
—to seek an audience with the Em-

peror himself, a course which so thoroughly met the

approval of Lord Cowley, that he, at once, undertook

to obtain it, and, himself, to accompany me to the

Tuileries. I had learned from the "
tossing of the

horses' heads
"
what an apt scholar I was about to

meet, and that any imperfect arguments or inconclusive

facts would be at once detected. Consequently, I had

carefully rehearsed in my mind every point necessary
to bring under his notice, and had taken all my figures

from the French Official Returns, At first the subject,

necessarily a dry one, did not seem to interest the

Emperor ; but, when I called his attention to the fact

that, while the Bailing-ships of Great Britain had been

increased during the previous twenty years by 2,800,000

tons, and her steamers by 400,000 tons, those of France

had only in that time been increased by 370,000 torn]

and 50,000 tons respectively, though her general com-

merce, in any other branch, increased nearly as rapidly
as our own, he asked me to repeat the figures, and

explain why it was that there was such an enormous

difference. The task was an easy one; but, perhaps]
the facts that struck him most were, that, though tl

shipowners of France were carefully protected at a los

to the community, as more than one-half of the who!

of her over-sea carrying trade was conducted byforei

vessels, owing to the differential duties, her people wei
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really paying greatly enhanced prices for everything chap.

they required from abroad, without adding one sixpence . _
IL

to his revenue.
' The interview, which, altogether, lasted for nearly

two hours, must, however, have made a considerable

impression on the Emperor, for, on parting, he re-

quested me to put in writing, and in a letter addressed

to himself, the leading facts and figures I had brought
under his notice, and to let him have it that evening if

convenient. I made it convenient, and by 6 p.m. of that

day he received the letter.

1 On the following morning I received a note from

his private secretary, M. Mocquard, saying that the

Emperor wished to see me that forenoon alone. After

communicating with Lord Cowley, I waited upon His

Majesty, and his first expression was : "I have read

your letter more than once, and I wish you to explain

more fully the effect of the Navigation Laws." That

I might convey to his mind, effectually, the operation

of all such laws, I asked for the use of a Mercator chart

on a large scale, which was soon obtained, and, spread-

ing it on the floor, I drew upon it, with a pencil, lines

to explain, for instance, the usual course of commerce

with India, by way of Egypt as well as by the Cape of

Good Hope. I then showed him that, though our

steamers and sailing-ships were constantly passing his

chief ports of Havre and Marseilles laden with produce,

of which his people might be in the greatest want, the

differential duties imposed by his laws prevented us

from landing these goods; and then, turning to his

own official returns, I repeated the fact that not one

franc of revenue was derived from these dues
; so that,

while his people were heavy losers on one hand, his

exchequer was not benefited on the other. To obtain

the sugar, coffee, indigo, and other articles with which,
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XII.
BOOK for instance, a Peninsula and Oriental steamer passi

- his port of Marseilles was laden, it was necessary that

they should be carried through the Straits of Gibraltar

(still tracing the lines on the chart), cross the Bay of

Biscay, pass his other great port of Havre, and sol

carried on to Southampton, to be there landed, and.

most likely sent by railway to London, where they wertf

bonded, and thence shipped again in either French o*

English vessels for Calais or Boulogne, and then con-

ed across France to wherever they might tx

quired by his people, possibly even to Marseilles or

Havre.

'"Now, Sire," I said, still kneeling on the chart

and looking earnestly at the Emperor,
"

if your people

prefer to have what Indian produce they need con\

to them in that very roundabout and expensive manner,
instead of importing it direct in whatever vessels may
be ready to carry the produce to them on the

favourable terms, it is a process to which I, as an

Englishman, have no objection to offer, for we carry in

our ships not merely the great bulk of the Indian

produce, but have also much extra profit from it in the

shape of landing, bonding, railway carriage, transship!

ment, commissions, and so forth
;
I do not, however,

see how your manufacturers can compete successfully

with those of other nations, if they are compelled fc

your Navigation Laws to import the raw material th

require by such antiquated and expensive modes

these."
4 As the room in which we were was small and tl

light not very good, the Emperor had followed m
tuple, and, that he might see the lines and por

more distinctly, had himself, before I concluded, kne

down also on the chart.
4 In the palaces of France are to be found ma
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grand pictures descriptive of the wars of the Emperor, chap.

but its artists may now add to the decoration of these *-—^—
walls a far grander and nobler scene, and represent

their last Emperor performing a duty to his people of

much greater importance as regards their future wel-

fare and happiness, and far more worthy of record

than the blood-stained fields of Magenta and Solferino.'

In consequence of Mr. Lindsay's discussion with the

Emperor, the Minister of Commerce, M. Eouher, drew

up a report to His Majesty relative to the state of the

French Mercantile Marine, which was published in the

'Moniteur' in May, 1862; and two months later the

Superior Council of Commerce opened a minute enquiry,
which lasted a considerable time, and was eventually
embodied in three bulky volumes. The conclusions

were in favour of radical liberal changes ;
but these

were not sanctioned by the Chambers, after many pro-

longed discussions, until May, 1866, and the wisdom

that had triumphed in England in 1849 had taken

seventeen years to cross the Channel.

The new law was violently opposed by French ship-

owners—a Protectionist class, as Mr. Lindsay remarks—
and in June, 1867, their influence was strong enough to

obtain another decree that nullified in many respects

the law of the previous year
—for their benefit, but to

the disadvantage of the nation. The law of 1866

suffered later under the Protectionist influence of M.

Thiers, who had inspired the Assembly with his old-

fashioned delusive theories, and persuaded it to revise

the Treaty of i860 in a Protectionist sense, and in 1872
to reverse much of the law of 1866. Under a threat

of resignation he reimposed upon a still distracted

country the surtaxes de pavilion
—thus favouring a

small class at the expense of the community—and, in

short, swept away, as Mr. Lindsay tells us,
' the chief
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BOOK provisions of the wise and liberal Merchant Shipping
J}^ Act of Napoleon III.'

M. Thiers's triumph was, however, of short duration;

He resigned the Chief Magistracy of the Eepublic on

May 24, 1873 ;
and two months afterwards the Assembly

retraced the steps which had led M. Thiers into erroa

and for the second time abolished the surtaxes de /"iril/on.

And thus foreign vessels 1 are replaced, in French ports,

upon the same footing as those of France, as the Emperor
left them.

1

Except in the coasting trade.
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CHAPTEE III.

THE YEAR i860.

The year i860 was at once the most active and the chap.

most glorious year of the reign of Napoleon III. In *.—,-!_

this year, as we have seen, the Commercial Treaty with

England was signed ;
the march of Italy towards free-

dom and unity slowly proceeded, in spite of diplomatic

and ecclesiastical difficulties, and the animosities of the

English and German peoples, stimulated by the sus-

picions of their Governments. The Prince Consort,

and Lords Palmerston and John Kussell, persisted in

regarding the Emperor as bent upon the remodelling of

the map of Europe to the advantage of France ; and

they did not discourage the idea that his increase of

his navy, and the attention which he was paying to the

efficiency of his army, were preparations for a descent

upon England. There is not the smallest item of

evidence to support the charge, then freely made, that

the Emperor ever even meditated this act of treachery
towards his best ally. He chafed under the suspicion.

He protested against it as unhandsome and utterly

groundless in his conversations with Lord Cowley and

Lord Clarendon. In April Lord Palmerston wrote to

Lord Cowley :
' The Emperor's mind seems as full of

schemes as a warren is full of rabbits.' It was busy

enough ;
but not with the elaboration of desperate

adventures in any corner of Europe, as it pleased the

English Premier and Foreign Secretary to represent it.
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jsook The Emperor had more than enough of domestic affair

•—
,
—• on his hands. He was meditating and preparing hi

1 Life of Ccesar ;

'

and was becoming so engrossed witl

this literary work, which was his delight, that hi

Ministers began to complain of the difficulty of obtaining
his full attention to questions of State. The financial

condition of the country was unsatisfactory. On all

sides indications of a rising opposition to personal or

absolute government were appearing. The clergy had

been angered by the Emperor's acquiescence in the

aggressive revolutionary policy of the Sardinian (m>

vernment, which had reduced the temporalities of the

Pope ;
and were fomenting throughout the country a

spirit hostile to his Government. 1

The Emperor was perplexed by the irritation and

the warlike preparations of England and Germany ;
and

he was deeply grieved by the violent invectives of the

press of the two countries against his person and

Government; but he uttered no words of resentment!

even when he saw that England was working towards I

German and Austrian alliance against him.

The Prince Consort, in a letter to the Prince RegeHJ
of Prussia (January 25, i860), described the Emperol

Napoleon as in a cleft stick between his promises to t lie

Italian revolution and those he had made to the Pop
And the Prince was not dissatisfied to see His Majes
in this unpleasant predicament. He anticipated di

satisfaction in England at the Commercial Treat;

>r.

1 The Uninerg, the Bretagne, and against t! acyclical Letter

I'Ami de la Religion, three Ultra- to the French bishops. The Mil

montaiif organs, were suppressed in of the Interior, in a circular I

thr sparing, on reports of M. Billault, to the Prefects, directed them to put

Minister of the Interior. M. Thou- an end to the violent harangues that

. Minister of Foreign Affairs, were being delivered from provincial
addressed a letter to the French pulpits.

Ambassador in Rome, protesting
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that even this enlightened act would not tell in the chap.

Emperor's favour. As for the cession of Savoy and -. -
n

,

L
.

Nice, it had his heartiest condemnation
; albeit it was

made possible by the four points of Lord John Kussell's

proposal for the final adjustment of the Italian question,

3ne of which left Central Italy free to act for herself.

This was the real starting point of the great Italian

kingdom, the establishment of which justified the

Emperor in demanding the frontier of the Maritime

Alps, with the assent of the populations, in accordance

with the intention, which, as Cavour admitted, he had

aever disguised.
1

Although the cession of the two Italian provinces
was candidly and reasonably explained by M. Thou-

?enel to Lord Cowley, as giving no fresh strength to

France, but merely placing in her hands the passes by
which she might be invaded when Italy had become a

*reat kingdom, it was made the groundwork of a

ierce wordy war in France and Germany against the

Emperor and the Empire, led by English Ministers in

thorough accord with the Court, and in sympathy with

lie German Powers. The democratic leanings of the

Emperor were the unacknowledged cause of the bitter-

1 'It is due to the Emperor to stipulated on the part of France

)ear in mind that he had all along that, if the events of the war were

nade us aware, that, if the war to give the kingdom of Sardinia a

hould result in establishing a great population of ten or twelve million

tali an kingdom in the hands of souls, France would put forward a

Victor Emmanuel, he should stipu- claim to Savoy. These arrange-
ate for the surrender of these pro- ments remained in the form of a pro-
inces to France.'—Martin's Life of ject, and, when the war actually
he Prince Consort, vol. v. p. 25. took place, he asked Cavour to con-

'

Previously to Prince Napoleon's vert it into a treaty, which Cavour

narriage, the possibility of war with declined, saying that it was not

Austria had been discussed between necessary.'
—The Emperor in conver-

he French and Sardinian Govern- sation with Lord Cowley, February

aents, and, among other arrange- 9, i860,

aents depending on it, it was

VOL. IV. S
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book ness with which his work of Italian liberation was

-~ , '-* regarded. On January 12 the Prince Kegent, in open-

ing the Prussian Chambers, announced the increase ofl

the military forces of the kingdom, and that develop-!

ment and reorganisation of the Prussian army, which!

made it equal to its mighty work in 1870.

The Emperor complained to Lord Cowley (February

9, 1 860) that credit was not given to him for the sin-'

cerity of his intentions. 4

What,' he asked the BritiH

Ambassador,
' could be more natural than that, if

Northern and Central Italy were to be fused into one

kingdom, he should desire to have a frontier a little

better protected on that side than it now is ? It was

unfair to call the annexation of a small mountainous

district to France by the name of conquest or aggran-

disement. It would be nothing but a measure of

legitimate defence.' l

When the House of Commons had by a large ma-

jority carried an address to the Queen expressing its

satisfaction with the Commercial Treaty, the Emperor
seized the opportunity, while thanking Mr. Gladstone

for a copy of his great Budget speech, of reiterating

the expression of his hope that the Treaty might restore

to their normal state the political relations of the two

countries. '

Despite the difficulties which surround

His Majesty wrote to Lord Cowley,
'

despite the pi

judices which still exist in France, as they do

England, I shall always continue to do everything

my power to cement more and more closely the alliani

of the two nations, for it is my profound convictic

1 The Treaty of cession of Savoy Cavour signed it only on a tt

nnd Nice to France was signed on that if he refused the French

March 24, i860. According to a would occupy Bologna and J'lor

latter from Sir James Hudson to The Sardinian Chambers appro!

Lord John Russell (May 1, i860), the cession by 229 votes against 33-

i
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that their harmonious action is indispensable for the chap

good of civilisation, and that their antagonism would . ,_

be a calamity to all. While saying this, I would ask

you, my dear Lord Cowley, to pardon me, if occa-

sionally I give too warm expression to the pain I feel

at seeing the animosities and the prejudices of another

age springing up afresh in England, like those weeds

which will spring up fresh and fresh, let ploughshare
and harrow do what they will. Let us hope that the

science of politics will make as much progress as agri-

culture and industry, and that man's intelligence will

bring his evil passions under subjection, as it has already
shown itself able to dominate matter.'

These were not the words of an enemy of England,
but rather those of ' the crowned philosopher

'

of

kindly heart and generous dreams, who had learned to

love and admire the land of his long exile, and whose

Ideepest desire was to live on terms of cordial friendship

with its Government and Sovereign. They were frankly
addressed by a Sovereign to an Ambassador at his Court,

in explanation of some hasty words that had escaped
him under the smart of the recent debate in the House

(of Commons, in which he had been roughly handled. 1

They were spoken at a State concert at the Tuileries, in

the hearing of the Eussian Ambassador. Lord Cowley
bad expostulated ;

and the Emperor had seen his mis-

1 In the course of this debate though Savoy, I believe, will not

March 3) Mr. Bright said of the perish and will not suffer—rather

loisy opposition to the cession of than we, the representatives of the

5avoy :
' The opposition, if you give people of England, should involve

t, must be futile
; you cannot pre- the Government of this country with

'ent the transference of Savoy, but the people and the Government of

'ou may, if you like, embroil Europe France on a matter in which we
jnd bring England into collision with have really no interest whatever.'

France. I say, perish Savoy !
—
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book take, and unreservedly admitted it. This admission

v-i^i
1

:-. should have been generously acknowledged ;
but Lord

John Russell was never generous in his relations witw

the Emperor, nor, indeed, with France. He hastened

to thank Lord Cowley in a secret despatch for his finjfl

conduct; and the Queen, to whom the incident was

communicated, remarked of it : 'The circumstance is

useful, as proving that the Emperor, if met with firm-

js, is more likely to retract than if cajoled, and that

the statesmen of Europe have much to answer for, foil

having spoiled him in the last ten years by submis

and cajolery.' In these lines, which exactly express the

opinion of the Prince Consort, we find the keynote of

the remainder of the harassing contentions, suspici

and difficulties that accompanied the completion of

Italian unity and freedom. The weight of England was

never heartily thrown into the balance in favour
oj

Italy, but was given in diplomatic notes and royal

letters to the cause of legitimacy as opposed to popular

sovereignty and natural frontiers. It was at the direct

instigation of the Prince Consort that the Prince Regent

oi* Prussia protested against the cession.
1 When it was

acknowledged that the Italian States, which had de facto

emancipated themselves, might choose their own future

ruler, the Prince Consort wrote to the Prince Regent of
;

Prussia: 'We do not make a stand upon the princip]

of popular sovereignty, according to which a natii

might vote itself over from one ruler to another
(tl

would be illustrated in the case of Savoy, against whi(

we protested), neither do we recognise universal suffrage

In short, the opposition of the Prince to the Em]
was an opposition to all the fundamental princip]

1 ' At your request we have given Prussia to the Prince Consort, di

our opinion to tha same effect.'— March 4, i860. Martin's

Letter from the Prince Regent of Prince Consort, vol. v. p. 46.
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his political existence
; and the final acquiescence of chap

Russia, Austria, and Prussia in the cession of the two ,__

[talian provinces to France, he described in a letter to

Baron Stockmar as ' the worse than stupidity of the

Dther Powers.' In March, the feeling against the

Emperor ran so high in English official circles, and

n the mind of the Prince Consort, that the Queen
wrote to Lord John Russell that she feared it might
not be long before the union of Europe for safety

against a common enemy might become a painful

necessity.

The English panic of i860, which had not been

completely allayed two years later, must now appear
to all students of recent history as extraordinary and

as baseless as it then seemed to Mr, Cobden and his

friends. In his ' Three Panics,' Mr. Cobden boldly and

effectually attacked Lord Palmerston's panic expendi-
ture on fortifications, and showed that the increase of

the French navy was far behind that of England. The

French naval force of i860 was actually less than that

of 1847. We had 456 steamers afloat and France only

244 ; and, on May 1
,
the First Lord of the Admiralty

stated that more men were then employed in English

dockyards than at any previous time, not even ex-

cepting the period of the great war with France which

terminated in 181 5. Lord Palmerston left no doubt in

the minds of the people as to the quarter from which

England was to expect invasion. On July 23, in asking
for 9,000,000/. for defences, he said :

' It is difficult to say
where the storm may burst

;
but the horizon is charged

with clouds which betoken the possibility of a tempest.
The Committee of course knows that, in the main, I am

speaking of our immediate neighbours across the Channel,
and there is no use in disguising it*

' To appreciate fully the scope and bearing of these
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book words,
1
it is necessary,' Mr. Cobden remarked,

'
to refer to

y-
,

'

—> the precise circumstances under which they were spoken!
... At that moment, the negotiation of the details of

the Commercial Treaty with France, upon the liberB

arrangement of which depended the whole success oi

the measure, was at its most critical and importaB
stage. The public mind was under considerable mi

prehension respecting the progress of the meas

Owing to the systematic misrepresentations which

promulgated in certain political circles, and by a por-
tion of the press. The British Ministry alone knew that,

up to that time, the French Government had manii*

a disposition to carry out the details of the Treaty with

even unexpected liberality, and they could not have

been unaware how important it was, at such a juncture,
to preserve a conciliatory tone towards the Govern-

ment. It was at this critical moment that the speecl
burst upon the negotiators in Paris. Had its object

been to place the British Commissioners at the gre.

possible disadvantage, it could not have more effectuallj

accomplished the purpose. It cut the ground from

under their feet, in so far as the French Government had

been actuated by the political motive (apart from politico!

economical considerations) of seeking to strengthen the

friendly relations of the two countries as represented bj

their Governments. This plea of high state policy, wit

which the Emperor's Government had met the col

plaints of the powerful interests which believed thei

selves compromised by the Treaty, was in a mo
silenced and turned against itself. The often-

es in the speech were instantly transferred to

pages of the Protectionist organs, accompanied witl

loud expostulations addressed to their own Govei

1 The Three Panics : an Historical Episode. By Ricb art! Cobden. 1862
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jiient.
" You are sacrificing us," they said,

* in the chap

lope of conciliating the political alliance of our ancient >—,—

ival
;
and now behold the reward you are receiving at

he hands of the Prime Minister of England !

"
These

aunts resounded in the salons of the enlightened
\iinister of Commerce, and murmurs were heard even

n the palace itself. A profound sensation was pro-
luced among all classes by this speech, and no other

jvords
could adequately express the emotions expe-

rienced by the French negotiators but astonishment and

Indignation. Had the Emperor seized the occasion for

Instantly suspending the negotiations, he would un-

doubtedly have performed a most popular part ;
but on

;his, as on other occasions, his habitual calmness and

jself-mastery prevailed, and to these qualities must be

nainly attributed the successful issue of the Treaty.
'
It is impossible to construct any theory of motives

:o account for this speech, consistent with a wise or

serious statesmanship.'
Mr. Bernal Osborne attacked it with his customary

point and force. ' At the commencement of the ses-

sion,' he said,
' I gave my humble support to a Commer-

ial Treaty with France, under the idea that I was

promoting good and substantial relations with the

country. The noble Lord (Lord Palmerston) has told

us that we should not speak of this Treaty with levity ;

but his actions are inconsistent with his words, for the

resolution before us is the oddest sequel imaginable to

a Commercial Treaty. After taking off all the duties on

French manufactures, we are asked to vote nominally

5,000,000/., though I believe it will be ultimately
nearer 20,000,000/., for the construction of defences to

keep out our friends and customers. Why, sir, if this

was not an expensive amusement, it would be the most

ludicrous proceeding ever proposed to a deliberative
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assembly." Nevertheless, under the influence of a ' humi-

liating and groundless
'

panic, the millions were freely

voted. 1

In presence of the feverish military activity of

Prussia, the defensive preparations, the increase of tfl

navy, and the creation of the Volunteer force of EnglaiB—even of a European coalition against the French Em-

pire
—all idea of lightening the burdens of Fiance by

the reduction of her military budget appeared to \m

vanishing in thin air. The Emperor protested in vain

that he had no dreams of conquest, and that he had

no intention of marching on the Ehine, as his enemies

in the Orleanist saloons of Paris alleged, and as their

allies in the upper classes of England, with Mr. King-
lake for noisiest mouthpiece, pertinaciously repeated.

The Prince Consort, in a letter from Osborne to the

Foreign Secretary (March 18, i860), sketched the

proper course of Prussia, and the support which 1

land should give to her to make her the supr<

unified German Power, with a perfect Federal army—
the object being to counteract the alleged ambiti

designs of the Emperor Napoleon.
2 On the 26th of the

1 In a memorandum to the Prime

Minister, written in 1862, imme-

diately after the single combat be-

tween the two American ironclads,

tlie Monitor and the Merrimar, when
an attempt was made to create an

Iran panic in England, .Mr.

< lobden pointed out that since it was

demonstrated that wooden ships of

the line would be nothing more than

human slaughter-houses in any fu-

ture naval war, England and Erance

might agree to withdraw their hun-

dred wooden ships of the line, in

proportion to theiv relative strength.

England .-ixty-five and

France thirty-five, the former would

withdraw thirteen for every seven

withdrawn by Erance.
-

Writing to Panizzi, on

breaking out of the war,
said: 'The fury of the Fr<

fresser is great. The (.}<.

is more reasonable, but may
drawn in. A Russian, M. de Tcflf

gueneff, whom I presented to yc

last year, has arrived from

lie gays that the Germans want

make a mouthful of Era

Russia at one time. They cl

Alsace from Erance, and from

Uu>-ians Courland and Livonu
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same month, Lord John Eussell delivered a strong chap.

mti-Gallican speech in the House of Commons, in the

course of which he described the annexation of Savoy
is an aggression (which it was not) that would lead a

lation so warlike as the French ' to call upon its

government from time to time to commit other acts of

iggression ;

'

and declared that the policy of England
should be to seek fresh alliances. The Queen wrote on

;he morrow to the speaker to communicate to* him the

Dleasure with which she had read his remarks
; feeling

certain that the country felt the danger 'which a

supposed intimate and exclusive alliance with France

lad for the interests of Europe and of England.' Her

Majesty, we may presume to believe, under the guidance
bf the Prince, further remarked :

4 As the English press

md general public were favourable to the Italian

-evolution, and the loss of the Italian provinces by
Austria, and are supposed to be so with regard to the

reparation of Hungary from Austria, and of Poland

Tom Eussia, the Emperor Napoleon has the more chance

}f keeping up the distrust of the Continental Powers in

England.'

The German and Austrian sympathies of the Prince

md his desire to draw England away from France,

were natural in the faithful son of the Fatherland
;
but

iteir influence was detrimental to the best interests of

lis adopted country, and they might have brought
ibout immediate disasters, had the Emperor not been

thorough in his friendship for the English people.
Dount Persigny, the French Ambassador in London,
md the Emperor's friend, Count Flahault, warned the

Grovernment that Lord John Russell's speech, openly

Ele is uneasy, also, about Prince that it can affect the opinion of the

Albert. It seems that Prince Albert English in any degree ?
'

s terribly Austrian. Do you think
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and severely hostile as it was to the Government of the

Emperor, might precipitate a war, by aggravating the

irritation in the two countries. The danger was averted

on April 2, when Lord John was induced to say, in

laying before Parliament some further papers on the

Italian question, including the Treaty between FranS
and Sardinia for the cession of Savoy and Nice, that as

the Emperor had undertaken to consult the European
Powers on the neutralised portions of Savoy, thif

question might be satisfactorily settled. But for thf

dangerous irritation Lord Palmerston's Government was

mainly responsible ;
albeit the Premier had written in

January, i860: 'There is no ground for imputing to

Napoleon unsteadiness of purpose in regard to his vi

about Italy.' The idea had become fixed in the English

Premier's mind that the Emperor was working his way
to an opportunity for avenging Waterloo ;

and he acted

thenceforward under this idea—for which no foundation

ever existed. 1

1 In a letter to the Duke of

Somerset, in i860, he wrote t

' I have

watched the Emperor narrowly, and

have studied his character and con-

duct. You may rely upon it that

at the bottom of his heart there

rankles a deep and inextinguishable

desire to humble and punish Eng-

land, and to avenge, if he can, the

many humiliations, political, naval,

and military, which, since the be-

ginning of this century, England
has, by herself and her allies, in-

flicted upon France.'— The Life and

Oorreapondenoe of Viscount l'al-

merston. fly t lie lion. Evelyn Ash-

ley, M.l\ V.»l.ii. p. 391. Bentley,

1879.

Writing to Mr. Gladstone two
-il 29, 1862), he said:

' We have on the other side of the

Channel a people who, say what they

may, hate us as a nation from the

bottom of their hearts, and would

make any sacrifice to inflict a deep

humiliation upon England. It I

natural that this should be. They
are eminently vain, and their passion

is glory in war. They cannot tor

or forgive Aboukir, TrafUlgi

Peninsula, Waterloo, and St. Hi

Increased commercial intercom

may add to the links of mutual

terest between us and them ;
hi

commercial interest is a link tha

snaps under the pressure of nation*

passions. Witness the bitter er

mity to England lately freely vent

and now with difficulty suppi

by those Northern States of Ar

with whom we have had a

extensive commercial intercoi
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By June, i860, the English Government had effected chap.

n agreement with Prussia and Austria by which they -
.

IIL

everally agreed to exchange all communications or

overtures of an international character that they might
eceive from the French Government ; in other words,
o betray to one another the confidential communi-
ations of the Emperor, his Ambassadors, and M. Thou-

enel, his Foreign Minister. This secret entente was the

iesponse to the Emperor's manifesto in the ' Moniteur
'

June 1), which preceded his journey to Baden to meet

he German Sovereigns. They were already banded
rith England to watch him. In his manifesto he said,

!nd truly, that he was making every effort to restore

jonfidence in Europe ;
and that all he desired was to

Lve in peace with his allies-—giving his undivided

nergies to the development of the resources of

'ranee.

The meeting of the Emperor with the Prince Kegent
f Prussia, and with the other German Sovereigns then

u Baden, took pkee on June 16, i860. The conver-

ation between the Emperor and the Kegent was duly
ecorded by the latter and forwarded to Prince Albert,

or the information of the English Government. ' From
his it appeared,'

1

according to the Prince's memo-

Vell, then, at the head of this quarrel, which any foreign Power

eighbouring nation, who would may at any time invent or create, if

ke nothing so well as a retaliatory so minded
; give him the command

low upon England, we see an able, of the Channel, which permanent or

|ctive, wary, counsel-keeping, but accidental naval superiority might

ver-planning Sovereign ;
and we afford him, and then calculate if you

?e this Sovereign organising an can—for it would pass my reckoning

irmy which, including his reserve, power to do so—the disastrous con-

p
more than six times greater in sequences to the British nation

|mount than the whole of our re- which a landing of an army of from

ular forces in our two islands, and one to two hundred thousand men
t the same time labouring hard would bring with it.'

) create a navy equal, if not supe-
1

Life of the Prince Consort, vol.

ior, to ours. Give him a cause of v. p. 124.
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BOOK randum,
' that the Emperor of the French had adopteli

yjl mm-
x__l^_:^ the only course which the tactics of the Prince Kegerit

had left open to him,
1

by at once explaining that his

object in seeking the interview had been to give as

earnest of his pacific intentions, and to put a stop to tfl

excitement to which a belief in his designs uponfl

portion of their country had given rise among the

Germans. What had happened as to Nice and SavoJ
he said, was quite exceptional, and due to the speciB
circumstances of the case. When he first prom is

jistance to King Victor Emmanuel, he had told him

that this annexation must follow upon any ma:

addition to the Piedmontese territory resulting

the war.

'The assurance of peaceful intentions was of course

accepted by the Prince Regent as most satisfactory.

He quite admitted the state of feeling in Germany to

which the Emperor referred, but at the same time lie

reminded him, that the world and himself were now

for the first time made aware of the compact with

Victor Emmanuel, having had nothing before them up
to this time but the Milan manifesto, and the declaration

that France desired no increase of territory of any kind.

What had occurred since was quite sufficient to justify

apprehension on the part of Germany. The Emp
too, had now appeared in the Held as a general a

commander-in-chief, a circumstance not calculate

allay the uneasiness of the country.
4

Nothing, the Emperor rejoined, could be fi

from his thoughts, than to dissever any territory

Germany and incorporate it with France. So clanioro

1 It is alleged, "but on no proof torial revision, by a series of muti

yet laid before the world, (hat concessions, at the expense

Napoleon had recently proposed to pean Turkey.
Russia a peaceful European terri-
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iowever, was the outcry of the German press, that chap.

omething must be done to convince Germany of his

incerity. What should this be? Nothing, was the

eply, could be easier. Most of the German sovereigns

v
rere in Baden. Let the Emperor tell them what he had

old the Prince Eegent, and the news of his desire to

eave Germany undisturbed would speedily be known

hroughout the country.
* The Emperor went on to speak of the press, which

lad become a power in Europe. For himself he had
r

ery little control over it. Would it not be well to

juard against its being allowed to govern the country
is it did in England? The panic it had helped to

Teate there about a French invasion was childish, be-

:ause invasion was impossible, even with the best steam

leet. To land, and to hold your ground after landing,

\rere two very different things
—the latter simply impos-

ible. What stronger proof, moreover, could be given
)f his desire to be at peace with England, than the re-

cent Commercial Treaty ?—a treaty more advantageous

)erhaps, he said, to England than to France, for it had

)een vehemently attacked by the manufacturers and

trtisans of France. The fears which were current, too,

ie went on to say, about a French invasion of Belgium
vvere equally incomprehensible and absurd. But were

hey not, he was reminded, in a great measure due to

he language of the French press ? This he would not

idmit.
' The conversation was turned by the Emperor to a

pamphlet which had recently appeared in Paris, en-

titled
"
L'Empereur et la Prusse," in which the Ehine,

is the only secure frontier for France, was contended

for, while Prussia's true policy was maintained to be the

surrender of the Rhenish Provinces, while absorbing as

compensation all the minor States of Germany. That
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jsook this pamphlet, if not directly countenanced by the Era-|
- ,»,'—> peror himself, was issued with the connivance of his I

Government, who had ordered its title to be altered,

was very well known. But the Emperor disclaimed the!

views which it upheld, and said that he regretted itfcl

appearance. This he might well do, whether privy to I

its publication or not, as he must by this time have felt

that the promulgation of these doctrines at the present

moment had been singularly inopportune. He coiB

plained of what he called " a thundering article
"
whicfl

had just appeared in the "
Allgemeine Zeitung," de-

nouncing his purpose in coming to Baden as one of

liberate falsehood and treachery. The Prince Mv^
answer was, that he had never seen either the pamphlet
or the article ; but the effectual way to neutralise both

was to publish the disclaimer of any aggressive inten-

tion given by the Emperor to the present meeting.'

The Prince Consort wrote to the Princess Royal of

Prussia that he hoped the result of the meeting would

be to heighten mutual confidence between the German

Sovereigns,
' and thereby to contribute towards the

unity of Germany.'
While the guest of the Grand Duke at Baden, the

Emperor saw the King of Wiirtemberg, the Kin

Bavaria, the King of Saxony, the King of Hanover, the

Grand Duke of Hesse-Darmstadt, the Duke of X.i

the Grand Duke of Saxe-Weimar, the Duke of

Coburg-Gotha, and Prince Hohenzollern. In one dl

His Majesty met these German Sovereigns at bre;

and at dinner at the Grand Ducal chateau, and at

in the salons of the Princess Marie of Baden, Duclu

of Hamilton
; and the ' Moniteur

'

declared that all

meetings were more than formal courtesies. On the

19th, the Emperor was back in Paris, and the official

journal announced that his spontaneous mission of
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)eace and good-will would tend to consolidate the chap.
in

)eace of Europe. >—,-L.

The death of King Jerome, the last surviving brother

uf the Great Captain, took place at this time. On

July 3, M. X. Doudan 1 wrote to his friend M. Pisca-

ory :

' We are here, as in the days of the obsequies of

jermanicus in Eome, consequent upon the death of

ling Jerome. One hears only the roll of muffled drums

md the sound of the cannon of the Invalides. Crowds

)f sightseers have come from the provinces to witness

,his great military pomp. About the last witness of the

l^reat
sun of Messidor is gone. These obscure bearers

)f illustrious names make a singular figure. Those per-

sons who saw him in his chapelle ardente say that he

ooked like the dead Emperor at St. Helena, according
;o Calamatta's engraving. This family seal stamped

jipon creatures so different in themselves, is strange.'

This death of Jerome, which broke the last link

with the First Empire, may be taken as the starting

iDoint of that peaceful epoch of the Second, in which

Napoleon III. gave his attention to the development of

;;he internal political and commercial consolidation of

France. After making a triumphant progress through

Savoy and Nice in the autumn, and paying a visit to the

3radle of his race in Corsica, he 4 withdrew into his

shell,' as he remarked to Lord Cowley ; turned a deaf

ar to the continued attacks of which he was the object
for years afterwards, both in England and Germany ;

md worked at the constitutional reform by which, as

ae had always said, liberty was to crown the edifice of

me Empire. His leisure he gave to the great work on

which he had now set his heart—the * Life of Caesar.'

The brilliant year closed sadly. In September (1 7th)

1 Lettres de X. Doudan. Avec d'Haussonville. Vol. iii. p. 185.
une Introduction par M. le comte Paris: Oalman-L^vy, 1879.
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•Impress lost a beloved sister, the Duchess of

in the winter Her Majesty was forced to joi

ler health, as far as Scotland. She v

in (December 4), who records in her diary :

sd thin and pale. . . . and she was as kind

ble and natural as she had always been/ ' What
|

rast/ the Queen adds,
* to her visit in 1855!

ate and excitement. Thousands on thousands

the brightest sunshine. Xow all in private,
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CHAPTER IV.

THE HOME Dl THE TUILERIE5.

The Emperor selected for his private rooms in the

ace of the Tuileries a few low chambers on the

nd floor, between the Pavilion de THorloge. or

central pavilion, and the Pavilion de Flore, or that

abutting on the Seine embankment. A dark corridor,

ed day and night by a lamp, connected the rooms.

i one of the windows of the Empe: r'a si

len steps led down to the gardens and to the

altum path which was prepared for his morning
walk.

The room in which the Emperor passed the gr

ipart of his time when he was in Paris, in which he worked

with his secretaries, laboured at his -Life of .' re-

\ Reived the little Prince Louis every morning at nine

o'clock, and paused in the transaction of affairs of S

with his hand ever caressing the bright child's head while

he listened to his prattle : and with the

iress in that domestic intimacy which never lost its

charm for him—this room was a veritable workshop.

Jit

was a low, gilded chamber, the walls of which

covered with miniatures of the Imperial family, .

. arms of every description. The furniture was :

the First Empire. It was littered with papers, models,

drawings, maps, and even with historical documents of

inestimable value. 1

1 The Queen in her diary has de- at the Tuiieries:—« In his bedroom axe

ihed the Emperor's private rooms busts of his father and uncle, and

VOL. IV. T
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book A spiral staircase led from the Emperor's cabinet to

.J
xn_ the library of the Empress above. Frequently in the

course of each day the Empress would tap the goiaj

placed at the top of the staircase, and the Emperor
would go to her. Or she would descend to the Em-

peror. The Imperial couple lived thus in a perpetiuji,

intimacy. At hand were the rooms of M. Mocqua^
and M. Conti, and later of M. Franceschini Pietri, chef

and secretaries of the Cabinet de VEmpereur ;
and beyond

these was the Council Chamber—the green cloth pem*

petually spread
—

ready for a meeting of Minis

Here, locked up in a cabinet, were the colours of the

Imperial Guard, in the keeping of the Sovereign. At

hand, in their respective quarters, were Monsieur
Thelinj

promoted to the rank of Privy Purse
;
the faithful Leon]

wearing the brown livery of his rank; and the valets-

de-chambre, Goutellard and Mtiller.
1

These, with

Felix, composed the intimate entourage of the Emperor
in his private rooms. Felix had charge of a perfect

museum of models, inventions and curiosities from all

parts of the world, that were sent to, or accumulated

by, his Imperial master, and were packed in a great

room called ' la Chambre de Felix.'

The Emperor was fond of turning, and it was the

expertness of the valet Goutellard in this art which

commended him to the particular regard of his S

reign. Goutellard was left to finish off His Maj<

heavier work—as the chairs he turned, and that

an old glass case which he had with in the room in which we luncl

him in England, containing relics of which is used as a sitting-roor

all sorts, that are peculiarly vaffnable There is also here the ca

to him. In some of the other rooms which Louis Philippe signed thi

are portraits of Napoleon, Josephine, fatal abdication.'

vn mother with his elder brother,
' These two faithful a

and one of her with his brother and were with the Emperor at his d

himself as little children. These were
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to be seen formerly at St. Cloud. At the lathe the chap.

Emperor would spend quiet hours, taking gentle exer- ^.—^-l.

cise, and ruminating over the questions he had in hand,
the cares of State, the schemes in social science to which

his mind was constantly addicted, his literary studies,

or his artillery experiments.
He loved the quiet hours in his snuggery, amid the

tumbled masses of papers, books, and models; where he

could indulge in waking dreams, or gossip intimately
with some scholar, inventor, or man of science, on

archaeology, the latest invention, or a new discovery.
His Ministers were often perplexed at their labours

by the Sovereign's proneness to the solitary habits

of the student, and the absorbing delights of the

jexperimentalist.
The Emperor was an early riser. By eight o'clock

|be had shaved himself, and was dressed with English
are and neatness, and was joined by the Empress for

he early tea and talk. At nine he and the Empress
elcomed the little Prince Imperial, who was led to

he windows of the private apartments by his tutor,

Augustin Eilon. Then the Emperor received M.

Mocquard
—while this faithful and accomplished friend

remained to him—and the correspondence of the day
A
Tas gone through. Answers were arranged ; intimate

/isits of friends, or savants, or distinguished foreigners

vere regulated ;
and then audiences were given to

jVLinisters and the great officers of the Household, as

mbaceres and Fleury. Then the Emperor, passing

•ough the Council Chamber, where his hats (of the

1'Orsay pattern, which he never could be persuaded to

>ut aside) and gloves were always arranged in a corner

vith the familiar gold-headed eagle-cane, ready for his

ise, went for his morning walk down the wooden steps

rom his windows to the long walk under them, or to

T 2
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book that skirting the quays, where the young Prince played.

.\ ',, When a Ministerial Council was held, which happened

generally twice a week, the walk was curtailed if the

deliberations lasted till the breakfast hour. But the

Emperor never failed to take a few minutes' fresh air

in fine weather before he joined the Empress at til

lunch table at half-past eleven.

Leaning on the arm of his aide-de-camp
—
FleurJ

Beville, Fave,
1
Frossard, or an officer whom he had se-

lected on account of some distinguished service he had

rendered, or on some highly favourable report as to his

capacity
—the Sovereign paced slowly under the palace

windows, seldom speaking. His companion soon learned

that His Majesty was not inclined to talk in his walks.

When General Frossard first gave his arm to his S

reign for these mild constitutional exercises, he ventured

to launch into a subject ; but he found that the mind of

the Emperor was generally far away from it, and he un-

derstood that he must remain silent. Nor did any Of

the Emperor's companions chafe under his reserve. A

kindly word at meeting and parting established between

the Emperor and his aides-de-camp that strong bond of

sympathy which contact with his kindly and gracious

nature always inspired.
2

A simple luncheon with a little wine prepared the

Emperor for the more active duties of the day.

lunch he received Count Bacciocchi, who attended

know the Imperial pleasure for the evening, and win

informed their Majesties as to the theatres and

amusements. After lunch the formal receptions of

1 General Fare" was a particularly
2 In a letter to King Leopolc

sympathetic companion to the Em- (1859) the Queen remarked: 'I

peror. He made topographical ob- sure you would be pleased with tht

serrations for the life of Ccesar, and Emperor Napoleon. No one 1

was placed by the Emperor at the power which he has of plea-

head of the Ecole Polytechnic[ue. fascinating others.'
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IV.
tinguished strangers and others took place through the chap.

Duke of Bassano. The number of applicants was extra-

ordinary in the heyday of the Empire. People from all

parts of the world pressed upon the Duke their claim to

make their bow to the Sovereign of romantic origin,

who appeared to hold in his hands the destinies of

Europe. All came away from these audiences charmed

with the Emperor's kindly greeting and by the quiet

dignity of his bearing.
' His manners are exceedingly

good, simple and kind, yet dignified,' even M. Guizot—,

a grudging panegyrist
—said to Mr. Senior at YalEicher. 1

About four o'clock the Emperor and Empress went

for their afternoon drive, in the Bois generally, but some-

times to other less fashionable quarters in the suburbs

of Paris. Or the Emperor would ride out with his

aide-de-camp, and appear unannounced and unexpected
in the most populous quarters—to the great alarm of

the police, who were responsible for the safety of his

person. Sometimes he would sally forth, even in the

early morning, and ride over the ground which the

Baron Haussmann was covering with new Boulevards,

and mark the progress and the effect of the mighty

building operations that were gradually transforming old

Paris into a city of broadways flanked with palaces.

Among the personages who visited him in his private
cabinet was the great Baron who for so many years held

sway as the Prefect of the Seine, and from his superb

quarters at the Hotel de Ville designed, with his Sove-

reign, the most marvellous transformation of a great

city ever accomplished within the space of a single

reign. In this the Emperor not only took a real de-

light ; he worked at the outlines of it. He was an

intelligent seeker after the health as well as the beauty

M. Guizot at Val Bicker/ Fortnightly Review, January, 1878.
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book of Paris. He was an ardent sanitary reformer, as thfl

*—
*

.

'— monumental sewers of the capital testify. The
salubritjj

of the dwellings of the work-folk was constantly in his

mind ; and he was always accessible to any inventor M
theorist who had something to contribute to the subject
One day, in company with the Empress and one of til

PeYeires, be made a tour of the new squares which, in

obedience to his orders, had been planted with flowerl

and left unprotected to the people. M. Pe*reire had en-

deavoured to dissuade the Emperor from his plan, telling

him that every flower would disappear in a day. When
the carriage reached the Square Montholon— in the

midst of a crowded, unfashionable quarter
—and the

parterres appeared untouched in the midst of the bl<

who were enjoying the garden, the Emperor's face

beamed with triumph.
'You see,' he said,

*

they haven't touched a flower
[]

Sometimes the ride or the drive would be to Yin-

cennes. When the Commandant Minie was chef ita fir

there, the Emperor would visit him in his smithy, and

delight in a talk, with experiments. Then the Com!

mandant was invited to the Tuileries ;
and Sovei

and soldier would go deep into gun and projectiles),

lations and experiments, in the course of which they

riddled the gilded walls of the Imperial cabinet with

Borne spiral bullets which Minie* had invented, ant

which could be projected by the breath through tube!

with great force. 1

The fixed dinner-hour at the Tuileries v 1

<>*clock. before which time the invited guests asseml

in the first salon adjoining the dining-room. A-

Emperor approached, with the Empress on his arm,

and in the latter days, on great occasions, with the boy

1 These details were given to in the course of a conversation on his

me by Commandant Minie, in 1857, once celebrated rifle.—13. J.
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'Prince at his side, the doors were thrown open, and an chap.

usher announced severally the three members of the

Imperial family, the company rising. According to the

Palace code of etiquette, the company present were

bound to rise whenever the Emperor stood ; but he was

inpatient of such rules, and put this aside.

The Emperor sat in the middle seat of his table,

with the Empress on his left, and the Prince Imperial
3n his right ; the ladies and gentlemen in waiting being

seated on either side
;
while immediately opposite the

Emperor the Adjutant-General of the Palace invariably
took his place. This officer, and M. Augustin Filon,

n the last years of the reign, were the only persons
who dined with the Emperor all the year round. The

lining-room was known as the Salon Louis XIV.
; and

n it was a great ceremonial picture of Louis XIV.

The Imperial dinner-party, on ordinary days, varied

n number from twelve to eighteen. It was a pleasant,

intimate circle, and the Emperor was the gayest of the

liners, when his health was fairly good ; talking easily

and cheerily round the table of the news of the day
—but never of people. This was the rule in the

lining-room as well as the drawing-room. A quiet,

humorous observer, as well as a Jin talker when in

lie vein, nothing of a scene escaped him. He had the

happy art of saying something to please every guest ; of

oeing one of a party and remaining the Emperor

ilways. His easy manner and lively remarks, and the

lelight he took in humorous stories, or strokes of wit

rom the old intimate of the family circle, Merimee, or,

it Fontainebleau, from Octave Feuillet 1

(an exquisite

IV

1 Octave Feuillet was the delight ladies; and the sparkle and fineness

f the Court at Fontainehleau, where of his wit commended his conver-

ie held the appointment of Librarian. sation to the gentlemen.
le wrote verses that charmed the
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eook causeur), or Sainte-Clair Deville, farceur, philosoplJM
*-'

,

'

-< and man of science—a man after the Emperor's owJ|i
heart—never led the most vivacious guest to forget foil

a moment that the hearty host was the Emperor. ThJJ

genial terms on which the Emperor lived with his I

household and his personal friends, and the «

which he suffered all men to approach him, mig»
lead casual observers to conclude that he was led hithM
and thither by his entourage. But this was not the I

case. His reserve, and his perpetual thoughtful moodH
had a mystery in them, which compelled respect. !

a man so self-contained should have been so abounding
in human sympathies, will always strike the close

server of his character with wonder.

One evening, at dinner, the Emperor remarked that

the servants were looking at one of the window-.

whispering. He asked what was to be seen. An owl

had pressed itself against the glass, and remained

motionless there. The ladies were in a flutter, vowing
that it was a bird of evil omen, and that it meant a

misfortune. M. Filon, to whom the Emperor laughingly

appealed, declared that it was the bird of wisdom, and

was to be welcomed accordingly. But the incident

disturbed the minds of the ladies, who would not be

comforted by the badinage of the Emperor, nor by the

assurances of the young professor.

On the following day, at dinner, the servants si

more than ever at the window where the owl had

appeared. There was now a whole family of i

where one had been. The consternation was gen
and the Emperor remained grave. After dii

when the Imperial party went to the salon, they found

the entire family of owls, stuffed, and ranged upon a

table. The Emperor had ordered them in the moi

from the Zoological Museum. He turned the dismal
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nours into hearty laughers, and enjoyed his joke chap.

nth. the youngest of them. On another occasion, to -—^—-

imuse the children,
1 with whom he delighted to have

port, it being April 1, he caused the dinner to consist

>f turbot, which was gravely served again and again,

M entrees, releves, and rots, to the guests. His young
riends were in ecstasies.

2

After dinner the Emperor and Empress led the way
>ack to the drawing-room, where coffee was served

vhile the company chatted— the Emperor giving
limself up completely to the light after-dinner talk.

Then he retired to his cabinet downstairs for his

cigarette, and very often for some hours of State or

iterary work. He would sometimes reappear later, at

he tea-table, and listen to, rather than engage in, the

conversation which the Empress directed to some in-

eresting question of the time. The discussions, in

vhich Her Majesty took a large share, were generally of

very serious character, and on the subject on which

;he chief guest of the evening was an authority. The

Emperor would sit, his hand passing lovingly over his

on's head the while, listening and enjoying the brilliant

1 The Prince Imperial, the Em- in the "bed, making the form of a

>ress's two nieces, and young Con- person asleep under the clothes with

sieau. pillows, the Empress tying a hand-
2 Merimee (October 13, 1865) kerchief over the head like a night-

rives an amusing practical joke, in cap. In the half light the illusion

vhich both the Emperor and Em- was complete. Then their Majesties
>ress took part. retired to the farther end of the

' Madame de L., as a German, corridor, and we all pretended to

Teatly admired M. de Bismarck, and withdraw to our respective rooms.

re used to joke her about the risk Presently Madame de L. entered her

he was running in encouraging the room, and was seen to rush out

-ttentions of the great man. A few of it. She knocked at the door of

lays ago I carved and painted a Madame de X., calling out :
" There's

triking head of M. de Bismarck, and a man in my bed !

" The laughter
heir Majesties and I went to Madame of the Empress spoiled the rest.'

le L.'s chamber, where I arranged it
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book questioning and searching enquiries of his Consort; but

rJ_^ joining in the controversy very seldom. He was the

most patient of listeners. A card-table stood rea<«

for him, with packs of very small cards upon it, and

here sometimes he would sit apart playing patienoj
( >r he would engage the children in a round game, and

keep a merry circle about him for an hour or twH
New silver was brought for counters

;
and the EmperB

would keep the bank. The young Conneau was very

eager at the game, and the Emperor would lead him on

into heavy losses, observing the young gambler's
the while, and reading him a little lesson at the

His reproofs or sermons were, however, of the mildesj

kind. When he was begged to give the young Prince a

severe reprimand for some juvenile escapade, the ul

he could be induced to say was :

'

Yoyons, Louis, ne fai

done pas des betises !

'

As a rule the Emperor retired very early,

before his malady had fastened itself upon him. It wal

not long after ten when he was on his way to his bed-

room. He lay down much, not to sleep, but to think

and dream at his ease. It had always been his habit.

When any great news was expected—the result of I

plebiscite, for instance—lie would quietly go to bed as

usual, while his family and friends remained anxiously
on the tiptoe of expectation. It was his uncle's phil<

Bophy.
1

On Sunday mornings the Emperor was seen d

betimes in red trousers, ready for attendance at

Mass with his household, and for the interviews

he gave to officers of the army afterwards.

1 '

Among the private instructions you have any good news t<>

which Bonaparte gave me, one was nicate ; with that there is no hm
j

curious. "During the night," But when you bring bad ne*

my chamber as seldom me instantly; for then there

as possible. Do not awake me when moment to be lost.""—DeBourrum
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On Sunday Prince Louis breakfasted with his parents, chap.

ad afterwards the Imperial family repaired to the

rand Salon, where they took leave of the gentlemen
ad ladies in waiting whose week of attendance was at

ti end, and received their successors
;
and then the entire

ourt repaired in state through the Hall of Marshals—
le Emperor in the uniform of a General of Division—to

le Chapel. This progress to and from Mass was one
'

the great parades of Imperial splendour that every
sitor to Paris, who had access to his Ambassador, re-

eved to see.

As the Emperor returned from the Chapel back to his

>oms, he passed through lines of soldiers of all grades

inged in one of the long corridors, who had obtained

srmission to salute him. He had a kindly, a propo$y

plering word for each ; and the effect of these weekly

ilitary receptions was, no doubt, to strengthen the Em-
3ror's popularity with all arms of his military forces.

Such was the ordinary home life of the Tuileries

ader the Second Empire. It was enlivened by State

ills and concerts (which Auber conducted), and by the

mpress's small dances and receptions, the entree to

hich was hedged about with strict formalities, and at

hich the most rigid decorum was maintained. All

at was written about them by the political enemies of

e Empire, who spared neither the honour of women
>r the good character of public men, may be confi-

fcly set down as the malignant invention of pro-
ssional lampooners.

1

There were Court scandals, and many, in the course

:

Perhaps the most striking- Empire. Paris, 1878. Maurice

tance of the absurd and seanda- Dreyfous), when he describes the

is excesses to which writers charming picture by Winterh alter

iinst the Second Empire have of the Empress surrounded by her

ue is that in M. Hippolyte ladies as a cadre scabreux, niek-

igen's History (Histoire du Second named Le rendez-vous des grisettes.

IV.
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BOOK
XII.

of the twenty years of the reign of Napoleon
but the home life of the Court was simple and horn

The gallantries, in which illustrious names were mi:

up only too frequently, were kept away, and far awl

from the domestic circle of the Tuileries, St. Cloi

Fontainebleau, Compiegne, and Biarritz.
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V

CHAPTER V.

CONSTITUTIONAL KEFOKMS.

|lthe autumn of i860 the Emperor communicated to chap.

[. Eouher his resolution to liberalise the Parliamentary
roundwork of the Empire. The manner in which the

pposition of ' The Five
' x in the Legislative Body had

mtinued to agitate the public mind, assisted by such

sing journalists as M. Prevost-Paradol, and the many
nmistakeable signs which the people had given of a

esire to have the iron bands of personal rule loosened

ad a freer vent given to the direct expression of public

pinion in the Chambers and the press, were candidly

xepted by the Emperor as just and honourable aspi-

itions towards that free constitutional government to

rhich he had always hoped to lead the Empire.
' Je

°mx les mener a une liberte sage,' he had said one

ay of his subjects to Prince Adam Czartoriski.2 En-

Duraged by the settlement of Italian independence,
ad by the immense popularity which his recent pro-
resses through his Empire told him he enjoyed, and

1 The Opposition known as Les de Labienus, and had been afterwards

inq was constituted at the opening spurned by his client for having taken

: the session of 1859, after the re- the oath of allegiance as a deputy.
irn of MM. Jules Favre and Ernest Its acknowledged chief was M. Jules

icard to the Assembly. It remained Favre. MM. Darimon and Henon
itact throughout five sessions. Its completed the party.

ost gifted and conspicuous member 2
Repeated by the Prince to

as M. Emile Olivier, who had de- B. J. in the course of a conversa-

Inded and obtained the acquittal of tion on Polish affairs, at the Hotel

St. Rogeard, the author of the Propos Lambert, after the Crimean war.
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BOOK resolved on peace and the development of that
e]

XII
of material prosperity which, with his Minister of CoM
merce, he anticipated from the liberal CommercM
Treaties already in progress, the time had come, al the

close of i860, to complete the glory of a successful \w
of independence, waged for a neighbour, with a wil

step towards liberty at home. One member at least of

'The Five' shared the opinion of his Sovereign, that tfl

people would accept a thoroughly liberal Empire.
1

Already the Emperor had extended an aim

(August 15, 1859) to all Frenchmen who had been com
demned or exiled for political offences. This clcn;

had been regarded by many of his advisers as an act

of temerity; but he had persevered. The more iraJ

portant step, by which he intended to institute debates

on the Address and to make a considerable step tow;

a free constitutional government, met with stub

resistance on the part of the adviser in whom he had

the fullest trust. M. Kouher believed that public

opinion neither expected nor desired constitutional re-

form
; and that the Sovereign, in endeavouring to disarm

the opposition of a few irreconcilables, was running the

risk of reducing that strength which the Imp
Government undoubtedly possessed, with the con

of the immense majority of the country. The

1 'A certains moments lespeuples, ce peuple ine'branlable dans SB

comme les individus, surexcit(5s par au souvenir de la Rgvolutioi

la pas.-i on, s'ail'ranchwsent de toute tout le reste mobile el

dissimulation et mettent leur coeur attache secrete aunoiml'

a mi ! Dans cette journee je lus II criait :

" Vive l'ltalic !

jusqu'au fond du coeur du peuple de b rte !'" m;ii> en tendant lea mail

Paris. Je le retrouvai tel qu'aux l'auteur du 2 decembre. Si y
elections pour la Legislative, lorsqu'il l'avais vu de nies yeux, je n

jvunit dans un merae vote les noma pas. Oela me parut 11:

<1<- Murat et de Ledru-Itollin
; tel solution pour l'Empire, et pour

qu'au 2 docembre, lorsqu'il se con- un encouragement a persev6rer <lfi

de rire de l'emprisonnement du ma voie."— Le 19 Janvier. Par

burgraviat k'gislatif: c"«5taittouj(Hirs Olivier. Paris, 1869.
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v.

eror insisted that the moment had arrived to give the chap

;nate and the Legislative Body liberty to reply frankly,

ter a free debate, to the speech of the Sovereign at

le opening of the session
;
and he resolved to leave the

uty of replying to two Ministers who would be the

q>onents of the Government policy, viz. to M. Baroche

l the Senate, and M. Eouher in the Lower Chamber.

I Eouher respectfully and repeatedly declined the

lare of the task allotted to him,
1 and it was transferred

) M. Billault, M. Eouher remaining at his Ministry of

ommerce to carry forward the Commercial Treaties.

M. Thiers had been (through M. Walewski) privy to

le reform, which was at length made known in a

scree dated November 24, i860. It was accepted
/en by the Orleanist coteries as a concession that

rorht be useful to them. M. X. Doudan wrote to his

iend M. Paul de Broglie
' that these debris of liberty

ight be used as dykes or as ramparts.' It was the

Srobability that M. Thiers and his friends, or that MM.
'livier, Favre, and their friends might turn them to

iris kind of account against his master, that led M.

jouher to seek an audience of the Emperor, even at

le last moment, when the decrees had gone to the

|\£oniteur
'

offices, and to conjure him not to part with

pwer which was necessary to him for the good of his

)untry .

'

Wishing,' said the Emperor in his decree,
' to give

> the great Bodies of the State a more direct partici-

ition in the general policy of my Government, and a

riking testimony of my confidence, I have decreed as

Hows.' Then followed the authorisation of the Senate

id Legislative Body to vote addresses in reply to the

1 At the same time the Emperor declined, declaring that he was ready
?

ered a house to his faithful Minister to remain in his service at twenty
the value of 40,000/., which he sous a day !
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BOOK Speech from the Throne ; the grant of the righ
.

xn "

. moving amendments to Bills, except in cases of urg
or of local or private Bills

;
and the publication of tfl

Parliamentary debates in the daily papers. By tfl

same decree the Ministries of the Imperial HousehcB
and of Algeria were suppressed. Marshal Pelissier

was appointed Governor-General of Algeria ; AdmhB
Hamelin was raised to the dignity of Grand ChancellB

of the Legion of Honour; and the two Ministers

without portfolio who were to be the exponents of tlfl

opinion of the Imperial Government in the Parlia-

mentary debates, received the full dignity of Mini

with portfolios.

The position which wras given to M. Billault as i

spokesman for the Government in both Chambers, was

filled by him during the sessions of 1861 and the two

succeeding sessions with consummate tact and force.

His successes as an orator, particularly in support of the

Papal policy of the Government, wrung applause even

from the Opposition and from the salons, lie was more

than a match for Prince Napoleon. M. Thiers could

not afford to disdain him as an antagonist.
1 M. Ma

as a financial authority, was a distinct and important
addition to the debating power of the Government.

The Government, in short, wTas strong when the new

epoch was opened. M. de Persigny had left Londo

replace M. Billault at the Ministry of the Interior;

de Forcade la Roquette succeeded M. Magne at

Ministry of Finance; M. Thouvenel remained Forei

Minister, and M. Baroche President of the Council

State; M. Walewski became Minister of State, and,

1 'For the last month (March, the greatest success
; and, indeed,

1 S62) we have had the most brilliant has made great progress as an oratoJ

word tournaments, as you may judge
—X. Doudan's Letters, vol. iii.

by the papers. M. Billault has had 252.
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e have seen, M. Eouher continued to hold the port- chap.

)lio of Agriculture and Commerce. Then M. de Morny ,-
—-

ad been the skilful and accomplished President of the

legislative Body since 1854, when he had succeeded

L Billault. The new order of things had met with

is approbation. He was inclined to Parliamentary
overnment by education ; and, spendthrift and specu-

itor as he was, his mind, as M. Emile Olivier has

oldly recorded, was open to liberal ideas. The splen-

jour in which he lived at the Palais Bourbon, and the

umptuous feasts he gave, moved the wrath of the

Lepublican party, who were always primed with stories

f his scandalous speculations and his bitter jests ;
but

is courtly manners, his impartiality as President, and

is intrepid spirit, made him a favourite among hosts of

len who were neither Imperialists nor Orleanists. His

ommanding intellectual resources would have secured

im lasting renown as a servant of his country, had his

ublic services not been tarnished by his private vices,

ut these were so notorious that they more than

ounterbalanced his labours as a firm and impartial

resident of the Legislative Body in the early years of

s Liberal life. The evil he wrought was greater than

le good, and the Empire which he served at the Palais

ourbon he helped to destroy on the Bourse.

The first session of the Chambers under the new

arliamentary regime was opened by the Emperor on

ebruary 4, 1 86 1 ,with a speech in which he described the

bject he had in view in submitting the policy and acts of

is Government to the free discussion of the Senators and

deputies ;
contrasted the existing Constitution with that

f the Government of July ;
described the measures

rhich his Government had adopted for developing the

bricultural and commercial prosperity of the country ;

le reforms in the administration of Algeria ; the esta-

V0L. iv. u
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book blishment of the doctrine of non-intervention in
foreigji

_
X*L

, affairs ;
and proclaimed anew and emphatically thfl

France was seeking no ambitious ends beyond her

frontiers, and desired to live at peace with the woild,

finding glory in the development of the germs of

prosperity which Providence had placed in her hands.

The Chambers were not slow in using the new

powers given to them. In the Senate a vigorous debaB
in which M. Larochejacquelein attacked Victor Efl

manuel, and Prince Napoleon assailed the Papacy and

the French occupation,
1 was closed by M. Billault on tfl

part of the Government ;
and the Address was coin

to the Emperor on March 7, who received it with
th#^

remark that the debate would serve to enlighten the

public.

In the Legislative Body the Address in reply to the

Speech was not drawn up and ready for discussion by ;

the committee appointed for the purpose before March

1 1
—more than a month after the opening of the session,

The debate (which lasted eleven days) turned chiefly on
t

Italian affairs and the occupation of Rome. MM. Jules
1

Favre, Emile Olivier, and Ernest Picard were the
|

spokesmen of the Opposition of Five ;
the first

daring himself to be of the revolutionary party, the

second—a wiser man—accepting the decree of X<>

ber 24 as a courageous, a generous, and a bend

act. The Address was not carried to the Emp
before March 23. It conveyed the thanks of the Ld

lative Body for the new prerogatives extended to tin

by the spontaneous act of the Sovereign, and exhort

him to persist in a policy at once prudent and res<

liberal and firm, which shielded enduring liberties und(

1 ' I cannot repeat it too often, heart is the evacuation of I

that, spite of appearances the other Lord Cowley to Lord J. Ku

way, what the Emperor has most at March i, 1861.
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strong rule, and the sole object of which was the chap,

onour and renown of the French name. « ^
The Emperor had been painfully impressed by the

^compromising tone of the Opposition speeches ; but

1 his reply he said that, notwithstanding the sharpness

rivacite) of the debates, he did not regret to see the

hambers discussing openly the difficult problems in-

olved in a foreign policy. Such debates would inform

lie country without disquieting it.
' To be of our

line,' the Emperor added,
' to preserve all that was

ood in the past, to prepare the future by freeing the

lovements of civilisation from the prejudices which

inder or the Utopian dreams that compromise them, is

le way to prepare calm and prosperous days for our

rildren.'

The session of 1861 was marked by the violence of

le active Parliamentary Opposition which the new

rerogatives called into existence. M. Jules Favre

tacked the whole fabric of the Constitution of 1852 ;

id M. Emile Olivier alone appeared as a reformer

ho was ready to accept a Liberal Empire. During
is session imprisonment for debt was abolished, but

) other notable legislation accompanied the passionate

id sterile attacks upon the army and other estimates

f
the Opposition. M. Billault replied to M. Favre and

s colleagues by telling them that the Government did

t intend to tolerate, in the citadel which France had

nfided to them, either open enemies or foes in dis-

ise. Freedom of debate had not been given to them

a weapon of destruction.

Disappointed, but with a resolution to persevere in

liberal course, the Emperor continued to set his

me affairs in order. Among other reforms of this

ar, he accepted on November 12a plan which had

en developed by M. Fould before the Privy Council,
v 2
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book for a thorough and severe financial reform, including
xlL

, the suppression of the system of supplementary eredits

and free entrance to the Bourse. 1 The difficulties cfl
in Napoleon's way came not only from enemies like

M. Victor de Laprade, whose intemperate languaM
Inst his Government he was induced by the MinistjM

of Public Instruction to punish with dismissal from
hisj

professorship of French Literature at Lyons, but frcH

his own kindred. Prince Napoleon, in the course of I

his violent speech on the Address, had said hard thinH

against the Bourbon and Orleans families. This assault

provoked a severe retort in the shape of a pam phi
the Duke of Aumale, which created a wild sensation

in France. It was a severe review of the Hona partes.

At a meeting of the Council called together to considH

whether any steps should be taken in regard to it, the]

Ministers described it as a tissue of falsehoods
and)

exaggeration.

'No, gentlemen,' said the Emperor firmly,
'
it is not

so. Nobody knows the truth so well as I do, and there
:

is but one calumny in the letter, and that is the
accusa-f

tion against me—that while my mother wa-

protection of Louis Philippe, I was conspiring against

him with some of the chiefs of the Republican p

In fact, I was ill in bed with a bad sore throat. I

Philippe's reception of my mother was that of a iatl

receiving his child. He folded his arms round her,

promised to do all he could for her and hers;

when she returned to my bedside, her face was still

with the tears which she had shed.' 2 The only re?

1 The Paris agents de change them rather to accept his poi

begged to be permitted to erect a for their meeting' room, as a

of the Emperor, as an act of of his gratitude for their L<

gratitude, in the quadrangle of the inenK
Bourse

;
but he declined, begging

2 See vol. i. book ii. chapter
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>f the Council was a short note drawn up by M. Moc- chap

niard, in which the Duke's accusation against the -—rL.

Emperor was explicitly denied. There was not, indeed,

he least excuse for it.

The effect of Prince Napoleon's harangue in the

Senate was to give a new direction to the suspicions of

foreign Courts. The Prince Consort besought the

jermans to hold together, seeing that the way was

)eing paved for revolutions in Hungary, Poland, Turkey,
ind Spain. In giving Constitutional Government to his

>eople, the Emperor was but turning from dreams of

conquest to visions of nationalities rehabilitated by revo-

litions.

At the opening of the session of 1862, on January

7, the Emperor expressed some of his disappointment
X the manner in which his acts were misinterpreted.

'
I am not unaware,' he said,

' that it is the fate of

hose who hold power to see their purest motives mis-

construed, and their most praiseworthy acts outraged

)y the spirit of party. But clamour is powerless when
me possesses the confidence of the nation, and when
»ne neglects nothing to deserve it. This sentiment,
diich prevails under all circumstances, is my most

>recious reward. When unforeseen events happen—as

1 rise in the price of food, or a failure of work—the

>eople suffer, but they are just, and do not make me

esponsible for their sufferings, because they know that

.11 my thoughts, efforts, and actions are directed to the

)ettering of their condition, and to the promotion of

he prosperity of France.'

In the course of the debate on the Address in the

Senate, Prince Napoleon renewed his attacks of the

)revious year on the French occupation of Eome
;

ilthough he knew that the Emperor, his cousin, was as

inxious as he to withdraw his troops, and that the
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book Government were doing their utmost to complett
XII

independence of Italy.
1 M. Billault replied to him in

this sense. In the Legislative Body the debate on the

Address was not begun before March 6. It was pre-

ceded by an 'incident' which gave the Opposition!

inside and outside the Chamber an opportunity forS
demonstration against the Government. A Bill was

laid before the Deputies for conferring a pension of

50,000 francs on the commander of the Chinese Efl

pedition, the General Cousin-Montauban, whom the

Emperor had created Count of Palikao. It served as

a peg to the Orleanists and Legitimists, and was so

roughly handled that the Count insisted upon havin

withdrawn. The rebuff was a mortification to the!

Emperor, and a flagrant act of injustice to a general;

but it served to give the Opposition a little triumph,
and the salons & subject for many well-turned sarcasms.

It was a feather that helped to show the direction of

the wind.

The debate on the Address in the Legislative Bodj
lasted fourteen days, the burden of the Opposition

speeches being against great military establishments,

and the laws restricting the liberty of the press, official

candidatures, and the laws of public safety. The
' Five' claimed, in their amendment, free elective muni-

cipalities. These were the demands of the reguk

Opposition, which were renewed year after year,

always rejected by large majorities, for the seven

during which the debate on the Address was

tained. In i860, M. Emile Olivier said in the Cham
' Since the last session the Government has ren

three great acts which I approve : an amnesty has I

decreed, a wide step has been made towards comma

111U1U-

L'gular

1 The Emperor addressed a severe in the spring of 1863. S

remonstrance to his refractory cousin pendix VI.
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berty, and the doctrine of non-intervention has been chap.

[indicated in Italy. In all the laws which have been

I may be the consequence of these three acts, I and my
riends have given the Government, and will continue to

;ive it, a loyal support.' So far as the speaker was con-

;erned, this promise was kept. But the Opposition was

Lot a loyal one; and its attitude in 1862, and at the gene-
al election of 1863, gave force to M. de Persigny's re-

nark to his Prefects, when urging them to do all in their

)ower to support the Government candidates, that their

opponents were not, as in England, loyal party men, but

factious remnants of former regimes, that sought to over-

urn the foundations of the State. The Minister of the

.nterior was a headstrong, rash, and dangerous adviser

)f the master whom he had served faithfully for many
.•ears ;

and in this general election, when political

)assion ran high, and the enemies of the reigning

lynasty obtained several signal victories—among others

;he return of M. Thiers to public life as a Paris deputy
—he manifested his absolutist sympathies and Papal

mtipathies in an unbecoming manner which shocked

;he Emperor and his more enlightened advisers. But

VL de Persigny's vision was true and clear in many
respects. He was not mistaken as to the real character

ind the danger of the new elements which were

being imported into the governing forces of the Empire ;

albeit he was rash in giving offence to friends who had

2onscientiously opposed the Italian policy of the Go-

vernment. He fell, at the close of the elections, never

to rise again as a public servant, but to sink lower from

year to year, under his ducal coronet, given to him as a

parting gift, and to die miserably.
M. Emile Olivier had disdainfully tossed the groups

of dynastic opponents of the Government aside as

'phantoms,' and the Emperor had believed that they

v.
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book would vanish before the light of liberty he was turniiM

__
v _ upon them. His policy was one of conciliation, an

this was in harmony with the generosity of his naturS
Prince Napoleon—a man of essentially illiberal sym-

pathies, but of the most audacious ultra-liberal prfl
fessions—attacked M. Billault in the Senate, charginH
him with having voted for General Cavaignac at the

Presidential election which first gave power to thfl

Emperor. The Minister replied with dignity that it-

was quite true; 'but,' he added, 'having seen the*

Prince President at work during ten years, I serve him

with fidelity and honour.' The Emperor wrote at onol

to M. Billault to thank him for his candour, and to

assure him of his sincere friendship
—two qualities His

Majesty never found in the cousin he continued to load

with favours.

While M. de Persigny's rash exclusion of friendly

candidates from the official lists, on the ground thai

they were '

clericals,' raised a small body of powerful

antagonists to the Government, Paris returned ten

Opposition deputies, and Marseilles, Lyons, Havre, and

some departments fourteen ; and thus the ' Five
'

of the

preceding Parliament were swollen to twenty-four.

Among these were the famous Legitimist lawyer, Berryen
and Marie, the Republican. The bulk, however, were

Liberals of Orleanist sympathies. None, save M. Emile

Olivier, could be said to be well disposed even to a

Liberal Empire, although they took the oath of fidelity

to the Emperor prescribed by the Constitution. In

presence of an Opposition, formidable by the remarkable

men it included, if insignificant still in numbers, the

Emperor resolved to strengthen the hands of M. BillauM

by creating a Minister of State who should be, in reality,

first Minister, in whom the policy of the Government

should be centralised, who should be responsible for all
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he departments of the administration to the Emperor, chap.

nd be able to speak with full authority for the Sovereign ..

nd the Government before the Senate and the Legisla-
te Body. At the same time M. Eouher was invested

viih the functions of President of the Council of State,

^hese changes were intended to give the statesmen

harged with the duty of speaking for the Government

11 the Chambers a closer knowledge of all the depart-
aents of the Executive, without altering, as the Em-
>eror explained in the ' Moniteur

'

the fundamental pact
f 1852.

1
For, in effect, it was the beginning of a

ystem of Ministers responsible to the Chambers. It

ras in the remodelling of the administration consequent

pon the above changes, that M. Duruy became Minister

f Public Instruction. His advent to power marked

he opening of a new epoch in the educational history
f his country.

The lines of opposition which Emile Olivier had

aken up from 1859 to 1863 were the legitimate objec-

1 ' Le plebiscite sur lequel se base Legislatif avait motive la creation

1 Constitution de 1852, en eta- des Ministres sans portefeuille, c'est-

lissant que les Ministres etaient re- a-dire des Ministres n'ayant dans les

aonsables envers 1'Enipereur seul, a faits a debattre aucune part person-
oulu mettre un terme a la com- nelle. L'Einpereur, par le decret de

etition d'ambitions parlementaires, ce jour, leur substitue le Minis tre

auses continuelles d'agitation et de charge des rapports du Gouvernement

dblesse pour les gouvernements avec les plus grands Corps d'Etat,

asses. Sans alterer en rien la force dans le but d'organiser plus solide-

t la liberte d'action ndcessaires au ment la representation de la pensee

ouvoir, l'Empereur, par le decret gouvernementale devant les Cham-
u 24 novembre, a voulu donner aux bres, sans s'^carter de l'esprit de la

rands Corps d'Etat une participa- Constitution. Le Ministre d'Etat,

on plus directe dans la politique degage de toutes attributions ad-

Snerale de son gouvernement ;
mais ministratives, et le Ministre presidant

i decret n'a pas moditie les principes le Conseil d'Etat, avec le concours

>ndamentaux du plebiscite de 1852, des membres de ce Conseil, sont de-

ii'un nouveau plebiscite seul pour- sormais charges d'expliquer et de

tit changer. La discussion plus defendre les questions portees devant

.rge et plus complete des affaires le S^nat et le Corps Legislatif.'

ubliques devant le Senatet le Corps
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book tions of a loyal subject to illiberal laws. He asked fofc

*_ ,^_^ freedom of the press, municipal liberties, responsible

^Ministers, peace, order in the national finances, anfl

morality in the conduct of public affairs ;
in short,™

he said,
'

liberty without disorder, but order without

despotism
'—in a word,

' the crown upon the edificeH

which the Emperor had promised ! He attacked severiH

of the shameless jobs which were frequently scandal

the public, not only of France, but of Europe,
which a Sovereign made of sterner stull' than the Eml

peror would have severely punished. The Emp
fretted under the faults of his old friends, and he

spised the lust of gain which absorbed them; but he

allowed M. de Morny and others to flourish to the

of their days, to his own great disadvantage.
M. Billault did not live to enter upon the new and

important functions which the Emperor had conlid<

him. The Senate and Legislative Body had been

voked for November 5. On October 13 the 'Monil

announced the sudden death of the Minister on whom
the responsibility of the new advance to constitutional

government was to rest. All the friends and son

the more moderate enemies of the Government regn
the death of this most authoritative and conciliatory

orator of the Government. ' This morning,' M. Doudan

wrote (October 17, 1863), 'the cannon announced the

obsequies of M. Billault. The army was astir, the 1

of the Empire were craped ! The Government i

wrong in regretting M. Billault's death, lie was

the glories of the Empire. I myself, for other
reasjjj

1 suppose, heard of his death with regret. I am al

lest, this orator removed, the Government draw

from the risks of debates to which it was becoming
-oned.' But the Emperor remained firm

;
and in the

place of M. Billault put M. Rouher, who from this
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;ime became His Majesty's most powerful subject and chap.

nipporter.
> ,—

The Emperor opened the session on November 5.

!n his speech he spoke with confidence of the material

progress of the country, of the great works in progress,

)f peace, of the abundant harvest, and of an ap-

proaching European Congress to settle the questions

vhich had kept the public mind in perpetual ferment

for some years.
1

But the Congress never met. It was opposed, to

*egin with, by Lord Palmerston's Government. ' Our

tnswer to the Emperor's proposal has been,' Lord

?almerston wrote to the King of the Belgians (Novem-
ber 15, 1863), 'in substance, that we do not admit that

||he
Treaties of Vienna have ceased to be in force, inas-

nuch as, on the contrary, they are still the basis of the

existing arrangements of Europe ;
that with regard to

he proposed Congress, before we can come to any
lecision about it, we should like to know what subjects

t is to discuss, and what power it is to possess to give

effect to its decisions. My own impression is that the

1 ' L'insurrection polonaise, a la- armes comme sans nous taire, un

uelle sa duree irnprimait un carac- moyen nous reste : c'est de soumettre

are national, reveilla partout des la cause polonaise a un tribunal

yinpathies, et le but de la diplomatie europeen. . . . Les trails de 1 8 1 5

lit d'attirer a, cette cause le plus ont cesse d'exister. La force des

'adherents possible, afin de peser clioses les a renverses, ou tend a les

ur la Russie de tout le poids de renverser presque partout. lis ont

opinion de l'Europe. . Ce concours 6t6 brisks en Grece, en Belgique, en

e voeux presque unanime nous sem- France, en Italie comme sur le

lait le moyen le plus propre a operer Danube. L'Alletnagne s'agite pour
i persuasion sur le Cabinet de Saint- les cbanger, l'Angleterre les a gene-

*6tersbourg. Malheureusement nos reusement modifies par la cession des

onseils desinteressds ont ete* inter- lies ioniennes, et la Russie les foule

r^tes comme une intimidation, et aux pieds a Varsovie. . . . Quoi
« demarches de l'Angleterre, de done de plus legitime et de plus sense*

1 Autricbe et de la France, au lieu que de convier les Puissances de

I 'arreter la lutte, n'ont fait que l'Europe a un Congres ?
'

&c.

envenimer. . . . Sans courir aux
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book Congress will never meet, and that the Emperor has no

»-
rf

-, expectation that it should meet.' The English Goverm
ment had resolved that it should not meet; and, in

fact, prevented its meeting ;
Lord Palmerston dismissing

the subject with the hope that the Emperor had mended
his position at home by his proposal.

The English statesman was of opinion ^hat, as to tn
question between Germany and Denmark, 'a smaller

machinery
'

would be sufficient to solve it. Evenfl

quickly proved how fallacious that opinion wa<.

The new Chamber, which included in the Opposition
ranks some of the leading orators of the country —as

Berryer, Thiers, Emile Olivier, Jules Favre, Marie, and

Jules Simon—gave the Government an immediate taste

of its hostile temper. Violent discussions were raised

on the Address, and amendments were proposed, de-

manding the liberty of the press, the right of meeting
and of association— in short, the reforms which the
' Five

'

had advocated in the previous Parliament. These

amendments were rejected by large majorities ;
but three

months had been spent before the Address of the I

lative Body was presented to the Emperor (January 29,

1864). The tone of many of the Opposition speakers
was not that of reformers, but of revolutionists. M.

Olivier protested against this interpretation of his -

sition, and with reason
;
but he could not per&uj

impartial minds that reform and not destruction

the Imperial rigime was the object of the mi

of his party—albeit they had sworn allegiance to

Emperor.
In the opening Speech of the session of 1865 (Febru

15), the Ei n peror referred to the revolutionary hara

in the Legislative Body, and the agitation outsit!'

which his advances had been met. He exhorted t lie

Senators and Deputies to oppose the supporters of
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changes suggested with the sole object of sapping the chap

bundations of the edifice.
1 The Senate replied chiefly ^_Xl_

m the Eoman and Italian questions ;
but the Legisla-

te Body discussed their Address from March 27 to

^pril 15. In these debates MM. Emile Olivier and

Thiers were the important speakers. The first was, as

we have seen, a loyal reformer
; the second was a

masked enemy. It was on the eve of these assaults

upon the Government of the Emperor that M. de Morny
lied. The Empire was losing its stoutest friends apace,
and this when most it had need of all the Parliamentary

strength it could put forth.

'After the elections of 1863,' M. Emile Olivier tells

us,
2 ' M. de Morny said to me :

" We will talk presently
about the political liberties you claim. From this

moment I agree with you as to the necessity of giving
a wide extension to civil liberty. I have been of this

opinion for a long time. Everything is ruled in this

country ;
it is a misfortune. What is the mcst urgent

reform to be carried, to satisfy the working classes?" I

answered, the law right of meeting, of combining, and

of forming associations. " Don't let us try too much at

once," he replied.
" Let us begin with the right of

combination."
' And so thoroughly did M. de Morny

go with M. Olivier that a law satisfactory to the wage
classes was carried, on the plan laid down by a Com-

mission, of which MM. Jules Simon, Buffet, and Olivier

were members.
' The manner in which this reform, that

gave the working classes the right to combine for their

1 '

Opposons-nous aux tendances moins ingenieuse, mais l'application

exagerees de ceux qui provoquent des des resultats de l'experience consacres

changements dans le seul but de par le temps et accepted par l'opinion

saper ce que nous avons fonde. publique.'

L'utopie est au bien ce que l'illusion
2 Le 19 Janvier. Par Emile

est a la verity et le progres n'est point Olivier. Paris, 1 869.
la realisation d'une theorie plus ou
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book common interests, was received by his political asso-

^— ciates, and chiefly by M. Jules Favre, proved to him|l
that they were a revolutionary faction, full of personiB
rancour, and not a loyal political party.

1 The zeal whicM
M. de Morny displayed in promoting it, and the ardoulM

with which he had ranged himself on the Liberal sicjH

for other advances towards parliamentary government,
made his loss one to be deeply regretted. Had he live(B

not only might he have redeemed his reputation bfl
honest service in the cause of liberty, but he mi

have guided the Empire safely through the perils of the
|

changes on which the Emperor was bent.

On the eve of M. de Morny's death, His Majesty with

the Empress had visited him, and remained part of the

night by his bedside. The Duke and the Sovereign had

been estranged several times through the imprudence*
and audacities of the speculator who could not keep ||

his hands clear of stock-jobbing and of dangerous and

immoral transactions, even when ennobled and entrusted

with one of the highest offices in the State. From I

palace on the banks of the Seine, where he was sur-

rounded with a court only second in brilliancy to that

of the Tuileries, he had turned again and again to the

Bourse; and, at his death, a charge lay upon him of

having drawn the Emperor into the Mexican expedition
that he might carry out an ignoble bargain. But th

Emperor forgot all these wrongs at his friend's death-

bed, and there were tears in his eyes as he pa

silently out of the Palais Bourbon, remembering onl;

the dying man's brilliant gifts, his courageous and hi

loyal heart.

1 The loyalty of M. Olivier to They and the press oppo
the Emperor drew oft" his friends nounced his liberal law on ooalit

from him, even -while he was doing as an act of treason !

his utmost for the liberal cau.se.
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The Duke de Moray was made indeed '

splendid in chap

ishes and pompous in the grave.' More imposing ob-

equies were never given by a Sovereign to an illustrious

ubject. The army of Paris, led by a Marshal of France,
1

)pened the procession, which stretched for miles along
ihe Boulevards.

In the Chamber, from which the authoritative, and

it the same time courteous and conciliatory President

lad disappeared, M. Olivier, apostrophising M. de

\iorny's empty chair, declared that he was expressing
;he opinions common to M. de Moray and himself,

•vhen he said that the Emperor would find the re-

uvenescence of the Empire in larger measures of liberty,

le exhorted the Government to move resolutely for-

ward on the path of freedom, saying that what they
lad done was too much or too little.

2 M. de Moray
lead, he had had pourparlers with M. Kouher, who had

3ecome without dispute the foremost orator and support
)f the Empire ;

but between the two there was no sym-

Dathy, and they drew apart into opposite camps. This

separation was a misfortune for the Empire.
M. Olivier, in a powerful speech (March 27, 1865),

ixhorted the Government, now that it was firmly esta-

Dlished, to grant the people political liberty as well as

^ivil liberty.
'

While,' he said,
'
it was foolish to yield

:o clamour, it was dangerous to put off concessions until

oopular anger had been aroused. Now it is neither too

1 Marshal Magnan, who died two Olivier answered,
'

you are now es-

nonths afterwards. tablished or lost : established if this
2 On the morrow of the famous is a beginning, lost if it is the be-

lecree of November 24—a decree at ginning and end.' Afterwards the

wbich both M. de Moray and M. two statesmen agreed that the plan
Walewski had cordially worked, on was to efface or complete, as they
:he initiative of the Emperor

—the respectively put it, the coup d'etat

President of the Legislative Body, by a coup d'eclat liberal. As a pre-

meeting M. Olivier, said :
'

Well, I paration M. Olivier reconciled M.

lope you are content ?
' '

Yes,' M. de Morny ith Prince Napoleon.

V.
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book soon nor too late : it was the right moment.
' He ended

_U__^ by remarking that, for the first time, he should vote for

the Address with the majority.

M. Olivier was followed by M. Thiers (March 28),

who in one of his most elaborate orations describe

the liberties that were necessary to a real government
lie required individual liberty, electoral *

liberty, free

speech and a free press: these constituted his ' mission-

aries of liberty.'

The phrases were caught up and bandied about the

press and the salon* for a long time afterwards. The

'necessary liberties' and the
* minimum of libert;

M. Thiers were tossed about with the -liberty without

epithets' of M. Olivier. M. Thiers, in claiming his

4

necessary liberties,' inferred that France poss<

none—a falsity for which he was severely reprimanded
first by M. Thuillier, and then, with more authority, by

the spokesman of the Government, M. Eouher, who

reviewed the veteran statesman's career as one thai

had been opposed to every progress of his time, to

railways and to free trade. M. Thiers had pursued only

his own political advancement, through the troubl

his country, and he remained true to his old tactics

Indeed, the time for the attack was ill chosen
;

for

at the moment when it was made the press teemed with

assaults upon the Government; hostile pamphL
were abroad; and so complete was the freedom of

working classes to combine, that Paris was without

cabs, owing to a strike of the cabmen. 1 France

1 This strike took place during struck, and into the principles

ieri which the Kin- co-operative societies, in which

made in 1865. The Km press, was interested. H"r Ma
who was Regent, sent for M.Olivier, implored to interfere, to compel
as one of the Commission on the cabmen to resume work; but

Coalition laws, and enquired mi- resolutely declined to interfere 'd'u

nuttdv into the working of the new gence
' with the liberty which

law, under which the cabmen had been just granted.
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lot all the liberty she might reasonably expect ; but to ch \p.

;ay that she had no liberties was to make an untruthful s- . / _

md factious statement. The covert design of the

lew Opposition was tersely described by M. Pelletan,

vhen he said that their work was like that of animals

vhose underground destruction of the basis of a build -

ng is known only when it falls. This work of destruc-

ion, according to M. Eouher and his friends, was

lelped forward when the Emperor, on his return from

Ugeria (where he had been received with enthusiasm

>y his troops and by the Arabs), acceded to M. Emile

)livier's request, made at their first interview (June

7, 1865), that no further refusals should be given to

lie demands of working men to hold meetings.

The session of 1866 was opened on January 22—
L Walewski, who had been appointed successor to

L de Morny, presiding.
1 In this session a first and

>owerful Opposition group was formed, in which the

)rleanists predominated. They mustered forty-five

eputies. In the separate amendment to the Address,
resented by them, they said :

*

France, firmly attached

the dynasty which guarantees order, is not less so to

berty, which she considers necessary to the accom-

lishment of her destinies.' They exhorted the Em-
eror to carry forward at once the liberal reforms

/"hich, they maintained, were the natural consequences
f his '

great act of 1 860,' and which the experience of

he last five years had proved to be proper and neces-

xry. This progress on the part of the Sovereign would
lake the nation contemplate the future with entire

onfidence. M. Buffet and M. Thiers were the chief

pokesmen of the group ;
and they asked nothing

hich should not have been granted, and which the

1 M. "Walewski proved unequal tired in the second session of his

» the duties of President, and re- presidency.

VOL. IV. X
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BOOK Emperor was not even eager to grant to loyal men
*-

*

,

'— But the past five years, and this sixth session of de

bates on the Address, had developed, not a reform

but a masked revolutionary party, whose ends could bt

discerned by the close observer of their movement*
M. Jerome David boldly answered M. Buffet, telligtt

him that his groups of Legitimists, Orleanists, and Re

publicans were united only by a common hate
; unci

that they were seeking, not a Liberal Empire, buij

powers by which they might destroy it. M.
Olivieij

alone was conscientious when he said that liberty would

up the Imperial dynasty upon a rock.

M. Eouher in his reply on the debate denied that
|

complete return to parliamentary government, witl

Ministers responsible to the Chamber, was compatibly
with the Imperial Constitution as established by the

plebiscite of 1852.
1 M. Emile Olivier had said that the

decree of November 20, i860, had struck at its founda-l

tions
; but this could not be. Only the direct v<

the people could put aside that which their direct von

had willed
; and this vote had defined the powers of the

Legislative Body, and had confided to the Sovereign the

administration of the Government, as the representative
of the national sovereignty. M. Rouher skilfully re-

called the debates under the Government of July, in

which MM. Guizot and Thiers had themselves rej

universal suffrage as incompatible with parliament

government. The national sovereignty was eintx

in the Emperor by nine millions of votes. If univei

suffrage was to remain this sovereignty must be intai

1

Writing to Prince Napoleon Beuve said: 'Le Gouveri

aoouf this time, and returning him tort de voir par la socieV'

tome letters of Proudhon which the Le hlanc domine; il n'y a de roi

Prince hud l.nt him for his Life of que celui des cardinaux.'

the revolutionary philosopher, Saintt-
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v.

Die attribute of the elected Sovereign was authority ; chap.

:he functions of the elective bodies were to control and

idvise. The memorable debate was closed by the

triumph of the Conservatives, who rejected the amend-

ment of the forty-live by 269 votes against 63.

The Emperor, in his reply to the Address, betrayed
lis disappointment, when he said :

' We are in quest
)f that liberty which enlightens, controls, and discusses

;he conduct of the Government, and not that which

becomes an arm to undermine and destroy it.' Then

le went on to say :

' Fifteen years ago, the nominal

Jhief of the State, but without power or support in the

Jhamber, I dared to declare, backed by my conscience

md the suffrages that had been given to me, that France

should not perish in my hands. I have kept my word.

?or fifteen years France has grown and has developed
ler resources. Her high destinies are in course of their

iccomplishment. Our sons will continue our work after

is. As guarantees I have the co-operation of the great
bodies of the State, the devotion of the army, the

mtriotism of all good citizens, and, that which our

'ountry has never lacked, the protection of Divine
3
rovidence.'
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XII.

CHAPTER VI.

TWO GERMAN WARS.

book Thb invasion of Denmark by Prussia and Austr la wasi

the opening scene of the long-protracted drama that

closed with the proclamation of King William ofi

Prussia as Emperor of Germany, in the gilded sal

of Louis XIV. at Versailles. That great wrong which

England, France, and Russia permitted to be wrought.

upon a weak but gallant nation, brought in its train

mighty evils upon some of those who forbore to help,

and one at least of the wrongdoers. 'The conducl

Austria and Prussia is discreditably bad,' Lord Pal-

merston wrote to Lord Russell (February 13, 1864),
' and one or both of them will suffer for it before tl

matters are settled.'

The complications of the Sleswig-Holstein question

are almost as perplexing to the student of moi

history as those of the Eastern question. We may ;

them over very briefly ;
for they affected the fort;

of the French Empire only after Field-Marshal Wra
invaded Holstein at the head of 80,000 German troo

on February 1, 1864. The difficulties between

many and Denmark about the two provinces

when, in 1848, the revolutionary party in Denmar

appealed to Germany to help them in establishing
union of Sleswig and Holstein. Germany, nothing lot

interfered in behalf of the revolutionists ; and from

moment when she was permitted to have a hand in
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1

By the insertion of Paragraph ferent times appeals were addressed

in the Treaty of Prague, Denmark by the Danish Government to the

icquired a moral right at least to different Powers—France, England,
aave the question of North Sleswig and Russia—hut in vain,

settled by a plebiscite ;
and at dif-

VI.
eguiation of the destinies of the Duchies, began Prussia's chap

cheme of self-aggrandisement, the first triumph of which

yas her possession of the harbour of Kiel, and the last

>f which was the abolition of Paragraph 5 of the Treaty
>f Prague, in 1878.

1
It is a long story of falsehood,

Taft, and cunning, absolved by success.

The part taken by France and England in the

legotiations which preceded and followed the invasion

f Denmark by the Austrians and Prussians was to the

credit of neither. Public indignation was fierce in both

ountries at the brutal conduct of the two German
D
owers, and it was suggested that England and France

lihould offer mediation on the basis of the treaty en-

gagements of 1852. A refusal on the part of the

Shermans was to be met by a British squadron at Copen-

lagen, and a French corps cVarmee on the Ehenish

rontier. To this proposal both France and Eussia

leclined to agree. The Emperor Napoleon was in no

nood to fall in with suggestions from Lords Palmerston

md Kussell, especially in an expedition against the

wo Powers with which England had been lately nego-

tiating, in order to isolate him in Europe. He had full

n his mind the defeat of the Congress he had pro-
Dosed ;

and this defeat was in the main the work of the

British Cabinet. He met the suspicion of England
vvith cold reserve when she turned to him suddenly to

30-operate with her. In April an armistice was ar-

ranged, that a conference might be held in London,
:o settle the dispute between the belligerents. But

he victorious Germans would listen to no fair terms,
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xn.

the conference broke up, and the Avar was resumed.

( )n June 24 the British Government applied to the

Emperor a second time to co-operate actively in defence

of the heroic Danes. The Emperor declined again on

the terms offered by England, but tendered his moral

support. He played the part which England had per-

formed in the Italian struggle for independence ; while

England gave only sympathy and regrets, left the DaUBI

to be crushed, and saw her forced to sign a peace at

Vienna, by which she gave up to her immoral and

shameless foes the Duchies of Sleswig, Holstein, and
I

Lauenburg.
1 M. de Bismarck remained at Biarritz

during the negotiations.

The share of France in these transactions mus

attributed in part to the state of the Emperor's health,

as well as to the condition of perplexity and misl

in which the failure of the Congress had left him,
2

1 ' It was an unworthy abuse of

power by Austria and Prussia, to

take advantage of their superior en-

lightenment and strength to crush

an antagonist incapable of successful

resistance
;
and the events of this

Danish war do not form a page in

German history which any honour-

able or generous German hereafter

will look back upon without a blush.

I wish that France and Russia had
consented to join with us in giving a

different direction to those affairs;

and I am convinced that words from

three such Powers would have been

sufficient without recourse to blows.

One consequence is clear and certain,

namely, that if our good friend and

neighbour at Paris were to take it

into his head to deprive Prussia of

her Rhenish provinces, not a finger
in England would be stirred, not a

voice raised, nor a man nor a shilling

voted to resist such retribution upon!

the Prussian monarch
;
and when

j

France and Italy shall be prepared

to deliver Venetia from the A

yoke, the joy with which the

of such an undertaking will be

hailed throughout England will be

doubled by the recollection of Hol-

stein, Lauenburg, Sleswig, and Jut-

land.'—Letter of Lord Pah

to the King of the Belgians,

28, 1864.
2 '

II semble hors de doute qi

Sainte Alliance, que la France a^

rdussi a rompre par la guerre

Crimee, est, pour le moment, plus

moins un fait accompli,

duquel l'Empereur, abandonne"

l'Angleterre, ou du moins sans

voir compter sur cet Etat, s

decide" a observer une position encore

plus re"serve"e qu'auparavam
Danish Minister in Paris to the
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to the German influences in England which fettered chxp.
vr

Lord Palmerston's Government. When, in June, Lord .—fl^_

Cowley pressed His Majesty to go to war, in alliance

with England, the Emperor was suffering acutely from

that disease which his physicians appear to have mis-

understood from the first. He hesitated to commit

the fortunes of his country and his House to the issues

of a great war
;
and the English Government took

advantage of his indecision to declare in the House of

Lords (June 1 7) that since France would not fight for

th&> treaty of 1852, England must decline to go single-

handed into the fray, particularly as the treaty in-

cluded no positive guarantee of the integrity of the

kingdom of Denmark.

This statement was not an ingenuous one. The ne-

gotiations between the two Governments had been

carried on between Lord Cowley, the Prince da la Tour

d'Auvergne, French Ambassador in London, and MM.
Rouher and Drouyn de Lhuys, on the part of the Em-

peror. According to M. Drouyn de Lhuys, England
never offered more than her fleet as her share of the

forces which were to drive off Prussia and Austria,
1

leaving France to bear alone the shock of the com-

bined German armies ;
and it was for this reason he

and M. Rouher persuaded the Emperor to hold back.

Had England offered an offensive and defensive alliance

1 on reasonable terms,' France would have once more

taken the field' with her old ally ;
but even with the

prospect of a Rhine frontier, to which England is said

to have consented in June, a war by France alone

against the united armies of Germany was not to be

thought of.

Minister of Foreign Affairs in Co- 1 Les Coulisses de la Diplomatie,

penhagen, July 7, 1864. Les Cou- p. 14.

lisses de la Diplomatic, p. 26.
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book On May 31, while the Conference was sitl

x
'_ - the Emperor gave audience to the Count Moltke, the

Danish Minister, at his Court. The Minister found

Napoleon with the map of Sleswig before him, and

thoroughly master of the frontier questions then und<fl

debate in London. He told the Count candidly thfl

Denmark must content herself with the FlensborfH
Toender line, as the utmost the Conference could oh
'If she continues the war,' said the Emperor, 'Deri

mark will lose Sleswig. England will do nothing
Denmark. I personally, as well as the entire French

people, cherish the deepest sympathy for the Da

nation ; but I must look after the interests of my own

country before those of Denmark, and I cannot take

upon myself the responsibility of waging war alone to

help you.'

Lords Russell and Palmerston were not sat

with the line of conduct into which the course of ev<

the manufacturers' peace party, and German sympa-
thisers had forced them. 1

They suffered a vote 0$

censure in the House of Lords, and barely escaped one

in the House of Commons. The two statesmen

changed opinions on the question when it was at an

end. The Premier wrote to his Foreign Secretary

(September 11, 1864): 'You say that with less timidity

around us we might probably have kept Austria, qui*

in the Danish affair. Perhaps we might ;
but then w(

had no equal pull upon Prussia, and she would havt

rallied all the smaller German Powers round her, am
we should equally have failed in saving Denmark.

The 'timidity around them' prevented them froi

offering France more than a naval co-operation.

decided them to take advantage of the Emperor'

1 Let Coulisses de la Diplomatic, p. 22.
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hesitation to justify them in leaving Denmark to her chap.

fate. ^_
The Danish negotiations settled, much to his dis-

satisfaction, the Emperor left Paris for Vichy in July,
to take the waters ;

and he remained a month under

treatment. It was while he was here, at rest from the

cares of State, that he wrote a characteristic letter to

Marshal Vaillant, Minister of the Imperial household, on

two great building operations in Paris :
—

'Vichy, July 3, 1864.

'

My dear Marshal,—I wish to communicate to you a

reflection I have made during the rest I am enjoying
here. Two great establishments, for very different

1 objects, viz. the Opera and the Hotel Dieu, are to be

rebuilt in Paris. The first is already in progress; the

second is not yet begun.

'Although one, the Opera, is to be built at the

cost of the State, and the Hotel Dieu at that of

the City of Paris and the hospices, both will be re-

markable monuments in the capital ;
but as they serve

two very different interests, I should not like one to

appear better protected than the other.
' The cost of the Imperial Academy of Music will

unfortunately exceed the estimates
;
and we must avoid

the reproach of having spent millions on a theatre,

before the first stone of the most popular hospital in

Paris has been laid .

'
1 beg you therefore to urge the Prefect of the

Seine to begin the works of the Hotel Dieu soon, and
direct those of the Opera so that both monuments shall

be finished at the same time.
1 1 admit that this arrangement has no practical

advantage ; but from a moral point of view I hold it

important that the edifice to be devoted to pleasure
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book shall not be raised before the shelter for sufFerincr.
XTT
-\ '-< Beceive, dear Marshal, the assurance of my sincere

friendship. Napoleon.'

From the repose of Vichy, which gave him tem-

porary relief, the Emperor passed to the bustle of

the Camp of Chalons, where he appointed Marshal
MacMahon Governor-General of Algeria, in the plaofc

of Pelissier, Duke of MalakofF, who had died in .May.

The year was closed with another, and, to the heart of

the Emperor, a severer loss. On December 10, M.

Mocquard, his faithful friend and secretary
—who had

been devoted to him from his early days at Arenenberg—was added to the fast increasing list of his depa
adherents. In M. Mocquard the Emperor lost not only
the most faithful and affectionate of servants, but a

scholarly companion, a bright intelligence, and a dis<

and vigorous writer. 1

Within a few weeks of the signature of p
between Prussia and Austria and Denmark, M. de

Bismarck was preparing for a war witli Austria. < >n

December 16 (1864) he gave audience to M. Jules

Hansen, the Danish journalist, whom he had recently

met at Biarritz, in Berlin
;
and discussed with him the

advisability of giving back North Sleswig to Denmark,

on the understanding that the Danes would the

refrain from opposing the incorporation of the refj

the Duchies with Prussia, to the exclusion of Austri

M. Hansen pointed out that this course would pro:

obtain the hearty consent of England, France, ai

Russia; and that it would particularly commend il

to the Emperor Napoleon, whose policy was bas

the principle of nationalities. M. de Bismarck remark(

1 He was succeeded by M.Etienne Emperor, and served him loyally li

Conti, who remained faithful to the his death on February 8, 1872.
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that of course Prussia would have to reckon with chap.

Austria, and that war might break out ' in a month -—
t
-l_

or in a year,'
l and therefore that the neutrality of the

Powers was worth much
;
but he was not prepared to

say that that of Denmark would be worth North

Sleswig without some compensating territory. He
admitted that there were 200,000 Danes in North

Sleswig, who would raise a clamour against incorporation
with Prussia : but the moment had not yet come to

deal with the question, and he recommended M. Hansen

to wait patiently.
'

I,' he added,
* have learned the art

of waiting.'

M. Drouyn de Lhuys addressed a circular, on the

last day of 1864, to the Emperor's representatives at the

European Courts, bidding them support a solution of

the Sleswig difficulty on the basis of nationalities—
Danish Sleswig passing to Denmark, and German

Sleswig to Germany. But M. de Bismarck still decided

to wait. Events were happening quite to his satis-

faction. The opposition of Prussia to the pretensions
of the Prince of Augustenburg to the Duchies

; the

resistance of Austiia to their annexation to Prussia; the

disinclination of both Prussia and Austria to the Anglo-
French proposal that Danish Sleswig should be retro-

ceded
;
and the uneasiness of the Emperor Napoleon,

who dreaded the renewal of the Holy Alliance of Eussia,

Prussia, and Austria against him, and who felt that he

could no longer count upon the cordial alliance of Eng-
land : these were the elements of gathering compli-
cations with which M. de Bismarck had to play. He
still watched and waited, while diplomatists, politicians,

and journalists grew angry over the two solutions which

were presented to Europe. The first was the retro-

1 Les Coulisses de la Diplomatic
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hook cession of North Sleswig to Denmark, and the incor*

^i^i_^ poration of the rest of the Elbe Duchies with Prussia;
the second was their incorporation as a separate S

under the Prince of Augustenburg. The first solution

was that which England and France supported. The

retrocession to Denmark was the indispensable condition

of their acquiescence in the handing over of the German

portion of the Duchies to Prussia. Austria vehemently

opposed any such solution, and was becoming very

angry at the ambitious designs of her ally in the

plunder of Denmark.

In the spring of 1865 the Duke Charles of Glucks-

burg had an interview with the Emperor Napoleon in

Paris to press upon him the candidature of the Prince

of Augustenburg ; and the Emperor replied that the

will of the people should be consulted. Be had always

supported the principle of nationalities, and he had,

therefore, always regarded the retrocession of North

Sleswig to Denmark as the best solution. But he had

no intention of going to war to enforce it.

Through many difficulties Prussia, under the resolute

and patient guidance of M. de Bismarck, held on her

way to empire. The Chambers in Berlin refused the

Government the subsidies they requested ; the Diet at

Frankfort was turbulently hostile; Bavaria called for

energetic measures against the threatened domination

the Prussian monarchy. In the summer war was immi

nent between Austria and Prussia ;
and both were ill prt

pared for a struggle. Hence the celebrated Conve

of Gastein that was signed on the 14th of August, 1865,

by which Lauenburg was sold by Austria to Pr

It was a convention against which England and Franc

protested, but which they suffered to be carried out-

1 For this Convention M. de Bismarck was rewarded with the title

Count.
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VI.
England merely demonstrating her cordial agreement chal

with France by a visit of her ironclads to Cherbourg.
To the parties to the Convention it was but a truce. M.

de Bismarck was not yet quite certain of the neutrality

of France, nor was his alliance complete with Italy.

From Gastein he repaired to Biarritz, to feel the pulse

of the Emperor.
His Majesty was in no mood to enter upon fresh

complications. The failure of his Congress, of his efforts

in favour of Poland, and of his attempt to help or to

save Denmark, had helped his political enemies at home
to weapons of attack which they had freely used.

Moreover French statesmen were on foreign affairs

divided into two bitterly hostile camps. There were

the supporters of the unification of Germany and Italy

as the allies of France
;
and there were the politicians

of the old school who were frankly anti-German, and

hostile to the erection of a united Germany on the

frontiers of France. The wise course for France would

have been, in alliance with England, to oppose the status

quo to all M. de Bismarck's designs ;
to have held

silently aloof from his negotiations for an alliance with

Italy ; and to have turned a deaf ear to his territorial

propositions. With France silent and on the watch,

he would not have ventured to throw himself upon
Austria, nor would Italy have risked an offensive alliance

with him. 1

'

Eemaining generally silent in the midst of these

contradictory debates,' M. Julian Klaczko has remarked

in his ' Two Chancellors,'
'

loving moreover to soar

1 ' Whatever may be said now, Prussia was as anxious as we were,

if France had appeared opposed to perhaps even more so, as to the

these steps (the treaty of Italy with attitude that France would adopt in

Prussia), we could not have run the the event of a war by Prussia and

risk of finding ourselves face to face Italy against Austria.'— Un Toco piii

with an Austro- French alliance. di Luce—Lamarmora.
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book above the passions and contentions of his entourage,
'_ the serenity of a calm and meditative mind,

in

Emperor Napoleon III. was ripening a project thl

appeared to him to meet two arguments of both sidefl

and to be in harmony with his direction to his Ministef

for Foreign Affairs—inertia sapiential He had Italy
more in hand than M. Drouyn de Lhuys imagined. It

had been the passion
—
perhaps the vow—of his youth!

and even the Empress Eugenie had become the ardenl

advocate of the liberation of Venice since the introduce

tion of M. de la Yalette to the Ministry, and perhaps
since the day when the Chevalier Nigra had thrown oil

some graceful and pertinent couplets on the subject of

a gondola, which she had launched on the lake at

Fontainebleau.

The Emperor was favourable to the formation of a

powerful Prussia
;
and to the thorough re-adjustment

of the frontiers. ' The geographical situation ofl

Prussia,' he remarked to M. Drouyn de Lhuys,

badly traced.'
1

Faithful to his principle of natio-

nalities, he conceived a strong Protestant Germany,
rounded to the Elbe and the Baltic, with a traditionally

Catholic Austria, and a number of secondary St

between. The Venetian Province was to be ceded to

Victor Emmanuel, and so a free Italy was to stn

from the Alps to the Adriatic, while Austria was to be

compensated with Silesia. France was to have the

Catholic provinces of the Rhine—not Belgium. Agai
and again the Emperor said that to seize upon th

kingdom of Leopold would be 'an act of brigandage
His main object was not the enlargement of his

Empire, but the re-adjustment of Italy, Prussia, and

Austria on bases that would ensure a conte;

Letter to M. Drouyn de Lhuys, June 1 1, 1866.
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Europe, and for himself the glory of having been the chap.

author of a permanent settlement on the principle «*—,-—
which had always been the keystone of his policy.

Above all, he desired to finish his work as the

emancipator of Italy ;
and it was on this desire that

M. de Bismarck worked to obtain his alliance witli

Victor Emmanuel, and to ensure the neutrality of France,
in the event of a war between Prussia and Austria. ' If

Italy did not exist,' he said to the Chevalier Nigra
after his return from Biarritz, 'we should have to

invent her.'
1

The famous interviews which the first Minister of

Prussia had with the Emperor Napoleon at Biarritz, in

October, 1865, have found many interpreters. The

Emperor's enemies have declared that in the hands of

the Prussian statesman he was as pliant as clay in those

of the potter ; while his friends and admirers have

insisted that he was not led in his after policy by the

persuasive tongue of his visitor. The truth is, that

Napoleon remained silent, and that he was unfavour-

ably impressed by the extravagant forms into which
M. de Bismarck threw his political speculations as they
walked along the beach, the Emperor leaning upon
Prosper Merimee's arm, and exchanging now and again
a glance and a smile, as the boisterous German talked.
'

Is he mad ?
'

the Emperor whispered to Meriinee. 2

Merimee's opinion was that M. de Bismarck was a

1 *Ce qui, pendant le sejour de acquise compensait aux yeux du

Biarritz, dut le moins echapper a un ministre prussien bien des doutes

Dbservateur sagace comme M. de encore inquietants, le faisait passer

Bismarck, c'etait la prise que don- sur mainte reticence de l'auguste
oait sur l'esprit de Louis-Napoleon taciturne.'

?on attachement profond pour la
2 'He is a savage of genius/ said

patrie de Cavour et de Manin; la M. Thiers, in the Place Saint-

Stait la clef de la position, le vrai Georges,
not du Sphinx, et cette certitude
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BOOK great man playing a game in his own original way;
1

— ., .*— * and lie was highly amused in watching the meditative

and silent Sovereign, parrying the thrusts of his un-

wieldy antagonist, and steadily declining to give him an

advantage.
' He is a big German,' Merimee wrote to i 1 is

unknown correspondent, 'very polite, and by no moans
naif. lie appears to be absolutely devoid of GemuM
(geniality), but full of wit. He has quite won inc.'

Had he conquered the Emperor also ? At any rale

he had found his weak point, and that was his love

for Italy. 'He spoke of Belgium and part of Switzer-

land as necessary and legitimate elements of French

unity ; of the common action of France and German v

for the cause of progress and humanity; of a future

understanding between Paris, Berlin, and Florence, even

London and Washington, to lead the destinies ofl

Europe, to regulate the affairs of the whole world,

to turn Eussia to her true vocation in Asia, and

Austria to her civilising mission on the Danube.']
Nevertheless, the Prussian Premier returned t«> Paris in

no pleasant humour. Nor was this humour improved

by his interviews with M. Drouyn de Lhuys. France

had just concluded an advantageous commercial treaty

with Austria, and the policy of the Government

inclined towards Vienna, in spite of the faith of the

Emperor in a powerful Germany under the Ifoliei

zollerns. The activity and popularity of the Prim

Metternich in Paris thwarted for a time the adventui

ous schemes of the German Minister, who knew that h<

was playing a desperate game for his country; and h<

was not unaware that he might be leading her to

>nd Olnnitz.

1 'II n'y a que M. de Bismarck 2 Deux Chaneeliers. Par Julian

qui soit un vrai grand homine.'— Klaczko, ancien depute" au Parle-

Ltttret a une Inconnue, vol. ii.
p.

nient de Vienne. E. Plon : Pari?,

321. 1876.
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The treaty of alliance between Prussia and Italy chap.

was signed on April 8, 1866. M. Bismarck had resolved

upon war Avith Austria ; and he immediately set to

work to secure the ' benevolent neutrality
'

of the

Emperor Napoleon. Promising was the very
'
air o'

the time,' and the adventurous statesman, who had

determined to stake the fortunes of his country on the

chances of war with a renowned military Power like

Austria, even with the untried and not wholly organised

troops of Prussia, under Generals Moltke and Eoon, then

inexperienced in the field, was prodigal in his offers

to the French monarch, while he was allaying the fears

and scruples of his own, and reconciling him to an

alliance offensive and defensive with Victor Emmanuel.

The records of the negotiations, official and unofficial,

between Berlin and Paris, from the close of the Danish

war to the victory of Sadowa, are still far from com-

plete ;
but in the pages of Lamarmora, Julian Klaczko,

Benedetti, Jules Hansen, Albert Sorel, and others who
have already thrown considerable light on M. Bismarck's

relations with Napoleon III., we find proof upon proof
of the unblushing and cynical dishonesty of the former.

The Emperor was sick in mind and body ; and he was

served by negotiators who were pigmies in the hands

of the Minister of King William. He was a dreamer

of benevolent intentions
;
and he permitted an unscru-

pulous rival to outwit him, to use him, to cheat him,

to insult him, and at length to overcome him. The

revolution in Eoumania might have given Venice

peaceably to Italy, whereas, through the devices of M.

Bismarck, Napoleon helped to plant a Prussian Prince

on the banks of the Danube. The Congress, which the

Emperor proposed in order to settle peaceably the

questions in dispute among the Powers, would have

frustrated the designs of M. Bismarck, and, with the

VOL. IV. Y

VI.
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book help of Prince Gortchakof, lie put it aside as imprac-
xn

'_. ticable, at the same time whispering into diplomatic ears

that he was less German than Prussian, and would
not]

hesitate to give up all the country between the Eh in©

and the Moselle to France. 'Saved from the Congress,

as M. d'Usedotn expressed it, M. de Bismarck laboured

to draw King William off from his idea of a peaceful

transaction with Austria on the subject of the Duchies^
and to inflame his ambition in favour of a German

nationality. He succeeded in the end
;
but the King

gave way reluctantly, and with tears in his eyes. The

venture was a most hazardous one, according to the

unanimous opinion of the military authorities of Europe
The general belief was that M. de Bismarck was driving
his country to utter ruin. In the course of a debate

in the Legislative Body (May 3, 1866), M. Thiers

characterised the conduct of Prussia as outrageous

(burlesque), while M. Emile Olivier stigmatised it as

infamous. The general belief in Paris was that Prussia

would be badly beaten ; and that then France, as

mediator, would command the situation. This was the

idea of the Emperor; and he submitted it at length to

M. Drouyn de Lhuys, in the following communica-

tion :
—

'Palace of the Tuileries, June 11, 1866.

4 Monsieur le Ministre,—At the moment when the

hope of peace, which the meeting of a Conference had

led us to conceive, is fading away, it is essential that

Ave should, explain in a circular, addressed to our

diplomatic agents abroad, the ideas my Government

intended to submit to the councils of Europe, and the

line of conduct it will adopt in the course of the events

which are preparing.
' This circular will place our policy in its true light.

If the Conference had taken place, your language, as^
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you know, would have been very explicit. You would chap,

have declared in my name that I rejected any idea of A-

territorial aggrandisement, so long as the European

equilibrium was not broken. We could indeed think

of the extension of our frontiers only in case the map
of Europe should be modified for the benefit of a great

Power, and the frontier provinces demanded, by a free

vote, their annexation to France.
' These circumstances apart, I hold it to be worthier

in our country to prefer, to territorial acquisitions, the

precious advantage of living on good terms with our

neighbours, by respecting their independence and their

nationality.
4 Animated by these sentiments, and having in view

only the maintenance of peace, I appealed to England
and Kussia, to make a common effort of conciliation to

the interested parties. The understanding established

between the neutral Powers will remain in itself a

guarantee of security for Europe. They had shown

their thorough impartiality in resolving to restrict the

discussions of the Conference to the questions in dispute.

I believed that in order to solve them, they should be

frankly stated, that they should be freed from the

diplomatic veil which covered them, and that the legiti-

mate desires of sovereigns and peoples should be taken

into serious consideration.
4 The conflict which has arisen has three causes.

4 The badly defined (mal delimitee) geographical
situation of Prussia.

4 The desire of Germany for a political reconstitu-

tion more in conformity with her general wants (besoins

generaux).
4 The necessity under which Italy lies to secure her

national independence.
T 2
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book 'The neutral Powers could not have desired to
xn

'_. interfere with the internal affairs of foreign countries;

nevertheless the Courts which had taken part in the

constitution of the Germanic Confederation, had the

right to enquire whether the contemplated cliangl
re of a nature to compromise the order of thinS

abhshed in Europe. As far as we were concerned,

we should have been in favour of a closer union of the

secondary States of the Confederation, a more pov

anisation, a more important place, in regar<

Prussia, of more homogeneity and strength in the

north; and for Austria the maintenance of her great

position in Germany.
w We should have favoured, moreover, the cession of

Venetia by Austria to Italy, in return for an equil

compensation; for if in concert with Prussia, and

putting aside the treaty of 1852, she waged war against

Denmark in the name of the German nationality, it

appeared to me just that she should accept the same

principle in Italy, by completing the independenc
the Peninsula.

'Such are the ideas, which, in the interest of the

peace of Europe, wre should have attempted to

ablish. To-day it is to be feared that the arbitra-

ment of the sword will decide.

1 In the presence of these eventualities, what should

be the attitude of France ? Should we manifest our

displeasure because Germany finds the treaties of 18 15

insufficient to satisfy her national aspirations and

maintain her tranquillity ?

' In the struggle which is about to begin we hav

only two interests: the preservation of the Eur

equilibrium and the maintenance of the work whic

have helped to raise in Italy. But, to preserve th

two interests, is not the moral strength of Fran
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enough ? In order to make
'

her voice heard, must chap

she draw the sword ? I think not. -—,_
'

If, in spite of our efforts, our hopes of peace

should not be realised, we are still assured, by the

declarations of the Powers engaged in the conflict,

that, let the results of the war be what they may, none

of the questions which affect us will be settled without

the consent of France. Let us keep, then, a watchful

neutrality ; and, strong in our unselfishness, animated

by the sincere desire to see the nations of Europe

forget their quarrels, and to unite in the cause of

civilisation, of liberty, and of progress, let us remain

confident in our right, and calm in our strength.'

The war between Prussia and Italy and Austria

was even shorter and sharper than that between Austria

and Prance and Italy had been. M. de Bismarck, who
went forth to the war at the end of June with a Prench

romance in his pocket to distract him from the horrors

of the battle-field, found himself master of Germany on

the 3rd of July, when the sun went down on Sadowa,
and at liberty to return to Berlin, as he had resolved,

through Vienna and Munich.

On the morrow of SadowT

a, the
* Moniteur

'

contained

the following announcement :
—

'An important event has happened.
' After having vindicated the honour of his arms in

Italy, the Emperor of Austria, acceding to the ideas of

the Emperor Napoleon, as expressed in his letter to his

Minister of Poreign Affairs on the nth of June, cedes

Venetia to the Emperor of the French, and accepts his

mediation to arrange a peace between the belligerents.

The Emperor hastened to respond to his appeal ;

and immediately addressed himself to the Kings of

Prussia and Italy, to arrange the terms of an arm is-
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BOOK tice.'
1 While General Le Boeuf went to Venice to

.

xn "

receive the city and the fortresses of the Quadrilateral

from Austria, on August 11, these terms being ar-

ranged, he addressed the following letter to King Victor

Emmanuel :
—

'Saint Cloud, August u, 1866.M
'Monsieur mon Frere,—I have learned with pleB

sine that your Majesty has adhered to the armistice

and to the preliminaries of peace signed between tlfl

King of Prussia and the Emperor of Austria. It is

probable, therefore, that a new era of tranquillity is

about to open for Europe. Your Majesty knows that

I have accepted the offer of Venetia, to protect it from

devastation, and to prevent a useless effusion of blood.

My object
has always been to deliver it up, so that

Italy might be free from the Alps to the Adriatic,

Being mistress of her destinies, Venetia will soon be

able to express her wishes by universal suffrage,
• Your Majesty will acknowledge that in theal

events the action of France has been used once again in

favour of humanity, and of the independence of nations.

'I renew to you the assurance of the sentiments of

high esteem, and of sincere friendship, with which I

remain
1 Your Majesty's good brother,

'Napoleon.'

1 'Berlin, le 6 juillot, 1866.
propos semblables. . . . Je ne

• L'omotion qua produite ici la
m'empeclier de croire que la Frai

n >te du Munitcur, sur la cession de
apres bien des pourparlers, re"

la Vent-tie et la mediation de l'em- fa j re accepter un armis
it Napoleon pom- arrive* a un

tard? la ])aix.'_jr>5 Coul

armistice, est indescriptible. Tout
Diplomatic, Par Jules Ha

le monde— bourgeois, officiers et M. de Bismarck, in

simples soldats—est exatpetf; 011 fcne Prussian Chambers, Decern

pas entendre parlerde"paix 20, said mediation •

{franxfoUchen Friedm\ eepted only because it was ofl

paix pourrie
"

(fentkn FKeden), tue form f au ultimatum,
ni itre arri'te a mi-cltemin, et autres
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Between the battle of Sadowa and the signature of chap

the preliminaries of peace on July 26, and again between

July 26 and August 23, when the Peace of Prague
was signed, the hesitations and discussions in the

Imperial councils were of the most lamentable kind.

The Emperor was very ill, and in haste to be away in

search of relief, at Vichy, from sufferings becoming
intolerable. He was anxious on many grounds for an

amicable settlement
;
and he believed that a watchful

neutrality would obtain conditions of peace that would

satisfy the susceptibilities of his subjects. But such

was not the opinion of his Foreign Minister, nor of

the Duke de Grammont, then Ambassador in Vienna.

On the morrow of Sadowa, M. Drouyn de Lhuys
obtained an interview with the Emperor, and said that

France was face to face with events which might prove
as disastrous to him as the defeats of the First Empire.
He urged the Sovereign to call the Legislative Body
together, and to give orders to concentrate an army of

observation of 80,000 men on the eastern frontier.

M. Benedetti should inform the King of Prussia that the

Emperor would feel himself compelled to occupy the

left bank of the Ehine, if His Majesty insisted upon
acquisitions of territory that would disturb the European

equilibrium. The Ehine was stripped of its troops ;

and Marshal Eandon was ready to put 80,000 men in

the field at once.

The Emperor is said to have yielded to the argu-
ment of his Foreign Minister, and to have agreed that

a note convoking the Chambers should appear in the

morrow's ' Moniteur.' 1 But M. Eouher, Minister of

State, and M. de la Valette, Minister of the Interior,

having heard of the Foreign Minister's victory, sought

VI.

1 Les Coulisses de la Diplomatie,
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BOOK the Emperor, and prevailed upon him finally to remain

—,— in a strictly neutral position. lie was more thoroughly
committed to the alliance between Prussia and ItalH

through Prince Napoleon, M. de la Valette, and mk
Benedetti, than M. Drouyn de Lhuys was aware of.

That conflict of separate and independent advise™
which the Prince Consort had pointed out to the Kmper<M
as the fundamental weakness of his position as a

sovereign, was seen in all its viciousness at

moment of supreme importance, and it served the

turn of M. de Bismarck only too well. M. de <

found resolution at the Foreign Office, but hesit;

and a strong disinclination to take any risk, at the

Tuileries. 1 De Grammont had pointed out to M. Drouyn
de Lhuys that there were not 15,000 troops bel

Berlin and the Rhine; but MM. de la Valette and 1

detti had reminded their Sovereign that the army was not

in a state to face the Prussian needle-gun, which had

mown down the Austrian battalions. The German Minis-

ter in Paris came on the scene at this juncture ; and,

after seeing the Emperor, informed M. Drouyn de Lhuys
that he had obtained for his master more than he

had hoped to get : Prussia might make her own terms

1 M. Thiers, who was very active,

diplomatically, all this time, blamed

the French Government for not

having supported the British Go-

vernment in the Danish question,

lie was opposed to the principle of

nationalities. He declared that the

French nation detested the Italians,

because they led them into political

embarrassments. He was resolutely

opposed to the German unity, and

supported the autonomy of the small

German States. He exclaimed to

M. Hansen (May 28, 1866) : 'Let
M. de liitinurck have a care if he

comes here to the Co

people might make a demonstration

that would not be agreeable to hi

M. de Bismarck was aware of

feeling, and had arranged thi

the case of the Congress meeiai

body of French police should nit

him at the frontier and escort hii

to Paris. In short, M. 'I 'i.'

sincerely opposed to the p

the Emperor, and desired a

alliance with Austria. I

that all was being sacrificed to tt

liberation of Venetia.
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with Austria. Those conditions laid the foundation of CHAP

the German Empire ;
and Napoleon, fettered by his ^—,—

secret treaty (June 12, 1866) with Austria, and the

dissensions of his advisers, and the unsatisfactory state

of his army, was compelled to look on, while the

European equilibrium was rudely broken under his

eyes.

On his return from Vichy early in August, some-

what relieved by the waters, the Emperor found a

bitter cup ready for his lips. His Ambassador at

Berlin had returned to Paris with the point-blank
refusal of M. de Bismarck even to take into considera-

tion the subject of the claim of France to have such an

jaccession of territory as would redress the balance of

power, which Prussia's immense conquests had disturbed.

[France had been used by the Prussian statesman while

he wanted her help ;
but now that victory was in his

hands, lie needed her no longer. He even reproached
her for having interfered in the peace preliminaries in

behalf of Denmark. 1 When a second negotiator was

sent to him from Paris with a memorandum, in which

the establishment of a neutral State on the Bhine

frontier was submitted as an alternative, M. de Bismarck

declined even to receive the French envoy, and referred

him to an underling, who told him that Prussia would

listen neither to territorial compensations, nor to the

neutralisation of German lands. Even the clause which

had been inserted in the peace preliminaries, at the

instance of France, in favour of North Sleswig, vras on

the point of being omitted from the definitive treaty,

so defiant had the iron Count become between Xickols-

burg and Prague, under the influence of victory. He
declared he owed no wages to France

;
he described

1 M. Jules Hansen was sent by II, 1866) with the memorandum in

the Count de Chandordy (August question.
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book her proceedings as a policy of pour-boires ; and his

—r^ countrymen, emulating his spirit, laughed at caricatures

in the Berlin shop-windows which presented Napoleo*
in ridiculous and abject positions.

With the Treaty of Prague M. Drouyn de Lhuyi

disappeared from the Foreign Office
; and the MarquUf

de Moustier was recalled from the Embassy ofConstanl

tinople to take his place. But, in the interim, M. de la

Valette acted as Foreign Minister, and appended hi
name to the famous circular to French diplomatic

agents, of September i, 1866, which his predeo
had declined to sign, in every paragraph of which we

trace the hand of the Emperor. In this remark

State paper, the condition of Europe consequent upon
the Treaty of Prague was reviewed.

The treaty was accepted as the coup </>' grdce of the

Treaties of 1815. The coalition of the three Northern

Courts was broken. The principle of free alliances was

henceforth to govern Europe. All the great Powers

had recovered their independence, and were fre

pursue the regular development of their destinies.
' Prussia aggrandised, i'vw from all solidarity, secure!

the independence of Germany. France should not

take umbrage at this. Proud of her own admirable

unity, of her indestructible nationality, she cannot

oppose or regret the work of assimilation which h

just been accomplished, nor subordinate to feelings

jealousy the principles of nationality which she repr
ts and professes in regard to other nations. Th

national sentiment of Germany being satisfied, her

will be dissipated, and her hostilities will die out. I

imitating France, she takes a step which docs n

remove her farther from, but brings her nearer to us.

4 In the South, Italy, whose long servitude could no

extinguish her patriotism, is put in possession of all tl
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elements of national greatness. Her existence modifies chap... • VT

profoundly the political condition of Europe ;
but in *>__,__

spite of thoughtless susceptibilities or passing injustices,

her ideas, her principles, her interests must draw her

towards the nation which has shed her blood to help
her to win her independence.

' The interests of the Pontifical throne are secured

by the Convention of September 15. This Convention

will be loyally executed. In withdrawing his troops
from Borne, the Emperor leaves there, as a guarantee
of the safety of the Holy Father, the protection of

France.
6 In the Baltic, as in the Mediterranean, small navies

are growing that will be favourable to the freedom ot

the seas.

'

Austria, freed from her Italian and German pre-

occupations, and ceasing to waste her strength in barren

rivalries, but concentrating it in the East of Europe,

represents still a Power of thirty-five millions of souls,

which no hostility or interest separates from France.
'

By what a singular reaction of the past on the

future, would public opinion discover, not allies, but

enemies of France in these nations, freed from the need

of playing a part which was hostile to us, called to a

new life, governed by principles that are our own, and

animated by those sentiments of progress which form

the peaceful bond of modern societies ?

1 A Europe' more solidly constituted, made more

homogeneous by better defined territorial divisions, is

a guarantee for the peace of the Continent, and is

neither a peril nor a harm to our nation. This nation,

with Algeria, will soon include forty millions of inhabit-

ants
; Germany, thirty-seven millions, twenty-nine in

the Confederation of the North, and eight in the Con-

federation of the South
; Austria, thirty-five ; Italy,
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book twenty-six; Spain, eighteen. What is there in this

,
,
'— distribution of European forces that can disturb us?

1 An irresistible force—is it to be regretted?—impel!
nations to unite in great agglomerations, suppressirM

secondary States. This tendency proceeds from a

desire to give to general interests more efficaeioui

security. It is perhaps inspired by a kind of providen-
tial prevision of the destinies of the world. While

old populations of the world, in their restricted bounds!

ries, grow slowly, Russia and the United Stat<

America may, within a century, reckon each a hundred

millions of men. Although the progress of thesi

great Empires is not a subject of uneasiness for

but, on the contrary, we applaud their generous efforts

in favour of oppressed races, it is prudent in the in-

terests of the nations of Central Europe not to remain

cut up in small States, without strength or public spirit.

'Policy should rise superior to the narrow and

mean prejudices of a former age. The Emperor does

not believe that the greatness of a country depends

upon the weakness of the nations which surround it,

and he sees a true equilibrium only in the satisfied

aspirations of the nations of Europe. In this, he is

faithful to old convictions and to the traditions of his

race. Napoleon I. foresaw the changes which are now

taking place on the Continent of Europe. He had

the seeds of new nationalities : in the Peninsula, when In

created the kingdom of Italy ;
and in Germany, wh<

abolished two hundred and fifty-three separate State

This circular, which expressed honestly the opinioi

of the Emperor, but not those of his friends nor oi

foes, could not hide the cheek which France

sustained, nor allay the bitterness of the

disappointment. AL Cousin was almost alone in coi
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tending the Imperial view of the situation.
1 A chap.

Prussian member of the Jockey Club angered the young <—Tl—

men of society by laying a heavy bet that M. de

Bismarck would not let France have the smallest

Grerman village. M. Doudan wrote sparkling things

to his correspondents at the expense of the Government,
in which he said that many perfect rifles would be

wanted to repair the mischief which was then being

permitted by France. He gave a sample of the address

to the Emperor at the meeting of the Chambers :
—

Thanks to the labours of your Majesty, a military

Power, which reconstitutes the Germanic Empire with

more strength than unity, is about to cover France

with the shadow of its glorious neighbourhood.' M.

Prevost-Paradol, in the ' Courrier du Dimanche,' had

been attacking the Imperial policy without mercy, and

at the close of the year put forth his letters in a volume

with a preface,
'

composed of vitriol and champagne,'
to expose the folly of a policy that had drawn a million

of fighting men along the frontiers of France, and then

had summoned a Military Commission to reorganise the

army. Among the hostile critics of the Imperial policy

was one whose devoted friendship the Emperor could

not doubt. Queen Sophia of Holland wrote to him in

bitter terms, reproaching him for permitting Austria to

be humbled and the Federal States to be subjugated ; and

warning him that he was working his own downfall.

M. Thiers, who never relaxed his activity in opposi-

tion to the Government, said that France would find

herself isolated. King William might have himself

1 ' Pour M. Cousin, il admire, ainsi qu'il parlait l'autre jour a M.

dit-on, le genie de notre Empereur Vuitry.'
—X. Doudan : Letter to M.

dans tout ceci. Selon ses fortes ini- Picatory, July 18, 1866. Vol. iy.

pressions, il smcline devant le plus p. 43.

grand politique de nos jours ;
c'est
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XII
rook proclaimed Emperor by a German Parliament, and it

would be difficult for France to bear this. He re^ard<M
the talk about the annexation of Belgium as pure lolly,

and another trap laid by M. de Bismarck. FranJ
would find it difficult to secure allies. Italy wfl
anxious to preserve her cordial friendship with Prnsshtl

Austria was estranged by the hesitation of France in

coming to her assistance after the cession of Yenetiaj
and would probably take her revenue by remaininH

neutral. ' I will not allow myself,' M. Thiers added,B
' to be diverted from my opposition to the Km
because I think I am fulfilling a duty to my com
For the last four centuries France lias not suffen

greater misfortune than that which has just happi
to her. And what is the cause of it except the personal

government to which I cannot accustom myself? I

cannot bear to see clerks at the head of the Govern-

ment. I want Ministers responsible to the com
and not to one man.

' The public are very dissatisfied with recent events

abroad; but the Opposition will take no initiative.

We shall leave the responsibility to the Government,

As for me, I think it necessary to stop the progr<
-

Prussia; but I don't want a war with her at pres

Two years hence, when Austria will be ready, the

moment will come for France to oppose the ambitioi

of Prussia, sword in hand. But in order to do this

must not be guilty of imprudences like that which tl

Government is committing with this great loan for afl

1 Conversation between M. a few vipers perhaps, and we
Thiers and M. Jules Hansen, towards digest them till our needle-

the end of 1866. Les Coulisses de ready. It remains t<> be b<

la Diplomatic, p. 130. the German Parliament will d(

a About this time M. Mlrimee whether they will not commit blui

wrote from Saint Cloud to his friend ders and lose the advant

Fanizzi :
' We shall have to swallow have gained.'
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streets, and in so-called economical experiments. I con- cha]

dder all this as folly at a time when France has more «—,_!

leed than ever for her money. This is the reason why
\L Fould is retiring.'

1

Sick in mind and body, the Emperor retired first to

Biarritz, and afterward to Compiegne, in quest of some

est from pain, as well as of those hours of solitary

neditation and of quiet work which were the solace of

life, at every period of it.ns n

1
]

1 In the following year M. Fould peror, whose friends had fallen so

lied
;
to the great grief of the Em- thick about him of late.
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CHAPTER VII.

THE EXHIBITION OF 1 867.

;; BEHIND the splendours and the festivities of the Great
'

. Exhibition of 1867, held on the Champ de Mars—an

exhibition of the world's industry surpassing in com-

pleteness, picturesqueness, and magnificence thos

185 1 in Hyde Park, and of 1855 in the Champs E!\

—
lay ominous foreign and domestic questions, whicl

darkened the horizon of the Empire all round. In the

previous October (26th), the Emperor bad appointed a

Commission to reorganise the army,
1 that it might bl

able to cope with the needle-guns and the numbe
the German forces. The temper of the victorious

Germans continued to show the wisdom of this precau-
tion. The Mexican expedition was drawing to its tragic

close; the Empress Charlotte had implored the Emperof

Napoleon in vain not to abandon her husband.'2 The

opposition, at home, was gathering strength, and be-

coming only more audacious and hostile to the throi

under the new liberties which the Sovereign had grant<

The Exhibition gaieties diverted Paris through

summer, and drew holiday hosts from the province

1 This Commission, over which the Empress passionately plead*

Bmperor presided, included all husband's cause, and Napoleor
the Marshals of France, Generals prevented by his en:

Fleurv, Allard, llourbaki, Le Bceuf, the United States Government i'ror

rd, Trochu, and Lebrun, and holding out any hope, created

II Rouher. profound and lasting impression
3 The scene at Saint Cloud, when his mind.
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witness the matchless fetes of Imperial France, and the chap

accession of crowned heads and illustrious personages ^ 1

vho were the guests of the Sovereign. The Emperor
>f Eussia arrived on June 1

;
the King of Prussia, acc-

ompanied by Moltke and Bismarck, on the 5th ;
and

le Sultan at the end of the month. The Tuileries, the

lotel de Ville, the Ministries, were the scenes of con-

tant balls and concerts. The Empire, to the laughing

isitors, appeared to be at the height of its glory. The

tumorous gamins laughed at the iron Count as he

>assed grimly along the Rue de Eivoli. King William,

lis First Minister, and his great General were no friendly

uests at the feasts, but actors of a part, observers

aaking notes, enemies within the hospitable gates of

Japoleon and his beautiful consort. This was felt by
he French people ;

and the feeling took some un-

leasant forms.
1 The visit of the Emperor of Russia,

aoreover, was clouded by an attempt on his life in the

tois de Boulogne. The two Northern Sovereigns returned

tome, possibly dazzled by the transformation of Paris

nder the hands of Napoleon and Baron Haussmann, but

mch impressed also by the militant spirit which was

broad, and which was antagonistic to the Fatherland.

In his work-room in the Tuileries, before the many
iublic duties of the day were begun, and in the evening,

riien, exhausted and in pain, he had retired betimes from

le society of the Empress's salons
,
the Emperor passed

tany solitary hours pondering the weighty questions
lat encompassed his power, and that threatened to de-

troy it, and with it the fortunes of his House. He had

eed Italy, and she was ranging herself already among
is enemies, because he would not give her Rome for a

apital, at the risk of mortal offence to the Church of

1 Some St. Oyr cadets, over their wine, drank to their meeting in Berlin

the following year.

VOL. IV. Z
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BOOK which he was the Eldest Son. The troubles of 186I
xi 1 .

'

«
» *- > which terminated with Mentana, and in the course 0:

which M. Rouher uttered his famous 'Jamais!' toG«
baldi and his volunteers as well as to the violent Oppo-
sition in the Chamber at home, and by which the

Empire made hosts of foes and not a single iri<

were a further cruel experience to the Sovereign w^|
had recently been the dupe of Count Bismarck. His

B]

pathies were with the Italian Liberals ; but he was tfl

chief of a great Catholic Power, and could not
desert]

the Pope. Had he withdrawn Ins troops from Ro
and left the Vatican at the mercy of Menabrea

Garibaldi, he would have set up a foe to the Em]
in every village pulpit of France.

Count Bismarck must have watched the Emperor!
difficult predicament with satisfaction. Italy was not

more grateful for Venetia. On the other hand, Austria

stood aloof from France, watching in anger the late of

Maximilian in Mexico. England was cold, and le

rather towards Prussia than towards her faithful ally of

sixteen years. The Emperor's principle of nationalities

• as the basis of his foreign policy, albeit generous and

just, and sincerely and courageously and obstinately

maintained, had not prospered in his hands.

At the outbreak of the Civil War in America he

was strongly inclined to intervene in favour of ti

South, and of the formation of a separate and kindrt

Republic which would be the natural ally of Fran*

That inclination had been thwarted by the for

liberal public opinion in France in favour of the

tion of slavery, and by the attitude of the people

England. When, in 1861, however, the London
vent ion was signed by England, France, and Spain,
which active and energetic common action a:

Mexico was called for, the Emperor formed the id<
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-which he called one of the great conceptions of his chap
vii.

eign
—of establishing on the American Continent a

owerful Catholic monarchy, in the place of the un-

3ttled and turbulent rule of Juarez. A Mexican em-

ire was to put an end to the long period of political

nd social disorder which had afflicted the land of

[ontezuma, to give France an important ally beyond
le Atlantic, and to curb the restless ambition of the

inited States. The enemies of Napoleon have endea-

oured to trace the origin of the Mexican expedition to

u ignoble bargain between one Jecker, a Swiss banker,

nd the Duke de Moray. Unfortunately the character

f the Duke in his financial relations, and the subse-

uent pretensions of Jecker, gave colour to the slanders

f an unscrupulous Opposition.
1 But the baseless fabric

f the lampooners' train falls to pieces in the light of

le truth now apparent to the world. The expedition
as the joint action of three great Powers, whose sub-

sets had suffered outrages at the hands of the Mexican

uthorities. The chastisement was to be the common
I of England, France, and Spain. The expedition
as in most essentials like that which Louis Philippe
ad sent out in 1838; but behind the terms of the

)mmon convention of the three Powers lay the French

sign of establishing a Catholic empire.
2

In December, 1861, Vera Cruz was occupied by

panish troops under the command of General Prim
;

1 This Jecker, in conjunction in the operation rests on a threaten-

th the Mexican President, Mira- ing letter found in the Tuileries in

m, and champion of the clerical 1870, written after the Mexican ex-

rty, had entered into some scanda- pedition. Jecker was shot with other

is financial operations, to the preju- hostages, under the Commune, May
56 of the Mexican Exchequer, and by 26, 1871.

rich the two raised money in Paris,
2 It was resolved upon by a con-

bonds, called Jecker bonds. The vention of the three Powers, October

rticipation of the Duke de Moray 31, 1861.

z 2
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book and in the following month by French and British fordfl
>—^—- But by Ma}- both England and Spain had settled thjH

claims and obtained guarantees from the Governm^B
of Juarez. Their mission was at end ; and they retirB

leaving the forces of the Emperor Napoleon to car™
out the idea which had lain behind the ostensible rea^H
of their presence in Mexico.

Juarez had abolished the monasteries and the eccle-

siastical tribunals
;
he had confiscated the property of

the Church, which amounted to one-half of the land of

the country ; and he had, finally, separated Churfl
from State. Under these blows the Mexican Cli

party were not likely to remain idle. They despat
Almonte and other agents to Europe ;

and these found

a ready instrument in Napoleon III. The idea of a

at Catholic empire, to hold the United Stat<

check, and to give the Church of Koine a firm footing
on the other side of the Atlantic, was to Napoleon*!

mind, as we have remarked, one of the greatest of his

reign. The Convention of October offered him tin

portunity ; and, with the support of the Mexican Church

] tarty, he seized it without hesitation, to the great

faction of the Vatican and of the Gallican Church.

It was not an idea of conquest, but one of those enter-

prises which commended themselves to his brooding

mind. He believed that it would be for the good
the world, and that it would redound to the honour

Imperial France.

The history of the French expedition in Mi

under Forey and Bazaine, is one of remarkable

but of ever-recurring discomfiture. War was dc<

dnst Juarez in 1862 (April 16), and after a <

Puebla, redeemed by a series of successes, the Frem

army entered Mexico city in the following year (Jui

1863). A regency was formed ; an assembly of n<>tal>l
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ras convened ;
and on July 10 an hereditary monarchical chap.

fovernment, under a Eoman Catholic emperor, was r—.

arried. In the following year (June 12, 1864) the

Lrchduke Maximilian of Austria entered the Mexican

apital as Emperor, and began that troubled reign which

nded by his death at the hands of the Juarists, three

ears afterwards.
1

The expedition had been from the beginning un-

opular with the French people ;
and it served the

nemies of the Empire as a weapon against the Govern-

lent. M. Eouher called it
' the greatest enterprise of

tie reign ;

'

but, in spite of the report on the splendours
nd national wealth of Mexico, where France was to

nd new sources of prosperity, by the Deputy Corta,

nd of Michel Chevalier's articles in the ' Eevue des Deux

londes,'
2

it never found favour, even with the majority
>f the Legislative Body who voted the expedition. Two
inister influences combined to damage it in public

pinion. The clerical party, and the speculators for

trhom the Duke de Morny acted, were its active sup-

>orters
; and from the time when the French expedition

>arted from the Spaniards and the English, and made

v
rar to establish a Catholic empire in the place of the

bnerican Eepublic, they alone defended it.

The Emperor Napoleon was among the first who
aw that the project, which looked so prosperous when

Maximilian went out to occupy the throne of Mexico

n 1863, was doomed to failure, and that he must bow
o the force of public opinion, vehemently expressed

>oth in Europe and America. He loved the young
Mnce to whom he had given, he believed, a glorious

hrone in the West ; and when he saw that he was in

1 He was shot, with his two Juarez re-entered the capital,

enerals, Miramon and Mejia, on 2 Afterwards published in a vo-

une 19, 1867, and a month later lume—Mexique ancien et moderne.
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book
danger upon a tottering fabric, he sent General Castel-

•— . -•' lane out to him, begging him to abdicate before ™
French forces quitted his territory. Misguided, but

heroic in his error, the young sovereign stood to t\m

end by those avIio had compromised themselves in hi»

cause, and died the death of a soldier.

The circumstances under which the Emperor wi^B
drew his troops from Mexico are, fortunately, put

record by the chief actor in the negotiations betweM
the Tuileries and Washington. It was said that thel

Emperor had recoiled before a threatening letter froM
Mr. Seward. General James Watson Webb, who had

known the Emperor during his short exile in the U]

States, was the friendly agent through whom he negoB
tiated with the American Government in 1863 the

withdrawal of the French expedition from Mexico.

In 1 86 1 General Webb, on his way to Ei«

American Minister to Brazil), had, at the request of Mr.
|

Lincoln, seen the Emperor (at Fontainebleau, July 2

to ascertain his views as to the American blocka<

the Southern coast. These views were entirely

tory to the American President. This mission led to

the resumption of the friendly relations between the

Emperor and the General; so that when, in 1863, the

Mexican expedition was assuming formidable pro]

dons, the latter ventured to write to Napoleon, pointi

out the mistake he had made in recognising the Pri

party in Mexico, and putting his entire faith in it.

remarked that the United States could never -

the project of a Eoman Catholic Empire, and that a

collision might occur, at any moment, between the

United States and France. On March 22, the Em]
addressed the following candid reply to his friendly

adviser :—

t to
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* My dear General,—I received your letter of March chap.

,
and the interesting note enclosed therein, which, after ^—,_!_.

erusal, I burned immediately,
1

according to your

dshes, and without mentioning the subject to anyone,

'he questions you treat of are very important and very

elicate ; still, I will answer them in all frankness. You
re greatly mistaken if you believe that any motive of

mbition or cupidity has led me to Mexico. Engaged
1 this enterprise by Spain, and led by the doings of

uarez, I reluctantly sent, first, two thousand men ;
after-

wards, the national honour being compromised, my
roops were increased to eight thousand

; finally, the

epulse at Puebla having engaged our military honour,

sent over thirty-five thousand men. It is, therefore,

uich against my inclination that I am compelled to

rage war at such a distance from France
;
and it is in

way for the purpose of taking possession of the

nines of the Sonora that my soldiers are fighting. But

iow that the French flag is in Mexico, it is difficult for

tie to foretell what may happen ;
at all events, my in-

ention is to withdraw as soon as honour and the in-

erests now engaged allow me. It would be wrong in

he United States, therefore, to make my being there a

ubject of dispute ;
for a menace would then change all

ny plans, which now are disinterested. As regards the

var which desolates your country, I profoundly regret

t
; for I do not see how and when it will end, and it is

lot the interest of France that the United States should

le weakened by a struggle without any good results

oossible. In a country as sensible as America, it is not

Dy arms that domestic quarrels should be settled, but

1 This refers to a copy of an France, and giving notice to the

)fficial despatch from General Wehb Emperor that his remaining in

Mr. Seward, urging the applica- Mexico would be considered by the

don of the Monroe doctrine to United States as a casus belli.
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book by votes, meetings, and assemblies. In Europe, too,—r—' we have many causes of disturbance—many grave
|

questions to solve. For this purpose, France needs tH
alliance of England ; hence my efforts have always befl
directed towards maintaining the ties of good undM

tiding, often in spite of the ill-will of the EngliH
vernment.

'
I have now sincerely explained my position to yom

and in that way, you see, I reciprocate the perfeB
frankness of your communication. Be always pel
suaded, my dear General, of my interest in

country, as well as my friendship and the high esl

which I profess for your character. With these

timents, I remain yours, & Napoleon.'

General Webb forwarded this frank and friendly

letter to President Lincoln, who received it in the spirit

in which it was written, and relied on the Empi
laration that he should withdraw his troops a1

earliest possible opportunity. But after the deal

Mr. Lincoln, the continued presence of French legioJ
on the American continent, protecting a young Catholic

empire, created a very angry and threatening fe<

General Webb again tendered his good oil ices. On his

way home, towards the close of 1865, he repair*

Paris, and had an interview with the Emperor at 5
Cloud (Nov. 10). The conference ended in an

inent, subject to the approval of the American Presw

that the French troops should withdraw from Ah

in twelve, eighteen, or twenty-four months.

The Emperor appears to have stipulated that the

American Minister in France should know nothii

arrangement; and, to guard against its 1'

public in America, even Mr. Seward was not to kn>

icially. General Webb was to write to the Em]
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'sident Johnson's assent
;
and so the matter was to be chap.

ept clear of the Foreign Offices. The Emperor under-

)ok to announce the withdrawal of his troops in the

Moniteur,' in April, 1866
; and he kept his word.

'

Thus,' says the 4 New York Times '(April 10, 1869),
it will appear, that the department of State had

piling
whatever to do with the settlement of the

lexican question; and it is most unjust to Napoleon III.

permit, uncontradicted, the universally received idea

hat the French troops were withdrawn from Mexico in

onsequence of the threatening letter from Mr. Seward

the Marquis of Montholon, which bears date Decem-
>er 6, and was sent to him on the nth. As a matter

f course, both in this country and in Europe, the

ublic could attribute the withdrawal from Mexico to

10 other cause ; but as it now appears that the letter

eferred to was written after Mr. Seward had been

fficially notified of the settlement of this all-important

piestion, and after he had directed General Webb, in the

lame of the President, to communicate to the Emperor
he President's approval and acceptance of such settle-

nent thus agreed upon, public sentiment, both here and

n France, will do justice to the Emperor and vindicate

um from the reproach of having been driven out of

vlexico by anything that could be construed into a threat.
4
It seems clear, from the documentary evidence

vhich has been submitted to us in this matter, that as

;arly as the 22nd of May, 1863, the Emperor in his

etter to General Webb declared that he desired very
nuch to withdraw from the Mexican business, and ex-

3ressed his determination to retire his troops just as

soon as he could do so with honour, and without

mounding the sensitive pride of the French people.
From that determination he never swerved

; and Mr.

liincoln died in the full faith that he would fulfil this

VII.
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book understanding, and that the Mexican question w<
XII

,]*i

thus be settled. After Mr. Lincoln's death, the subject!

became one of political agitation ;
and we seemed to bel

on the eve of a rupture with France, when the personal!
relations which General Webb had maintained with the!

Emperor enabled him, in an unofficial and friendly in-l

terview, to effect an understanding which would havel

been found much more difficult, if not absolutely im-j

possible, of attainment, through the ordinary chann^H
of diplomatic intercourse He (General Webb)!
has never failed to vindicate the Emperor of France]
from the reproach that he was induced to retire from

Mexico by reason of threats, fulminated more than two

years after he had voluntarily given a written pled-

retire, and after he had specifically named the manner

as Well as the time of his retiring.
" The Empci

-ays General Webb, " not only carried out the arrai

ment made by him in its true spirit, but when it bee:

apparent that he must retire all his forces at one

ensure their safety, and not by detachments, instead of

fixing upon eighteen months, as the average of the time

agreed upon, he voluntarily named sixteen months

March, 1867) as the period for withdrawing."'*

From all these troubles, deceptions and disappoint-

ments, Napoleon turned, under the burden of failing

health and almost perpetual pain, to those civil and

military reforms which were, according to M. Emile

< Hivier, to base his Empire on the rock. How pati<

he laboured, and with what honest desire to leave tl

country he passionately loved the better for his ml

they know best who lived nearest to him. If

not command success, he richly deserved it. This

the testimony of his honourable enemies.
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CHAPTEE 1.

NOSCITUR A SOCIIS.

|3efore passing on to the swift succession of events

Which led to the fall of the Second Empire, and to the

wreck of the hopes and the ambition of a Sovereign
who had laboured for the good of his country, and

pad dreamed many dreams of social improvements that

were to benefit the whole family of man, we may
profitably linger awhile over that part of the life of

Napoleon III. which he passed with his family, and

in the society of friends and visitors whom he found

congenial to his sympathies and tastes. Noscitur a

Sociis.

The entourage of the Emperor should be divided

into two distinct sections—viz. that of his Ministers, his

political partisans, his official household, civil and mili-

tary ; and the friends of his studious and social hours,
with whom he worked, and walked, and talked. His

loyalty to men who had served him—even when these

compromised his Court—was so intimate a part of his

being, that he could seldom be persuaded to put them
aside. He suffered by their follies and their vices

; but

he never treated them with severity. Such men as

De Persigny tried his friendship, but could not wholly

destroy it. De Morny, more than all the rest of his

public servants and partisans, brought discredit upon
the Empire, by his immoral speculations, carried on
even from the presidency of the Chambers. The Em-
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: peror, when he heard of some of these tilings
—for tl

>

'

,
-* were kept from him as a rule—was angry and scorn

and he remained on no intimate terms with the Dukl
but the President was not easily to be put aside.

was a gambler on 'Change ; at the same time he

without a rival in the difficult art of conducting

Parliamentary debates.

»ain and again the Emperor rebuked the gamblin

spirit that flourished round about the Bourse durii

his reign. He was grieved and disappointed when mei

whom he had trusted proved to be self-seeking or dil

loyal. Towards the end of his life he was profoum

discouraged by his experience of men. As we hai

recorded, he was in the habit of saying of M. J)i,

'
C'est un honnete homme,' hereby making an in-

vidious distinction that wounded others. But he spoke
the satisfaction of his heart, lie had a couns

honest to the core, and he could not but take delight

in the phenomenon. The lists of the men eminent

in literature, science, art, and jurisprudence, who werl

invited to Compiegne, and who found there the quiet

of a country life, the sports of the field, and the

pleasure of a large intellectual society, are enough
to confound the Legitimist and Orleanist enemies of

the Empire, who have never ceased to assert that in-

tellectual France held aloof, in a body, from Napo-
leon III. These invitations, drawn up carefully

-'ries, so that the groups of guests should make

harmonious company, and that all the eminent m<

the nation should have an opportunity of approach ii

the Sovereign on intimate terms, include the most dil

tinguished diplomates, authors, painters, composers, m<i

of science, politicians, professors, and inventors of tin

time. Each Minister furnished a list of distinguish!

persons in his department. These lists were submits
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y the Great Chamberlain to the Empress, who drew chap.

om them her groups of guests, each group being « r—
ivited for six days.

1

Among the frequent guests were

Emile Augier, Dumas fils, Camille Doucet, Octave

euillet, Emile de Girardin, Theophile Gautier, Paul

met, Ernest Legouve, Paul de Musset, Gustave Dore,

•esire Nisard, Jules Sandeau, Sainte-Beuve, De Sacy,

rancais, Auber, Felicien David, Berhoz, Gounod,

[ermet, Ambroise Thomas, Claude Bernard, Verdi,

onget, Milne-Edwards, Nelaton, Delaunay, Leverrier,

asteur, Ponsard, Viollet-le-Duc. These were among
le guests who were invited on no official grounds, but

3 distinguished men, with whom both the Emperor
ad the Empress delighted to converse. The Empress's

[ondays at the Tuileries were gay parties, at which

le verve of Parisian society was conspicuous ;
but the

hateau life of Compiegne was, as a rule, quiet. The

rilliant hostess loved to assemble savants and wits about

er tea-table, and to enjoy their conversation on a topic

rhich she would skilfully raise. The Emperor talked

part, with a foreign prince, a diplomate, a chemist* a

lilitary authority, with the inventor of a gun, or the

•ropounder of a new scheme for the benefit of the

(folic.

The arrangements for the comfort and freedom of

he guests were perfect. Each guest was at home in

lis apartments in the morning, and was served with

crupulous care ,and punctuality. At dinner only was

here a formal appearance. Driving and hunting were

-t the command of those who were active ; but each

1 The lists from T853 to 1869 Fiench and foreign. Two students

ave been carefully preserved, as from the Polytechnic, St. Cyr, and

ocuments that will prove the Em- Normal Schools, were invited with

•eror's constant connection with the each group,
cost eminent of his contemporaries,
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followed his own taste. Cordiality reigned at

dinner, and throughout the cheerful evenings, wl

were enlivened by dramatic scenes arranged by

Ponsard, by verses from the pen of M. Edmond A.be|

by scientific experiments by Professor Longet
M. Pasteur, and by amateur theatricals and ch

scenes, satirical or humorous reviews of the year,

charades, in which M. Viollet-le-Duc (who was

the groups of guests) acted as stage-manager.
1

The reviewer of Compiegne from 1865 to iS(

when, events being too sad for the comic muse, tin

were discontinued, was M. de Massa. Among the

tinguished amateurs were the Barons de Talleyrand and

Lambert, the Marquis de Cadore, the Marquis de

Saulcy, the Vicomte de Marnesia, and the Countesses

d'Ayguesvives, Clermont-Tonnerre, and Walew

These, and others, as the Princess de Met ten

figured on the stage of Compiegne. The Prin.

the life and soul of the little comedies, or charades, or

even pantomimes, in which she figured.

The Empress was delighted when a little pari

found for the young Prince. lie appeared in one of M.

1 In 1 863, the words of a charade

arranged by M. Viollet-le-Duc

(written by M. Ponsard) was Har-

monie—urme-au-nid. The Prince

Imperial, who was in hi-

. played Cupid. The charade

wae played on the eve of the de-

parture of a group of guests. The

poet turned this fact to account in

his lira

1 Entrez dans ces palais que l'Amour

Hatt/.-vous <le jouir de sa grace

eni'antine !

LJn jour Tenfant, que l'orphelii

ira sur un trone e1 non plus

dans un nid.

Un jour succedera, sur son

pltu

Au charme maternel la majt

pere.

Entrez, mais je VOW

Xvmphe qu'epouvante ur

Qa'on vieillit vite e

Tanl Pheure B'envole

Que le plai.-ir d'avoi

Au eein d'enchanten

prompts a disparaitre,

1 •.main sera bien at i

Par le chagrin de n'y plus
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j Massa's Eeviews of the year (1865) as a Grenadier chap.

the Guard. 1 Madame de Metternich appeared as ,'
—

cantiniere of Turcos, her husband conducted the

chestra, the Marquis de Caux was en cocodes, M. A.

ount imitated Theresa, the comic singer, while M.

iollet-le-Duc acted as prompter. At the close of

$67, the Beview was ' The Sovereigns in Paris;' and

iris was played by Madame de Metternich, while the

arquis de Caux represented M. de Camors. M. de

tlvandy has described these festivities as masquerades
a volcano.

At Fontainebleau, the Court spent the time quietly

lough, in rides and walks in the forest, with picnics on

ie grass, as Merimee 2
remarked, like plain hosiers of

ie Eue Saint-Denis. He mentions a Spanish dinner in

hich he took charge of the gazpacho, and amused

mself by making the ladies eat his preparation of

iw onions. Then from Saint Cloud he reports that

Vugust, 1866) they are leading a quiet life, dining en

idingote, driving, reading
—and he, painting.

M. Octave Feuillet, the librarian at the Palace, was

ie Emperor's constant companion while the Court was

t Fontainebleau. Here His Majesty would drive the

3 See Appendix VII. the coldness of an Englishman. lie

2 M. Fagan is wrong in stating was an Anglomane. His persiflage

at Prosper Merimee was not a was cynical ;
but the cynicism was

onapartist. He fails to get under adopted as a part of the character

ie surface of the character of which he had assumed. His real

erimee, in whose society both the devotion to the Emperor and the

mperor and the Empress delighted. Empire is conclusively proved in his

he ami de la maison, at the Tuile- long and patient correspondence with

es, Saint Cloud, and Biarritz, was Panizzi, in which he urged English

loroughly devoted to the Empress, statesmen, through the librarian of

horn he had known from her child- the British Museum, to put aside

ood, and to the Emperor, who never their ungenerous suspicions in regard

died to gain the affection of those to the Imperial Government, and to

ho were admitted to frequent con- maintain a frank and cordial al-

ict with him. Merimee affected liance.

VOL. IV. A A
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book Empress, in a char-a-bancs, through the forest, enj<
XII

keenly the beauties of nature, for which that haunt of

the landscape painter is so famous; and delighting in

allien or the recitations of Feuillet, who generaM

ompanied the party. The Emperor was a lover of

poetry, and good recitations of line passages, unfl
influence of for. cry. wrapped him in hapH

reveries. Feuillet delighted in the poetry of \ i< ror

Hugo, to which the Emperor generally listened wift

pleasure. One day, however, when his librarian hfli

n him some long stretches of pompous lines, he

turned quietly to the reciter and said: -Many big

words ; but few ideas.' Towards the end of his reign,

Emperor, during one of his clmr-a-banca dr

plained to his companion of the gross cabin

about his family and himself that were appearin

the ' Lanterne.' The reply was that they were infai

Lcks which should be treated with disdain. k

\

the Emperor answered, -they are infamous, but

are read. They are like certain women who are

jed, but who are sought after.'

The conversation having fallen on the liberal insti-

tutions which the Emperor had already given, and;

those which he was preparing to give his people, His

Majesty remarked pensively to Feuillet: 'When
are going uphill we see wdiere we can stop: but win

ire descending we can never tell.'
1 To M.

(who had signed and defended the amendment of

forty-five) he expressed his doubt as to the effectofgii

way to the Opposition, saying:
k
I understand exact

object is to draw the lion's teeth, cut his cltt

ve him only his imposing and useless mane."

\t Biarritz the Emperor and Empress lived

: At the beginning of his reign to that ocean only to hapti-

del' universal sutlrage: 'I go no means to drown myself.'
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ry quiet life, with a few friends, and occasionally chap.

visitor or two—much as the English Court lives at \
I•

sborne.
4 1 have had an excellent time at Biarritz,'

1 writes

erimee
;

' we had a visit from the King and Queen of

srtugal. The King is a very timid German student.

le Queen is charming. She is like the Princess

otilde, only prettier : she is a corrected edition of

>r. . . . Another personage, M. de Bismarck, pleased
e more. He is a big German, very polite, and by no

eans naif. He brought with him a wife, who has the

ggest feet in Germany, and a daughter who walks in

Le footsteps of her mother. . . . Adieu, I am going to

irse myself until the fetes of Compiegne make me ill

rain.' At his visit, in the following year, he found

Lat the figs and ortolans helped him to bear the bur-

n of life ; and that it was amusing to visit a

auggler's cave in the mountains with the Empress and

Le young Prince, under the guidance of the king of the

augglers. He amused himself writing a little comedy
r the Empress and the Grand Duchess Marie of

ussia.

The stories of the popularity of the young Prince at

ompiegne, Fontainebleau, and Biarritz are many. In

s childhood he showed remarkable promise as an

list. When, in 1865, Carpeaux modelled his bust, he

)t some of the clay, and, according to Merimee, he

secuted a rough head of his father that was * atro-

ously like.' He also modelled two soldiers fighting,
ill of spirit, and a bust of his tutor, M. Monnier,
hich Merimee told Panizzi he would recognise across

le court of the British Museum. He was certain few

;ulptors could obtain a more striking likeness. In

Lettres a une Inconnue. Letter dated October 13, 1865..

A A 2
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BOOK 1867, at Biarritz, on one of the Empress's adventuro|
__-^_^ sea excursions, the boat—the night being dark—stnJ

upon a rock, and the party was in danger. When
sailor was carrying the little Louis through the surf 1

the rock, the Empress called to him,
' Don't be afraid

Louis ;

'

and the little fellow turned and said,
'

My nana

is Napoleon!' MM. Brissac and de Lavallette, wh
heard the dialogue, related it to Merimee. Two yefl

later (1869) the Prince made his appearance at fl

Camp of Chalons. 'He held himself so well, and w*

so cool and dignified, that lie looked like his fathe

become a boy again.' The young Prince's boyhood wt

gone ! It had passed in an atmosphere of the tender©

parental affection. The Emperor and his son were mui

together; and the. boy shared his father's tast<

fresh invention was a toy to both. A new copyiil

press was submitted to the Emperor's inspection; tl

Emperor wrote some verses, and his son signed then

and together they put the press to the test. The Prim

was also acquainted with his father's severer studiei

and watched him, encompassed by savants, working
his 'Life of Ccesar,' in hours snatched from the aflai

of State.

Of the 'Life of Cffisar,' M. Renan,
2 who was nm<

consulted in regard to it, has said that it is a good wor

with a few errors in it that are blemishes to th<

rye, but full of real and even valuable researches. li-

the Emperor finished it, as he always intended, it won

facsimile. rary missions in Italy and Sy:
a Notes of a Conversation on the and was placed on the staff of

Life of Cccsar, between M. Ernest Journal des Savants
;
and linally

Renan and B. J., May 12, 1880. was appointed Professor of Ben
M. I.'cnan was appointed chief in the College of France. Hia

of the Manuscript Department of pointment raised a storm of cleri

the Imperial Library. Later he was opposition, and was revoked,

charged by the Emperor with lite-
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ve been a notable, not a great work. The Emperor, chap

ording to this distinguished observer, although never ,—
Drilliant writer, was fond of literary composition. He

•us, by nature and taste, an archaeologist and a philo-

^ist. He began the '

Life,' or collecting for it, about

59 ;
and he threw himself into it ardently, working

rd, with M. Maury (the present director of the

-chives—a post given to him by Napoleon), who may
said to have put together all the researches—the

nperor writing the commentaries. The preface is all

e Emperor's own, and is obviously so. It is full of

3 ideas about providential men, fatalism, &c.

Notably the ' Life of Caesar
'

may be remembered as

ving brought the Emperor into communication with

Duruy, and having thus led to that liberal adminis-

ition of the department of Public Instruction, with

aich M. Duruy 's career as Minister is indissolubly

iked.

The Emperor was no talker. He was a questioner,

patient listener, and an acute observer. M. Eenan
ive an instance. He had brought home some Eoman

mains, which he knew to be of the second century,
ae savants contradicted him, and maintained that they

ilonged to 8oo years B.C. The Emperor, who knew

)thing of the dispute, examined them, and pronounced
em to be of the second century—and he was right.

He was fond of reading aloud pages of his ' Life

Caesar.' He read the preface to M. Emile Augier.
adame Cornu 1 was a specially favoured listener. One

1 In a notice which M. Kenan cation. Ce qui manquait a cette

ote in the Journal des Debuts, on e"du cation, ce n'etait pas le savoir des

s death of Madame Cornu, he re- maitres : c'etait la suite, la surveil-

rked :
—

lance, Fatten tion des parents et des
' Les deux enfants grandirent en- precepteurs. Louis-Napoleon etait

able et, a partir de 1 8 1 5, devinrent des lors ce qu'il fut plus tard : nature

eparables, recurent la rneme edu- profondft, reveuse, sans facilite, mais
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j:aoK day he was reading a passage to her, in which lie
ha<|

remarked that a rigime which was the result of viol

lence always ended badly. He watched the e fleet ol

the on his listener. Madame Cornu highlyH
proved the argument ;

and the Emperor went on \^|
spirit, unconscious, according to the lady (who had J

Btrong vein of malice in her composition), of its applil

cation to the coup d'etat.
1

The Emperor was pleased in talking about and
disj

sing his literary labours. M. la-nan contended thai

his speeches and proclamations were all his own
; ami

that they bore everywhere the marks of his own handl

He loved neatness of phrase, striking ideas, and b

eralisations. He was a kind, generous, and a studiou

man; and full of elevated thoughts. His educatioi

defective, for Lebas had not done his duty by him : lui

his self-education never ceased. He had essentially

literary mind.

The 'Life of Cassar' brought the Emperor in

contact with Liberal scholars
;
and it should be speciall

remembered as having been the occasion of the openin

of the enlightened rigime of Public Instruction, whic

was planned and wrought out by M. Duruy.
2 Th

Minister in whose society his Sovereign took
s]

forte, convaincue, obstine'e, incapable
a Here M. Kenan reniarl

d'etre distraite de son idtSe fixe. II the Emperor knew less about

avait la volonte inflexible ducroyant, event than the rest of th

la gaucherie de l'obs6de\ Les lecons it. lie was not consulted
b*|

qu'il ecoutait enfant furent pour lui Moray, St. Arnaud, and

a peu pres inutiles
;

le maitre ne leagues as to details,

croyait pas qu'il fut de son devoir de > M. Duruy, when he ent

recourir aux meUhodes longues et official life, was known on]

patientes pour faire pe^trer son en- author of some small elemeiita

ment dans un esprit qui n'e'tait Roman and other histories, lie h

ferm<5 qu'en apparence, mais ou Ton since devoted his leisure to

ne pouvait entrer qu'apres en avoir historical work.

temps cherch^ les issu-
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delight, and whose character he was never weary of chap.
. . i

praising, had, however, no hand in the writing of the -—^—
'

Life.' It was the work, in all the original part, of the

Emperor alone, and in the archaeological of M. Manry.
It was the solace of the latter part of the Emperor's

reign, and occupied many solitary hours when his

Court was given up to gaiety.

The reception accorded to the ' Life of Caesar,' par-

ticularly by the scholars of Germany—as Professors

Zumpt, Heller, and F. Eitschl—was not void of flat-

tery. The latter remarked that Napoleon would be

cited henceforth before Mebuhr and Mommsen. 1 The

work was translated into all the European languages.
A learned Eabbi applied to the author for permission to

produce a Hebrew edition. Emile Augier wrote that,

although the narrative was full of intense life, it was

remarkable for the sobriety and the elevation of its

style, as well as for the deep suggestive thoughts which

it embodied. M. E. Caro found in the Imperial pages
the spirit of Montesquieu ;

and they recalled to him

conversations with the author at Compiegne. The work
was to M. Camille Doucet ' a magnificent monument
raised by the second Augustus to the glory of the first

Caesar.' Octave Feuillet accepted the volumes as a

precious heirloom for his children. Arsene Houssaye,
as 'the humblest of critics and of subjects,' begged a

copy. M. F. Ponsard remarked that the Emperor's
book would not only spread elevated historical and

philosophical views, but exert a healthy influence on

literature. ' Our literature,' M. Ponsard remarked,
4
in-

clined to affectation, appears to be striving for effect.

It seeks less precision and truth in thought, than the

1 M. Mommsen was very grateful the Imperial Library ;
but lie forgot

to the Emperor for the facilities ac- his obligations after the war.

corded to him for his researches in
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book accumulation of images. The style of the "Life of

Caesar"—a style in which Caesar would recognise his

own neatness and precision
—is well calculated to

brinjl
us hack to good taste, by showing us how noble lan-

guage comes with virile thought.' In a skilful passage
of literary criticism, M. Saint-Rene* Taillandier also con*

trasted the sobriety and elevation of the Emperor's style

with that in vogue, and expressed his conviction that

educated Frenchmen who were not interested in decrying
the work of Napoleon III., would say that His Majesty
had spoken of Caesar in the language of Ciesar. Jules

Sandeau said that the author of the 'Life of Caesar'

had taken up the pen of Montesquieu, as the Emperor
Charles had picked up the pencil of Titian.

The Emperor's enemies were as severe as his friends

were kind. M. PreVost-Paradol, in his reception speech
as an Academician, took occasion to attack the prefacd
of the 'life of Caesar.' Be had a congenial audience!

where MM. Guizot and 'liners were guiding spirits]

and his remarks against hero-worship or providential
men were received with enthusiasm. The Emperor took

the onslaught in good part, and. as his custom was,

received his young enemy with marked courtesy.
4 1 am sorry, monsieur.' said Bis Majesty, 'that a

man of your parts should not he among my friends.

Then, in the course of a short conversation, the

peror slyly remarked that M. Paradol had been mo
favourable to * Caesar

'

in his L

Bistoire Universelle
'

tb

in his speech at the Academy. It was a delicate ha

thrust.

M. Merimee was cautious in dealing with th<

ject. 'I have written an article on the "Life

Caesar" for the "Journal des Savants,"' he said to

respondent.
• You know how I esteem the autho

and even his book; but you will understand the di
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culty of the affair, for a man, who does not wish to pass

for a courtier, not to say rude things. I hope I have

got out of it pretty well. I took for my text that the

Republic had had its day, and that the Roman people
were going to the devil, when Csesar saved them. As

the thesis is true and easily sustained, I have written

variations on the air.'

M. X. Doudan wrote to M. Piscatory that there was

merit in the book, and he remarked in it a certain

rigorous independence of judgment ;
but he begged to

draw his friend's attention to M. Scherer's rough, but

not disrespectful, criticism, in which the author was

treated as a simple man of letters. In short, there was

much courtly criticism, and much that was hostile from

the Academies and the salons. The impartial verdict

yet remains undelivered.

The desire of the Emperor to cultivate a close

acquaintance with the intellectual men of his time,

thwarted though it was to some extent at the Institute

by the Orleanists, who carried all before them there,

was not ungratified. His own literary labours brought
him into contact with Renan, Duruy, Maury, and other

scholars
;
his strong interest in every form of knowledge,

and every kind of scientific and economical progress,
drew to him the eminent savants, thinkers, and in-

ventors of his time
;
while his sympathy with poets,

romancists, and journalists, attracted to his Court no

inconsiderable proportion of the literary power of con-

temporary France. Thiers, Sainte-Beuve, Emile de

Girardin, Prevost-Paradol, opposed his policy ;
but

they respected his intellectual gifts, and his liberal

spirit.

In one of his messages to the Chambers, the Em-

peror alluded to M. Thiers as the national historian.

He had written out the passage the day before its
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BOOK delivery, and had sent it to the old statesman, asking

whether it would please him. Thiers was delightB
At a reception at the Place Saint-Georges, in tli

ing, he drew aside an old Orleanist of his acquaintance,!

and unlocking his desk, placed the Emperor's writing

before him, saving: 'None of your D'Orleans would

have done that.' The treatment which the Emperoi
received at the hands of M. Thiers never destroyed his

profound respect for the historian of the Consulate mid

the Empire.

Among the unfulfilled projects of the Second Ein-|

pire was that Sainte-Beuve submitted to the Emperor,

by which men of letters outside the University

the Academies were to be drawn about the tin

Sainte-Beuve wrote a careful memorandum, in w

he proposed that a State Institution for the Prote<

and Encouragement of Literature 1 should be for

under the direct patronage of the Emperor, witn

offices in the Louvre, and that it should be quit'

dependent of the Ministry of Public Instruction
;
thai

a permanent Commission should give out subj

for prize essays ; and that the Institution should

help necessitous men of letters. Difficulties lay thicli

in the way of such an institution as Sainte-Beuvi

designed ; and the first and greatest was that of

suading those for whose benefit it was designed tha

the Emperor did not promote it as a political en;

In the future, when the party passions of the reign

Napoleon III. shall have died out, His Majesty's
dons with the intellectual men of his time, even

11th in Switzerland, will redeem his pers

character, and that of his family, from those unfaii

charges of frivolity which have been preferred b\

1 1 apiert tt Corrrspondance de la Famille Impiriale, Tome

Paris, 1 87 1.

Lgme
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litical enemies. The Emperor could understand a joke ;

was too thorough a Frenchman not to delight in lively

anecdotes, and in the esprit gaulois of French military

life ;
but the companions of his lighter hours were not

those whom he loved the best. Even those with whom
he laughed most were of the stamp of Prosper Merimee

and Octave Feuillet.

063

CHAP.
I.
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CHAPTER II

HOME POLICT.

book In his introduction to his comprehensive work on Pari.-
XII

written amid the glories of the new capital raised by

Napoleon III. and his great prefect Haussmann, M.

Maxime du Camp expresses a wish that a fairy's wand

could bring back for a moment the Paris of the time of

the Revolution of February. A cry of horror would
fill the air ; and people would wonder how so vain a

race as the Parisians could have lived in such pestilent

3, The horrible maze of loathsome alleys of the

Saint Marceau quarter, the ragmen's homes about the

Place Cambrai, the Rue de la Mortellerie, where the

cholera of 1832 was bred, the lanes of the Butte

Moulins, the sinister Rue de la Vieille-Lanterne, the cut-

throat alleys of the Cite, the black and muddy by^
which lay between the Palais Royal and the Tnih

and the unfinished Louvre
;
the tattered sheds, and stalls,

and showmen's encampments upon the broken ground
between the two palaces; the unkempt and unligh

Champs Elysees ;
the dirt, and confusion, and ragged

of the central markets
; the filthy and dangerous lam

the Montagne Sainte-Genevieve ;
the ugly waste bord<

by guinguettes about the Arc de Triomphe ;
the dust]

neglected Bois, and, at every outskirt, undrained, C
haunted purlieus, from which the traveller shrank j

1

Pan§, mi Organes, ses Fonc- da XIX"" Sikde. Par Maxime du
•! M Vie dans la Secoude Moitie Camp. Hachette et 0", 1869
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II.
nightfall

—these were the excrescences and the plague- chap,

spots through which the Emperor drew his pencil ;

tracing in their stead broad and wholesome boulevards

and streets, clean flower-bedecked squares, handsome,
well ventilated and regulated markets, public baths and

washhouses,
1 a vast system of underground drainage

away from the Seine, a pure and abundant water-supply,
cites ouvriere*,

2 and parks and gardens in every quarter.

A spacious highway was cut, to begin with, from the

Tuileries to the Place de la Bastille, through one of the

most tortuous, ill-built, and over-populated quarters of

Paris. The Louvre was joined to the Tuileries, and the

magnificent Place du Carrousel was levelled and laid out.

The great boulevards were completed to the Madeleine.

On the heights of Belleville a noble park was laid out

for the working population of the east of Paris ; and in

the wood of Vincennes, cleansed and pierced with paths
and roads, a vast convalescent asylum for Paris work-

men was raised. In the west, the Champs Elysees were

laid out with shrubs and flowers, and enlivened with

fountains
;
the Palais de l'lndustrie was raised

; the Bois

de Boulogne was laid out like a gentleman's park, and

brightened by a broad expanse of ornamental water.

The Tour du Lac became the fashionable ride of Paris.

Through the unhealthy streets of the Quartier Latin

boulevards and streets were driven, letting in light and

pure air. A stately Palace of Justice rose on the banks

1 In 1 85 1, a credit of 600,000 frs. tributed 100,000 francs towards the

was opened in aid of public baths improvement of workmen's dwellings
and washhouses. at Lille

;
he also contributed largely

2 Workmen's houses and lodgings for the same object at Amiens,
were a subject that constantly pre- Bayonne, and elsewhere. In 1854,

occupied the Emperor ;
and he made 6o,oooZ. was advanced to build 180

many experiments both with model blocks of workmen's houses. In 1868,

lodging-bouses and separate houses. the Emperor constructed 42 work-
He introduced the English building men's houses at Daumesnil.

society system. In 1859, he con-
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BOOK of the river. A boulevard stretched from the Strasb(

_l-,-l— railway, past the Museum of Arts and Trades (beforl
which a square was laid out), through the Cite, an<§

so on to the Place d'Enfer; another reached from thl

Place du Trone to the Chateau d'Eau
; the St. Germaia

boulevard pierced the dark old quarter of that name
from the Palais Bourbon to the JIalle aux Vins. Ai

straight highway was laid from Pantin to the BoulevarJ

Haussmann, beliind the Grand Opera ;
and from tliis

prodigious pile of marble, bronze, and gilding, an Im-

perial way was traced to the gates of the Tuilcrics. The
Malesherbes quarter of Paris, with the Pare Monceaux
and all that town of palaces around the Arc deTriomphe,
and flanking the Avenue de l'lmperatrice, stand on waste

lands or slums of the time of the Revolution of February.
Around Notre Dame there are no longer dirty alleys and

tumble-down houses. The Hotel Dieu has ceased to beii

shame upon the capital. The Tour Saint-Jacques is the

centre of a garden in which nurses air their children,

and ladies sit in the shade at work. The Place du

Chatelet marks the centre of a quarter of new and

handsome theatres. The old Vaudeville of the Place de

la Bourse is now superbly housed at the corner of the

Chausscc d'Antin. The Church of St. Augustin, where

those who have remained faithful to the Napoleoi

dynasty congregate on the Emperor's fete day and the

anniversary of his death, is approached on all sid<

wide arteries of the city that were made under tin

Second Empire. In every quarter of the capital

the remotest—are marks of the reforming hand tin

-trove to make Paris the healthiest as well as the mot

beautiful city on the face of the earth. Victor lingo
dwells in a fashionable quarter of his beloved city which

had no existence when he went into exile. He tells

every foreign visitor who calls upon him that there have
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)een three cities of the world—Athens, Eome, Paris ; chap.

nit when he says 'Paris— Urbs^ he forgets the Sove- . ;

•eign who made her what she is, and laid the foundation

)f that matchless city of the future, which, according to

rim, will have the Arc de Triomphe for its centre. He

ipurns the genius to whose glory the Arch was raised,

md the nephew of the great Captain who drew a new

Paris round about it.

It was not only in Paris that the Emperor's initiative

is a sanitary reformer was felt. Every city in France

became emulous of the example of the capital. At Mar-

eilles, Lyons, Rouen, Amiens, and other important cities,

considerable improvements were set on foot. Great

efforts were made to improve the condition of the Lyons
workmen. Soon the finest street in the city was the Rue

de l'lmperatrice, now the Rue de la Republique.
1 At

Rouen, handsome new streets lie between the railway-

station and the old town. In short, there is not a pro-

vincial town in France that cannot show marked im-

provements of some kind, traceable to the initiative of

the Imperial Government. Sanitary science, it may be

said with strict justice, was unknown in provincial

France before 185 1
; and it is little understood in many

places even now. The condition of some of the manu-

facturing towns as regards sewage, was such that it was a

marvel to the enquiring visitors that the inhabitants were

not carried off, as in the days of the plague. In 1850,

a sanitary law was passed ;
and in 1852, 400,000/. were

voted in aid of sanitary improvements in manufacturing
towns. But the Emperor was not content with this.

He never visited a town without enquiring into the con-

dition of it, the works in progress, and the desirable

improvements, nor left it without having done some-

1 The Emperor restored the origi- and declined to have the marks of

nal historical names to Paris streets, former reigns effaced.
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BOOK thing to stimulate the local sanitary reformers. In mJ
XII

places, the Imperial initiative, and the speculation it

engendered, led to extravagant expenditure. Towns

that had slumbered unimproved for many decades sud-

denly awoke, called in architects and builders, and

begged for loans. The movement became prodigious;
and the cautious began to warn the Government that the

activity was feverish and dangerous. The rural popu-
lation was drained from the fields to build boulevards.

docks, chambers of commerce, new town halls, barracks,

and churches. Paris was gorged with building opera-

tives. The capital that was being sunk yearly in stone.,

cement, and iron, between i860 and 1870, was alrno*

more than even rich France could bear—albeit

wealth was accumulating fast.
1

But if the tendency of the sudden and immense

demand for labour in the towns was to draw tlic-

pcasants from their fields; and if the speculation

on the Bourse during many years of the Empire drai

capital from the land, it was not because the Emperoi
was unmindful of the claims of agriculture. The agri-

cultural population were his doughtiest supporters. He

loved the country, was a keen sportsman, and, whih

elder brother lived, had hoped to pass his days in the

quiet happiness of rural occupations. He was a sound

judge of horses and cattle. His observations of Eng
lish estates, while the guest, during his exile, of ~

of the greatest landowners in England, enabled hi]

the defects of French agriculture. He found :

breeds of cattle, slovenly cultivation, much waste land

and no drainage. One of his earliest acts (Mi

1852) was to establish agricultural chambers in e

arrondissement. He encouraged agricultural compe
1 The trade of France waa esti- lion9 ; in 1866 it was intimated h

mated in 1848 at 1 milliard 645 mil- 8 milliards 126 millions.
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tion shows—dividing France into twelve regions, and chap

ivouring especially improvement in the breed of stock. . ^~

,bove all he introduced (June 10, 1854) a law for the

icilitating the draining of lands
;
and caused a credit of

)ur millions sterling to be opened, from which the

irmers or proprietors could borrow capital to drain

leir fields, repaying their outlay by instalments reach -

lg over twenty-five years. Improvement in the breed

f horses he promoted on a large scale. In 1 860 a law

fas passed to prevent the further destruction of forests

1 mountainous districts, by providing that when timber

^as cut down plantations should be left. In 1866 a

iw gave farmers indemnity for diseased cattle destroyed

prevent the spread of contagion. Among the great
forks of reclamation and drainage the Emperor set

a motion were the planting of the downs of Gascony
nd the reclamation of the bogs of the Sologne. By
^ay of example, he bought in the Sologne about three

housand hectares of marshes, drained them, and esta-

)lished on them three great farms. These drew small

armers about them
;
and now a desolate abode of

nalaria is a fruitful district of farm and forest, inter-

ected with good roads.

In the Landes, at Chalons, at Vincennes, and in

)ther places, the Emperor carried on the same work of

nodel farms and villages, of drainage and plantation ;

md turned wildernesses into fruitful fields and meadows.
Sx Pompadour he set up a vast establishment for the

mprovement of the breeds of oxen and sheep
—intro-

lucing the Durham and Southdown. At the bergerie
)f Eambouillet, the same system of introducing the

inest breeds was adopted ;
and the result of these efforts

las long been apparent in the extraordinary improve-
nent of meat throughout France. The farm of La

?ouilleuse, designed for the trial of every kind of agri-
VOL. IV. B B
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book cultural implement, was another Imperial creation.

.—r— The model farm in the park of Saint Germain (1868)
was the latest effort made by the Emperor in the'

direction of agricultural improvements. During his

reign he personally established forty-three model faring,!

and sixteen old farms, reclaimed 10,000 hectares
ofj

wild land—and this at his own cost, and by way of

example to French farmers and landowners.

The example had a striking effect. Between 18M
and 1862, 458,057 hectares of waste land were reJ

claimed; and by 1867, 645,013 hectares had bean

added to the corn-producing area of France. In nine

years the annual corn production of the country in-

creased by 32,998,344 hectolitres. Between 1852 and

1866 the wine yield had increased from 28 millions of

hectolitres to 63 millions
;
the increase in heads of cattle

was 1,249,141, and in horses 547,178. It is in the

agricultural districts that we find the secret of that

immense growth of the national wealth under the Kin-

pire which has astonished the world.

The Emperor was the enemy of that system of ex-

cessive centralisation which flourished most under the

Monarchy of July, when it was remarked that a pod
could not be removed from a street in Boulogne-sur-Mei
without the assent of the central authorities in Paris.

In 1863 (June 24) His Majesty addressed a lette

the subject to the President of the Council of State, in

which he pressed the Council to take up the question
1

of decentralisation immediately, and to cause an enqi

to be made, by the various sections of the Council, int

the delays and obstructions of the existing system, ii

their several departments.
' We have already,' tl

Emperor remarked,
' endeavoured to establish refon

but much remains to be done. How can it be toh

that an unobjectionable communal affair of minor ii
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1 The idea closely resembled that "by one of the thrift associations,

f compulsory life assurances which Between 1850 and the end of 1867
as been recently mooted in England the working classes paid into the

b b 2

II.

ortance should entail formalities stretching over two chap.

ears at least, in consequence of the routine which

asses it into the hands of eleven different authorities ?

1 certain cases, industrial enterprises suffer an equally
rievous delay.' The Sovereign who had abolished

assports between England and France (1861), and had

>d his country far on the way to free trade, was im-

atient at the sight of the bemuramying bands of red

ipe that swathed provincial authorities, and impeded
le free and wholesome development of local self-

overnment and self-reliance. The liberal enlighten-

lent which he brought to the consideration of corn-

iercial and agricultural affairs, was apparent in all his

Sorts for the improvement of the condition of the

age-classes. We have seen how he encouraged their

provident
societies ;

how he strove to give them healthy

omes, and free parks and squares ;
how he instituted

•ee law for the poor, so that no man should fail to

btain justice on account of his inability to pay fees, and

istituted the priest of the poor, who shoidd perform
le last offices of religion without fee at the pauper's
rave. The welfare of the labouring classes was his

onstant preoccupation ;
and his constant phrase, when

be subject was under discussion, was '

Cherchez, cher-

hez.' He had instituted under State guarantees a caisse

)r old age, and assurance against accidents (July 1868),

y which every workman might buy himself an annuity
3r his declining years, or secure himself against want

1 consequence of an accident ;
and when the war of

870 came, it interrupted elaborate studies which were

a progress for something like a compulsory State assur-

nce of annuities to the working classes.
1

Co-operative
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book associations had failed after the revolution of 1848
—

.

-
chiefly because they had mixed up extreme politics

with co-operation ;
but the Emperor, while watching!

the successes of the co-operative bodies of the English

manufacturing districts, had never ceased to regiM
their eflaeenient from Prance. The war came when he

was about to make an experiment, on an important

scale, in co-operative mining.
1 One of the later act*

of the Emperor's reign was the abolition of the world

man's Htrret, a character book, which fettered his move]
ments and kept him under the eye of the police, and

to a great extent in the power of his patron. ThM
abolition gave to the French workman a personal frel

dom lie had never known before. It meant free labour

as a complement to tree trade. 2

Annuity Assurance Caisse 172 mil-

lion francs !

1 Madame Oornu, to whom all

the preliminaries were entrusted by
the Emperor, described the general

plan to me.— B. J.

a meeting of the Council of

State, on March 23, the Emperor
said :

— '

Gentlemen,— I have felt

us to preside this day over the

Council of State in order to explain

to you in what order of ideas 1 had

placed myself in inviting the

Ministers to submit to you a Bill

for the suppression of workmen's

livrets. Society in our time, all must

admit, comprehends many elements.

Do we not see, in fact, on one side

certain legitimate aspirations and

just desires of improvement, and on

the other subversive theories and

culpable cupidities? The duty of

the Government is resolutely to

v 1I1,. Brat, and to firmly

repudiate the second. AVhen the

ent state of the masses is com-

pared with what it was in the lasl

century, there can be only congraJfl
lation on the progress realised, tin

abuses suppressed, and the improve]
ment in public manners. Neverthe-

less, if the social plagues of the mos

nourishing populations be probed
there will be discovered, under tin

semblance of prosperity, man;
undeserved grievances which shouh

command the sympathy of all

generous hearts, and many unsolved

problems which attract the atten,

tion of all intelligent minds. It i

with such feelings that laws hav

been elaborated by you and adopt*
bv the Legislative Body—soi

tir.lv philanthropieal, as 1

public relief, mutual aid and

ance in case of accident or death

others, authorising the workmen ti

unite their savings
—to op]

solidarity of wages to that of capital}

allowing them at the same time ft

discuss their own interests at publii

meetings, and, in fine, giving fore
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In his endeavours to improve the condition of the chap.

>eople, and to help them in their misfortunes, the

Lmperor had a worthy helpmate in the Empress. Her

Majesty has been reproached with the gaieties of her

3ourt, the frivolities of her soirees intzmes, and the

reedom of the manners prevailing in the charades, and

yames, and farces of the days at Compiegne. M.

iVosper Merimee's touch-and-go letters, full of cynical

oersiflage, albeit penned in no disloyal spirit, have

?pread abroad an exaggerated idea of the Imperial
revels. These revels were of their day. In tone they
were French

;
but they never exceeded the bounds of

decorum as understood by
' our lively neighbours ;

'

and they were merely passages of relaxation after grave
and heavy labours and the strict fulfilment of pious
and sometimes perilous duties.

The Empress was the Lady Bountiful of the reign ;

and she brought to her task, not only a gentle heart,

but an elevated mind, fortified by such courage as few

women possess.
1 Her Majesty was the active manager

of the asylums and provident associations which were

connected with her name. She attended their meetings,

to their testimony in courts of when everything that is right and

justice. The suppression of livrets— just has been done, order is main-

a measure become necessary in order tained with the authority of reason

to relieve workmen from vexatious and good conscience.'

formalities—will complete the series
1 In dwelling on the excessive

of measures which place them within expenditure of the Emperor, it should

the common right, and elevate them be borne in mind by the commen-
in their own esteem. tator that he gave away immense

' I do not suppose that in adopt- sums in charity. The calls upon

ing this policy I shall dissipate every him were prodigious. Thus in 1856

prejudice and animosity, or increase —the year of inundations—he gave

my own popularity. But of one 24,000/. in aid of the sufferers, and

thing I am entirely convinced—that the Empress opened the national

I shall derive from it a new force subscription by a gift of 800/. in her

for resisting evil passions. When own name, and of 400/. in that of

all useful reforms have been adopted, her new-born son.

II.
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BOOK interested herself in the minutest details, and was s

w .

, _ . strict administrator. The Loan to Labour SocielB

under the nominal patronage of the Prince Imperial,

was governed by Her Majesty with remarkable fore-l

sight and energy. Under her guidance more thaw

40,000/. was lent to workmen for the purchase of ram
materia] for their trade—the only security asked

betfjH
the good character of the borrowers. And yet a mdH
trifle was lost. The Asylum for Sick Children in

the]

Faubourg Saint-Antoine, the Sailor School for Orphans,!
the Life Boat Society ('

Societe de Sauvetage des Na«|
frages ')

founded in 1865, the Society of Notre Dame de

Iton Secours to provide for old sailors : these, in addi-

tion to the charities which she established with hew

marriage gifts, are among the institutions, and thei

scores of arches and local charities are among the

charitable institutions of France, which owe their ex-

istence to the brave lady who went through the Paris

hospitals when they were filled with cholera patient!

(1865), and was mistaken for a sister of charity by a

cholera patient at Amiens, in 1866.
' Don't correct her,' said the Empress to the superior;

it is the noblest title she can give me.'

Before closing this brief record of notable points of

the Emperor's home policy, directed always to the hap-

piness and greatness of his country, we may refer to

work which, in the Emperor's words, was enough
make his reign illustrious.

Without going back to the project of Amrou, w
wrote to the Khalif Omar, between 638 and 640, reco

mending the cutting of a canal between the Medit

ranean and the lied Sea, we may note that Capt

Witch, li.N., appears to have proposed a ship canal fro

Suez to Tineh, some years before M. de Lesseps
ceived a definite plan for carrying out this magnificent
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fork. Moreover, an international scientific commission, chap.

n which Eobert Stephenson represented England, had .

n *

isposed of the old popular error that the Mediterranean

Iras from twenty-five to thirty feet below the level of

he Eed Sea. The two seas have within an inch or two

he same level. Still, the main opposition to the achieve-

nent that has given immortality to M. de Lesseps was

English
—the result of Eobert Stephenson's obstinately

leld opinion that sand, silt, and mud would baffle the

mgineers, and of a political jealousy of which Lord

ralmerston was the most conspicuous and untiring

epresentative. It was his Lordship's opposition, how-

3ver, that helped M. de Lesseps to his capital. Mr. W.
i Lindsay

* has described the Suez Canal as the greatest
md grandest work connected with maritime commerce,
3ither in ancient or modern times. It stretches about

Dne hundred miles nearly in a straight line, and almost

iue north from Suez, at the head of the Eed Sea, to the

shores of the Mediterranean in the Bay of Pelusium, now
mown as Port Said

; passing through several lakes—the

Bitter Lake among them—and swamps. Eesolved upon
3y M. de Lesseps in 1 840, and patiently worked upon, in

the face of difficulties of all kinds—in Egypt, in France,
and in England—it was not before 1857 that ne issued

his prospectus. And then he had to meet the opposition
of scientific men, who treated him as a visionary, of

capitalists who laughed at the idea of sinking money-

bags in the sandy flats of Pelusium, and of statesmen

who were jealous even of the sanguine Frenchman's

dream. This jealousy abroad, and the cordial support
of the Emperor at home, awoke in the hearts of the

French people a resolve to give their countryman the

money to carry out his gigantic enterprise for the glory

1

History of Merchant Shipping and Ancient Commerce. By W. S.

Lindsay. 1876, vol. iv. p. 367.
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book of France. The animosity of Lord Palmerston and Lor
XIII

«-
'

,

'

-' Stratford drew French and other Continental capitalist

to M. de Lesseps' treasury; and many subscribed w
had feint hope of seeing dividends. 1

Between the days in 1857, when the town of Bfl

Said was raised out of the mud and fifteen thousaw

native fishermen began with their naked hands to thro\

up the first great dyke of ' black slush,' which th

Egyptian sun baked into a solid wall, and the opening
of the sluices by the Khedive on April 1 8, 1 869, whe:l

the two seas first met, and that period, say, wheil

(September 28, 1869) M. de Lesseps first steamed frouj

sea to sea, and to that still prouder day in the following

November (the 17th), when the Empress of the Freud

formally opened the Canal— the immortal work of he

kinsman—to the ships of all nations, there lies a stol

of courage, of patience, of skill, and of stubborn master

of obstacles, which must for ever keep the name of D*

Lesseps upon the grateful lips of men.8

The Emperor's acknowledgment of the honour M

1 Mr. Ticknor describes how he will see." And then, having laughe*

met De Lesseps at a dinner. 'He heartily at his own poor joke, h

is here,' he remarks,
' about the great went on, and abused Lesseps qui!

project of the Suez Canal, and as much as, two hours before, Les

making war on all occasions—in- seps had abused him, though in I

eluding this one—upon Lord Pal- somewhat graver tone, explaiuim

merston in the most furious manner, all the while his objections to tb

though making a merry affair of it grand project, which it still s<

all the time, with true French gaiety. me can do England no harm, thougi

11 a beaucoup d'esprit, and amused it may much harm the stockholders

me much.' On the same evening he which is quite another thing.'

went to a party at Lady Granville's.
2 The cordial encouragement am

where he met Lord Palmerston. 'I help given to the work by tl.

told Lord Palmerston/ he writes, peror and Empress, is put on
1 that I had been dining where I met by M. de Lesseps in his Lettrei

Lesseps, and that he was full of his Journaux et Documents pour
canal. " He may be full of his canal," a I' Histoire du Canal de Suez (185^

said the Premier,
" but his canal will 1855, 1856). Paris : Didier & Co.
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le Lesseps had conferred upon France, was Imperial.

)n his behalf the Empress presented to the illustrious

Engineer, on the opening day, the Grand Cordon of the

jegion of Honour, in a highly wrought tazza of superb

lesign that remains one of the masterpieces of the firm

)f Froment-Meurice.

We now pass to the events that, in three short years,

made all these labours of a patriotic sovereign weigh as

nought in the balance against him. How the liberty he

?ave in fulfilment of the pledge with which he assumed

power, was used as a weapon for his destruction and

for the advancement of unscrupulous enemies, is a story

that may be briefly told ; for, on January 19, 1867, the

Ipower he had so wielded as to make France the arbiter

of the destinies of the world, passed out of his hands
;

and his decline began, for he transferred his prerogative
to men who were bent, not on the consolidation of the

structure he had crowned with liberty, but on its over-

throw, which they accomplished even while the enemy
was marching upon the capital.
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CHAPTER III.

THE CROWNING OF THE EDIFICE.

book The Emperor said one day, laughing :
' How can yoixm -

. expect my Government to get on ? The Empress is a

Legitimist ; Horny is an Orleanist ; Prince Napoleon is

a Republican ;
I am a Socialist. Only Persigny is ad

Imperialist—and he is mad.' 1 This sally expr<

humorously a condition of things which hindered the

quiet progress of the Imperial Government, and ac-

counted for the strange twists and turns of the Sove*

reign's home policy. He had devoted adherents, but

they were all of different minds. The Empress was

jealous of his honour, proud of his power and renown,

and given up heart and soul to his interests. Her:

courage rose with the dangers that beset him. No

sovereign ever had a nobler consort. When the time

shall come to write fully the Life of the EmpresJ

Eugenie, she will appear to the world as one of the

heroines of history. It is no disparagement to her mini

or her heart, therefore, to say that she often oppose!
the Emperor's ideas, and that she warned him against

throwing himself defenceless into the arms of

Opposition.
It was in the autumn of 1866, when the aggrai

tion of his malady warned him he had not long to \b

that the Emperor endeavoured to convert H. Rouh<

1

Bcrrycr. Par Madame de Janze\
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us idea that the Empire would be safe, and would chap.

burish, only when he had completely crowned the

difice with liberty. M. Walewski had persuaded
I Olivier to take office in the first Government respon-
ible to the Chambers ; and the Emperor favoured this

ombination, provided M. Eouher would assent to it.

Jut M. Eouher firmly declined to be a party to it. The

Cmperor remained still inclined to pursue the liberal

ourse on which he had entered
; and the results of

lis solitary musings and his long conversations with

\L Walewski at Compiegne were the letter and decree

vhich appeared in the 'Moniteur' on January 19, 1867.
The letter was addressed to the Minister of State,

md ran thus :
—

' Monsieur le Ministre,—For some years past people
lave been asking themselves whether our institutions

were final or whether further improvements in them
should be adopted ;

hence a regrettable uneasiness to

which an end should be put.
' Down to the present time you have courageously

striven in my name to repel inopportune demands, in

order to leave to me the initiation of useful reforms

when the moment for realising them had come. I

think that it is now possible to give to the institutions

of the Empire all the development of which they are

susceptible, and to public liberty a further extension,

without compromising the power which the nation has

entrusted to me.
1 The plan I have traced consists in correcting the

imperfections which time has revealed, and in conceding
the progress which is compatible with our manners ;

for the art of governing consists in profiting by expe-
rience and foreseeing the wants of the future.

'The object of the Decree of November 24, i860,

111.
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BOOK was to associate the Senate and the Legislative Both

*- . —' more directly with the policy of the Government ; bu

the debate on the Address has not had the effect w<

expected. It has agitated public opinion, given rise t<

barren discussions, and caused the loss of valuable tin*

that should have been given to public business. I thinl

we may, without lessening the prerogatives of the de

liberative powers, replace the debate on the Address
b;

a prudently regulated right to question (droit d' inter

peUatiori).

'Another modification in the relations of the Gtt

vernment with the great State Bodies lias appcara

necessary to me. I have thought that by delegating

the Ministers to the Senate and the Legislative Body t<

take part in the debates, I should better utilise tin

forces of my Government, without breaking the term

of the Constitution, which does not admit solidarity ii

the Ministers, and makes them depend entirely on tin

Chief of the State.

1 But the reforms to be adopted do not end here

A law will be proposed that will refer all press offence

to the Correctional Tribunals, and suppress, therefore

the discretionary power ni' the Government. It is equal!

necessary to regulate the rights of public meeting

bearing in mind the security of the public pen
4 1 said, last year, that my Government desired

move on firm ground, capable of supporting antho

and liberty. In the measures I have indicated,

words are realised. I am not disturbing the grou
that fifteen years of tranquillity and prosperity hav.

consolidated : I make it stronger by making my re

lations with the great Public Powers more intimate, ir

giving by law new guarantees to the people
—in coin

pleting, in short, the crowning of the edifice raised b

the national will. Napolko.n.

un<
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The immediate result of this letter and the decree chap.

ccompanying it was the modification of the Ministry. _i^_
larshal Niel became Minister of War, Admiral Eigaud
e Genouilly took M. de Chasseloup-Laubat's place at

he Admiralty, M. de Forcade la Eoquette passed to

he Ministry of Commerce, and M. Eouher remained

Minister of State. M. Emile Olivier had declined to join
he Administration, although offered by the Emperor,

hrough M. Walewski, the Ministry of Public Instruc-

ion and the position of Government leader or orator

n the Chamber. 1 His reasons had been stated in a

etter to M. Walewski, on January 1. The first and

bremost was the Military Eeform Bill. He was opposed
:o an increase of the army, and to any reorganisation
diat would put a fresh burden on the tax-payer. He

accepted German unity as an unfortunate fait accompli ;

but held that France should adopt a resolute peace

policy, and put aside all idea of measuring her strength
with Germany. The most important of M. Olivier's

objections fell to the ground through the concessions

spontaneously made in the Emperor's letter.

It was the preparation of the reforms of January
19, and the ministerial changes which were to accom-

pany them, that first brought M. Olivier into direct

relations with the Emperor. M. Olivier has himself

described fully his first experiences at the Tuileries

(January, 1867).
4

People have formed an erroneous idea of the

person of the Emperor.
2 He is represented as taciturn,

impassible ; and, in truth, he appears so on public
occasions. In his cabinet he is otherwise. His face is

smiling. Although he does not break through a certain

1 Le 19 Janvier. Par M. Olivier. that statesman deserted the Em-
Paris, 1869. He had agreed, how- peror.

ever, to take M. Rouher's place, if
2 Le 19 Janvier.
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book reserve which looks almost like timidity, his address if

_ T
•_. cordial, of touching simplicity, and of seductive polite-

ness. He listens like one who wishes to remember

When he has nothing decisive to answer, he lets thel

conversation flow. He interrupts, only to present, andl

this in excellent terms, a serious objection. His miriM

is not fettered by any mastering prejudice. You may
say everything to him, even that which is contrary to

his opinion, even the truth, provided you speak gentlyl

and in personal sympathy with him. His changS
which have looked like dissimulation to many, are the

natural movements of an impressionable nature. One

might even say that his mind is accessible only to that

which is great, if he had not sometimes confounded

that which is great with that which is striking. He
forms his resolutions slowly, and he is not displeased

when they are forced upon him by the weight of cir-

cumstances. If he were left alone, lie would adapt
himself to liberty.'

At the interview which provoked the above reflec-

tions, M. Olivier described the reforms lie considered

necessary to the consolidation of the Empire. The

Emperor asked whether his adviser would not take

office. M. Olivier protested that he did not care for

office ;
that he should be more valuable as an indepcnd

ent supporter of the Government; and that, having
statesman of the ability of M. Eouher, the Emper
was sufficiently supported in the Chamber. The E

peror ended by admitting that M. Olivier was in tli

right, and by leaving him free to act independently.

This generosity on the Sovereign's part confirmed and,

strengthened M. Olivier's regard for him. 1

1 l

Apres avoir entendu l'Em- ombre, sa reponse l'eut dissipe.

pereur, je n'avais aucun doute sur comme on l'a ecrit, il avait eu pour
sa sinceritd : men fut-il reste" une dessein de se jouer de ma credulite"

he
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Thus M. Olivier, although privy to all the ministe- chap.

movements of 1867, and in frequent consultation -—,—

Ifith
the Emperor, remained an independent deputy.

te gave his adhesion to the reforms submitted to the

hambers amid the hootings and plottings of his former

olitical associates, and laboured to obtain additions to

lem when M. Eouher and the majority whom he com-

landed were doing their utmost to delay and diminish

lem. After the interview at the Tuileries, M. Olivier

awarded to the Emperor a categorical description of

bte policy and the reforms he deemed necessary in

Irder to reconcile the dynasty with the Liberal party,

fhe Emperor replied (January 12, 1867) :
—

1 1 thank you, sir, for your letter, which contains a

oncise and correct summary of our conversation. Our

aeeting has left a very pleasant impression in my mind ;

or, to me, it is a great pleasure to converse with a man
vhose elevated and patriotic sentiments rise superior to

)etty personal and party interests.

1

Although resolved to follow the course the aim of

vhich I described some months ago to Walewski, I

hould be glad to confer again with you and Eouher on

he execution of the details. Believe me, that I am not

3ausing through indecision nor through a vain infatua-

ion as to my prerogatives, but through the fear of

carting, in this country agitated by so many conflicting

Dassions, with the means of re-establishing moral order

—the essential basis of liberty. My embarrassment on

he subject of a press law is not where to find the

)ower to repress, but how to define in a law the offences

t de me deconsiderer, il ne m'eut mois plus tard, apres m'avoir dis-

>as rendu ainsi ma liberty
;

il eut in- erudite et rendu impuissant.'
—Le 19

iste" pour me retenir
;
et s'il y avait Janvier. Par Emile Olivier. Paris,

eussi, il ne m'eut rejete que quelques 1 869.
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BOOK which deserve repression. The most dangerous art idee

_

XI
,

IL
.. may escape repression, while the most insignificant may

provoke prosecution. This has always been the diffi-

culty. Nevertheless, in order to strike the public mind

by decisive measures, I should like to effect, at one

stroke, what has been called the crowning of the edifim

I should like to do this, at once and for ever ; for it h

important to me, and it is important, above all, to thfl

country, to be finally fixed. The end I am seekuM

must be resolutely traced, without appearing to fl

dragged year by year to successive concessions ; for we

always fall, as M. Guizot remarked, on the side to which

we lean. I wish to advance firmly in a straight line,

without oscillating to the right or left. You see that I

speak to you with perfect frankness. You have ins piled

me with a thorough confidence; and my inspirations

will appear to me always worthier, when they are in

harmony with yours.
'

Croyez a tous mes sentiments. NAPOLEON.'

At the next interview M. Olivier had with the

Emperor, he declared that he was resolved to grant

right of meeting, ministerial responsibility, and the law

on the press. He said : 'I am decided, because, although

the people have considerable liberty, I appear to hav

given none.' He added, with a smile: 'I am making
considerable concession, and if I came direct from t

First Empire this would be acknowledged ; but, si

succeed to parliamentary governments, so long as I

not adopt the old mould my concessions will be re-

ceived as small. You will see : this will be said.'

It was said in violent language, in the Chamber and

in the press.

The letter of January 19 disappointed M. Olivier.

He perceived in it the effects of the pressure which had
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1 ' Le discours du trone, au con- tive semblait avoir de nouyeau tri-

traire, me parut excellent; il re- omphe" des tiraillements interieurs.'

prenait, en l'agrandissant, la lettre —Le 19 Janvier. Par Emile Olivier,

lu 19 Janvier; lmspiration primi- Paris, 1869.

VOL. IV. C C

in.
>een put upon the Emperor by the opponents of Liberal c

\\^-

nstitutions who surrounded him ; but in His Majesty's

peech opening the session (February 14, 1867) he

ecognised the sincerity of the Sovereign's convictions,
1

md in a courageous speech declared that he should

rote the order of the day with the Government ma-

ority. This honest resolution raised a storm against

lim from the Opposition, who were hurt not on the

crowning of the edifice, but on its distinction.

The session was a troubled one, in the course of

which it became only too clear to M. Olivier that M.

ftouher and his political creatures were bent, not on

carrying in a generous spirit the reforms promised by
he Emperor, but on weakening them.

The attitude of the Opposition was certainly not

mcouraging to the Emperor. The violence with which

he Mexican and Eoman questions were treated by the

3pposition speakers ;
the brutal excesses of language,

ihe innuendoes, the flatly treasonable charges in which

uhe leaders of the Emperor's enemies indulged, by way
Df showing the uses to which they were prepared to

put liberty
—were cited in the Imperial entourage, and

shiefly by the Minister of State, as arguments in arrest

of all concessions. M. Picard (February 29) called the

reforms of January 19 'an organised dictatorship ;

'

M. Jules Favre declared that it would be better to shut

up the Chamber once for all
;
M. Thiers remarked that

to make and unmake constitutions was to exercise a dic-

tatorship ; and M. Favre even advised a parliamentary
revolt.

i The Address was our right,' he exclaimed. * It

is for us to keep it.' Foreign affairs gave M. Thiers
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book the opportunity of an elaborate attack upon the Go-

»
,

'

-* vernment. He declared that the unity of Italy had

reduced France to a second-rate, and perhaps to $

third-rate, Power ; and that France had no longer an
ally

• Nor an enemy.' M. Rouher replied, adding thai

Prussia had given evi jessary guarantee of hei

moderation.

And yet the Government submitted an Army Be-

organisation Bill, by which the effective forces of tht

Empire would be raised to 1,200,000 men. In May fl

settlement of the Luxembourg question gave rise
U\

another violent party debate, in which M. Jules Simoi

exclaimed that France had liberties which could not b<

uiven piecemeal. They were indivisible, and 1

had had none. M. Jnles Favre held that in a fre<

country the Ministers would be impeached for tin!

Mexican expedition.
If the speakers of the Opposition were disloyal am

extravagant in their attacks even upon the reform

which the Emperor, through Ins Minister of State, hai

frankly submitted to them. M. Rouher and his colic;.

were but lukewarm exponents of the Imperial reformed

The Emperor had requested M. Rouher to take c<>

with M. Olivier as to the carrying out of the deci

January 19; and at the opening of the session tl

Minister and the deputy worked cordially togeth

Bui M. Rouher gradually drew away from M. Oil

M. Walewski, seeing the reactionary movements of

Minister, retired from the presidency of the Cham
and was replaced by M. Schneider. A club of depn
hostile to the programme of January 19 was formed

the Rue de l'Arcade, under the auspices of M. Etoul

1 TIi> withdrawal was a loss to 24 and February 19, and

the Liberal side
;

for he had helped start advice to the Empei
to frame the decrees of November been in favour of liberty.
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II Court the advocates of a reactionary policy were in chap.

e ascendant. This course of events discouraged M. w—^—^
livier, and gave fresh energy to the Opposition in the

lamber and to the attacks of the press. The Liberal

iviser of the Emperor was assailed not only by his

rmer colleagues, but by the partisans of M. Eouher.

le object of the Minister of State appeared to be to

scredit M. Olivier in the mind of the Emperor, by .

imonstrating that he had influence neither with the

ght nor the Left of the Chamber.

The result of the reaction which M. Eouher headed,

order to put aside the reforms of January without

)pearing to oppose them, was the advance of M. Olivier

a decidedly aggressive attitude against the Minister

ho had spurned his advice— the advice he had tendered

, their Sovereign's request—and who was doing his

most to delay and destroy the measures he had himself

troduced in February. By April M. Eouher was en-

iged in the more congenial task of pushing a Bill to

(Strict the powers of the Municipal Councils. This

ive M. Olivier his opportunity ;
and he availed himself

?

it, saying that for a long time nothing more adverse

the growth of public life had been proposed than this

easure, which the Government affected to present as

liberal one. To M. Forcade la Eoquette's assertion

lat the Government was marching slowly but surely

•wards liberty, M. Olivier replied that they were

erely marking time, and not advancing at all. Even-

lally (July 12) he made a comprehensive survey of

ie political situation created by M. Eouher on the

ct of January 19.
' This act, or deed,' he said, 'means

mt having been placed between liberal and Cesarian

imocracy, the Emperor has adopted liberal democracy.'
s for the Minister of State, he said he was not First

.mister, nor Maj^or of the Palace, nor Grand Vizier—
c c 2
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book he was a vice-emperor, without responsibility. T(

v.
,

-- title of vice-emperor clung to M. Eouher henceforth.

M. Olivier 's attack was vehement, and it was el

qnent. He warned the Government against wasting i

strength, and irritating a submissive people until tin

became angry. He charged M. Eouher with liavii

attempted to destroy the reforms he had at first opposJ

,
and then accepted. He remarked that only two cour|

were open
—a fruitless and perhaps calamitous war, wi

all its horrors ; or the establishment of a constitution

and i'ree government.
' God grant,' he said,

' that a

Sovereign may have the wisdom to prefer liberty to wf
The Emperor had by this time given back all \

confidence to his Minister of State. He publicly d

clared his sympathy with M. Eouher by sending hi

the grand cross of the Legion of Honour in diamond

M. Olivier, on his side, marked his sense of the
sligp

which had been put upon him by closing the coi

personal relations with the Emperor which he hi

maintained during the session, and by declining I

official invitations.

And yet the Emperor refused to withdraw the la^

of January 19, albeit urged by his First Minister wi

a threat of resignation. He would not dishonour 1

signature. But the consequence of the divided counc

by which the Emperor was embarrassed was, that the

reforms were accepted by the public merely as expei

incuts to be continued during their good conduct,

not as the bases of a new rigime definitively ent(

upon. The effect of the activity of the oppom
liberal measures was not to defeat them, but to w

and degrade them. Instead, therefore, of disarmil

the Opposition and the hostile press, they n

enabled the enemies of the Empire to act more

ciously against the Throne. The session of the Cliai
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rich closed on July 24, albeit it had been marked chap.

acrimonious debates, and had shown the Imperial
-—r—

overnment to be divided against itself, had been re-

arkable for one liberal measure, . initiated by the

tnperor. It was during this session that, on the pro-

Dsition of the Emperor, a national gift of 500,000 francs

as voted to M. de Lamartine. It might have been

brilliant session, inaugurating a new departure in the

nperial fortunes undertaken amid the fetes of the

reat Exhibition in the Champ de Mars
;
but it closed

nly with ominous signs of a desperate struggle to

Dine. It left the enemies of the Empire stronger and

lore vicious than they were on the 19th of January.

Nor were the foreign relations of the Empire all

lat could be desired. The Luxembourg difficulty had

een got over by the neutralisation of the Duchy. The

Emperor had paid a friendly visit to Francis Joseph at

alzburg (August 1 7), and on his way back had said,

t Amiens, that France might rely on the maintenance

peace ;
but the imminence of war with Germany

fas the cry of the very party that declined to re-

rganise or increase the army, and the relations of

ranee and Italy were not friendly. In the autumn

jaribaldi's invasion of the Pontifical States took place ;

md the Emperor's troops, under General de Failly, sent

n haste from Toulon, finally routed them at Mentana.

Jpon the Garibaldian battalions the new chassepots

vere first tried ; and the General's report that they had

done wonders
'

was taken up by the anti-clerical party
md tossed about the boulevards, as another reason for

unning down the Government. A demonstration over

the tomb of the Italian patriot Manin, at Montmartre,
was one of the forms in which the popular anger
vented itself.

In the midst of these troubles M. Achille Fould died
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took (October 6), leaving another great void in the Imperia
> *

,

'

-» councils. M. Magne became Finance Minister

place ; while an obscure lawyer, distinguished oi

his clerical ardour, M. Pinard, took office as MinisteM

the Interior, on the retirement of M. de Lavalette, mU
had opposed the Roman expedition.

The session of 1867-8 was opened on NovemberM
1867. In his opening speech the Emperor announB
that order was on the point of being completelyH
established in the Papal States, and that it was alreaM

possible to calculate the time when the Vv

would return home. The Opposition replied by an M
terpellation, in the debate on which, while M. Jule:i

ion declared that he saw only one solution'

difficulty, viz. the separation of Church and

Eouher threw himself resolutely into the clerical c

4 The Pope requires Eome,' he said, 'as securil

his independence. Italy aspires to Eome, which

considers indispensable to her unity. Well, we
in the name of the French Government that Italy

never take possession of Eome.' The majority of the

Chamber vociferated ' Never !

'
'

No,' M. Eouhe
iterated with great force— ' Never 1

'

The effect was striking, but the conseque
were unfortunate, and reached even to the dis

1870. M. Eouher, who served the Emperor wil

traordinary skill as an administrator and a d<

during the last ten years of his reign, and -ten:

tide of revolutionary opposition with a readim

source and of tongue equal to that of Thiers.

promised the Sovereign to whom he was heart an<

devoted. He was fertile in expedients, a mag

trading phrases, but he had no steady guiding pri

ciples. In this Roman debate he provoked the ;

of the Opposition leaders, and gave them opportu
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reply which they used with good effect. He talked ciiai
1

f the revolutionary hordes that had invaded the Ponti-

cal territory ;
and M. Pelletan replied that revolu-

tonary hordes was exactly the expression used by
Lustria in 1831 to describe the volunteers in whose

anks two Bonaparte princes figured. The retort was

Qodified in the official report of the sitting, and made
refer to Prince Charles Bonaparte only. This gave

&.. Pelletan a second opportunity. He protested against

a suppression which had mutilated his idea.' 'I spoke,'

ie said,
' of two princes Bonaparte, because there were,

n 1 83 1, two precursors of Garibaldi. One is dead, the

ther is on the throne.' The incident served the revo-

lutionary cause ; for it was plain to the Minister of

State that the end which MM. Thiers, Simon, Favre, and

Pelletan were pursuing, in spite of their oath of alle-

giance, was the overthrow of the Empire, and not its

consolidation on the rock of liberty. This conviction'is

lie excuse foi> the line of policy M. Eouher adopted, in

wrest of the Emperor's liberal policy ;
its excuse, but

not the justification of it. He was the Emperor's ad-

vocate, not his adviser. It was said of him :

' Tout

dossier ne lid est-il pas bon ?
'

Dear bread, a rigorous winter, and a consequent
lack of work, served the cause of the Opposition, on

the reassembling of the Chambers, in January (1868).
Seditious cries had been heard in the streets

; the Mar-

seillaise had been sung ;
there had been consequent

arrests and short sentences of imprisonment; newspapers
had been prosecuted for publishing unlawful reports.

M. Magne put forth a loan of 28 millions sterling to bring
the national finances into order. In the Chamber the

new press law, in conformity with the Emperor's letter

of January 19, was carried on March 9, and on the 25th
the law on public meetings, considerably modified under

JIT.
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book the hand of M. Rouher, so that it was opposed by M.

— , .

'

-* Olivier as insufficient, passed the Legislative Body.
1

The law on the organisation of the army and the

Garde Mobile had already been voted before the adjourn-

ment for the holidays ;
but it had reached the publS

with the denunciations of MM. Simon, Favre, Garnier-

j(js, Pelletan, and M. Olivier, who had consistent

opposed any increase of the army, and made the abaH
donment of the reorganisation scheme of the Comml
sion the primary condition of his accession to offic

On the debate on the reorganisation of the army,
which was opened on December 19 (1867), thesuppo
of the Empire, and the French Conservatives genei

rely as fixing on the Opposition under the Empire the

responsibility of the military disasters of 1870.

M. Jules Simon opened it with a general attack on

standing armies. He wanted * an army that was not an

army ;

'

he demanded the suppression of the permanent

army, and the arming of the entire natron, so that it

might be invincible at home, and incapable of making
war abroad. M. Jules Favre desired no armies, but

Republican institutions everywhere, because when the

nations were Republican they would have no caus<

war—war being the consequence only of dynastic coil

flicts. M. Olivier argued that the Government should

iblish a Liberal Constitutional rigime
—a rigimt

peace ;
and thus the reorganisation and extension of th

army would be unnecessary.

1 '

L'Empire n'a jamais 6te* plus gime adouci, le flfouvi

assailli du cri de liberty que depuis plus afi'aibli qu'en quinze ans d'i

qu'il a concede* quelque chose a la regime abeolu. El I'on appelk
Liberte: a entendre let reclamations biles, pratiques, lea minis

Levenl de toutes parts, on oni tmene* une pareille situatioi

dirait que les actes du 19 Janvier je les declare les plus pitoyables
oni raccourci la chaine au lieu de politiques.'

— Le 19 Janvier. Pa

l'allonger; en quinze moil dun re- Emile Olivier, 1869.
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Two years later the speaker, as the chief Minister chap,

f a Liberal Government, went to war, and to defeat,

ith an army the reorganisation of which he had op-
osecl.

M. Thiers was more practical than the other Oppo-
tion speakers. His contention was that the army
ras strong enough ;

that there would always be time

3 organise the Garde Mobile behind the 500,000 per-
lanent soldiers when war threatened

;
and that M.

iouher had exaggerated the military forces of the Eu-

opean Powers. He repeated that the Minister's calcu-

lations were chimerical, and that he had misled the

chamber with a phantasmagoria of figures. There

rould always be two or three months to call out the

Mobiles ! He concluded by demanding that the orga-
dsation of the Garde Rationale Mobile should be ad-

ourned, and he was supported by M. Olivier.

The Government had asked that the army, with the

•eserves, should be raised to 750,000 men ;
and that the

jlarde Nationale Mobile, which would give after some

fears between 300 and 400 thousand, should be insti-

tuted as a second reserve. MM. Eouher and Baroche,

ind above all Marshal Mel, supported the Government

measure. Its necessity was demonstrated by the per-
sistence with which the deputies and writers of the

Opposition described France as at the mercy of Ger-

many, and war as inevitable ; and yet it was denounced

all over the country by the enemies of the Govern-

ment as a new burden wantonly cast upon the people.
1

The financial situation of the Empire afforded the

1 ' Another thing that maddens ment, to fight for their country, and
tne is the manner in which the plan say this vulgar kind of thing should

for the reorganisation of the army he left to the Prussians. Imagine
is received. Our young gentlemen what will be left of the French nation

fire dying with fear at the prospect if she loses her military courage !
'—

of being called upon, at a given mo- Merimee, Lettres <J une Inconnue.

111.
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OK Opposition a more legitimate cause for attacking the

s__ ,_!_ Government.

M. Thiers was leader of this assault; and lie had no

difficult task in demonstrating that the financial position!

was bad. M. Magne's loan would not cover the iloati^B
debt. There had always been an excess of expenditure
over income. M. Thiers estimated the floating debt at

<

1,356 millions of francs. M. Rouher made a forcilH

answer to M. Thiers, arguing that the financial condition

of the country was sound, and that the public weJ|
satisfied; but the enemies of the Empire did not fail m
side with the Opposition, and to rejoice in the a

recriminations which subsequently arose between MM.
Jules Favre, Berryer, and Picard, and the Minister ol

State, over the proposed indemnity to holders of Me>

securities. Even in the Senate signs of oppos

appeared.
M. Sainte-Beuve, who called himself a Senator of

th<|

Left, and had always given an independent suppo]
the Emperor—which was not forfeited even when he

was made commander of the Legion of Honour (1859),

nor while he was a constant contributor to the '

Monjjl
teur

'—raised his voice in the Senate in defence of his

friend, Ernest Eenan, and was the advocate of urn

rian education. lie said: 'Science must and will be

free. The supernatural disappears before it. The

perate opposition of the clerical party to modern tin

will be broken up by modern reason.' 1 The deb.

1 Sainte-Beuve believed in the a strong and stable Governmer

Emperor's benevolent intentions. Sainte-Beuve voted for the Oppc
' Understand me thoroughly,' he said tion candidates in 1863 and 18^

to his friend in Lavaussade: <I am lie threw up the Mom'/ cur, and Hi

not a Bonapartist. It is not fetich- over to the Temps and the Opf
tsme nor enthusiasm that draws me sition rather than allow one of

to them ; it is reason. He is the elect articles to be modified. He died

of universal suffrage, and we want October 13, 1869.
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in.

vhich lie made these remarks left the Government with chap.

i majority of only 14 in the Upper Chamber.

Opponents of quite another type were rising. M.

Jochefort's ' Lanterne
'

appeared on May 1 . and was

bllowed by M. Louis Ulbach's ' Cloche ;

'

but the most

nninous events of the year were the trial of the accused

n the Baudin demonstration, and the seizure of the

ournals that were receiving subscriptions for a monu-
nent ' to the glorious martyr of December 3, 1851.'

hese events created extraordinary excitement in the

public mind. The speeches of MM. Emmanuel Arago
ind Leon Gambetta (November 13, 1868), in which the

Emperor was openly attacked, and Imperial institutions

were dragged through the mud, under cover of the

liberties of January 1 9, became the texts of revolutionary
raternities throughout the country. The accused .were

condemned to various fines and terms of imprisonment.
The action of the Government had been unfortunate,

because it had been hesitating. Too much or too little

iberty had been given. There was not enough to dis-

arm the revolutionary bands in Paris, who were seeking,
not the good of the nation, but their own ends

; not the

patriotic objects which M. Emile Olivier kept in view,

Dut the chaos out of which the Delescluzes and Favres,

the Eocheforts and Gambettas, were to pick prizes ;
and

there was too much to leave the arm of the law strong

enough against organised revolution. In the midst of

the tumult of the latter half of the year 1 868, M. Walew-
ski (September 20) and M. Berryer (November 30) died.

They were both honourable statesmen according to

their lights and sympathies, whom France at that mo-
ment could ill spare. The year closed with the pre-
vention of the demonstration over the tomb of Baudin,
which had been prepared by the revolutionary chiefs.

M. Picard's precautions were of such overwhelming
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book force that their excess covered him with ridicule, under

- , ,— which he disappeared. He was succeeded by M. Forcade

de la Eoquette, M. de Moustier being replaced at till

same time in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by M. de

Lavalette.

On January 18, 1869, the Emperor opened the hist

ion of the Chamber elected in 1863, with a speech
in which he dwelt on the difficulties that had thickened

on the path of the Empire to constitutional liberty.
1 The task we have undertaken together,' he said,

'
is I

an arduous one. It is not, in truth, without difficulty, I

that on a soil disturbed by so many revolutions a gol \

vernment can be established that shall be so penetrated]
with the wants of its epoch as to adopt all the beneii

of liberty, and at the same time remain strong enough
to withstand its excesses.

' The two laws voted in your last session, the object

of which was to develope the principle of free discussion

have produced two opposite effects, which it is useful to

note. On the one hand the press and public meetings

have created in certain quarters an unwholesome agita-

tion, and revealed anew ideas and passions which well

believed to be dead. But, on the other hand, the

nation, deaf to the most violent excitations, and relying

on my resolution to maintain order, has not felt its faith

in the future shaken.
1 Remarkable coincidence ! The more that adven-

turous and subversive spirits sought to disturb t

public peace, the deeper became that peace. Com me
cial transactions resumed a fruitful activity, the publi

revenue increased considerably, general interests beca

reassured, and most of the elections gave a fresh suppo
to my Government.'

Then the Emperor dwelt on his resolves for t

future.
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4 Sustained by your approbation and your help, I chap

am thoroughly resolved to persevere in the path I have

traced for myself; that is, to accept every real pro-

gress, but also to hold beyond all debate the fundamental

bases of the Constitution, which the national vote has

placed beyond attack.
' The tree is known by its fruit, the Evangelist has

said. Well, if we look back, which is the regime that

has given France seventeen years of quiet and of con-

stantly increasing prosperity? Beyond doubt, every
Government is liable to commit errors. Fortune does

not always smile on our enterprises. But my strength
consists in this, that the nation is not unaware that for

twenty years I have not had a thought, I have not done

a single act which was not inspired by a desire to pro-
mote the interest and the greatness of France. Neither

does the nation forget that I was the first to wish for a

more rigorous control of public affairs, that with this

view I increased the power of the deliberative assem-

blies, being persuaded that the real strength of a Go-

vernment lies in the independence and patriotism of the

great bodies of the State.'

This liberal speech opened a short and stormy ses-

sion that presaged a general election, in which the Op-

position would strive, not to establish a Liberal Empire,
but to lead up to a revolution. 1 The two statesmen who
faced each other, bidding for the favour of the Emperor,
were M. Eouher and M. Emile Olivier. The former

was for a swift return to personal government ; the

latter laboured to convince the Sovereign that free elec-

tions, uninfluenced by prefects, and without Government

candidates, would crown an edifice based upon a rock !

The subject on which the adversaries tried their strength

1 M. Rouher told the Opposition, Mexican Expedition (July 25, 1868),
in the course of a debate on the that their object was the Republic.

III.
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book was the new military law. The Opposition moved

,

*

. » amendment, demanding a reduction of the annual

tary contingent by 20,000; even while they were repni

senting the country as at the mercy of Germany. Thi
represented to the peasants that the Government wanteJ

to load them with more taxes, and to add to the severiS

of their military service
;
and to the artisans that FrancJ

had been betrayed, and must measure swords with Mj
de Bismarck's legions. M. Olivier alone was just in \M
Liberalism. While M. de Girardin and M.

r

i1i"n-r>

demonstrating that war with Germany was inevitable;

and at the same time were opposed to the military reor-

ganisation that alone could make such a struggle suc-

cessful
;
M.Olivier declared he could not admit that the*

atness of his country consisted in the weakness 01

other countries, and that to be a noble Frenchman was
' to prevent the Germans from being German, and the

Italians from being Italian/ He was, with the Govern-

ment, for peace ;
and if he declined to sanction Marshal

Xiel's costly military reforms, it was because he would

not admit that war with Germany was unavoidable.

Tins was M. Emile Olivier's position on the eve of the

neral election of 1869.

When twitted with his acceptance of a Liberal Em-

pire, and his refusal to lend himself to its overthrow, he

exclaimed: ' To whom have I given the right to believe

me cut out for so despicable a part, after my oath

allegiance?' Then he added ironically:
' Who in tl

most advanced Opposition has acted thus? Tt is n<

M. Thiers, who on March 28, 1865, said : "As for tin

rights of the dynasty, they are indisputable. None
us think of discussing them, because none of us ai

prepared to put them in question. We arc men of

and of honour. The 1

object we are pursuing is the r(

establishment of liberty in France—it is our only object
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ad we know that another revolution would be another chap.

Ijournment of liberty, and a vital difficulty, for it is s_ t

'

„

le many revolutions we have had that makes liberty

) difficult in France."
'

In like manner M. Olivier

uoted the speeches of MM. Jules Favre, Picard,

larie, Bethmont, Magnin, Glais-Bizoin, and others—
ignatories of the Amendment of the 42, in which it

ras declared that France united the dynasty and liberty

one attachment. He cited also M. Grevy, who had

ust been added to the Parliamentary Opposition, as one

rfio refused to raise liberty on the ruins of the Empire.
L Olivier was no stranger, however, to the spirit

vdiich had been recently evoked, nor to the personal
mbition which underlay the violent movements of his

Id party, when they approached the general election,

[hey cast him off and denounced him as a traitor, be-

cause he was loyal to his oath, while they, sworn

lefenders of the dynasty, deliberately led the way to its

lestruction.

The following testimony to the aims and pretensions
3f M. Thiers at this time is conclusive. The Grotes

were in Paris in the autumn of 1869.
4 On one afternoon,' Mrs. Grote remarks in her Life

of her husband,
' we received a visit at our hotel from

two friends, both Frenchmen—the Count A. de Circourt

and the Count de Belveze. Politics of course formed

the staple of our long conversation, Grote gradually be-

coming animated by their respective predictions about

the pending changes in the course of the Government.

Indeed, the malady under which the Chief of the Execu-

tive was then suffering rendered political speculation
more bold and active than had been possible for a length
of time. Towards the end of the visit M. de Belveze,

amused by Grole's seeming to doubt the chances of

France returning to Eepublicanism, in spite of all that
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book the two friends had been telling him of its probability
>

,

'

-• said : "Well, now, I will recount to you what befell me
this very day, and you shall judge whether the incidB
does not confirm our opinions. I was on my way tc

call on my physician, when I met M. Thiers. ' Come
with me,' cried he,

* and we will have a talk as ww
walk.' 'I cannot do so, for I must go and see

Dr. .'
' Ah ! never mind your doctor !

' " TlS
saying, Thiers tucked his arm under that of M. de Hel-

veze, and off they went together ; naturally, since*

never knew anyone to resist the fascination of Mi

Thiers's company if offered to him. M. de 13elvez<

tainly could not, anyhow.
'

They plunged at once into the " situation actuelle,
,:

of course. "You know," said M. Thiers, "as well
asj

everyone else, that 7 never was a republican ; my whole|

life has been passed in antagonism with repul

doctrines." "
Certainly," rejoined M. de Belveze,

" we

know it well enough." "Well," replied M. Thiers,

all that I will frankly own to you that I have of latej

come to think differently. In plain terms, I am now!

profoundly persuaded qu'il nil a rien de possible que m
RSpublique"

" Now, what say you to this confession <lc

foiV said M. de Belveze, smiling. We all held our

peace. The communication seemed to take all tin

us by surprise.

'When we were again alone George declared hinu

much impressed by the fact of so acute an interpret

of the auguries as M. Thiers adopting the ftepublic

the safest course to follow.'

This conversation may serve to defend M. Thk

against the accusation of having (in 1871) declar<

the Republic because it would enable him to b<

the Chief of the State. He was ready for the liepubl
and working towards it, in 1869.
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CHAPTEE IV.

CONSTITUTIONAL GOVEKNMENT.

iest among the journalists who ranged themselves in chap.

pposition to the Empire was Prevost-Paradol. 1 He has ^—r'—

>een called the Eochefort of the salons
;

but he was

lore than this. His satire was as keen, but it was more

olished. His irony was biting, and it was thrown into

xquisite literary forms. His argument was conducted

/ith vigour, but not with violence. He was a cool,

lethodical controversialist, whose weapons were as

right and fine as a case of surgical instruments. In

he * Debats
'—which was exactly his right place in

jour
-

alism—he attacked the Imperial Government, not as a

kirmisher like Eochefort, but as a serious politician

dio desired Parliamentary government, albeit by no

aeans the rule of the mob. When he became a con-

ributor to the more popular
' Courrier du Dimanche '

Lis style was more highly coloured, and he gave an extra

)inch of salt to his wit
;
but he never derogated from

lis dignity as an Academician. The remark addressed

) Leigh Hunt by an English wit may be applied to

aradol. He filled his sling with shining pebbles from

he brook, and never condescended to bespatter his

nemies with mud. He was prosecuted (i860) for his

stacks upon the Imperial Government, and was con-

lemned
;

but not for such slanders as made the

Lanterne
'

sell. Indeed, when the press opposition to

1 He -was elected a French Academician when only 35 years of age.

VOL. IV. D D
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book the Government became too fierce for his fine weaj—,_ to l)e of service, lie sheathed it.
1 He had endeavou

twice to enter the Chamber, and had failed. Hating
sses of the press, and declining to take part in them

be found his occupation as a journalist gone.

That, seeing the Emperor sincerely bent on establB

ing his throne upon liberal institutions, he ultimately

agreed, under the guarantee of M. Emile Olivier's poll

tical honour, to rally to the Liberal Empire, ne

apology. He began by consenting to join the Dec*

tralisation Commission, under the presidency of Odiloi

Barrot, which the Emperor had long wanted to

and finally he became Minister Plenipotentiary to th<

United States, in June, 1870. He put an end to his lift

(July 11, 1870) in a fit of melancholia, produced, it v

believed, by the news of the war, which broke out?

few days after his departure from France, and by tin

German sympathies with which he found hims<

rounded at Washington.
If the Empire had encountered only worthy literary

ies like Paradol, the march to complel

thorough constitutional government would have beer

steady; for the Opposition in the Chambers would no!

have counted extreme men in its ranks, because 1

passions of the half-informed multitude would not hav(

been roused to send them there. The freedom gi

1 1 e press and the right of meeting, unfortunately bro

into play both licentious and blasphemous p<

slanderous tongues. The excesses of the journal]

voked reprisals that filled the prisons. The war betw<

1

If. Ed. Scherer said of him: quence; e'etait poli et actv.

a viugt-sept ans aux DSbats, une fleche; et avec cela un<

Paradol <5tait devenu d'emblee le raison. Paradol restera le plus

plus brillant de nos journalistes. te>aire et le plus charmant de

On n 'a jamais mis dans des articles qui ont jamais ecrit dans unjou
taut de gout, de grace et d'elo-
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[3
Government and the Opposition deputies and jour- chap

1 lists became in the course of 1869 one to the knife. .—rl-

e Emperor and Empress were brutally assailed by M.

chefort ;
the violence of the ' Lanterne

'

was equalled

ly by that of the '

Eappel,' under the patronage of

ctor Hugo, and of the ' Marseillaise.'

Writing of the journalism of this year, I have re-

irked :

x ' French men of letters seldom spare one

other, and are pitiless towards their enemies. Poor

ennet could not be carried unmolested to his grave,

le find passages as scandalous as the worst literary

terances of Scarron's time in the French journalism of

e last years of the Empire. The "
Eappel

"
draws a

rallel at length between the Emperor and his minis-

rs and Jesus of Nazareth and His disciples ! I find a

)s jolie satire by Eochefort, of which one line runs—
A J6sus-Christ j'ai prete mes vieux gants.

5 we approach the present, even from only two or

ree years back, we find the spice becomes hotter, the

ite more bitter, the disrespect profounder and more

idely spread. The very roots of society are loosening.

'.. Eochefort, intoxicated with the noise of his street

obs, casts wildly about for stronger flavours for his

)isonous dishes. His clients crave the most biting

>od, since he has almost paralysed their palates ;
not

eekly, but daily ;
not in the "

Lanterne," but in the

Marseillaise." He had a burning desire to call ministers

lives with two heads, and lepers, more than a year
>o ; so that the lowest argot must seem only spoon meat

1 him by this time.'

The cruelty of the time was illustrated in its acutest

>rm over the grave of Jean P. G. Viennet, the Acade-

lician, who died in the summer of 1868. He was a

1 The Gavroche Party, 1869.

d d 2
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book satirist of the classic school, whose shafts had
XIII

away long before he went to his rest. He lived to M
the father of the French Academy, and to know tha

even eighty-six summers would not shield the grey head

from the ribald assaults of the new school. He said o

himself, with the invincible gaiety which belonged u\

him, and which showed a brave spirit: 'They counted

up at least 500 epigrams a year against my person, m}\

poetry, my Parliamentary speeches
—even to my greeil

coat. Every schoolboy, on his escape from college int<

journalism, believed he owed me his first kick.'
Ye|

Viennet had done good service in the cause of free

He was the open enemy of despotism and the denou

of the Jesuits. He belonged to the strong and v;i

Opposition that, in the end, made the restored Hoin

remember and learn; and he was among the lot 1

deputies who cleared the way for, and hailed,
the}

Citizen King. Yet when lie died his hearse was
p.

with gibes and jests by Ferragus and the rest ol

bowelless scribes who were misusing their n<-

acquired liberty. The 'Figaro' remarked: 'He
fessed at the last moment

;
it was his final irony.'

It is a swift descent from the satire of M. Vi<

and brave Beranger to that of the '

Lanterne,'

'Cloche,' the 'Marseillaise,' and the 'Eappel.'
chief of the coarse and pitiless modern school in 1

was M. Henri Eochefort. His weapon was cold

glittering. He was heartless and plain-spoken.

conveyed to his reader his own sense of enjoyment wl

he was using the SCalping-knife. The mocker 1

in phrases that degraded the diplomatic uniform

footman's plush, and humbled the princess to th

of the chijjonniere. He delighted to pin a ridiniloi

something upon a man's coat, to stab with a mo\

strip artfully clothed deeds and things, and lay bare
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an motive (this he usually invented) for that which chap,

blind world had agreed to call a noble action. . ,_

rtchefort mastered a distinct and separate position for

] nself among his literary brethren, which was credit-

e only to his power, and which proved that the

mch relish for the most spiteful writing was as keen

it had ever been.
'

By the light of the " Lanterne
"

Imperial institu-

ns and Imperialists looked so much moving rottenness.

Eochefort cut up the Empire pleasantly, as a

rse divides a holiday cake in a nursery. A man so

astituted—the kernel a very Gaul, the shell a Dutch -

in—was a fresh presence, an original and a fascinating

;m of literary power. Dry wit is as engaging as dry
mour. The jester who can command his own face is

ng of his company. Eochefort appeared to be having

ight touch-and-go conversation with a gentleman of

linerent way of thinking ; and, suddenly, he plunged
thin long knife into his bowels—that was all—and

lietly turned aside to run his critical thumb along a

3sh blade.' His success was extraordinary, and with

s success his audacity increased until his license became

ch as not the very freest constitutional government
Duld have borne. He was prosecuted, and his ' Lan-

rne
'

was suppressed. The prosecution and the sup-
•ession gave rise to excesses of the most deplorable
id despicable kind. Vile imitators of Eochefort used

en fouler weapons than his, and the Government was

ifended by agents as little worthy of respect as the

pposition lampooners. Eochefort's ' Lanterne
'

was

lswered by Marchat's ' Inflexible.'

M. About,
1

raising his voice in the ' Gaulois
'

in the

1 M. Edmond About, in the that the Lanterne had produced

%ulois, remarked that the seizure 12,000/. profit. He would not im-

the Lanterne could not surprise prison these traders in slander, but

y rational creature. He added he would empty their pockets.
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book midst of the tumult, urged the Imperial Government 1

>—^-
r
— leave thoughts free, and not to withdraw the liberj

which had been recently given. At the same tim<

had the courage to denounce the party men who coH
even sow hatred in the breast of a boy at a distribu_|
of school prizes, and who had encouraged him to com^B
a public outrage against the most liberal min

had held a portfolio under the Second Empire. H
referred to the refusal of young Cavaignac to receivH

prize from the hands of the Prince Imperial, and til

M. Duruy.
The result of this violence, of this blind hatred, o

these false statements—all concentrated against n

vernment as the immediate consequence of the li

it had granted
—was a strong revulsion in favour of thai

Government. The misuse of satire had stirred thd

depths of society, and quickened the most odious form

of slander and vituperation. Silence the slanderers,

punish the preachers of sedition, was the advice oil

About and other friends of freedom ; but keep the tree

of Liberty where you have planted it.

The Legislative Body was dissolved on April 27. and

the general election was fixed for May 23. The month

of electioneering was characterised by the most extijH

vagant meetings and the wildest journalism. Nol

full liberty but uncontrolled license was permitt
The Government, it is true, exercised its power over

electors, nominated official candidates, controlled

vast bureaucracy of the State, in order to stem

torrent of republican and demagogic opposition, wl

was plentifully charged with mud; but the uni\

electorate spoke its will fully and freely notwi th-

ing, under the Ministry of M. de Forcade la Eoqi
a Liberal like M. Olivier. This will, amid the

fected who were swayed by the Opposition leaders, was
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dared against the moderate men, and especially cttap

ainst M. Emile Olivier, who had rallied to a Liberal -_i^-

apire. The treatment which he received from his

mer colleagues, and through their influence from

l|e electors of Paris, revealed the real nature of the

ue raised between the Government and those who
;re led by MM. Thiers, Favre, Simon, and their

litical associates. M. Olivier, rejected by the Paris

ictors in favour of the outrageously violent M. Bancel,

as provided with a seat in the Var through the

fluence of the Government.

The Emperor, very ill and much moved by the

enes of disorder and the unmanly attacks to which

Le grant of free speech and free press had immediately
7en rise, would not withdraw from the constitutional

Dsition he had taken up. He was magnanimous to-

arcls his enemies. M. Eochefort, who had fled to

elgium when condemned to imprisonment for the gross
bels of the '

Lanterne,' was permitted by the Sovereign
) return to Paris and become a candidate for the

Lssembly. He was returned for a Paris arrondisse-

lent. M. Gambetta was elected for the First Arron-

'dssement, while M. Thiers and M. Simon succeeded only
t the second tour de scrutin. In Paris the most violent

andidates were the most popular.
The upshot of these tumultuous contests, however,

ras a Conservative Chamber, but one in which the de-

lared enemies of the Imperial Government were a

ormidable force. They assembled after there had been

iots not only in the provincial towns, but in the heart

f Paris. These had been promptly suppressed, with

he help of the shopkeepers, who had armed them-

elves to give a good account of the rioters. M. de

jirardin had endeavoured to calm the excitement by

elling the people that they had got their victory.
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>K Paris had spoken her will; that was enough. Franci
*— ,

*

... was not anxious to serve another apprenticeship to

liberty after another revolution. 'Let us work wH
materials Ave have,' said the old journalist. ThH

materials soon made their influence felt. The first work

of the new Assembly was to draw up a petition to fl
Emperor, praying for the completion of the constitu-

tional reforms he had already granted. It was signM

by 116 deputies, including the Duke de Mouchy, a

nber of the Imperial family, and delivered to tfl

Lperor at Saint Cloud.

It was o])])osed at the Cabinet Council by M. Ro
and supported by the Minister of the Interior and the

of the ministers who were in favour of constituti

government, and who looked forward with conli

to the time when M. Olivier would be at the he;

an Administration responsible to the Chambers. The

Minister of State pointed to the sad condition of t

which had already been brought about by the loosening

of the Imperial authority, and offered to attack the

natories of the petition in the Chamber, and to ol

its rejection, provided the Emperor would dissolve, and

appeal boldly to the Conservative elements in the

country. He was ready to retrace the steps tov

Parliamentary government which the Sovereign

,

taken since i860, and to assume the responsibility

return to the terms of the Constitution of 1852.

the Emperor held his ground, and rejected the offer

Chief Minister.

On July 12 His Majesty addressed a mess:

Legislative Body, in which he declared that he

prayer of the petition. On August 12 the Senate

- convoked to ratify the senatus-consulte, embodying
the new reforms. On September 10 the constituti

was promulgated, and the ordinary session of
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b Legislative Body was announced to open on chap.

|)vember 29.
I
^' _ ,

The new order of things was Parliamentary govern-
3nt—very much on the English model. The Ministers

ire responsible to the Chambers ; they could be mem-
rs of the Senate or the Legislative Body. The Legis-
tive Body could initiate laws and elect its presidents
d vice-presidents. Every member of the Senate or

e Legislative Body had a right to question the Govern-

;ent. The expenditure was to be voted by sections of

ch Administration, and modifications of duties and

ternational commercial treaties could be put in force

lly after adoption by Parliament. In a word, by the

natus-consulte of September 10, 1869, the Emperor
lally and fully transferred the legislative powers whicli

3 had received from the nation to the Legislative Body.
The Cabinet had been re-formed immediately after

le Emperor's message to the Legislature. M. Eouher,
nable to support the Emperor's constitutional policy,

ithdrew from his council chamber and accepted

luly 20) the Presidency of the Senate. The Ministry
'

State which he had held so long was suppressed.
1 the new Administration M. de Forcade la Eoquette
Bmained Minister of the Interior, M. Magne Minister

f Finance, and Marshal Mel Minister of War. But

le Marshal passed suddenly away (August 14), leaving
nother void in the list of the Emperor's distinguished

irvants, a void
'

that was unfortunately filled up by
larshal Lebceuf.

Marshal Mel, who had been the chief author and

romoter of the military reorganisation, who had sup-
orted it before the Chambers and worked hard to

ealise it as Minister, left his task far from complete,

ndeed, the Garde Mobile was little more than a project,
ut he had pushed forward the manufacture of the
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XIII.
chassepots that were to answer the Prussian nee

guns, and under his care the first experiments with

mitrailleuses were conducted. He was a brilliant

gineer officer, who had distinguished himself in AfriJ

in the Baltic, and in Italy ; he was popular with

people, and he enjoyed the entire confidence of

Sovereign. Had he lived only another year his zeal'

a military reformer might have turned the tide of

in favour of his country; at least this was the opinij

of his countrymen in the midst of their disasters.

In this year of radical changes in the In>

Government the Emperor's life hung for many w<

in the balance. The Opposition journals did not
qfl

him in his sickness. When, in the summer after t

riots, he and the Empress had appeared on the boi

vards, they had been loudly cheered ;

l but the eliec

could not drown the ominous murmurs of the mot

whom the Opposition and their papers had stirred.

Victor Hugo urged on the malcontents from Haute

House, Jersey, in a characteristic letter to the fiv<

literary founders of the 'Kappel.'
2 'Let not a ball l'al

short in the battle of principles,' he exclaimed. ' Th<

1 'I found the boulevards crowded,
not with insurgents, but with well-

dressed hosts
;
and an Imperial car-

riage slowly pushing its way through,

amid cheers and waving of hats.
" Well done ! well done !

"
the people

shouted. " This is brave ! This is

a happy thought !

" And Caesar,

giving the silver edge of a smile to

the black cloud of his thoughts, and

the gentle, charitable woman beside

him, who graces his life with the

hundred kindnesses site scatters far

and wide, bowing and repeating

audibly,
"
Merci, messieurs," to the

enthusiastic subjects at her wheels,

pass on in a whirlwind, the

imploring the crowd to k» .

or they will be crushed to

This amid the broken lai

kiosks of last n ;

ght!'— Ji

The Gavroche Party.
2 ' Le Rappel. J*aime tous

sens de ce mot : Rappel des princij

par la conscience
; rappel des

par la philosophie ; rapptl du

par le droit
; rappel des morts,

respect ; rappel du chatiment,

justice; rappel du passe", par Y

toire; rappel de l'avenir, par

logique; rappel des faits, par

courage/ &c. &c.
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jmocratic legion has two aspects—one political and chap

le literary. The political flag bears the numbers '89 —,—

id '92 ;
the literary standard is emblazoned 1830.

lese dates of double ray illumine—Eight on the one

and, and Thought on the other— and they mean

gether : Eevolution.'

It having become widely known that the Emperor
as ill—stretched upon his bed at Saint Cloud, the

pposition papers attacked him in his bed. The Funds
11. Not content with the exaggeration of every un-

ivourable rumour, and the dismissal of the living man
3 something past and gone, which would be out of the

ray and out of men's minds in a fortnight, the lighter

)urnals took into their service sarcastic medical writers.

he doctor was called into the newspaper office to tell

lie French people how soon, in all reasonable proba-

ility, their Emperor would die. The inhumanity of

|ie
articles on the sick Emperor that appeared in the

Rappel' and the ' Eeveil
'

would not have been tolerated

1 England for a day. Our freedom wears well, because

uch license turns every honest citizen into a policeman,
,nd every reader into an officer of public safety. In

he fierce and cutting levity of the French Opposition
)ress of 1869—the utter forgetfulness of every item

>f a debt to the man whom they had crowned with

;arlands when he swept, at the head of his victorious

sgions, along the Via Sacra from Vincennes to the

Xiileries, home from emancipated Italy
—there was a

eaven inexpressibly repulsive to men of a calmer race

nd cooler blood. It was announced that the Emperor
ead the medical articles in which he was condemned
3 a speedy death, and which informed his subjects how
he vital functions would soon fail in power to repair
he waste of force caused by his ailment. The perusal
id not visibly alarm him. At the same time a portrait
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t.ook f the husband and father was presented, to the minutB
*- r

'- details—by no friendly hand moreover—and yet tfl

picture was winning in spite of the artist.

It was grudgingly conceded that Napoleon III. \\M
the fine old manner of the chivalrous French gentlemaM
and bore himself towards his wife with aflectionaH

grace, patience, and consideration. The republiciM
was not above a little court millinery. The publB
were informed that the Emperor said tu and toi at t«
breakfast table in the bedroom, when Her Majesty was

in her peignoir, red or purple, and played with the <1

slippers on her feet. It was reported that the Emp
soaked his bread in his tea in the morning, and

the Imperial couple at the dejeuner had a preference

brisket of veal. His Majesty wore a blue dressing-gown;

drank, under the doctor's orders, nothing stronger
Bordeaux wine mixed with Vichy water

;
and looked like

a man whom his physicians had given up. Alon

the pictures of the dying Emperor, described by Ru

fort as * the lodger of the Tuileries,' were accounts of I

triumphant progress of Victor Hugo on the shon

Lake Leman. Against all this the '

Petit Monil

with its circulation of 7,300,000, and the '

Peuple,' di-

rected in the interest of the Government by Clemen!

Duvernois, could make little headway.
The Troppmann murders happened while the

peror lay ill. The crime was treated in many c(

literary forms. Aurelien Scholl, in his 'Lorgnon,-
mented that Troppmann had not strangled the

melite Hyacinthe (who was creating some scandal jus

then) ; and another writer, in a comic dialogue, si,

how the illness of the Emperor and the Pantin murdi

had 'clashed.' M. Louis Blanc joined the 'Kappeljj
and figured henceforth in the revolutionary band, I

hailed in company with Ledru, Pyat, Barbes, Rochefbi
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id Cremieux. The wildest talkers and dreamers found chap.

hearing. M. Adolphe Bertion presented himself to
IV ~

_

1 the electors at all elections of the universe as ' the

mdidate of humanity ;

'

M. Gagne proposed to abolish

liberative assemblies, and suggested an universal

ink, the capital to be supplied by philanthropists who
ould require no interest. These men fell to calling

ae another citizens. M. Arago, charged at a popular

Leeting with being but a faint-hearted socialist, re-

utted the charge with the remark that he tutoyait F.

yat. The political charivari reached its height when
ochefort returned from Belgium, in November, and

ttended mob meetings, where the Emperor was in-

lilted openly, and revolution was advocated as the duty

every citizen. The pamphleteer confessed himself

e blind and humble servant of the mob, and promised
do as a deputy all it might command. He denied

bat he had attended the funeral of Queen Amelie, or

at he had received a pencil-case from an Orleans

rince
;
but the '

Figaro
'

convicted him with a quota-
ion from his ' Grande Boheme.' He passed on, how-

Iver, unabashed to the Legislative Body
1 and to the

ditorial chair of the 'Marseillaise'—a recent addition

what M. de Girardin called * the abusive press.'

Felix Pyat was more methodical in his revolutionary
ddresses than Eochefort. At a meeting (November 18,

869) of working men he bade them topple over every-

hing
—the work' of Master-mason Eouher, of Journey-

nan Forcade, and of Apprentice Olivier—not forgetting
he architect. Strikes of workmen and a fatal conflict

rith the military happened only to give fresh material

the disaffected. The wage riots of La Eicamarie and

Lubin furnished fresh cries to the young Hugos, to

November 22, 1869.
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book Pyat, and to Rochefort. The question of the oath of
XIIL

_. allegiance had been raised on the election of MM.

Bancel, Gambetta, Ernest Picard, and Jules Simon; and

this was kept alive as a weapon against the Empire. In

a letter, dated October 12, Victor Hugo wrote: 'The

critical outcome of the situation is the abolition of the

oath.' Only this was needed to open the gates wide to

the Emperor's enemies. But any weapon was welcomffl

The Chambers had been summoned for November 29I

whereas, according to the contention of the Opposition,

they should have been convoked for October 24, and

M. de Keratry invited his colleagues to meet on this

day in spite of the Government. 1 But the project was

given up, on the advice of Victor Hugo, who was

dealing out counsel to the Republicans from Brussels.

That, watching from his sick chamber the base

uses to which the selfish enemies of the Empire were

putting the full constitutional liberties which he had

freely granted them, in opposition to the advice of his

tried friends, the Emperor should have doubted some}
times in the autumn months of 1869 whether he had

not gone too far, cannot be wondered at. He had

designed a liberal Empire, and he was met by the old

Revolutionists of 1848, calling upon the French people

to sweep away the dynasty. In his perplexity he

to Cercey for his faithful servant M. Rouher, biddii

him to an interview at Compiegne, where the Court w;

sully sojourning—the master ill, and the mistress aw;

in the East, travelling to the opening of the Suez can;

1 Great military preparations turned from Compiegne to Par

wore made to prevent the meeting where, he wrote to the Em]
of the Opposition members. Marshal duty called him. Bat the day

l bo had been appointed without a sign from the enemy.
; lander of the Imperial Guard,

2 The Empress, after ha-

*

kept the troops in barracks. Crowds made a rapid journey to Savoy
filled the streets. The Emperor re- Corsica with the Prince Imperial
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M. Eouher was loth to move from his retirement, chap.

le was aware that his appearance at Compiegne would ^
IV -

_

3e distasteful to the Ministers who surrounded the

Emperor, and who were pressing him to call M. Emile

31ivier to the head of his Government. M. Olivier

lad even been introduced into the chateau, disguised,

ifter nightfall, that he might have a secret interview

with the Emperor. The men who surrounded the

mperor were partisans of M. Olivier. Every sign of

wavering on the part of the Sovereign was closely

watched by the supporters of personal government on

the one hand and by the Parliamentarians on the other.

M. Eouher, who knew the mind of the Emperor more

intimately than any of his recent advisers, was per-

suaded that his sympathies were with the Liberals, and

that if he had turned back for a moment to himself it

was only because he feared that which he detested as

destructive of all government, viz. such disorders as

those which had followed the fall of the Monarchy of

July. The Emperor revealed to his old minister all the

distress the excesses of the Opposition had caused him,

and proposed to him to resume the prerogatives which

the Constitution of 1852 had conferred upon him, in

order to save the country from anarchy. It was in the

bitterness of profound disappointment, doubly trying to

a sick man left solitary by the death of the councillors

on whom he had been wont to rely for advice, that the

Emperor submitted this course to the consideration of

the President of the Senate. M. Eouher firmly declined

to undertake the task of a return to personal govern-

ment, albeit he saw the dangers to which the irrecon-

cilable Opposition exposed the country and the dynasty ;

August, made a state journey to the Suez Canal in November. She

Constantinople and Egypt, and was returned to Paris on December 5.

present at the ceremonies of opening
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book and lie returned to Cercey, leaving the friends of \
>-

"

,
— Olivier to work their way to power.

From the Nile the Empress wrote to her lor

(October 2y, 1869), begging him to continue in th

Liberal path.
1

' I was very anxious about yesterday, and thinking c

,1 in Paris without me; but I see by your despatch

that everything passed off welL When we obse™

other nations we can judge better of the injustice c

our own. I think, however, in spite of alL that yo
must not be discouraged, but continue in the couiw

you have inaugurated. It is right to keep faith in th

concessions which have been granted. I hope tlia

your speech will be in this spirit. The more strengl

may be wanted in the future, the more important is i

to prove to the country that we have ideas and no

only expedients. I speak thus, far away, and ignoraB
of what has passed since my departure ; but I an

thoroughly convinced that strength lies in the
orderlj

sequence of ideas. I do not like surprises, and I an

persuaded that a coup d'etat cannot be made twi

one reign. lam talking in the dark, and to one ahead}
of my opinion, and who knows more than I can know
But I must say something, if only to prove what

know, that my heart is with you both, and that if ii

calm days my wandering spirit loves to roam in sp
it is near you both I love to be in times of care

doubt/

But not only the Empress encouraged the Empe
to hold on in his Liberal course, in spite of the rev

tionary passions which the concessions already gran
had let loose. M. Ernest Kenan wrote in No vein

(' Kevue des Deux Mondes
')
an article on the philosoj

1

PapUn et Correxpondance de la Famille Imptriale. Tome
]

Paris: Gamier Freres, 187 1.
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f contemporary history, in which he remarked that chap.

gotism, scepticism, indifference towards their governors, *-
,

'

-

lie persuasion that no gratitude was due to them, had

otally dried up the heart of France. The nation

bought of its material interests. The persons who felt

owards the Napoleonic dynasty the sentiments which

he Eoyalist of the Eestoration felt for his King were

3w indeed. fc There are no Napoleonic Legitimists,' the

writer exclaimed ;

' and this is a fact which the Govern-

nent cannot meditate too often.'

Contemporary France was neither in a heroic nor a

entimental mood. She would vote for peace rather

han for war on purely selfish grounds. The excite-

aent which had been produced in the German people

>y the imprudent menaces that had been made in

France (and M. Eenan noted that the Government was

tot the principal culprit in this) would subside, and

vith it the cry for German unity, so soon as a thorough
>eace and reform programme should be adopted. Then,

is to the Opposition, M. Eenan held that the country had

eturned extreme men to chastise, but not to destroy,

he Government ;

x to force forward moderate reforms,

lecentralisation, local self-government in the commune,
he canton, and the department, the renunciation of all

erritorial ambition in Europe, the development of

)rimary education and of superior education on solid

)hilosophical foundations, an elective senate, right of

neeting, the gradual separation of Church and State.

1 1 Dix fois il m'a 6t6 donne, plus avancee." " Vous etes done re-

endant une campagne electorate, volutionnaires ?
" " Nullement

;
une

'entendre le dialogue que voici : revolution serait le dernier malheur.

Nous ne sommes pas contents du II s'agit seulement de faire impres-

Jouvernement
;

il coute trop cher
;

sion sur le Gouvernement, de le forcer

gouverne au profit d'id^es qui ne a changer, de le contenir rigoureuse-

ont pas les notres
;
nous voterons ment." '

>our le candidat de TOpporition la

VOL. IV. E E
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He protested against the violent harangues and wil

_
xnj

_, schemes of the Paris deputies, and was comforted b

the belief that the realisation of the aims of th

Republicans was far off.
1

This was also the belief of the Emperor and hi

Ministers.

The new Chambers were opened by the Emperor o

November 29, when he said—
'Messieurs les Senateurs, Messieurs les Deputes,—]

is not easy to establish in France the regular an

peaceful exercise of liberty. Some months back w

appeared to be threatened by subversive passions, an

liberty to have been compromised by excesses committl

at public meetings and in public journals. Everyol
was asking how far the public would carry its patience

But already the good sense of the Government is reactil

against culpable exaggerations. Important attack

have only had the effect of proving the solidity of th

edifice based upon universal suffrage ;
nevertheless th

uncertainty and disquietude which exist in the publi

mind must not continue, and the situation requires m or

than ever frankness and decision. We must

without circumlocution, and proclaim loudly the will c

the country. France desires liberty, but liberty unite]

with order.
1 1 answer for order.' 2

(Vehement cheering.)

1 ' Le temps des revolutions pari- quelques jours de vie.'—'
PIi

siennes est fini. ... Si une telle t6- de 1'IIistoire Contemporaii
volution s'operait dans Paris (chose Ernest Kenan, Revue des

heureusement impossible), je suis Mondes, November I, 1869. F:

persuade que les departements ne stamped out the Commune in

l'accepteraient pas, que des barri- way herein predicted by M. Ren
cades s'eleveraient sur les chemins de 2 In 1877 (October 31) M.

I

"ur arreter la propagation de Villemessant, writing to the Isi

Llncendie et empecher l'approvision- on his acting in the Tzigane, c

nement de la capitale, que l'^meute plimented him on his manner

parisienne, vite affam£e, n'aurait que singing on being encored. ' Do 1
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( Assist me, gentlemen, to save liberty ;
and with this chap.

bject in view let us keep at an equal distance between >_J^ll_

eaction and revolutionary theories,
—between those

J10 pretend to preserve anything without change and

lose who aspire to overthrow everything there is

lorious ground to occupy. When I proposed the

enatus Consultum of last September as the logical

3quence of previous reforms, and of the declaration

lade in my name by the Minister of State on June 28,

intended resolutely to inaugurate a new era of con-

iliation and progress. In helping me in this path you
ave been unwilling to be renegades to the past, to

isarm authority, or to overthrow the Empire.
; The measures which the Ministers will submit for

our approbation will bear a sincerely Liberal character,

f you adopt them the following improvements will be

ealised : Mayors will be selected from the municipal

ouncils, excepting in special cases. At Lyons, as well

s in the suburban communes of Paris, the election of

lese councils will be by universal suffrage. In Paris

self, where the interests of the city are linked with

lose of the whole of France, the municipal council

all be elected by the Legislative Body, which is already
lvested with the right of settling the extraordinary

udget of the capital. Cantonal councils will be insti-

itecl, principally with the object of uniting the com-

liunal power and of directing its employment. New

rerogatives will be granted to the general councils,

nd even the Colonies will participate in this movement
f decentralisation ; and, lastly, a Bill enlarging the

1 offended if I compare you with a I watched him, as I watched you
lien majesty. I was present at the yesterday, and listened. He, also a

mous sitting when the Emperor great artist in his way, repeated his

id,
"
L'ordre, j'en re'ponds." His words without adding emphasis to

ajesty was so enthusiastically ap- them.'

auded that he repeated the words.
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book bases of universal suffrage will define the public func

_
xnL

, tions compatible with a seat in the Chamber. To thai

administrative and political reforms will be addec

measures of more direct interest for the people
—v§

for the more rapid development of gratuitous primary

instruction; the reduction of law costs; the remoJ
of the demi-decime war tax, which weighs upon th

registration duty in matters of succession
;
the extensioi

of the operation of savings banks to rural distria

tli rough Treasury agents ; a more humane regulatioi

of infant labour in manufactories
; and an increase h

the salaries of subordinate officials. Other import an

questions, not yet ripe for legislation, are under col

sideration. The agricultural enquiry is conch idee

and useful propositions will be the outcome of it

report. An enquiry into the working of the octroi

has been opened. A Customs Bill will be submitted I

you, with those tariffs to which no serious oppositid
has been offered. As regards those which have pro

voked complaints by certain branches of industry, the;

will be delayed until the Government has obtained en

lightenment from all the sources of information calcu

la ted to assist your deliberations.
' The statement of the situation of the Empire i

satisfactory. Commerce is not at a standstill
;
and th

indirect revenues, the increase of which is a sign
<

confidence and prosperity, have produced down to tli

present time 30,000,000 francs more than last y
The current Budgets show notable surpluses, and

Budget for 1871 will allow of our undertaking impro
ments in the several branches of the public servic*

of our making grants for public works. It i

enough to propose reforms, to introduce savings in tli

finances, and to administer public affairs in an efiV

manner. It is also necessary that, by a clear and fin
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ttitude, the public bodies, in accordance with the chap.

jovernment, should show that the more we widen the ,1—*

>aths of liberty the more we are determined to preserve

he interests of society and the principles of the Consti-

ution intact and above all acts of violence. It is the

luty and within the power of a Government, which is

he legitimate expression of the public will, to cause

hat will to be respected : for it has both right and

aight on its side.

'

Turning from home affairs, if I look beyond our

rontier, I congratulate myself on seeing foreign Powers

naintaining friendly relations with us. Sovereigns and

lations desire peace, and they are engaged in advancing
bivilisation. Whatever reproaches may be made against

>ur century, we have certainly many reasons to be proud
)f it. The New World suppresses slavery ;

Eussia

iberates her serfs ; England does justice to Ireland ;

he littoral countries of the Mediterranean seem to be

mce more recalling their ancient splendour ;
and from

:he assembled Catholic bishops in Eome 1 we can only

xpect a work of wisdom and conciliation.

' The progress of science brings nations together.

While America joins the Pacific with the Atlantic

Ocean by a railroad 1 ,000 leagues in length, and in all

parts capitalists and thinkers agree to unite by electric

communication the most distant countries of the globe,

France and Italy are about to clasp hands through the

tunnel of the Alps, and the waters of the Mediterra-

nean and the Eed Sea already mingle by means of the

Suez Canal. All Europe was represented in Egypt at

the inauguration of this gigantic enterprise ;
and if the

Empress is not here to-day at the opening of the

Chambers, it is because I have been desirous that, by
1 The (Ecumenical Council of the Vatican, which was opened on

December 8.
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BOOK her presence in a country where our arms were
XIII

rendered illustrious, she might testify to the sympathy
of France towards a work due to the perseverance 3{|

genius of a Frenchman.
•

\'on are about to resume the extraordinary sessiJ

interrupted by the presentation of the Senatus ( on

sultum. After the verification of the elections tfl

ordinary session will immediately commence. Tj
great bodies of the State, closely united, will eom<

an understanding to apply faithfully the latest modified

tiou made in the Constitution. The more direct pal

ticipation of the country in its own affairs will constitute

for the Empire a fresh source of strength, and the

Kepresentative Assemblies will have henceforth a large]

share of responsibility. Let them use it for the promJ
tion of the greatness and prosperity of the nation. Mai
the various conflicts of opinion disappear when required

by the general interest, and may the Chambers prove

equally by their enlightenment and their patriotism.

France, without again falling into deplorable excess

capable of supporting those free institutions which arc

the honour of civilised countries.'

On December 8 the Minister of the Interior explained

and emphasised the Emperor's words. ' The Govern menl

wishes to establish liberty,' he remarked, 'if possible,

with the assistance of all. It is aware of the dam
1 >y which liberty is threatened, but this danger it fac

with resolution and confidence. The Government

tends now to make it its glory to found liberty.

this task, though its predecessors have succumbed.

Government of the Emperor sets up a claim to be nu

• essful, better qualified, and more resolute. It lo<

back with respect upon its past of eighteen years, whicl

have given liberty to the country; but at the s

time it intends to march onward and make the Empire
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be definitive founder of liberty in France. This reso- chap.
. IV

iition is not a fresh incident : it is the result of acts »—rl—

irhich have succeeded one another during the last ten

ears. But to establish liberty two conditions are

lecessary
—

prudence and firmness. The country does

Lot want a revolution : it wants a Liberal but strong

lovernment, and this it shall have. This is the idea

diich the Emperor, in his speech from the Throne at

he opening of this session, summed up in the words ;

For order I will answer
;
aid me in saving liberty."

:

The verification of the elections, in the course of

vhich many of the official candidates were fiercely

ttacked—scandalous official interference on the part of

ocal authorities being proved in several instances, and

lotably in the election of M. Clement Duvernois—was

closed on December 27, and on the following day the

)rdinary session was opened, the '
Official Journal

'

an-

louncing at the same time that the Ministry had re-

signed, and that M. Emile Olivier had undertaken to

brm a Government.
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CHAPTER I.

THE OLIVIER MINISTRY.

^hen the Emperor Napoleon III. confided the govern- chap.

lent of France to the responsible Ministry of which M. .

L

Smile Olivier was the head, he finally retired from the

Erection of public affairs and resolutely restricted

imself to the duties of a constitutional monarch. Con-

equently he was not responsible for the policy of the

Cabinet that in six months led to the ruin of his dynasty
nd to the most disastrous war of modern times. With
he appointment of the Olivier Administration the role

>f the Emperor as active ruler ended. We shall there-

ore pass rapidly over the events of 1870, dwelling

aerely on the points in them with which Napoleon was

irectly connected, and showing his exact relation to

le policy of his responsible ministers and his share in

le diplomatic action which ended in the war with

jermany.
The Olivier Ministry, the fist of which appeared
the 'Moniteur' on January 2, 1870, consisted of

\IL. Napoleon Daru (Foreign Affairs), de Valdrome

Interior), Buffet (Finance), General Le Boeuf (War),
Admiral Eigault de Genouilly (Marine), Legris (Public

nstruction), De Talhouet (Public Works), Louvet

Commerce), Maurice Eichard (Fine Arts). M. de

i'arieu was appointed President of the Council of
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book State. It was called ' the Ministry of the two Centr<
XIV

M. Haussmann, the great asdile of the Second Empire
was sacrificed to the Opposition, and disappeared iron

the Hotel de Ville and from his gigantic labours

giving place to M. Chevreau, the Prefect of the R!

The sweep was a clean one. MM. Buffet and Dan
were drawn from the Left Centre. As to the Libera

intentions of the Prime Minister there could be n(

doubt; and, indeed, he proceeded with the vigour o:

a statesman who was entering at length, after a pro
tracted conflict in opposition, upon a career of radica

reform. Men who had held aloof from the scene since

185 r reappeared. Personages who had been knowr
as the enemies of the Empire figured in the salon* 0:

the new Ministers. MM. Guizot and Odilon Barrot noi

only made their bow at M. Olivier's official residencl

(where the ladies affected the severest simplicity in 1

as a demonstration against the splendid milliner

the Court), but accepted the direction of extra-Parlia-

mentary commissions to enquire into the state of thl

national administration and the reforms to be made 11

the codes of law. Old Orleanist functionaries hastenel

into the light ;
and soon, at the Ministerial receptions

enemies of the Empire met, not to rally loyally to the

new standard the Emperor had set up, but to
pl<|

under its folds.

In the Chamber M. Olivier found himself confnmtec

by a passionate Opposition. His extra-Parliamentail

commissions were ridiculed. He was opposed as

Republican who had ratted. His loyal endeavours I

establish a Constitutional Empire were frustrated bj

1 '
(Test le minister© de la fusion cette revolution qui nous ramene ai

des deux centres, expression vivante regime constitutionnel.'—Ren
de l'alliance des forces libe>ales et Deux Mondes, Jan. 15, 1870.

raodtSrees par laquelle s'est accoraplie
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ictions that could triumph only through revolution, chap

[e was disliked by many members of the Eight as the ._
L

ribune who had tempted the Sovereign out of the safe

ath of strong personal government. In short, he was

n honest constitutional minister before a Parliament

f Orleanists, revolutionists, and reactionaries. He
vould have gone to the country to obtain the direct

Lational sanction for his policy, but the Legislative

Body would not agree to the step.

A most unfortunate incident marked M. Olivier 's ad-

rent to power, and brought him into collision with the

nost turbulent members of the constituencies of Paris.

)n the day when the Legislative Body met, MM. Ulric

e Fonvielle and Victor Noir, carefully armed, bore a

ostile message to Prince Pierre Bonaparte at Auteuil.

The Prince had already challenged M. Eochefort. The

conflict between this unworthy scion of the Imperial

amily and the violent members of the Eepublican

Darty had arisen out of a paper quarrel in Corsica, in

which Prince Pierre had used the lowest language of a

2uard-room. The Paris journalists had taken the op-

portunity of fastening a quarrel upon him. The
; Eevanche

'

and the '

Marseillaise,' represented respec-

tively by M. Grousset and M. Eochefort, were the

Prince's opponents. It was a quarrel disgraceful to all

parties concerned in it. Prince Pierre was a coarse,

ungovernable man who had lived nearly all his life in

disgrace, and his opponents were extreme men who
were glad to strike at the Emperor through him. The

bearers of the challenge were received as a bull receives

red flag. Violent words and blows provoked the

production of pistols ;
and the Prince having, according

to his own testimony, received a slap on the face from

Noir, shot him. Then he turned upon M. de Fonvielle,

who was himself armed with pistol and sword-stick.
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hook The result was the death of Victor Noir and a funera

-* v —. at which all the revolutionary club and promoter* o:

disorder were present. The demonstration had beer

prepared by M. Eochefort in the 4
Marseillaise.' Albjl

he knew that Prince Pierre Bonaparte was a discarded

member of the Imperial family, and that the Emperoi
had never consented even to receive him, lie wrote

'Here are eighteen years that France has been in the

blood-stained hands of these cut-throats, who, not satis-

fied with mowing down the Eepublicans with grape shot

in the streets, entice them into filthy snares, to kill

them within four stone walls. Frenchmen, can it be

that you do not think you have had enough of them m
This was a bad inauguration of the Constitutional

Empire. The Prince was tried at Tours and acquitteJ
Eochefort was tried also, and was condemned for writing
what in England would have put him under lock and

key. Eochefort riots took place ; barricades were

raised; the Eepublic was proclaimed in permanence by
M. Gustave Flourens, sword in hand, in the Salle Man
seillaise at La Villette. In the Legislative Body extreme

men like Jules Favre and Gambetta took side with the

revolutionists. These were the troubles with which

M. Olivier had to contend in the winter and sprii

1870, without support from his former collea

While he courageously took all needful measures to

preserve order, and had the enemies of the public

peace borne off to the Conciergerie, he endeavoured to!

remain faithful to his mission, and to continue the foun-

dations of a Constitutional Empire. He was checked,
1

however, at every turn, not only by the declared enemies

of the Emperor, but by the moderate Liberals like M
Thiers, who would not openly side with the revolu-!j

tionary party, but who based all their political hopes
on its success. M. Thiers took advantage of a debate!
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lised against the Anglo-French commercial treaty to chap.

ir his protectionist views, and to denounce this treaty ^—
one of the Imperial Government's blunders. Two

xikes of the Creuzot workmen, whose master was M.

chneider, President of the Senate, aided and envenomed

y the 4

Marseillaise,' tended to keep alive the turbulent

Dirit of the French working population. M. Olivier

ushed forward his reforms, nevertheless, whenever he

ould obtain an interval of calm or of freedom from

tie active animosity of the Left. In the midst of press
xcesses he announced a law securing the full liberty

f the press. Insult to the person of the Emperor,

pologies for crimes, advocacy of breaches of the law,

nd attempts to draw away soldiers from their duty,
fere the only reserves made in this measure. M.

)livier appealed to a healthy public opinion as the

uture controlling power.
Such a measure looked ridiculous in the presence of

he open sedition and the coarse and dangerous license

rith which the papers of the Opposition were daily

harged, and in the face of the opposition which the

/[mister constantly encountered in the Legislative Body.
I. Jules Favre (February 19) formulated an elaborate

ndictment against the Government, declaring that the

eforms were shams, that the Sovereign might resume

lis personal authority at any moment, and that the

elations of the Ministry with the representatives of the

•ountry were unsatisfactory. M. Daru replied for the

Ministry that '
it was not true that France was any

onger under a dictatorial rule. She is past that : she

s free. It is order and liberty that France desires, not

he excesses of a revolution.' The stormy debate on

)fficial candidatures that took place a few days later

vas opened by the same impatient deputy, who skil-

ully brought about a conflict between M. Olivier and
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XIV
book the deputies of the Bight by drawing him into a col

demnation of the past of the Imperial Governmenl
The progress of legislation under such circumstance*

was slow and fitful. The Ministry was encompasH
with unsleeping enemies, who harassed every step wl
interpellations, motions, and amendments. The libera

which had been given was being turned against th<

giver ;
and it was clear that even the moderate Opp<H

tion was inclined to side with the extreme Left and th<

mobs of Belleville and La Villette, rather than with th«

constitutional Ministry who were honestly striving tc

reconcile order with liberty, under the Empire.

Disappointed once more by the disorders and an
mosities destructive of national prosperity which wel

appearing in and out of Parliament, the Emperor, wfl
had stood aloof giving fair play to his Ministers id

the strictest constitutional spirit, wrote to M. Olivia

(March 2 1
)
from the Tuileries :

—

'Monsieur le Ministre,
—I think it is opportune

under the present circumstances, to adopt at once
a]

the reforms claimed by the Constitutional Government

of the Empire, in order to put an end to the immode<

rate desire for change which has possessed certain

minds, which irritates public opinion and creates in<

security. I place in the first rank of these reform

those which affect the constitution and prerogatives
the Senate. The Constitution of 1852 was design^

mainly to give the Government the means of re

establishing authority and order. It had necessarily t<

remain imperfect so long as the state of the
countrj

prevented the establishment of liberty upon solk

inundations; but now, when successive changes h

produced a constitutional system in harmony with

plebiscitum, it is important to restore to the domain

•
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e law every legislative power, to give a final shape to chai

e latest reforms, to place the Constitution out of A-

e region of controversy, and to invite the Senate—
at great institution which comprehends so much in-

lligence
—to lend a more efficacious co-operation to

e new regime I therefore beg you to confer with

>ur colleagues for the purpose of submitting to me
e draft of a senatus consultum, to fix once for all the

ndamental provisions of the plebiscitum of 1852, di-

ding the legislative power between the two Chambers,
id restoring to the nation that part of the constituent

)wer which it had delegated to other hands. Believe,

c, 'Napoleon.'

This was only another attempt on the part of the

mperor to break through the impediments constantly
t up by the revolutionary parties

—
if, indeed, the most

oderate of them could be called a party.
1 Not that he

ared their monotonous violence—his Ministers had

town that they could resist the turbulent mob in the

reet, and such inciters to revolt as M. Flourens and

is associates—but because he was impatient to see the

[institutional machine in regular movement. The draft

immanded by the Emperor was the subject of many

' La Gauche veut-elle etre un la preconisation de la force, et celle

rti politique, il faut qu'elle choi- qui a ete suivie par M. Einile

*se, il faut qu'elle accepte les con- Olivier depuis dix ans, qui se resume

dons dune politique serieuse en dans ce mot de Benjamin Constant :

pudiant ces violences qui l'ecla-
" Si incertaine que soit une chance

ussent elle-meme, ou qu'elle s'an- pour la liberte d'un peuple, il n'est

le et qu'elle se re"duise a l'impuis- pas permis de la repousser." Cette

nee en se laissant absorber par la chance n'est plus incertaine aujour-
mocratie furieuse des journaux et d'hui

;
e'est a la Gauche de faire son

is reunions publiques. En effet, il choix entre les chances de la liberte"

Y a que deux politiques ;
celle qui, et les chances de la revolution.'—

proclamant irreconciliable a tout Ch. de Mazade, Revue des Deux

ix, procedant de la haine et de Mondes, January 1 5, 1 870.

sprit de vengeance, va tout droit a

VOL. IV. F F
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BOOK Cabinet meetings, and of consultations with M. R<
XIV.

as to the modifications to be made In the constitution <

the Senate. It was completed and introduced to th

Upper Chamber by M. Olivier on March 28 in one of 1
most brilliant and effective speeches.

1 It was impossifl
a literary contemporary remarked, to ask an assemfl

to execute the happy despatch in better Language.

probably helped him to his chair in the Academy.
The senatus consultum was adopted by the Senal

but in the Legislative Body it gave rise to a scries (

interpellations, and finally to a debate, in which \

Grevy advocated the abolition of the Senate as useMl

and as a source of embarrassment, and maintained tlu

the constituent power should be wholly handed over t

the representatives of the people until France eoul

establish a thoroughly democratic form of governmen
While Baron Jerome David was supporting the Goverl

ment, and the plebiscitum to which the Emperor ha

resolved to submit this final settlement of the Constitute

after it had been sanctioned by Parliament, M. Pelleta

shouted that the Empire had given France eightee

years, not of repose, order, and security, but ' of sham

and of crime.' A heated and unmannerly discusgfl

arose, in the course of which M. Ouyot Montpayrol
described the course of Ministers as a piece of juggling

But the Government carried the day by 227 against
and the senatus consultum passed through Parliaid

to the direct vote of the nation. The senatus consult

and the plebiscitum cost the Cabinet the retireme

1 The senatus consultum de- proposition of the Empei
prived the Senate of their exclusive schedule of thirty-six articl

prerogatives, but left them the fined minutely the reforms in

power i)f originating measures, ex- various branches of the Admiuist

those flailing with finance. tion, in conformity with thi

The Constitution could be further Speech at the opening of the

modified only by the nation, on the in November, 1869.
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wo valuable colleagues, MM. Buffet and Daru, who chap.

I^ent over to the hostile force arrayed against the »— '

r—
jiberal Empire.

The day appointed for the nation to vote on the

iew Constitution and the transmission of the sovereign

>ower from father to son in the Emperor's family, was

*Iay 8. The interval between the turbulent debate of

he deputies and that of the national vote was turned

full account by the Republican party, and by all

he minor factions that were determined to prevent, if

)Ossible, the establishment of a solid Liberal Empire.
The excesses of the summer and autumn of the previous

rear were repeated, and yet no curb was put upon

peech or printing press.

The Emperor issued the following proclamation to

he nation :
—

'The Constitution of 1852, drawn up by virtue of

he power you confided to me, and ratified by the eight

nillions of votes which reconstituted the Empire, has

^iven France eighteen years of calm and prosperity, not

maccompanied by glory. This Constitution established

)rder, and at the same time left a way open for every
leedful improvement. As security has been consolidated,

1 larger measure of liberty has been granted. But suc-

cessive changes have altered the foundation of the

olebiscitum, which could not be modified without a fresh

lirect appeal to the nation. It became, therefore, in-

lispensable that the new Constitution should be ap-

proved by the people, as were formerly the Constitutions

Df the Eepublic and of the Empire. It was the general

belief in those two epochs, as it is now mine, that

!verything done without you was illegal. The Constitu-

ion of France, Imperial and democratic, when confined

to a limited number of fundamental regulations which
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book cannot be altered without your consent, will hav
xi\

advantage of rendering definitive the progress that hJB

been accomplished, and of shielding the form of goveri
ment from political fluctuations.

'

Time, too frequently wasted in passionate anj
barren contentions, may henceforth be more advanta-

geously employed in seeking the means of developing the

moral and material happiness of the greatest number.

*! address myself to all of you who, since De
ber 10, 1848, have surmounted every obstacle in ordfl

to place me at your head
;
to you who, for twenty-tl

years, have constantly added to my power by you|

votes, supported me by your co-operation, and rewarded

me by your affection. Give me yet another proof of

your confidence. By voting affirmatively you will put

down the threats of revolution
; you will seat order and

liberty upon a solid foundation ;
and you will render easier

in the future the transmission of the crown to my son.

'Eighteen years ago you were almost unanimous in

conferring the most extensive powers on me. Be now

as strong in giving your adhesion to the transformation

of the Imperial regime.

'A nation cannot reach its complete development
without leaning for support upon institutions which are

a guarantee for both stability and progress.

'To the request which I address to you to ratify the

Liberal reforms that have been realised during the 1;

ten years answer " Yes."

'For myself, faithful to my origin, 1 shall fill

mind with your thoughts, fortify myself in your wi

and, trusting to Providence, I shall not cease to labqj

for the greatness and prosperity of France.
• X.M'oi

The result of this appeal, albeit it showed 7,257,37*
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rotes in his favour and but 1,530,000 against him, chap.

ndicated a settled hostility of the majority in Paris, >-
,'

-

^yons, Marseilles, Bordeaux, Nantes, and some other

considerable towns. During the agitation over the

)lebiscitum a plot to assassinate the Emperor was dis-

covered, in which some of the Eochefort rioters were

mplicated. The army recorded nearly 50,000 votes

against the Sovereign. It was remarked as singular that

in the towns where the Emperor's free-trade policy had

3een popular the votes were against him, while in the

protectionist North his popularity was undiminished.

|

The result, however, was that the Eepublicans, Socialists,

Orleanists, and Legitimists could not muster more than

one vote against seven for the Emperor ; and the

Government consequently were justified in holding that

the plebiscitum proved the great bulk of the nation to

be in favour of the Emperor and his dynasty.
The vote of the army was, however, a serious dis-

appointment, although it could not be wondered at,

seeing the close relations between the French soldier

and the French citizen. All Paris had been in a state of

riotous excitement, and the revolutionary parties had

been vigilant and active in Lyons, Bordeaux, and

Marseilles—indeed, wherever they had a hold. That

the harangues and intrigues of the revolutionists

should have led some thousands of the soldiers to the

Opposition ballot-box was no more than a reasonable

observer should have expected. The Emperor addressed

a letter to Marshal Canrobert on the subject, and this

was communicated to the troops of Paris. '

Eumours,'
said His Majesty,

' so absurd and exaggerated have been

spread on the vote of the army that I feel impelled to

request you to assure the generals, officers, and soldiers

under your command that my confidence in them has

never been shaken. I ask you to inform General
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B°°K Lebrun particularly that I congratulate him and the—
-
—'

troops under his command on the admirable iirmneB
and self-command of which they have given proof

during the last few days in the suppression of the riots

which have disturbed the capital/

These riots included the running up of barricades cfl

the nights of May 9 and 10.

On the 21st the result of the plebiscitum was form-

ally conveyed to the Emperor, with much Court p
and ceremony, in the Salle des Etats of the Louvre
The Place du Carrousel, for the last time, was ablaze

with the trappings of war, the lace and stars of Im-

perial dignitaries, and all the brilliant uniforms of the

military and civil servants of Imperial France. Neva!

had the Empire looked more splendid and prosperous
than when Napoleon III. advanced, surrounded by his

family, amid the acclamations of the two assembled

Chambers, and took his place under the dais, while

M. Schneider, as President of the Legislative Body,
addressed the elect of the nation—now re-installed in

the purple by more than seven million votes. M.

Eouher, who headed the Senate, remained the silent

witness of the scene—through the jealous interference

of Ins rival, who would not permit the old chief to

share in the honours of the day, and had exacted that

M. Rouher's speech should be submitted to Ministe

'In supporting the Empire by more than

millions of suffrages,' President Schneider said at tin

close of his address,
' France says to you :

"
Sire, th(

country is with you ; advance confidently in the patl

of all attainable progress, and establish liberty I

on respect for the laws and the Constitution. Fram

places the cause of liberty under the protection of

dynasty and of the great bodies of the State
" '

The Emperor thanked the nation for having given
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im, for the fourth time, an overwhelming proof of its citai

Dnfidence. He had appealed to the people to ratify

is constitutional reforms, but the adversaries of

mperial institutions had made the question to be

ecided at the voting urns, one between revolution and

tie Empire. The country had declared for order and

berty. The Government, strong in the confidence of

le nation, would proceed deliberately in its liberal

ourse, bearing no malice towards those who had

ndeavoured to overthrow it by disturbing the public
>eace. They would keep one object in view. 1

* To rally round the Constitution which has been

anctioned by the country by the honourable men of

11 parties ; to maintain the public peace ;
to calm party

>assions
;
to preserve social interests from the contagion

)f false doctrines
;
to enlist the highest intellects for the

promotion of the greatness and prosperity of France
;

,o spread education ; to simplify the administrative

nachinery ;
to transfer activity from the centre, where it

s superabundant, to remote places, where it is deficient ;

o introduce into our codes of law, which are national

nonuments, the improvements made known to us by
3xperience ;

to increase the means of production and of

wealth
; to promote agriculture and the development of

1 * Le discours imperial, c'est une point
" devier de la ligne liberale qu'il

justice a lui rendre, a le merite s'est tracee," a rallier "autourdela
i'etre simple et senseV et il a produit constitution que le pays vient de

peut-etre d'autant plus d'erlet qu'on sanctionner les honnetes gens de tous

j'attendait a l'iniprevu ou a un autre les partis," et s'il se fait encore

iccent. II respire sans doute la illusion en croyant qu'un vote puisse
satisfaction et la coniiance

;
au fond jamais trancher definitivement le3

.'Empereur triomphe avec une habile questions politiques qui divisent les

nodestie. II ne separe pas la liberte esprits, il trace un programme eer-

ie l'ordre dans la victoire du 8 mai
;

tainement assez vaste pour suffire pro-

[1 ne voit pour le gouvernement qu'une visoirement aux homines de bonne

politique qui consiste a "montrer volonte.'—Revue des Deux Mondes,
*a force par sa moderation," a ne June I, 1870.
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BOOK public works; and finally to devote our labours to tfl

_'
,

1^ alleviation of the burden of the tax-payer
—such is oB

policy. In the realisation of it our nation will, by t he I

free expansion of its powers, promote the progress Uk
civilisation.' In conclusion the Emperor said :

4 WllH
indeed, can be opposed to the progressive march of aft

dynasty founded by a great people in the midst of i

political disturbance, and fortified by liber:

The cheering with which these brave words wefl

received, and which was renewed as the Imperial fa

retired from the imposing scene, had hardly died awaj
when it became apparent that the ratification of

Constitution by the vote of the nation would ha\

effect upon the conduct of the revolutionary parti*

and out of the Chamber. The chiefs of the Opposition
showed no respect for the will of the people, for win mi I

they professed to be intriguing and obstructing. 'I

evinced no disposition even to give the Constitul

which was ratified by seven millions of votes, a trial.

The plebiscitum was followed by a modification of

the Ministry. The places of Count Daru, M. Buffet, and

the Marquis de Talhouet, who had resigned, were filled

up by the Duke de Grammonl (Foreign Affairs), M. Meg*

(Public Instruction), and M. Plichon (Public Works),
M. Olivier becoming Vice-President of the Council. The

entrance of the Duke de Grammont on the politic

scene was an event that at once created a bad impr
sion. He was fresh from the embassy at Vienna,

was known to be hostile not only to the Parliament

Government, but, which was more important, to 1'

So strongly marked were his anti-Prussian procliviti

that the Prussian Government directed Baron \V< r

their representative in Paris, to sound him, the
resiljj

being the Duke's assurance that his sentiments were

most pacific. The meeting of the Chambers after the
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ebiscitum, and with a Ministry modified in a sense that chap

ade it less acceptable to the Opposition, was the signal v___^__

3t for a steady return to work in the direction of

jform, but for renewed interpellations and scenes. The

ebiscitum, albeit a hazardous experiment not to the

iste of M. Buffet, or indeed, in the first instance, to the

lajority of the Olivier Cabinet, had been provoked by
le irreconcilables of the Chamber. The Emperor had

ibmitted the new Constitution and his dynasty en bloc

|p
the judgment of the nation, and he held their vote

their answer to the revolutionary factions who were

cepting parliamentary government only because they

JDuld use it as an engine of destruction against him.

lthough the result of the popular vote had been an im-

tense disappointment to the Opposition, they remained

ndismayed, and they pursued from the middle of May
ntil the end of their mandat a thoroughly unconstitu-

onal line of action. 1

M. C. de Mazade said of the plebiscitum :

'
It is, without

oubt, a victory for the Government
;
but beyond every-

ling it is the repudiation of revolutionary action. It is

le defeat of all who have deluded themselves with the

elief that their violent polemics expressed the opinion
f France, and who have been so far mistaken as not

) see that, instead of preparing their own triumph, they
rere helping the Government. In any case the Eadical

arty has had a wretched campaign, ending in a strange

eception, and the Parliamentary Left are expiating
le errors, weaknesses, and equivocal movements of
rhat they call their policy of the last six months. The

ruth is that since the last elections the Left have had

o policy whatever, and that, if they are now beaten,

they are placed in an incontestably false position,

bey deserve ail that has happened to them.'

1 Revue ties Deux Mondes, May 15, 1870.
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book This is the judgment of a writer who was no sworn
'

,

'

* friend of the Government, delivered in a periodicalI
Orleanist sympathies. M. de Mazade said further: w

It

is nothing to be defeated in politics, but it is somethiiH

to deserve defeat, and to court one of those strikhH

repudiations which compromise a party for a Long tinfl

This is now the predicament of the Left. They are, in

Parliament, a party temporarily disavowed by the mass

of the country, and they have deserved their mis-

adventure, because they could not resist the tempta-
tion of playing a heavy stake, of risking all for all.'

M. Olivier was reproached, on the other hand, with

wearing too defiantly the marks of victory.

On the evening of May 8 the Emperor went to

early, while his friends were waiting anxiously for the

reports of the numbers from the great towns, having
been startled by the adverse votes which came, like all

evil tidings, very swiftly. It was. as we have already

remarked, his habit on such occasions. He could wait

patiently and tranquilly for the morrow morning,
he would have full returns. But the Ministers. and particu-

larly the chief of them, passed the early part of the night

in great excitement and trepidation lest the Left and their

noisy agents should triumph. The Minister was be

to remember this when he was showing himself

victor to the defeated Republicans. His attitude pi

voked much of the personal antagonism he at

experienced in the Chamber, but it did not excm

noisy obstruction with which he was met at every tin

A more skilful statesman would have turned to g(

account the leanings of M. Ernest Heard towards a

constitutional party, and the admission of M. Gam
that the plebiscitinn was unanswerable as to the fol

under which the consolidation of a parliamentary r<

must be pursued. He might have drawn out of tl
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;ft some powerful leaders of a Liberal Empire ; chap

tit he failed through vanity and inexperience in the ^_4_-

unagement of men. He might have opened an epoch
reconciliation between the various Liberal sections,

d drawn them away from the demagogues ;
but he

filed the revolutionary party and left it to its own
vices. He was soon made to see that their passions
3re not cooled, by the outrages to which M. Laboulaye
is subjected by his pupils in the College of France,
cause he had voted in favour of the plebiscitum.
lese scandalous assaults upon a professor who had

en a preacher of freedom all his life, drew not a word
remonstrance from MM. Simon, Favre, or Gambetta

;

r they were troubles in the path of M. Olivier and

s colleagues. There was no approach to a reconcilia-

)n or to an arrangement for the benefit of the country
tween the Prime Minister, his former colleagues, and

eir noisy and uncompromising recruits.

When, at the end of June, the session approached

end, the moderate Liberals complained that Ministers,

th all their show of feverish activity, had done little

nothing. Committees had been appointed to report
l the newspaper stamp and the financial situation of

e city of Paris. The former ended in a lame com-

omise, the latter in the stoppage of the immense

arks in progress without any plan as to the future,

was said that passions burned in the Palais Bourbon

hen a party question was raised, but that directly a

•actical question arose all was indifference or confusion.
r

hen the subject of the nomination of mayors by
)te or by the Government was under discussion, it

as found that the report of M. Odilon Barrot's com-

ittee on decentralisation was not printed. The

inistry, in short, was without method and without

ithority to lead the Chamber.
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XIV.
book On June 21 the Marquis de Pire proposed to tfl

Chamber to repeal the law of exile. The princes of

Orleans had addressed a letter to the Chamber (Jul
19) requesting the deputies to abrogate the exceptioij

ures levelled against them. They claimed thil

a right. The subject was debated on July 2, afl

rejected by a majority of 143, M. GreVy having spoken

against the petition and qualified its supporters as

dupes or accomplices. M. Favre, who saw in the

petition only another opportunity for vexing and ob-

structing the Government, broke away from the stum

man of the Left, who stuck to his principles and dis-

dained to use the House of Orleans to overthrow that

of the Emperor. He was true to the policy of se

ambition he had pursued throughout his career. Afl
means were good that carried him and his companions
forward.

We now approach the war that, swift as a tropical

storm, swept over the fair land of France.

The debate on the ( iovernnicnt Bill fixing the army

contingent of the year as 90,000 lasted two days (July

1 and 2). The reduction of the army was justified

by the Prime Minister, who said in the course of the

discussion: 'The Government has no uneasiness v

ever: at no epoch was the peace of Europe
assured. Irritating questions there are none.

European Cabinets agree that treaties should be

tained. We have developed liberty in order to

peace ;
and the accord between the nation and

Sovereign has produced a French Sadowa—the plel

citum.' In the House of Lords Lord Granville an

the same time described foreign affairs as in a 'd<

calm.' 1 The memorable phrases uttered in the coi

1 'It was about the same time for Foreign Affairs had made

that in England the Under-Secretary Lord Granville, the newly app
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nister for his department, a state- his experience," he said,
" had there

mt similar to that of M. Olivier been such a lull in foreign affairs."

the French Chamber. " Never in — The Annual Register, 1870.

this extraordinary debate in the French Chamber chap

many. M. Thiers, taunted by M. Favre as a ^_t~-

w ally of the Government, denied that he was a

nisterialist, but admitted that some steps had been

£en towards liberty.
' The two conditions of peace,'

remarked,
*

are, first, to be pacific ; secondly, to be

ong. Prussia requires to be pacific in order to win

er Southern Germany. We need to be pacific in

ier to prevent her.' The debate ended stormily,
3 storm being provoked by M. Favre, who insinuated

at the will of the Emperor controlled the Ministry,

charge, even among those made by this rash and

rbulent deputy, could be less deserved. The

nperor had strictly confined himself to the part of a

nstitutional sovereign ;
and to this fact his Minister

lphatically bore witness.
'

Ifjill this be true, why not disarm ?
'

The insolence of

e reply created the closing tumult of the debate, after

rich the Government Bill was adopted by 203 votes to

. The strict and literal truth was that there was not

e smallest cloud on the political horizon on the

>ening day of July. Nor, indeed, was there in the

avens. The earth was parched, the cattle were

thout pasturage, the crops were scorched under a

ought that threatened a national disaster beyond the

•ntrol of man. The Emperor admitted the cattle of

e farmers to the forests of the Crown. In Paris there

|pre fears of a failure of water, and religious services

3re offered up for rain all over the country.

But, according to Ministers, the people were exceed-

gly prosperous, and could bear the heavy budget

0,439,143/.) If uneasiness prevailed anywhere it was
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at the strikes which were going on at Mulln

Marseilles, and other centres of industry, and at the

pending trial of offenders in connection with the recB
disturbances among Schneider's Creuzot operatives.

France went to sleep one night in profound peaj
and woke on the morrow to find that she was on

i >f war.
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CHAPTEE II.

THE DECLARATION OF WAR.

he war of 1870 was the direct consequence of the chap.

iumph of Prussia over Germany. On the morrow of «— "—

ie victory of Sadowa a war party sprang up in Prance,

id was fostered by all the enemies of the Empire, as

ell as by its short-sighted clerical friends. We have

en that the Emperor, faithful to his idea of nation-

ities , had favoured the unification of the German race,

is friendliness towards Prussia was a sin in the eyes of

ie^Chauvinists and a weapon in those of his political

temies. The day after the declaration of war between

u stria and Prussia some dozen general officers who
ere at the Tuileries, discussed, in the Emperor's pre-

snce, the chances of Prussia. ' Look at the question as

3u will,' said His Majesty,
'

progress lies with Prussia.'

his was alleged against him by General Trochu * after

is fall
;
but it was his honest opinion, and it was not

1 unwise one. The fault lay in the expression of it to

anerals who were eager for a German war, and who
ere not all true to the interests of their sovereign. A
feat Protestant military Power was being suffered to

•ise on _the borders of France
;
whereas the ambition

[Prussia should have been crushed, at the moment
lien she declared war against Austria, by the invasion

id annexation of the Ehine provinces. This was the

1 General Trochu's evidence at the enquiry into the acts of the Govern-

Bnt of National Defence.
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book fixed idea of M. Thiers and the Orleanist and Kepublican
XIV

(
)])|)osition ;

and with it they proceeded to undermine

the Emperor's popularity. The Liberal or OppositicH
cree3 included a belief in the inevitability of a war with

Prussia
;
and the French politicians who dreaded the

union of North with South Germany maintained thH
France should be prepared to act before Bismarck had

forced the Southern States into a compact German Eiijf

pirc. The clerical party was also strongly in favour A
a swift assault upon the rising German monster.

In Prussia the war party against France, if it slum-

bered occasionally between 1866 and 1870, as in the

beginning of the latter year, never fell fairly asleep, Irf

1866 General Ducrot wrote to General Trochu thai

the other side of the Ehine there was not a German who

did not believe in an approaching war with LYa

The warlike spirit prevalent in Germany against France

was insisted upon by General Stoffel in his military

reports. In 1868 he wrote: 'France, far from com-

manding any sympathy at the present time in Prussia,

is an object of hatred to all. The situation will infalli

bring about war: we arc at the mercy of an accident.'

Prevost-Paradol described the two countries as run'

towards each other upon the same line : there mm
a collision.

And yet the Emperor had shown only pacific ai

friendly intentions towards Prussia from the beginnfl

of his reign, even to that Prussia who had stigmatii

the alliance between France and England as incestuO!

After the Crimean war it was he who insisted on

viting Prussia to the Congress. In 1858, when tl

[uis l'epoli passed through Paris on his way
Berlin, charged with a mission from Count Cavour

1 Hintoire Diplomatique de la Sorel. Toae I
er

. E. Plon : Ps

Franco-Allemande, par Albert 1875.
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e Prussian Government relative to an alliance against chap,

ustria, lie had given him an autograph note to be .

T *'

bmitted to the Prince Kegent, in which lie explained
>w and why he shared Cavour's views in favour of au

liance between Prance, Italy, and Prussia.
1 He had

rmitted Prussia to advance towards German unity

rough Sadowa. Throughout his life his sympathies
A inclined towards the race whom he was destined

assist to power that they might overthrow him.

•ussia had always been covertly hostile to him, and

e had managed first to check him in the Italian war
d . then grossly to deceive him after Sadowa. JThe

nperor was credulous ;
M. de Bismarck was unscrupu-

lis. The Emperor clung sentimentally to his idea

a Europe naturally divided—that is, into nation-

ties—through the peaceful agencies of congresses ;

..de Bismarck relied on blood and iron to conquer by
rce and by falsehood a German Empire, from the

Dure frontiers of which he might laugh at his dupes.
2

le Emperor was averse to the brutal arbitrament of

ir, and was for ever seeking combinations by which

3 dreams—and they were those of a noble and benevo-

1 See Appendix X. la liberte commerciale, l'anielioration

2 ' II pensait a reconstituer l'Eu- sociale de rhumanite, lui sernblaient

e selon ce qu'il appelait les " idees etre des concessions suffisantes a

oleoniennes." Saint-Simon et les l'esprit de la Revolution. II se serait

ologues de son ecole y avait sans etabli en Europe, sous le nom de

ite plus de part que Napoleon I er . congres, de grandes assises perio-

grands Etats industriels, unio par diques auxquelles la France aurait

ommunaute" des inte'rets, lies par preside. Les expositions universelles

traites de commerce, se consa- eussent ete, dans ce monde nouveau,

at a developper la richesse pub- la forme tangible du "progres."'
—

le et le bien-etre des individus, se Histoire Diplomatique de la Guerre

tenant les uns les autres et ba- Franco-Allemande, par Albert Sorel,

cant leurs forces respectives
— tel professeur a l'Ecole libre des Sciences

aissait etre l'ideal diplomatique Politiques. Tome l
er

. E. Plon:

Napoleon III. Le suffrage uni- Paris, 1875, p. l6 «

sel, l'organisation des nationalites,

VOL. IV. G G
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book lent mind—might be brought about; M. de Bismarck

_
XM _ crushed and cheated Denmark, as the opening of his

career of brutal conquest, and lias wrought his enfl

throughout by mercilessness to his foes and by iinmoifl

arts practised with rough humour in the Cabinet. H
plain record of the promises, subterfuges, deceits. recB

less denials, and enamel rtions of Prince BismarM

in his diplomatic dealings with the agents of the Eitt*

peror, and with the Emperor himself, drawn from the

pages of Sorel, Benedetti, Lamarmora, Massari, JuliaB

EOaczko, Jules Hansen, De Gricourt, the Duki

Grammont, and his own Boswell, Herr Busch, woull

make a formidable indictment. When statemenl

unquestionable veracity relating to Prince BismarcKl

negotiations with France for the re-settlement of their

HM-tive frontiers, and the creation of a Oei

Confederation of the North under Prussia, are put

in juxtaposition with the German Chancellor's em-

phatic assertion, made in the course of a debate in the

Prussian Lower House (January 16, 1874), that General

( iovone had uttered an ' infamous lie
'

in reporting that

lie was ready on the eve of the Austrian Avar to give up

the Khine provinces to Napoleon, 'as a sop to Cerb

the character of the statesman with whom the Emperor
had to deal stands out in its true light, lie said in th<

ne debate that he had learned to look down upon
calumnies of the foreigner with haughty contempt,
would have been better had he learned to be I101

with him. The immorality of the German Cham
is beyond dispute

1
. In the debate already quoted

remarked :

' I can only repeat that I never entered ii

negotiations with the Emperor Napoleon for tin

of a single village. I could have easily reconciled tl

potentate to our politics had I made him the sli<

concession of this nature. But I always abhorred
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rangement of the kind as a stain upon our national chap.

mour, and I never would even encourage the idea for s„. , ..

moment.'

The negotiations that preceded the war with Austria

)ound in direct and unequivocal contradictions of this

sertion. M. de Bismarck would rather have given

Blgium and Luxembourg than Ehenish land
; but that,

the sacrifice had become indispensable to the com-

etion of his policy, he was ready to throw a Ehenish

p to Cerberus, he made known when he said signifi-

jitly that he was more Prussian than German. He

anaged to hoodwink his rival, to destroy him, without

crificing a single German roof- tree
; but he cannot

cape from the ultimate verdict of history, which will

rnvict him as the most immoral, as well as the most

>werful, statesman of his epoch.

M. de Bismarck, while his military and civil spies

ere overrunning France and mapping out the country
r the guidance of Moltke's game of chess with living

gions for pawns, let pass no opportunity of feeding the

•ussian spirit of antagonism to France. 1 He had kept

1 ' Since you can make the illus- understand our inaction. As a cause

ous personages who surround you must be found for all effects, they
it wholesome truths, add this : say that our Emperor has fallen into

hile we deliberate pompously and his dotage. Unless one is blind it is

wly on the best means of forming impossible to doubt that war will

army, Prussia intends simply and burst forth at an early date. With

jrgetically to invade our territory. our mad vanity and stupid presump-
e will be in a position to bring tion we can believe that we shall be

d,ooo men and 1,200 guns into the permitted to choose the day and the

Id while we are considering how hour—that is to say, when the Exhi-

organise the cadres of 300,000 men bition is over and we shall have

i 600 guns. There is not a Ger- completed our organisation and ar-

»n on the other side of the Rhine m anient. I am, indeed, of your
10 does not believe in a war near opinion, and begin to believe that

hand. The most peaceful among our Government is struck with mad-

mi, who by ties of family or inte- ness. But, if Jupiter wishes us to

it are half French, look upon the destroy ourselves, do not let us for-

uggle as inevitable, and cannot get that our own destinies are bound

G 9
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the fire alive since 1866, and had been pleased to see $

similar fire smouldering over France, whose armies weM
disorganised and whose military preparations weB
backward. Count Moltke had made a careful inspec-

tion of the frontier in the spring of 1868, followed by *

Captain Samuel, who reported to Paris that the GenerH

had visited Saarbruck and Saarlouis, and was about to

descend the Moselle. 1 In the same year General Blumeu-

tlial was shooting in Norfolk with Lord
AlbeinarleJ

when his Lordship remarked that he should like to gfl

to Prussia to observe the military manoeuvres. w Do

take the trouble to see me in Prussia,' said the Gen<
' we will have a review for you in the Cham]) de 3l

M. Jules Hansen had an interview with the Kin

Hanover at Gmiinden (August 13, 1869), at which His

Majesty said that the Emperor Napoleon would be com-

pelled sooner or later ' to accept, and perhaps to be

a war with Germany, in order to get free from an in-

supportable position. 'Count Bismarck,' he ad

4 does not know how to give quarter, and a war would

up with those of our country ; and,

lest we also become infected with

madness, let us make every effort to

stop the downhill course which ends

at a precipice. Here is another mat-

ter. I call your attention to it be-

eauss it is flagrant enough to open
the blindest eyes. For some time hack

Prussian agents have infested our

frontier departments, especially the

country between the Moselle and the

a They ascertain the opinions
of the people, intrigue with the Pro-

1 ho abound hereabouts and

an> less French than is generally be-

lieved. These are the sons and

Isons of the men who in 1815
sent numerous deputations to the

head-quarters of the enemy, demand-

ing that Alsace should he re -a

to Germany. This is a fact

heed of, for its result will he the

communication of our plans and po-

sitions to the enemy. The I'

adopted similar tactics in Bol

and Silesia three months bef

declaration of war with A.UI

Letter from General Du(

General Trochu, Pap-

ipendance de la FamiUe Impb
1

April 9, 1868. Samuel,

letter, enquired whether ii

wish of the Minister thai

should be followed further.

A'.' was the answer.— Papit

rrspnndnnce de la FamiUe 1>

Paris, Imprimerie International*!,

1870.
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I a struggle unto death between the two dynasties, one chap.
'

which would destroy the other.' ^—^—
As the year 1869 closed, and 1870 opened, the only

client that ruffled as with a feather the general calm,

as the exchange of decorations between the King of

russia and the Emperor of Eussia. They also ex-

langed compliments by telegram, in which they

Lvoked, in almost identical terms, the memory of the

reat epoch when their combined armies fought for a

bmmon sacred cause. The epoch was 1 8 1 3 ; the cause,

ne war against France. At a banquet given by the

irussian sovereign M. d'Oubril, the Eussian Minister,

jtid
that the distinction conferred upon King William

y his master was a new tie between ' the two sovereigns,

le two nations, and the two armies.' The explanation
ivented in Paris was that Prussia had been disturbed

y the reception recently given at St. Petersburg to the

3w French ambassador, General Fleury ;
but the

terchange of civilities between the Eussian and

russian monarchs was, in truth, intended to reassure the

erman nation as to the attitude of the great Northern

ower when the war with Napoleon should break out.

russia was putting her house in thorough order. At

le beginning of the year 187c the Prussian Embassy in

aris made constant efforts to effect the dispersal of the

'anoverian Legion, which was stationed in France
;

id the dissensions between the chief of the Hanoverian

dssion and Count Platen, King George's minister,

astened the end which the German Chancellor desired,

he Hanoverian officers and their soldiers might have

apeded the designs of Prussia in case of war between

er and France. The prudent Chancellor cleared away
lis possible difficulty. At the same time he provoked
le susceptibilities of Frenchmen at every opportunity.

When, in May, the Eeichstag of the Confederation
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book was discussing a German subvention, M. de Bismarck
-

,

'

-' declared that the motives of the Government in recom-

mending this subvention were so delicate that he muB
beg to be excused from divulging them. 'The alii*

Governments should be convinced that it was afl

vantageous to their political interests to secure a corB
munication between Germany and Italy, not depended
on any given Power or on Switzerland. The vitS

interests of Prussia command her to keep hersel

direct communication with Italy, which is, I be]

united to us by enduring bonds of friendship.'

The Chancellor's words were so emphatic and un-

mistakably directed against France that they pn»\
a question to the Government in t he French Legislative

Body (June 20),
1 to which the Duke de Grammont

replied that France could not oppose the works that

were in progress. He added that it was not necessawl

to appeal to the patriotism of French deputies, and he

would not follow the example which had been giv<

him elsewhere. The question for France was n<

'delicate' that it could not be publicly discussed. It

was not the less understood to be one of the many
notes of defiance to France which the German C

cellor sounded in the spring and summer of 1870.

The candidature of a German prince for the t:

of Spain was a clever stroke of policy conceive

M. de Bismarck early in the year, if not in 1869.

1 'Si Ton songe aux services magne; et Ton conviendra

situates que l'Empereur Napoleon paroles contenaient, a l'adres

avait rendusal'Italie, on comprendra France, un de"fi non 6qu
tout ce qu'il y avait de p^nible pour auquel l'allusion du con

lui et combien il devait se sentir Bismarck a la nature "
<1

Mewl d'entemdre le chancelier de la question donnait un carar

l'Allemagne du Nord declarer ou- core plus offensant.'—Les Con

verteraent qu'ilavait pour but de de- la Diplomatic, p. 208. Pa
tacher l'ltalie'de l'alliance francaise Hansen. Paris, 1880.

et de l'unir e"troitement k l'Alle-
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le first place it would . tend to cement an alliance be- chap.

vveen Spain and the German Confederation, and in the _ Jf -

3Cond, if it failed, it would afford fresh irritations to

le relations between the Germans and the French. In

ither case it must serve M. de Bismarck's turn. The

robability was that it would at once provoke France

j violent acts.
1

It was on July 3 that the ' Debats
'

and other papers
ublished correspondence describing the steps taken

y Marshal Prim to offer the throne of Spain to Prince

jeopold of Hohenzollern. On the morrow the French

•ublic learned that the Prince had accepted the pro-
tosal. The Ministers were taken by surprise. The
French ambassador at Madrid had known nothing of it

mtil the Prince had accepted the offer, when Marshal

rim invited him to dinner and told him the news on

lis taking leave. When Marshal Leboeuf entered the

legislative Body on the 4th, and found the agitated

leputies crowded in the lobbies, he was informed that

ranee had been again insulted by M. de Bismarck.

Che Hohenzollern candidature was, as M. Jules Hansen

•emarked,
' une sanglante injure pour l'Empereur

Napoleon.' It was so understood by public opinion.

rhe press, with one voice, declared that it was a

mallenge which the German Chancellor had been

1 i La candidature du prince de ment blames pour avoir fait appel
hohenzollern fut une sanglante injure aux armes apres le retrait de la

)our l'Empereur Is apoleon, une provo- candidature du prince de Hohen-

;ation directe a l'adresse de la France. zollern. Mais ces reproches ne sont

Q ne peut y avoir deux opinions pas fondes. Lorsqu'on renechit bien

mr ce sujet, et TEurope impartiale a la conduite de la Prusse, depuis la

fut unanime a reconnaitre qu'un tel tin de l'annee 1866, on est oblige

jrocede, si l'Alleinagne y persistait, de convenir que Tabandon de la

justiiierait la guerre contre celui qui candidature Hohenzollern n'appor-
s'en etait rendu coupable. D'un tait ancune garantie serieuse au

lutre cote TEmperem* et son Ministre rnaintien de la paix.'
—Les Coulisses

ies A.fl'aires Eti angeres ont ete severe- de la Diplomatic.
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BOOK preparing for many months. 1

According to the testi-

- '-— mony of the Puke de Grammont, the llohenzollerfi

candidature was a plot hatched by Marsha] Prim ant
M. de Bismarck; and tlie care with which the Marshal

kept tin ie French ambassador in MadriM
while M. Henedetti was left uninformed in Berlin, nJ
be accepted as strong corroborative evidence. PrincH

Leopold had been secretly discussed in the spring of

1869, and the Emperor having summoned M. Bene

to Paris i^v explanations, remarked to him :

' The candi-

dature of the Dukede Montpensier is purely antidyn— it strikes at me. and I may accept it—but the candi-

dature of the Prince of Hohenzollern is essentially

antinational. The country could not endure it
—

it

be prevented.' M. de Bismarck protested at that time

that such a candidature would not prevail, and that the

King would refuse to give his consent to it; bu1

Benedetti reported that lie believed the Chancellor had

not frankly spoken his opinion. The truth, no doubt,

is that he reserved this candidature as something which

might be useful in the future, and that he kept up
secret negotiations Avith Marshal Prim, who was privy

to them, but unofficially. This was the Chancellor's

explanation to the Federal Council on July 16, 1870.

The course adopted was, in short, to wait the tin

events, and to spring this mine on France if it shoulc

appear at any moment to give the reason for

opportune rupture. Early in May, 1870, M. d<

march signified to Marshal Prim that the moment
the declaration of the 1 lohenzollern candidature

coming. The King would offer no objection :

Leopold was ready. The Marshal hoped to gain

1

Aeeovdng to a detpatcb ftooa current in Berlin in tin

M. BeBBdrtti (March 31, 1869), the 1869.
"fa PniasiM candidate was
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Le Emperor Napoleon to his project
—the relations of

Dain and France being at the time on the most cordial

oting
—by presenting Prince Leopold as a connexion

\

the Bonaparte family, and by concluding a convention

len under discussion for the execution of civil judg-
ents in the two countries. 1 M. Emile Olivier was to

3 comforted with the Golden Fleece. The Emperor's
ew was set forth in a note,

2 found in his handwriting
the Tuileries. It was in favour of a liberal regency

uring the minority of the Prince of the Asturias. The

1
EEspagne Politique.

liez.

Cher-

2 Note de I'Empereur sur les

Affaires aVEspagne.

* La revolution de l'Espagne s'est

ite au cri de : "A bas les Bourbons !"

cependant il y a un parti a Madrid

i, ayant recu de fortes sommes du a

c de Montpensier, travaille a le

ire arriver au trone. Nous avons

profond respect pour les decisions

la volonte nationale, et si le due

Montpensier est regulierement

par la nation espagnole, nous

lurons rien a dire. Mais avant que
1 6venement se produise, si toutefois

doit avoir lieu, nous tenons a dire

itre opiuion. Si la nation espa-

lole ne veut plus de Bourbon,
nt mieux; mais si elle revient

r sa premiere impression, il me
mble qu'elle ne pourrait pas faire

i plus mauvais choix que d'elever

r le trone un D'Orleans, reptStant

Espagne l'usurpation de 1830, et

nnant a l'Europe le funeste exemple
ine sceur detronant sa soeur.

ailleurs, la situation de l'Espagne,

ms ce moment, ne nous semble pas
ite pour admettre le choix d'un

ince ayant deja des antecedents

:centues et des opinions faites. Si

l'Espagne pouvait supporter l'etat

republicain sans courir le risque de

voir son unite nationale compromise

par la reconstitution de royaumes

independants, c'est ce qu'elle aurait

de mieux a faire
;
car cela donnerait

le temps a la nation de faire son

education politique et d'apprendre
se connaitre elle-meme

; mais,

puisque la republique n'est pas possible,

tout ce qui en rapproche le plus nous

semble ce qu'il y aurait de plus pro-
fitable. Or le hasard a voulu qu'il

y eut un jeune prince, le prince des

Asturies, sur la tete duquel reposent
tous les droits monarchiques. II est

d'un age ou ses opinions personnelles

ne peuvent pas compter, et peut etre

eleve dans les opinions du jour, loin

des flatteurs et des intrigues. Son

age permet une r^gence, qui serait

probablement exercee par les homines

qui ont donne le plus de gages a la

revolution. Et ce regime ressemble-

rait fort, pendant sept ou huit ans, a

une republique, ou les agents pour-
raient etre changes par le vote des

Cortes, et le prince des Asturies ne

serait que 1'enfant charge d'occuper
un poste auquel aucun ambitieux ne

peut pretendre.'
—

Papiers et Corre-

spondance de la Fnmille Imperiale.

Gamier Freres: Paris, 1871, p. 37.

CHAP.
II.
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j;ook effect produced in France by the sudden announceme™
that Prince Leopold had accepted the throne of Spain&i

subject to the vote of the Cortes, was exactly that whiH
the German Chancellor had anticipated. The violence

of French indignation afforded him the opportunitM
lie had coveted for a series of diplomatic moves winch

would cast upon the Imperial Government the odiiH
of declaring war, and at the same time would give to

Prussia the advantage of appearing as the Power that

had done its utmost, by concessions, to avoid a conflicl

Had the Emperor been in the hands of competent advisers

and agents they would have checkmated M. de

marck
;
but with the Duke de Grammont for Fori

Minister, with M. Benedetti in Berlin, with M. Merci<

Lostende in Madrid, and M. de Lavalette * in London—
in short, with feeble diplomatists representing French

interests in the principal capitals of Europe
—the game

remained throughout in the hands of Prussia. The Em-

peror was misinformed, or not informed at all; and the

Ministers who advised him were unversed in State all

and swayed by every current of public opinion. The

Duke de Grammont, Marshal Leboeuf, and M. Olivier

were alike incompetent to deal with such a crisis. The

first was rash and impetuous ; the second was ignorant

and incapable ; the third was an orator with splendi

gifts and honest and elevated aims, but he was a sen

mentalist and a declaimer where calm judgment b

on an extensive knowledge of contemporary Europe
affairs was needful. The Emperor was enfeebled by t

inroads of the mortal malady which had assailed li

for years. lie was surrounded, moreover, by influene

calculated to warp his judgment. The advoc

pergonal government never ceased iVom theirendeavo

1 The Marquis de Lavalutte died in Paris, May 2, 1880.
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uO draw him back to the Constitution of 1852. The chap,

clerical party were for war and the destruction of the

lowerful Protestant Empire that was growing up on

e other side of the lihine. The populace shouted for

war, for no better reason than that France had the

defeat of 181 5 to avenge.
"The Duke de Grammont was rash in his manner of

conducting the negotiations regarding the Hohenzollern

candidature from the beginning. On July 4 he said to

the Prussian ambassador in Paris that Prance ' would

not tolerate any Prussian prince upon the Spanish
throne.' l On the morrow he told Lord Lyons that the

jj.

candidature was an insult to Prance, and that the

Government would not submit to it. This precipitancy

was aggravated by the news that the Cortes were to be

called together on the 15th to elect the King, thus

leaving Prance only ten days to act. On the 6th he and

his colleagues committed their first public blunder in

reply to M. Cochery in the Chamber. The Duke read a

ministerial statement, in which the Government declared

that if the Hohenzollern candidature were not with-

drawn they would know how to do their duty in defence

of the interests and honour of Prance. This defiant

note was received with loud applause, the echoes of

which inflamed the already excited minds of the people,

and was received with defiant demonstrations in Berlin.

Yet while M. de Grammont was throwing down the

glove in Paris the Baron de Werther was on his way to

his King to lay the views of the Prench Government

before him, and M. Benedetti was receiving from King

1 Lord Granville, at an interview Lord Loftus in Berlin, he remarked

with M. de Lavalette on the 6th, re- that the Queen's Government were

marked that he regretted the strong forced to admit that the secresy with

language the Duke de Grammont had which the negotiations had been con-

addressed to M. de Werther on the ducted (hy Prussia) was a just cause

4th ;
and then, in his despatch to of offence.-
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BOOK William the assurance that he would approve the with-

^-,-1— drawal of Prince Leopold if the Prince and hi

were disposed to retire. On the same day M. de BeuA

despatched to Berlin an
energetic

note in support of the

withdrawal. 1 The task oi' M. de Bismarck was mafl

easy, and he at once set about preparations for war by

spreading troops quietly along the Rhine frontier. Thft

King might be anxious for the continuance of
pi

but his Chancellor meant to extort a declaration of

from France while she was weak and disorganised. He

had taken the measure of the Cabinet of January 2.

In the midst of the agitation, confusion, and folly

that preceded the war one statesman worthy of the occa-

sion, and only one, appeared on the scene in opposition

to the blood and iron policy of Prussia. The Count de

Beust surveyed the diplomatic scene with the eye of a

master. According to him France should have com-

pelled the withdrawal of Prince Leopold without making
it a German or a Prussian question. The pressure

should have been put exclusively on Spain. M. de Bis*

march would have suffered a check before Europe, and

especially before the Southern States of Germany, that

would have gone far towards compensating France for

her disappointments of 1866. Then the French Govern*

ment might have condescended to make concessions t<

Prussia in the shape of a more liberal interpretation

the Treaty of Prague. The Southern German S

would have been drawn towards France
;
and, in short

the peace of Europe might have obtained a fresh lea*

and a long one.

So soon as the French Government turned from Mai

shal Prim to M. de Bismarck, and opened a diplomat i

wrangle at Berlin through M. Benedetti, the hope

peace was at an end ; for the German ChancehV

1
Sorel, tome i. p. 71.
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iat he could play with the Emperor Napoleon's vain, chap.

xcitable, and inexperienced ministers to his heart's .

IL
_

ontent. They would be led by the shouting crowds

round the Bourse, by the braillards filling the boule-

ards, and by the noisy war demonstrations of the Ee-

mblicans and Socialists. He reckoned correctly. In

11 Paris only two statesmen appeared to look calmly
ml sadly at the excitement—the Emperor and M.

hiers. The effect of the wild war cries of Paris was

he gradual estrangement of the Powers from France.

Vs the negotiations ran their swift course the foreign

jovernments became convinced that France not only

jhirsted
for war, but was wantonly provoking it. Some

t>f M. de Bismarck's machinations were forgotten, and

)thers remained unobserved, because he elaborated them

niietly, while his dupes made scenes in the Chambers,
md M. Olivier was very eloquent about the national

lonour when he should have been silent and at work.

On the morrow of the Duke's bellicose speech in the

hamber he addressed peremptory and precise instruc-

tions to M. Benedetti in Berlin. His Excellency was to

^equest the King to advise Prince Leopold to with-

Iraw. The Duke gave the following answer as the

Dnly one which would satisfy the Government :

' Le

jouvernement du Roi riapprouve pas Vacceptation du

prince de Hohenzollern, et lui donne Vordre de revenir

wr* cette determination, prise sans sa permission.'' The

alternative was ' war in a fortnight. The Duke had

lardly written to Berlin when he received a telegram
from Marshal Prim, saying that if Prince Leopold
would write to him that he found difficulties in ob-

taining the consent of the King, he would at once

facilitate his retirement. England, Austria, and Italy

had pressed the Spanish Government to take this course.

Then the Duke telegraphed to M. Benedetti to see the
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BOOK King and the Prince, and to press this course upon them
xi\

The way out of the difficulty was made, and with honotii

and advantage to France; for public opinion in EurojB
was with the Imperial Government. 1 Moderation and

patience would have given a signal diplomatic victofl

to the Imperial Government. Unfortunately the Fren<fl

Ministry were both impatient and immoderate in the!

anxiety to be beforehand with Prussia, should war come.

On the 8th the Duke de Grannnont told Lord Lyonl
that some military preparations had already been begum
and that a movement of troops would be decided al

Cabinet council on the morrow morning ; but, he addedJ
he would be content if Prince Leopold would withdraw

his candidature.

In estimating the part played by the Duke in I

transactions it is just to bear in mind that public fee

in France was almost beyond the control of the Govern-

ment! CTn the morrow of the day when his ExcelL

had sent his instructions to M. Benedetti, M. Emile de

Girardin said in the 'Liberte,' that the Germans i

be driven beyond the Rhine with the butt i^m] of

French muskets. Lord Granville, on the 9th, consider-

ing the violent language of the French press, and of the

French Chambers, declined to be party to a concerted

action on the part of the neutral Powers, in order to put
aside Prince Leopold. Still the Lowers were, one

all, pressing towards a pacific solution. Even the <

who had not forgotten the part played by France

planting Prince Charles of Hohenzollern in Roumanl

gave General Fleurv to understand that he had wr

1 The Times of July 8 remarked this (the Hohenzollern) negotiatkl
of the conduct of the Prussian Go- why had it been hidden?

vernment that it was grossly dis- millions of Frenchmen will a

courteous towards foreign Powers. and it is not easy to combat thi

-
suspicion. If there judice which has been thus en

were nothing hostile to France in
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King William, urging upon him a policy
' of caution chap.

id abstention.' ,

TI
;

On July 9, M. Benedetti requested and obtained an

idience of King William at Ems. He found His

ajesty in a gracious and conciliatory mood. M. de

ismarck, from his chateau in Pomerania, had coun-

lled the voluntary withdrawal of the candidature of

rince Leopold, so that the dignity of the King should

Dt be compromised. It was to be an act of the Prince's

mily. At the outset M. Benedetti was informed that

le King, on learning that the Prince desired to accept
le throne of Spain, had not opposed the step. In other

ords, Prince Leopold had received the King's tacit con-

nt
;
but only as head of the family, not as sovereign,

lis was a quibble, but it served M. de Bismarck's turn,

the game of false moderation by which he was

rawing his enemy into a declaration of war, in spite of

le strong pacific inclinations of his sovereign. The

pshot of this first interview was that the King admitted

e had addressed a communication to Prince Antoine,

ie father of Prince Leopold, suggesting the withdrawal

his son's candidature
;
and that on receipt of the

nswer he would let M. Benedetti know it. The French

mbassador remained after the audience to dine with

he King. M. Benedetti could not obtain the full terms

f the Duke's rash ultimatum of the 7th. The King
ould not declare that Prince Leopold had accepted the

panish throne without his permission, neither would

e command the Prince to withdraw. He was either

>ent on gaining time for military preparations, or he

vas anxious to extricate himself from the difficulty

nthout compromising his dignity in the eyes of his

ubjects. This was M. Benedetti's judgment on his

nterview. That he who had conducted the diplomacy
)f France in Prussia in 1866 should doubt the sincerity
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book of the King's professions, while M. de Bismarck

^_
xn

:^ behind him, was natural enough.
The effect of M. Benedetti's interview on the ImperiM

Government was not reassuring. The admission of tH
King that lie had known and tacitly approved Frinfl

Leopold's candidature made the insult to France PriS
sia's deliberate act. The Duke immediately telegraphs!
to M. Benedetti not to see the Prince of HohenzollenJ

and that the Emperor declined to negotiate with hinJ

On the ioth the Duke pressed M. Benedetti to obtail

an answer in the course of the day; because, before

night, military preparations must be begun in earnest]

He requested, moreover, a reply which he might rea|
to the Chambers, in order to appease public opinion.

On the same day he told Lord Lyons that if the 1'

of Ilohenzollern would, on the advice of the King, with-

draw his candidature,
' the affair would be at an end.'

This assurance he authorised the British ambassador to

announce 1

officially to Lord Granville. But he at once

wrote again to M. Benedetti, that further delay in the

King's reply would not be endured, since the Prussian!

were calling in their soldiers, and France would not be

surprised as Austria was in 1866. 'We must begin;
we only wait for your despatch to call out the 300,000
men. I beg you earnestly to write or telegraph some-

thing definite to us. If the King will not counse

Prince of Hohenzollern to renounce—well, it is war

once, and in a few days we shall be on the Rhine.'

added that an answer must be had on the morrow ;

wonld be too late. While the Duke was forcing

situation, M. de Bismarck was telling the Federal

cil that Prussia was indifferent to the affair, and that

did not concern the Confederation of the North. Pru-si;

respected the liberty of the Spanish people and t!.<

Prince Leopold. The Chancellor was thus able t
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iat he had even been disposed to offer the good services chap

f Prussia to adjust the differences between France and - ,1-

pain !

On the 10th M. Benedetti met the King, by accident,

: Ems ;
and his Majesty said that Prince Leopold, being

a a journey in Switzerland, had not yet been able to

>in his father ; consequent^ he had no answer from

In. He telegraphed to the Duke, that war would be

ievitable if military preparations were openly begun,

/hereupon, on the nth, the Ministry decided to make
4

dilatory declaration
'

to the Chambers, and to brave

le impatience of the deputies and the war shouts of the

ress.
' The Government,' said the Foreign Minister,

understands the impatience and anxiety of the Chamber
ad of the country ;

but it is impossible to make a defi-

ite statement yet. It is waiting for an answer. All

le Cabinets with which we are in communication appear
) admit the justice of our complaints. I hope to be

lortly in a position to satisfy the Chamber
;
but to-day

appeal to its patriotism and to the political sagacity of

ich of its members, and beg them to be content, for

le moment, with this incomplete information.'

The Emperor was distressed by the contrary counsels

> which lie was compelled to listen. He was very ill.

n the 3rd a consultation of physicians had taken place,

ad it had been agreed that an operation was necessary,
ut it was adjourned. It would have interfered with

le course of public business. 1 In almost incessant

ain, he had to listen to the discussions of a divided

inistry ; to generals who assured him that the army
q splendid condition, that the Prussians were a

1 '

L'Empereur se sentait plus conclu a la necessity du cathe"terisme

alade. Une consultation de plu- de la vessie.'—Papiers et Correspon-
iurs m^decins avait eu lieu le dances de la Famille Imperiale.

Juillet. Le docteur S6e avait

VOL. IV. H H
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book fortnight behindhand, and that victory was certain; to

-_' '—> the Court party, who were opposed to the parliament*
rians

;
to the clericals who detested the confederation of

the north; and to the sincere, if misguided, friends of

his dynasty, who, believing in the reports of Marshal

Lebeeuf and his comrades, saw the Emperor returniB

after a short triumphant campaign, along the via sacfm

of his capital, at the head of his victorious legions. M
was not among the enthusiasts. He had no belief inj

short war, at any rate. Nor was he a man of war, bfl

a devout lover of peace. He kept himself throughout
the negotiations severely within the role of a constitu-

tional monarch. He presided in the council-cham

but his responsible Ministers acted freely, as the de-

spatches of the Duke de Grammont prove!
When on the morning of the t ith Si. Benedetti hadi

audience of the King, his Majesty could only r<

that he expected to receive Prince Leopold's reply thati

evening ; and the French ambassador left, understai

that the Prince would spontaneously renounce his pre-

tensions, with the approbation of the King. Thi

considered a concession which should have put an

to the difficulty.
1

At this point of the negotiations M. de Bisn

issued from his retirement, and appeared on the set

his sovereign's elbow. The utmost had been granted
the Duke de Grammont, who had uttered the fa

words of defiance on the 6th
;

and the Chain

thought the moment had come to turn the Hohenzolli

candidature into a German one, by a coup de thedt

Qn_JJto—42th Prince Leopold formally renoun<

his candidature; the renunciation being address

to Marshal Prim, in Madrid. When the Duke

1 Ma Mission en 1'russe, par
3

Sorel, tome i. p. Ii8.

M. Benedetti
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Irammont received the news from M. Benedetti, he chap

id that the ambassador had obtained—nothing. But .

IL

. Olivier, who heard the news in the shape of a tele-

am from Sigmaringen, where Prince Leopold was

aying, went direct, in his excitement, to the Chamber,
id announced the renunciation as an act of the

russian Government ; the fact being that the King was

signify his assent to Prince Leopold's retirement to

>e French Ambassador on the morrow—the 13th.
"

Olivier, in his joy, ran to M. Thiers, when he saw

m, and said :

' We have obtained what we wanted—
;ace.'

'Now,' said M. Thiers, after reading the despatch,

you must keep yourselves quiet.'
' Don't be afraid,' the blundering Minister retorted,

we hold peace in our hands and it shall not escape us.'

It escaped at that moment.

A tumult arose among the deputies. The Opposi-
on and the Eight denounced the acceptance of the

gmaringen concession as the avoidance, by Prussia, of

er responsibility. It was not the '

depeche du pere
ntoine

'

that would satisfy the just susceptibilities of

ranee. M. Clement Duvernois, who represented the

ar-party at Court, and who was credited with very
uch more influence than he possessed, led the discon-

pted factions, demanding to know what guarantees
russia was prepared to give that the Hohenzollern

itrigue should not be renewed. It was the duty of the

[mister of Foreign Affairs to explain, by means of the

espatch he had received from Benedetti, that the

Dontaneous retirement of Prince Leopold would.Jbe
)llowed by the formal approbation of the King. But

le Duke was of the war-party, and he played into_tJie

ands of M. de Bismarck. Instead of calming the

opular excitement by a frank explanation, he took a
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book step that not only led direct to war, but compelled the !

_
,

v'

. Emperor to declare,,, it. Within an hour 1

audiences to the Ministers of Spain and Prussia, drew up
a letter which lie submitted to M. de Werther for the

signature of his sovereign, and, calling M. Olivier to his

side, intimated to the representative of Prussia that the

Ministers must have guarantees for the future, in order

to calm the passions of the French people.
1

At the end of this momentous hour, the Duke re-

paired to Saint-Cloud, where he found the Emperor, whpj
blamed the interpellation of M. Clement Duvernois, the

compromising precipitancy of M. Olivier, and, in<

the blunders that were being accumulated to the

advantage of the German Chancellor. The Duke closed

his terrible day (the 12th) with a crowning blunder.

At seven o'clock he telegraphed to M. Benedetti t

the King immediately, and request him not only to
1

give his sanction to the retirement of Prince Leopold, I

but to assure the Government that lie would not sanction

the revival of the candidature. An hour later h

ved a telegram from M. Benedetti in which he said

he had just been informed by the King that the Prince

of Hohenzollern's answer would be in his hands on the

morrow morning, when he would summon him 1

interview.

That night Paris was wild with excitement.

violent words uttered in the Legislative Body
printed in the papers had done their work.

Boulevards were crowded with shouting and

mobs. The Marseillaise was interlarded with cries

4 a Berlin !

' The echoes of this saturnalia were carri

to Berlin, and, by the Chancellor, to the ears of

King, who was presently to see the representative

La Franc* vt la ZYimm (Sorel). M. de Werther's Report to the King
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Le Emperor. The quarrel was being made German, chap.

actly to the taste of M. de Bismarck. r

At ten o'clock at night the Emperor telegraphed to

Le Duke to order M. Benedetti to insist with the King
1 an engagement that Prince Leopold should not

center the lists as candidate for the Spanish throne.

So long,' said his Majesty,
' as we have not an official

mimunication from Ems, we have not received a reply
our just demands ; so long as we have not received

ich a reply we shall continue our armaments.' The

mperor, when he wrote this, was not aware that two

ours previously his Foreign Minister had received a

espatch from Ems of the most reassuring character ;

e was left under the irritating impression that the

'Aug had put a deliberate slight upon him. This was

le impression M. de Bismarck had studied to create,

hile keeping up a conciliatory attitude before the

rorld.
1

The telegram sent at midnight to M. Benedetti,

fhile directing him again as lie had already been

irected by the Duke on his own responsibility, to insist

n a guarantee, a promise for the future, cautioned him

o tell M. de Bismarck and the King that the French

jovernment had no desire for war, and only wanted to

ind an honourable way out of a difficulty which was

lot of their creation.

Thus this day ended, and thus, in the words of the

3uke, the Olivier Ministry fought its last diplomatic

ight. When the Council met on the morning of the

[3th, a letter from Lord Lyons was placed in the

Smperor's hands, in which he expressed urgently the

1 In a letter, dated from Berlin believed there that a war with

he 12th, and published in the France would not be disagreeable

Gazette d'Augsbourg, a correspondent to the Chancellor,

emarked that it was generally
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XIV
book hope of the British Government that France would he

S&tisfied with the withdrawal of Prince Leopold. TlM
communication inclined the Ministers to peace; but tjH

war-party would not yield. According to the testimony
of Marshal Lebceuf, the divided Cabinet adjourned,

having decided to insist on a guarantee, and at the_saiH

time to adjourn the calling out of the reserves—a doull
fault. On the one hand they were precipitating the walB

and on the other they were putting off the adoption I
the only means to wage it with success. The Duke, on

the breaking up of the Council, announced the re

of intelligence from the Spanish Ambassador that Pj

Leopold had withdrawn; but added that negotial

were pending with the Prussian Government. On the

previous day M. Olivier had announced peace. Now,
further negotiations were going on, and the Minister of

Foreign Affairs, in reply to angry questions from some

of the deputies, headed by M. Clement Duvernois, de-

clined to explain. With the approbation of M. Gam-

betta, M. Jerome David drew up a formal interpellation,

recalling the patriotic words of the Ministry of the 6thU

and condemning them as being dupes of ' the derisive

delays' of Prussia.

As he left the Chamber the Foreign Minister

a telegram from Benedetti, who had seen the King that

morning at nine o'clock. His Majesty had not yel

answer from Sigmaringen ;
but he had absolutely refua

to give a guarantee for the future; he would renu

free to acl according to circumstances. To this tl

Duke replied at once to M. Benedetti to mak
effort with the King. 'Tell him,' said the Duke. w

tin

we only ask him to forbid the Prince of Hohenzollern

renew his candidature. Let him say, "I will forbi

him," and authorise you to write this to me, or char^
his ambassador to make it known to me, and it wil
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iffice.' The French ambassador endeavoured to see chap.

le King again in the afternoon, but his Majesty replied —^
irough his aide-de-camp, Prince Eadziwill, at two

'clock, that he had just received officially the news of

le withdrawal of Prince Leopold. Further pressed by
ae French Minister to be admitted to an audience, the

ing, while declining, sent the following answer :
' The

ing has consented to give his entire and unreserved

^probation to the withdrawal of the Prince of Hohen-

ollern
;
he can do no more.' x He added, through his

ide-de-camp, that he had said his last word in the

lorning as to the guarantee.
The exasperation of public opinion against Prussia

ad become by this time so threatening, that peace, as

L Olivier had announced it, was dubbed '

lame,'

sinister,'
'

derisive,' and as worse than ten pitched
attles. The populace filled the streets with shouts for

rar
;
and the deputies and the press supported and in-

creased the excitement every hour. The French people
vere not in error when they denounced the delays of

Russia in giving a plain answer to a plain question, as

iesigned by M. de Bismarck not only to gain time, but

o persuade the Southern States that France meant war

igainst the entire fatherland, and was provoking it.

Che messenger from Sigmaringen to Ems was purposely

lelayed till the 13th, so that Prince Leopold's with-

irawal should become known throughout Europe as his

>wn act, and be communicated through the foreign

•epresentatives of Spain. King William was persuaded
hat he had already been too conciliatory. Articles

vere inserted in the German papers blaming his weak-

less in yielding, and declaring that the honour of the

1 ' Le Roi a consenti a dormer son au desistement du Prince de Hohen-

pprobation entiere et sans reserve zollern
;

il ne peut faire davantage.'
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XIV
rook country would not permit him to make another

towards France. The reply sent to M. BenedetB

through Prince Radziwill, which his Majesty authoriseH

the French Minister to send to his Government, migM
have been accepted, had not Prince Bismarck hasteneB

to make it unacceptable by publishing an account M
M. Benedetti's interview with the King, in a fonH

humiliating to France, in a supplement of the ' Gazette dl

l'Allemagne du Nord,' which was distributed throughout
Berlin gratuitously on the evening of the 13th. On
same day the Chancellor told Lord Loftus that Prn

far from making concessions to Franco, would demand

an apology from her for the violence of her press, her

Chamber, and her Foreign Minister. Exaggerated and

deliberately false accounts of the last interview between

King William and M. Benedetti were spread by the

Government all over Germany.
1 Crowds surrounded

the Royal palace in Berlin, and cheered and shouted

the Rhine !

' On the 12th General Moltke had i

summoned to Berlin ; and on the 13th, he, with De 1

and the Minister of War, satisfied the Chancellor

Prussia was ready for the struggle.

On the 14th King William and the French ami

dor, quite unconscious that a personal offence had I

given or taken, parted on the most friendly term

the railway-station ;
the King leaving for Cobh

M, Benedetti for Paris. -

The resolve to go to war was not only mac
declared by Prince Bismarck on the 14th, when, in

reply to a despatch from Lord Granville, advising

1 The Gazette de Cologne and other stone slab let into the ground,
German papers, for instance, said inscribed '

13 Juli, 9 Uhr 10 Mi
that the French ambassador, repre- Morgens 1 870,' marks the spot whei

Muting the Emperor, had been the famous interview between tl

turned out of the country. King and M. Benedetti took place.
2 In the Kurgarten at Ems a
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ji.

loderate course, he stated that France must not only chap

nthdraw her demand for a guarantee as to the future,

it that she must disavow the Duke de Grammont's

eech of the 6th, and blame the violence of the press,

le blunders of the Olivier Cabinet had put the Ger-

an Chancellor in a position to bear himself thus

mghtily, and with the approbation of public opinion

Europe.
Meantime there was hesitation and indecision in the

jrench Ministry. On the morning of the 14th, at

o'clock, a Cabinet council sat at the Tuileries, with the

sual result. A long discussion ended only in an ad-

iairnment. The publication of the offensive Ems tele-

ram in the ' Gazette of North Germany
'

had been

ilegraphed to the Government ;
and it was believed

lat when it became known in Paris, it would be im-

ossible to control the indignation of the public. At a

3Cond meeting of the Ministers in the afternoon, after

protracted discussion, it was resolved that the reserves

aould be called out. The Emperor was sad, unwell,

nd_Jiad remained a silent listener, until his Foreign
Iinister rose and said that the question might be solved

y an appeal to Europe—by a Congress.
The word Congress, according to witnesses of the

3ene, made an extraordinary impression on the French

overeign. He was moved, till tears filled his eyes. A
Congress had been his favourite court of appeal on many
ccasions. Was it to solve this grave difficulty ? The

raft of a communication to be addressed to the Powers

7as at once drawn up ;
and it was agreed that the

jovernment should inform the Chambers on the morrow
hat the Hohenzollern candidate had been withdrawn

pith the approbation of the King of Prussia, and that

pith respect to the future France referred it to the

udgment of a Congress of the European Powers.
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book 4

This,' said Albert Sorel,
' would have been a master-

_
X1N

J_. stroke.' It would have confounded the machinations

of M. de Bismarck, and given France a strong claiB

upon the gratitude of all lovers of peace, gut it wM
not to be. The Olivier Cabinet was destined to blundH
to the end.

A third council was called on the 14th, to meet M
ten o'clock at night at Saint-Cloud. When the Minister

parted at six o'clock peace appeared to be assured ; at

ten o'clock it was war. The swift change has

attributed to the communication to the French Govern-

ment of M. de Bismarck's interview with Lord L<

in which he formulated the demands he had determined

to make on France, and to the news of the movements

of German troops towards the Ehine. How
readied Paris remains a diplomatic mystery; but if

they were conveyed to the French Ministers through the

ret agency of the German Chancellor, this was the

crowning episode of his conspiracy to provoke Fr

to war.

All the testimony which has crept or been thrust

into publicity, agrees in presenting the Emperor as the

first to welcome hopes of peace, and the last to con-

sent to the arbitrament of arms. At the night council

at Saint-Cloud the war-party was in force. It was

in the ascendant in the palace, and among the tri<

friends of his dynasty. It had the sympathies of tl

Empress, whose impulsive nature resented vehen:

the tricks and the open insults to which M. de Bism

their ungenerous and unchivalrous guest, had subject

her adopted country. It has been said that tin

press Eugenie urged on the war-party, and was, inde«

the chief instigator of the war, because she belie \

would secure the throne to her son. Her heroic col

duct after the fall of the dynasty, and when she Wl
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ked to save it at the expense of the honour of France, chap.

ould have shielded her from this charge. She ap- ^_f!l_

•oved the war because she believed that the honour of

ranee demanded it
; but none who have had the

)nour of approaching her Majesty or of studying the

evation and strength of her character, have for a

oment believed that her share in the responsibilities

hich weigh upon those who governed France in July

370, may be traced to other than patriotic motives,

he French war-party wrought an evil of terrible

agnitude. All who were of it must bear a share of

Le blame. Eashness, folly, and vanity, were uppermost
hen the war broke out

;
but all alike sought, according

their lights, the honour and the glory of France.
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CHAPTER III.

THE FRA?sX'0-GERMAN WAR.

BOOK Jx his proclamation to the Army of the North in

— —- autumn of 1854 the Emperor had recalled to the tro

the saying of his uncle :
'

Any army, the different p;i

which cannot be concentrated within twenty-four hours,

is an army in a bad position.'
l In this position s

the forces of the Empire in July 1870. When war was

declared there were only four French corps bet

Metz and the Prussian frontier. There were two be-

tween Saargemund and Strasburg ;
and one was forming

at Belfort. The reserves were at Chalons. 'Without

denying the faults which may have been committed, the

principal reason of our reverses,' the Emperor wrote

after the war,
2 ' was that on August 6, when the German

troops attacked at Froschweiler and Spickeren, the

French army was not ready.' He added :

' Marshal Niel

reported to the Emperor (in 1868) that he had prepared
a list of orders, by which all the reserves might
-ailed out in fifteen days at most; and when Marsh;

Lebceuf became Minister of War, he reaffirmed Xi<T

statement. Experience,' said the Emperor, writing

Chislehurst,
' has proved that this could not have bed

true.' 3

1 'ToutearmeedontlesdiffSrentes leon III. Peuxieme partie, avant-

parties ne peuventse rgunir en vingt- propoB. Lachaud : Paris, 1873.

quatre heiires sur un point donne" est 3 (Eavres posthumes. D»'

une arm<$e mal placeV partie, p. 59.
2 (Euvres posthumes <U Xapo-

;;
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<)1

I

On July 6, the date of the Duke de Grammont's char

Jfcfiant address in the Legislative Body, Marshal Leboeuf , ^
libmitted a summary of the military forces to the Em-
ftror. According to this statement there should have

ften 350,000 regular troops on the frontiers fifteen

kys after the calling out of the reserves, and 100,000
lobiles. This was the force to begin with. But within

{month the Emperor might rely on having 400,000
nbatants ready for action. To this force Prussia

>uld oppose at once only 390,000—that is, reckoning
itliout the forces of the Southern States. These were
» be cut off from Prussia by the first advance of the

rench army. With the armies of the Southern States

Le German forces would amount to 420,000 men. 1

his was the calculation adopted by the Emperor on

le reports of his military chiefs and the Ministry of

far. How bitter then must have been the deception
) the chief of this army, when, after three weeks, the

glit army corps sent to the frontier comprehended

nly about 220,000 men.' 2

This deception was apparent to the Emperor imme-

iately after his arrival at Metz. He had left Saint-

loud with sad misgivings ; and three days afterwards

le Empress wept on receiving a letter from him. * He

'as,' she said,
' navre ;

'

nothing was ready, nothing was

1 order ; the plan of the campaign must be destroyed

y the delay which was inevitable.3

' This inconceivable difference between the number

f soldiers under the colours,' the Emperor wrote in his

1 The three German armies of in- (October 29, 1870), the Emperor
lasion were, in the beginning, only said :

'

You, who are the Moltke of

'38,000 strong. England, have understood that our
2 (Euvres posthumes de Nnpo- disasters have arisen from this cause,

ton III. Deuxieme partie, p. 89. that the Prussians were ready before

3 In a letter to Sir John Bur- us, and that we were taken, so to

•oyne, dated from Wilhelmshbhe speak, enflagrant delit de formation.''
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BOOK history of the campaign, 'is the most striking and tie*

plorable proof of the vice in our military organisation
In order to understand it, it should be known that, ir

spite of the organisation drawn up by Marshal Xiel ii

1868, the reserve men directed to travel to their dep6B
to be thence forwarded to their regiments, were veM
slow in joining their corps. On the other hand, tfl

Legislative Body having always insisted that the Ministfl

of War should grant leave to marry to the men of thH

reserve, many, not being bachelors, contrived to ge§

exempted by the generals commanding in the
tie]

ments, although such exemption was in direct contrfl

ven tion of the orders of the Ministry.
* In spite of the order given by the Emperor several

times to distribute permanently camping utensils and

materials, the measure had not been taken. The ban
gage conveyances which should have been distributed

at several military stations, carefully designated (accord

ing to orders given by the Emperor in 1 868), were still

stacked chiefly at Vernon and Satory.
1

'The infantry had not, when on a peace footing,

received the number of muskets that would be neces*

sary in war time, when the entire strength of the

regiments would be called out. They had had 2.

as the peace maximum
; they should have had bet\\

four and five thousand. Nor had they at hand

ninety rounds of cartridges per man which is the w

supply. Considerable time, therefore, elapsed befo

the corps had obtained their arms, ammunition,

supplies from the central stores.

'

Many more errors were committed. One of

gravest was that the contingents anterior to 1869
not been drilled in the use of the new arms ; for the

nm

1 Yet the Minister of War for- daring that his order had
warded a note to the Emperor de- obeyed.
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the reserve were familiar only with the old arm, and chap.

uld not handle breechloaders. When they joined . .

IIL
_

eir corps in 1870 their military education had to be

commenced.

The service of the mitrailleuses was also defective,

le manufacture of these new weapons had been kept
cret ; only Marshal Lebceuf, on the advice of the

nperor, had in 1869 detached a number of artillery

ficers to Meudon to be instructed in the handling of

em. By a culpable inadvertence, the artillery depart-

jent of the Ministry of War, on the breaking out of

utilities, instead of handing over the mitrailleuses to

e officers who understood them, preferred to keep to

e old routine, and to appoint officers in rotation as

ey appeared on the lists for preferment. The result

as that the mitrailleuses were injudiciously worked,

eceived by their name, the officers commanding them

red at close quarters, their range being over 1,800

etres and their fire ineffectual at a shorter distance.
' From these causes the change from a peace to a

ar footing was much longer than had been anticipated ;

id this was the principal cause of our reverses. They
ere aggravated by the conduct of the Opposition in the

egislative Body, who followed up each disaster with

iolent Parliamentary scenes, which gave the enemy
ope that civil war would soon be added to that which

ranee was waging against Germany.'
1

The course of Parliamentary events on the outbreak

f the war must have given hope to M. de Bismarck,

n July 15, when asking a vote of fifty millions,

1 'Fifteen days after the decla- ceiving ammunition or food, and

,tion of war 450,000 Germans, fully waiting in vain for reinforcements.'

quipped and provisioned, were on —Pre'cis de la Guerre Franco-Alle-

lr frontiers between the Bhine and mande, par le Colonel Fahre. Paris :

le Moselle, facing 244,000 French- E. Plon et Oie, 1875.

ten without tents or means of re-
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i:ook M. Emile Olivier said that on that day a great respcH
__
xn_ sibility began for him and his colleagues; but they ac-

cepted it with light hearts— ' d'un coeur leger.'
4 WhaH

what !

' M. Esquiros interrupted ;

'

you have light heaiH

when blood is about to flow in torrents ?
'

The MinistB

explained : 'Yes, with light hearts
;
and by this I mefl

with hearts not borne down by remorse.' Althou<H

this explanation was given almost in the same breafl

with the words which it called it forth, M. OlivierB

meaning was falsified to his disadvantage, was carried

from mouth to mouth and bandied from journal to

journal of the Opposition, until it had been made to

appear a confession of reckless levity.
1

By this incident

the general tone of the Opposition in the early days oj

the war may be judged. They meant to profit by the

reverses, should they come, by fastening them upon the

Emperor and his ministers
;
and to deprive the Empire of

the glory, should success crown the arms of France, by

insisting that the Avar was the act of the nation and not

of the Government. 2 In the days of excitement imme-

diately following on the declaration of war the enemies

of the Empire denied that it was the Emperor's w ,

M. Olivier's war
;

it was the war of every Frenchman

When, on the retirement of Prince Leopold, M. Olivier

1 The Gaulois, the Figaro, the echoed the anger of the mobs in the

&tr,the I're&se, the Tempt, the Si&cle, itra

tlif Rappdy the Liberty, the Opinion
'

M. Guizot was the victin

Nationale, were vehement partisans similar perversion of his me
of the war. M. Francois Victor when he replied, at a hanq

Hugo said in the Rappel that it Liaieux, to a demand for the

would be an ' eternal humiliation '

ing of the suffrage qualificati
f< i r France if the Hohenzollern were ' Enrichissez vous par 1<

allowed to accept the Crown of meaning,
' Raise yourselves b\ !

Spain. On the dismissal of M. to the existing qualification.'
lienedetti by King William, and richissez vous! 'was repeated a):

If. de Bismarck's offensive publica- the country, the qualifying words
tion of the incident, the Paris press and the argument being omitted.
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fated that peace was secured, his declaration was

•eeted as the worst of humiliations, and he and his

^leagues were warned to act with more boldness,
i like

enchmen.'

So intense was the popular enthusiasm while the

oops were marching through Paris on their way
* to

Brlin,' and so popular had the war made the Em-

>ror, that he avoided a public departure for the

iad-quarters at Metz. His reception by the people
ould have exceeded in warmth his entry into the

ipital on his return from the war of Italian liberation,

e went quietly away from Saint Cloud with his son

1 July 28, taking leave of the Empress Eegent, who
as to see him next in the autumn, a prisoner at
r

ilhelmshohe. On the declaration of war,
1 which was

Idressed to Prussia on July 19, the Emperor put forth

e following proclamation to the nation :—
* Frenchmen,—There are solemn moments in the life

1 The declaration of war was in cais que pour cette Eventuality,

ase words :
' Le soussigne, Charge comme pour toute autre, il entendait

Vffaires de la France, en execution se reserver la possibility de ne prendre
a ordres qu'il a recus de son gou- conseil que des evenements, le gou-

rnement, a l'honneur de faire la vernement imperial a vu dans cette

mmunication suivante a S. Exc. le declaration une arriere-pensee niena-

mistre des Affaires Etrangeres de cante aussi bien pour la France que

Majeste le Roi de Prusse. pour l'equilibre europeen. Cette de-
• Le gouvernement de Sa Majeste claration a de plus ete" aggravee par

^inpereur des Francais n'a pu con- la communication faite a differentes

lerer le projet de placer un prince cabinets du refus de recevoir l'am-

ussien sur le trone d'Espagne que bassadeur de Sa Majeste et d'avoir

mme une entreprise dirigee contre de nouveau avec lui un entretien.

surete territoriale de la France, et ' En consequence le gouvernement
st vu dans la necessite de demander fran9ais, croyant de son devoir de

Roi de Prusse l'assurance que cette veiller immediatement a la defense

mbinaison ne pouvait se realiser de son honneur et de ses intErets

ec son approbation. Sa Majeste leses, a resolu de prendre toutes les

Roi de Prusse s'etant refuse a mesures necessities par la situation

tfmer cette assurance, et ay ant, au qui lui est faite et se considere des

ntraire, temoigne a l'ambassadeur a present en etat de guerre avec la

Sa Majeste l'Empereur des Fran- Prusse. Signe : Le Sotjrd.'

VOL. IV. I I
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BOOK of a people when the national honour, violently exciteH
- J

.

*

, imposes itself as an irresistible force, when it dominate

every interest, and takes in hand the destinies of
tlJ|

country. One of these decisive hours has just struck

for France.

'Prussia, to which Ave have shown during and sincM

the war of 1866 the most conciliatory disposition, lias

given us no credit for our goodwill and forbearancJ

Launched on a career of invasion, she has raised

picions on all hands, provoked extraordinary armaments

and turned Europe into a camp where uncertainty and

the fear of what to-morrow may bring forth, prevail.
' A final incident has happened to demonstrate the

instability of international relations, and to show all the

gravity of the situation. In presence of the new pre-

tensions of Prussia our demands have been heard. They
have been eluded and followed by a disdainful attitude

Our country has been deeply irritated, and a war cry

has resounded from one end of France to the other.

It only remains for us to confide our destinies to the

arbitrament of battle.

4 We are not waging war against Germany, the

independence of which we respect. We hope that the

races who belong to the great German nationality may

freely shape their own destinies.

' For ourselves, we claim the establishment of

a state of things as will guarantee our security

>ure our future. We desire to conquer a lastii

p ace based on the real interests of the j)eoples, and

put an end to that precarious state of tilings whi<

compels nations to employ their resources in armii

against one another.

'The glorious flag
which we now unfurl once moi

before those who have provoked us, is the sam<

carried through Europe the civilising ideas of our
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evolution. It represents the same principles ; it will chap.

ispire the same devotion.' ,
,_."__

M. de Bismarck was swift in his movements. Already
1 July 16 he had exposed the situation to the Federal

ouncil ; published the document in which France had

Tered to recognise the incorporation of the Southern

]ates with the Confederation of the North, in exchange
»r Belgium and Luxembourg, in order to damage the

nperial Government in the eyes of Europe ; and had

;cured the co-operation of the Southern States, which

apoleon hoped to turn against Prussia by a rapid move-

ent between North and South. On the 18th, in a circu-

r despatch to the representatives of the Confederation,

3 said :

' We are already assured of the co-operation of

le entire German nation ;
and we may rely on it that

this war, deliberately and unjustly provoked, France

ill not find an ally.' To the Emperor's affirmation that

ranee was not making war against Germany, but only

gainst Prussia, King William retorted, as he placed

imself at the head of his troops, that Germany was

aging war not against the French people, but against

leir Emperor.
1 The latter declaration was a dexterous

Dlitical move ;
for it enabled the conspirators of the

rench Opposition to fasten all the responsibility of the

ar upon Napoleon, and to identify it with his dynasty.

; was the carrying out of a threat uttered by M. de

ismarck to M. Benedetti in 1 866—of a war by revolu-

ons
('

la guerre a coups de revolutions
').

1 The semi-official Prussian press, Germany, and Jules Ferry's blind

the outset of the war, made French sallies about the St. GothardRailway ;

.blic opinion responsible. On July read the manifesto of the Extreme

L. Bamberger attributed all the Left, where Sadowa figures with

lit to the French Opposition, Mexico as a national disgrace, and

ping :
' Thiers protests to-day, but then say who bears the burden of

10 has shouted louder than he the fault, the Emperor or public

gainst Sadowa and Prussia)? opinion.'
—

Sorel, tome i, p. 208.

jad Jules Favre's speeches on

1 1 2
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book As M. de Bismarck stated, France did not find an

_
x*v,

_ . ally ; albeit she had the best reason to believe that botM

Austria and Italy would give her their armed suppor^
The history of the negotiations carried on between tlit

Imperial Government and those of Vienna and Floren<H

cannot be written yet. The ' Memoires pour servir
'

afl

many already, but they are not complete. The main

points may be stated in a few words. In 1860

stipulations of a triple alliance, offensive and defensive,

had been agreed upon, the Powers being Fim

Austria, and Italy. France agreed to evacuate Rond
on the condition that Italy would respect the territory

of the Pope and defend his Holiness against aggn
from without; but that was not signed, because t lie

Emperor Napoleon declined to withdraw his troops aj

once, on the ground that the King of Italy was not in

a position to protect the Pope effectually. When the

Avar broke out, it became evident that the Fr-

brigade in Rome, having no longer the French arm}
behind it, had ceased to be an efficacious protection to

the Pope ; and the Emperor, in a letter to Vi

Emmanuel, notified its withdrawal, confiding at the

same time to the honour and loyalty of his Ma
The negotiations ended in an agreement that the terms

of the convention should remain those of Septei
1 864 between Italy and France. The Duke de <

mont was quite justified in giving the Chamber
understand that France might reckon on powl
allies, since the treaty was ready for signature ;

and

modes and dates for the movements of the Italian ai

Austrian forces were agreed upon. Austria and

were to demand that Prussia should undertake to

tain the status quo in Germany on the basis of

Treaty of Prague. On her refusal, about which tl

could be no doubt, these two Powers were to dec!
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ir against her. But as the war opened, and the posi- chap.

m of France became apparent, her allies made fresh *-—^_

pulations. On June 20 M. de Beust wrote to Paris

at, on the French troops quitting Eome, the Italians

ust be permitted to enter the city freely and without

ipulations, with the consent of Austria and France,

lis step was provoked by the anti-Papal party in

.orence. Taken, as it was, towards ' the Eldest Son of

ie Church
'

and the chief of a great Catholic Power, it

oked like a way out of their onerous engagements
vented by Austrian and Italian diplomacy. Victor

mmanuel protested in a telegram to the Emperor on

ie proposed armed neutrality of Austria and Italy,

uly 26) that he might rely on ' his remaining always
is best friend.' Three days later the Italian Minister

Paris placed in the hands of the Duke de Grammont
formal undertaking on the part of Italy to execute

ie convention of September 15, 'relying on the just

3ciprocity of France in fulfilling her engagements.'
his was followed by the assent of Austria, and in con-

>quence France notified to Italy that the French troops

ould evacuate the Pontifical States on August 5.

ut at the beginning of August Austria and Italy re-

pened the whole question by proposing fresh stipula-

ons and a treaty of armed neutrality between the two,

'ranee having become a belligerent Power. Austria

-as also to join Italy to obtain a modification of the

eptember convention as regards Eome. The two

Hies wanted a month's delay to prepare for war. Count

imercati carried these propositions to the Emperor at

letz. His Majesty replied by two requests
—

(
1
)
that the

rmed neutrality should become armed support with the

3ast possible delay ; (2) that Austria should not com-

>ine with Italy to alter the September stipulations in

egard to the Pope's dominions.
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On Count VimcrcafiV return to Florence t 1m* stitiH

lation as to Borne vras, according to the Duke d< i

mont, given up; the French representatives had received

full j>ov ign tlie treaty, and it was on the poinl

of being signed, when the d of Woert.h and

bach happened, On August 9 tin; Olivier Ministry

retired, driven out by the fury of the implucatH

Republican Opposition, who wen- making their wfl
to power through the disasters of then- country. TliJ

Duke de Grammonl had closed his mischievous public

career. His v M. Doudaii described it, the

diplomacy of a bui

That, when the war vras determined upon, the

Emperor was justified in re Austria and [taly si

his allies, although the convention had not been sig

idmitted even by so grudging and unfriendly a com!

tnentator as Prince Jerome Napoleon. In his k

Alliance!

de I'Empire en 1 I870*
1 he remarks thai when, in

19, the signing of the convention was adjourned, in

order Dot to lose the fruii of the diplomatic labours il

had cost, friendly letters were exchanged between the

Emperor Napoleon and the Emperor of A-ustria, between

the Emperor Napoleon and the King of Italy, and be-

tween the King of Italy and the Emperor of Austria.

The Emperor Napoleon understood that these let

would eventually serve as basis for ;t treaty, whicl

1 ' M. 1.- due de ( JnunniMiit a lea nouvelles avant (Taller pi

eclats' oomnM uns bombs I Li fcrf- Ohsmbre pour confidante de

Imne. Ji ioooutaxns' ennuis, . . . <>n .limit vraimenl <1<

it.' diplomats enfante qui jouent a la diplom
a In buatarde. Js \> agei a La guerre.' Letter to M. THt

1 mt 1m DouveUt qua l«' marschall July 10,1870. Doudan, vol iv, ,

Prim propostil 1<> prinot Lsopold Revue dee Deux Mondet

di II. -inmm .11. Mil pour i.> trone de la, 1878, The reply of the Dul

Philippe \ II niinvit mis lu l.t t ro tl<> < ir;iiuni..iit was published in tl

•is Rum ,snd ligned

quatre heurss, at regards* venir
'

kpri] 15, 18781
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*)uld be drawn up and signed in a few days ; and his chap.

mpression was confirmed by the Prince de Metternich r-1—

md M. Nigra.
The year 1870, according to Prince Jerome, soon

lestroyed these illusions. The Archduke Albert visited
3
aris early in the spring, and the Emperor was drawn
nto a closer alliance with Austria. During the Duke's

risit, military strategy rather than the Papal difficulty

was dwelt upon, to the disappointment of the Italian

Government, who thought that the Emperor had found

it more important to support the Pope than to enter

into an alliance with Victor Emmanuel. The point on

which the fatal delay in the signing of the convention

ccurred was, that while the Emperor was ready to with-

draw from Borne, and leave the Papal State to the care

of Victor Emmanuel, the Italian Government, backed by
M. de Beust, demanded to enter Borne with the full

approbation of Prance and Austria. Victor Emmanuel

pleaded, with force, that he would never be able to lead

his people heartily into the war, unless he could tell them

that it meant Borne, the capital of Italy. The scruples
which made the Emperor hesitate were of the most

honourable kind. General Turr 1

suggested to the Duke
de Gramniont that the Emperor should give such pro-

mises to Italy, but of what avail would these have been

to the Power that required, in order to make war against

Prussia popular, that it should mean Borne, the capital

of a free and united country ?

Had the terms of the treaty been agreed upon on

the eve of the first disasters to the French arms, it is

doubtful, as Prince Jerome remarks, whether Italy and

1 In a despatch dated from very busy, I pass over in silence the

Florence, July 27, 1870. It con- thousand intrigues got up by the

eludes with a suggestive phrase: Prussians.'
*

Knowing that your Excellency is
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BOOK Austria would have ratified it, and declared for France

__*
,
L* when she was beaten, having already admitted that they

could not he ready to take the field before Septeml)er

15. According to the Duke de Grammont they hat

been agreed upon, and were not ratified in consequence^
of the French defeats.

Later Prince Jerome was sent from Chfilons by tW
Emperor on a mission to Florence. He was to request!
the armed intervention of Italy and Austria, on the coflpl

dition that Italy should be free to act as she pleased!
towards Home. ' I would not have accepted the mission

on any other terms,' he says. He arrived in the Italian

capital on August 20, and he was put off by temporising

negotiations between Florence and Vienna, that had

reached no result when the 4th of September put an

end to them.

Prince Jerome attributed the failure of the negotia-

tions of 1868-9-70 between France, Austria, and Italy

to the influence exercised by the clerical party over the

enfeebled mind of his sick kinsman the Emperor. He

could not but grant that the Emperor wished to seeai

modus vivendi established between free Italy and the

Tope; but as the Eldest Son of the Church he could

not barter away the temporal power of the Pope for the

military support of the Austrian and Italian monarchies

without risking a revolution at home, by doing vi

lenee to the religious sentiments of the vast majority
his subjects. The Emperor was as liberal as his eousi

l)i it, unlike his cousin, he was weighted with a sense

responsibility, and he was a sincere, albeit a liber

( latholio.

The Emperor left behind him a short history of the

war,
1 from which some passages, chiefly descriptive of

1 (Ebvret Fodkumm da NapUhm corate de la Chapelle. Lacbaud:

III. ltecueillis et coordonned par le Paris, 1 873.
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is own part in it, are extracted. This history was chap.

bitten during the brief period of exile which he passed >^
r
l_^

etween Sedan and death. The record has no marks of

ate or of passion in it. It is a plain and simple his-

ory, marked throughout by modesty and candour, by
loral courage and generosity. It is an admirable

ample of the illustrious author's best literary work.

On July 21 the Legislature was prorogued, and on

he following day a deputation from the Legislative

tody waited on the Emperor, and assured him that he

night without fear leave the Empress Eegent in Paris,

Confident in the support the liberal institutions would

ifford her
; and, addressing the commander of the Na-

ional Guard on the 26th, the Emperor said that he left

-he Empress under their protection, convinced that, come
vhat might, they would maintain order in Paris. On

issuming the command of the army, the Emperor issued

he following proclamation to the troops from his head-

quarters at Metz :—
'

Soldiers,—I am about to place myself at your
lead to defend the honour and the soil of the country.
5fou are about to contend with one of the best armies

n Europe, but others equally brave have not been able

to resist your courage. The same experience will be

repeated to-day. The war about to commence will

be a long and a severe one, since it will be fought in

a country covered with fortresses and impediments ;

but nothing is too difficult for the soldiers of Africa,

of the Crimea, of Italy, and of Mexico. You will

once more prove what the French army, animated

by a feeling of duty, maintained by discipline, and

inspired with love of country, can perform. Whatever

road we may take beyond our frontiers, we shall find

glorious traces of our fathers. We will prove ourselves
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p.ook worthy of them. All France follows you with ardem

»— r 1 * hope, and the eyes of the world are upon you. Th<

fate of liberty and civilisation rests on our success.
'

Soldiers, let each one do his duty, and the God'SI

battles will be with us. Napoleox.B
' The Imperial Head-quarters, Metl : July 28.'

His plan of campaign, and the considerations wliifl

determined it, are described succinctly by him :—
' Our frontiers of France, being protected on thd

north by the neutrality of Belgium, and on the east

the neutrality of Switzerland, the only two accessible

lines of attack or defence, form a triangle, of which

Lauterbourg is the apex, and the sides of which str<

one westward towards Sierck, and one southward to-

wards Belfort. The first side, which, for us, is the

runs along the Rhenish-Bavarian frontier and the

Sarre. It is 140 kilometres in a direct line; the

second, or right side, runs along 160 kilometres of the

Rhine bank.
* A French attacking army must necessarily, in order

to enter Germany, cross one of these two sides. To the

left it would march straight on Mayence to lay sic

it; to the right it must cross the Rhine to invade the

Grand Duchy of Baden.
4 It will be seen that the north-eastern front i

France are geographically bad for an attack agaii

Germany; for, let a French army march towards

north or to the east, it is always vulnerable on

ilanks, and must employ a strong force to cover

protect them.
1

Germany, having the two banks of the Rhine from

Cologne to Bastadt, is mistress of the river, and having

many lino of railway communication also, can without

difliculty convey her troops to the left bank
;
so that ii
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French army advances on Mayence it may be attacked chap.

1 the right flank at any point below Eastadt, and on ^
n

,

L
„

e left flank by troops mustered at Treves. If, on the

mtrary, it marches to the east towards the Ehine, its

ft flank may be threatened along the entire line from

auterbourg to Sierck, and thence along the course of

ie river which stretches to Basle.
4 The nature of the things, therefore, clearly indicated

etz and Strasbourg as the two principal points of

mcentration of the two armies ; for, whatever plan
as adopted, the army of Alsace and the army of Metz
iust combine their movements so as to act in common,
1ether the Ehine was crossed or the advance was
orthward. In both cases the army of Chalons must

e the reserve force, and keep open the communica-
ons of the army in the field. If circumstances com-

elled the French army to remain on the defensive, the

rmy of Alsace would retire to the defiles of the Vosges,
here the army of Metz would join them.

'

Strasbourg did not appear to the Emperor to be a

tvourable place for crossing the Ehine, because it would

ring the army in front of the depths of the Black

orest
;
and if the French forces followed the right bank

f the river it would have been necessary to besiege
astadt. Maxau, thirty kilometres above the fortress of

rermersheim and twenty kilometres below Eastadt, ap-

peared to be the preferable point ; for it allowed the army

p pass these two' fortresses—one on the left and one on

be right. This plan could succeed only if Maxau was

eized before the enemy had assembled his troops. The

tassage of a great river by force is a hazardous opera-
ion which has rarely succeeded. It was not to be

hought of.

; The first end to be realised consisted in assem-

bling the army corps at the above-mentioned points,
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book with all essential accessories, as conveyances, pontoon*
>—

,

'

-< gunboats, ammunition, and rations, &c.
' The concentration of the main body of the Fren«

forces in Alsace and at Metz did not unmask th|

Emperor's plan to the enemy. It permitted him, at

given moment, to unite seven army corps, and at thei

head to begin offensive operations resolutely. But i

was necessary that all these army corps should bi

equally ready to open the campaign; for an army is

great body, all the parts of which must sustain eacl

other and act together. Let one fail, and all is paral

lysed, and the general plan cannot be executed. Thd
it was indispensable not only that the troops assembler

at Metz should be complete in all things, but that \\\<

corps which was mustering at Belfort should haw
reached Strasbourg to reinforce that of Marsha

MacMahon. It was indispensable, moreover, t ha

Marshal Canrobert's, the reserve, which was forming

at Chalons, should replace, in Lorraine, the troop:

who were destined to take part in the first campaigi
En happily the hopes which had been conceived coul

not be realised.

'Instead of having, as was with reason expected

385,000 men in line, to oppose to the 430,000 0:

Northern Germany and the Southern States, the arm]
when the Emperor arrived at Metz on July 25, numbei

only 220,000 men, and these were not fully equip]

or provisioned. The army of the Moselle had 01

110,000 men instead of 220,000; that of Marsl

MacMahon had only 40,000 instead of 107,000. Gem

Douay's corps at Belfort was forming slowly and w

difficulty, and Marshal Canrobert's corps was not yel

complete.
'The Emperor saw that under such conditions a

these the passage of the Ehine was impossible, and
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elding to the impatience of the army and of the chap.

ttion, he decided to march on the Sarre. On August 2 r^_

te armies occupied the following positions :
—

' The second corps, General Frossard, at Forbach
;
the

ird corps, Marshal Bazaine, at St. Avoid
;
the fourth

)rps, General Ladmirault, at Bouley ;
the fifth corps,

eneral de Failly, at Sarreguemines ;
the Imperial

uard in the neighbourhood of Metz. The first four

•my corps, 80,000 strong, were within a circle of

venty kilometres.
' General Frossard 's corps easily carried the heights

f Saarbriick. This affair had no great importance,

ieing the small force of the enemy ; however, it

sured us the passage of the river, which was an

^vantage, and enabled us to prevent the Prussian

oops who were mustering at Treves from using the

ailway for their transport eastward. In this engage
-

lent the Prince Imperial showed a self-possession

eyond his age ;
but clumsy friends having exaggerated

ue merit of his behaviour, detractors turned to ridicule

rhat was, in itself, worthy of praise.
1

On August 4 the following
' The elan of our soldiers was so

espatch appeared in the Journal great that our losses have been

fficiel:— slight.

'The engagement, which began
' Metz : August 2, 4.30 p.m.

at eleven o'clock, was over at one.
'

To-day, August 2, at eleven < The Emperor was present with

'clock in the morning, the French t^e pr inCe Imperial, who has re-

wops had a severe engagement with ceived upon the first battle-field of

le Prussians. the campaign the baptism of fire.

Our army, assuming the often- < His presence of mind, and cool-

ive, crossed and invaded the terri- neg8
-m danger, were worthy of the

Dry of Prussia. narae he bears. The Emperor re-

in spite of the strength of the turned to Metz at four o'clock.'

nemy's position, a few of our

atta'lions sufficed to carry the At the same time the Emperor

eights which command Saarbriick,
addressed this private despatch to

nd our artillery soon drove the the Empress :

nemy from the town. ' Louis has just received the
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XIV
book '

Although the affair at Saarbriick took place

August 2, the French army remained motionless

3rd and 4th. The Emperor waited, in order bo adva

for the reserves to come up, for the completion of

army of Alsace by the junction of the seventh corps,

for the arrival of the Chalons corps at Metz. W;

possible to advance into a difficult country, offering

resources, without having combined with the other ar

corps? Towards Mayence the difficulty in obtain

provisions was great; for it was impossible to think

resetting the railway, the tunnel of which, it

rumoured, had been destroyed. The flanks of our a

might be harassed on the left by the Prussian tro

at Treves, on the right by those who were alreadjj

Kaiserslauten. The troops therefore remained in act

on the left bank of the Sarre. But when, on August 4
the check sustained at Wissembourg by General Abel

Douay's division became known, the Emperor at once

gave orders to concentrate the army, to recall it towaM
Metz, and he conferred the command of the three army

corps of the Sarre on Marshal Bazaine.
' In consequence the second corps was ordered to

withdraw from the heights of Saarbriick and to retire

on Saint Avoid
;
the fourth corps established its heal

quarters at Boucheporn, and the second (? third)

to occupy Putelanges. As for the fifth, which was

Sarreguemines, it was sent to Bitche to be in cominuni

tion with Marshal MacMahon. The Emperor's orq

baptism of fire. His coolness was 'We wore in the front
;
the

admirable: he was not in the least and bullets fell at our feet

degree excited. 'Louis has kept a ball that fell

' One of General Frossard's divi- near him.

riona carried the heights on the left 'Some of the soldi,

bank of Saarbriick. seeing how calm he remained,
' The Prussians made a feeble ' We had only one officer and

resistance. ten men killed. Napoi
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jre forwarded and executed slowly. The second corps, chap.

stead of withdrawing to Saint Avoid, remained at .

U
^~^

rbach. Several divisions had been placed too far

fay, and it took time to draw them together.
' The Emperor generally indicated to the com-

mders of army corps the central position where their

i ad-quarters should be established, but they were free

place their divisions where they chose. Some having
tended their lines unreasonably, they had to wait,

fore they could move, to concentrate their outlying
visions. Again, in consequence of bad habits formed

Africa, the army was overloaded with baggage.
1

r

aggons laden with sugar and coffee were met, when
biscuit was to be had. The men, being encumbered

iavily, marched slowly, and bad weather helped to

tard movements.
' The Emperor then bitterly regretted having moved

e army towards the north before being thoroughly

ady to take the field ; for he felt after the check of

'issembourg how important it was to support the

my of Alsace. The enemy having unmasked his

tentions, the most rational plan was to have a strong
irrison in Strasbourg and Metz, and to unite all the

sposable forces behind the Vosges. But then, on the

le hand, the Duke of Magenta intimated that he was

a position to take the offensive, and that he even

)ped for a success ; and, on the other, too much time

ould be required to re-conduct the army to the east-

ard. Nevertheless its concentration at Saint Avoid

as begun, and the fifth corps was sent to Bitche, in

lsace, to support the corps of the Duke of Magenta.

In Paris the enemies of the with his equipages. The falsehood

apire represented the Emperor as of this has since been established by

ivelling in Imperial state, and impartial witnesses,

adering the military movements
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1500K 'The project of the commander-in-chief is c
\ TV

»— —- indicated in the following despatch, which was sent

the morning of the 6th by the major-general to Marsh

Bazaine: "It is the Emperor's design to combine wr
Marshal MacMahon, and at the same time to conce:

trate the armies into a compact body." The rapidity
events prevented the execution of this plan.

4 On August 6, while the army of the Prince Roy*
of Prussia was crushing by superior forces Marsh I

MacMahon'a corps, Prussian troops were advancii

from Saarbrllck and Sarrelouis to attack tlie Frenc

army. The second corps bore alone the brunt of tl

battle at Spickeren. Although the French army w:

attacked while executing a retreating movement, tl

second corps was left to itself. It might easily Inn

been sustained by three divisions which were in 'i

position to reach the field of battle in two hours. Tl

Montaudon division was at Sarreguemines, ten kil<

metres distant; the Castagny division at Putelange
sixteen kilometres distant; the Mettmann division j

Marienthal, fourteen kilometres distant. On this
tj

fortunate day, when General Frossard's corps fougl

heroically, a fatality prevented succour from arrivin

in time to turn a defeat into a victory.
1 After the battle of the 6th more pressing ordel

were given to concentrate the army to the nortl

Met/.. On the ioth it took up a strong position on

Nied fratiqaise, with the intention of waiting there

the enemy; but the Emperor having reconnoitred

ground, and finding that the right might be

turned, especially as a German corps was advancing b

Barre-XJnion, resolved to mass the army under the pr<

taction of the outer forts of Metz. On the nth all tli

troops had taken up their positions in the entrench*)

camp, and on the 12th the greater part of the
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orps, under the command of Marshal Canrobert, chap.

rrived from the camp at Chalons. > ,_l_

The hour of the cruellest trials was about to strike,

et men judge of the pain a sovereign must feel when,
t the head of an army full of vigour and enthusiasm,
finds himself unable to use its ardour and devotion

ith advantage. His projects had been destroyed by
le delay in the formation of the various corps. The

igorous initiative taken by the Prussians had compelled
im to retreat, after having advanced to the frontier.

All these movements, which appeared to be the

3sult of hesitation, and which, in the ranks of the army
s in the public mind, were severely criticised, had pro-
uced an effect unfavourable to the Emperor. Although

ttigued by hard marches, and depressed by the checks

iffered at Wissembourg, Froeschwilier, and Spickeren,
le army had only one desire—to go forward. But he

ho had the responsibility of the command did not

elieve it to be his duty to yield to this sentiment,

atural in men who have a consciousness of their

rength and of their worth.
' The Emperor was, it is true, at the head of 1 20,000

isciplined men ready for anything ;
but three hostile

rmies, each stronger than his own, were advancing

gainst him—from the north that of General Steinmetz

id that of Prince Frederick Charles, and from the east

lat of the Crown Prince of Prussia. The cavalry of

lese three armies had already met, and had appeared
l the neighbourhood of Faulquemont. If the French

•n:y accepted battle by advancing towards the Sarre,

might be cut off from Metz by the troops of the

rince Eoyal ; if, on the contrary, it moved towards the

osges, it might be compromised by the armies of Prince

rederick Charles and General Steinmetz.
*

Indeed, now that we have seen the sad results of

VOL. IV. K K
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XIV
book the campaign unfold themselves before us, it may be

said that it would have been better to fall at the hfl
of 1 20,000 men than to have led, by the force of eve™
to the capitulations of Metz and of Sedan; but vrm

could then foresee the extent of our disasters ?

4 The events which we have recalled had diminis^B
the confidence of the troops in the Chief of the StatH

for the military reputation he had acquired during the

short Italian campaign was not well established enoi™
to withstand bad fortune. These events had producS
even more pernicious effects in Paris. Public opinioi]

made Marshal Leboeuf responsible for the delays in tfl

formation of the army, and the Opposition was dl

manding peremptorily that the Emperor should giveJ
the command of the army. Under these circumstanol

an important success might have closed the moutl

opponents ; but it was hardly permissible to hope foi

it. The Emperor was compelled to accept the resigna-

tion of Marshal Leboeuf ; and on August 13 he placed

the command of the army of the Ehine in the hands oi

Marshal Bazaine, who had the confidence of the trooj
and of the country.'

The Emperor defined his position henceforth to the

end of the campaign.
4 While placing all the troojl

around Metz under the command of Marshal Baz

the Emperor remained under the constitution the

preme chief of the army ; and might, in an analog*

position to that which the King of Prussia had assunj
direct the general defences of the country. But

Paris the Government, harassed by the attacks of

Opposition, the violence of which increased with

reverses, found itself compelled to make all kind

concessions. 1

1 While the Emperor was at General Chanprarnier, who had

Metz, and after the first reverses, mained hostile to him throughout
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' From August nM.de Keratry demanded the im- chap.

jachment of Marshal Leboeuf. The Legislative Body ^i
1

^!-.

jected his proposition. On the 12th the Count de

ilikao announced that Marshal Leboeuf had resigned,
id on the 1 3th that Marshal Bazaine was in command
:' the army of the Ehine. During this sitting the Op-
)sition demanded that the war should be conducted

a republican manner (republicainement). To a ques-
on by M. Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire, whether Marshal

azaine's command comprehended the Imperial Guard,
ne Minister ofWar replied in the affirmative. M. Guyot

ontpayroux wanted to know whether there were not

ommanders above or on an equality with Marshal

pzaine ; and the Count de Palikao replied that there

rere none. "
Then," cried M. Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire,

Marshal Bazaine is generalissimo ;
that will give con-

pence to the country."
'
It was obvious that the ministers, incessantly

arassed by *he perfidious attacks of the Opposition,

ere, in spite of their zeal and devotion, powerless to

efend the Emperor. Everything then tended to decide

od fortune, hastened to him to and in Lombardy disappear, I cannot

rer his offices. The interview took control myself. But let us proceed,

(ace in the Emperor's bedroom. ' He offered me his hand. "
Sire,"

nj heart beat as he appeared,' said I said,
" I have come to ask your per-

|e General, describing the scene to mission to let me die in the midst of

I. Adrien Marx. ' The tears came your soldiers." His usually impassive

my eyes. Unhappy sovereign ! countenance betrayed violent emo-

jis face betrayed cruel sufferings. tion. He bowed. You know the rest,

jnd
he has been called " coward !

"— He withdrew, leaving me with Gene-

i who before the first cannon was ral Lebceuf.' The General joined
red carried already in his entrails the Marshal Bazaine,and gallantly shared

111 which killed him later in Lon- with the Marshal's forces their evil

pn.
When I remember that this fortune, following them to Germany

an, tortured by a horrible disease, as prisoner of war.

mained on horseback at Sedan an Ohangarnier died in February,
ttire day, watching the prestige of 1877, and was buried, with great

pnce, his throne, his dynasty, and pomp, at the Invalides.

1 the glory reaped at Sebastopol

K E 2
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BOOK his return to Paris; but he would not execute this

^ ,,
•.- project before the army of the Rhine had left Metz.

1 On August 13 Marshal Bazaine informed the Yjm

peror that he should follow the plan already laid dow^j
which consisted in 1nuking the entire force cross to flH

left bank of the Moselle, in order to reach Verdun, and

thence to march to Chalons to join the troops alreiH

sembling there.

'On the morning of the 14th the retreat begaH
Two army corps had already readied the left bank, and

the Emperor had fixed his quarters at Longueville n
the night, when the sound of cannon announced that

the part of the army remaining on the right bank had

been attacked. As it was under the protection of the

forts, it was reasonable to hope that the retreat would

not be arrested; but several divisions passed l>;i

the right bank to take part in the struggle, so that the

battle of Borny, although glorious for our arms, delayed
the passage of the troops for some hours.

4 Nevertheless on the morning of the 15th t lie I

inarch upon Verdun was resumed. In the mornin.

Emperor and the Prince Imperial had been compelled
to evacuate their quarters precipitately ;

for sevea|
officers had just been killed there by the fire of tfl

enemy. On the night of the 15th they were estal:

with part of the army at Gravelotte.
' As the telegraph did not exist on this line, Napol

III. could receive no news from the capital ;
and it

1 The Emperor, on leaving Metz France, et vous rivaliserez de <

on August 14, addressed a proclama- ment et de courage avec

tiun to the inhabitants. ' En vous Je conserverai le souvenir

quittant pour aller combattre l'inva- naissant de l'accueil que j'ai

Mon, je confie a votre patriotisme la dans vos murs, et j'espere que
defense de cette grande cite\ Vous des temps plus heureux je
ne permettrez pas que l'6tranger revenir vous remercier de votre

B'empa boulevard de la conduite.'
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put himself in communication with Paris that he chap.

ided to precede the army to Chalons. He left at ^
n1,

'clock on the morning of the 16th with an escort of

|o regiments of the Guard. So little was a general

gagement anticipated that it had been decided the

peror should take the shortest road
;
but Marshals

zaine and Canrobert persuaded him to pass by Con-

Ins and Etain. On this road only a few uhlans were

len, and they quickly disappeared. The Emperor
ii rived at Yerdun at 3 o'clock on the 16th, and on the

rening of the same day he reached the camp at

lalons. There he heard of the glorious but fruitless

ittles of Kezonville and Saint Privat, and he felt a

ortal regret that he had not been present at them.'

The Imperial quarters at Chalons, where Napoleon
I. had spent many proud and happy hours, and had

own his son to Ins troops, were now crowded with

ixious soldiers and politicians. Here were Prince

rome Napoleon and General Trochu, MacMahon and

auher, discussing before the advancing hosts of Ger-

any, not only how they were to be repelled, but how
e revolution which Favre, Gambetta, Eochefort, and

eir congeners were fomenting was to be kept down.

Tiile General de Moltke was watching Bazaine and

acMahon, M. de Bismarck was marking the good work
hich the irreconcilables of the French Chamber were

)ing for him. His threat of 1866 was being worked

it
; he was punishing France ' a coups de revolutions.'

On the morrow of his arrival, the Emperor, at

e suggestion of the Count de Palikao, appointed
eneral Trochu, by decree, Governor of Paris, an

jpointment disastrous alike for France and for the

aperial dynasty.
1 The deliberations and resolves

1 '

Quelle preuve plus flagrante du que l'indifference montree a legard
achement des mceurs politiques de la trahison du general Trochu ?
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XIV.
of Chalons are succinctly described by the Em pi

Having remarked that the first result of the convc

tion of the Legislative Body was the fall of the Olr

Ministry, and that it was illegal without his const

lie dwells on the immediate evil consequences,
new (Palikao) Ministry was formed, and all kinds

important appointments were made without referei

to him. On these facts His Majesty has the followi

commentary:
' While good fortune lasts the difficult

we have described disappear, for it is easy to agre$
measures when success has increased the legitimate

fluence of the Chief of the State
;
but it is quite oth<

wise after misfortunes. Moral authority is no lon{

with the army ;
it returns to the public powers locate*

in the capital. This is so true that Napoleon I. hims(

although he was absolute master and encompassed wi

an incomparable prestige, felt that after reverses tfyl

greatest danger that menaced the established order oi

things was not from the enemy, but in Paris
;
and he

hastened thither after the disasters of Moscow and of

Waterloo.'

Voila un militaire qui a pret6 ser-

ment a l'Empereur, qui recoit de lui

dans un moment supreme la plus

grand e marque de confiance. II est

nomine" commandant sup(5rieur de

toutes lea forces reunies dans la capi-

tale
;

il doit veiller sur les jours de

rimperatrice ;
et cet homme, qui, le

4 au matin, promet a la Regente qu'on

passera sur son corps avant d'arriver

jusqu'a elle, laisse envahir le Corps

L^gislatif et les Tuileries
;
et quelques

heures sont a peine ^coulees depuis sa

solennelle protestation qu'il usurpe
le pouvoir et se declare president du

gouvernementde la Defense nationale.

Jamais trahison plus noire, plus fla-

grante, plus impardonnable n'a 6X6

consomniee, car elle s'est produito

vis-a-vis d'une femme et en i

de l'invasion 6trangere ;
et cet Ik mime,

qu'il faut appeler traitre, pa

c'est son nom, semble jouir

cela de l'estime generate,

nomine" dans plusieurs depart
a l'Assembl^e nationale par des

teurs ignorants. On ne rougit

de lui donner la main et on

nomine president de commissions i

doivent statuer sur des points d'l

neur. Oe fait ne montro-t-il

jusqu'a l'eridence que nous av<

perdu le sens moral ?
'—Les I

par un Ancien Diplomate
—the

of Napoleon III.

in «
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But the Empress and the ministers united in im- chap.

oring the Emperor not to return under defeat to his ^__,_1_

pital, and he yielded.

Their reflections, the Emperor said, which were not

ithout reason, resigned him to the fate of following
e army of Marshal MacMahon, ' whatever its destina-

on might be.' He remarked that his position was the

lost trying a sovereign had ever borne. * Chief of the

itate, responsible to the French people, he was, by the

3rce of circumstances, shorn of the rights he held from

he nation, and condemned to be powerless while he

aw under his eyes his army marching to an abyss.'

le owed much of this sorrow to the fatuous vanity and

he rashness of M. Emile Olivier ;
still his sympathies

vere with the fallen minister as an honest and a sincere

riend ; and before leaving Chalons he wrote to him

August 19, 1870) :
—

4 My dear Monsieur Olivier,—I have been so en-

grossed with military events that I have not before

been able to tell you how I regretted your with-

drawal from the Ministry. You have given me so

many proofs of devotion that I had become accus-

tomed to reckon on you to smooth difficulties and

to give direction, exempt from weakness, to public

affairs. I hope, nevertheless, that our relations will

remain as intimate as in the past. I am doing my
utmost to regain our lost ground. Shall we succeed ?

God knows ! Believe, my dear Monsieur Olivier, in

my sincere friendship. Napoleon.' x

1 ' Mon cher monsieur Olivier, a compter sur vous pour aplanir les

—J'ai ete si preoccupe des evene- difficulty's et imprimer aux affaires

ments militaires que je n'ai pas une marche ferme et exempte de

encore pu vous dire combien j'avais faiblesse. J'espere neanmoins que

regrette" votre depart du ministere. nos relations continueront a etre

Vous m'avez donne" tant de preuves aussi intimes que par le passe\

de denouement que jem'etais habitue" ' Je fais mes efforts pour tache
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book And with this parting shake of the hand to a we]

J
,
-'_. intentioned minister, who had had his full share

precipitating the calamitous war, Napoleon follow*

Marshal MacMahon to the fatal field of Sedan. On tr

responsibilities for that immense disaster Marshal Ma-

Mahon gave conclusive testimony at the Trochu tria

He said, speaking as a witness :
—

1 1 am bound to say
—for justice must be done i

everybody
—that in the course of the operations th

Kmperor never interfered with the movements ordere

by me, and that the operations were always commande

by me and not by him. At Rheims, at the Chend

Populeux, the Emperor was of opinion that the arm

should retire on Paris: it is I alone who ordered th

movement in the direction of Metz. I declare boldl;

and with all my strength, that the capitulation of SedJ

may be called disastrous, but not shameful. The fac

is, it was not a premeditated capitulation ; it w;

army that had delivered battle under bad conditions

that had been driven by superior forces to the banks o

a river, to a position from which it was impossible fo

it to escape.'

'On the 30th, at four o'clock in the afternoon

Napoleon wrote,
1 * the Emperor and the Duke c

Magenta were on the heights of Mouzon, where th

twelfth corps was in position. They had both djf

mounted. In the distance they heard the artillery c

General de Failly ; and General Pajol, who had mad

a reconnaissance to judge the state of things, ha

brought back the news that the fifth corps was retirin

on Mouzon. The Marshal then said to the EmperC
that all the army would soon have crossed to the rig!

de regagner le terrain perdu. Le Olivier, a ma sincere amitie\

pourrons-nous ? Dieu le sait !

' Napoleon/
'

( royez, mon cher monsieur 1 (Euvres Tosthumes.
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>ank of the Meuse, that he would not leave Mouzon chap.

lefore the operation was completed, but that, since all --

,

ras going well, he advised the Emperor to repair to

Carignan, where the first corps must have already
irrived and where the head-quarters would be esta-

Hed.
Napoleon III. departed therefore full of confidence

) the result of the day ;
but hardly an hour had

^lapsed since his arrival at Carignan when General

Ducrot came and gave him the most alarming news,

the fifth corps had been driven back in disorder on

Mouzon, with the brigade sent to support it. The
Marshal begged the Emperor to retire as quickly as

possible to Sedan, to which the army would withdraw.

The Emperor could hardly believe that affairs had

changed so thoroughly in a few hours. He at first elected

;o remain with the first corps, but, at the pressing soli-

citation of General Ducrot, he decided to depart, and

irrived by railway, at eleven o'clock at night, at Sedan.

Ele was urged to proceed to Mezieres while the railway
was still free. He might rally the corps of General

Vinoy and establish another point of resistance in one of

the strong places of the North
;
but he thought he

would, in this case, be accused of seeking personal

safety, and he preferred to share the fate of the army,
whatever it might be. The equipages and escort

having remained at Carignan, the Emperor entered

alone on foot, followed by his aides-de-camp, in the

silence of the night, the town of Sedan, which was about

to become the theatre of such terrible events
'

After a description of Sedan the Emperor continued :

General Ducrot, it must be stated, had correctly esti-

mated the position. It was at the Calvary of Illy that

he wished to establish the centre of resistance. How-

ever, on the 31st the troops were placed in position
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book round the town. They described a semicircle, whickl

from Sedan as the centre, extended diametrically some

3,000 metres, the extremities touching the villages oi

Bazeilles and Floing.
* From this semicircular position it followed

thatj

the line of retreat was by the centre, and that if the!

troops were driven back they would by a natural

instinct precipitate themselves towards the town, whichj
thus became an entonnoir to engulph them. Abo^j
and to the north of Sedan are the -remains of an end

trenchment called the Old Camp, which dominates

the neighbouring ravines ; and all the ground Avhichi

stretches to the south of this camp is covered, a&j

General Ducrot says, with garden walls, hedges, and 1
number of houses joined to those of Givonne, making
the place a veritable maze. Held by a few stout troops,

it would be very difficult to dislodge them
; but, on the

other hand, if a corps repulsed and in disorder came

there for shelter, it would be impossible to rally and

reform them. It was on this broken ground that, on

the morning of September i,the battle began. The

enemy, attacking both our wings at once, endeavo:

evidently to surround us and cut off our retreat.

' The Marshal Duke of Magenta having informed

the Emperor of his intention, repaired at once to the

outposts. The Emperor, on horseback, accompanied by

his staff and a troop of guides, followed.

'It is easy to understand the state of his moral

being. No longer acting as commander-in-chief,

was not sustained by the feeling of responsibility whi

animates the mind of him who commands
; nor had

that exalting excitement of those who are acting und

orders, and who know that their devotion may secure

victory. The powerless witness of a hopeless struggle,

convinced that on this fatal day his life and his death

ler
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vere alike useless for the common safety, he advanced chap.

the battle-field with that cool resignation which , E
11
!.

neets danger without weakness but also without en-

husiasm.
' On leaving the sub-prefecture the Emperor met

Marshal MacMahon, who was being brought back in an

ambulance carriage. After exchanging a few words

with him he advanced towards the village of Bazeilles,

where the division of marines was hotly engaged.
' At Balan General Vassoigne described to him the

position of the army. As every group of officers at

once drew the enemy's fire upon it, the Emperor left

his escort and most of his aides-de-camp with a battalion

of chasseurs who were screened by a wall, and moved

forward, followed by four persons, towards an open

height where the greater part of the battle-field could

be surveyed.
' At this moment General Ducrot, to whom Marshal

MacMahon had transferred the command, was executing

a retreat, which, under the present circumstances, was

the best course to adopt. The Emperor sent Captain

Hendecourt, one of his staff, to him, to know which

direction he wished to give to the troops. This

young and promising officer never reappeared. He
was probably killed by an obus. All the ground on

which we stood was ploughed by the enemy's projec-

tiles, bursting around us. 1

' After having remained several hours between the

Moselle and Givonne, the Emperor desired to join the

lines of infantry which were to be seen on the heights,

1 General Pajol was with the enemy cannot be questioned. Four

Emperor throughout the day. In officers were wounded at his side—a

giving evidence at the trial of M. general (Ms aide-de-camp) and three

Paul de Cassagnac for libel against staff officers.' See his pamphlet on

General Wimpffen he said: 'The Sedan,

conduct of the Emperor before the
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book but which were separated from him by an inaccessiaB

«- ,

'

-* ravine. In order to reach them lie had to make a

detour, and thus found himself in the maze of GivonflH

already described. The roads were crowded with thai

wounded who were being carried to the ambulances ; a

park of artillery blocked the avenues, through which

Goze's division had the greatest difficulty in making its

way. Arrived near the old entrenched camp, it becanw

impossible to advance further, the infantry which occiS

pied this fort being about to retire in good i

towards the town. It was already evident that every
line of retreat was intercepted by the enemy, who

occupied the circumference. Projectiles directed to-

wards the centre struck the troops in front and in the

rear. Many of the soldiers, pretending to be without

cartridges, made for the only gate of the town which

remained open.
1 After having been during nearly five hours witness

of a struggle the end of which was at hand, the Emperor,

despairing of the possibility of gaining the heights o|

Illy from the position in which he was, decided to re-,

enter the town, to confer with the wounded Marshal,

and in the hope of leaving it by the gate that opens oi

the departmental road to Mezieres. Three wounded

officers of his staff were carried by the soldiers. It was

thus that he returned to the sub-prefecture, se\

obuses having fallen near his horse, but without harming
it.

1 He caused a reconnaissance of the way by whicl

1

'L'Empereu^sortide Sedan vers officiers. II e"tait tres souflrant

sept heuresdu matin, avait rencontre" mal qui l'emporta en 1872. .

le marechal blesse", n'^tait pas inter- L'Empereur rentra k Sedan apr£

venudans le d6bat pour le commande- etre reste" deux heures sous lee

inent entre J)ucrot et De Wimpffen,
—PrScis de la Guerre From

;dt rentre" en ville vers midi, mande, par le colonel Fabre, pp. I43>

iipres etre rest«5 passivement sous le 148. E. Plon et Cie. Paris, 1875.

leu qui tua ou blessa plusieurs de ses
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ie reckoned upon leaving to be made at once
; and he chap.

ras informed that the Mezieres gate was barricaded and IIL

;ould not be opened, and that already the streets through
vhich he had just passed were blocked by a pell-mell
)f men, horses, and waggons. There was nothing for it

)ut to remain and wait the issue of events.

I
s About 3 o'clock a staff officer from General Wimpf-
who had, as senior officer, assumed the command-

hief, made his way with great difficulty to the

nib-prefecture. He came to propose to the Emperor
;o place himself at the head of the troops that could be

?ot together, and to endeavour to cut a way through
the enemy's lines towards Carignan. The first impulse
of Napoleon III. was to accept the proposal ; but he

soon saw that, the difficulty of riding through the

blocked streets apart, it did not become him, in order

to save himself, to sacrifice the lives of many soldiers,

and to escape with the commander-in-chief, deserting
the rest of the army and leaving it without a directing
head—to certain destruction. He refused, therefore,

General de WimpfFen's offer.
1

'During this time events had become worse and

worse. The heroic but unavailing charges of the

cavalry had not stopped the advance of the enemy.
The brave General Margueritte, fatally wounded, had

just been brought, at his request, near the Emperor.
At this time, on both banks of the Meuse, the surround-

ing hills were crowned with several hundred pieces of

artillery, which, by a convergent fire, threw their pro-

jectiles into the town. Houses were on fire
; roofs were

burst in. Death claimed many victims in the choked

1 General Robert, examined by man to pick up even a battalion to

Jules Favre at the Oassagnac trial, follow seriously a movement towards

said :
' I believe it would have been Carignan.'

impossible for the most energetic
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BOOK streets, in the barracks transformed into hospitals, and

J
,

'-..> in the courtyards where men of all ranks had taken

refuge.
' On this the commanders of the three army c<

Generals Lebrun, Douay, and Ducrot, came in successioB

to report to the Emperor that further resistance wJ|

impossible; that the troops, after having foughl

twelve hours without rest or food, were discount,

that all who had not been able to gain the town were

massed in the trenches and against the walls
;
and that

it was time to come to a resolution.

* Since the departure from Chalons until this time

the Emperor had held it to be his duty not to inte

in the least degree with the plans and decisions of the

commander-in-chief; but at this supreme moment, when

by an unheard of fatality 80,000 men appeared to he

reduced to the peril of death without the meai

fighting, he remembered that he was the sover

that he was in charge of souls, and that he ought not

to allow men, who might live to serve their count

some future time, to be massacred under his eyes.
1

Napoleon III. sent one of his aides-de-camp 1

cend the citadel, there to assure himself of the actual

state of things. The officer executed his task with the

greatest difficulty. The citadel, as well as the sti

was gorged with soldiers who had taken refuge tl

The report of the aide-de-camp confirmed thos

the generals. Consequently the Emperor sent Ge
Lebrun to General de Wimpffen, with the advice

lie should ask for a suspension of hostilities, wl

would give time to collect the wounded and to tal«

counsel.
1 General Lebrun not returning, the number of vi<

tims increasing every moment, the Emperor assunn

the responsibility of hoisting the flag of truce. K
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>n III. understood the gravity of the responsibility chap.

imch he was incurring, and foresaw the accusations that .

™*

>uld be raised against him. The situation rose before

11 in all its sadness, and the remembrance of a glorious

st appeared in contrast to add to the bitterness of the

esent. How would men admit that the army of Se-

stopol and of Solferino had been compelled to lay
>wn its arms ? How would it be made clear that, con-

i ied in a narrow space, the more numerous the troops
e greater must be the confusion ; and, therefore, that

e chance of re-establishing discipline, in order to con-

rue the fight, was diminished ? The prestige of the

•ench army was about to disappear at a blow ; and in

e presence of an unexampled calamity the Emperor,
beit a stranger to the resolutions which had led to it,

ould stand alone responsible in the sight of the world

r the disasters the war was about to produce. And,
1 though in this supreme hour nothing should be

anting to the gravity of the situation, General de

/rnipffen sent his resignation to the Emperor. Thus

lis routed army was about to find itself without a chief

id guide, when the greatest energy was indispensable

restore a little order, and to treat, with some chance

success, with the enemy. General de Wimpffen's

Bsignation was not accepted ; and the commander-in-

lief was made to understand that, having commanded

uring the battle, his duty obliged him not to desert

is post under these critical circumstances. 1

; While the white flag was being hoisted a Prussian

fncer demanded to be led to head-quarters. By him

1 The conduct of General de of this officer, to whose incapacity

Vimpffen -was exposed by General and vanity the capitulation was due.

hicrot, and the rest of the generals Had Ducrot remained in command
rho were at Sedan, at the De Cas- the army would have effected a safe

agnac trial ;
while not a single com- retreat. (See Appendix XI.)

anion in arms appeared in favour
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\a made known that his sovereign was at the gate*

-* of the town. On the other hand, the King of Prussia

torant of the fact that Napoleon III. was with

the walls of Sudan. Under these circumstances the

Emperor decided that the only step that remained

for him to take was to address himself directly to the

j n of North Germany. It had been so often

repeated in the papers that the King of Prussia was
•

making war against France, but only against the Ein

. that Napoleon III. was convinced that on dis-

pearing from the scene and placing himself in the

hands of the conqueror lie would obtain less disadvan-

tageoua conditions for the army, and at the same time

facilitate the conclusion of a peace by the Regent. He
. a letter by one of his aides-de-camp to the

King of Prussia, by which he placed his sword in his

hands,
* The King, surrounded by his staff, received General

Reille, and appeared to be astonished when he found

that the letter did not announce the capitulation of

the town and army; but having been informed that

era] de Wimpffen was the commander-in-chief, lie

requested his presence at the Prussian head-quai
that evening.'

The hard terms on which General Moltke first insisted

were not modified in the least particular by the passion-

Honuear moo Frere,—N'ayant quelles nous nous rencont:

i niuurir wa mil itu de mes j'accepte Tep^e de votre Majesty,
•

plus qifa iv- et je la prie de vouloir bieu nunmier

mains de un de vos officiers, muni de vos

Je raildi ?otre Ma- pU-ing pouvoirs, pour traiter de la

capitulation de Tarm6e qui »\
1 Napoleon.' bravement battue sous vos oi

1 »•• nion cote" j'ai ddsigne" le g6n&
epBed:— dc Moltke a 'cet etfet. Je suis

inaetur mon Frere,—En re- vutre Majesty le bon frere,
nit lei circon<tanees dans les- ' Guillaumb.'
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ate pleading of the French commander ;
and then Na- chap

poleon, who believed in the generosity of King William, - ^
went forth, on His Majesty's invitation, to plead for

his vanquished soldiers. The Emperor tells his own

story :
—

'On the morning of September 2 Napoleon III.,

attended by the Prince de la Moskowa, entered a droski

drawn by two horses and drove to the Prussian lines.

General Eeille preceded him on horseback, in order to

warn the Count de Bismarck of his arrival. Eeckoning

upon returning to the town, he took no leave of the

troops, nor of the battalion of grenadiers, nor of the

Cent Gardes who were his habitual guard. When the

portcullis of the south gate of Sedan was lowered, the

zouaves who were on guard there saluted him with the

cry of " Vive l'Empereur !

"
It was the final adieu that

was to fall upon his ears. Arrived within a quarter of

a league of Donchery, and not wishing to go to the

Prussian head-quarters, the Emperor stopped at a little

roadside house, and waited there for the Chancellor of

the Confederation of the North. The Chancellor, in-

formed by General Eeille, soon arrived.
' The conversation began on the French army, which

was the vitally urgent topic. The Count de Bismarck

stated that General Moltke alone was empowered to

discuss that question. Then the Count asked the Em-

peror if he was prepared to open peace negotiations.

The Emperor replied that his present position prevented
him from touching on the subject ; that the Eegent

being in Paris with the Ministers and the Chambers,

could, independently of him, negotiate for this object,

so desirable for all.

' "
But," the Chancellor of the Confederation pursued,

" the French, with their character as I understand it,

VOL. IV. L L
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R »0K will never forgive US our successes. The peace can
XIV.

^ onlv a truce.

'"Ifthe conditions proposed by Prussia," the Empero

replied, "are marked by that generosity which th

Emperor Alexander showed in 1815, the peace to b

concluded may be durable."
• When ILdeMoltke arrived, Napoleon HE. requestec

thai nothing might be decided before the interview

was about to have with the King, since he hoped t<

obtain from His Majesty some concessions in favour o

the army. M. de Moltke promised nothing. He onh

announced that he was about to repair to Vend

where the King of Prussia was ; and the Count <$

Bismarck invited the Emperor to go to the Chateau d<

Bellevue, which had been chosen as the place of meet

ing. It became manifest that it would be put off unti

after the signature of the capitulation.
1

During this time General de Wimpflen had sum

moned a council of war, at which about thirty-twj
era] officers were present; and these unanimously

ording to General Wimpffen's official report, declare!

that it was impossible to continue the struggle, and tha

th-" capitulation was a hard but an absolute necessity^
commander-in-chief of the French army soo|

.\n\ at Bellevue, and in a room on the ground flooi

iussed with Generals de Moltke, de Podbielski, am
nt de Bismarck the clauses of the capitulation

When it was signed,
< General de Wimpflen communicate"

its terms to the Emperor, who was above. A fell

minutes later the King of Prussia arrived on horseback

ompanied by the Prince Royal and followed by 1

officers.

'Three years had elapsed since the sovereigns m
1 Two ponernls afterwards protested, pretending that they had oppo

the Cftpil illation. 1
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France and Prussia had met, under very different cir- chap.

cumstances. William III. had gone to Paris with the • ^~

Emperor of Eussia during the Universal Exhibition ;

and Napoleon III. had done the honours of the capital,

Krilliant

with the competing industries of the universe,

ith the marvels which prosperity engenders, and by
le presence of many of the sovereigns of Europe,

o-day, betrayed by fortune, Napoleon III. had lost all,

and had come to place in the conqueror's hands the only

thing that was left to him—his liberty.
' The King of Prussia, as he wrote to his Consort,

comparing in his mind the present position of the

Emperor with that he occupied when he had last seen

him, expressed to him his strong sympathy under his

misfortunes, which he attributed, he said, to imprudent
counsel. 1 He declared nevertheless that it was im-

possible to afford better conditions to the army. He
informed the Emperor that he had chosen the palace of

Willielmshohe, near Cassel, as his residence. Then the

Prince Eoyal advanced and shook him affectionately by
the hand, and in a quarter of an hour the King retired.

The Emperor was permitted to send a telegram in

cypher to the Empress. In this despatch he announced

the events that had happened, and advised her to

negotiate a peace.'

Peace on easy terms compared with those of the

following year might then have been obtained by the

Empress, with the support of the Emperor of Eussia
;

but the Opposition had won their game, and on Sep-
tember 4, the day of their victory and of General

Trochu's shameless defection, Prance was embarked on

a second and much more disastrous campaign than the

first had been.

1 The Prince also bore testimony to the great dignity of the Emperor
during the interview.

ll2
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According to the Emperor's account, M. de Bismarck

_,' - drew General Castelnau aside while the sovereigns were

1 1 igether, and begged him not to put faith in the reports

pf the newspapers that the King had said he was making
war only against the Emperor. The King, he said,

naturally fought against the army and its chief, while

he had a weapon in his hand, but that he had never

ex pressed his intention of upsetting a dynasty which-,

according to him, was the best for France and for

ope.
1

It was arranged that the Emperor should

remain at Bellevue until he could be conducted to

Germany through Belgium. He left on September 3,

accompanied by one of the King's aides-de-camp and a

squadron of hussars, passing through the Prussian lines.

Ee arrived that night at Bouillon, where he was received

witli marks of sympathy, and on the morrow he slept at

Verviers.

On the morning of the 5th, the Emperor relates, he

heard of the revolution in Paris.
1 Thus the misfortunes of the campaign of 1870 were

to be centupled. No regular government to gather

together the forces of the country and show the enemy
an entire people united for its defence ; no regular

government with authority to conclude an honourable

peace with the help of the neutral Powers. France is

about to be given over to a fanatical demagogy, that

will uselessly spill torrents of blood and waste the

lourcefl of the country, to end in a shameful peace.'
It was under the weight of these sad presentiments

1 See General Pajol's pamphlet on tions
;
Des Causes qui out amene" la

Sedan
; The Ommam in Franrc, by Capitulation de Sedan, par un officier

and Edward*; General Du- attache" a l'Etat Major-General ;
Field

U de Sedan
; General de Marshal Count Moltke, by Professor

ffen'fl pamphlet; the French W. Muller, translated by Percy E.

Official Enquiry into the Capitula- Pinkerton, London, l88o;&c.
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that the Emperor, separated from his son,
1 and doubtful chap.

as to the fate which might be awaiting the Empress, —,—_

arrived, on the evening of the 5th (September 5), at his

splendid prison. He was received at the station by the

civil and military governors of the province, and through-
out his captivity was treated with scrupulous respect.

The Prince Imperial had been conducted to England via Belgium,
id was safe at Hastings.
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CHAPTER IV.

CIIISLEIIURST.

K Napoleon III. remained at Wilhelmshohe from Septem-

.
- ber 5, 1870, to March 19, 187 1. On the eve of his

arrival he had learned that a revolution had broken

out in Paris
; on the day of his departure the news of

the triumph of the Commune reached him.

He watched the progress of the war and of the revo-

lution in Paris with the ardour of a patriot, and not

with the impatience of a dethroned sovereign anxious

to regain his crown. He laid it down as a principle to

guide himself, and all who remained true to him, that the

Government of National Defence, since it had usurped

supreme power, should be left to do its work un-

molested by agitations from without. In ' Les Principes,

par mi ancien Diplomate,' where he cast his observations

and reflections into a methodical literary form, as his

wont was. lie denounced the weakness and baseness of

the Governments that hastened to recognise the heroes

of September 4 before they had received any sanction

whatever from the country. To acknowledge a revolu-

tionary government which a nation has formally ac-

cepted was just to his mind
; but to hasten to desert a

faithful ally, and to sacrifice treaties won with some of

its best blood, as England did, was to play a bad part.
'On September 4,' said the Emperor,

* there was in

Prance a government chosen by the free vote of the

nation, and not an insurrection. Four times the nation
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had solemnly accepted it. All the Powers of Europe
had not only recognised this government, but had been

pleased to value their intimate relations with it. Hardly
three years had elapsed since nearly all the sovereigns
of Europe had journeyed to Paris to greet the chief of

the nation. It was a splendid festival—an act of

solemn homage accorded to the power of the heir of

Napoleon L, a consecration of his dynastic rights
—and

yet, when a petty faction, emboldened by the treason of

the principal military chiefs, upset this government,
which was much more occupied with the defence of the

country than with its own existence, a sad and extra-

ordinary spectacle presented itself.

4 All the Powers kept the same ambassadors and

ministers in Paris, and offered the protestations of

friendship to the revolution which had the day before

been tendered to the legitimate government. They thus

sanctioned the illegal acts of the jDarty chiefs who had

seized the reins by the favour of General Trochu's

defection and that of a minority of the Chamber. They
witnessed unmoved the disorganisation of the public

administration, and assisted at that subversive propa-

ganda which was to produce civil war with its worst

barbarities, and the destruction of the monuments of the

capital of arts and civilisation. The English Cabinet

was seen, forgetting all the memories of an intimate

alliance, giving orders to its representative not to follow

the Empress Kegent if she transferred the seat of govern-
ment from Paris, and a few weeks later directing its

ambassador to follow MM. Gambetta, Cremieux, and

Company to Tours.' x

1 This direction is given in a Empress/ eaid Lord Granville,

despatch from Lord Granville to 'should decide to withdraw from

Lord Lyons, dated September 5, Paris, in order to maintain the

1870. 'In case Her Majesty the Imperial Government even with a
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iook The first public act of the Emperor during his

;
xn _ captivity was in the form of a letter to General

Wimpffen in reply to his report on the battle of Sedan.

It was short and sharp :
—

•

< feneral,
—I have read your official report on the

battle of Sedan. It contains two assertions which 1

contradict. If I did not accede to your appeal to cut

our way out towards Carignan, it was because it was

impracticable, as experience proved to you ;
and the

attempt, as I foresaw, would only sacrifice the life of

many soldiers. I consented to hoist the white flag only

when, in the opinion of all the commanders of army
corps, further resistance had become impossible. I

cannot, therefore, have impeded your means of action.
4

Believe, General, in my sentiments.
' Napoleon.'

Later a Council of Enquiry, with Marshal Paraguay
d'Hilliers at its head, had been appointed in France to

investigate tin 1 eireumstances under which the series of

capitulations of the war had been made. Its report was

issued in May, 1872. Its conclusions showed the heat

and prejudice of the time, under which men's minds

were unhinged. Several commanders were dismissed the

lervice. The fate of Uhrioh, Bazaine, and others is only
tOO well known. As regards Sedan the whole blame was
laid upon the Emperor. He replied in the following

letter, addressed to the generals who were at the

capitulation :—
4

General,—I am responsible to the country, and I

pon will under be called upon to give your advice or

frenmitaitUM accompany Her help.—Granvilu:.' EDfl Excellency
but yon will do all that left the Austrian and Italian atu-

Hm in your power to contribute to bassadors to perform even thesQ
her safety and comfort, if you should small courtesies.
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can accept no judgment save that of the nation regu- chap.

larly consulted. Nor is it for me to pass an opinion on ^—
the report of the commission on the capitulation of

Sedan. I shall only remind the principal witnesses of

that catastrophe of the critical position in which we
found ourselves. The army, commanded by the Duke
of Magenta, nobly did its duty and fought heroically

against an enemy of twice its numbers. When driven

back to the walls of the town and into the town itself,

14,000 dead and wounded covered the field of battle,

and I saw that to contest the position any longer was

an act of desperation. The honour of the army having
been saved by the bravery which had been shown, I

then exercised my sovereign right and gave orders to

hoist a flag of truce. I claim the entire responsibility

of that act. The immolation of 60,000 men could not

have saved France, and the sublime devotion of her chiefs

and soldiers would have been uselessly sacrificed. We
obeyed a cruel but inexorable necessity. My heart was

broken, but my conscience was tranquil. Napoleon.

'Camden Place: May 12, 1872.'

How all the unjust and ungenerous commentaries

on the great act of moral courage with which the

Emperor closed his reign ate into his heart, albeit no

angry complaint escaped him, from the day he left

France until he died, was made known by his last

words.

The life of Wilhelmshohe was sad and silent. Its

dreary monotony was broken only once, when the

devoted Empress travelled thither to throw herself into

the arms of her husband and comfort him.

The Emperor rose even before daylight, and the

lights in his window might be often seen far into the night.

How he wrote and studied, even under the calamity
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which had delivered him a prisoner into the ham

the enemy who had spread a nel for him years bei

his posthumous writings bear witness. His work oi

military forces of Prance since 1852 was one thai alone

would have taxed all the power of* a man of less me

energy than the Emperor. But he pursued also

artillery and other scientific Btudies, wrote on the poli-

tical diama enacting in France, gave fresh forms to

old ideas on the settlement <>i" international disputes

arbitration, and even made experiments for the economy
of heat, in houses.1

It was irom the palatial prison of

Wilhelmshdhe that he addressed his last proclamation

to the French people —

Frenchmen,' he said, 'betrayed by fortune, I b

since my captivity, observed the profound silence which

is the mourning of misfortune. While the armies were

to hoe I refrained from all word- or steps thai

might divide men's minds. I cannot now hold my
peace, in the presence of the d of the country,
without appearing insensible to its sufferings.

the moment when I was compelled to u'ive myself

up a prisoner I could not treat tor peace. Being no longer

free, my resolution would have appeared to he dictated

by personal considerations. 1 left to the Government of

the Regent, established in Paris with the Chambers, the

duty of deciding whether the interests of the nation

demanded tin' continuation of the
Struggle.

1
I from tin- Lower roome, where ri< h

atfon <»n ili'- Loan to
people li\<-, mighl be made to warm

. nf which ih* h;i<i the garrete of the poor folk of the

rked appermoel
to in.' that it had often occurred 10 worthy of the

was lott in I'ari.s h.-r ii.valid bed (OH w hicli the P

mighl 1... I,,, born) to l:

*"l"i inMahatHlnaai B.J.
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'In spite of unheard of reverse*, France was not

conquered. Our strong places were Intact, lew depart-
ments were invaded, Paris was in a state of defence, and

the extent of our misfortunes could be limited.

' But while all men's eyes were turned towards the

enemy, an insurrection broke out in Paris. The seat of

the national representatives was violated ;
tlie safety of

the Empress was menaced
;

a government installed itself

by a surprise at the Hotel <le Ville
;
and the Empire,

which all the nation had just acclaimed for the third

time, deserted by those who were bound to defend it,

-

upset.

'Giving truce to my just resentment,! exclaimed,
k - What matters the dynasty if the country can be

d?" and, instead of protesting against the violation

of the law, my prayers wen to tin; national de-

fence, and I have admired the patriotic devotion which

the sons of all classes and all parties have shown.
• Now that the struggle is suspended, that the

capital, in spite of a heroic ince, has fallen, and

that all national hope of victory has vanished, it is time

to ask for an account from those who have usurped

power, of the blood spilt uin
ily,

of the ruins

piled up without reason, and of the resources of the

»
country squandered without authority.

'The destinies of France cannot be given up to an

unauthorised Government, which, alter disorganising
the administration of the State, has not lei't standing a

jle authority emanating from universal suffrage. A
nation cannot Longer obey those who have no right to

command. Order, confider <-, will L

established only after the people shall have been con-

sulted by the Government which is best fitted to repair
the misfortunes of the country.

• Under the solemn circumstances in which we find
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BOOK ourselves, in the face of the invasion and of Europe on

_
xn

l_ the watch, it is important that France should be united

in her aspirations, in her desires as in her resolutions.

This is the end to which all the efforts of good citizens

should tend.

1 For myself, grievously wounded by so many in-

justices and bitter deceptions, I do not stand forward

to-day to claim the rights which four times in twenty
i ra you have freely conferred upon me. In the presence

of the calamities that encompass us there is no room for

personal ambition ; but so long as the people, regularly

convoked, have not manifested their will, my duty will

be to address myself to the nation as its real repr<

tative, and to say to her, "All that is done without

your direct authority is unlawful."
1 There is only one Government, the creation of the

national sovereignty, which, standing above the egotisms
of party, has the strength to heal your wounds, to re-

open your hearts to hope, as the profaned churches will

be to our prayers, and to bring back work, and concord,
and peace to the bosom of the country. Napoleon.

' Wilhelmshohe : February 8, 1871.'

The Emperor believed that universal suffrage would
redress his wrongs, confound his calumniators, and re-

erect the Empire. He was confident that the millions

of the people who had responded to his appeal in the

spring of 1870, were still true to him. But when the

news of the elections reached him at Chislehurst he was

overwhelmed with grief. He uttered not a single com-

plaint. It is not on record that he gave way even mo-

mentarily to anger; but he was struck to the heart, for

lie truly loved the people from whom the blow pro-
led. For some days he remained in deep melanch oly ;

and then hia patient spirit reasserted itself, and he
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turned to his little study by his bedroom, where he chap,

worked, with the portraits of the Empress and Prince

Imperial on the desk before him, at his dreams for the

good of the many who had just spurned him.

The Emperor, grown grey and old, landed at Dover

on March 20, 1871, and was enthusiastically received

by an immense crowd, shouting,
' Vive l'Empereur ! Vive

l'lmperatrice !

' The Empress and the Prince Imperial
were there to receive him, and they threw themselves

into his arms as he landed, while many of his old friends

and members of his Court pressed around him. He was

cheered by the warmth of his English welcome. On

April 3 the Queen paid him a friendly visit. On

August 15, his birthday, Chislehurst was alive with

visitors from France, and gay with floral offerings and

tokens of the remembrance and loyalty of officers of the

Imperial Guard from Paris. In September he went

with the Prince to Torquay, while the Empress paid her

mother a visit in Spain ;
and in his journey thither, and

on his return in the following month, he was received

at the stations with demonstrations of sympathy. These

were renewed wherever he appeared in public, as at a

review of the Woolwich garrison, or when he watched

the thanksgiving progress of the Prince of Wales to St.

Paul's. This warm welcome to the old land of exile

soothed, but could not cure, the melancholy of the life

at Chislehurst. The Emperor's comfort lay in the de-

votion of the Empress, and in the noble qualities he

marked in his son ;
his strength, in the capacity to em-

ploy every hour of his day.

His disease had been aggravated by the physical
exhaustion of the campaign, and especially by the hours

he had spent in the saddle at Sedan, so that he moved
little beyond the bounds of the park about Camden
Place. He went in the summer of 1872 to the Isle of

IV.
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Wight, but the good gained was only temporary, He
would walk by the hour up and down the long corridor I

of Camden Place with his arm on the young Prin

shoulder, while he talked with him of men and things,

inculcating those kindly sentiments and generous i<

which time has already compelled his enemies to com

to him. After the midday breakfast, at which the little

Court met for the first time in the day, he would sit in

the morning room in his arm-chair (the arms suppoi

by eagles) by the wood fire, and talk cheerfully with the

Empress or with any visitors who had come. It was a

pmall circle in which the Imperial couple moved, but

it was one of steadfast friends. The Duke de Bassano

and his son, the Clarys, Drs. de Corvisart and Conneau,

August in Filon, the tutor and beloved friend of the

Prince Imperial, and Pietri, were of the household ; and

many staunch adherents, the chief among them being M.

Bouher, were constantly on the road betwreen Paris and

Chislehurst. The Emperor talked willingly and freely
of the remote past, but was a listener when contempo-

rary politics were brought before him. If he interfered it

I to advise moderation or to protest against reprisals.
When If. Guizot behaved unhandsomely in regard to

the Emperor, in some letters published in the 'Tunes'
after Sedan, the Empress, in her just indignation,

telegraphed to the Emperor at Wilhelmshohe, saying
she had the correspondence between the Ghiizots and

the Emperor, which showed them to be his '

oblig
and proposed to publish it, The Emperor telegraphed
back :

'
I forbid you to mention a word of it. M. Guizot

is an illustrious Frenchman. I have helped him. I do
not confer favours in order that they may become arms

against my enemies. Not a word.' 1

1
' «ty did not prevent press after the Emperor's death with

M. Guizot from
distressing the Em- threats of a lawsuit to compel her
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Sometimes the afternoon would be occupied going chap.

over family papers, the Emperor sitting quietly by
while his consort or one of the gentlemen in attendance

read them, and now and then interrupting with some

anecdote the readings recalled or some reflection they

suggested. One afternoon the letters of Queen Hortense

were examined, M. Filon assisting and the Emperor

reading passages here and there. Of the Queen's de-

scription of his uncle's manners and sharp words the

Emperor remarked that nobody had succeeded in

describing Napoleon I. like his mother. He went on

to say that the best portraits of Napoleon were by
women. Thiers had failed to present an image of the

living man. Sometimes the conversation fell on a passing

event in Paris that had particularly moved the Emperor.
The re-naming the Rue du 10 Decembre the Rue du

4 Septembre struck him as monstrous, inasmuch as

to receive "back the money His Ma- connues
;

s'il 1'avait contemple" mo-

jesty had given to the younger Guizot. deste pendant la prosperity, auguste

He also let it be known that he would pendant l'infortune—il aurait fait

have to sell a valuable picture to be mieux que lui rendre justice : il 1'eut

rid of the obligation. In any case aime.'—M. Emile Olivier's Speech,

he considered himself free to lead a preparedfor his reception as a mem-

bitter opposition to the reading of beroftheAcademieFravgaise,~Ma.rc}i 7

M. Olivier's reception speech at the 1874.

Academy, because it comprehended When the Empress went to the

a manly vindication of the Emperor's Institute to hear Father Lacordaire's

character. In M. Olivier's address reception speech, she was received

the following passage occurred :
'
S'il officially by M. Guizot, and she was

^avait approche davantage, s'il avait charmed by his grave courtesy. On

eprouve son grand coeur, son esprit the other hand fhe was angry with

forme de charme et de justesse, la her favourite preacher, Lacordaire,

douceur de sa Majeste paisible j
s'il for his attack on the Empire. As

etait devenu le confident de ses pen- she retired she said to Count Baccioc-

sees uniquement tournees au bien chi, who was in attendance :
' Au-

public et au soulagement de ceux qui jourd'hui j'ai perdu un prejugg et

souffrent
;

s'il avait £te temoin de la une illusion.' The prejudice M.

lovaute" avec laquelle il a fonde* et Guizot certainly did his utmost to

mis en pratique les institutions les revive,

plus libres que notre pays ait encore

IV
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December 10 was the date when the nation had electee

_?!b_ their President, whereas September 4 was the date

111 unlawful usurpation. On this he made a note

the effect that he had left the historical monu-

ments untouched, with the emblems and names of the

Bourbons upon them. 1 Even the Pont Louis-Philippe.

which he had rebuilt, he left with the name of the

Citi/en King upon it.

The most notable, however, of the afternoon conver-

sations at Chislehurst was that in which the Emperor
•wed his discussion with the late Mr. Thornton Hunt

on the idea of an International Arbitration Congress, that

had formed the subject of an interview at the Tuileriei

in March, 1865. Mr. Hunt has described how, on being
introduced to the Emperor at the Tuileries, he was

ick with his quiet dignity and the affability of his

address in conversation. 'Seated near Napoleon III.,

and exactly opposite him,' Mr. Hunt remarked,
4
I lis-

tened attentively to his observations, and willingly

answered his questions. Many subjects were touched

upon, but throughout I remarked the Emperor's fixed

resolve to remain in perfect harmony with England. We
soon turned, however, to our most important subject

—
the question of periodical congresses of the Powers, a

tem which the Emperor had been the first to propose
in his letter to the Queen of England, dated November 4,

1863. In this letter he emitted the idea of an Inter-

' Oim.ien Tlace, Chislehurst.
susp.-ndil v\\ fey dans la cite" a Ye

'

L'I'.n
j»
ereur a laisse" aux monu- qui Be Qommait Pont Louis-Philipf

ments hi.st(tri(|ii.'s,c(»inmp a X't-rsullt's LTSmpereur la yemplace" par un

parexample, lee annee etleeemblemea perbe pont en pierre, II 6tait ju*
delamaiaonde Bourbon. Lesplaoes de lui donner un nouveau nom.

puWquei ont eoneerW Kaa statues de bien, l
r

Empeieur a voulu que ce nc

Louis XIV ft Henri IV. Learuea veau pont conservat le nom de Poni

rappelunt lea regnei presidents n'ont Louie-Philippe.' Manuscript note of

pas <§te* el the Emperor, CEwre$ Posthumes.

plus, il existait un pont
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national Council, the duty of which would be to watch chap.

over the affairs of Europe, to follow and study the

various phases which the relations of State to State

might assume, and to interpret and explain treaties.'

The plan, it was remarked by the English Govern-

ment, had been suggested by Lord Clarendon at the

Congress of Paris, in the event of any difference occur-

ring between the Ottoman Porte and one of the signatory
Powers. The Emperor enlarged it and made it of

general application, recommending the meeting of his

International Council at fixed dates—say, every ten

years
—and the gradual formation of a code of inter-

national law. He even dreamed of an eventual inter-

national parliament, charged with the formation of

general laws for the government of the relations of

States.

When Mr. Hunt returned to London he found that

the idea was coldly received in official circles. Lord

Palmerston tossed it aside as impracticable, or as full of

risks and dangers. But afterwards Mr. Hunt persuaded
several English statesmen to give serious attention to

the Emperor's
'

great idea.' So encouraging, indeed,

were they that he obtained an interview with the Em-

peror at Chislehurst, to beg him to write a work on the

subject.
' I was struck,' Mr. Hunt said,

' with the change in

him. He was grave and more reserved, but he listened

to me with attention, appearing to weigh each word
that I uttered, and following the details as I unfolded

them. I concluded from our interview that the Em-

peror would write the book if he found it possible,

which he appeared to doubt.' He attributed the Em-

peror's hesitation to his disinclination to touch on many
questions which such a work must involve, but in not

many weeks afterwards he knew that it was the shadow
VOL. IV. M M
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book of death which had prevented His Majesty from seeing
_' _^ liis way.

1 In an] Mr. Hunt concludes,
' as I have offcei

remarked,
1 the day will come when the world will

rejoice in the inauguration of this institution, which u

wanting to our civilisation—u
tlic International Council'

—and then, if gratitude still exists in men. humanity will

remember that the exile of Chislehurst, Napoleon III.

was the founder of this court of legislation and 01

.1 appeal of the nations/

At the close of 1872 the Emperor's medical advised

»eed that an operation had become necessary, and it

was fixed for January 2. Two operations were

-fully carried out, but the state of the patient
to serious doubts as to the ultimate results.

On the evening of January cS the Emperor's casl

appeared more hopeful than on any previous day since

the operations began. He slept peacefully throug]

night, watched by turns by MM. Conneau, Filon, Clary
and thi' doctors. I le was able to rise from Ids bed in

the morning, and felt relieved. Another, and it waJ

hoped a final, operation was to take place at noon. The

Empress had visited him as usual. Al half-past ten

Sir HenryThompson approached him. A sudden change
became apparent. The strong regular pulse fell rapidly
the action of the heart failed. The doctors were alarmed,

and in a few moments the Empress was at her husband's

bedside, but he did not recognise her. Some stimulant!

were administered, and the patient rallied for a moi
And then the Abbe' Goddard administered the last sacra-

ments of the Church, amid the weeping of the kneeling
tlemen and ladies of the household, who had gathered
ut the death-bed. When the Empress Leant

1 CEuvrei Porthumet, letter from Thornton Hunt to the Count dv la

( 'hapelle, p. 1 38.
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!V
him and embraced him the Emperor's eyes fell upon his cn.u

wife
;
he could not speak audibly, but he raised his lips

to kiss the devoted and heroic companion he had taken

to his heart at the height of his glory, and who had

feomforted his exile; and then he passed into his long

sleep. He had breathed his last when his son arrived

from Woolwich. It was a quarter past eleven on the

9th day of January, 1873.
1

The Emperor's last words, faintly addressed to Dr.

Conneau, were :

' Etiez-vous a Sedan ?
'

The poor young Prince arrived from Woolwich only
half an hour after his father had passed away. The

Empress met him at the door of the death chamber,
and taking him in her arms, cried :

* I have only you,

Louis, left.'

On the 10th a post-mortem examination was made,
and on the following day the body of the Emperor was

embalmed, and on the 13th it was enclosed in three

coffins and removed to the hall of Camden Place,

transformed into a chapelle ardente (see Appendix XII.)

The Empress and the Prince Imperial were visited by the

Prince of Wales and other members of the Royal Family,
mod received the most affectionate condolences from the

Queen. It was estimated that nearly 30,000 persons

passed before the coffin at the lying in state.

On the 15th the funeral in St. Mary's Church,

Chislehurst, took place.
2

The obsequies were simple, imposing by the extra-

ordinary throng of princes, dignitaries of the Empire,

1 The emotion with which the Italian cause, they voted a monument

Emperor'9 death was received in to him. In Paris crowds attended

Italy was universal. Italian cities the funeral mass said in many of the

sent messages of condolence to the churches.

Empress; the Royal Family went 2 For the Emperor's will and

into mourning ;
at Spoleto, where that of the Prince Imperial, see

the Emperor had first fought in the Appendix XIII.

m m 2
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BOOK of humble representative bodies of Frenchmen, of reprfl

-\
'

* sentatives of the Queen, and of foreign countries, of I

rehab, prefects, and working men, who walked bare-i

headed behind the coffin to the Roman Catholic village

church of Chislehurst—the gallant young Prince, whd
was destined six years later to be carried along the

same line of funeral march, leading the mourners.

The body of the Emperor wa.s afterwards deposited
in B sarcophagus, the gift of Queen Victoria; and

it]
lies at Chislehurst, surmounted by the banner which I

floated at Windsor over His Majesty's stall as Knight
<>f the Garter. Opposite the tomb of the father lie, still!

unburied, the remains of the son whom he love

well, and who was so entirely worthy of his love.

For her beloved husband and son the grief-stricken
widow and mother is raising a mausoleum that shall

be worthy of their fame, and which will also com-

memorate her heroism under the heaviest blows that

have fallen upon one human heart in modern tiim

THE KM)
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Mr. Kinglake's Fourteenth Chapter.

Mr. Kinglake has printed his chapter on Napoleon III. and API'

the coup d'etat, in the sixth edition of his 'Invasion of the
, ]\

Crimea,' with the following prefatory note :
— * Not a word of

this chapter has been changed since the day of its original

publication in January, 1863, when the French Emperor was at

the height of his power.'

When we have considered the number of misstatements,

inventions, calumnies, and false conclusions which Mr. King-
lake's famous Fourteenth Chapter comprehends, we must re-

main astonished at the audacity of this defiant statement.
4 C'est ignoble !

'

cried the Emperor, when he had read Mr.

Kinglake's laboured lampoon. It was ignoble to collect the

mendacious statements of a man's avowed enemies, to affect to

derive the most damning facts against him from anonymous
friends, to suppress every anecdote or event in his favour, and

at the same time to use, as fact, every malevolent rumour or

item of the scandalous gossip of the scattered Burgraves. Mr.

Kinglake was sharply taken to task in 1863 for his studied

libel on the character of a Sovereign who had remained loyal

in his alliance with England, whose English friends were men
not in the habit of tolerating such a mean and dismal creature

as he had painted, and of whom he proved himself, in every

graphic page of his commentary, to be ignorant. Since 1863

proofs of Mr. Kinglake's blunders have accumulated on his

head
;
and yet he has not the candour to note them, much less

the fairness to obliterate them. It is with evident reluctance

that he even qualifies them, as in the following instance :
—

In his original text Mr. Kinglake remarks :
*

Partly upon

grounds of this sort, but more perhaps by the teaching of

universal fame, Paris came to believe—and, rightly or wrongly,
Paris still believes—that during the night of the 4th, and
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ATP. again during the night of the 5th, prisoners were shot in

L batches and thrown into pits.' In B note to his fifth edition

there is the following reluctant qualification of the above:—
k

I now have the name of a man—a man widely known and

forming part of Louis Napoleon's military entourage
—who

nt. -red the Dnion Club of Paris in a state of joyous e.\

in. nt. Baying, with exultation, that he had just been" assisting
"

at the shooting of 165 insurgents in the Champ de Mara,

// is right to 8ay that some time afterwards, when the fashion

his boasting had a little declined, the man said he might
have "

unpeu exagere."
1

It is a pity that Mr. Kinglake has not followed even the

mild example of the 'man widely known,' and confessed to a

little exaggeration at any rate. Why does the advocate of

Lord Raglan as the hero of the Crimean War withhold the name
of his authority; why, indeed, does he keep back the names

of all, or nearly all, his informants, and particularly that of

the informant who is generally credited with having supplied
him with the bulk of his brief against Prince Louis Napoleon—
a brief which he has thrust into that which he holds from

Lady Raglan, in defiance of overwhelming testimony against
the nefarious part in the Crimean War, or in the provocation of

the war, which he has thrust upon Napoleon III.?

A writer in * Fraser's Magazine,'
1 in the autumn of the

year when the first instalment of the ' Invasion of the Crimea
'

appeared, put the case between Mr. Kinglake, his critics, and

the public, with method and fairness. 'We presume,' said the

writer, 'Mr. Kinglake's ambition was to write a philosophieal

history, a defence of Lord Raglan, and a true military chronicle

His philosophical history is too biographical, his biography to

imaginative, and his military history too diffuse.' The writ*

then dissects some of the more important parts of Mr. Kin«

lak.-'s Fourteenth Chapter. He says, with justice: 'Thechapti
taken by itself, written by the Duke d'Aumale or Victor Hug«
would have astonished no one by its extravagance, and in

terested most people by its power. But in a history of th

< rimean War and defence of Lord Raglan, who was not a states

July, 1863.
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man, written by an English gentleman, not an exile, it is totally

deficient in all that we should expect from a Christian, a

philosopher, or a man of earnest and truthful research. It is,

moreover, wholly impertinent to the story. It occupies one

hundred and eleven pages, and goes into all those details which

malice, rage, or disappointment, male or female, political,

military, or financial, could invent. We cannot help thinking
that a ruined speculator, a literary Orleanist, a broken soldier

in Brussels, and a faded beauty, must have sat in committee to

accumulate facts for this wonderful chapter.'

If this committee had collected facts only, and had care-

fully authenticated each before putting it in its place in the

chapter, we could have quarrelled with the indictment only as

out of place, and as an unwarrantable break in the story of the

Crimean War ; but when we find them gloating over dirty

shreds and patches picked up anywhere, and presenting in the

bulk a ramassis as incongruous and unsavoury as the contents

of a chiffonnier's hotte, and presently bedizening the figure of an

honourable and illustrious man with the loques, we cry shame !

and it becomes a duty to warn the public against a deliberate

falsification of history.
4 The excuse for the performance,' the ' Fraser

'

writer re-

marks,
'
is that the moment after the coap d'etat the policy

of the French Government changed, in consequence of that

necessity under which an usurper lies to do something before

the world ; and that, in order to show who and what that

usurper was, it behoved our author to write upon the coup
d'etat. We deny that there was any necessity to do this

;
but

if we are wrong, we think that Mr. Kinglake should have

begun from 1848, which really was the source from which all

these evolutions sprang. Again, was Louis Napoleon the only

man who had made a coup d'etat or crushed Constitutional

Government? or was it, in fact, that in 1851 every monarch

in Europe, either by himself or by the aid of his neighbours,

had trodden out the hopes, the follies, and the crimes of 1 848 ?

Were Mr. Kinglake's friends in Austria guilty of no crimes in

Hungary and Italy which should call for a sensation chapter ?

And were panic and alarm, prompting to cruelty, experienced
in Paris alone ?

'
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a PP. These are very inconvenient questions, when addressed to

n - .Ions friend of Austria. Our concern, however, is with

particular counter-revolution it has pleased Mr. Kin

hrust into his * Invasion of the Crimea.'

II.

.:,
— Le differend qui s'est eleve entre Votre Majeste et la

< utomane en est venu a un tel point de gravite, que je
- devoir expliquer moi-meme directement a Votre Maj<

la part (pie la France a prise dans cette question et les moyens
- ntrevois d'ecarter les dangers que menacent le repos de

L'Europe.
* Is note <pie Votre .Majeste vient de faire remettre a mon

<i'>uvernement et a celui de la Reine Victoria tend a etablir

Le Bysteme de pression adopte des le debut par les deux

l'uissances maritimes a seul envenime la question. Elle aurait,

•ntraire, ce me semble, continue a demeurer une quasi

•abinet, si l'occupation des Principautes ne l'avait trans-

portee tout a coup du domaine de la discussion dans celui dea

Cependant les troupes de Votre Majeste une foi:

6ea en Valacliie, nous n'en avons pas moins engage la Port"

pas considerer cette occupation comme un cas de guerre,

oignant ainai notre extreme desir de conciliation. Apres
re concerte avec l'Angleterre, l'Autriche, et la Prusse, j'ai

propose a Votre Majeste une note destinee a donner une satis-

LOD t'oniinniH'. Votre Majeste l'a acceptee. Mais a peine
—nous avertia de cette bonne nouvelle, que son ministre,

par des commentaires explicatifs, en detruisait tout l'effet con-

( iliant et nous empechait par la d'insister a Constantinople sur

son adoption pure et simple. De son cote la Porte avait

pmp,,>e a }>rojet de note des modifications que les quatre
Puiaaancea repr6aent6ea a Vienna ne trouverent pas inaccepta-

l'.lKs n'ont pas eu l'agrement de Votre Majeste. Alors

la Porte, blessee dans sa (lignite, menacee dans son inde-

", oberee par les efforts deja faits pour opposer une
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armee a celle de Votre Majeste, a mieux aime declarer la

guerre que de rester dans cet etat d'incertitude et d'abaisse-

ment. Elle avait reclame notre appui ; sa cause nous paraissait

juste; les escadres anglaise et francaise recurent l'ordre de

mouiller dans le Bosphore.
' Notre attitude vis-a-vis de la Turquie etait protectrice,

mais passive. Nous ne l'encouragions pas a la guerre. Nous

faisions sans cesse parvenir aux oreilles du Sultan des conseils

de paix et de moderation, persuades que c'etait le moyen
d'arriver a un accord ; et les quatre Puissances s'entendirent

de nouveau pour soumettre a Votre Majeste d'autres proposi-

tions. Votre Majeste, de son cote, montrant le calme qui nait

de la conscience de sa force, s'etait bornee a repousser, sur la

rive gauche du Danube comme en Asie, les attaques des Turcs ;

et avec la moderation digne du chef d'un grand empire, Elle

avait declare qu'Elle se tiendrait sur la defensive.
6

Jusque-la nous etions done, je dois le dire, spectateurs

interesses, mais simples spectateurs de la lutte, lorsque l'affaire

de Sinope vint nous forcer a prendre une position plus tranchee.

La France et l'Angleterre n'avaient pas cru utile d'envoyer

des troupes de debarquement au secours de la Turquie. Leur

drapeau n'etait done pas engage dans les conflits qui avaient

lieu sur la terre. Mais sur mer, c'etait bien different.

' II y avait a l'entree du Bosphore trois mille bouches a feu

dont la presence disait assez haut a la Turquie que les deux

premieres Puissances maritimes ne permettraient pas de l'at-

taquer sur mer. L'evenement de Sinope fut pour nous aussi

blessant qu'inattendu, car peu importe que les Turcs aient voulu

ou non faire passer des munitions de guerre sur le territoire

russe. En fait, des vaisseaux russes sont venus attaquer des

batiments turcs dans les eaux de la Turquie et mouilles tran-

quillement dans un port turc
;

ils les ont detruits, malgre
l'assurance de ne pas faire une guerre agressive, malgre le

voisinage de nos escadres. Ce n'etait plus notre politique qui
recevait la un echec, c'etait notre honneur militaire. Les

coups de canon de Sinope ont retenti douloureusement dans le

coeur de tous ceux qui en Angleterre et en France ont un vif

sentiment de la dignite nationale. On s'est eerie d'un commun
accord : Partout ou nos canons peuvent atteindre, nos allies
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doivent fctre rei De la l'ordre donnee a nos escadres I

ll - dYntrer dans l;i mer Noire et d'empecher par la force, s'il le I

fallait, ]«• ret our d'un serablable evenement. De la la notifiea-

: collective envoyee au cabinet de Saint-Petersbourg poor
lui BDnoncer que, si nous empechions les Turcs de porter une

guerre agresaive sur les cotes appartenant a la Russie, nous

protegeriona le ravitaillement de leurs troupes sur leur propre
territoire. Quant a la rtotte russe, en lui interdisant la navi-

mer Noire, nous la placions dans des conditions

arce qn'il unportait, pendant la duree de la guerre,
de conserverun gage qui put etre ^equivalent des parties occu-

dn territoire turc et faciliter la conclusion de la pais en

Tenant Le titre d'un echange desirable.
1

Voila, Sire, la suite reelle et 1'enchainement des faits. II

iair (pfarrives a ce point, ils doivent amener promptement
une entente definitive ou une rupture deeidee.
1 Votre Majeste a donne tant de preuves de sa sollicitude

pour le repos de TKurope, Elle y a contribue si puissamment
BOD intluence bienfaisante contre l'esprit de desordre, que je

Banraifl douter de sa resolution dans l'alternative qui ie

-ente a son choix. Si Votre Majeste desire autant que moi
une conclusion pacifique, quoi de plus simple que de declarer

qu'un armistice sera
eigne* aujonrd'hui, que les choses repren-

<lront leur cours diplomatique, que toute hostilite cesseraetque
tootefl les forces l>elligerantes se retireront des lieux ou des

irre les ont appelees?
* Aiusi 1,-s troupes russes abandonneraient les Principautes,
M eecadrea la mer Noire. Votre Majeste preferant traitei

directenient avec la Turquie, Elle nommerait un ambassadn
cierait avec un plenipotentiaire du Sultan un convei

! i°n q 1 '! umise a la conference des quatre Puissance!

Que Votre Majeste adopte ce plan, sur lequel la Reine d'Angh
tem et moi sommes parfaitement d'accord ;

la tranquillii
•lie et le monde satisfait. Rien, en effet, dans ce plan

qui ne soit digne de Votre Majeste, rien qui puisse blesser son

'' •">'• Mail si, par un motif difficile a comprendre, Votre

opposail un refus, alors la France, comme l'Angleterre,
if obligee de laisser an sort des armeset aux hasards de la

rre ce qui ponrrait etre decide aujourd'hui par la raison

et la JU81
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Que Voire Majeste ne pense pas que la moindre animosite APP.

puisse entrer dans rnon coeur
;

il n'eprouve d'autres sentiments

que ceux exprimes par Votre Majeste Elle-meme dans sa lettre

du iy Janvier 1853, lorsqu'Elle m'ecrivait: Nos relations doi-

vent etre sincerement amicales, reposer sur les memes intentions :

maintien de l'ordre, amour de la paix, respect aux traites et

bienveillance reciproque. Ce programme est digne du sou-

verain qui le tracait, et je n'hesite pas a l'affirmer, j'y suis

reste fidele.

4 Je prie Votre Majeste de croire a la sincerite de mes senti-

ments, et c'est dans ces sentiments que je suis, Sire,

'De Votre Majeste le bon ami,
' Napoleon.'

in.

'Messieurs les Senateurs, Messieurs les Deputes,—Depuis
votre derniere session, deux questions, vous le savez, ont preoc-

cupe le pays : l'insuffisance de la derniere recolte et les difficultes

exterieures ; mais ces deux questions, je me hate de le dire,

inspirent deja bien moins de craintes, parce que, malgre leur

gravite, on peut en mesurer et limiter Petendue.
' L'insuffisance de la recolte a ete estimee a environ dix

millions d'hectolitres de froment, representant une valeur de

pres de 300 millions de francs et le chargement de quatre mille

navires. Le gouvernement pouvait-il entreprendre l'achat de

ces dix millions d'hectolitres sur tous les points du globe, pour
venir ensuite les vendre sur tous les marches de France ?

L'experience et la sagesse disaient assez haut que cette mesure

eut ete environnee d'embarras presque insurmontables, d'in-

convenients et de dangers sans nombre. Le commerce seul

possedait les moyens financiers et materiels d'une aussi grande

operation. Le gouvernement a done fait la seul chose praticable :

il a encourage la liberte des transactions en delivrant le com-
merce des grains de toute entrave. Le prix eleve d'une denree

si necessaire a ralimentation generale est une calamite sans

doute, mais il n'etait ni possible, ni desirable meme de s'y

in.
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i . taut que le deficit n'etait pas comble; car, si le prix
IJI - du ble eut ete inferieur en France a celui des pays circonvoisins,

les marches etrangers eussent ete approvisionnes aux depens
not res. Cet etat de choses devait produire neanmoins un

malaise qu'on ne pouvait combattre que par Factivite du travail

par la charity publique. Le gouvernement s'est done eftbrce*

d'ouvrir. des le commencement de l'annee, des credits qui,

depassant de quelques millions seulement les ressources du

budget, ameneront, avec les concours des communes et des

compagnies, une masse de travaux evalues a pres de 400
millions, sans compter 2 millions aflfectes par le Ministre de

l'lnterieur aux etablissments de bienfaisance. En nieme temps,
les conseils generaux et municipaux, la charite privee faisaient

les plus louables sacrifices pour soulager les souffrances des

classes pauvres.
* Je recommande surf out a votre attention le systeme adopte

par la ville de Paris, car, s"il se repand, comme je l'espere, par
be la Prance, il previendra desormais, pour la valeur des

cereales, ces variations extremes qui, dans Pabondance, font

uir L'agricoltnre par le vil prix du ble, et, dans la disette,

font souffrir les classes necessiteuses par sa cherte excessive.

•me consiste a creer dans tous les grands centres de

population une institution de credit appelee Caisse de boulan-

gerie, <pii puisse donner, durant lesmois d'une mauvaise annexe,

le pain a un taux beaucoup moins eleve que la Mercuriale, sauf

bare payer un peu plus cher dans les annees de fertility.

Celles-cJ etant en general plus nornbreuses, on conpoit que la

Lpenaation s'opere facilement. On obtientanssi cet immenje

avantage de fonder des societes de credit, qui, au lieu de

pier d'autant plus que le pain est plus cher, sont interessees,
comme tout le monde, a ce qu'il devienne a bon marche, eat

(•(•ntrairement a ce qui a existe jusqu'a ce moment, elles fon

des benefices aux jours de fertilite et des pertes aux jours d

ttr.

* Je suis heureux de vous annoncer maintenant que sept
millions d'hectolitn-s de froment etranger sont deja livrrs a la

conaommation, inde*pendamment des quantitea en route <t an

entrep6t; qu'ainai Lea momenta les plus difficiles de la criae
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*
II est im fait remarquable qui m'a profondement touch e. APP.

Pendant cet hiver rigoureux, pas une accusation n'a ete dirigee .

JI •

contre le gouvernement, et le peuple a subi avec resignation

une souffrance qu'il etait assez juste pour imputer aux cir-

constances seules : preuve nouvelle de sa confiance en moi, et

de sa conviction que son bien-etre est avant tout l'objet de mes

preoccupations constantes. Mais la disette a peine finie, la

guerre commence.
* L'annee derniere, dans mon discours d'ouverture, je pro-

mettais de faire tous mes etTorts pour maintenir la paix et

rassurer l'Europe. J'ai tenu parole. Au fin d'eviter une lutte,

j'ai ete aussi loin que me le permettait l'honneur. L'Europe
sait maintenant, a n'en plus douter, que si la France tire l'epee,

c'est qu'elle y aura ete contrainte. Elle sait que la France n'a

aucune idee d'agrandissement : elle veut uniquement resister

a des empietements dangereux ; aussi, j'aime a le proclamer

hautement, le temps des conquetes est passe sans retour, car

ce n'est pas en reculant les limites de son territoire qu'une
nation peut desormais etre honoree et puissante ; c'est en se

mettant a la tete des idees genereuses, en faisant prevaloir

partout l'empire du droit et de la justice. Aussi voyez les

resultats d'une politique sans egoisme et sans arriere-pensee.

Voici l'Angleterre, cette ancienne rivale, qui resserre avec nous

les liens d'une alliance de jour en jour plus intime, parce que
les idees que nous defendons sont en meme temps celles du

peuple anglais.
'

L'Allemagne, que le souvenir des anciennes guerres rendait

encore deflante, et qui par cette raison donnait depuis quarante
ans peut-etre trop de preuves de deference a la politique du

cabinet de Saint-Petersbourg, a deja recouvre l'independance
de ses allures et regarde librement de quel cote se trouvent ses

interets. L'Autriche surtout, qui ne peut pas voir avec in-

difference les evenements qui se preparent, entrera dans notre

alliance, et viendra ainsi confirmer le caractere de moralite et

de justice de la guerre que nous entreprenons.
'

Voici, en effet, la question telle qu'elle s'engage. L'Europe

preoccupee de luttes intestines depuis quarante ans, rassuree

d'ailleurs par la moderation de l'Empereur Alexandre en 1815,

comme par celle de son successeur jusqu'a ce jour, semblait
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A it. ni'Voniuiitre le danger dont pouvait la menacer la Puis

IU -
.

<jui, par B68 envahissements successifs, embra

Nord et le Midi, qui possede presque exclusivement deux meri

interieurs, d'oii il est facile a ses armees et a ses flottrs de

Acer sur aotre civilisation. II a suffid'une pretention mal

fondle a Constantinople pour reveiller ['Europe endormie*

is avons vu, en effet, en Orient, an milieu d'une pafl

profonde, an souverain exiger tout a coup, de son voisin plus

faible, dea avantages nouveaux, et, parce qu'il ne les obtenail

. envahir deux de ses provinces. Seul, ce fait devait m
rnirs aux mains de ceux que L'iniquite* revolte; maia nous

Taut res raisons d'appuyer la Turquie. La Frame
a autant et peut-etre plus d'interets que l'Angleterre a oe que
I'influence de la Busede ne B'etende pas indefiniment sur Con-

stantinople, car regner sur Constantinople, e'est regner yur la

.Mi'tlitcrranee, et personne de vous, Messieurs, je le pane
(lira que l'Angleterre seule a de grands interets dans cette mer,

qui baigne trois cents lieues de nos cotes. D'ailleurs,

politique ne date pas d'hier; depuis des siecles, tout gouverne-
ment national en France l'a soutenue

; je ne la desert erai pas.

-i^ifonne vienne done plus nous dire, Qu'allez-vous faire

a Constantinople? Nous y allons avec l'Angleterre pour de-

Ire la cause du Sultan, et neanmoins pour protege r les

droits des diretiens ; nous y allons pour defendre la liberte des

men et noire juste influence dans la Mediterranee. Nous y

allons avec L'Allemagne pour l'aider a conserver le rang dont

on Bemble vouloir la faire descendre, pour assurer ses frontieres

cont re la preponderance (Tun voisin trop puissant. Nous y
allons rutin avec tous ceux qui veulent le triomphe du bon

droit, de la justice et de la civilisation.
* Dans cette circonstance, .Messieurs, comme dans toutefl

celles "ii je serai oblige* de faire appel au pays, je Buis sur d«

votre appui, car
j'ai toujoura trouve* en vous les Bentimen

aereux qui animent la nation. Aussi, fort de cet appui de I

noblesse de la can-.', de la Binc6rite* de nos alliances, et confian

Burtout dans la protection de Dieu, j'espere arriver bientoi

qu'il ne dependra plus de personne de troubi

impunen,
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IV

IV.

Letter from Napoleon to Queen Victoria. 1

6 Madam and very dear Sister,
—Your Majesty was right in aw.

thinking that the Empress and myself would feel a deep in-

terest in the happy event which has recently filled your mother's

heart with joy. It was only later that we learned the danger
run by the Princess Frederick William, and with Your Majesty
we rejoice that you are now fully reassured as to the health of

the Princess and her son.

• It is always with gratitude that I receive the counsels

which Your Majesty is pleased to give me, for I appreciate the

noble and friendly sentiments from which they spring, but I

would at the same time ask permission to tell you frankly what

the state of matters is. The story of what has been going on

for the last six or eight months is not a little curious.

* In the course of last summer I received from Italy, and

particularly from Sardinia, confidential communications, which

told me that the disquietude of Italy was such as could not fail

ere long to lead to insurrections. These were only prevented

from breaking out by the counsels of Piedmont ; nevertheless

the Sardinian Gfovernment intimated to me that it would be

difficult long to maintain this state of things, without holding
out to the just complaints which reached it a hope of early

redress ; that the position was one of so much tension, that

Piedmont would not draw back, even if it saw the way to do

so, from a war with Austria. I replied that I had always felt

warmly for Italy, but that my first duty was to my country and

to its interests ;
that the traditional policy of France had

always been opposed to the exclusive influence of Austria in

Italy ; that, nevertheless, my Government could not encourage
an aggressive line of conduct on the part of Piedmont, nor

support her in a struggle in which right would not be upon her

side
; but that, on the other hand, she might rely upon being

1 Martin's Life of the Prince Consort, vol. iv. p. 368.

VOL. IV. N N
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rigorously backed, either if attacked by Austria, or if she

une involved with this Power in a just and lawful war.

1 These 'pourparlers came to nothing (n'eurent pa* e?<

v*); but, towards November last, either because the un-

popular measures taken by Austria in Italy had roused menl

minds, or because indiscreet language had been held at Turin,

or, fatally, because a certain party had found its interesl in

[uieting public opinion, certain it is that all at once rumouJ
of war were spread on every side, founded both upon the con-

dition of peoples' minds in Italy and upon the state of <>ur

taons with Austria. In the hope of calming these appre-

Sj
I caused it to be announced in the 'Moniteur' that

there was nothing in our relations with foreign Powers to justify

Bueh Fears, Notwithstanding this, as if under the influence of

a real panic, everything continued to be construed in a warlike

sense. The conciliatory words to M. Hubner, the despatch td

Marseilles of six batteries (without men or horses) destined

for Algeria, the construction, as an experiment, of ten gun-
boats, carrying each one gun, the armament of two troop-ships

for the Algerine service, the purchase of some thousands of

llery horses to bring their number up to the peace footing]

finally, the progress made with the reconstruction of our artillery

ipment begun two years before— these were what were taken

>o many warlike Bymptoms; and, although there was in

nothing more, the persuasion to the contrary is so general,

that it would be difficult for me to persuade the public in

ace and abroad that I am not even now making immense

preparations for war. And yet at this very time simple

prudence seems to me to enjoin that I should do much more ;

on the one side, I cannot blind myself to the ill-will

thai surrounds me, and, on the other, for the last month I have

urgently appealed to by the King of Sardinia to mass

20,000 men upon the Alps, ready to come to his assistance, in

of his being attacked by the Austrians.
•

1 am, therefore, in no way responsible either for the ap-

prehensions or for the agitation now on foot, and 1 can regard
them with indifference. But what wounds me deeply as a man
and as a sovereign is to see that a mere rumour of war, vague

i. is sufficient to raise doubts of my moderation,
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and to draw upon me the charge of ambition; and, conse- app.

quently, that with complications beyond the Alps staring us in ^ •

the face, people seem to deny to France, by anticipation, the

influence to which she is entitled by her rank among nations,

as well as by her history. In presence of an imaginary inter-

vention in the affairs of a country which touches our frontiers,

all Germany seems of a mind to enter into a league against

France, and to dispute even her most legitimate action. Did

Germany intervene in our embroilment with Russia ? Or did

Europe intervene when Germany upheld the cause of Holstein

against Denmark ?

' I admit to Your Majesty that this attitude of Germany
sets me thinking deeply, and that I see in it great danger to

the future, for I shall always respect the Treaties. I know that

they cannot be changed except by general assent
; but respect

for treaties does not run counter to my duty, which is to follow

always the policy that is most in harmony with the honour and

the interests of my country.
1

Nevertheless, I hope that the alliance with Your Majesty
will always be maintained. Two great countries may remain

friends, although their interests in all questions may not be

identical, provided the action of each shall have been settled

by a preliminary understanding in accordance with the dictates

of its political interests.

'Your Majesty will, I hope, forgive me this long letter.

But I felt bound to lay my thoughts before you, and you will

see in it a fresh proof of my desire to find myself in accord

with Your Majesty, and of the great value I attach to your

opinion and advice.
' I beg you to, recall me to the remembrance of the Prince,

and to believe in the sentiments of high esteem and sincere

friendship with which I am
' Your Majesty's good brother and friend,

< Napoleon.
'Palace of the Tuileries, February 14, 1859.'

Nl»2
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V.

Conversation between the Emperor Napoleon and L<>

Kossuth at the Tuileries, May 5, 1859.

At eleven at night Prince Jerome called for Kossuth am
drove him to the Tuileries. The Emperor met him at th<

door of his private study, and shook hands with him heartily

Writing to his wife next morning, Kossuth narrates the inter

that then took place, lasting two hours.

1 The Emperor ordered the chamberlain in waiting not tJ

allow us to be disturbed, and we sate down all three (Hi

Majesty, Prince Jerome, and I), and conversed as follows:—
The Emperor: 'The Prince has reported your views to mej

I sincerely desire that your patriotic wishes may be fulfilled

apprehend that you attach two conditions to Hungary's partici

potion in the war : one that I should extend the scene of actio!

from the banks of the Po to those of the Danube and Theiss

the other, that I should accompany the appearance of mi

troopfl upon Hungarian soil with a proclamation in which

should make appeal to Hungary's decisions of 1849, and ca]

upon your nation, as its friend and ally, to realise its Dei

tion of Independence, and to take up arms for the conqu«
our common foe. Have I accurately comprehended your vi<

Kossuth :
'

Admirably, Sire.'

The Emperor :
*
I have thought over the matter.

as the proclamation is concerned, I see no obstacle to that, i

the other condition, that of sending the troops, be fulfilled

The proceeding is not unprecedented in the history of nv
Home. Here is the original draft of the proclamation whicl

my uncle addressed to the Hungarian nation in 1809. Ar<

you acquainted with it ?
'

KotfUth: '

L'Ernpereur d'Autriche, infidele a ses trait es

meconnaissant la generosite . . . .'

The Emperor :
* So it runs. You have a good memory. ]

w, therefore, a precedent, and it matters not to me thai

that proclamation then led to no result. This point might be

-idered as settled, therefore, were it not for the question
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a military expedition, in which I am encountered by serious

difficulties. England constitutes my chief obstacle. The Tory
Cabinet at present in power manifests a hostile attitude towards

all my undertakings, even in the Italian business. It sticks

closely to the Convention of 1815, which others besides myself
have long since torn to tatters. That Convention proscribed

the Napoleons. Nevertheless, I am here. But any Convention

will serve as a cloak under which to conceal evil intentions.

If the English Government assumes this attitude towards me
even with respect to my Italian enterprise, what would it do

were I to extend the war to the Danube region ? That would

be held equivalent to a resolve on my part to erase the House

of Austria from the list of Great Powers. But the English
Government adheres firmly to that particular Power ; generally

speaking, one of the traditional axioms of British policy is the

principle that the maintenance of Austria's position as a Great

Power is necessary to the preservation of the balance of power
in Europe. I have reason to believe that England would be

capable of actually intervening against me. I cannot risk that.

Pray take this into consideration.'

The Prince :
' Could we not gain over England, Sire, by

holding out to her the prospect of Constantinople ?
'

The Emperor (lighting a cigarette over the lamp) :
* One

must never desire impossibilities.' (*
II ne faut jamais vouloir

l'impossible.')

Kossuth :
* Does your Majesty wish that England should

become your ally, as in the Crimea, and take part in the war ?
'

The Emperor :
'

Oh, no. I do not think of such a thing.
I only wish that her neutrality should be secured. It is scarcely

likely that England would make war out of pure friendship for

Austria. Nevertheless I am by no means at ease so long as

England's policy remains under its present guidance.'

Kossuth :

' The thing would be, then, to upset Lord Derby's

Government, and to upset it just upon its foreign policy, so

that the Whigs might come into office upon the basis of fore-

gone engagements, fully assuring England's neutrality. And,
as your Majesty wishes for nothing more than this, permit me
to declare that I will take upon myself the carrying out of this

enterprise.'
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M>l\ The Emperor :

* What do you mean ? Do you really believt

x •

you can bring it to pass ?
'

Iv .ssuth :
* Yes, Sire, I hope so. Do not interpret my words

as the outcome of extravagant boastfulness. I take the libert?

to observe to you that the feelings of the English ]

towards my native land are extremely favourable.' (The Em-

peror, interrupting: 'That is true—I know they are.')
' Youi

Majesty knows that public opinion in England is a great power,

Not that the persons who direct Great Britain's policy would

refrain from disregarding public opinion, if it lay in theil

interest so to do, but it is a power chiefly because it

proves a mighty support to them, when it suits them to appeal

to it. I should, therefore, commence operations by persuading
the Lord Mayor of London to preside in person over a meeting
to which I would summon the people to pronounce itself in

favour of neutrality. Further, I would fan popular excitement

in other large cities, and preach my doctrine to monster

meetings. There is no doubt that resolutions corresponding
to my wishes would be adopted everywhere, which would find

their echoes in the press as well as in all parts of the country.
Thus could the foundation be laid for the overthrow of the

Tory Cabinet through the utilisation by the Whigs of public

opinion on this particular question. What we have to do is to

furnish the Whigs with a majority.
* The two great parties almost balance one another in the

House of Commons—there is but a slight preponderance in

favour of the Tories. The turn of the scale depends on the

independent members, the nucleus of which congeries is the

ailed M Manchester School," headed by Cobden and Bright.
B general election the Tories—judging by foregone circum-

stances—will possibly gain twenty more votes. But, even with

that reinforcement, they cannot hold their own against the

Whigs, if these latter be supported by the independent

members, some ninety in number, who cannot themselves form

Vdniinistration, but are, nevertheless, masters of the situa-

tion. ( )],(. of tin's party's fundamental axioms is total abstinence

from all Continental wars. Lord Palmerston knows this per-
fretly well, and will, if he desire to take office, declare for

neutrality. He will be obliged to come to terms beforehand
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with the independent members, who, as he is aware, dislike ^PP

him, especially Cobden, the great popular leader. That is the v -

situation.

'

Now, I stand in the most intimate relations of friendship

with the leaders of the Cobden faction, and I venture to assert

that they will gladly carry out any of my wishes which may
not absolutely collide with their principles. Happily our in-

terests coincide entirely with their principles, wherefore I can

reckon with certainty upon their support. If I should be so

fortunate as to secure your Majesty's authorisation thereto, I

would at once communicate the affair to some of my friends

and entreat them to wait upon Lord Palmerston, as soon as I

should have sufficiently stirred up public feeling by meetings,

&c, and promise him their support upon two conditions—
firstly, that he and his Ministerial colleagues should engage
themselves in writing to preserve English neutrality even if

your Majesty should extend the war to Hungary with the

object of achieving the restoration of Hungarian independence;
and secondly, that some of the members, of the independent

party should enter the Government, so that, in case his Lordship
should find himself unable to maintain the promised neutrality,

they should be in a position to break up the Cabinet altogether

by quitting it in a body.
' The Whigs will come into power shortly after the meeting

of Parliament, in the first week of June ; and I shall then

have the pleasure of laying before your Majesty the English

Ministry's written guarantee of neutrality.'

The Emperor :
' What j ou tell me is extremely interesting

and important. I beg you to proceed forthwith with this

undertaking ; and be assured that by making certain of Eng-
land's neutrality you will sweep away the chief obstacle to the

realisation of your patriotic wishes.'

In subsequent conversations the question of German Unity

cropped up, wmereupon the Emperor observed, with a smile,
* That would not suit me at all. Two Germanies do not so

much matter ;
but an United Germany would really be more

than I could put up with.' To which Kossuth, quoting the

Emperor's own words, replied,
' One must never desire im-

possibilities !

'
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API'. With respect to foreign intervention, the Emperor remarked,
• \ A only will Russia not interfere with you again, but she will

now regard the emancipation of Hungary with satisfaction,

requiring, of course, that the Hungarian question be not m

up with that of Poland. The Prussian Cabinet has hitherto

made no sign of an intention to back up Austria. Besides,

to meddle, Hungary would certainly not become

of war. But she will not interfere. Go back to

England and work there on behalf of British neutrality. I

empower you to come to a discreet understanding with your
friends upon the whole affair. Meanwhile, till you have settled

\ thing in England, let the Hungarian refugees keep their

upon Italy. You shall be provided with money and arms.

Senator Pietri will arrange all these details.' (To the Prince
:)

'

Bring these gentlemen and Pietri together, so that the busings

kttended to without delay.
1

(To Kossuth:) 'You will,

•iirse, prepare the necessary popular feeling in your

country; perhaps it would be as well to send confidential

emissaries to Belgrade and Bucharest. As soon as you shall

fulfilled your important mission in England, I beg you to

come to Italy. Au revoir ern Italie!
'

Walking homewards with Prince Jerome, the latter ob-

,
'A propos of Republicans, what will your

friends Ledru and Mazzini say to all this?'

Kossuth: 'They will certainly not be delighted. But for US

juestion now is,
" To be, or not to be ?

"
I have often told

Ledru and Mazzini that, to gain my end, I would contract

alliances with emperors and kings, sultans, or any other de

i-tion of despot
—

aye, with the very devil himself— only
would fake good care that he should not carry me away!'

•

morning the Prince and Pietri met Kossuth, Teleki

and Klapka by appointment ;
the latter constituted them-

into a «

Hungarian National Directory,' after which Teleki and

Klapka left Paris for Italy, and Kossuth went to London,
where he succeeded triumphantly in performing the engage-
ments he had entered into with Napoleon III. Having done so

he >.-t off with a joyful heart for Milan, where, on July 3, he was
admitted to a second and last interview with the Emperor,

. will best be described in his own words:—

:
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' He received me at eight o'clock in the morning, and kept A PP.

me with him a whole hour, so that the King of Sardinia Y -

himself had to wait half an hour before he could gain admission.

Pietri was present at our interview. First of all, I made a

full report of the results of my efforts in England ; at first only

in words, not to appear in the light of a braggart. But Pietri

interposed, saying,
" The most astounding circumstance is, Sire,

that M. Kossuth has in his pocket letters by which the

English Ministers pledge themselves to preserve England's

neutrality even if we should march to Hungary." "Is that

so ?
" asked the Emperor ;

"
may I see the letters ?

"
I

handed them to him. They seemed to interest him deeply ;

he read one after the other, smiling from time to time and

shaking his head, as though he found much that surprised him

in the letters.

'"Then," I said, "your Majesty will have gathered from

those documents that I have not only fulfilled my undertaking

according to our programme, but have obtained a far greater

success than I was enabled to promise to you in Paris. Now
that the obstacles which your Majesty feared on the part of

England exist no longer, I feel myself called upon to ask,

What decision has your Majesty come to with respect to

Hungary ?
" '

The Emperor :

' There is still a difficulty
—Prussia. In

consequence of your journey hither (for European diplomacy
attaches great importance to your movements) I have received

a despatch from Lord John Eussell, in which he, officially I

may say, emphasises the assurance of England's neutrality ;

but he also expresses the opinion that by taking up the Hun-

garian cause I should provoke Prussia.'

Kossuth: 'As England's neutrality is secured, that is by
no means probable. But, even admitting that Germany were

angered, is your Majesty disposed to accept a peace which

leaves the Italian question unsolved ?
'

The Emperor: 'I shall accept no such peace, unless I

should be beaten in the field, or compelled to do so by an

European army of mediation.'

Kossuth :
' Then I ask your Majesty if it be possible

—
leaving Hungary out of the question—to avoid provoking
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Germany ? Let us suppose that you drive the Austrians out of

v -

t
Verona: they will cross the Isonzo to German soil, and your

Majesty will not be ;ible to follow them. But it is an absurdity

oncede neutrality to an enemy upon his own territory.'

it is,' interposed the Emperor; 'it is simply ridiculous—
one could never finish with him !

' '

Therefore, Sire, you will

iiredly pursue the conquered army across the Isonzo, and

there is your provocation to Germany ! Hut if you will come

to Hungary, the possibility of a German war will be sensibly

diminished, and, moreover, your Majesty will secure to yourself

the alliance of a nation which can supply you with 200,000

warriors, who will fight like lions. The Prussians will think

before they draw the sword when they may be sure 0]

being attacked by the Duc-de Malakhoff with 180,000 men on

the Rhine, and of finding 40,000 Frenchmen and 200,000

Hungarians in their rear/

Emperor: 'That is true; and I tell you frankly, loyally,

that 1 am firmly resolved to make Hungary independent, if no

unforeseen event accrue to prevent me from so doing. I will

it. Let us discuss how it is to be done. Are you still

determined not to summon your countrymen to arms until I

send them a French army ?
'

ith: '.More steadfastly than ever; and this is my
jon. Of two things one : either the uprising would not, by
>n of defective military organisation, be powerful enough

3iock the Austrians on the head before your Majesty could

I us aid, even if you intended to help us, in which case

Hungary would be crushed for another fifty years ;
or the up-

rising would assume vast dimensions and achieve great succ

in which case the terrified Austrians would abandon Italy anc

throw themselves upon us with their whole might. Prussia

. would offer them assistance, as she would only have to d

with us, and not with your Majesty.'
The Emperor:

k You act like a patriot. I accept this basis

either I will send an army to Hungary, or I will not requir

Hungary to rise. 1'ut I will send her an army if within th

range of possibility; only I must first carry out certain furthe

military operations here, Should, however, Europe force

by an armed mediation to mak- 'lie Hungarian expedi
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tion must be foregone ; but in no other case. Meanwhile, do aw.
all you can to form an army in Hungary. I will give you ^__
money and every other facility. It lies in your own interest to

have an army of your own acting with the French troops.'

Kossuth :
* Doubtless ; but only in co-operation with the

Irench

troops !

'

Emperor :
i That is understood. Au revoir !

' l

VI.

The Emperor to Prince Napoleon.

1

Paris, March 29, 1 863.

' My dear Cousin,
—I have delayed answering your letter, for

it pains me to enter on a discussion which can only lead to re-

criminations on the past. I have, I confess, been surprised to

see how little justice you render to my conduct towards you for

twelve years, and how mistaken you are as to your own. The

recollections of our childhood are as dear to me as to you, but

they have nothing to do with the questions now before us.

Since the morrow of the day when I was elected President of

the Eepublic, you have never ceased by your words and actions

to be hostile to my policy, whether during the Presidency on

December 2, or since the Empire. How have I avenged myself
for this conduct? By seeking every opportunity of putting

you forward, of making you a position worthy your rank, and

of opening an arena for your brilliant qualities. Your Crimean

command, your marriage, your dotation, your Ministry of

Algeria, your corps aVarmee in Italy, your admission into the

Senate and Council are manifest proofs of my friendship for

you. Need I recall how you have responded to them ? In the

East your discouragement made you lose the fruit of a well-

opened campaign. People have a right to be surprised that

1 Memoirs of My Exile. By the Original Hungarian by Ferencz

Louis Kossuth. Translated from Jausz. Oassell & Co., 1880.
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a pp. you never hold Receptions, and that your name never appears
VI - in any charitable effort. Your Algerian portfolio you sent me

back one fine day on account of an article in the 'Moniteur.'

As for your speeches in the Senate, they have never been

otherwise than a serious embarrassment for my Government.

And yet you complain of my conduct towards you. People are

iiishtil rather that I have so long tolerated in a member of

inv family an opposition which alarms and casts hesitation

among the partisans of our cause. The ' Times '

not long ago,

speaking of you, said that if an English Prince followed in

England the same line of conduct as you, he would be dis-

ved by public opinion. Be assured that it is the same in

France, and that, except a few flatterers of no account, people

disapprove an attitude which has all the appearance of rivalry.

Do] claim, however, that your words should be the faithful

echo of my intentions and thoughts ? No
;
but what I have a

right to require of a Prince of my family is that, in speaking
before the first body of the State, he shall at least disguise diver-

gencies of opinion, when they exist, under proprieties of form.

I will never admit it to be of advantage to anybody to speak
in the Senate as in a club, launching insults at everybody's

head, and expressing oneself without reserve, as if your past
were irreproachable, and as if your future required no care.

In your last speech you violated all propriety. By quoting my
writings you had the appearance of wishing to put my acts in

contradiction to my words. By attacking the Emperor of Kussia

D for his kind attentions to me, you have put me in such

-it ion that if to-morrow the Russian Ambassador were rude
to you, I should have no right to complain of it to his Govern-

ment. Lastly, by attacking my Minister you showed a want of

tact and an animosity which it is difficult to excuse. And, after

this, you consider my letter to Billault was an affront to you.
It was, however, the mildest and most honest reply that could

be chosen. Now that I have told you all I thought, there are

only two lines of conduct for you to follow. Either be what

yon ought to be, a support and prop for my Government, and
then 1 shall be happy to continue to give you proofs of my
former

friendship ; or else go your own way, giving free course

he violence of your own opinions, and then it will be neces-
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sary that my conduct towards you testify publicly my dis- a PP.

pleasure, for it is impossible for people to understand my ,

VII.

receiving as a friend in the evening him who attacks me in the

morning. It is for you to choose. I should be very sorry if

your good sense and heart did not get the better of the im-

Ietuosiby

of your disposition.
* Receive the assurance of my sincere friendship.

* Napoleon.'

VII.

Universal Exhibition of 1867 and the Evangelical Alliance.

At the commencement of the year 1867, when preparations on

a grand scale were being made for holding the Universal Exhibi-

tion in Paris during that year, the Imperial Commission, through
their President, M. Le Play, communicated to the Council of

the Evangelical Alliance their readiness to grant them a piece
of land within the Champ de Mars, with permission to erect a

building and to use it for international reunions and other pur-

poses in harmony with the philanthropic and Christian objects

of that important society. The offer was gratefully accepted,
and the Salle Evangelique was erected and opened on April 1 5 in

that year, by a public meeting over which the Earl of Shaftesbury
and General the Baron Chabaud la Tour jointly presided.

Various gentlemen of different nationalities took part in the

meeting. During the whole time of the Exhibition, services,

arranged by British and French Committees, were held, dealing
with questions,of great social and national importance in the

interest of religion, the greatest care being taken against the

intrusion of controversial or sectarian topics.

The Imperial Government, by conceding this permission to

a religious society, one of an international and unsectarian

character, and whose motto is
* Unum corpus sumus in Christo,'

set an example of liberality worthy the imitation of other

nations. It strengthened the cordial and friendly relations

already existing between the British and French nations,

closely allied by their geographical position, and closer still by
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AW. their friendship and their commercial and political interests. At

i be dose of the Exhibition, and on December 13, the Emperor

Lved at St. (loud a deputation from the London and Paris

Committees, far the purpose of presenting the following

address :
—

' To His Imperial Mnj>-$ty Xapohon III., Emperor of the French.

..
—We approach your Majesty in the name and on

behalf of various Noblemen, Gentlemen, and Christian Minis!

of Great Britain, acting in concert with their Christian

friends and co-religionists in Paris.

1 We offer your Majesty our respectful and cordial saluta-

tions, and desire especially on this occasion to express our

grateful
thanks for the opportunity so graciously accorded by

the President of the Imperial Commission, with your Maj<

consent, of holding conferences with our Christian brethren of

various nations, and of preaching the Gospel in different

languages within the Salle Evangelique.
; This concession, communicated to the Council of the Evan-

gelical Alliance, was entrusted by them to a special committee,

under whose direction, and acting in consultation with M.

Theodore Vernes, the hall was constructed and opened by an

Inaugural service in April last, under the joint presidency of

the Right Honourable the Karl of Shaftesbury and General the

Baron Chabaud la Tour.
'

Deeply sensible of the importance of these Universal Ex-

hibitions in the interest of science and art, and we trust also

of international amity and peace, we rejoice that France, by her

resources and powerful influence, has twice carried to a

triumphant completion this achievement of modern thought
and wisdom. But, Sire, as the servants and followers of our

Divine Redeemer, we have felt that there were higher and

more saered interests to regard, and that the marvels of skill

and beauty accumulated on the Champ de Mars would neither

be diminished in lustre nor appear less glorious to the world,
if presented in association with an edifice wherein God's most

precious truth was taught, and the eternal welfare of man

sought to be promoted.
4

Happily, in accordance with that religious liberty which it
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has been the enlightened policy of your Majesty's Government APP.

to concede, we have been able to carry out our object, and with ,

VIL

a success that has filled our hearts with gratitude and praise.
< We have the sincere gratification of assuring your Majesty

that, in using the Salle Evangelique for the purposes already

indicated, fervent prayer has been daily offered for your Majesty,

for the Empress, and for the Prince Imperial. Supplication has

also been made for the members of your Majesty's Government,
and for the prosperity, peace, and progress of this great nation.

' With the desire to manifest and strengthen, by useful co-

operation, the real and essential union existing among true

Christians, notwithstanding diversities of sentiment on minor

points of belief, and differences of nation and language, we

have carefully observed, both in speech and action, that true

charity which the Gospel enjoins. We rejoice to know that

the privilege granted to us in this city and on this memorable

occasion has been used with moderation and with prudence ;

that in all cases the conscientious convictions of others have

been respected, and the truth spoken in love and in dependence
on the guidance and illumination of God's Holy Spirit.

* We humbly offer to your Majesty our warmest congratula-

tions for the example you have set before all nations. We trust

and pray that it may be extensively followed, and lead to the

wider circulation of the Holy Scriptures, a respect for which,

we believe, tends to the stability of empires, and promotes that

righteousness which we are taught
" exalteth a nation."

' We pray that your Majesty's life may be long spared to

rule over this people, and that your Imperial name, descending
to your successors, may ever be associated with the happiness

and prosperity of a loyal and grateful people.'

The Emperor replied that he was deeply touched with the

cordiality that had been shown, and for the efforts which had

been made, with a view to enlighten and benefit the masses of

the people
—efforts which he had been glad to hear had been

conducted with much prudence as well as wisdom. His Majesty

having made enquiry into the various conferences that had been

held, and the subjects which had been treated, expressed his

entire satisfaction.
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App. In the month of June, 1867, the Emperor was informed

vii- that an English lady, a member of the Society of Friend*

desired to be received by him, and to be allowed to present him

with an address, dictated both by her respect for His Majesty

and by her interest in the moral and religious welfare of the

nation under his rule. Mrs. Fowler had been in the habit of

contributing of her wealth to benevolent and Christian object!

in France, and her frequent visits to the capital and different)

parts of the country had afforded her the opportunity of re-

marking the progress which had been made under the en-

lightened institutions introduced during the reign of Napoleon
III. The desire for the interview, on being communicated to

the Emperor by the Due de Bassano, was acceded to, and on

the 14th of the same month Mrs. Fowler, accompanied by an

English gentleman, was received at the Tuileries. In the

course of the interview, an address, expressing her desire that

His Majesty's Government should be distinguished unceasingly

by the circulation of the Bible, the national observance of

Sunday as a day of rest, and by those objects generally for the

advancement of which the Society of Friends had so long de-

1 their efforts, was presented. The address, clothed in

language of affection and respect, concluded with a wish that

all suitable blessings might be conferred on the Emperor, on

the Empress, on the Prince Imperial, and on the French nation.

Mrs. Fowler then asked Bis Majesty's acceptance of a copy of

the Holy Scriptures, which was graciously accepted ;
and the

Emperor, who evidently appreciated the motive of this excellent

lady, expressed to her how much he was touched by this proof
of her interest in his welfare and that of the French people
A copy of the * Life and Philanthropic Labours of Elizabet

Fry' was subsequently presented to the Empress and was

knowledged by Her Majesty.
The Emperor had repeatedly expressed bis sympathy wit

the principles of religious liberty and his determination ton
press intolerance wherever it existed within his dominions. ()i

several occasions his sincerity was tested by prompt interference

in cases of oppression which were brought to his knowlec

occurring either in the departments of France or in remot

possessions of his Empire.
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In the month of April, 1878, he received at the Tuileries app.

the Kev. James Davis, the official representative of the Evan- V]11 -

gelical Alliance, a Protestant Society composed of members of

different Churches in various countries, united for common

action, especially the protection of persons, of whatever creed,

whose religious liberty had been interfered with. Protestant

missiouaries complained that the French authorities in New
Caledonia had refused to allow them to enter and hold religious

services in that island. His Majesty having received a memo-
rial embodying the alleged facts, assured the secretary that

any opposition which had been made to the Christian teaching
of Protestant missionaries in New Caledonia was opposed to

his instructions. He added that it was his desire and purpose
to extend the religious liberty which was enjoyed in France to

all his dependencies, and that he would give immediate direc-

tions to the Minister of Marine to enquire into the matter, and

would see that Protestant missionaries enjoyed the same re-

ligious freedom as the Catholics in New Caledonia. These

directions were carried out.

VIII.

'De 1865 a 1867, M. de Massa fut, comme on le disait du

brave et bon Gruenee, 1'homme-revue de la cour imperiale. A
partir de 1868, les evenements devenant plus sombres, les

revues resterent inedites. On n'eut pu les appeler, des lors,

que les points noirs. Mais, jusqu'a Sadowa, et meme au lende-

main de Sadowa, les couplets, les chansons et les rondeaux,
fort bien tournes souvent, de M. de Massa, allerent leur train

fort gaiement.
' Que de souvenirs dans un seul nom ! C'est bien le cas de

reediter le vieux mot—solennel comme " Alonzo "—de M. de

Salvandy :
—On jouait des vaudevilles, on se maquillait et on

se costumait sur un volcan—ou sur un canon Krupp.
* M. de Massa, en grande faveur, etait le faiseur de revues

attitre de ce theatre de Compiegne ou le Baron de Talleyrand,

VOL. IV.
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APR le Marquis de <
I .Mine, la Comlesse d'Ayguesvives

J111 -

jouaient
" 1'AfTaire de la rue de Lourcine," et le Vicomte de

Mamesia, le Marquis de Saulcy et la Comtesse Walewska im-

provisaient des charades politiques sur l'an 1859.
* On aiinait beaucoup, a Compiegne, dans l'intimite, les

charades et les revues. On y donnait merae des pantomimes.
Un collectionneur a conserve les programmes de ces fete-

cninme en Decembre 1862, on representait "Casia, 011 la Cou-

ronne enchant ee," le Baron Lambert jouant le role du fermier

Jean ;
la Comtesse de Clermont-Tonnerre et la Princesse de

Metternich les personnages de Basia et de Casia, ses deux

filles; la Haronne de Vatry la fee Cassilda, la bonne fe<

la Comtesse Stephanie Tascher la fee Maladetta, le mauvais

genie de la pantomime. Je ne sais de qui etait cette
"
Casia," mais les revues de M. de Massa, du moins, etaient

sign-

M/auteurde " l'Honneur " en ecrivit deux pour le moins,
mais je croia bien qu'il n'y en eut qu'une seule de representee:
Lea

u Commentaire8 de Cesar," revue de l'annee 1865, jouee les

26 et 27 Novembre et publiee peu apres dans le u Nain .laune,"

que dirigeait alora M. Aim'lien Scholl. M. de Massa aimait

les revues de fin d'annee, et la cour les adorait. Je ne sais

011 j'ai lu que l'autenr des " Commentaires de Cesar" voulait

faire representor, a .Mexico, durant ['occupation franfaise, une
revue pariaienne dont une grande dame de Tempire eut ete la

principale interprete, comme, a Paris, la plus applaudie et la

plus alerte etait Mine, de Metternich.
4 Ces " Commentaires de Cesar" ont ete imprimes, chez

Yallee, rue Br&La, a quelques exemplaires, et les curieux, les

bibliophiles ont mis ces raret£s duns un coin de leur
biblioj

theque. Kn fait de documents, i] n'en esl pas de plus caraol

teristiques, Marie-Antoinette, a Trianon, jouait a la laitiere

«-t faisait, eonnne a BambouiUet, <le petits fromages dans J
rie <le niarhre. A Compiegne, l'iinporatrice s'amusait I
!•• prince imperial ^presenter un grenadier dans les revues

de M. le Marquis de Mas-
is une des dernieres scenes de la revue, l'lndustrie

(c'etait Mine, la Marquise de Galliffet qui representait le per-

sonnage) levait sa baguette et montrait la France et l'Angle-
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terre se dormant la main et chantant sur Fair jadis belliqueux aPP.

de " Charles VI.
"

:
" Jamais 1*Anglais ne regnera ..." .

_

VI11 '

* Vivent toujours la France et l'Angleterre !

Et le progres les unira !

* "Plus de passeport !

"
disait YAngleterre (Mme. Bartholony).

" Nous jetons un pont sur la Manche !

"

* "
Et," repondait la France (Mme. de Pourtales),

"
le

boulevard Haussmann est prolonge jusqu'a Piccadilly."
* La France, avec emotion.—" Ma sceur !

"

*

L'Angleterre, de meme.—" Ma sceur !

"

1

(Elles s'embrassent.)

4 " Les deux sceurs !

"
disait alors le compere, M. Prudhomme

(M. le Baron Lambert), songeant au drame de M. de Girardin.

" C'est egal," ajoutait-il . . .

'VIndustrie.—"
Quoi done ?

"

« Prudhomme :
—

' u
Lorsque je vois la France et l'Angleterre

A qui mieux mieux se cuirasser,

Je me demande et je ne comprends guere
A quoi 9a sert, si c'est pour s'embrasser.

Je ne veux pas leur faire de reproches,

Mais la raison ?
"

' L'Industrie :
—

' " Est facile a trouver :

Ayez toujours du canon dans vos poches,,

On ne sait pas ce qui pent arriver."

* Et tous les personnages en chceur :

' "
Ayons toujours du canon dans nos poches,

On ne sait pas ce qui peut arriver !

'*

i Le conseil etait cependant bon a suivre, meme donne sur

l'air :
"
Amis, voici la riante semaine." II vint un jour, pour-

tant, ou les canons manquerent. Mais, en 186$, on en etait

aux illusions de gloire.
4

L'Angleterre montrait fierement a la France un matelot,

represente par le Vicomte de Fitz-James, et un volontaire, un

rifleman, figure par le Comte de Pourtales, et la FVance re-

pliquait en designant un invalide, joue par le general Mellinet

et un fantassin, role distribue a M. de GallirTet, alor& lieutenant-

colonel.

2
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aim'. 'El la France chantait cette fois sur Fair "Pomare
vn

_
f Maria".—

1 " Mais je n'ai nul souci,

Mod ciel s'est eclairci,

Mon prestige grandit.

Cos deux giierriers ne vous l'ont-ils pas dit ?

{Montrant I'lnvalide.)

De ce vieillard Failure est martial^,

Et, quand je songe au sang qu'il a verse*,

J'ai bien le droit, moi, France imporiale,

De me montrer fiere de mon pa-

(Montrant le fantaastin.)

Mon present le voici :

Ce visage noirci,

(Test mon fidele appui.
'est mon enfant, mon soldat d'aujourd'bui I

Au bout du nionde, aux bords les plus arides,

II a porte" mes aigles et mes lois . . .

(Se tournant vera VinvaUde)
I-t le canon de mes vieux invalided

N'a pas fini d'annoncer ses exploits !

Je vous ai retrace"

Le present, le passe" ;

Mais, avant de finir,

Je veux encore vous montrer l'avenir !

"

6 " Et l'avenir ?
"
demandait M. Prudhomme.

'Mine la -Marquise de Galliffet etendait la jolie main de

VIndustrie, la commere de la revue, et repondait:
—

1 " II est a ce jeune grenadier !

"

•

El , bien habille, bien serre dans son uniforme de grenadier
de la garde, le Prince Imperial, presentant les armes, vmait.

iter ce couplet sur un air de pont-neuf :
—

t4t Un grenadier, c'est une rose

Qui brille de mille couleurs
;

Mais le seul but qu'il se propose
it de rallier tous les cceurs . . .

Relevant sa moustache fiere,

La France est sa particuliere I

Le Dieu d'amour le guide auprex,

Voila, voila, voila,

Voila le grenadier francais !

"

1 "
Voila, voila voila,

Voila le grenadier francaia !

"

Tous :
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* Roulement de tambour. On passait au vaudeville final, j\pp.

et Mme. de Metternich, en cantiniere de turcos, Mme. de VIIL

Poilly en Africaine, le Comte de Solms en marchand de coco,

le Marquis de Caux en cocodes, M. A. Blount en diva, imitant

Theresa et chantant la " Venus aux carottes," le jeune Con-

neau en marchande de plaisirs, entoimaient, apres le couplet au

public, dit par Mme. de Metternich, le dernier refrain :
—

1 " Decider les fronts

C'etait son privilege.

Que Ce'sar la protege
Et nous la reverrons !

"

4 L'orchestre etait tenu, dit la brochure, par S. A. le Prince

de Metternich. Le souffleur etait M. Viollet-le-Duc.
4 II y a une ironie singuliere dans ces ressouvenirs auxquels

les faits accomplis donnent une melancolie si profonde. Le

grenadier de l'avenir, dont la France etait la particuliere, est

alle mourir, au bout du monde, dans l'uniforme rouge de ces

Anglais qu'on embrassait en "
gardant toujours un canon dans

sa poche."
' " On ne sait pas ce qui peut arriver !

"

* Et qui exit prevu ce qui est arrive, parmi tous ces specta-

teurs de Compiegne applaudissant les couplets ou Ton comparait

l'Empereur au cocher modele assis par le peuple sur un siege

auguste :
—

' " Son char enfin est celui de la France

Et son chemin s'appelle le Progres !
"

' et les rondeaux sur Jules Cesar, qui se terminaient par ce

madrigal :
—

' a Loin des partis qui ne sont plus
Le temps a degage l'histoire,

Et Cesar renait clans sa gloire

Apres deux mille ans revolus I
" '—

Le Temps (Ckrwiique)^

January i6
;
1881.
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IX.

of the S&natus-Conmlte of September 10, 1869.

. i
er

.
—L'Empereur et le Corps Legislatif ont l'initiative

/ _ . (It's Lois.

. 2.—Les Ministres ne dependent que de 1'Empereur.

IN deliberent en conseil, sous sa presidence.

lis sont responsables.

J Is ne peuvent etre mis en accusation que par le Senat.

ABT. 3.
—Les Ministres peuvent etre membres du Senat ou

dn Corps Legislatif.

[la out entree dans l'une ou dans l'autre assembb'

doivent etre entendus toutes les fois qu'ils le demandont.

. 4.
—Les seances du Senat sont publiques. La demande

de cinq membres suffit pour qu'il se forme en comite secret.

Ai: r. 5.
—Le Senat peut, en indiquant les modifications donl

mif loi lui parait susceptible, decider qu'elle sera renvoyee A.

one nouvelle deliberation du Corps Legislatif.

II peut, dans tous les cas, s'opposer a la promulgation de

l;i loi.

La loi a la promulgation de laquelle la Senat s'est oppose
De peut etre presentee de nouveau au Corps Legislatif dans la

int'iiie session.

Art. 6.—A l'ouverture de chaque session, le Corps Legis-
latif nomme son president, ses vice-presidents et ses secretaires.

II nomme ses quest eurs.

Art. 7.
—Tout membre du Senat ou du Corps Legislatif ale

droit d'adresser une interpellation au Gouvernement.

ordres du jour motives peuvent etre adoptes. Le
rmvoi aux bureaux de l'ordre du jour motive est de droit, quand
il est demande* par le Gouvernement.

I.« - bureaux nomment une Commission, sur le rapport som-

maire de Laquelle l'Assemblee prononce.
Art. 8.—Aucun amendement ne peut etre mis en delibera-

tion, s'il n'a ete envoye a la Commission chargee d'examiner le

projet de loi, et communique au Gouvernement.
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Lorsque le Grouvernement et la Commission ne sont pas app.

d'accord, le Conseil d'Etat donne son avis, et le Corps Legislatif .

X "

_

prononce.
Art. 9.

—Le budget des depenses est presente au Corps

Legislatif par chapitres et articles.

Le budget de chaque ministere est vote par chapitre, con-

formement a la nomenclature annexee au present senatus-

con suite.

Art. 10.—Les modifications apportees a l'avenir a des tarifs

de douanes ou de postes par des traites internationaux ne

seront obligatoires qu'en vertu d'une loi.

Art. 11.— Les rapports constitutionnels actuellement etablis

entre le Grouvernement de PEmpereur, le Senat et le Corps

Legislatif, ne peuvent etre modifies que par un senatus-consulte.

The Emperor's Note on an Alliance between France, Italy, and

Prussia, 1858.

This Note, which was to be placed before the President of the

Prussian Cabinet by the Marquis Pepoli, was submitted to the

Prince Eegent.
Tuileries, Decembre 1858.

' II y a deux grandes puissances allemandes, la Prusse et

l'Autriche. La Prusse represente l'avenir—l'Autriche le passe.

La France depuis dix ans a toujours montre une preference

marquee pour la Prusse ; cela lui profitera-t- il ? C'est a l'avenir

a decider.

' Examinons de quel cote sont les interets bien entendus de

la Prusse. Ce pays, comme tout ce qui grandit, ne peut rester

stationnaire, et, cependant, s'il s'allie intimement avec l'Autriche,

il est oblige de rester stationnaire et meme de retrograder.
4 Ce qui peut lui arriver de plus heureux, c'est de contre-

balancer en Allemagne l'innuence autrichienne. Mais est-ce

la la seule gloire qui convienne a un nouveau regne et avec les

instincts eleves et chevaleresques de la Prusse?
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' Je ne le crois pas, et cependant, si la Prusse suit les con-

x
seils interesses qui lui sont donnes de divers cotes, son role en

Europe doit se borner a faire equilibre a sa rivale. Mais dans

cette politique il y a un danger: si, entrainee parde funestei

influences, la Prusse, faisant cause commune avec l'Autriche,

garantissait les provinces italiennes de la maison de Habsbourg,
alors Pequilibre europeen serait rompu, les traites de 1815
seraient abolis et alors la France serait forcee, en faisant appel

a la Russie, de jeter le gant a rAllemagne. J'espere que cette

extremite n'anivera pas; si, au contraire, la Prusse, en se

drtacliant sans bruit de l'Autriche, se montre bienveillante pour
la France, de grandes destinees l'attendent sans dangers ni con-

vulsions pour elle. Car si, par suite de la lutte entre la France

et L'Autriche, cette derniere puissance perdit de son influence en

Allemagne, c'est la Prusse qui en heriterait.

* Ainsi done, si la Prusse se lie avec l'Autriche, tout progres
lui est impossible, et elle risque de reunir la Russie et la

France contre l'Allemagne. Si, au contraire, die s'allie avec la

France, toute diminution de l'influence autrichienne lui profite,

»utenue par la France, elle peut poursuivre en Allemagne
les hautes destinees qui l'attendent et que le peuple allemand

attend d'elle. Napoleon.'

How the proposals of the Emperor Napoleon were received,

and what impressions they made on the mind of Prince

Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, is fully related by Pepoli in the

following Report :
—

'Sire,
—Selon le desir que V. M. a eu la bonte de m'ex-

primer, j'ai (lit a mon beau-frere, le Prince Charles, que V. M.,
int (jue je venais passer les jours de fete de Noel avec lui,

m'avait ohaig^ de lui communiquer tout l'interet que la France

portail a la Prusse, et le desir qu'elle avait de renouer avec elle

des relations intimes. J'ai meme ajoute que Vous m'avez

remii une Note dans laquelle etaient tracees les expressions,
dout jYtais autoris(' a me servir, et je lui en ai donne lecture.

i Elle a vivement impressionne le Prince, et, selon les ordres

de V. M., je lui ai remis la Note, pour qu'il puisse la commu-

niquer au Prince Regent, et je lui ai meme fait connaitre que
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j'etais dispose a attendre des nouvelles de Berlin sur cette APP.

question. Le Prince m'a dit, qu'il allait expedier la Note de
, ]~

suite au Prince Regent. Cette Note avait, selon ltd, un grand
merite—celui d'etre nette et tranche.

'Je me suis empresse d'ajouter, que je m'etais d'autant

plus volontiers charge de cette communication, que je me

rappelais que, dans le temps, il m'avait ecrit, qu'une alliance

entre la France, la Prusse, le Piemont, etait dans l'interet de

l'Europe civilisee.

1 II m'a repondu que son opinion personnelle etait toujours
la meme, mais que les circonstances de 1852 etaient bien

differentes de celles d'aujourd'hui. Qu'alors l'opinion publique
en Allemagne etait contraire a l'Autriche, tandis qu'a present
elle lui etait tres-favorable, surtout dans les questions religieuses,

puisque le gouvernement passe s'etait aliene, avec sa politique

intolerante, les catholiques du Royaume. II a meme fait

observer que le gouvernement du Prince Regent etait place dans

une position difficile, puisque le Roi n'etait pas mort, et qu'il

pouvait d'un moment a l'autre redemander sa couronne: il

etait, done, tres compromettant de s'engager dans une question
aussi grave que celle que la Note venait de relever. C'etait

dans cette perspective que le Prince Regent s'etait reserve son

commandement a Coblence. J'ai era alors devoir lui demander,

jusqu'ou l'esprit public, favorable a l'Autriche, engagerait la

Prusse, et si c'etait vrai que le Prince Regent allait garantir les

possessions italiennes a l'Autriche. II m'a repondu nettement :

" Non." Alors je lui ai rappele que, dans le temps, il m'avait

ecrit qu'une couvention avait ete signee avec l'Autriche par le

Roi : il m'a tout de suite repondu qu'il l'avait cru, mais qu'il

croyait s'etre trompe, et qu'il aurait la-dessus des renseigne-
ments precis. Alors il m'a demand e, si on croyait a la guerre
en France: j'ai repondu que j'y croyais, mais que V. M. ne

m'avait pas autorise d'ajouter mot aux termes de la Note, et

que ma mission etait tout a fait personnelle ; que cependant la

position de l'ltalie etait tres grave, et que j'etais tout-a-fait de

l'avis qu'il m'avait fait connaitre autrefois, qu'on ne parviendrait

jamais a retablir une veritable paix en Europe qu'avec une

bonne guerre.
' II m'a repondu, que c'etait toujours son opinion, mais que
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APR cette opinion lui etait aussi personnelle. Je saisis cette occa-

x - sion pour lui exprimer au nom du Comte Cavour, que j'avais

vu a Genes toute la sympathie qu'on eprouvait en Italie pool

le nouveau gouvernement prussien; et qu'on esperait qu'il

serait favorable aux idees italiennes. Je lui ai fait observer

que le Piemont etait le veritable allie de la Prusse, puisque leui

avenir repose sur l'abaissement de l'Autriche, et que les Italiens

ne demandent pas mieux que d'aimer les Allemands. Je ne

lui ai pas meme cache mon opinion personnelle, qu'un conrlit

tinirait par eclater en Italie, puisque les gouvernements pous-

I a la revolte par leur mauvaise administration, et que
1 'esprit de nationality s'etait reveille avec telle force, qu'on ne

|)arvici)(lra jamais a le comprimer. II m'a repondu qu'il com-

prend ce sentiment, mais qu'il y avait la une question a

manager, l'amour-propre de l'Allemagne, et que c'etait une

question tres grave, mais que, selon lui, et il a rappele que cette

opinion lui etait personnelle, le plus sage parti pour la Prusse

it, peut-etre, la neutralite. II m'a demande quelle etait

['opinion de V. M. dans la question italienne; je me suis

empress de lvpondre que je ne connaissais de V. M. que les

itious qui etaient formulees dans la Note. Je croyais

cependant que V. M. soutiendrait la cause de la justice, et que
dam ce moment la France, poussee a Pexterieur avec une aruxV

puissaute, avec les finances admirablement en regie, saurait

toujooTfl figure respecter sa politique. II m'a ajout6 qu'une
chose qui tenait toujours en alarme l'Allemagne, c'etait le

veritable but de la politique de l'Empereur. Je me suis em-

jTtsse de re[)oii(ln», qu'il me semblait que dans la guerre
d'Orienl la France Imperiale avait bien prouve quel noble bi

elle poursuivait, et que, relativement a l'Allemagne, tandi

qu'clle regarderait come un casus belli tout agrandissemei
de L'Autriche, si minima qu'il fut, elle aimerait avoir grandii
la puiisance et l'inrluence prussiennes. Le Prince me
observer que V. M. lui avait deja tenu ce langage lors de

ini>M<>n ;\ I'aris.

l

Voili, Sir.-, le resume du premier entretien que j'ai
ei

o mon beau-frere. Depuis ce jour, nous avons encore ei

plusieurs entaretiena, mais sans une grand e importance ; e'etaient

•li scours conridentiels, oii nous exprimions notre manierc
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personnelle de voir. Je lui ai parle de mes brochures, du

gouvernement de Eome, de la double occupation etrangere des

etats du Pape ;
il m'a dit que sur cette question il croyait que

la Prusse serait toujours pour l'evacuation complete, parce que
la situation actuelle etait anormale et ne pouvait durer.

1

Enfin, apres m'avoir annonce qu'une depeche de Berlin lui

avait appris que le Prince Eegent avait recu la Note de l'Em-

pereur, il me pria, le mardi, de passer chez lui, pour me com-

muniquer l'impression produite a Berlin par la Note de V. M.
II m'a traduit d'abord une lettre du Baron de Schleinitz, et

puis une lettre du Prince Eegent et un Memoire dicte par le

meme.
1 Alors j'ai prie le Prince de me dieter lui-meme le resume

de cette reponse. J'ai l'honneur de transmettre a V. M. une

copie exacte a celle que le Prince a gardee pour lui-meme.
1 Je me suis cependant permis d'ajouter, que je ne eroyais

pas que ce fut une reponse bien categorique a la Note de V. M.,

puisqu'en definitive elle laissait la question intacte, et ne

laissait pas juger si la Prusse s'eloignerait ou se rapprocherait
de la France dans les grandes questions du jour. Je me suis

done cru autorise a demander au Prince, si le nouveau

ministere serait plus favorable a l'Autriche que l'ancien.

II m'a repondu que, dans les questions interieures de l'Alle-

magne, il etait certainement plus dispose a la conciliation que
le cabinet precedent, mais que dans les questions etrangeres, il

ne le croyait pas : qu'on pouvait etre d'accord dans la vie

interieure, et ne pas l'etre dans les rapports exterieurs : qu'on
savait tres bien a Berlin qu'on voulait persuader a la France,

que le Prince Eegent et le nouveau ministere ne lui etaient

pas favorables, mais que e'etait completement faux. Que quant
a lui, il restait toujours le meme, et que lui et M. de Schleinitz

etaient d'accord, qu'il n'y avait en Prusse que deux politiques

possibles, celles que V. M. avait si bien tracees dans Sa Note :

que lui, il serait toujours pour la politique de Frederic le Grand,

qui consistait a profiter de tous les evenements pour agrandir

la Prusse, mais qu'il fallait tenir compte au Prince de Prusse

de l'incertitude de sa position et de la pression de l'opinion

publique et de la plupart des gouvernements en faveur de

l'Autriche. Comme je desirais que les conversations que j'ai
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APP. enea aveo le Prince fussent tout-a-fait exactes, j'ai cru lui

-XI - devoir lire ce rapport, pour qu'il puisse en constater lui-meme

['exactitude.

1 II i'a completement approuve, et je lui en ai meme laisse

une copie. maifl comme il contient les idees personnelles <lu

Prince, et qu'il a parle avec la plus grande franchise, il se

oonne an liaut savoir-faire de l'Empereur, en le priant de lui

faire ses eommunications toujours d'une maniere confidentielle

et reservee. ' Pepoli.

< 26 D^ceoibre, 1858.'

These documents were printed in a Roman magazine,
' Mi-

nerva' (December, 1880), which has ceased to appear.

XI.

The Command at Sedan. Described by General Ducrot in his

evidence at the libel trial, Wimpffen v. de Cassagnac.

4
.M. LE GtEHEBAL DUCROT: II etait a peu pres de six a sept

heures du soir, lorsque l'Empereur m'a fait appeler et m'a dit :

M Le general de Wimpffen m'a envoye* sa demission ;
il faut que

preniez le commandementde l'armee pour aller traiter de la

capitulation.*'
"

Sire, je ne peux pas accepter ce role-la, ce n'esA

pas le moment de prendre le commandement de l'armee main-

tenant. Le general de Wimpffen n'a pas le droit de donner sa

demission <lans ce moment-ci. Insistez, Sire, insistez pour qu'i

vienne prendre vos ordres."
k
Al< us L'Empereur ecrivit de nouveau au general de Wimpffen

qui vint. J'etais dans le cabinet de l'Empereur, assis derriere

f&uteuil,que2quefl personnes causaient, lorsque le general d<

W
impffen entra, marchant a grands pas, ouvrant les bras, et sor

premier mot fut eelui-ci : "Sire, si j'ai perdu la bataille, si j'ai

tinea, cYst la finite de vos generaux, qui n'ont pas execute

ordres, <jui out refuse* de m'obenr." En entendant cela, je
me levai subitement, je me mis en nice du general de Wimpffen
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et lui dis :
" A qui faites-vous allusion ? Est-ce a moi par app.

hasard ? Je ne les ai que trop bien executes, vos ordres, nous XT -

ne les avons que trop bien executes, car si nous sommes dans la

plus affreuse situation qu'on puisse voir pour une armee, c'est a

vous que nous le devons, c'est a votre folle presomption ; et, si

vous aviez voulu suivre mon conseil, nous serions en surete a

Mezieres." Le general de Wimpffen me repondit :
" Eh bien,

raison de plus, si je suis incapable, qu'on donne le commande-

ment de l'armee a un autre." "Non, non, vous avez envie le

commandant de l'armee quand il y avait honneur et profit ; c'est

vous qui devez porter la responsabilite et la honte, s'il y en a,

de la capitulation." La-dessus l'Empereur et ceux qui m'en-

touraient me calmerent : je m'en allai
;

le general de Wimpffen
resta avec Sa Majeste et je n'ai pas su ce qui s'est passe.

*

Maintenant, il y a une chose qu'il faut dire. ... On nous

a reproche de n'avoir pas execute les ordres qui nous ont ete

donnes : ce reproche est tout-a-fait injuste ; car nous les avons

executes avec une obeissance complete, avec un devouement

absolu et, je dois le dire, avec une abnegation entiere, car a

partir du moment ou nous nous sommes reportes de l'ouest a

Test, nous ne pouvions plus nous faire d'illusion.

'Nous savions tres bien qu'a partir de cet instant c'etait

uniquement pour l'honneur des armes que nous combattions, et

quand je dis nous, je ne parle pas de moi personnellement, mais

de tous les braves enfants qui etaient sous mes ordres
; j'avais

l'honneur de commander le premier corps d'armee, dont une

division, a Wissembourg, a lutte toute la journee, 4,000 hommes
contre 40,000 ; ce premier corps d'armee, qui a Frceschwiller a

lutte toute une journee, 35,000 hommes contre 120,000, et, je

vous l'affirme, a Sedan comme a Frceschwiller, comme a Wissem-

bourg, nous avons fait notre devoir jusqu'au bout : la division

Lartigue a defendu pied a pied les hauteurs de la Moncelle et

le village de Daigny; elle a ete ecrasee par des forces sans

cesse renouvelees.
< Quand l'ennemi est entre, toutes les rues etaient pleines de

morts et de blesses ; le general Lartigue etait blesse cruelle-

ment, un autre general egalement blesse grievement, le colonel

d'Andigne etait laisse pour mort sur le champ de bataille, tous
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APR les officiers superieurs etaient tues ou blesses. II n'y avait plus
xn - rien ; a gauche, le general Wolff a lutte sur les hauteurs jusqu'a

deux heures et demie ou trois heures ; il n'a quitte cette posi-

tion que quand il a ete deborde, et il est rentre dans Sedan

grieveraent blesse. La brigade Carteret a egalement combattu

jusqu'a la fin de la journee ;
son general a ete blesse.

1 Quant a nos batteries, que nous avons portees du cote de

l'ouest, sur cette crete, elles ont lutte contre des forces dix fois

superieures comme nombre, et bien inferieures comme porteer

comrae justesse ;
ces batteries se sont fait ecraser, broyer : il y

en a dans lesquelles il n'est reste ni un servant, ni un cheval ;

les caissons sautaient comme un feu d'artifice ; la cavalerie de

i^ueritte, ces vieux chasseurs d'Afrique a moustache grise,

ces braves gens ont charge trois fois, et trois fois il se sont

brises. lis ont fait leur devoir ; mais la force humaine a des

li mites, et
, quand nous sommes entres dans Sedan, nous n'avions

plus rien (Applaudissements), ils n'etaient plus capables de

rien. (Applaudissements.)'
General Ducrot ended with the following declaration :

—
' Si on m'avait laisse accomplir ma retraite, nous pouvions

perdre des bagages, des canons, peut-etre beaucoup de monde,
maifl il est certain que la masse de cavalerie et d'infanterie

aura it passe et que nous n'aurions pas eu sur notre honneur

mil it aire cette sombre tache de la capitulation de Sedan.'

XII.

The Remains of Napoleon HI.

k 1/w mi] lmit cent soixante-treize, le quatorze Janvier, a neuf

heures et demie du

'Nous, Hugues Joseph Napoleon Maret, Due de Bae

(irau.l ChambeUao de Sa Majeste l'Empereur Napoleon III,

lYona j)r<H('(l.', en vertu de la mission a nous confiee, a la

description de l'etat du corps de l'Empereur dans sa biere, et

avons constate" tous les faits relatifs a la fermeture du cercueil.
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* La biere est en bois d'orme, recouvert de plomb a l'ex- app.

terieur. L'interieur est tapisse en etoffe blanche. Le pour-
XI1 -

tour interieur est garni d'une ruche de meme etoffe et de meme
couleur.

* Le corps est etendu horizontalement sur le dos. La tete

est decouverte et repose sur un coussin d'etoffe blanche. Les

cheveux de la partie posterieure de la tete ont ete coupes pour
etre gardes en souvenirs par la famille. La barbe a ete con-

served telle que Sa Majeste la portait de son vivant (moustaches
et imperiale).

1

L'Empereur est revetu de l'uniforme de general de division,

petite tenue, avec le ceinturon et l'epee au cote. Le kepi est

place aux pieds de Sa Majeste.
*

L'Empereur a sur la poitrine :
—

* i° Un crucifix en nacre
; de chaque cote de ce crucifix ont

ete placees, par les soins de Sa Majeste l'lmperatrice, une fleur

naturelle et une fleur artificielle.

* 2° Le grand cordon et la plaque de l'ordre de la Legion
d'Honneur.

'

3° La croix de chevalier de la Legion d'Honneur.
*

4° La medaille militaire.

*

5° La medaille francaise d'ltalie.

* 6° La medaille, en or, de la valeur militaire d'ltalie.

*

7° Le glaive de Suede.
* Les deux mains sont croisees sur la partie inferieure de la

poitrine. La gauche est posee sur la droite et tient une paire

de gants blancs.

1

L'Empereur porte a l'annulaire de la main gauche l'anneau

de son mariage, et au petit doigt de la meme main l'anneau de

Napoleon Ier . Au cote gauche du corps ont ete deposees des

photographies de Sa Majeste l'lmperatrice et de Son Altesse

Imperiale Monseigneur le Prince Imperial. Aux pieds ont ete

mis des bouquets et des couronnes d'immortelles qui ont ete

deposes autour du cercueil pendant l'exposition du corps.
1

Apres que ces constatations ont ete faites, des bandes

doubles d'ouate sont etendues sur le visage et sur la poitrine.

Un drap de batiste, marque d'un N couronne, est place sur les

jambes et sur les pieds.
* Le couvercle en orme, revetu de plomb a l'exterieur, et
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a pp. double a l'interiour d'etoffe blanche, est appose a dix heures
XII.

vingt minutes, et on procede aussitot a la soudure de ce ecu

vercle. Cette operation dure une heure. Sur le couvercle est

soudee une plaque en plomb portant l'inscription suivante :
—

NAPOLEON III,

Emperefr des FRANCA^,
Nk a Paris

Le 20 Avril 1808,

Mort a Camden Place,
Chislehukst.

Le 9 Janvier 1873.

r. 1. P.

1 Le cercueil en plomb est ensuite depose dans un autre

cercueil en acajou recouvert de velours violet, garni de clous

dores et de buit poignees en cuivre dore.
4 Ce cercueil est, a l'interieur, double d'etoffe blanche et

borde de ruches de meme etoffe et de meme.couleur. Le cou-

ple du second cercueil est recouvert de velours violet et

borde de clous en cuivre dore.
* Au milieu de la surface exterieure de ce couvercle est fixee

une plaque en cuivre dore, sur laquelle est gravee la meme

inscription que celle placee sur le couvercle du cercueil en

plomb.
*

Au-d<'ssus do l'inscription est une couronne Imperiale, au-

dessous une croix doree.
* Le couvercle est fixe au cercueil par des vis a tete carree

ot doree.
*
I^a ceremonie est terminee a onze heures et demie du

soir.

* Etaient Presents :

»n Altesse Imperiale.
*

Monseigneur le Prince Napoleon Jerome.
' Son Altesse le Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte.
1 Son Altesse le Prince Joachim Napoleon Murat.

D Altesse le Prince Napoleon Charles Jacques Philippe
< i rogoire Bonaparte.

u Altesse le Prince Achille Charles Louis Napoleoi
.Murat.
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4

Kouher, ancien Ministre d'Etat. APR
XII

4 Le General Comte Fleury, Grand Ecuyer de l'Empereur. > r—
4 Le General Prince de la Moskowa, Grand Veneur de

'Empereur.
4 Le Due de Cambaceres, Grand Maitre des Ceremonies de

'Empereur.
4 Le Docteur Conneau, Premier Medecin de l'Empereur.
4 Davillier Comte Kegnaud de St.-Jean d'Angely, Premier

Ecuyer de l'Empereur.
4 Le Comte Clary, Aide-de-Camp de Son Altesse Imperiale

Monseigneur le Prince Imperial.
' Le Baron Corvisart, Medecin Ordinaire de l'Empereur, ad-

oint au Premier Medecin de l'Empereur.
4 L'Abbe Laine, Chapelain de l'Empereur.
4 L'Abbe Cadoret, Chanoine de Saint-Denis.
4 Franceschini Pietri, Secretaire particulier de l'Empereur.
4

Filon, Precepteur de Son Altesse Imperiale Monseigneur le

Prince Imperial.

4 Le present proces-verbal a ete redige en quatre originaux,

}ui ont ete signes par toutes les personnes presentes a la

eremonie. L'un des originaux est destine a Sa Majeste l'lm-

peratrice ; l'autre a Son Altesse Imperiale Monseigneur le

Prince Imperial ; le troisieme a Son Altesse Imperiale Mon-

?eigneur le Prince Napoleon. Le quatrieme sera par nous

idresse a M. le Directeur General des Archives nationales de

France, pour etre conserve dans le depot public.
4

Ampliation du present proces-verbal sera par nous delivree

i chacun des signataires.
4

Fait, clos et scelle des armes de l'Empereur et de nos

irmes a Camden Place, Chislehurst, Kent, Angleterre, a l'heure

le minuit moins un quart, le quatorze Janvier, mil huit cent

soixante-treize.

4 Ont signe :
—

1 S. A. I. Mgr. le Prince Napoleon Jer6me.
1 S. A. le Prince Louis Lucien Bonaparte.
'
S. A. le Prince Joachim Napoleon Murat.

' S. A. le Prince Napoleon Charles Jacques Phi-

lippe Gr£goire Bonaparte.

VOL. IV. P P
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A pp
« S. A. le Prince Achille Charles Louis Napoleon

XIII. Mi:rat.
' MM. Rouher.

1 Le General Comte Fleurv.

Le General Prince de la Moskowa.
1 Le Due de CambacSres.
1 Le Docteur Conneau.
: Davillier Comte Regnaud de St.-Jean d'Anckly.

•Li Comte Clary.
' Le Baron Corvisart.
' L'Abb£ Laine.
1 L'AbbG Cadoret.
' Franceschini Pietri.
' FlLON.

©* Pour Ampliation,

<DUC DE BASSANO.'

XIII.

The Wills of Napoleon III. and his Son, the Prince Imperial,

' CEt I EST IfON TESTAMENT.

* Je recommande rnon fils et ma femme aux grands Corps de

CEt at, au peuple et a 1'armee. L'Imperatrice Eugenie a toutei

les qualites necessaires pour bien conduire la Regence, et mon
fils montre des dispositions et un jugement qui le rendroi

digne de ses hautes destinies.

'Qull n'oublie jamais la devise du Chef de notre faTnilI<

" Tout pour le Peuple francais ;

"
qu'il se penetre des ecril

dn prisonnier de Ste.-Helene, qu'il etudie les actes et la corre

spondance de l'Empereur, afin qu'il se souvienne quand le

circonstances le permettront que la cause des peuples est

DOOM de la France.
* Le pouvoir est un lourd fardeau, parce qu'on ae pent

toujour! faire tout le bien qu'on voudrait, et que vos contemj
rains vous rendent rarement justice ;

aussi faut-il, pour accompli r
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' THIS IS MY WILL.
'April 24, 1865.

' 1 commend my son and my wife to the high constituted

authorities of the State (aux grands corps de l'Etat), to the people,
and the army. The Empress Eugenie possesses all the qualities

requisite for conducting the Regency well, and my son displays
a disposition and judgment which will render him worthy of

his high destinies. Let him never forget the motto of the

head of our family,
"
Everything for the French people." Let

him fix in his mind the writings of the prisoner of St. Helena
;

let him study the Emperor's deeds and correspondence ; finally,

let him remember, when circumstances so permit, that the

cause of the peoples is the cause of France.

p p 2
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sa mission, avoir en soi la foi et la conscience de son devoir. II a PP.

faut penser que du haut des cieux ceux que vous avez aimes XIII>

vous regardent et vous protegent. C'est Fame de mon grand
oncle qui m'a toujours inspire et soutenu. II en sera de inerne

pour mon fils, car il sera toujours digne de son nom.
1 Je laisse a l'lmperatrice Eugenie tout mon domaine prive.

Je desire qu'a la majorite de mon tils elle habite l'Elysee et

Biarritz.

*

J'espere que mon souvenir lui sera cher, et qu'apres ma
mort elle oubliera les chagrins que j'ai pu lui causer.

* Quant a mon fils, qu'il garde comme talisman le cachet

que je portais a ma montre et qui vient de ma mere ; qu'il

conserve avec soin tout ce qui me vient de l'Empereur, mon

oncle, et qu'il soit persuade que mon coeur et mon ame restent

avec lui.

1 Je ne parle pas de mes fideles serviteurs. Je suis convaincu

que l'lmperatrice et mon fils ne les abandonneront jamais.
* Je mourrai dans la religion Catholique, Apostolique et

Romaine, que mon fils honorera toujours par sa piete.
'

(Signe) Napoleon.

*

Fait, ecrit et signe de ma main, au Palais des Tuileries, le

24Avrili865. (Signe) Napoleon.'
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' Bower is I heavy burden, because one cannot always do alii

XIIf - the good one could wish, and because your contemporarial

seldom render you justice; so that, in order to fulfil

mission, one must have faith in, and consciousness of,

duty. It is necessary to consider that from Heaven on high

those whom you have loved regard and protect you; it is thd

soul of my illustrious uncle that has always inspired and

tained me. The like will apply to my son, for he will always

be worthy of his name.

'I leave to the Empress Eugenie all my private property
It is my desire that on the majority of my son she shall inhabit

the Klvsee and Biarritz.

1
I trust t lint my memory will be dear to her, and that after

my death she will forget the griefs I may have caused her.

1 With regard to my son, let him keep as a talisman t!

I used to wear attached to my watch, and which comes from

my mother J
let him carefully preserve everything that comes

to me from the Emperor, my uncle, and let him be convinced?

that my heart and my soul remain with him.

M make no mention of my faithful servants. lam con-

vinced that the Empress and my son will never abandon them.
%

i shall die in the Catholic, Apostolic, and Roman religion^
which my son will always honour by his piety.

'(Signed) Napoleon.

1 Pone, written, and signed with my hand at the Palace of

the Tuileries, April 24, 1865. (Signed) Napoleon/

This will was published in the English papers with the

following explanatory letter from the solicitors of the Emprea

.
— Incorrect statements having repeatedly appeared h

both English and foreign newspapers regarding the will of tin

a Emperor Napoleon, we think it right, as solicitors for th<

Administratrix, to state that all such rumours as have hitherk

M published are without authority and inaccurate. I'n-

avoidablc circumstances have occasioned some delay in tin

publication of the will, but letters of administration ctf)

> ato anneso have now been applied for, and, in order
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I

avoid the possibility of further misrepresentations, we are a PP.

authorised to transmit to you a copy of the. will for publication. ^
XIJI "

,

' The estate has been sworn under 1 20,oooZ., but it is right

to state that this sum is subject to claims which will reduce the

amount actually received by the administratrix to about one-

half of the sum named.
' We are, Sir, your obedient servants,

'Markby, Tarry, and Stewart.
'

57 Coleman Street/ E.C.
'

April 29.'

The following is the original text of the will of the Prince

Imperial :
—

' Fait a Camden-place, Chislehurst,

le 26 Fevrier 1879.

f Ceci est mon testament.
'
1. Je meurs dans la religion Catholique, Apostolique et

Eomaine, dans laquelle je suis ne.
1 2. Je desire que mon corps soit depose aupres de celui de

mon pere, en attendant qu'on les transporte, tous deux, la oil

repose le fondateur de notre maison, au milieu de ce peuple
francais que nous avons, comme lui, bien aime.

'

3. Ma derniere pensee sera pour ma patrie
—c'est pour elle

que je voudrais mourir.
*

4. J'espere que ma mere me gardera, lorsque je ne serai

plus, l'affectueux souvenir que je lui conserverai jusqu'a mon
dernier moment.

'

5. Que mes amis particuliers, que mes serviteurs, que les

partisans de la cause que je represente, soient convaincus que
ma reconnaissance envers eux ne cessera qu'avec ma vie.

i 6. Je mourrai avec un sentiment de profonde gratitude pour
Sa Majeste la Reine d'Angleterre, pour toute la famille royale,

et pour le pays ou j'ai recu pendant huit ans une si cordiale

hospitalite.
4 Je constitue ma mere bien-aimee, lTmperatrice Eugenie,

ma legataire universelle, a charge pour elle de supporter les legs

suivants.
' Je legue 200,000 francs a mon cousin le Prince J. N.
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APP. Murat. Je legue 100,000 francs a M. F. Pietri, en recon«

xiii^ naissance de ses bons services. Je legue 100,000 a M. le Baron

Corvisart, en reconnaissance de son devouement. Je legue

100,000 francs ;\ Mdlle. de Larminat, qui s'est toujours montree

bj attachee a ma mere. Je legue 100,000 a M. A. Filon, mod
ancien preeepteur. Je legue 100,000 francs a M. L. N. Cod

Dean ; je legue 100,000 francs a M. N. Espinasse ; je legue

100,000 francs au Captaine A. Bizot—tous trois mes plus

anciens amis. Je desire que ma chere mere constitue mie

pension viagere de 10,000 francs au Prince L. L. Bonaparte.

I in- pension viagere de 5,000 francs a M. Bachon, mon ancien

ecuyer; de 2,500 francs chacune a Mme. Thierry et a Uhlmannl

Je desire que tous mes autres serviteurs ne soient jamais prives

de lenrs appointements. Je desire laisser au Prince N. Charles

Bonaparte, au Due de Bassano, et a M. Rouher, trois des plus

beaux souvenirs que mes executeurs testamentaires pourronf

designer. Je desire laisser aussi au General Simmons, I

Monsieur Strode, et a Consignor Goddard trois souvenirs que,

mes ex.'enteurs testamentaires designeront parmi les objets de

valeur qui m'appertiennent. Je legue a .Monsieur F. Pietri

mon epingle surmontee (rune pierre (ceil de chat); a Monsieur

isart mon epingle (perle rose); a Mademoiselle de Larminal

un medaillon eontenant les portraits de mon pere et de ma
mere ; a Madame Lebreton ma montre en email, ornee de

mon chiffire en diamants; a MM. Conneau, Espinasse, Bizot, J.

\. Mural, A. Fleury, P. de Bourgoing, 8. Corvisart, mes armes
• •t uuiformes, si ce n'est toutefois le dernier que j'aurai porte et

que je laiase a ma mere. Je laisse a M. d'Entraigues une

epingle, surmontee d'une perle fine ronde de forme, qui m';

6te* donnee par rimperatrice. Je prie ma mere de vouloir biei

distribner aux personnes qui m'ont temoigne de mon vivant

quelque attacbement les bijoux ou objets de moindre valem

qui poorraient me rappeler a leur souvenir. Je legue a Madam*
la Comtesse Clary mon epingle surmontee d'une belle peri
tine (a); auDucde Hnescar, mon cousin, mes epees espagnoles

• Napoleon.

*

I.'- tout <Vrit de ma propre main.
4 Je n'ai pas l)esoin de recommander a ma mere de ne rien
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egliger pour defendre la memoire de mon grand oncle et de APP.

Qon pere. Je la prie de se souvenir que tant qu'il y aura des ^

XI11,

Sonapartes la cause imperiale aura des representants. Les devoirs

le notre maison envers le pays ne s'eteignent pas avec ma vie ;

noi mort, la tache de continuer l'ceuvre de Napoleon Ier et

le Napoleon III incombe au fils aine du Prince Napoleon, et

'espere que ma mere bien-aimee, en le secondant de tout son

xmvoir, nous donnera a nous autres qui ne seront plus cette

lerniere et supreme preuve d'affection. Napoleon.

' Le 26 Fev. 1879, » Chislehurst.

4 Je nomme MM. Rouher et F. Pietri mes execu-

teurs testamentaires. (Je dis par F. Pietri,

Franceschino Pietri.) N.'

The envelope containing the will was opened and the will

read at Camden Place on Friday, June 29, and the following

signatures are among those appended to the proces-verbal

which was drawn up on that occasion:— L. L. Bonaparte,

Napoleon Charles Bonaparte, J. N. Murat, Noailles Due de

Mouchy, Due de Huescar, Due de Bassano, E. Eouher.
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I BBATUCCI, M., iii. 358.

x. Abd-el-Kader, released from prison
on parole, iii. 398.

berdeen, Lord, ii. 247, 256; iii. 448;
iv. 6, 21, 28.

.bout, M. Edmond, iv. 352, 405/.

brantes, Duke of, i. 69%.

.car, M., ii. 96, 226, 268, 294%, 351.

Lchard, M., ii. 235, 239.

idam, M. Achille, ii. 130.

Adelaide, Mme, i. 186, 191, 361, 455;
iii. 861w.

lix, the Prince President's visit to, iii. 394.

Uadenize, M., ii. 125, 128, 130, 163;
iii. 457.

Uais, M., iii. 139, 140%.

Llba, Duchess d', iii. 418, 422, 429%
;
her

death, iv. 272.

Ubemarle, Lord, iv. 452.

Libert, Prince, iii. 316, 388
;

iv. 3, 19, 69,

! 74, 98, 100, 102%, 187, 328 ;
his character

contrasted with that of Prince Louis

Napoleon, iii. 333/; his close obser-

vation of the acts of the Prince, 334/;
on the state of Europe, 448/; on Prince

Napoleon, 449%
;
on the Crimean war,

iv. 6/, 8
;
letters to King Leopold, 11,

43/ 90 ;
visit to the camp at Boulogne,

20#'; letter to Napoleon III., 21/;

landing at Boulogne and reception by
the Emperor, 22

;
letters from the camp,

2'Sff; impressions of his visit, 2bff;
his political sympathies, 33

;
value of

his opinions on the Emperor, ib. ;

letter to the Prince of Prussia, 42
;

memorandum on Lord Clarendon's con-

ference with the Emperor, 63/; draws up
military agreement with France, 73/;
letters to Baron Stockmar, 79, 103, 111,

ALG

139/; at Paris, 81
; presents from the

Emperor, 82
; birthday gift to, 86 ; at

St. Cloud, 88
;

his impressions of the

Emperor, 89
;
on the peace negotiations

with Russia, 95 ; letter from Emperor,
118

;
on visit of Grand Duke Constantine

to Emperor, 132/; on the rapprochement
of France and Russia, 133

;
his doubts

of the Emperor, 134/, 154/ 255
;
con-

versations with Napoleon III., 137, 1 39$~;
visit to Cherbourg, 148%, 151

;
on the

relations of England and France, 172/i
;

on Napoleon III.'s Italian policy, 173;
on the alleged coalition against the

Emperor, 179%; advice to Prince Regent
of Prussia, 191

; correspondence with

King Leopold, 191, 192% ;
on the Italian

negotiations, 194/; on the position of

the Emperor, 256/; opposition to his

policy, 260/; on the action of Prussia,
264

;
German sympathies of, 265

;
on

the meeting of Napoleon III. and the

German sovereigns, 2Qlff, 270 ; alleged

proposal to Russia, 268%.

Albert, Archduke, mission to Berlin, iv.

192
;
to Paris, 487.

Alexander I., Emperor of Russia, visit of to

Josephine and Hortense, i. 84
;
at St-

Leu, 85
;

his attentions to Josephine
and Hortense, 87

;
character of, 88.

Alexander II., Emperor, iv. 61, 102,
453

;
coronation of, 1 24

; meeting with

Napoleon III., 152ff; visit to Paris

and attempt on his life, 337/
Algeria, proposed colonisation of, ii. 408 ;

reorganisation of government of, iv.

46, 236
;

note on the Hohenzollern
candidature for the throne of Spain,
462/
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Alibaud, attempt of, on Louis-Philippe's
. 290, 294, 316, 409 : referred to,

ii. 144, 1 n;.

Alison, S;r A., i. 148; ii. 44/?; on Prince

Allard, General, to. 336ft.

Allonville, General d*, Lit 284*.

Almanack Imperial, i ii - 304. -

•lent in, iii. 105.

Alton, General <1\ to. 213/.

Alton-Shee, M. d*, iii. 6ft

Alva. Duchess of. See Alba,

Amelia, Marie, Queen, i. 361, 455
;

iii. 221
;

It. 67, 418.

Amiens, the Prince President at, iii. 97/
Amnesty, general, on accession of Na-

poleon III., iii. 410.

Ampere, M , L 118.

Anderwert, Landamnian, ii. 75.

Andreossi, Mnie., i. 4.

Andromede, frigate, i. 364, 369, 415, 419/,
. ICO.

-

Regnault St.-Jean d'.

rh of the Prince President

at, iii. 99; rupture of bridge at, 123ft.

Anglo-French alliance of 1854, iii. 411,

/', 43, 50/, 59/, 61,

lis, 188/:
• Frenchcommercialtreaty, to.

240/. 248/ 845/ 2 17/ 250/
ileme, Duchesee d*, L lo:s//.

Annotatt •///•, of Boulogne, ii. ISO, 132, 131.

Aiuitiairc hi.sior i
i]

tie. u/iircrpcl, iii. 176/

Antonelli, Cardinal, to. 190.

Appleton, Mr. W., ii. 25ft.

Appleton, Mrs. \\\, ii. 25.

. M., ii. 260, 268, 422: iii. 18, 84,
red from obligation of taking

l
<>f fidelity to Prince President,

', Btlenne, iii. 94; iv. 995, 418.
.. Prince Lo i :>jt to,

i. 129*.

Arenenberg, chateau of, i. 112.//"; I

:ipiion of, i. 123/; souvenirs at,

127/"; Queen Hortenae's mom in, 131;
life of the Queen and her son at. 209/;
visi- B ; Ghateaubriand'i

Alexandre Dumas at,

266/; society at, ii. 42; alleged plots

•. i. 12."; ii. 10, 20ft ;
on

Prince Louis Napoleon, i. 155/
unt d\ iii. :U7.

Armand, M., i. 261, 434.

AUG

Armandi, General, i. 167 f; 174
;

ii.H
278, 426, 480», 440, 111.

Armani, If., ii

Army, French, its relations to the Conj
stituent Assembly, iii. 76/; discussjfl
in the Assembly on, 173/; party divi

sions in, 180; drafting of generals frot

Africa, ib.; General St. Arnaud's mani
festoes to, 184/; Bonapartist sym
pathies of, 192/; propositions of th<

Assembly concerning, 193//'; thePr^H
President's address to, 261/; Genera

Magnan's orders to army of Paris, 28fl

operations of in the capital, 2K2ff\ B
crees of Prince President relating to

364
; pensions to veterans of tfl

Republic and Empire, ib. ;
reforms in

364/: distribution of medals to, 368J|
short service volunteers, 365??

;
reduol

tion of, 395;?; condition of in 1854, iv.l

57; bad state of at beginning of I

war, 196; reorganisation of, 336

proposals on, 392 ff, 444/; befo

Franco-German war, 476, 491
;
M

Lebceuf's report, 177.

Army and Navy Club, Trince Louisl

Napoleon elected member of the, ii.

; the Prince Imperial at, /'/'/.

Arnaud, Marshal. See Saint -Arnaud.

Arnault, M., i. 4.

Arnouville, A. C. d' (Prefect of Straa

i. 396/
Arrivabene, Count C, on the Italian

campaign, iv. 205/ 207/', 211//, 212/,

816/ 219/ 221.

Arthur, Prince, iv. 118.

Artillerie, Prince Louis Nap
Manuel d\ ii. 421//, 422/

Ashley, Hon. Evelyn, his Life i

Pcdmerston, iii. 223//, 224/?; i\

153ft.

Aspinwall, Col. T., letter of, ii. 117ft.

Assembler Nationale, scene in, ii. 406.

National Assembly.
Assembly, Roman revolutionary, iii. 74.

See Rome.
Atelier, I', ii. 421. See Press.

Ateliers national, tional work-

shops.
Atlantic Monthly, 7%*, iii. 126

Audinet, Brigadier, ii. 127.

Audriifet, Maiijiiis d\ iii. 347.

Augier, M. Emile, iv. 357 ;
on the Em-

peror's JAfe of Camr,
Augsburg, school life of Prince Louif

Napoleon at, i. 117.

Auguie, Ad&le, i. 41.

Augusta, Princess of Bavaria, i. 37n.
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igustenburg, Prince of, iv. 315/.
imale, Due d',iii. 169, 221jf, 266, 361%;

pamphlet on the Bonapartes, iv. 292.

imale, Duchesse d', iii. 223.

astria, victories of in Italy, iii. 73 ;

Roman policy of, 80
; conduct in refer-

ence to the Crimean war, iv. 42/;
negotiations of the Western Powers

with, 55
;
the Vienna Note, ib. ; treaty

with France, ib.
; insidious proposals

of, 75 ;
vacillation of, 78

; peace
propositions of, 98/ 100/; hostility
of Napoleon III. to, 133/; precipi-
tates the Italian war, 177/; the
French Emperor's address to Baron

Hiibner, 181 ; warlike activity of, 182 ;

summons Piedmont to disarm, 187 ;

effect of English intervention, 189/i
;

refuses proposed Congress, 190; pro-

posal to Prussia, 1 92
;
on the question

of disarmament, 194 ; resolves on war,
195

;
ultimatum to Sardinia, ib.

;
for-

feits the sympathies of Europe, 195
;

her defeats in Italy, 204#, 210
;
sells

Lauenburg to Prussia, 316
;
war with

Prussia, 325ff\ negotiations with
France in 1869, 484/, 486#.
vrillon, Mile., i. 83.

yguesvives, Countess d', iv. 352, 562.

zeglio, Marqnis d', iv. 157, 161
;
on the

Italian war, 203.

zy, Benoist d', iii. 212.
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iii. 226,
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Jachon, M., ii. 128 ; iv. 582.
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'.ailly, M., i. 255, 442.
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;
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fence of Prince Louis Napoleon, iii.
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Barrot, M. Odilon, Prince Louis Na-

poleon's letter to,i. 373jf ;
his ministry,

iii. 65
; on M. Faucher's ministry,

177/; his Memoires Posthumcg, 178%,
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view with General Changarnier, 213/;
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114/ 156, 140%, 174/ 177/ 185, 187/
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228/ 303%, 407%, 461
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Bartholony, Mme., iv. 563.

Bartolini, M., iv. 130.
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Bastide, M., ii. 390 ;
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Bataille, M., ii. 128, 161, 177/ 180; iii.

457.

Batavian Republic. See Holland.

Bates, Mr. J., ii. 117%, 383.

Bath, Prince Jerome at, ii. 374/
Bath, Prince Louis Napoleon at, iii. 419/?.

Bath, Marquis of, iii. 361%.

Baude, M., i. 321.

Baudin, M., iii. 253
;
trial of, iv. 395.

Baune, M., iii. 66.

Bayonne, Napoleon III. at, iv. 51/
Bazaine, Marshal, iii. 266

; iv. 414% ;

takes command of French troops and
operations against the Germans, 400,
414%, 494, 496, 501.
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BAZ

Baze, M., iii. 131, 138, 147, 177, 191, 240,

295 ;
on the revision of the Con-

stitution of 1848, 174/.

ice, Princess, iv. 132.

Beaufort, Duke of, ii. 8

Beauharnaia, Vloomte de, L 22; hia wife

and children, ib. ;
vicissitudes of his

family, 88 ;
his deaf i

anuria, Mine. de. See Josephine

[Eni] I

Beauharnaia, (Prince) Eugene, i. 22, 112;

apprenticed to a carpenter, 23; on

General Hoche's staff, 24
; begs for the

return of his father's sword, ib.
;
his

Leu, 83 ;
letter to,

•

, 88a; at Constance.

110 J
other references to, 37w, 126; ii.

BeanharnaJa, lh-rtense de, her marriage
to Louia Bonaparte, L 19a, 81a, 83a ;

I'.ourrienne's passion for, 29«. See

llortense.

anuria, Bmilie de, i. 1 6/ 884 ; her

marriage, 16. See Lavatette,

Beauharnaia, Stephanie de, i. 108, 114,

119. See Baden, Grand Duchess of.

mte de, L 69a.

Beanbarnaie, Countess Fanny de, i. 4.

Beaumont-Vassv, M. de, citations from,
iii. L49/, 164/ 880/ 840a, 844a, 846a,
251. .

Beauregard, Countess of, iii. 226/.
Beauveau, Prince de, iii. 847.

Bechard, M., iii. 199.

r, Count, i. 69a.

Bedeau, General, ii. 409 ;
iii. 34, 151, 192,

196, 881, 896, 464 ; iv. 47.

i. Duke of, ii. 85.

Bedford, Duchess of, i. 198.

">t Sugar question, ii. 2'iiijf.

\tr.

BelbOBOf, Marquis de, iii. B47.

ins, pensions to heira of the Queen
of the, iii. 860a ; reception of Orleaniat

refugeea by King of the, 387.

B rigium, independence of, reoogniaed by
': notification of the

Powera ooncerning, ib. ; proceedings of

French refugeea in, 8

PnOe, the, at St Helena, a 185.

Belmontel, M., Queen Hortenee'a letter

to, i

Bella, their effect on Napoleon I., i. 5.

Ballnno, Duke of, i. 89a.
int de, conversation with M.

Thiers, iv. 399.

Ii., iv. 327/ 466t
472, 480n, 483; negotiations on the

ins

Hohenzollern candidature for tl:

throne of Spain, 459/", 461, 463, 461
467, 470/

Beranger, i. 148
; letter to Prince Idfl

Napoleon, ii 284 ;
kindness of £m^|

Eugenie to, iv. 522//.

Berchet, M., i. 78.

Berger, M., ii. 371.

Bernadotte, i. 40//.

Bernard. Dr. S., acquittal of, iv. 172

Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. See Sajfl
Pierre.

Berrier, M., iii. 17.

Berry, Duches.se de, i. 283, 285.

Berryer, M., hia denunciation of fl

government of Louis-Philippe, ii. 45/
undertakes the defence of Prince Douii

Napoleon, 163/; Ins defence of
tbj

Boulogne prisoners, 164/; apeech ii

support of Legitimacy, iii. 17."-

M. Favre's proposition to sequ<

Louis-Philippe's property, 357 /': othoi

references to, 9, 12. 14, 7l>, 86/ 101

114, 116, 122. 126, 132, 134, 146, 151 I

163, 161/ 174, 182, 190, 195, 199, 204,

216, 250/ 382, 457 ;
iv. 296, 3(X

death of, 896.

Bertion, M. Adolphe, iv. 413.

Bertrand, Abbe, i. 85, 99, 104, 106, 113,
117.

Bertrand, General, ii. 121. 172//, 364.

Besancon, the Prince President at, iii.

104.

Bethmont, 1L, iv. .".'.I'.t.

Beust, Count, on French diploma* id

blunders, iv. 460; note to the Berlin

cabinet, ib. ; referred to, 485, 487.

Beville, General, iii. 105, 235/ 408 ; iv.

276.

Beyle, M. Henri, iii. 421/
Biarritz, Napoleon III. and Count Bis-

marck at, iv. 319/; Imperial court at,

re, prisoners at, iii. 297/
Billault, M., ii. 99, 236

;
i'ii. 326

iv. 41, 125, 166, 256», 287, 290/ 296;

appointed President of the Legislative

Corps, iii. 351
;
address to the Asaembla

383/; as an orator, iv. 288//
;
death of,

298.

Bineau, M., iii. 117, 847, 868.

Bismarck, Count, at Versailles, iv.8o; in

a delicate position, 281/i; referred to,

310, 355, 166, 172, 501
; convei

with M. Hansen, 314/; obtain
vention of Gastein, 316

; repairs to

Biarritz, 317; interviews with the Em-
peror, 319n

;
efforts to secure the
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neutrality of France in the war with

Austria, 321/; success of his political

machinations, 325
; speech to the

Prussian chamber, 326%
; unpopularity

in Paris, 328% ; declines the proposals
of France, 329

;
in Paris during the

Exhibition of 1867, 337 ;
watches the

Emperor's policy, 338
;
reckless pursuit

of his political ends, 449/; his ne-

gotiations with France, 450/; efforts

to seduce France into war, 451,/f ;
the

King of Hanover on, 452/; ominous

speech in the Reichstag, 454
;
the Ho-

henzollern candidature, 454jf; secret

negotiations with Marshal Prim, 456,

471/; success of his scheming, 460/;

preparing for war with France, ib.
;

his assurances to the Federal Council,

464/; eager for the war, 469%
;
assumes

a high tone, 472/ 474
;
dexterous moves,

483
;
at Sedan, 513

;
conversations with

Emperor and General Castelnau, 513/
516.

iixio, M., iii. 41%, 42%, 60/ 62%, 63, 78,

160 ;
duel with M. Thiers, 42%.

Ilizot, Captain, iv. 582.

Mack Sea, proposed neutralisation of, iv.

75, 97/
ilanc, Louis. See Louis- Blanc.

ilanqui, M.,ii. 392, 400, 424/; iii. 171.

ilessington, Lady, ii. 85, 358
;
letter to

Mme. Guiccioli, 91%
;

Prince Louis

Napoleon's letter to, from Ham, 204/ ;

otherwise referred to, 376/ 395/*.

Mount, M. A., iv. 353, 565.

jBlum, Auguste, ii. 406.

Blumenthal, General, foretells the inva-

sion of France to Lord Albemarle, iv.

452.

|Boichot, M., iii. 94.

iBoissy, Mme. de, ii. 395.

Bolgrad, diplomatic difficulty concerning,
iv. 161.

3omarsund, fall of, iv. 52.

Bonaparte. See Napoleon, Josephine.

Bonaparte, [King] Joseph, letter from

Kapoleon I. to, i. 14%; his estate on
the Delaware, ii. 19m ;

his protest to the

government of Louis- Philippe, 122/;
illness and death of, 288, 454/; his

Memoirs, &c, 289m ;
other references

to, i. 235/ 293m, 321, 423, 468
;

ii. 123%,

342
;

iii. 4, 8.

Bonaparte, [King] Jerome, i. 13, 159, 167,

169, 190, 333; iii. 3/ 241%, 243/ 247,

346, 347, 373, 402, 407%, 408, 432/ 443
;

cautious conduct of, during the coup

d'etat, 279%, 293/; his address as

BON

President of the Senate, 383
;
death of,

iv. 271.

Bonaparte, [King] Louis, letter of, to

Bernardin de St. Pierre, i. 10/; his

youth, 11; his character, 12/ 15, 17,
18

;
anecdote of, 12

;
as a soldier, 13

;

at Malmaison, ib. ; Napoleon I. on,

14%, 15%, 18
;

his independence, 15
;

falls in love, 16
;
sent on the Egyptian

expedition, ib.
; invalided, ib.

;
his con-

fession to Hortense, 16/; refuses to

marry her, 17; his various employ-
ments, ib.

;
letters from the first Na-

poleon to, 17», 44%, 45%, 429/"; his

feeling for Hortense, 18
;
his marriage,

19%, 31%, 32/i
;
various accounts of the

union, 31/; first years of his married

life, 34/; made governor of Paris, 37 ;

family discords, ib.
;
made King of

Holland, 38
; Napoleon's address to.

38%; his reign, 4:0Jf; described by
Walter Savage Landor, 40

; quarrels
with his wife, 41, 44, 47/; ii. Ill

;
mis-

statements in Russell's Modern Europe,
i. 42/; earliest acts of his reign, 43

;

reproached by Napoleon, 44Jf; his

pacific measures, ib.
;
commands a

corps-d'armee in 1806-7, 49 ;
his popu-

larity with the Dutch, ib.
; grief at the

death of his son, 50; letters of, to

Hortense, 56, 57m, 58, 59%
; objects to

become King of Spain, 57/; abdicates,

66; Queen Hortense on, 80; claims his

children, 87
;
the lawsuit, 89

;
obtains

his eldest son, 106
; grief at the con-

duct of his sons in Italy, 166; ex-

asperated by his sons, 210; protest
against the treatment of Prince Louis

Napoleon, ii. 145
; reply of the Minis-

terial press, 146
; death of, 359, 373 ;

other references to, i. 40%, 41, 45ff, 169,

256, 293%, 334
;

ii. 308/ 311, 314, 333/;
iii. 4.

Bonaparte, Prince Napoleon, Sec Na-

poleon, Joseph Charles Paul.

Bonaparte, Prince Jerome. See Bona-

parte, King Jerome. Napoleon, Prince

Joseph Charles Paul.

Bonaparte, Prince Pierre, ii. 13%, 395
;

iii. 8, 120; quarrel with republicans
iv. 429

;
trial of, 430.

Bonaparte, Lucien, i. 10%, 14%, 15
;

ii. i,

408
; iv. 576/ 582.

Bonaparte, Prince Napoleon Char!es
;
iv.

576/ 582/
Bonaparte, Charles, i. 10%.

Bonaparte, Caroline, married to Murat,
i. 31.
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Bonaparte. Prince Antoine, ii.

arte family, a in the, i.

. their adherent*, iii. 26, P.>">; pro-
ii fur, under the Second Empire,

108 '••"" L and III.

Bonaparte Villa, Milan, Napoleon III. at,

iv. SO
. iii. 6, 10.

•., M., ii. 403 ;
iii

Bonhoi SOI.

nix, Duke of, i. 90S*., 204 ;
ii. 56,

nix. speech of the Prince Pn -

•

, f\
'

'./empire c'est la paix,'

Borthwick, Mr., iii. 221/
Bosquet, General, iii. 267 ; created Mar-

shal, iv. 1

Bonbon, Mme., i. 67ft, 58.

porn, Mine., i. 7.">, 78/.
Mtauban, M., ii. 161, 180.

Boulay de la M.urtlie, M., iii. 38, 46, 61 ;

voting for Prince Louis

<>leon, 40.

Boulevards, insurrectionary movements
on, : ooup (Vrtat, iii. 27Bff,

ptain Gronow on the alleged

Boulogne, Prince Louis Napoleon's expe-
dition against, ii. 117#, 128Jf; the

landing, 127 ; failure of the enterprise,

129/; proclamation of the mayor, 132;
excitement in the town, 188; in Eng-
land and France, 186; circulation of

reports, 136a, 137» ; proclama-
rinoe, 137ff, 482.0

ted complicity of England, 111 ;

Louis-Philippe's triumphal visit to,
1 14 : the prisoners before the Chamber
of Peers, 161/; their trial, 168/ j

M.
dl'a report, 168/; the 77BUS corre-

spondence, 166s ; public examination
of toe prisoners, l."><; //'; address <>f the

Procnreur-Qeneral, 168; M. Berryer's
oh, 164/; M. Montholon's defence,

170; address Of M. Parrot, 177; re-

joinder of the Procureur-General, 17".»
;

M. Berryer and Prince Louis Napoleon.
ih. ; sentence of the prisoners, 160;
bad impression caused by the trial,

uis Napoleon on the

ditfon, I86f»; otlieial papers, iii.

62* ; If . d niere on, 468 f\
Oamp at, iv. 16/ H)/f; described "bv

Charles Dickens. 23f| q IH.
and Prince Albert at, 8g#; the Em-
peror's proclamation to the army at,

BRU

at62 fi reception of Queen Vic

iMti, Le, ii. 1 33ft. Sec Pre

Lasa (Kabyle chief), iii. 98.

Bourbaki, General, iii. 2i>7 : iv. 336n. \

Bourbon, Duchess of, i. 182,

Bourbons, the, i. 102; iii. <>."); iv. 35« : in

trignes for the restoration of, iii. 134J9
proposal to abrogate the law of baniaB
ment of, 161 ; Count Chambord'sap
in favour of, 400 ; forced sale of B

parte property by, iv. 87n. Sir

leanists. Chambord.
Bourdic-Viot, Mme., i. 4.

Boorges. See Michel de Bourges.

Bourgoing, M. de, iv. 582.

Bourgon, General, iii. 3

Bourqueney, Baron de, on the Boulogne
expedition, ii. 141/.

Bourrienne, M. de, i. 6ft, 16, 29/ 314
llt>: bis passion rbrHortensede
harnais, 29ft; iv. 282;/.

Bourrienne, Mine, de, i. 16ft,

Bourse, fluctuations of the, iii. 11

L66, 17*.

Bowring, SirJohn, commissioner fo:

tiating commercial treaty with I

iv. 2:17.

Bowring, Mr. L. B., iv. 237ft.

Boyd, Mr. P., ii. 388.

Brabanoois, Marquis <le, iii. 347.

Braganza, Duke of. See Juan IV.

Breithaupt, llerr von, ii. 423/.
Pries, marshes of, ii. 90.

Briilault, M., ii. 342, 406.

Bright, Mr. John, iv. 4ft; on the Angloi
French commercial treaty, 244/; on
the cession of Savoy and Nice, 259ft.

Brissac, M., iv. 356.

Broc, M. de, i. 41.

Broc, Mme. de, i. 64ft, 131.

Broadie, Due de, i. 286, 288: ii. 49 : iii

86/ 126, 134, 151, 174, 178, 2D; ; h
19, 37

;
on the coup tVHat, iii. 304

;

Napoleon III.'s letter to Empen
Nicholas, iv. 9n ;

on the invasion (

England, 8.

Broglie, M. Paul de, iv. 2S7.

P.ruc. Captain de, i. 382, \\*\\. 393 tf, 40
411.

Bruce, Lavalette, i. 108ft.

Bruce, Lord Ernest, iii. 296, 361 n.

Bruce, Lady Ernest, iii. 361ft.

Pruix, General, i. 18?/.

Prune, General, i. 17«; ii. 473.

Prunet, M., ii. 434.

Prunnow, Baron, iv. 104/; prop
Congress to Lord Malmesbury, iv. 189n
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unswick, Duke of, his alleged conven-
tion with Prince Louis Napoleon, ii.

386, 387% ; referred to, iv. 145.

•ussels, French refugees in, iii. 381%,
387. See Belgians. Belgium,
uchon, M., ii. 438.

uffalora, battle of, iv. 206.

uffet, M , iii. 63, 125, 163, 333
;

iv. 301,

305/, 354, 427/, 435, 440/
ugeaud, Marshal, ii. 46, 369, 392; iii.

20, 32, 42, 60, 265/
ulkeley, Mr. J., his account of the

Eglinton tournament, ii. 115».

ulwer, Sir E. L., his estimate of Prince

Louis Napoleon, ii. 112.

ulwer, Sir H. (Life of Lord Palmerston),
i. 162/?, ;

ii. 85/
uol, Count, proposal to neutralize the

Black Sea, iv. 97/ 100; referred to,

104
; reply to England on the Italian

question, 177%.

Hire, If., ii. 128, 162, 337, 385%, 455.

>ure, Mme., i. 90, 95*.

>ureau, Jean, ii. 432, 434.

urgoyne, Sir J., iv. 69, 477%.

uvgraves. See Conservatives. Mon-
archists. Legitimists, kc.

Jvlandt, M., i. 59//.

>yng, Hon. F., ii. 121.

yron, Lord, i. 151.

ABET, M., ii. 392, 410.

\J Cabinet, changes of. See Ministries,

j'adore,
Duke of, i. 69// ;

iv. 352, 562.

badoret, Abbe, iv. 577/
Vtemr, the Emperor's Life of, iv. 356/;
reception of, 359/

Jaf's arid cabarets, decrees regulating,
iii. 362.

^affarelli, Mme., i. 4.

'Jagliari, the affair of the, iv. 173.

^Uais, Progres du Pas de, ii. 249Jf, 290//,

292%, 348, 433, 435, 44H, 493. See Press,

^ambaceres, M. de, iii. 347, 408, 577/
Jamp, M. du., on the xeconstruction of

Paris, iv. 364//.

tampan, Mme., i. 9, 17, 22, 24, 26#, 39,

49, 128
;
her letters to Queen Hortense,

27 /F, 34j^; her style of conversation,
. 258.

Campbell, Lord, on the cession of Savoy
and Nice, iv. 237», 240.

Campbell, Mr. F., iv. 18n.

^ampello de Spoleto, Count, i. 171.

?anino, Prince of, iii. 43, '279, 293.

1'anrobert, General [Marshal], iii. 267,

283, 2S4%, 285, 290: iv. 62, 113, 196,

211, 2 16#, 218, 437, 497.
|

VOL. IV. Q

CAV

Cantillon, M„ legacy of, iv. 158/i.

Cantu, Cesare, ii. 446.

Capefigue, M., his allegations against
Prince Louis Napoleon, ii. 378/ 380/i.

Capitole, Le, ii. 154%, 161, 177.

Caprera, a prisoner at Ham, ii. 194.

Capua, Prince of, ii. 83, 85.

Cardigan Lord, ii. 86 ;
iv. 67.

Carington, Lord, ii. 85/
Carlier, M„ Prefect of Police, iii. 184, 213,

215; draws up a plan for the eoujj-

d'Hat, 215.

Carnot, M., iii. 171, 352, 384.

Oaro, M., on Life of Ccesar, iv. 359.

Carpeaux, M., iv. 355.

Carrel, M. Armand, i. 292
; iii. 7

;
on

French republicanism, 315
;
on Prince

Louis Napoleon, i b. ,

Carrelet, General, iii. 192, 283, 290/
Casabianca, M., iii. 181.

Cassagnac, M. Granier de, iii. 115.

Cassaunac, M. Paul de, iv. 507//-, 509//,

511ft.

Castellane, General, iii. 279
;

created

Marshal, 406.

Castellane, Count de, iii. 347.

Castellon, M., ii. 313/; letter to Prince
Louis Napoleon, 315.

Castelnau, General, conversation of Count
Bismarck with, iv. 516.

Castille, M. Hippolyte, his Hidoire de la

seconde Rejmblique fra?icaise, iii. 14%.

Castlereagh, Lord, i. 101.

Catholic Church, Count Montalembert
on the position of, after the coup -d'etat,

iii. 318#, 324m
;
on the Prince Presi-

dent's policy concerning, 323.

Cauchy, M., ii. 180.

Caumont Laforce, Count de, iii. 347.

Caussidiere, M., ii. 396, 399/ 408, 409; ;

iii. 14, 237.

Cauterets, the residence of King Louis
and Queen Hortense, i. 54, 56.

Caux, Marquis de, iv. 353, 565.
,

Cayaignac, General, a prisoner at Ham,
ii. 194, iii. 295 ;

on Prince Louis

Napoleon's letter to his Paris electors,
ii. 405/; suppresses the insurrection
of June, 409 ; iii. 24%, 239, 273 463

;

becomes dictator, ii. 409
;
his indeci-

sion, 410, iii. 32
;

his foreign policy,
24

;
his character, 25

; his waning
popularity, 26, 33 ; mistakes of his

ministers, 31
; his address to the na-

tion, 33
;
his activity, 34

;
his attack

on the Executive Commission, 34/;
obtains a vote of confidence from the
National Assembly, 35

;
M. Thiers on,
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41
;

his Italian expedition, 43 : his

i s' i if: danders cm, 48
;
bis

D, 50 ; causes of his fall. 63/;
votes recorded for, at Presidential

56; his defeat.."5/; arbitrary
rnment after

Jum -'//. 898 : his severities

deputy fur Paris, 868; refuses to take

the i lity to the Prince Presi-

dent : other references to, ii

401: iii. 13, 15, 19/, 22//", 89, 80/, 42,

46, : :.!. 112, 113, 115, 152,
171. 175, 196, 199. 201, 212, 239,

163/; iv. !

'( km, refuses a school prize
from the Prince Imperial, iv. 106.

M. Godefroy, i. 287; ii. 307,
451.

« 'avanae, .Mile., i. 76.

Carour, Count, iv. 60, 157. 170, 222;

plans f.>r the liberation of Italy, 168/;

belpof France, 159/; diplo-
matic activity cf, 102/; accused of

nting revolution, 163
;

the Km-
perorV promises to, 168; menage to,

Bmperor, 171//; conference with
his Majesty, 171/: disliked by the
Freneli

'

Ministers, 187, 188// : ener-

getio action of, 190/, 199 ;
mission to

Paris. 1*.)1 : interview with Count

Walewski, 193; refuses to diaarm, 194;
Pfith Napoleon III. ///. ;

reply to the Austrian ultimatum. 196 ;

ipointmenl of, 808 ; his attitude
. 818 : advice to

Hmmanu-l. 221
;
returns to office, 223.

Cayem to, iii. 298.
.

< bant of, i. 69*.

and la Tour, Baron, iv. 557.

Chabrier, M.. ii. 381.

Chalons, camp at, iv. 150. 164; the Era-
• II; council of war at, 601.

Chambolle, M., iii. 87.

Chambord, Count de, iii. 18, 134, 185,
I'.'o, 818, 389; letter of, to If.

r. 161; his instructions to
- after the cnup-<r<fat,
Committee Of Twelve.

: attack on tie government of the
1'rit M : action of his

adherents, ib.
; reported interviews

with the Kmperor Nicholas, 888
1 in favour of the Bourbons, WO.

Champ de Mars. great military spectacles

Champii ral, ii. 473.

en a

Champs- Klysees, Exhibition building it

iv. 45.

Changarnier, General, ii. 351, 396/; iii

20/', 32, 55, 114/'. 122, 129f, 135, 146
151//. 171, 174, 177. 179. ISO, 184,

190, 198, 195, 19.;. 19*. 200. 206, 3l
219, 225, 227, 836/, 387; iv. 47, 16)

207n ; is made commander of the flH
Military Division, iii. 60

;
his attitudt

against the Red Republicans, 66
; let!

to General Forey, 67// ; resolution a
his opponents to impeach him,
addresses to the army, 75/, 137, lH
letter to M. Marrast, 76/; suppreB
an emcutc of the Red-. 91/'; advifl
the Prince President to assume fl
Dictatorship, 9*>

; grows popular wB
the army, 112; intrigues of thl

Monarchists, 116, 120; treachery 0J
120; the hope of the Royalist
removed from his command, 136, 150'

plays a double part, 137; alleged plot

against, 138; dismissal. Ill//
ward position of, 147, 148 ;

his •

cation with Grand Duchess of I'.aden

149/; professes loyalty to the
PrinOJ

President, 150; speech of, in the I

lative Assembly, 154, 159; disappoint
ment of, 155; disappears from the

political scene, 155// : last speech of in

the Assembly, 159; interview with M.

de Persigny, lf>9, 170//; speech on

General Gourgand's motion, 173/;

plots against the Constituent Assembre
212//: endeavours to obtain infl

over the Prince President, 21 2J

sage to Odilon Parrot. 813; propoj
to arrest Prince Louis Napoleon, ib.)
interview of with Odilon Parrot, 218,

214 : why dismissed by the Prince

President* 214; intrigues of, 217, 218,

228
;
his arrest during the coup-,

840; his subsequent liberation, 29q$|
at Mons and Brussels, 295. 387

the Emperor at Met/., iv. 1.

account of his reception, ih.

Chapuys-Montlavide, M.. ii. 271.

Charlemagne, Prince Louis

proposed history of, ii. 221/, 41(

letter from Sisnmndi, 833/; Napolc
I.'s proposed monument to, 225

;

James'fl history of, 4 16.

Charles V., VI., VII., and VIII., works
ii. 427/. 434, 486/, 115. 450; collar

the Golden Fleece of Charles V.,

by Mile. Montijo, iii. 483.

Charles X., i. 146/, 151; iii. 356.
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aarles Albert, King of Sardinia, iii. 78 ;

iv. 157.

harles et Georges, affair of, iv. 179%.

aarlotte, Empress, pleads for her hus-

band, iv. 336.

liarras, M., ii. 194
;

iii. 173, 464.

narras, Colonel, iii. 123, 180, 192, 197,

212, 295.

hartier, Alain, ii. 427.

tiartres, the Prince President at, iii.

97.

hartres, Due de. See Orleans.

hasseloup, M. de, iii. 125.

hasseloup-Laubat, M., iii. 125, 163, 391.

sepot rifles, iv. 389, 410.

hasseurs Montagnards, Society of, iii.

299.

hateaubriand, M. de, on the banish-

ment of the Bonaparte family, i. 118%
;

his protest in favour of the Bonapartes,
203 n, 204/; his visit to Arenenberg, 260,

437 ; correspondence with Queen Hor-
tense and Prince Louis Napoleon, 261/,
280, 433/ 436

;
ii. 56

;
his reception at

Arenenberg, i. 265/; his admiration
for Hortense, 413 ;

his works studied

by Prince Louis Napoleon, 415
;

on

Queen Hortense, 433/ 435
;
account

of his visit to Arenenberg, 437ff; on
the Bourbons and the Bonapartes, ib.

;

on Prince Louis Napoleon's imprison-
ment in the Conciergerie, ii. 145%

;

thanks the Prince, 217 ;
referred to,

iii. 7.

henier, M. Joseph, i. 4.

henu, M. iii. 297.

herbourg, the Prince President at, iii.

133
; English ships at, ib

;
visit of the

Queen and Prince Albert to, iv. 147/
151.

herubini, M., i. 4.

hesterfield, Earl of, ii. 85.

hevalier, M. Michel, iii. 146, 333;

negotiates Anglo-French commercial

treaty, iv. 239%, 240/ 244, 250, 341.

ihevreau, M., iv. 428.

ihislehurst, Napoleon III. at, iv. 524 ff.

'holera in Paris, iii. 89.

Christopher, Mr., iii, 361%.

hristopher, Lady Mary, iii. 361%.

Churchill, Lord Alfred, iii. 361«.

!ipriani, Lionetto, iv. 222.

!ircourt, Mme., on the Emperor's letter

to the Czar, iv. 9%.

ircourt, Count A. de, iv. 399.

City of Edinburgh, employed in the

Boulogne expedition, ii. 126, 130jf,
133/?.

COM

Civita Vecchia, French expedition to.

See Rome.

Clamecy, Socialist atrocities at, iii. 301.

Claremont, intrigues of the Orleanists at,

iii. 134, 223/ See Orleans. Orleanists.

Clarendon, Lord, on the Crimean war, iv.

4%; referred to, 20,74, 107, 132%, 133%,

134/ 136/?, 151, 255, 529; mission to

the Emperor, 62/f; conferences with

Napoleon III., 63./, 104
; report to the

Queen, 104/'; on the admission of

Prussia to the Paris Congress, 105/":
letter to the Queen, 111/; on the

Emperor's visit to Osborne 138/; on
letter of Emperor to the Queen, 16."/.

See Villiers, Mr. George.
Clary, Count, iii. 30, 226; iv. 530, 577/
Clary, Countess, iv. 582.

Clermont-Tonnerre, Countess de, iv. 3*2.

562.

Cleves, Philippe de, ii. 437, 449.

Clifden, Viscount, iii. 361 n.

Clotilde, Princess de, iv. 176; marriage
with Prince Napoleon, 181/185.

Clubs, French, activity of, iii. 65/', 182/'.

Cobden, Richard, iii. 146
; negotiates the

Anglo-French commercial treaty, iv.

239??, 240#, 246; John Bright on,

244/'; death of, 247% ;
his Three Panics,

261/; proposal to reduce the naval

forces, 264%.

Cobden, Mr. Charles, iv. 247%.

Cochelet. Mile., i. 74/ 83, 104, 106, 111 f,

253, 311,391/ 410. &*Parquin, Mme.
Cochrane, Mr. Baillie, iii. 361%.

Cochrane, Mrs. Baillie, iii. 361%.

Coinage, French, the Prince President's

effigy on the, iii. 390.

Colbert, Baron, i. 69.

Collard, M. Royer, ii. 47/
Collet-Meygret, M., iii. 446.

Colonne de Boulogne, the, ii. 135. See
Press.

Colportenrs, iii. 446/; Government com-
mission, 447.

Colste, General, iv. 210.

Combermere, Lord, ii. 85.

Combermere, Lady, on Prince Louis-

Napoleon's love of Art, ii. 387/
Commercial treaty. See Anglo-French
commercial treaty.

Commission, Permanent, of 1850, iii. 132,
136ff

Commission for revision of the constitu-
tion of 1848, iii. 174/ See Executive
Commission.

Commission to inqxrire into the powers of
the President, iii. 199/

Q 2
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issions, mixed, for trial of Socialists

and Red Republicans, iii. 301 n
;
their

proceedings oompared with the severi-

Of General Caraignac in 1848 and
Of M. Tin, -rs in 1872, 302/.

< '.mi ianent, the, iii. 17'.).

Commons, House of. on tin- Crimean war,
iv. 4// ; on the Anglo-French commer-

;i. 210; numbers con-

Bed for participation in the, 293 ;

the Thiers-Dufaure law against the,

. reviews and theatricals at,

861g.
proposed European,

iv. 189 f,

M. Sorel on, 474.

mi, Dr., i. 414: ii. 806, 861 /', 465;
iii. 226, 457; iv. 526, 530. 877

Prince Louis Napoleon to

irn from America, ii. 22; at the
ii-l>ed of Queen Hortense, 86 ;

her

request to, 38; in the suite of the

Prince, 84; prints the Boulogne pro-
tttoas, 128* : at Boulogne, 188

;

e the Chamber of Peers, 161
;

tenoed to Imprisonment, 180; at

Ham, mi. 186,218,888,270, 848; his
:nt of Prince Louis Napoleon's

!1//': trial and sentence on,
in London. 686 : revisits Ham, iii.

mission to Turin, iv. 174.

Conneau ///////', iv. 281ft, 882.

... affair of, i. 886, 822,86611 ; ii. 45.

Napoleon Cheli.

Union, iii. 86 ff.

rratives, the, ii. 410 ;"iii. 17, 81,46,
17/, 86/ 122/ 166, 171, 17 7, 162, is;.,

."'; 200; iv. 16/ Set Legiti-

rant, M. Victor, iii. 74, 94, 122,

nee. residence of Queen Hortense

866; iii. 131.
. \., ii. 20.

itantine, capture of, ii. 47.

.1 Duke, visit to the
Emperor, iv. 132/, 141.

tuent Assemhly. Sec National
iihly.

"ion of 1848, iii. 17, 18n, 128/
187, of, ->-2f; proposed re-

• of, 168; the Beaumont-^
I f\ appointment of Min-

t<>r revision of, if,.; the work of
6 : how regarded byp tlitioal

tea, 167 : debates on, in Ass anb!y,

cou

\70f, 174/, 177; speech of Jule
Favre, 171

; public opinion on, 172;
Revision Commission, 174/; petit|fl
on, 175; vote of Council GeneralH
revijion of, 181

;
Lord Palmerston on

306.

Constitution of 1852. iii. 259/f, H37ff3^M
465 /F; iv. 297// ; the Council of StB
iii. 343; the Legislative Assemblv, ii

the Senate, 344/; the High Courtk
Justice, 345

;
revision of, 398; modll

cations of, iv. 435//', 666/
Consulate, benefits conferred on liai

by, ii. 474J.
Consultative Commission of 1862, iii.

269ft, 886, 827, 846; add
Prince President, 826/

Conti. ML, iv. 274, 314//.

Continent. As P^urope. France. EnglanJ
Corcelli. M. de. iii. 43.

Cormenin, M. de, i. 287 ;
ii. 474, 477.

Cornemuse, General, iii. 265.

Cornu, Mme., i. 66, 68ft, 71, 78, J

106 f, 108, 114, 121//, 122, 135,

ii. 147, 189#, 197. 220, 221/; 226,

2:17, 247, 267/, 270, 277/', 302/;

310, 336/', 341, 37:5/*, 375//, 355 f

461; iii. 255, 43i»
;

iv. 557

her account of Prince Louis \.

in prison, ii. 147
;
letter from the

Prindj
to, 355/; papers of, iii. 255: on Xa

poleon 111 iv. i lti/'; anecdotl
of Prince Louis Napoleon and

the[
Italians, 203.

Cornu, M. Sebastien, ii. 423//.

Corps Legislatif. c

Corsini. Prince, i. 166/
Oorta, at, iv. :;n.

Cortes, iSenor Donosa, Spanish :

sador, iii. 162// ; letters of, 229/.

Oorvisart, M., i. 66, 57//. 83ft.

Corvisart, Dr., iv. 526. 577/, I

( otillons, Club des, iii. 6.

Cottrau, M., i. 259, 265, 330/ 417,

HI; ii. 42; Ids portrait of Napol
III., i. 330.

Oonard, M„ i. 354, 382.

Oondert, M., i. 412, 420; ii. 20.

Coulman, M., his reminiscences of

enberg, i. 259/
Council of State of 1852, iii.

;;i7, 886ft,

Qmp -d'Stat, Odilon Parrot's fore,

the, iii. 188; alarm of a, 191, 200, 214;

plan lor the. 215
;
decided on, 221 :

Pord Palmerston on th<-, 221 (f, 306C
316/; preparations for, 224, 229, 234/;

236/; final meeting of i
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233/; Captain Gronow on the, 234%
;

printing and posting of the proclama-
tions, 235, 238 ; arrests, 240 ;

the Prince
President's demeanour during, 246/;

parliamentary resistance, 2i9ff; decree
of the High Court of Justice against
the Prince President, 252

;
Paris on the

afternoon of the, 253 ; organization of

a Red revolution, ib.
; precautions

against the Reds, 254
;
causes which

led to the, 256/; proclamation of the

Prince President after, 259/; forma-
tion of Ministry, 262/; exaggerated
accounts of the, 270ff; M. de Maupas'
statement, 270%, 271/; scenes sub-

sequent to the, 878jf; preparations
for the 4th of December, 279 ;

insur-

rection of the 4th, 281/; movements of

the troops and of the insurgents, 283
;

Captain Gronow on the alleged mas-

sacres, 285^f; suppression of the in-

surrection, 289/ 297
; activity of M.

de Maupas' commissaries, 291
;
number

of arrests, 291%
; alleged atrocities,

291/; conduct of the Bonaparte family,
293

;
treatment of the Monarchist and

Socialist leaders, 295
;

scenes in the

prisons, 297
;
the Socialists and Red

Republicans, 298 ff; European opinion
on the, 304/; opinions of French
statesmen and writers on, 304^; con-

gratu'ations addressed to the Prince

President, 305m
;
Baron Stockmar on,

307/; opinions on, of Lords John Russell

and Lansdowne, and of Sir Charles

Wood, 313^"; Count de Montalembert

on, 318/; approved by the vote of the

nation, 325/; Jules Favre on, 326%
;

circular on the liberat ion of prisoners,
353%

;
commissions for the remission

of punishments, ib. ; report of the

Prefect of Police on the, 461/; Mr.

Kinglake on the, iv. 636ff.
Cousin, M. Victor, iv. 18/; charges
against M. Thiers, 47% ;

on the Em-
peror's German policy, 332, 333%.

Cousin-Montauban, General. See Palikao.

Court Circular, Imperial, iii. 409/ See

Press.

Courtiges, General, iii. 284.

Courtin, Mile., i. 125%.

Cowley, Lord, English ambassador in

Paris, i. 162%; iii. 296, 335, 388; iv.

20, 22, 64, 69, 77, 107, 190, 240, 243,

249^, 255, 271
; arranges differences

between English and French govern-
ments, 171; letters to Lord Malmes-

bury, 172, 183, 200; conferences with

CUG

the Emperor, 178, 193/; mission to

Vienna, 189
;
the Emperor's complaints

to, 258
;
his firmness, 259/; letter to

Lord John Russell, 290%; presses the

Emperor to intervene in the Schleswig-
Holstein question, 311.

Cowper, Hon. Spencer, iii. 361%.

Credit Foncier societies, iii. 369 /.

Cremieux, M., ii. 398, 402 ;
iii. 13/ 197,

249.

Creton, M., iii. 119, 199.

Creuzot, strikes at, iv. 431.

Crimean war, Mr. Kinglake on, iv. 3ff
debate in the House of Commons, 4%
Prince Menschikoff's mission to Con

stantinople, 5
;
Prince Albert on, 7/

the Emperor's efforts to prevent, 8

origin of, i0% ; feeling in England, 11 ;

the Vienna Note, 12/; high-handed
proceedings of Russia, ib.

;
Lord Pal-

merston's alleged responsibility for,

13
; anticipations of evil in France,

18./f; landing at Eupatoria, 35
; speech

of Napoleon III. to his Parliament,
39ff; voting supplies for, 41

;
Bala-

clava and Inkermann, 43, 55, 60 ;
the

English and French troops, 50 ;
ad-

dress of the Emperor, 52/; new French

loan, 57/; sufferings of the Allies, 58 :

French reinforcements, 60
; motley

allies, ib.
; plans of the Emperor, 62 ff;

his testimony to the bravery of the
British troops, ib.

; councils of war at

Windsor and London, 69, 73/; French

contributions, 78 ;
success of the Allies,

79 ;
fall of Sebastopol, 91

; opening of

negotiations, ib.
;

return of French

troops, 93/; desire of the French for

peace, 95
; unpopular in France, 96 ;

Lord Palmerston's letter to Count Per-

signy, 97%; progress of negotiations,

102/; conclusion of treaty of peace, 107.

Crockford's, Prince Louis Napoleon at,

ii. 384.

Croi, Marquis de, iii. 347.

Cromwell, Richard, Prince Louis Napo-
leon on, ii. 334, 335%.

Crony-Chanel, M., 154%.

Crouseilhes, Baron de, iii. 163, 347.

Crowe, Mr. (author of History of France'),
i. 103%, 104, 283%, 285, 289%, 360/ 379 ;

ii. 49%, 136%; iii. 112, 114; on Count
Mole, ii. 47 ;

on Louis-Philippe's Par-

liament, 96% ; on his government,
260%

;
on the Prince President and his

adversaries, iii. 116/; his misstate-

ments, 118.

Cugnat, M., i. 470/.
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iVau, Club des, iii. 6.

Baron, i. 69a ; iii. ->17.

Alexander.

:-ki, Prince, iv. :$7«, 106/?, 285.

D'ABRANTES,
Ifme., I 21.

llamas, lime., i. 4.

ell, Major B
harinion, M., iv. 5

J)aru, Count, i. 99%', iii. 125, 217,234;
iv. 427/ 181, 186, Ho.

David, Baron JerOme, iv. 306, 434; in-

terpellation on the Franco-Prussian

quarrel, 170.

Daviel, M., iii. 225.

I 'avics, Lady Clementina, her ReooUeo-

Society in Franceand England,
128, 426a.

Davillier, Cornte Regnaud de St. Jean

James, reception by the Em-
ir, i\. 661.

>ust, .Marshal, i. 201.

Davy, sir Humphry, ii. 288.

-. If. ii. 161, ''<'< t.

Defiance, Count, i. 69a.

r, M. P., ii. 294, 348.

;nt, i. 69*.

Delachatre,' M„ ii. 421.

De la Malic, If., ii. 804.

Delangle, If., iii. :;17.

Delavigne, If, Gasimir, i. 112, 125//, 132.

laze, If., iii. t!t».

;

. S68, 872, 157, 470;
ii. 30.

Delhi, capture of, iv. 162.
I »<-Ila Roi •

I, If. laxile (Hieteiiv <hi Second

Empire), iii. 8n, \[\„, 20ft, 2:;, 2:. .

in, in, 12:://, lis, 162, 197,

ipoleon family. 1
;

"ii the Orleanists, 6, 7* ;
his hostility

Louis Napoleon, 7ff ; absurd
. :»/, 12; on the ooup-

.it, 291/
Demarle, M.,' ii. l«*n.

. Prince Louis Napoleon's faith
. ii. 492/

Democratic European Committees, Cen-
tral, iii. 182/

Democrats, the, iii. 4f>, io<5, 182. Bee

ark, Austro-I'russian invasion of,
810

; conduct of England and
,81 1/

187 ; on the
tattoes of foreign Powers at the

DUC

Duke of Wellington's funeral, 441a
defeated at general election by Hfl
BUth, iv. 180//, 201

;
accused of haviaf

caused the Franco-Austrian war, 18M
on the haste of Austria to attack?
mont, 195/; on the Italian question
201

; his denunciation of the Ita^|
war, 225.

Desaugers, M., i. 4.

Deschamps, M., i. 4.

Desjardins, II, ii. 128, 161, 177.

Desmons, If., ii. 180.

Despreaux, M., i. 4.

Devaux, Advocate-tienoral, i. 111.

Deville, M. Baint-Clair, iv. 280.

D'Hunin, ii. 128, 181, 134.

Dicey, Mr., on the Italian duchies, fl
22*1//.

Dickens, Mr. Charles, his description of

Boulogne, iv. '2'.\n.

Dien, General, iv. 218,

Diezi, Professor, i. 1 14, 117.

Dijon, speech of the Prince President at,

iii. 172/
Directory, the, ii. 478/
Disraeli," .Mr., ii. 85; iii. 380

; iv. 1715.

Mix Decembre, Soci6t6 de, iii. 6.

Doinbasle, M. de, ii. 239.

D'Orsay, Count, ii. 85/, 117, 205, 332/i
338; iii. 121//.

Douay, General Abel, iv. 494,610.

Doucet, M. Camille, on the Emperor's*
I. iff <>/ Genar, iv. 869.

Doudan, M. X., on the death of King
Jerome, iv. 271 ;

referred to, 287,
:;:;:;//

;
on M. Billault's death, 291

the Emperor's policy, '.'>''>'•'>; on his Life

of Ctetar, 361; on the Due de Ciram-

mont, 4si)//.

Douglas, Marquis of, iii. 231, 361a.

Douglas, Marchioness of, iii. 21'.), 361a.

Drouyn de Lhwvs, If., iii Co/', 150, 347J
iv. 23, 28, 59, 83, 238//, 311, 318

322, 828; at the Vienna Confi
~~> : resignation of, 7'! ;

circular on t

Schleswig-Holstein questii
ference with Emperor on the Q

question, :*27.

DncBBse, M. (author of Covp d

(iitccdotitjiic), iii. 266a, 27'.)//.

Duchatel, If., i. 69a ;
ii. 198, 201, 334

338, 342, 860, 868, 166; iii. 87/; le

ter of, to M. Guisot, ii. •">»;;;
;

Italian war loan, iv. 197/
Duclerc, M., iii. 84, 468

Ducos, M., iii. 869.

Duooux, M., iii. 14//. •

Ducrot, General, on the resolution
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DUF

Germany to invade France, iv. 448,

ioln, I52n ;
at St dan, 505/', 510, 511//,

516
;
his evidence on the capitulation,

572/.
ufaure, M., iii. 25, 32/, 42, 44, 90, 106,

111, 115, 151, 177, 179, 199, 2*5, 228.

333, 382 ; circular of, to the Prefects, 33.

ufour, General, i. 135/ 137//, 143, 379,
380 ; ii. 38, 72, 74, 452

j
iv. 120//.

ufraisse, M., iii. 1 99.

ufrenory, Mme., i. 259.

ulac, General, iii. 283, 284//.

umaine, M., ii. 455/, 458, 460.

umas, Alexandre, i. 112
;
his account of

his visit to Arenenberg, 266JT; on
Prince Louis Napoleon's reception of

the sentence of imprisonment, ii. 180/
tumas, M. (chemist), iii. Ill, 117.

>umon, M., iv. 18, 49.

)uncombe, Mr. T. S., ii. 386«.

>upaty, M., i. 259
; ii. 206.

)upenhoet, M., i. 354.

)upin, M., i. 288/; iii. 138, 147, 175/
183, 212, 214, 240, 249, 255, 347,
359m ; speech of, at Dijon, 183

;
on the

couj/'d'etat, 240.

)upont de l'Eure, M., iii. 86//.

Juprat, M, iii. 174, 190.

Jureau de la Malle, ii. 443.

Durham, Earl of, ii. 85/
Juroc, Colonel, i. 14//, 29/.
Jurufle. See Lefebvre.

Juruy, M., iv. 116, 357, 358/?, 406;
becomes Minister of Public Instruction,
297.

Duvergier de Hauranne, If., ii. 389 ;
iii.

87 ;
on English intervention in Austria,

iv. 189//.

Duvernois, M. Clement, iv. 412, 423,

467/ 470

Dwinelle, Mr. J. W., on Napoleon III.,

iii. 126.

EAGLE, the, restored to the standards,
iii. 339, 365, 390.

Eastern Question, development of the,
iii. 448/ See Crimean War.

Edwards, Mr. S., iv. 516//.

Egalite, Philippe, i. 33.

Eglinton tournament, the, ii. 114/.
Eglinton, Earl of, ii. 85, 91, 383.

Egypt, passage of British troops through,
iv. 152.

Elections, Electoral unions, iii. 86,$";

proposed restriction of the suffrage,
122 : Commission for reform of Elec-

ENG

toral law, 125
;
law of May 31, 181

;

results of, 382. See Suffrage.

Electricity, Prince Louis Napoleon's re-

searches in, ii. 423.

Ellice, Mr. E., ii. 367.

Ellis, Sir Henry, iii. 361m.

Ellis, Lady, iii. 361m.

Elysee National, Prince Louis Napoleon
installed in the, iii. 54, 57, 69

;
his

first reception at, 203 ; scene on the

morning of the couj>-d'etat, 242/. See

Napoleon, Prince Louis.

Empire, Second, signs of approaching
establishment of, iii. 389/; resolve ot

the Prince President, 394 ;
his speech

at Bordeaux, *L'Empire c'est la paix,'

395/; univeisal demand for, 398 ;
the

plebiscite, 399
;
action of the revolu-

tionary committees, 399/; number of

votes recorded for, 402%
; proclama-

tion of the, 406/; provision for the

Bonaparte family under, 408
; opening

of the Chambers, and speech of the

Emperor, 442/; measures passed by
the Legislative Bodies, 445

;
Prince

Albert's impressions of, iv. 25/. See

Napoleon, Prince Louis. Napoleon HI.
France.

Ems, M. Benedetti's interviews with the

King of Prussia at, iv. 470/ 472;/,

480//. See Bencdetti.

England, excitement in, on subject of

national defences, iii. 335
; apprehen-

sions of French invasion, 380 ;
advent of

the Derby-Disraeli Government, 380/;

rapproeliement with France, 388, 411,

440; recognises Napoleon III., 411;
alliance with France, 411, 448/; pub-
lic feeling on the Crimean war, iv. 11;
irritation against Prussia, 42/ 45

;

popularity of Napoleon III., 50 ;

parliamentary difficulties of, 61
;
visit

of the French Emperor and Empress
to, 65

;
defences of, 148

; friendly pro-

posals of the Emperor, 151/; French

indignation against, 165, 168
;

irrita-

tion against France, 166 ;
accused of

harbouring assassins, ib.
;

the Con-

spiracy Bill, 166, 171?/ ;
the misunder-

standing adjusted, 171 ;
attitude on

the Italian question, 177 ; sympathy
with Italy, 178 ;

the Charles et

Georges affair, 179// ; diplomatic ac-

tivity of the Government, 187 ;
com-

mercial treaty with France, 235/ {see

Anglo-French commeicial treaty) ;

misunderstanding on the Italian

question, 257/"; panics of 1860, 261;
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strained relations with Franc*, 309/;
her attitude on the Danish question,

811/; reception of emperor in, after

Sedan, 523.

iville, If. d\ iii. 42/;.

Bntraignes, M. <r, iv. :

Ernest, Prince of Saxe-Cobnrg, iv. 20*;
his account of Orsini's attempt 00 Na-

poleon III., L64*; referred t.>, 192.

Errol, Karl of, ii. 85.

ML, ii. 261.

Bspii rai, iii. 267 ;
iv. 166.

Espimisse. K. N., iv. 582.

Esquiros, M.. iii. 253; iv. 480.

Esterha/.y, Prince, refuses passports to

Prince Louis Napoleon, ii.

Bstourmiel, Count d', on the coup-iVitat,
iii. .

Ku, rejoicings at the Chateau d', ii. 1 13.

Eugenie, Lmpress, i. IPS//. 121//. L29,

. lltT//, 20*;//, 242////, 251* ; ii. 21//,

. 'Mr,/, ; iv. 1(54, 169, 362, 864 ;

LandoFs lines to, iii. 419//; at school
mar Bath, ib.\ her acts of kindness,

486/; her husband's estimate of her

(86jf; bar visit to the
cholera patients at Amiens, ih.\ her

influence on lodety, 442: at the

ting of the Legislative Bodies, (a.;

remonial, 476Jfj visit

Windsor, iv. 86/; receives Queen
Victoria at St. Cloud, 80; at the State
ball at Versailles, 86 : birth of Prince

Imperial, 111/; at the baptism of her

SOU, 111; her charitable endowments,
114//; giftfl to the 1'ope, ib. ; deSC

bj Count .Moltke, 120; on the Italian

war, IDS; visit to Scotland, 872;
literary calumnies against, 283»j on
the strike of eahmen in Paris, 304; on
the liberation of Italy, 318; sea ex-

si Biarrits, 866 : gaiel
her court. 878; her benefactions,

: her devotion to the Imperial in-

-78; her reception on the

Boulevards, 410; at the opening of
the Su.z .-anal. 4it//, 416*

; advises
the Emperor to pursue a liberal policy,
4 16; the waragainsl Prussia,

474/; on the Emperor's distn
. 177; appointed Regent, 813;
to her husband at Wilbelmshohe,

821/ ; at his death-bed, 880/
Montijo. Mile.

g of the Allies at, iv.

attle of, m.
rehension of Prince Louis

Napi apOB, iii.

FAV

activity of the revolutionaries in, 386
rumoured coalition against Napoleoi
III., HI ; the Emperor recognised bj
the Great Powers, 411/; Prince AlbeiJ
on the state of. 448: apprehensions ol

a general war, iv. 183; Napoleon lll.'i

policy, 139^T; political alarms in

161 ff \ feeling caused by the Em-

peror's speech to liaron Hiibner, 181

proposed Congress to settle affairs of

189; threatening aspect of, after Sol
ferino, 220; political calm before |
Franco-German war, 444/.

Evangelical Alliance and Napoleon IIL,
iv. 867/

Evrard, M., i. 137//.

Executive Commission of 1848, ii. 401 ff\

404, 406; iii. 84.

Ezelmans, General (Marshal), i. 881
893 //', 896a; iii. 5, 243/, 293, 166.

Exhibition, Great, of 1851, iii. 316

439; the English Commissioners at M
Cloud, iv. 4.">.

Exhibition, Paris, of, 1855, iv. 50

77/; Queen Victoria at, 81 ; closing

of, 91; address of Emperor at, 91*
92«, 93a.

Exhibition. Paris, of 1867, iv. XWJf; the

Evangelical Alliance at, 667/

FAP.PE,
Colonel (Pn'cis de la (hirrrc

Franqo-AUemamde), iv. 471)//; on

Napoleon III. at Sedan, 606a.

K.igan, M., on Prosper-Merimee. iv.

Faillv, General de, iv. 889, 604.

Falloux, M. de, ii. 408 : iii. 25, :

60/ 7:i, 90, lot',, 160, 169, 171. 17.-., 171

240, 305, 324», 382; on th<

the Constitution, 17."i,

Falkland, Lord, i. 264, 430.

Farini, M., elected dictator of Parma a

Modena, iv. 222.

Farquhar, .Mr., ii 119, 384.

Farquhar, Lady, iii. 861a.

Faucher, M. Leon, iii. 33. 63, 60/.

90, 125, 138, 163, 165, 17::

20'.)// ; iv. 18; vote of censure

administration, iii. 177 ; r<

his ministry, 178, 180.

Faurc, M., ii. 128, 131, 134.

Pave, Greneral, iv. 276a*.

Faverolles, Mme. de, i. 259, 26

417; ii. 148/ 150; iii. 6, 208.

Favre, M. Jules, ii. 402. 404; iii. 1:

174, 357/, 3S2; iv. 239/', 285»

290/ 300, 802, 385, 392, 394, 399, 407]

443.//*; on the revision of the I
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tution of 1848, iii. 171 ;
on the coiq)-

d'etat, 326%; defence of Orsini, iv.

169
;
on the Italian war, 197 ;

diatribes

against the Imperial government,
431/.

ayet, M., iii. 20%.

ebruary 1848, revolution of, ii. 390^T.

'elix, M., iv. 274.

Ferdinand II. of Naples, iv. 190.

erme, M., on Prince Louis Napoleon in

prison, ii. 147%, 172%.

^errier, M. Aristide, iii. 9%.

?esch, Cardinal, i. 69, 159, 167, 169, 2G1,
434.

Fete Napoleon, the, iii. 390/.
Feuillet, M. Octave, iv. 27%, 353/ 359.

Fialin, M. See Persigny.
Fieschi, i. 122, 287, 357%, 385/ 409

;
ii.

49, \Uff.
Figaro, the, on the regime of 1852, iii.

385%. See Press.

Filon, M. Augustin, iv. 275, 280, 526/,

530, 577/ 582.

Finckmatt barracks, the, at Strasburg, i.

456.

JFitzclarence,
Lord Adolphus, iii. 361*.

Fitzharris, Lord. See Malmesbury, Lord.

Fitzjames, Vicomte, iv. 563.

Flahaut, M. de, iii. 209, 226
;

iv. 265.

Flahaut, Mme. de, i. 198.

Flavigny, Count de, iii. 360.

jFlayrollet, M., ii. 345.

Fleury, Colonel [General], iii. 180, 215,

226, 229, 232 ff, 242/ 264, 333, 408,

425; iv. 23, 276, 336%, 453, 462, 577/;
on Mr. Kinglake's misrepresentations,
iii. 232/ 234%, 242, 243%, 248%, 249%,
mission to the Emperor of Austria, 257%;
iv. 218.

Flocon, M., ii. 406, 409
;

iii. 86%.

Flourens, M. Gustave, iv. 430, 433.

Fonblanque, Mr. Albany, ii. 85
;

iii. 7 ;

on the rise of Prince Louis Napoleon,
11%; his reception by Napoleon III.,

iv. 50.

Fonblanque, Mr. E. W. de, iv. 51%.

Fontainebleau, baptismal ceremony in

the Palace chapel, i. 69%; Court of

Napoleon III. at, iv. 353/
Fonvielle, M. de, iv. 429.

Forcade, M. de, on the coup-d'etat, iii.

305
;

iv. 288.

Forcade de la Roquette, M. de, iv. 381,

387, 396, 406, 409, 422/
Forester, M., ii. 128, 180 ;

iii. 67, 457.

Foret, General, iii. 76.

Forey, General, iii. 67%, 284%, 286
;

iv.

212/ 340.

Forster, Mr. John, i. 40% ;
ii. 358/i, 375,

419%
;

iv. 50.

Forster, Mr. Charles (author of Du Boy-
aume a VEmpire'), ii. 391%; iii. 55%,

130, 131%.

Fortoul, M., iii. 181, 263, 359.

Fouche, M., i. 103.

Fould, M. Achille, ii. 410; iii. 53%, 87,

108, 111, 117, 150, 163, 233, 262/ 268,

358, 359, S70», 432
;
iv. 239/ 241/; his

scheme of financial reform, 291
;
death

of, 335, 390.

Fouquier-d'Herouel, M., ii. 233.

Fourier, M., his works studied by the

Empress Eugenie, iii. 423.

Fourmestreaux, M., i. 92%.

Fournier, Colonel, i. 135.

Fowler, Mrs.,interviewwithNapoleon IIP,
iv. 560/

Foy, M. Alphonse, i. 361, 454.

France, condition of after the battle of

Waterloo, i. 101/; in 1830, 146/";
under Louis-Philippe, 281/ 313

;
'ii.

48/; state of parties in, i. 285/; State
tiials of 1835, 287; imperial law of

succession in, 293/; activity of the

Bonapartists, ii. 49
; misunderstanding

with the Swiss, 71/ 77 ;
state of in

1839-40, 97/; the revolution of 1848,
320, 369, 390/ 392/; under the Pro-
visional Government of 1848, 393/
395/; banishment of the Orleans family
from, 397 ; elections to National As-

sembly, 410
;

under the Directory,
473 ;

under the First Consul, 474
; po-

sition of parties in, iii. 13
;
election of

President in 1848, \%ff, 48; promul-
gation of the Republican Constitution,
22

; decay of republican principles in,

23
; party contentions in, 30

;
disor-

ganisation of the Republic, 46/; the
landowners and manufacturers, 47/;
political rancour, 65

; insurrectionary

organisation, 66
; risings of the Beds,

68, 93/; fusion of parties, 87 ;
the

Prince President's message on the affairs

of, 90/; proposed legal measures, 92/;
the Red propaganda, 94

; proclamation
of the Prince President, 95/; tours of

the Prince through, 97#, 133/ 391/;
political parties in 1849, 103/; repub-
lican government of, in 1850, 10C;
conflict between the President and th«

Assembly, 107/; succession of poli-
tical factions in, 112; Mr. Crowe on
the position of parties in, 116/; finan-

cial condition of, 123
;
uneasiness in,

123/; beneficent measures of the Prince
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lent, 124 ; violation of the Con-
ion by M. Thiers, 126/; dead-

lock in public affairs, 181, 168 ;
Legiti-

mist and Orleanist intrigues, 134/;
.m.l foreign policy at the end of

I U/j not desirous of the Kepub-
.is of the Prince

lent for g
inment of,

167/; oritioaJ state of, lol/, 170;

y of the secret so-

luble for power,

VIQff\ public opinion on revision of

institution, 171/, 171); balance of

unties, 177; general alarm in, 181;
. I of revolutionary clubs m, 182/;
.an revolutionists in, 18:5

;
state of

proclaimed in Cher and Nievre,
nee President on the state

of, 186/; threatened eoup-d\Hat, 188,

191/j political plots anil counterplots,
211/; the Prince President's appeals

•

s//'; alarmist accounts of insur-

n in, 281
; jacquerie in the pro-

16 .//"; the Socialists and secret

298/; emissaries of tlie lied

Republic in, 299; report of the Ministry
of Justice, 2'Ji)rt.

;
the Socialist pro-

line, 300 ;
atrocities in the pro-

>/j Count de MontsJembert's
address to the electors, 1518//'; the

volution of IMS. 380 :

Lent's proclamation to

the electors, after the Otwp-eTSttU,
the amp-d'rtat, 825 ;

Government of September 1, 881 ;

President's efforts to arne-

ite the condition of, 332; materials

the 8 ond Empire,
'

: rappreehi ment with England,
the Prince President's circular on

n, 338
;
the Revo-

lution of '89 and the institutions of
leon 1., 311.//'; the Constitution

0,342, 166; the private property of

gn,35*j^/'; internal improve-
ments, public works, ,V:c., $66jf\ the

•ruary, 382
; Legitimist

and revolutionary agitation in, B86 ;

improved relations with England, 388,
indications of the restoration of

Empire, 889/; revived prosperity
IUth.il

(,f t:'-
• itablish the

Empire, 394^; opening of theCham-
and speech of the Emperor, 142/;

rmoos dissemination of badlitera-

Book-hawking Commis-
sion, 117; failure of crops in, 449n;

free trade introduced in, 450
;

defied

by the Emperor Nicholas, iv. 10;
Prince Albert's impressions of the!
Second Empire, 25//'; prosperity of,

under Napoleon 111., 38
; subscription,

for the Crimean war, -11/; animosity*
against Prussia, 12

; development of

her resources, 15
;
internal reforms, 18 ;

her army in 1854, 57 ;
new loan, .".7/;

impatient of the Crimean war, 58/j^
Crimean war contributions, 78; desire*

peace, 96; inundations in, 1 13./;
linancial gambling in, 115

; improved
condition of, 121//'; treaty of com-.

meroe with Russia, ib.
; public works,

125/;; elections of 1857, 121*
; pro]

passage of British troops through, i;u,

152; alliance with Sardinia, 158; in-

dignation at Orsini's attempt on the

Emperor, 164 ; expectation of war,

173; commercial panic in, 181; op-

posed to the Italian war, Is;; ; change
of feeling, 196/; Emperor's proclama-
tion to, 198JF; the Italian campaign,
2U3y/'; commercial treaty with

land, 235^; repeal of the navigation
laws, 249Jf, 263; relations with Bngj
land, 2<if>//, 2C>7/< ; political parties in

1886, 817; position of, after Sadovva,

333//'; unpopularity of Mexican expe-
dition, 311

;
material progress fostered

by Napoleon 111., 368jf; Imperial de-

cree on reforms, 37'.*/; foreign relation!

in I

- condition of, in 186*1

891/, 893/; uneasy state of,

elections of 1869, 406/; parliam
government on the English modefl

409 ; disturbed state of. 413/; plebM
BCitum on the Constitution of 1869

436/; condition of before the war
with Germany, 145/; war with I ;

±±7JF {see Franco-German war
|

man spies in, 151/; indignation at th

Hohenzollern candidature for th

throne of Spain, 157/; popularity c

the war, 480/; the war declare

and proclamation of the En

181/; negotiations with Austi

Italy and their failure, 484/
Kmperor's last proclamation t<

522/
Franchise. See Suffrage.
Francis Joseph, Emperor, iv. 151, 21

389; accused of mismanage
Italian campaign, 1<S

1j>
;

at Villi

franca, 220; cedes Venetia to

leon III., :;•_'.-..

Franck-Carre, M., ii. 31, 370 ;
address ;
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the Boulogne State trial, 163 ;
his reply

to M. Berryer, 179.

'ranco-Gerinan war, political calm pre-

ceding, iv. 444/; causes of, 447
;

war parties in France and Prussia,

447/; Count Bismarck's machinations,

449/", 460/; negotiations, 451/; the

Duke of Grammont's ultimatum, 461
;

the Hohenzollern candidature for the

throne of Spain, 454/; Prussian pre-

parations, 460
;
Due de Grammont's

instructions to M. Benedetti, 461
;

French preparations, 462
;
excitement

of the Paris mob, 468
;
final negotia-

tions, 470/; council at St. Cloud, 474 ;

position of the French forces, 476/; of

the German, 477%, 479% ;
the French

unprepared for war, 477/; proceed-

ings in the Assembly, 479/; war
declared by France, 481%

; proclama-
tion of the Emperor, 481/; statements

of Bismarck and the King, 483
;

first

disasters of the French, 486 ;
the

Emperor's account of, 488/; the

French plans and forces, 491/; Saar-

briick, 493
; inactivity of the French,

494
;

Marshal Bazaine in command,
ib.

;
battle of Spickeren, 496

;
move-

ments of the armies, 496/; French
retreat and further disasters, 500/;
Sedan, 504/'.

rancs-Hommes, Society of, iii. 299.

ranqueville, M. de, i. 387/.
Yrasers Magazine on Mr. Kinglake, iv.

13, 536/'.
rederick Charles of Prussia, Prince, iv.

497.

rederick William of Prussia, visit tj

Napoleon III., iv. 119/; defeats Mar-
shal MacMahon, 496 ;

at Sedan, 515.

^ree trade in France, iii. 450.

'"rere, M., ii. 207.

Mends of the Constitution, Committee
of, iii. 67.

?rioul, Duchess of, i. 198/
^rohsdorf. See Chambord.

'"rossard, General, iv. 336%, 493, 496.

^lAGNE, M., iv. 413.

JT Gallenga, M., on Prince Napoleon's
marriage, iv. 182%.

}alliffet, Marquise de, iv. 562, 564.

Tidlifi'et, M. de, iv. 563.

xallix, M., iii. 89/i, 412/i.

Jalvani, M., ii. 128.

jlambetta, M. Leon, iv. 240, 395, 407, 414,

442/ 470.

GOD

Garde Mobile, proposed reduction of the,
iii. 66.

Garella, M., ii. 313.

Garibaldi, General, his entry into Rome,
iii. 81

; referred to, iv. 157, 159, 210 ;

invades the Papal States, 389/
Garnier-Pages, M., iii. 13, 34, 35, 86%,

115; iv. 392.

Gasparin, M. de, i. 298, 361, 454
; iii,

359.

Gastard, M., i. 117.

Gastein convention, iv. 316/
Gauteaume, General, i. 18w.

Gavroclw Party, the, 403, 410/2.

Gay, Delphine, extracts from her Lettres

Parisieanes, i. 119, 258 ; lines addressed
to the French soldiers, 202%

; Queen
Hortense's letter to, 257/; referred to,

ii. 39. See Girardin, Mme. de.

Gayangos, Don Pascual de, iii. 417.

Gazetta Piemimtese, iv. 170. See Press.

Gendarmerie, reorganization of the, iii.

364.

Genlis, Mme., i. 33.

Gentleman's Magazine, i. 131 n.

George Sand, her letters to Prince Louis

Napoleon, ii. 285/; iii. 7 ;
on Napoleon

III., 261*.

Gerard, Marshal, i. 4
;

ii. 151.

German revolutionaries in France, iii.

183.

Germany, conduct in the Schleswig-Hol-
stein question, iv. 308/; prejwirations
for the war of 1866, 316/; hostility to

France, 448, 471/ See Franco-German
war.

Gervais (de Caen), M., iii. 32.

Geslin, M. de, i. 389, 394.

Giac, Marquis de, i. 33.

Gibson, Mr. Milner, iv. 166%.

Girandeau, M. (author of Le deux Decern-

Ire), iii. 197%, 258%.

Girardin, M. de, iii. 17, 31, 32, 35, 36, 39,

69, 129, 167/ 300, 396/; iv. 398, 413,
462

;
his advice to the Parisians, 408.

Girardin, Mme. de, extracts from her
Lettres Parisiennes, i. 119, 258. See

Gay, Delphine.
Giraud, M., i. 56, 57%.

Girondins, prisoners in the Galerie des,
iii. 297/

Gladstone, Mr., on the Crimean war, iv.

4%, 108
; conversation with M. Cheva-

lier, 240; otherwise referred to, 258.

Glais-Bizoin, M., ii. 406
;

iv. 399.

Glucksburg, Duke Charles of, iv. 316.

Gobert, Baron, i. 69%.

Goddard, Abbe, iv. 530, 582.
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Ooltz, M. de. iv.

Gordon, Mm.-., i. 323, 357, 365, 382, 380,

889, 880, 383, 108/ 411.

loo, L<>rd Francis, iii. 296.

shakoff, Prince, iv. 162, 322.

ii. 'A'.ht
;

Prince Louis

leon at, 4!t \

Gondchaux, M., ii. 391, 407/
d. iii. 173/.

Goutellard, .M., iv

Civ.iiif. General, iv. 160.

Grammont, Due de, iv. 328, 458, 467,

487/j Jli -S lio^t ilit %- to Prussia, 440:

lb on ('mint l'.ismarck's schemes.

164 : conducts the negotiations <<n the

ELohensollera question, 489*, 481, 464,
: close of his public career,

Grand Councils. .Si? Switzerland.

Grande liontagne, society of the, iii. 299.

Grange, Comte de la, i. 69n.

Granville, Lord, Lord Palmerston's de-
ii to, on Italian affairs, i. 162// :

: red to, ii. 86a ;
iii. 315

;
iv. 4 14*,

488, (til ; «»n the proceedings of France
and Prussia previous to the Franco-

Genaan war, 469*; despatch to the
Prussian government, 472/; despatch
to Lord Lyons in reference to Empress

519*, 520*.
lie. Dr., on Prince Louis Napoleon,

ii. 123*.

Graville, M. de, ii;

Great Exhibition of 1851. 8$e Exhibi-
tion.

ry XVI.. election of, i. 164.

Greppo, ii., iii. 68.

. M., iii. 18, 190; iv. 399, 444;
advocates the abolition of the Senate,

. iii. 222.

Lord, on the roiijj-d't'tat, iii. 314:

protests against the war panic in

. Lady. i. I«.i7 /;

Gricourt, II de, i. :;; IS, 384,
I'M. It 1:,, 111

;
iii. 40S.

Grilli, M., iv. 180.

W, Captain, on the Paris insur-

ol June 184 la; on
Prince Louis Napoleon as President of

88ll ; on the (unip-d'itiit,

sideat's de-
d December, 216/; de-

Prince at Lady Hamilton's
hall. S

-. < 'ount, i. (]9)i.

>L. i. 864.

GtJZ

Grote, Mr. G., ii. 868* ; iv. 399/
Grote, Mrs., on the government of Lmifl

Philippe, ii. 367/"; on the aims oi' M.|
Thiers, iv. 899/

Groosset, M., iv. 429.

Gueronniere, M. de la. Ins Lon-ix Xap<>'c<m

before France, iii. 32, 453//'; extrjH
from his XapoL-mi 111., 211

;
iv. 18|H

Guiccioli, Mme., ii. 91/?.

Qtdchetat, M. Jules, ii. 444.

Guiger, General, i. 143.

Guinat, M., i. 372; ii. 30.

Goisot, M., on the reception of Qncflfl
Ilortenseandherson by Louis- Philippe,
i. 186/; his repressive policy, 288/; ofl

the P.onapartes, 293* ;
hit

the Strasburg expedition, 322, 361 ff\

400, 454/; on Louis-Philippe's treat-

ment of Prince Louis Napoleon, 157;
on M. Mole's Cabinet, ii. 31; on t lie

revolution of July, 45 ; his deh n

the demand for the expulsion of Prince

Napoleon from Switzerland. 64ti

as ambassador to London, 97 : on the

plots of Prince Napoleon, 11'.).//': his

activity in London, 125; foiled by
the Quadruple Alliance, 136n : on the

Boulogne expedition, 140.//", 143: his

conduct during the preparations for the

Boulogne expedition, 152; his opinion
of the policy of Louis-Philippe, 217;
his }>olicy on the beet-sugar question,

236, 210; on the slave trade, 247 : his

opposition to reform, 261 ;
his l

ment, 363ff\ on the interment of Na-

poleon I., 364/; his home and !

policy, 365, :;72 ;
on the policy

<

Cabinet, 368/; a- a statesman,
his addreSf to the electors of Ca
iii. 87/; his interview with the Duke
de Nentours, 182 : his friendshi]
De Morny, 208n; on national upi

256; on M. Rouher, 204; i

tea Minister for Algeria. 2ti7

versation with Louis-Philippe,
on the Emperor's home policy, i

perversion of his.speech at i

the Emperor's generosity to, 626 :

treatment of the Empress and of

Ollivier, 527/? ;
other i

151, 191, 2?8, 297, 322, 31

19, 78, 84, 95/, 224, 267, 291, 306,

336, 342, 363», 364w, 367rc, 371
(

16, 17/ 37, 277//. 306, 360, 428.

Guy, M., iii. 89», 412//.

Guzman, the House of, iii. 419/f.

Guzman, Dona Luiza Francisca de
420.
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luzman, Alonzo Perez de, iii. 420.

vulai, General, defeated at Magenta, iv.

'205/, 208.

eALLBCK,
Mr. Fitz-Greene, ii. 3, 17,

18%, 19/t.

Hallyburton, Lord Gordon, iii. 296, 361%.

Hallyburton, Lady Gordon, iii. 361//.

Ham, Chateau, Prince Louis Napoleon's

imprisonment in the, 185Jf; his fellow-

prisoners, 193ff; the tower of Count de
St. Pol, 200

;
visited by the Prussians,

201»; Louis- Blanc at, 202; alerU of

the jailers, 229% ; negotiations for the

liberation of the Prince, 334
;
narratives

of his escape from, 313^f ;
visit of the

Prince President to, iii. 98 ; prisoners
of the coup-d'etat sent to, 295.

Hamel, Count Victor de, iii. 420.

Hamelin, Admiral, iv. 288.

Hamelin, Mine., iii. 6.

Hamilton, Duke of, ii. 85, 89 ; iii. 296.

Hamilton, Duchess of, ball given by, iii.

296.

Hamilton, Consul, ii. 144.

Hanover, King of, on the Franco-German

war, iv. 452.

Hanoverian Legion, the, in France, iv. 453.

Hansen, M. Jules (Les Coulisses de la

Diplomatic}, conference with Count

Bismarck, iv. 314/; revelations of

diplomacy, 326??, 327%, 328%, 329%,

334/?,, 452, 454ft, 455//.

Hardcastle, Hon. Mrs., iv. 237%.

Hardinge, Lord, iv. 69.

Harrington, Countess of, i. 131.

Haswell, Mr. J. M. (author of Napoleon
III.), ii. 387%.

Hauranne, M. Duvergier de, iii. 392.

Haussmann, Baron, iv. 277, 364, 428.

Haussonville, Comte d', iv. 271.

Hautpoul, General Count de, iii. 117, 110,

347.

Haynes, Mr., on Prince Louis Napoleon's
canal scheme, ii. 328%.

Heine, Henri, i. 87%, 293
;
on the monarchy

of July, 290/.
Helena, St. See Sainte-Helene.

Hendecourt, Captain, iv. 507.

Henon, M., iii. 352, 384
;

iv. 285*.

Henry IV., Prince Louis Napoleon on, ii.

292,

Henry V., iii. 162, 310, 313.

Herbillon, General, iii. 284%.

Herouel, M. F. d', ii. 418/?, 433.

Hertford, Marquis of, iii. 361%.

HOR

Hess, General, Austrian commander at

Solferino, iv. 210/
Hilliers, General Baraguay d'. See Bara-

gua}r d'Hilliers.

Histoire Politique pour 1851, iii. 169/?.

JlistoHcal Fragments, Prince Louis

Napoleon's, ii. 206^, its reception by
the French public, 217.

Hobhouse, Sir John, on Queen Hortense,
i. 93%, 101/

Hoche, General, i. 23/
Hoffmann, M., i. 4.

Hohenzollern, Prince Leopold of, candi-

dature for the throne of Spain, iv.

454/", 466/
Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen, Princess of,

i. 110.

Holland, Prince Louis Bonaparte pro-
claimed King of, i. 38 ; Napoleon I. on

King Louis's government of, 45/f.
See Bonaparte, King Louis. Hortense,

Queen. Sophia, Queen of.

Holland, Sir H., ii. 85 ;
on Prince Louis

Napoleon, 123.

Hortense (de Beauharnais), Queen of

Holland, i. 3, 5
;
her girlhood at Mal-

maison, 7Jf; before her marriage,
17/; description and character of,

21/; popular affection for, 22
; early

impressions oi,ib. ;
articled to a dress-

maker, 23
;
becomes a pupil of Mine.

Campan, 24 ;
her accomplishments, 25,

28, 40 ; lights and shadows, ib.
;
her

admirers, 27, 28, 30; her poetical com-

positions, 28
; literary works of, 28% ;

marriage of, 31, 32
; at St.-Leu, 33

;

first year of her marriage, 34
;
her

fondness for Parma violets, 34% ; family
estrangement, 37, 41, 44 ;

letters to, from

Napoleon I., 39%, 60%, 67%, 432f; her
court at the Hague, 40

; complaints of

Napoleon I., 47/; grief at the loss of

her son, 50/; her unpublished memoirs,
55%, 63/i, 64, 80, 159 f, 161%, 188,

195#; ii. 41/; the Grange de la

Reine, 56
;

her separation from her

husband, 56
;
birth of Napoleon III., 58 ;

letters to, from King Louis, 56. 57%, 58,

59% ; Napoleon I.'s estimate of, 65//
;

flies from France, 74/; her children,
75 ;

at Paris in 1813, 79/; her affection

for her children, 80, 83 ; on the cha-
racter of her husband, 80/?,; her courage,
81 ;

flies to Navarre, 82
;
her grief at

the death of Josephine, 86 ; her resi-

dence at St.-Leu, 86, and troubles, 87 ;

saves the Czar's life, 88 ; lawsuit with
her husband, 89

; ignorant of Napoleon's
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rot urn from Elba, 90//
;
in hiding from

the bourbons. 91; her interview with the

Bmperor, 92*; letter to her brother,

Sil John llobhor.se on, 98n : the

Hnndzed Days, ift. ; exiled, 100;perse-

by the' Allies, 101/j her journey
. iUerland, 104/; settl s al Aix.

105
;

surround- pies, 106
;

lug illness of. 107} her journey
108, and residence

there, 109/; her life at Arenei

112; rem- mrg, 114;
'

enberg, 128/; the room in which she

died, 131 /': description of her sons,

1 18; on the revolution of 18:50,

at Rome in l*:io. 152/; her

B, 1 82 : leaves Rome,
ner stay a* Florence, 167 : her

plan for rescuing- her sons, 169; flies

from Florence. 170/: stratagem of.

171/': her son's illne-s at Aneona. 175 :

•s through the Austrian lines,

177/"; sail memories of. 180; her

flighl through Italy continued. 181/;

journey through France, ih. ; in

5 f\ interview with Louis-

Philippe, 186/; iv. 292 : with Casimir

P, i. 1S7, 190; her illness in Paris,

182/; arrives with her son in London.
ISM : calumnies against, 195, 198/; her

English friends, 196/; resides at Tun-

bridge, 200; return to France, 801;
reini; the ('.rand Army, ib.\

Delphine Gay's verses on. 202a;
Journey through France, 1*02, to Aren-

:»/': her charities, 2:59; let-

ters to M. Vieillard. 251/; letter to

Delphine Gay, l'-">7 ; to If. Coalman,
: correspondence with Chateau-

briand, 261/, 280,488/ 440; described

by Chateaubriand and Alexandre
Dun nberg, 2CAjff ; her ill-

1. 881 : letter to M. "I'.elmontel,

rani of her son's expedition
•

Strasburg, ii. ; letter to her
? : intercedes for

him, 864, 3P.9, 457 : returns to Arenen-
>t vTry,418; again al Aren-

Pg, 111; illness of, 1 ] 1/j receives
letters from her son. 415 ; her anxiety
for him, 419; on M. Chateaubriand,

of, 110//"; sup-

plicat ilippe for her son, 167 :

her last illness, ii. 82; her farewell
her death, 86 ; mourning

for her loss, 37 : funeral service f,, r .

'; her influence

on Prince Louis Napoleon, 42/; )
description of Napoleon I., iv. 527.

correspondence of, i 27 ft'. 34 ff. 92,

F5S, IIS, 159/; 162/', 179/". 1X2/'.' 1S8/
197/, 251/, 257/', 259 f. 261jf, fl
832, 857, 433/ 440; ii. 33. 31//, 14:..

Ilutel-de- Villc, Paris, grand entertainm^B
at. iii. 889.

Houdetot, Count d', i. 185/", 186, 188, fl
192, 19:5. 200.

Houdetot, Counters of, i. 4.

Houssaye, If. Arsene, iv. 859.

Howden. Lord, iii. 315.

Hoyer's OetehiekU dcr Krieggkwut,
127, 411, 4 13.

Hubner. Baron, Napoleon III. 's New Yearl

speech to, iv. 181 ff.

Huescar, Due de, iv. 68

Buero, Victor, i. 231. 266, 267, ii

399, 408; iii. 32, 44, 69, 128,

277//. 281, 302, 399/; his haran
revision of the Constitution. 17

volutionary manifesto of,

flight of, /'//. ; angry at not b<

rested. 254/t; Napoleon III.

354
;
on revolution, 410/; on t:

allegiance, 414.

M. Francois Victor, on the I'

German war, iv. 180.

Jhimanitaircx, S< ciety of, iii. 299.

Hungary, liberation of. contemplated by

Napoleon III., iv. 201, 219//
;
the Em-

peror's conference with Kossuth on,

548/f.

Huss, John. i. 109.

Hunt, Mr. Thornton, conversations with

the Emperor on internationa

gre ss.

TDEE8 Kapoleoneenne*, i 257/j : pi
-*- lication of, ii. 93; charactei

work. 93/ 96 : preface to,

analysis of, 106/1": style of. 112;

by Prince Albert, iii. 331

from, 339/;
Imperial Guard, re-establishment of,

46/; sent to the Crimea,*
of the Emperor to, 77 w, 98/

Industry, exhibition of French, iii.

Exhibition.

Inkermann, battle of. iv. i:h 60.
' Invalides,' the Bonapartes in the.

298.

Irving, Washington, i. 16, 18; Pri

Louis Napoleons visit to, ii. 20;
the Montijo family, iii. 4 IN.
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xving, Mr. P. M., his Life, fyc. of W
ton Irving, ii. 20.

rving, Mrs. Pierre, iii. 418.

stria, Duke of, ii. 307.

Halia del Popolo, iv. 167, 172. See Press.

Italy, revolution of 1830, i. 153/, 161/;
alleged intrigues of the Bonapartes,
1 54/; Queen Hortense on the condition

of, 162/; progress of the insurrection

in, 166/; Austrian intervention, 174 ;

defeat of the revolutionaries, 175
;

insurrections of 1848, iii. 73 ; debate
in the French Legislative Assembly,
119; the war of liberation, iv. 157$";
Count Cavour's plans, 158/; proposed
cession of Savoy and Nice, 160/; ne-

gotiations with Napoleon III., 161
;

publication of Orsini's letters, 170 :

conference of Cavour and the Emperor
at Plombieres, 174/; Salvagnuoli's
memorial to Napoleon III., 176

; pro-

posed redistribution of, 177; English
sympathy for, 178; the Emperor's
speech to his Parliament, 183/ 186%

;

proposed Congress on, 189, 190/ 194;
action of the Princes of, 190

;
com-

mencement of the war, 196
;

its pro-

gress, 203/; French victories, 204ff;
revolution in, 210, 229

;
the treaty of

Zurich, 222/; fate of the Duchies,

222/; establishment of the Kingdom
of, 230 ;

cession of Savoy and Nice,

257/; alliance with Prussia, 321
;

obtains Venetia, 325
; negotiations with

France in 1869, 484/ 486/

JACOB, M. PAUL, ii. 470.

J Jacquerie, the, in France, iii. 296/
Jacques, M., iii. 163.

Jal, M. A., i. 131.

James, Dr., his History of Charlemagne,
ii. 221, 416.

Janin, Jules, on Louis-Philippe's love of

money, iii. 354/?,.

Jecker, M., financial operations of, iv.

339%.

Jerome, King. See Bonaparte, King
Jerome.

Jersey, Socialist refugees in, iii. 399/
Jesse, Captain, iii. 284.

Jeune Gloire, Society of, iii. 299.

Johnson, A., American President, his

action in reference to the Mexican

expedition, iv. 344.

Joinville, Prince de, ii. 95, 118, 396/;
iii. 122, 171, 199, 221./, 307/ 311,

313; scheme in favour of, 161/; a

candidate for the Presidency of the

Eepublic, 182.

Jollois, M., ii. 432/".

Joly, M., ii. 294/?.

Joseph, King. See Bonaparte, [King]
Joseph.

Josephine [Empress], purchases Mal-

maison, i. 3; her residence there, 4/;
her great influence, 5

; procures the

marriage of Louis Bonaparte and Hor-
tense, 19/; her marriage with the
Vicomte de Beauharnais, 22

;
in

prison, 23
;
married to Napoleon, 24,

31
;
her letters to Hortense, 26, 35/

49%, 54/ 60%, 61/ 62%, 75/; grief at
the death of her grandson, 50 ;

letters

from the Emperor, 51%. 59» ;
love for

her grandchildren, 68, 70, 77 ; Napo-
leon III.'s recollections of, 70 ;

visited

by the Allied Sovereigns, 84
;
her death

and funeral, 85, 93% ; her appeal to

the Emperor before the battle of

Wagram, 272
; described by Mme.

Vaudet, 438; referred to, iii. 414;
correspondence of, i. 35/ 37, 49/?,

51, 54/ 60/ 76/
Jourdan, M. Lucien, iii. 29.

Journal du Loiret, manifesto of Prince
Louis Napoleon in, ii. 454/ 492/

Jouy, M. de, i. 259.

Juan IV. of Portugal, iii. 420.

Juarez, President, iv. 338/
July, revolution and monarchy of. See

Louis-Philippe.
Jura, the Socialists in the, iii. 301.

KABYLIA,
expedition to, iii. 163.

Kellersberg, Baron, mission to Tu-
rin, iv. 195.

Kent, Chancellor, i. 16, 18.

Keratry, M. de, iv. 414, 499.

Kergolay, Count, on Napoleon III.'s

letter to the Emperor Nicholas, iv. 9%.

Kinglake, Mr., his account of Prince
Louis Napoleon at Strasburg, i. 379.7 ;

his misstatements, iii. 232/ 234/?,

242/ 248%, 249%, 256/, 284, 291/,
297, 300%

;
other 7-eferences to, 8, 128,

264/ 266, 269
;

iv. 264
;
on the origin

of the Crimean war, 'iff, 7 ;
on the

Vienna note, 12
; Fraser's Magamnv

on, 13, 536/; Napoleon III. on his

work, 535.

Kinkel, Gottfried, iii. 382%.

Kinnaird, Lord, i. 90.

Kirkpatrick, Mr. (grandfather of the

Empress Eugenie), iii. 418.
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Klaczko, M. Julian, it. 317, 320/t.

.vie/.. General, i. 21 1//.

Koenigswarter, M., ii 5 - 24-4.

uneillor), it 61, 68.72.

I ., Lord I'ahnerston's conduct

:i. 31 t : appeals to the Americans

for help, 382* ; referred to, iv. 18, L»3
;

ffapoieOD HI. and
•

i, 170//; account of the Emperor's
b favour at Plombieres,

the Italian question, 17(5
;
on

ror'i Italian policy, 182// ; on

us with his Ministers, 1S7//

;
undertakes the overthrow of

vernnient, 201 ;
.

inent with the Bmperor, 901/j con-

wit h Napoleon 111., 518.//".

IABLACHE,
M„ iv. 86.

j Leborde, M., ii. 161, 180; iii. 467.

Laboulave, Prof., assaulted by stud

iv. 44a
'., ii. 186*

Laoombe, M.. ii. 408.

Pere, iv. 527*.

•. M„ iii 63, 181, 847.

re, Mine., ii. IS.") ; iii. 467.

\1 . i. L60/, B16, 866.

Minister of Louis-Philippe),

. II. Charles, iii. 285.

miont Laforce.

I.a Barpe, M., ii. 71.

I., iii. \\>, 150.

Lftidet, M.. iii- 892.

Laity, M. Armand, bis account of Prince
Louis Napoleon's attempt on Strasborg,
i. 81 B2, 836/ 847, 348/, 364,

367« : ii. 54/, 480/ ; pro-
ind sentence of, 57, 60, 61/;

letter of Prinee Louis Napoleon to, 68;
otherwise referred to, i. 37:*//, 314, :i2:5,

. 347, 849, 866, 866/ 878a, 882,

6, 398, 126; ii. 161, 164, 197,

•(//. 171 : iii. 5, 30, 98.

. (General, i. :*l)7.

Lainannora. Ceneral. iv. 157; on Na-
i with Italy, 160a,

ltd//; on the i-onduct of France on the
alliance of Italy and Prussia, B17*.

krqne, funeral of Cencral, i. 2€

M. <\r, on the Btrasbarg trial,

ii. 44a; on the necessity of positive
on the policy <'f M

•1 ; on Napoleon l'., 271 //";

ipoleons reply to, 272.//",

471.//*; becomes leader ot the proi,

LAU

390; an(///r/7Vr',s'apostropheto,39l« ; hit

waning influence, 401, 410; his spe^H
at Macon, 479

;
calls for the proscription

of Prince Louis Napoleon, iii. 1 \n ; loss

of popularity, 19, 21
; his political J

capacity, 55// : on the Constitution, iH
his manifesto in favour of nationalit^H
72/; on the representatives of tfl

people, 124; on the Alais affair, 140/ij

speech in favour of the Prince President

165; the Prince's appeal to, 204; on
the character of Prince Louis Nj
poleen, 201/; 20:;//, 207//, 20s ; M.
l'.arrot's ohargi 228; on the

insurrection of .Line, 308a, 462/; his

interview with Prince Louis Na]
458//": other references to, ii. 255
401 ; iii. 12//". 20, 2:5. 26,31, ML
63, 73, 83, 86/1, 115. Ill)//, 174; na

gift to. iv.

Lamb, Mr. C.,at the Eglinton tournament!
ii. 1 15.

Lambert, Baron, iv. 352, 562/
Lambessa, prisoners sent to, iii. 298.

Lamorici.re. General, a prisoner at I Iain,

ii. 194 ; iii. 295; attacks the

President in the Assembly, 123; on the

inactivity of the Prince's oppo
12:i. 197; at P»russels,387 ;

minoi

s to, ii. 10:i ; iii. 34, 132, 162, L8f
192, 212. 236, 281, 295, 398 : iv. If,. 17;

organises Papal volunteers, 22'.'
;

of, 280.

Landor, Walter Savage, i. 40
;

iii. 7, 121
;
on Napoleon's kin^s, i. 40//;

on Prince Louis Napoleon, ii. 37»'> ; on

the coup-d'Hat, iii. 314; his meeting
with Prince Louis Napoleon at Batfl

and lines on Eugenie, 11!)//.

Languedoc, the Socialists in, iii. 301.

Lanjuinais, M., iii. 106; iv. 1*; on Lord

Derby's interference with Austria,

LaiUMB, Marshal, ii. 49/
Lannes, Napoleon. See Montebello.

Lanoy, Citoyenne, i 23.

Lansdowne, Lord, on the conp-d'etat, iii.

814.

La Plata question, debate on the, iii

Laplace, Prince Napoleon's m

Ham, ii. 346ff.

ay, If., i. 148.

Larminat
, Mile., iv. 582.

•

jaoqoelein, M. See Ronhdj
quelein.

Larrey, Baron, iv. 214.

Last eyrie. M. Jules de, iii. 199, 392.

Latour d'Auvergne, Prince de.iv. 1(57,3

Laubat, M. S»6 Chasseloup.
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LAU

aunay le Provost, M., ii. 130.

avalette, M. de, i. 16, 197
;
his trial and

escape, 103%.

avalette, Marquis de, iv. 318, 327/, 356,

390, 458%, 459%.

avalette, Mme., i. 16/, 36, 103%, 334.

avallee, M., iii. 244.

avradio, Count, iii. 223.

ebas, M., i. 99, 114, 117%, 121.

ebel, M., i. 357%, 470.

eblanc, Admiral, iii. 347,

eblond, M., iii. 23.

eboeuf, General [Marshal], iv. 214
;
mis-

sion to Venice, 326; referred to, 336%,

409, 427, 455, 458, 470, 476, 479; his

report on the French and German
military forces, 477 ; resignation of,

498/ 499%
;

his impeachment de-

manded, 499.

ebreton, General, iii. 49.

ebreton, Mile., iv. 582.

ebrun, General, iv. 438, 510.

eclerc, M., ii. 345, 406.

ecomte, M. Elisee (La Suisse et le JRoi

Louis- Philippe), i. 230%
;

ii. 35%, 54%,
64 rc, 79%.

edru-Rollin, M., elected deputy for

Sarthe, ii. 261
; speech against Prince

Louis Napoleon, 402/; proposes to im-

peach the Barrot Ministry, iii. 65/;
violent speech in the Assembly, 76 ;

his ambition to become Dictator, 88/;
denounces the Government, 93 ; heads
an insurrection of the Reds, 94/; de-

mands the suppression of all Parlia-

ments, 167 ; rumours concerning, 237,
278

; manifesto against the Empire,
399

;
other references to, ii. 390, 393,

395; iii. \?>ff, 21, 23, 26, 30 ff, 35, 43,

45, 55, 66/ 77, 87, 122, 166, 168, 184,
190

;
iv. 19, 130.

efebvre-Durufle, M., iii. 263, 268, 358.

eflo, M., ii. 410.

e Flo, General, iii. 192/ 240, 295.

;gion of Honour, reorganisation of, iii.

366.

egislative Assembly, composition of, iii.

86, 88, 89 ; elections to, 86
;
the Prince

President's messages to, 90/, 109/
117/, 141/ 156, 185/; opening of

session of 1849-50, 118; debates in

and measures voted, 119, 129/'";
schemes of the Conservatives, 122

;

the electoral law of May 31, 1850, 125
;

the recess of 1850, 129 ff; the Tinguy
law, 130/; public discontent with,

131/; Permanent Commission nomi-
nated by, 132, 136^; excited debates

VOL. IV. R

LEG

in, 147, 152
;

vote of confidence in

General Changarnier, and resignation
of the Ministry, ib.

;
new Ministry, 150

;

consternation at the removal of General

Changarnier, 151
; action in reference

to his removal, ib.
; appointment of M.

de Broglie's Commission, ib.
; vote of

censure on the Ministers, 151/; breach
with the President, 152

; speech of

M. Thiers, 152/; speech of General

Changarnier, 154, 159
; vote of no con-

fidence in the Baroche-Fould Ministry,
1 ~>»

; speech of Lamartine in favour of

the Prince President, ib.
; party rancour

in, 158/; general onslaught on the

President, 158/; speech of M. de
Montalembert in his defence, 159/;
proposal in favour of the Bourbons,
161

; refusal to vote supplies, ib.
;

furious debates in, 162
;

measures

passed by, 163
; proposed revision of

the Constitution, ib. ;
new ministry

formed, ib.
;

Dr. Veron's warning to,

165/; party combinations in, 166/;
debates on the revision of the Constitu-
tion of 1848, 170#, 174/; speech of Jules

Favre, 171 ; of General Changarnier,
173/; the Revision Committee, 174/;
harangue of Victor Hugo, 176 ; petition
for revision, 175 ;

the vote, 177 ;
vote

of censure on the Ministry, 177 ;
Odilon

Barrot on the affairs of, ib. ; appoints a
Permanent Committee and adjourns,
179; beginning of the end of, 180/;
projects concerning, 181

;
work of the

Permanent Committee, 184; reassem-

bling of, 185 ; Odilon Barrot's advice

to, 188/; debate on the President's

message, 190
; rejects universal suf-

frage, 191
;
alarm of coup-d'etat in, 191/;

Questors' proposition claiming com-
mand over the army, 193%, 219/; debates

thereon, 194/; attitude of the Minis-

ters, 197; proposition to impeach the

Cabinet, ib.
; appoints commission on

responsibility of the President, 199/;
conference of deputies on the revision

of the Constitution, 216/; the Pradie

proposition, 220
; preparing a coup-

d'etat, 231 ; meeting of deputies on 2nd
December, 249

; speech of the Presi-

dent, ib. ; meeting dispersed by gen-
darmes, ib. ; another meeting of Mon-
archist and Republican deputies at the
tenth arrondissement, 250%

;
their pro-

ceedings, ib. ; termination of meeting
and arrest of deputies, 252

;
their

liberation, 252%; contemplated armed
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;.nce against the Prince President,

872 : re alcitrant deputies and an
: treatment of Opposition

deputies after the eovp-d'vtat, 295;
adhesion of deputies to the couo-

d'rtat, :;04 ; Lord Palmerston on its an-

tagonism to the Prince President, 810/;
under the Constitution of 1852, 343/,

469/; electoral law regulating, 348^/f;

distribution of members, 861 ;
XL de

Persigny's circular on the election of

161/; meeting of, 373, 383;
>ns to, 382

;
President Billault's

address, 883 ;
functions of, 384/ 385%

;

refusal of Republican deputies to take

I ; proceedings in the, 391
;

mg the plebiscite, 401
; voting

the Budget, 410; restricted powers of,

410, 411«; reopening of, 442/; the

Emperor's address to, 443/; its labours,

of Napoleon III. to,

iv. :*>!», 56/ \2Sff ;
enthusiasm of, 41

;

voting of supplies and thanks to the
British troops, 58 ; proceedings in, 128 :

elections of 1867, 129; Italian war

loan, 196/; Count Walewski's explana-
tion on the Italian question, 186; de-

bate on the Anglo-French commercial

treaty, 213/; on the navigation laws,

864 : the Government Opposition, 2S5//.

886, 880, 295, 296, 303/ 305/ 886ff\
freedom of speech granted to, 287//";
debate on theAddress,880, 893/; violent
discussions in, 300 ; political reforms,

301/ 303// ; debate on the proceedings
888 : session of 1867, 886#;

army reorganisation and Mexican ex-

pedition. 886,898; session of 1867-8,
: the Roman question and the

Opposition, ib. ; finances of the Em-
pire, n of 1869, 407; peti-
tion to the Emperor, 408 ; opening of

>n of 1869-70, 423; XI

• Mivier's government, 428/; stormy
pro< dings in. 481/; debate on the

Senatns-oonsnltam
and ph-biseitum, ib.

j
address of the

President to the Emperor, 438; the

reply, 489; after the plebi-
i, 441 : petition of the Orleans

Princes, III; debate on the Armv Bill,
: MX1. Thiers and Favre,' 446;

d by the Hobensollern
the throne Of Spain.

the Due de Grrammont on the
its of the Minia-

tes and Interpellations,
I7<>. 498; proceeding! on the

I'M.

-M7,

the

outbreak of the Franco-Prussian

479/j reprehensible conduct of

Opposition, 480. See National

sembly.
Legitimists, the, [.286/; iii. 13,30, 69

128, 184 f, L66, I62jf, 169*, 171,

179/; 182, 188, 190/ 189, 808/
894, 888, 412; iv. 129; their att

towards the Prince President afte

covp-(VHat, iii. 324
; their moven

in France, 386.

Legouve, M., i. 4.

Legris, XI., iv. 427.

Leigh Hunt, XIr., iv. 401.

Lemarois, XI.. i. 24, 69*.

Lemoinne, M. John, on the coup-detU
iii. 305.

Lenard, XL, ii. 406.

Leneveu. XL, ii. 304.

Lennox, Lord W. {/feenlleetionx), ii

Lenormant, M., i. 418.

Leon, XI., iv. 874.

Leopold of Hohenzollern. See II

lollern.

Leopold, King of the Belgians, corral

spondence with Prince Albert,

192; letter of Queen Victoria to, 136/;

alleged hostility to Napoleon III., lfl
I.e Play, M., iv. E

l.eroux. Pierre, ii. 896/
Leroy, XI. See St. Amaud.
Lesnem, XI., i. 4.

Lesseps, M. de, ii. 329; pr<

Suez Canal scheme, iv. 374./T; receive*

the grand cordon of the Legion on

Honour, 377.

Lett res de Londree, i. 328
; ii. 87/ m

Press.

Leu, Saint-, home of Queen Hortense, \

6, 83 ; festivities at, 34; Hortemj
return to, 39, 84 : created a due
visitors at. /'//.

Leu. Count St.-. See Bonaparte, LoSj
King of Holland.

Leuehtenberg, Duke of,

247*, !

Levasseur, General, iii. 282/, 284rc.

Levis, Due de, iii. 184.

Leyden, explosion of powder
of, i. 50.

Lhuys. See Drouyn de Lhuys.
Liadieres, Mme., iii. 225.

Liberalism under Louis-Philippe,
888 f\ under the Second Empire,
287>.

Limalle, XL Eugene (Josephine a JB
ni'iison), i

•

Limoges, Socialism in, iii. 300/
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Lincoln, President, his attitude on the
Mexican expedition, iv. 342, 344/.

Lindsay, Mr, W. S. (History of Mercliant

Shipping), iii 448%
;
iv, 238, 239%

;
mis-

sion to Paris, 249
;
conference with the

Emperor on the navigation laws,
250jf; on M. Thiers, 253/; on the
Suez Canal, 375.

Lisfranc, Prof., i. 414/
Lobau, Marshal, ii. 49.

Loftus, Lord, iv. 459, 472, 474.

Lombard, M., i. 346/ 351, 354 f, 357
;

ii.

121, 128, 131, 161/ 180; iii. 457.

London, alarm of French invasion in, iii.

380/; French revolutionary committee

in, 382
;

Orleanist refugees in, 387
;

the French Emperor and Empress in,

iv. 65, l\ff.

Londonderry, Lord, ii. 85, 3-13.

Londonderry, Marchioness of, ii. 388.

Longet, Prof., iv. 352.

Lords, House of, Ministerial explanation
on the Schleswig-Holstein question,
iv. 311 ; vote of censure on the Govern-

ment, 312.

Lostende, M. Mercier de, iv. 458.

Louis XL and Count de St. Pol, ii. 200.

Louis XVIII., decrees of, concerning
property of the Bonapartes, 354/

Louis- Blanc, M., i. 148, 150/*, 285; ii.

393, 399/ 404, 421
;

iii. 7, 13/ 123,

237, 399/; account of his visit to

Prince Louis Napoleon at Ham, ii.

202/; on Louis-Philippe's foreign po-
licy, 291% ;

his Revelations, 294%, 300/?
;

his interviews with Prince L. Napoleon
at Ham, 295/: on the Strasburg ex-

pedition, 300/; joins the Rappel, iv.

412.

ouis-Philippe, King, at Saint-Leu, i. 33
;

condition of France under, 147/ 150/;
his interviews with Queen Hortense,

186j/f ;
iv. 292

;
his conduct to her and

her son, i. 193
;
deserted by Talley-

rand, 238; anarchy
'

under, 287; re-

pressive measures of, ib.
;
Mr. Raikes

on the King and his government, 2Sljf;
his avarice, 284

;
state of parties

under, 284, 288
;

his foreign policy,

286, 289, 290; his spies, 294/; his

relations with Switzerland, ib.
; general

discontent under, 313 ; his knowledge
of Prince-Louis Bonaparte's designs,
322

; reception of the news of the

attempt on Strasburg, 360/; meeting
of his Cabinet in council, 361, 364

;

presents money to Prince Napoleon,
365, 457 ; prevalence of disaffection

LOU

among his subjects, 365; difficulties
of his government in reference to
Prince Napoleon, 367

;
his harshness

towards the Prince, 370, 419
;
effect of

the Strasburg attempt on, 455
; action

of his government towards the Prince,
ii. 34

; address of the deputies to, in

1836, 44/; state of France under, 44/
48/; violent debates in the Chambers,
45/; extravagant grants to his family,
47/; shabbiness of his court, 47%;
reactionary measures of, 48

; military
butchery, 49%

;
demands the expulsion

of Prince Napoleon from Switzerland,
50/ 62Jf, 488/; indignant at pamphlet
of M. Laity, 56

;
blunders of his

government, 61/; imminence of war
with Switzerland, 71/; espionage of

Prince Napoleon, 84
; complications of

his government, 95/ 98/; victory over
his Parliament, 96

;
determines to con-

vey the remains of Napoleon I. to

France, 97; breach with his subjects,
99

;
attitude of his government in

regard to the Boulogne expedition,
141; at the Chateau d'Eu, 143; his

triumphal visit to Boulogne, 144
;
his

treatment of Prince Louis Napoleon,
151/ 333/ 343

;
obtains the arms of

Napoleon I., 172%
;
referred to, 181/;

triumph of his government, 185/;
references to, 187, 189, 199, 210, 212

;

critical relations with England, 236
;

evils of his administration, 260/;
referred to, 284/ 286, 289

;
his foreign

expeditions, 290/; references to, 292/
294, 322/; Prince Napoleon's appeal to,

335/; changes his Ministers, 363/; em-
barrassments of his government, 365ff ;

Reform banquets in Paris, 369
;
hosti-

lity of the democrats, 371
;
makes

overtures to the Bonaparte family,

377/; fall of his dynasty, 389/; his

obstinacy, 392
; banishment of his

family from France, 397; permits
King Jerome to reside in France, iii.

3
;

his policy towards the Bonaparte
family, 5, 6

;
his vacillation, ib.

;

growing influence of the Bonapartes
under, 6

;
visit of his partisans to, at

Claremont, 134 ;
his love of money,

354//, 359%; confiscation of his pro-
perty, 354#; its value in 1821, 360% ;

pensions to his daughters' heirs, ib. :

Napoleon III. on the fall of, iv. 83% ;

opposed to a commercial treaty with

England, 237/
Lourmel, General de, iii. 267, 289.

2
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L.uvet, M., iv. 427.

Louvre, completion of, iii. 338; opening
of, iv. 148/.

stein, General, iv. 81.

Lucerne, correspondence with the French
Government on demand for expulsion
of Prince Louis Napoleon, ii. 488/.

Luxembourg, question of, iv. 386, 389.

L\ ndhurst, Lord. iv. !•/.

ilist doing in, iii. 95
; the

Prince President .it. 1 15//, 393.

. Lord, iv. 459, 462, 464; letter to

Dflb Government on the Franco-
Prussian quarrel, 469/.

Lvtton, second Lord, ii. 113/*.

MACAULAY,
LORD.i. 154.

lahon, Marshal, iii.

brilliant strategy at Magenta, iv. 206/;
r to General ( 'han^arnier, 207«

;

rred to, 210/, 215, 218, 314, 494/*,

. 506/j atSolferino,213 //; the

Kmperor's instructions to, on govern-
in. -nt of Algeria, 237 ; defeated at

Wfirtfa by Prince Frederick William,
496

; at Sedan, 504 ff; wounded on
the battlefield, 506.

, M. 11. (Hixtoire <lu 8t0§nd Km-
}rirc), iii. 21>7

;
iv 233//.

:i, battle of. iv. tOftjf.
•nta, Duke < Malum,

i m, General [Marshal], alleged tam-
pering with, ii. 160; his evidence on
the Boulogne expedition, 162, 178 ;

cniniands the array of Paris, iii. 198,
214: disposition of his troops, 242;
dispersion of the deputies, 251 \ his

military arrangements on December 4,

: 1 1 is report, M0; created Max-
106; other to, 215, 219,

870, 276; iv. HI. fit, t08.

Magna, M.. becomes Minister of Corn-
•, iii. 150; of Public Work-

hie i : f\ other references to,

L*l, 347, 358; iv. 242, 288, 390, 391,

jfagnin, M.. iv. 399.

MaiUard, M., iii. 347.

Malakoff, Duke of. See P61issier.

Malaret, l'.aron de, iv. 151.

intents, Society of, iii. 299.

Malibran, Mme., i.
|

ftfallerille, m. Leon de, Minister of the
tior, iii. 60; Lettet of the Prince

to, 61/; withholds des-

Prinoa, ft.; member of
the

I tommittee. 87.

MAS

Malmaison, Chateau of, i. 3; societyH
4, 7 ; reminiscences of, 5

; after tfl
battle of Marengo, ih. ; description ^H
6/f; Napoleon III.'s reoolleotiona ^H
70/; mala 4tmus, 83// ; visited by the
Allied Sovereigns, 84

; destroyed by (H
Prussians, 93.

Malmesbury, Earl of, at the Kglin^B
tournament, ii. 115/; visits PrijH
Louis Napoleon at Ham, 806 ; becon^B
Foreign Secretary, iii. 335; otherwH
referred to, ii. 85, 115, 334, 343, 3H
iii. 380, 387, 411; iv. 172, 183, 2<fl

224; Count Bud's reply to, 177»; lfl
remonetranoe to Napoleon III., 17J
letter of the Queen to, 179/; on til

proposed European Congress, 189 fl
Lord Cowley's report to. on Italian

question, 193/; declines to hel

dinia, 201//.

Maneque, General, iv. 214.

Manin, Daniel, iii. 24.

Manin, M., iv. 389.

Mansfield, M. Albert {Napoleon 777"), i.

370//; iii. 36//, 67//, 219/,

370/i.

Mansion, M. Hippolyte (h'xxai sue V Ex-
tinction de la Mendieite), ii. 280*.

Marcere, M. de, iii. 277//.

Marcoleta, Sehor de, ii. Bit.

Margueritte, General, iv. 60t.

Marie, M.. ii. 152; iii. 22, 34, 86», 293»,
463

;
iv. 296, 300, 599.

Marie-Amelie, Queen. See Amelie.

Marie-Louise, Empress, godmothi
Prince Louis Napoleon, i. 69 ; depar-
ture from Paris, SI/; her di.

worn by Mile. Montijo, iii. 432JH
other references to, i. 82// ; iii. I

Marion, General, ii. 452/.
Marnioni, Marshal, i. LOSft.

Marnesia, Vicomte, iv. 352, 562.

Marrast, M. i. 287; iii. 13, 15, 17, 2

50, 51, 67/i, 68, 76/, 86, 115, 217, 30%
311, 390, 409.

Marrast Constitution, iii. 17//; violatem

by M. Thiers, 186/
Martin, Sir Theodore (Life of the PriwMl

Contort), iii. 307, 315/; 331//, iiln,
j

448//; iv. 18n, 21//, 23//. 31//, 12a, iM\
62//, 63/i, 66n, 132//, 152//, 165//, I72a»i

173//, 179//, 1 !»3//, 200, 257//, 267//.

Marulaz, General, iii. 284/t.

Marx, M. Adrien, iv. 49'.»//.

Massa, M.,his theatrical reviews at Com<

piegne, iv. 352/, 561 ff.

Masuyer, Professor, i. 386.

Masuyer, Mile., i. 185, 192, 348, 386/
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Mathilde, Princess, i. 333
;

iii. 120, 243,

246, 354%, 429, 432, 442.

Mauguin, M., offers to defend Prince

Louis Napoleon, i. 371
;
case of, iii.147.

Maupas, M. de [Prefect of Police], first

appearance of, iii. 180, 184
;

his ad-

dress to the citizens of Paris, 185
;
at

the Council which determined the coup-
d'etat, 232, 234

; precautions adopted
by, 235Jf, 242

;
arrests M. Olivier,

241?? ; disperses the deputies, 251
;
his

activity during the coup-d'etat, 251f,
291

; report of his proceedings, 270ff,
274?? ; exciting messages of, 276, 277n,

278, 283
;

his alarm on December 4,

282
;
other references to, 200, 253, 275,

297, 333; iv. 13.

Maury, M., on Prince Louis Napoleon's

Latinity, i. 122 ;
assists Napoleon III.

in his Life of Ccesar, iv. 357, 359.

Maximilian, Emperor, iv. 338 ;
enters the

Mexican capital, 341
;
his death, 341%,

342.

Mayer, M. {History of December 2), iii.

250.

Mayor, Dr., ii. 33.

Mazade, M. de {Life of Carour), iv. 161%,

162%, 172%, 433??, 441/
Mazas, prison of, iii. 238

; political pri-

soners sent to, ib.

Mazzini, J., his proclamation to the con-

tinental revolutionaries, iii. 382%
;

opens an Italian loan, ib.
;
referred to,

iv. 130/, 158, 172.

Medals, military, distribution of, iii. 365.

Mege, M., iv. 440.

Mehemet Ali and the alleged Quadruple
Alliance, ii. 136%.

Mehul, M., i. 4.

Meinier, M., iii. 401.

Meissonier, M., iv. 222.

Melbourne, Lord, his reply to French
ambassador in reference to Prince
Louis Napoleon, ii. 84.

Melegnano, battle of, iv. 209.

Mellinet, General, iv. 214, 563.

~Memaires cPun Bourgeois de Paris, iii.

165%.

Menjaud, Mgr., iii. 258%.

Menneval, M. de, iii. 234%.

Menotti, General, i. 164%.

Menschikoff, Prince, mission to Constan-

tinople, iv. 5, 10, 11%.

Merimee, M. Prosper, anecdote of Victor

Hugo, iii. 254/?,
;

on the coup-d'etat,
292

;
on the Empress Eugenie, 419

;

the friend of Mme. Montijo, 422
;
on

the Emperor's bearing after Orsini's

MOC

attack, iv. 164%; on M. Thiers' objec-
tions to the Italian war, 1837? ; anec-

dote of Prince Louis Napoleon's Italian

campaign of 1830, 198
;
on the Em-

peror's visit to Algeria, 236%
;
on the

war fever in Germany, 264%
;
referred

to, 279 ;
on a practical joke of the

Emperor's, 281%
;
on Count Bismarck

at Biarritz, 319, 320%; on the attitude

of France after Sadowa, 334% ;
on the

Imperial amusements at Fontainebleau
and St. Cloud, 353

;
M. Fagan on,

353%
;
on the Imperial Court at Biar-

ritz, 355
;

on the Emperor's Life of

Ccesar, 360/; on the Imperial gaieties,
373 ;

on the French army, 393%.

Merode, Count Louis, iii. 295.

Mery, M., iii. 433.

Mesnard, M., iii. 402.

Mesonan, M., ii. 121, 128, 131, 155, 160,

162/ 178, 180; iii. 457.

Metternich, Mme. de, iv. 352/ 562, 565.

Metternich, Prince, i. 289
;

ii. 81, 459/
Metternich, Prince, iv. 162, 320, 352, 565.

Metz, military movements around, iv.

496ff ; Emperor's proclamation to, 500/?.

Meurice, M. Paul, iii. 153%.

Meurthe. See Boulay de la.

Mexico, French expedition to, iv. 339
;

spoliation of Church of, 340
; with-

drawal of the French troops, 342, 344/
Michel (de Bourges), M., ii. 61

;
iii. 168,

190, 196, 197.

Michelet, M., ii. 306, 427, 444/", 450
;

iii.

163.

Mignet, M., i. 148
;

iv. 18.

Milan, entry of Napoleon III. and Victor

Emmanuel into, 207/; enthusiasm of

the people, 209.

Mimi, nurse of Eugene Beauharnais, i. 91.

Minie, Commandant, iv. 278%.

Ministries, changes of, i. 285/ 288, 326
;

ii. 47, 95, 363 ;
iii. 56, 60, 62, 90, 106,

111, 117, 150, 156, 163, 166, 180/ 262/",

351
;

iv. 76, 166, 242, 288/ 296/ 330,

381, 386, 390, 396, 409, 427/ 440.

Mitchell, M. Bobert {UEstafette), iii.

277, 278%.

Mitrailleuses, experiments with, iv. 410;
service of, 479.

Mocquard, M., his part in the preparatiod
of Queen Hortense's memoirs, ii. 41%

;

a correspondent of Prince Louis Na-

poleon, 190, 233/ 419%
; secretary of

the Prince President, iii. 95, 219, 224,
231

;
otherwise referred to, i. 255, 280,

442/; iii. 6, 226; iv. 251, 274/; death

of, 314.
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na, Duke of, i. 164«.

Moldavia and Wallachia. See Principa-
lities.

Mole, Count, becomes Minister of Louis-

l'liilippe, i.326; embarrassment of, B60;
his treatment of Queen Hortense, 373

;

administration of, ii. 31, 34/, 49; un-

popular measures of, 46/, 70
; prosecu-

tion of M. Laity, 67/, GO/; demands
the expulsion of Prince Louis Napoleon
from Switzerland, 62/7"; the demand
refused, 64/j despatch to the Swiss

Brnment, 67/, 72/, 74, 490#; his

resignation demanded, 73 ; hism<

of peace to the Swiss, 78; demand id-

the British Cabinet, 84; re-

at ion of, 05; M. Guizot's opposition
I '71 ; recalled to the councils of

Louis- Philippe, 392
; onth&eouji-d'ltat,

iii. 305
;
other references to, i. 289, 296,

J 57; ii. 31, 34/, 49, 70,

78, 78, 884, 892; iii. 15,25, 33, 41, 87,

li>7, 115. 116, 118, 125, 132, 134, 158,
170//. 174, 216; i

Molliere brigade, the, iii. 48.

Moltke, Count.on Napoleon III. and his

Empress, iv. 120//'; ontheVosges, 122,

128*; in Paris, \V.\~
; inspects the French

frontier, 462; at Sedan, 501, 512/
Moltke, Count, Danish ambassador, iv.

812.

Mommsen, Prof., iv. 359//.

Monarchists, the, iii. 112//", 115/; 120, 122,

129, 138, 145, 178, 188/ 185,189,193/,
L96/, 197/, 200, 20:5/; 206/, 226, 229, 291,

691 : their calumnies against
the Prince President, 379.//*. &
gitimists. Orlea

M., iii. 138.

Monitoir announces the cession of Ve-
B26ff ;

decree on reforms,

Monnier. Baron, ii. 364.

. proposed application of
. v. 848. Set Mexico.

MontaigU, Count de. iii. 266.

Moiitalenibert, Count de, visited by Prince
Louis Najmleon, iii. 17; his defence of

lident in the Assembly,
» the Electors of France,

;

; hia support of the Prince Presi-

824«i ;
his subsequent

hostility. 32Sn; his EgHae CatkoUque,

19, L60, 171. 206, 217, 254,
M

;
iv. 78.

iivet, If. ile, i. L'S5, 298; ii. !

M0N

Montauban, General de, ii. 84/ 128

6, 266, 457. See Bouffet-Miintauban.

Montebello, Duke of, i. 69», 294/"; ii. 49,

50«, 61, 65, 67, 73, 79, 83; iii. 125 ; iv.

28; demands the expulsion of Prince

Louis Napoleon from Switzerland, ii.

50/ 488/; his mission to Lucerne, 62fl

note to the Federal Diet, 62, 68.

Montebello, General, sent to congratulate
the Crimean army, iv. 55.

Montebello, battle of, iv. 205.

Monteil, M., ii. 470.

Montenegro, Sefiorde, ii. 319.

liontesquien, i. SOln, 304n, 445», 447m j

iv. 150.

Montfort, Prince, ii. 91. See Bonaparte,
King Jerome.

Montholon, Count de, ii. 124, 126, L2K

181, 134, 153, 160/ 176, 180, 185, 187*,

194, 196, 198, 218, 344, 351, 886 ;
iii. 6

;

iv. 846.

Montigny, M. de, iv. 124.

Montijo family, the, iii. U8/, 420, 122/.
Monti jo, Countess de, iii. 418/, 121 n, 122/',

424, 442.

Montijo, Count de, iii. 423n.

Count.

Montijo, Mile, de, iii. 414/; her cha

and accomplishments, 41 6jf; her family,

418/ 420, 422; Prosper-Merimi

419j her Spanish descent, 11 '.»/; her

beauty and education, 42 J
;
at th<

Ccenr, Paris, 422; her fondness for the

Napoleon legend, ib.
;
described by he*,

husband, 422/; early sympathy for the

prisoner of Ham, 423
; presentedal the

Elysee, 421
;

offers her fortune to the

Prince President, ib. ; becomes, with

her mother, a constant guest of thi

Prince's, ib.
;
scene in the hunting

425; accepts his hand, 426
; jealousy

of her at court, 426// ; Parisian

concerning, 427 ;
at the New Year's ball

at the Tuileries, 427/; the be;

428; her engagement to Napoleon III.

announced in the Monitew, 129//
;

tl

foreign press on, 430; wins thea
of the French people, 431; !

Prefect of the Seine, ib.
; her

dress and decorations. 182/, 486 :

at her marriage, 434/ ,
s

Kmp
Montmartre, insurrection in, 284w,

289.

Montmorency, Fulchard de, i. S3*.

Montorgneil, Rue de, fighting in, iii.

Montpayroux, M. Guyot, iv. 434, 499.
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MON

[ontpellier, the Prince President at, iii.

393/.
lontrose, Duke of, ii. 85, 87.

Lorel, M. A. {Napoleon III.), ii. 285%%.

tornay, M. de, i. 57% ;
iii. 73.

loming Chronicle on the coalition of the

European Powers against Louis Na-

poleon, iii. 388. See Press.

loming Post on the marriage of Napoleon
III., iii. 415. See Press,

lorny, Count de, joins the councils of

Prince Louis Napoleon, iii. 198, 2087* ;

character and antecedents, 208/, 210/;
on the arrest of political opponents,
212, 215

;
conferences with Monarchist

deputies, 216/; before the coup-d'etat,

219/, 225, 229, 232/ 234, 242 ;
his action

against the recalcitrant deputies, 249,
252

; activity on the night of the 2nd
December, 254 ; opposes the appoint-
ment of M. de Persigny as Minister of

Agriculture and Commerce, 262
; ap-

pointed Minister of the Interior, 263,
351

; coolness in presence of danger,
276, 277% ;

his watchfulness, 297 ;
re-

pressive measures adopted by, 298 ;

papers of, 333
; resigns, and is replaced

by M. de Persigny, 351, 358
;
attach-

ment to the government of Louis

Napoleon, 359%; on telegraphic com-
munication in France, 368

;
otherwise

referred to, 270; iv. 58, 112, 165, 298,

303%, 305, 349, 378 ; financial gambling
of, 115/; subsidized by the Viceroy of

Egypt, 116; his embassy to Russia,
124

; politicalprogramme of, 129 ;
sketch

of, 289; on civil liberty, 301 ;
death and

funeral of, 302/; his part in the Mexican

expedition, 339.

Morris, Colonel {National Defences of

England), iii. 334.

Morris, General, iv. 212.

Mortemart, Duke of, iii. 347.

Mortier, Marshal, i. 286.

Moskowa, M. de la, on 'the revision of the

Constitution of 1848, iii. 174; referred

to, iv. 513, 577/
Mouchy, Due de, iv. 583.

Mounier, M., iv. 355/.

Mountain, theories and proceedings of

the, iii. 67/, 72, 89/ 93, 94/ 119, 123/
146./, 167, 168, 171, 176, 178, 190, 195/
197/ 229, 236, 249, 252, 253, 272, 276,

293, 299
;
Victor Hugo's accession to,

176
;
the Prince of the, 293 ; the Petite

and Grande Montague, 299. See So-

cialists. Republicans, &c.

Moustier, M. de, iv. 396.

NAP

Muffling, General, i. 100^.
Muller, M., iv. 274%.

Miiller, Prof. W., iv. 516.

Mullier, M. Henri le (Histoire parle-
mentaire de la Presidence), iii. 59%.

Muraour, M. (Gloires de VEmpire), ii.

191%.

Murat, General, married to Caroline Bona-

parte, i. 31.

Murat the younger, i. 198.

Murat, M. Achille, i. 372, 459.

Murat, M. Lucien, ii. 395
; iii. 87, 315.

Murat, Prince Joachim, iv. 576/ 581/
Murat, Prince Achille, iv. 576, 578.

Murray, Mr., iii. 315.

Musee des Souverains, the, iii. 390.

VfADAUD, M., iii. 171.

1\ Najac, M., i. 18%.

Nancy, Bishop of, iii. 435.

Nantes, the Prince President at, iii. 100.

Napier, Sir Charles, iv. 23.

Naples, quarrel with Sardinia, iv. 1 73.

Napoleon I., Emperor, at Malmaison, i.

'iff, 25
; effect of bells upon, 5%

;
his

treatment of Louis Bonaparte, 11./,
14%, 15%

;
letter to Joseph Bonaparte,

14»; his conduct to his brothers, 15/;
letters to Louis Bonaparte, 17n, 18;
his character, 18

; Lettres de Napoleon
et Josephine, 23%

;
his marriage with

Josephine, 24, 31
;

anxious for the

marriage of Hortense and Louis Bona-

parte, 30 ;
makes Louis King of Hol-

land, 38
; address to the new King,

38%; letters to Hortense, 39#, 51/ 59,

60%, 67%, 432^; letters to King Louis,
44Jf, 45%, 60, 429

;
letters to Jose-

phine, 51%, 52, 59%
; proposes to make

Louis King of Spain, 56/; his joy at

the birth of Prince Louis, 58
;
letter

to Talleyrand, 60% ; anger with Hor-

tense, 67, 87 ;
his nephew's recollec-

tions of him, .71/; after the Russian

campaign, 79/; the campaign of 1814,
81

;
banished to Elba, 83, 86/*; returns

from Elba, 90/; interview with Hor-

tense, 92ft ; on Josephine's death, 93%
;

visits Malmaison for the last time, 95
;

his death, 99 ; Chateaubriand on, 203% ;

Josephine's appeal to, 272 ;
referred to,

349/; the design of conveying his re-

mains to France, ii. 97 ;
described by

Prince Louis, 106/; as a promoter of

art and science, 110; his sword given
to Louis-Philippe, 122 ; indignation of

the Bonaparte family thereat, ib.
;
be-
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quest of his arms, \72n; his remains

brought to Paris, 188, 203; his im-
posed monument to Charlemagin
the rule of, as described by Lamartine
and Prince Louis Napoleon, 271.//",

471 Jf; interment of his remains in the

Invalides, 364/; effects of his adminis-

tration .-us First Consul, 474/; his

foreign policy, 475/; beneficial results

of the Empire, 476/; his mission, 478 ;

table on which he signed his abdica-

tion, iii. 232fj
;
his constitutional sys-

tem revived, 260; his political insti-

tutions adopted by his nephew, 841;
on the 'hope of his race,' 360/; relics

bed in the Musee des Souve-
rains. :190

; equestrian statue of, un-

veiled at Lyons, 393, marriage with

Marie-Louise, 413 ;
his will transferred

m Doctors' Commons to France,

440; his tomb visited by Queen Vic-

toria, iv. 84; instructions to liour-

rieiii 00 the distribution of

an army. 476// ; Napoleon III. on, 527.

correspondence, &c, of, i. 11//, 17//,

14a, 45/?, 46/, 51 1\ 69a, 60a,

94, 489 //'.

eon EL, i. 129, 157, 200, 203*,
. 314, 445, 462; iii. 8;

death of, i. 235. See Reichstadt,
Due de.

BOB, Prince Louis, his birth and

early childhood, f>8//. 68; infantile

i-oiivenir of, 68// ; baptism of, 69/?,
;

; lections of his infancy, 69/;
Soi/rcnirs da via Vir, 72 ; with his

mother at Oonrtanoe, 7.")
;
desoribed by

phine, 7.')//'; by Ifeedames Comu
and (lirardin, 78/: gift to the Emperor
Alexander, 84/; at Mme. Tessier's, 93

;

with his uncle, 94/; letters to his

mother, 38, 120/ 136, 137«, 240jf,
/". 370, 878,416/, 432 ft

'

': ii. [f, 88, 86fl : his a

irother, i 107, and for his mother,
ill; his childish days at Arenenberg,

his early education, 113.//'; his
i. He temperament, 116/, 119,

wiili Ins Gather, 117.

197a, 209, 886a, 266a, 488; ii. 10,

11a, 27#, 29a, 86a, 88, 40a, 64a, 138a,
•

309a, 364a; his studies al

28; his kindliness, 184/; his

Lrenenberg, 124/; visit

to Arc 'la. 129a
;

his mili\
i::t; : described by

mother, 138a; on the

military system, 189/, 153; his

NAP

pathy with the Italian insurgents, l.iSj
Count Arese on, ib.

;
his letter to tfl

Duke of Reichstadt, 157, 158w; M
Rome in 1830, 159

;
conducted to tH

frontier, 160; joins the Italian insur-

gents, 165/; his attack on CivjH
liana, 168; quits the revolution^H

army, 169; severe illness of. 173. 1 Sit
;

escapes from Ancona, 177/; adventofl

by the way, 178
; journey throuH

France, 181
;
at Fontainebleau, 184 ; fl

Paris, 186/, 191
;
letters to Louis Plfl

lippe, 183//, 190,370; his illness in Parfl

192/; arrives in London, 194 ; jourmB
through France with his mother, 202 I
letter to a French deputy, 2o:>, 2<>ib/

;

on the banishment of his family, 205^1
at Arenenberg, 209/; addresi

Polish patriots to, 21 1«, 212; his /

oal Reveries, 213, 299/ 443./)

Switzerland. 213/: his visit to Wat
234

;
becomes head of the family, 235

;

belief in his destiny, 237 ;
ii. 88

8/; his position in Switzerland, i. 2

anecdotes of his life among the >

239, 256
;
becomes captain of artillery,

242 ; rumours of his intended all

with Doha Maria of Portugal, 243;
denial of his rumoured n .

Captain Bonaparte,' 244 ; lei

M. Vieillard, 245/; 248, 249/?,

309/, 377. 469 f\ ii. 6 /', 8a, 66 /'. .

226, 230 f% 261, 280, 312, 357.

382//, 462.//"; iii. 82/?, 404//; on CI

magne, i. 217: correspondence with

Chateaubriand, 261/ 280, 435; li

terest in the affairs of Frai.ce.

his political aspirations, 292/
political programme and Reverie,

t'u/nes, 299,/?'; sketch of a const ii

806/; preliminaries of the Stra

expedition, 309//'; chances of

314, 465/; sympathies of tb<

people, 316 ; his declaration to Colon

Yaudrey, 318/; |
: big pi;

380/, 323/; presents himself at St!

burg, 325
;
resemblance to Napoleon

329a : sketch of, 328/; Cottrau's

trait of him, 830; takes leave of h

mother, 332//"; affection for h

Mathilde, 333; sets out for E

bis arrival and plan of opei

tions, 336/; caricatures of, 34

nations, 341Jf; speech to th

soldiers, 860 ;
his reception b

Artillery, 861 : by the citizen -

the Finckmatt barracks; :;'

prisoner, 356
;
in prison, 357 f. 368
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Guizot's account of the Strasburg
expedition, 361/, 454/; sent to the
United States, 364, 369, 471; his

adherents, 365
;
detained at Lorient,

366, 373 ;
after his capture, ib.

;

refused an interview with his mother,
369

;
letters to Colonel Vaudrey, 369,

421, 466/; opinions of the French

press on his treatment, 370^; letters

from New York, 372, 466/; to Odilon

Barrot, 373 ;
his parting words to his

mother, 378 ;
letters from his prison,

378w. ;
leaves Lorient, 379 ;

furnished
with money by the King, 379, 457 ;

Mr.

Kinglake's description of him at Stras-

burg, ib.
;

his bearing during the

expedition, 380
;
act of accusation of

his Strasburg accomplices, 382 ff ;

evidence on the trial, 387/; letter to

General Exelmans, 394/; his treat-

ment while detained in Strasburg,

400/ 425
;
Maitre Barrot's speech for

the defence, 407/; speeches of MM.
Thieriet and Parquin, 409/; his arrival

in America, 412, 419/; voyage of the

Andromede, 420; at New York, 421
;

letters to his uncle Joseph, 423, 468ff;
described by Chateaubriand, 437 ;

original proclamations of, 451^";
letters from his prison, 458 ;

M. Guizot
on his chances at Strasburg, 455/ ; on

Louis-Philippe's treatment of him,
457

;
letters from Lorient and America,

&c, on the Strasburg attempt, 458/
460/; ii. 4/; to Odilon Barrot, i. 460

;

ii. 338/; reluctance to quit his fellow-

prisoners, i. 460
;
describes the attempt

on Strasburg, ib.
;

address to his ad-

herents, 461/; letter from Lorient to
the Count de Survilliers, 463

; address
to his jurors, 463/ ;

his stay in

America, ii. 3, 15
€/f, 20/; describes his

voyage thither, 4/; his account of the
United States, 6/; described bv Gene-
ral J. W. Webb, 12/; by Bev. C. S.

Stewart, 13/; receives intelligence of

his mother's illness, 15 ; General J. G.
Wilson's description of, 17/; as de-

scribed by other Americans, 18/; his

visit to Washington Irving, 20 ; ini-

tiated into the Grand Order of Owls,
21

;
letter to the President of the

United States, 22
;
leaves America, ii.

;

souvenirs, 22n
;
arrives in Europe, 27 ;

refused passports, 28
;

calumnies of

the press, 30/; course adopted by the
French Government, ib.

; reaches

Arenenberg, 32
;

at his mother's bed-

NAP

side, 33/; wins the friendship of the

Switzers, 35
;
surrounded by spies, 49

;

demand for his expulsion from Swiss

territory, 50/ 488/; residence at Gottle-

ben, 50, 54
;
elected Swiss deputy and

President of the Thurgau Carabineers,
52

; speech to the Switzers, 52, 53w
;

M. Laity's pamphlet on the Strasburg
expedition, 55/; letters to M. Laity,

58/ 480
;
abused by Swiss papers, 60

;

his satisfaction at the result of the

Laity trial, 61
;

his object in* circu-

lating M. Laity's pamphlet, 62
;
further

demand for his expulsion from Switzer-

land, 62/; decision of the Swiss diet

respecting, 68 ; hostile attitude of

France and Switzerland, 71/; General
Dufour's defence of, 74 ;

scandals

fabricated by the Ministerial press, 75,

92 ; letter to M. Anderwert, 75, 76?? ;

receives his passports, 78 ;
leaves

Arenenberg for England, 79 ;
leave-

taking of the Switzers, ib. ; journey
through Germany and Holland, 80 ;

alleged offer of hospitality by Austria,
81

;
reasons for going to England,

81/; comments of the French press,

82/; JSajwleon III., 83
;

lionised in

London, ib.
;
note from French Govern-

ment concerning, 84
;
surrounded by

spies, ib.
;

his life in England, 84/,
383; his English friends, 85; at

Leamington, 86
;
enthusiastic reception

at Manchester, 86w
;

his habits and
mode of life, 86/; early love, 91

;

his projects, ib. ; charged with the

Barbes' emeute, 92, 96
; publishes the

Idees vopoleoncenn.es, 93
;
his concep-

tion of the Napoleonic idea, 93/ 97/,

99/; at the Eglinton tournament, 115
;

caricatured by the French press, 116
;

meeting with Count Leon, 117 ;
decides

on the attempt on Boulogne, 118 ;

activity of his agents, 118^"; his

alleged promise to King Joseph, 123%
,

trap laid by French Government, 125
;

his followers, 126
;
leaves London, ib.

;

his landing at Boulogne and reception,

127/ 129
;

failure of the expedition,
130/; taken prisoner with his com-

panions in arms, 132
;
removed to

Ham, \%Zff; fabrications concerning
the Boulogne expedition, 136?m

;
his

proclamations, 137/ 482^"; consigned
to Fieschi's cell, 144

;
his prison, 147w ;

before the Chamber of Peers, 151/;
his defence undertaken by M. Berryer,
152

;
on the origin of the Boulogne
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Lition, 164 ;
his address in the

Chamber of Peers, i : his

illation, 159; his defence by M.

Berryer, 164/; his closing words at the

gne trial, 17i); his reception of

the sentence of the Peers, 180; im-

prisoned at Ham, 186/; disposition of

his affairs, 186 ; on the chances of the

Boulogne expedition, 1>S6//
;

close sur-

veillance of, 188 ;
resumes his studies in

prison, 188/ ;
his correspondents, 189/;

his intellectual activity, 191
;

his

quarters in the L94/, 198;
his prison life, 195, 199/; bis scientific

_'/; condition of

his
j

'1 ; (JJurrcs de

.\<ijjo/,,iu ill., 908ft; letter to the
Countess of Blessington, 204/; his

Historical Fragment^ 200 /, 415s ;

harsh treatment of, at Ham, 218
;
his

prison garden, 219; letters to Mme.
Cornu, 220/ 208/ 270, 278, 303/ 337,

866, 116/; proposed history of Charie-

/. 416; letter from Sismondi,

iltory studies and broken

health, 227, 999s ;
his liberality and

exhaustion of his means, 229; retro-

tc, 930/; proposes to

133; pamphlet on
the beet- root g ion, 233/;
his contributions to the opposition

. 249/; on the proposed ami

[overnment,
: letter to the Journal du I

Lme of

-Philippe, 966/; 969, 964; on
ioal life in France and England,

; on the clergy and the state,
; experiments in electricity, 268,

. 277/, 306/,
811, 841, 498/; his artilh

reply to Lamartine'fl denuncia-

Vipoleon I., 272/, 471/; on
the extinction of pauperism, 279^;

in French artisans, 288
;
on

King Joseph, 989; on Louis-Philippe's
: his dream of

-': on the French nobility,
i by Louis-Blanc,

• -ork on artillery, 804 ; rumours of
s

;
'asked to renounce

00 his rumoured 1

lign of returning to

Nicaragua canal,
tition for his rel

letter from M. Castellon, 316 f-

of the Interior,
B90n ; pamphlet on th
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canal, 320/; efforts to promote the

undertaking, 328
;
close supervision^

at Ham, 332; negotiations for his,

liberation, 334, 342
; appeal to tbl

King rejected, 335/; refuses to sue ffl

pardon, 338 ; escapes from Hafl
MSff ;

narrative of his escape, 34^ Jf\
letter to Count de St. Auli

356 ; letters to Sir R. Peel and Lor«
Aberdeen, 356

;
fails to obtain passJ

ports, 358/; his alliance with demo-
j

cracy, 371/, 492/; his occupations iifl

England, 373
;

invitation to If. anfl
Mme. Cornu, 374

;
residence at Bathfl

and acquaintance with Landor, 375/J
gossip of Mr. Raikes concerning, 377 /aj
returns to London, 378 ;

letter to MJ
Capefigue, 378/ 380/i; his hous

King Street, 382/; his money 1

actions, 384/; alleged treaty with the

Duke of Brunswick, 386,387/* ;
re;

povertyof,387 ; departure from I.

388; arrival in Paris and letters I

Provisional Government, 393, 41 !

turns to England, ib. ; circui

works in France, 394/; his part
ib. ;

a special constable in Lon
395 ;

elected deputy, 397, 399
;
hi

3 to the French electors, ib.
;

cussions concerning, in the

. 102/: his growing popul.
400 ;

hi> arrest ordered, 401/; I

to the Assembly, 403, 405w, 495/; his

election for Charente-Intv

lowed, 404; letter to the elect< >i

Paris, 405/; to the President

ably, 407//, 409
;

final dep 1

from England for France, 409;
to General Piat, 410

;
his -

five departments, 410; letters

father's illness, 464/; studies in Ki

history, 463; on his own political)

465/; growing influence of, iii. 4j

9/, 17, 26; the Bonapartisr traditior

6; hostility of M. Delord, 7; the firs

4 Vive PEmpereur!' 10; Alk

blanque on, 11
;
calumnies against, 11.,

39, 382; the only repi
of the Napoleonic legend, ib.

French parties in 1848, 13
;
at the H

du Khin, ib.
;
in the Assembly, I

his bearing in the Tribune, 16; hi

first speech there, 16ft; residence a

Auteuil, 17 ; prospects of his el. «

as President, 21
;

his prof

If. Thouret, ib. ;
vilified by the

publicans, 24 ; rancour of I

to his party, 25,
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Clement Thomas's violent attack upon,
and his reply, 26/; address to depu-
tation from Troyes, 29

; precautions

against attempts on his life, 30
;
calm

bearing of, 31
;
his address as candidate

for the Presidency, 35/; his apologists,

39/; joined by M. Thiers, 41 ; popularity
of his candidature, 42 ; letters on the
Roman expedition, 43

;
his Roman

policy, 44 ;
his electors, 48 ; proclaimed

President of the Republic, 50 ;
takes

the oath of fidelity, 51
;
address to the

Assembly, 51/; Taxile Delord on, 52n
;

how regarded in England, 5'dn
;

in-

stalled in the Elys6e, 54
; majority for

his election, 55
;
factious opposition of

the Assembly, 57/; his first Ministry,

60/; reprimands the Minister of the In-

terior, 61/; his enemies, 62^'; his firm-

ness, 63, 65; demonstrations against,
65

; attempt at insurrection suppressed,

66#; proposed impeachment of, 68,

74, 76 ; opposition to his policy, 69 ;

letter to Prince Joseph Charles Na-

poleon, 69/; intervention in Rome, 73 ;

letter to General Oudinot, Ton ;
holds

a review on the Champ de Mars, 77 ;

enthusiastic reception of, ib.
;
address

to the arnry, 78 ;
on the Roman expe-

dition, 79 ; assailed by his cousin, ib.
;

messages to the Assembly, 79/f, 90/,

109/, 117/ 141/', 156/, 185/, 190;
letters to Colonel Edgar Ney, 83, 111

;

solicitude for the commercial prosperity
of France, 84/; speech in the Jardin

d'Hiver, ib. ;
fusion of his party with

the Monarchists, 87 ; effect of the

fusion, 88 ;
schemes for his overthrow,

89 ;
visits the hospitals, 89/; modifi-

cation of his Ministry, 90 ; denounced

by the Red Republicans, 93/; proclama-
tion to the French people, 95/; urged
to. become Dictator, 96

;
tours and

speeches in the provinces, $7ff, 133/,

172/, 175, 391, 392#.; speech at Ham,
98, 99?i

;
character of his speeches, 103

;

rescued from an attack of the Reds,
104

;
his journey through Alsace, 105

;

Ministerial changes, 106, 117, 147, 150,

156, 180/ 262/; the Barrot-Dufaure

ministry, ib.
; party intrigues against,

107/; forms a new cabinet, 111/; his

policy as described by Mr. Crowe, 112,

114/ 116/; his real policy, 113; his

false political friends, 115/; his sup-
porters, 118; pardons insurgents, 120;
attitude of towards the Monarchists,
ib.

;
chief aims of his government, 121

;

NAP

plots to get rid of, 122, 134/, 199, 212/
217/, 221^*; refuses to sanction M.
Thiers' electoral law, 122, 124

;
attacks

on, in the Assembly, 123, 158/; bene-
ficent measures of, 124

;
consents to

restriction of universal suffrage, 124/;
disclaims responsibility for the electoral

law, 125
;
his enemies in the Electoral

Commission, ib.
; implacability of his

opponents, 131
;

watched by a per-
manent commission, 132, 136^, 184

;

hostility of the Assembly, 132
;
holds

reviews at St. Maur and Satory, 135
;

popularity with the army, 136 ;
calm

demeanour of, 140; speech at ban-

quet given him by his opponents,
146; interpellated by the Mountain,
146/; resolution as to General Chan-

garnier, 149
;
the General's profession

of loyalty, 150
; and removal, ib. ;

receives a deputation of his opponents,
loin

;
breach with the Assembly, 152

;

speech of Lamartine in favour of, 155
;

left without a ministry, 156 ; interim

administration, ib.
;
Montalembert's de-

fence of, 159/; supplies refused by the

Assembly, 161
;

reduces his expen-
diture, ib.

; attempts at conciliation,

163; proposed revision of the con-

stitution, 164
;

the Beaumont-Vassy
committee, ib. ;

Socialist warning to

his ministers, 168 ;
scramble of his

enemies for political power, 170
; speech

at Dijon, 172/; surrounds himself with
officers of trust. 1 80 ;

formation of

new cabinet, 180/; Odilon Barrot
on the designs of, 188/; debate on

message to the Assembly, 190 ;
his

proposition for universal suffrage re-

jected, 191; rumours of a eoup-d'etat,

191/; political manoeuvres against,

193jf, 197 ;
command of the army at-

tempted to be wrested from, 194 ff;
proposed impeachment of his cabinet,

198/; Legislative Commission on his

responsibility as President, 199 ;
in-

creasing strength of his position, 203 ;

described by Lamartine, 204/ 206m ;

his force of character, 206/; organised
calumnies against, 207; refuses offer

of crown by General Changarnier, 211
;

schemes of his political opponents,
212/; proposal of Changarnier to

arrest him, 213/; eoup-d'etat sug-

gested to, 214/; his objections to it,

215
;
conference of deputies on the

prolongation of his powers as Presi-

dent, 216
; parliamentary conspiracy
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gainst, 217/; Dr. Veron on his de-

meanour previous to the eoup-dftat,

218/; confidence of his Mends, 219;
hisdetermined attitude, 219/; ad
to the French exhibitors, 1851, 220;
resolves on the coup-d'<'!<it, 221 : Or-

leanist plot against, 221//'; his de-

meanour on the day of the coup-d'ftdi,

884/; Letter to Hon. Mrs. Norton, t*.;

high spirits of, 886 ;
confidence in his

Ion, 226; relations with the

Countess de Beauregard, 886/; animo-

sity "f Odilon Barrol against, 227;
•

Iiis Presidency, 227/: at

889/; reception at the Elysee,
: the '

Rubicon,' 231 ; reminis-

apoleon I., 232/1
; Mr. King-

lake's misrepresentations, 232/, 966,
267s : council of the awp-d'rtat, 233

;

on the night of the coup-d'vtat, 234tt
;

the next morning', 242/; his triumphant
rough the streets of Paris,

211/; his demeanour on the 2nd
December described by Captain
(ironow, 246/; his reception by the

148; expression and mm
849*; decree of deputies removing
him from the Presidency, 250; declared

guilty of high treason by the High
Court of Justice, 868; reception at the

e on the night of the ooup-tTStat,
966; his strong sense of humour, ib. ;

knoh urged him to the owp-
d'rfat, 966/; his character before and
after, 867/; proclamations to the

people and the army, 258/'; his out-
line of a new constitution, 259/; new
ministry, 868/; forms a Consultative
Commission, 268; n rits of
the foreign ambassadors, 270 : I

ted reports of the otmp-tTHat,
itanoeby tl

•

7B\ insurrectionary movements

biSff; sudden appearance
among the insm : ,

: hostility
of his cousin Prince Napoleon, 979n;

Luct of his family, 879/; met
for extinction of insurrection, 280;
insurrectionary movements on the 4th

981 : devotion of the

troops, 882/; Orleanist slanders on,

opinion prejudiced
' . suppression of the insur-

er- M.'rim.-.

be tth of Decern-
' the Duchess Of Hamilton's

return to I

' prisoners of the couji-

NAP

d'rtat, 997/; suppression of Socialism
in the provinces, 301/; Europe^
opinion on the coup-d'etat, 304 ff; *-nm

gratulations addressed to, 305/?
; Lo*J

Palmerston and Baron stockmaJ
views, 806jf; opinions of KnglhS
statesmen on, 313/; on I'almerstX^B
dismissal from office, 315 ; his suppjH
of the Great Exhibition of 1S51, :'il6;

i'almerston's foresight in desiring al-

liance with, 316/; Count de Monta»
lembert on, 319/ 321/; his polfl
towards the Catholic Church, 323|H
proclamation to the electors after tM
couji-d'itdt, 324

;
attitude of tH

Legitimists towards, ib. ; the cou-M
d'i'iat approved by vote of tlie nation,

325/; address of Consultative CommisJ
sion to, 326/; the Prince's reply, 327/1

in state to Notre Dame, 328;
romance ascribed to. 331w; mat

for history of the Second Empire, 332/;
his efforts for the amelioration on
France, ib.

;
his personal history during!

the last twenty years of his life, 333
;J

contrasted with Prince Albert, 333/;
his character and movements studisB

by the Prince Consort. 834; English
aversion to, 335

; beginning of hfl

friendship with England, ib.
;

his

measures of public security and fortlH

promotion of public works, 3

Circular OH the observance of Sunday,
338; banquet to delegates of the de-

partments, 339; his political system
as laid down in the Idhn najwU'oneenvet

889/; his preamble to the Constitution

of 1852, 340//'; political measures sub-

sequent to December 2, ib. ; powers
under the Constitution of 1S52. 346;

his decrees after the covp-d'&ta^
Miff; composition of Bei

Council of State, 347/; el«

regulating the Assembly,
cular on the liberation of

|

3.'>:',/! ; commissions for remission

punishments, ib. ; confiscates the p
perty of the Orleans family, 3;

justification of the measure, ib

crees on the subject, 354.//',
''-

irritation caused by those decre<

358/; defections of his friei

his conduct in reference to the Hon
of Orleans, 360/; banquet to h

English friends, 361«, 362;
deej

regulating cafes and eaba

restrictions on the National Guard

363; efforts on behalf of the workii
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classes, ib. ;
address to the troops at

the Tuileries, 365
; reorganises the

Legion of Honour, ib. ; vigorous pro-
motion of internal reforms, public
works, &c, ib. ;

financial and other

measures, 368/ 370/; his measures
as sole Dictator, 371 ;

his intellectual

attainments and education, 372 ;
meet-

ing of the State Bodies, 373 ; speech to

the Chambers giving an account of

his Dictatorship and of the new con-

stitution, 374Jf; his alleged ambitious

designs, 379jf; remonstrance against
the warlike rumours in the Euro-

pean press, 381/; inauguration of the

State Bodies, 382 ;
the new regime,

383/ 385%
;
hostile influences excited

against, 386 ff ;
Orleanist intrigues

against, 387% ; improved relations with

the English Court, 388 ;
rumoured

league of European Powers against
him, ib. ;

his reply in the Moniteur,
389

; urged to assume the imperial

dignity, ib.; distribution of eagles on
the Champ-de-Mars, 390/; his decrees

as Dictator ratified, ib.
; amnesty of

political prisoners, ib.
; permission to

refugees to return to France, 391/;
triumphal tour in the south of France,

392/; speech at Lyons, 393; his

reception at Montpellier, 393/; at

Aix, 394 ; determines to assume the

purple, ib.
; speech at Bordeaux,

395/;
'

L'Empire c'est la paix,' ib.
;

reduces the army, 395%
;

saluted

Emperor in Paris, 397 ; deputations of

the State dignitaries, ib. ; enthusiastic

reception of, in the capital, ib.
; speech

to the Municipal Councillors, 397/;
addresses of metropolitan and pro-
vincial bodies, 398 ; convokes the

Senate, ib.
; plebiscite for his assump-

tion of the imperial dignity, 399
;

addresses the senators at St, Cloud,
ib. ;

manifestoes of . the. revolutionary
committees against, 399/; incidents

of the plebiscite, 401
;
address to the

dignitaries of the empire, 402Jf ;

presented with the imperial crown,
ib. ; assumes the title of Napoleon III.,

403 ;
Mile, de Montijo's romantic

interest for, 423/; M. de la Gueron-
niere on, 453 ;

interview with Lamar -

tine, 458/; the Constitution of 1852,
465 ff; the plebiscite, the decree on

decentralisation, &c, 472/ See Na-

poleon III. Boulogne. Strasburg, &c.

correspondence, proclamations, &c,
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of, i. 94, 99/, 117/, 120/ 136,

137%%, 139 ff, 157 f, 158%, 205, 206%,

209%, 213/ 234,' 236, 237%, 240%,

241%, 242%%, 243, 244 ff, 247%, 248,

249%, 250%, 251%, 256%, 263, 301,

309, Miff, 350, 358, 371 ff, 373/
377/ 394/, 416/, 421/, 451/ 458/;
ii. iff, 8 ff, 22/ 25%, 27/ 33 f, 36%, 52,

53%, 54, 58/, 68/, 75, 76%, 77%, 122%,

137/, 146%, 156/ 204, 205, 219/
221, 251/ 284/, 303/ 307 f, 312 /;

315/319/ 334 ff, 338/ 348/", 354 ff,

380/ 393/ 403/ 407, 416/ 482 ff,

374/; iii. 16, 27/, 36/ 51, 61/ 69/
78/ 82/ 90/ 95 ff, 99/ 109/ U2f,
156/ 256/ 340/,' 374/ 404, 472/
See Napoleon III.

Napoleon III. (Emperor), extract from
his Souvenirs de ma Vie, i. 69/ 72% ;

Count Arese on, 156/; materials for a

history of his reign, iii. 332/; re-

joicings at his assumption of the

imperial dignity, 406
; proclamation

of the Empire, 406/; first acts of his

reign, ib. ;
settlements on his family,

407/; his old servants, 408 ;
the im-

perial household, ib.
;
his court, 409 ;

simple habits, ib.
;

Court Circular,

409/; general amnesty granted by,

410; absolute character of his govern-
ment, 410/ beneficial to France, 411

;

changed tactics of his enemies, ib.
;

recognised by England, ib.
;
and by

other Powers, 412
; approaching mar-

riage of, ib.
; speeches from the throne,

412, 443 ; unanimity of his recognition

by the European Powers, 412%; his

bride, 415 ;
his account of the Empress,

422
;
his relations with the Montijos,

424/; accepted by Mile. Montijo, 426%;

jealousy at court, ib.
; gossip about his

marriage, ib.
;
the New Year's ball at

the Tuileries, 427/; announcement of

his engagement to Mile. Montijo, 429/?,,

preparations for his wedding, 429/;
signature of the marriage contract,
432 ; reception of his bride at the

Tuileries, ib.
;
his bridal uniform and

decorations, 433
;

scenes in Paris at

his wedding, 433/ 475/; his charac-

ter of the Empress, 436/; his work

during the first year of the Empire,
439/; English addresses to, 439/;
his reply, 440

;
entente cordiale with

England, ib. ;
orders his ambassador

to attend the Duke of Wellington's
funeral, 440, 441%; calumnies on his

court, 442
;

state ceremonial at the
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opening of the Legislative Bodies, ib.
;

his speech from the throne, 4 \:\
;

measures of the second parliamentary
n, 445: independence of the

Legislative Bodies, 446/; police and
dinns, 410: conspiracies to

. 447// ; his desire for peace,
: efforts to promote the growth of

the navy, ib.
;

the English alliance,

I 19* : remedy for the dearness of

bread, 440/; his free trade measures,

460; the marriage ceremonial, 475 ff\

}Ir. Kinglake's charges against, i v. :w/';

Prince Albert on, 6
;
M. Thiers on, In ;

efforts to avert the Crimean war, 8;

graph letter to the Czar, 8, 538/;
1 by the Emperor, 10; his alliance

t by England, 12; peaceful

policy of, ib. ; misrepresentations of,

16 ;
visited by King Leopold, 15/;

hostility of Thiers and Grnisot, 16/;

malign prophecies against, \7ff ; hopes
for the alliance of France and England,
IS// ; invites Prince Albert to Boulogne,
30, 21m ; reply of Prince Albert, 21/;

;ion of his guest, 22; described

by the Prince, 23ff, 25 f; imperial
em of, 27ff; pleased with the

Prince's visit, 34; letter to Queen
Victoria, ib. I M. Thiers on his govern-
ment, 86/; speech to the Legislative
Bodies in 1864, 39./?'; appeals to

Prussia and Austria, 43 ; calm attitude

Of, I"; internal reforms, 46/f; re-

lishef the Imperial (iuard, 46/;

ing ]x>pularity of, in England, 60;

Albany Fonblanqne on, 50/; speech
at Bayonne, 61/; addresses to his

troops, 68 ff, 77n. 98/; releases Barbes
from prison, 64m ; treaty with Austria,

ipeech to Legislative Assembly,
bis army, 57 ; resolves to go to

the Crimea, 69, 61/j dissuaded by
Queen Victoria, ib. ; Lord Palmeraton
on, 59/; reqnests ships from P>ritish

nment, 60; address to the Im-

perial (iuard. /'//.; his military plans,
63ff\ his testimony to the valour of

British troops, ib.
J
Lord Clarendon's

mission to, C>'2ff; discussions on his

military plans, 63/; visit of himself
and Empress to Queen Victoria, 64Jf J

reception in London and Windsor,
holds a council of war at Wind-

sor Castle, 69; invested with the

r, ib.
;
his thanks to the Queen,

69s ;
table-talk at Windsor, 70 : on at-

tempt to assassinate, 70m
;
visit to the

NAP

City of London, 71 : his reply to \M
Mayor's address, ib. ; at the opera, 7fl
agreement with England as to milit

operations in the Crimea, 73; hisfl

script ion in the Qeeen's album, fl_
resolution to prosecute the war, B
opens Exhibition of 1855, 77; addifl
to the Legislative Bodies, 78; receiH
Queen Victoria at Boulogne, 79 ; m
scribed by the Q : presents™
Prince Albert, 82, 86

;
on the fall

Louis-Philippe, 83* ; conversation
with the Queen, 83 ff; conducts her
the tomb of his ancle, 84 : eonversatiM
on the Orleans family, 86

//'; rep!y m
Queen's letter, 90s ; his vigilant
during Crimean war. 96; his desire fofc

peace, 97 ; letters to Queen Vicb
the war, 98/f, 103 ; her replies,

103/; conduct during the peace negfl
tiations, 102/; his loyalty to the

English alliance, ib
; eoi

Lord Clarendon with, 104 ;

against Russian intrigues, 104/
the Principalities. 106/; birth <

heir, 111/; speech to the i

Bodies, 112; on the prevention of in-

undations, 113m
;

issues

amnesty, 113; presents his son to ths

people. 114 ;
distressed by the finn

gambling of his ministers. 1 15/;
to M. Ponsard, llfi// : troubles i

court, 116/; letter to Prince Albert,

118; at variance with England, ib.
\

wild schemes imputed to, 119:

to Queen Victoria on Treat

119/; mediates between Prussia and

Switzerland, 120m; Count Mo
impressions of, 121/; overtun

Russia, 124 ; addresses to

Bodies, 126m, 127// ; plot to

130; hostility of the revolutioi

180/; suspected by the Hun
courts, 131/; letter to Qm
toria, 132m; alleged schemes of, 183

supposed hatred of Austria. LSI

Prince Albert's doubts of, 134; I

tacked by English press. 136

Queen Victoria, 135 ff; good e

the visit, 136/; letter to her, I

her reply, 138; conversation with

Prince Albert, 139 ff; mistrusted by

England, 1^7ff; speech at openii
the Louvre, 148/; order of the di

his troops, 150/, 154; meeting
Alexander of Russia, 151//": his

pathies with England, ib.
;
embitt

against Lord Palmerston, 153; letter
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to his Minister of Finance, 155/; his

devotion to the cause of Italy, 157,

158/; Orsini's attempt on, 158, 163/*;

compact with Count Cavour, 160
;

General Lamarmora on, 160%, 161% ;

his Italian projects, 161, 162%, 173;
Orsini's attempt on, 163/; New
Year's greeting to Queen Victoria,

163 ;
the reply to Queen's congratu-

lations, 165
;

hostile secret agencies,
166

;
weakness of his advisers, 167/;

conversation with General della Rocca,

167; slanders of his enemies, 168/;
desires to pardon Orsini, 169 ;

rela-

tions with him, 170% ;
directs the pub-

lication of his letters, 170/; misunder-

standing with England adjusted, 171 ;

his treatment of Sardinia, 172 ;
invites

Cavour to an interview, 174/; treaty
with Sardinia, 176/; Vincenzo Sal-

vagnuoli's proposals, 176 ; explains his

foreign policy to Lord Cowley, 178 ;

Lord Malmesbury's remonstrances,
179 ; on the Charles et Georges affair,

ib.
; supported in the Italian question

by public opinion, 180
;
his friendly

relations with the English Court, ib.
;

letter to Queen Victoria, 180/i, 181% ;

his address to the Austrian ambas-

sador, 181; disconcerted at his own
act, 182

; unprepared for war, 183
;

address to the Legislative Bodies,

183/, 186%; explanations to Queen
Victoria, 186%; negotiations on the

Italian question, 187 ;
his relations

with his ministers, I87n, 188%
; per-

severes in his resolution to free Itaty,

188/; proposes a congress, 189/;
difficult position of, 191

; apprehen-
sions of Germany, 1 92 ;

his intimations

to Germany, 192%, 193%; conference
with Lord Cowley, 193/; negotiations
with Cavour, 194 ;

dismisses Marshal

Vaillant, 196 ;
address to France on

eve of Italian war, 198/; remonstrance
of Count Walewski, 200

;
his declara-

tion after the war, 200/; design to

liberate Hungary, 201 ; agreement with

Kossuth, 201/; his victories in Italy

204/"; at Magenta, 206/; at Milan,
207ff; at Solferino, 210/; order of

the day to his troops, 215%
; alleged

overtures from Berlin, 217%; proposes
an armistice, 218 ; preparing to make
peace, 218/; Cavour's interview with,

219; at Villafranca, 220; return to

France and reception in Paris, 221/;
criticisms on his Italian policy, 224/,

229 ;
on the peace of Villafranca, 227/ ;

letter to the Pope, 229
;
advice to Ca-

vour, 230 ;
relations with the Vatican,

230/; successes of the imperial regime,
286jf; visits Algeria, 236%; on the

Anglo-French commercial treaty, 240/;
conversation with Mr. Cobden, 241 ;

helps forward the treaty, 242/'; on
the death of Mr. Cobden, 247% ; con-

ference with Mr. Lindsay, 250ff; Eng-
lish suspicions of, 255

; occupations
of, 256 ;

invectives of the English and
German press, 256/*; on the cession of

Savoy and Nice, 257%, 258 ;
irritated

against England, 259
; alleged am-

bitious designs of, 264 ; meeting with
German sovereigns, 267/; on the Euro-

pean press, 269 ; policy of reform, 271 ;

his private life at the Tuileries, 273/';

practical joking, 280/; alleged court

scandals, 283/; constitutional reforms

of, 285/; grants a general amnesty,
286 ;

accords free speech to Legislative
Bodies, 287/; addresses to his Parlia-

ment, 289/', 300», 418/; on the Due
d'Aumale's pamphlet, 292 ;

on the pact
of 1852, 297% ;

on the treaties of 1815,
299%

; political concessions by, 301/,

303%; visit to M. de Morny's death-

bed, 302
; grants the right of popular

meeting, 305
;

Orleanist amendment
to Address of the Chambers, ib.

; reply
to the Address of 1866, 307

;
attitude

on the Schleswig-Holstein question,

309/ 310%, 311
;
on the Danish frontier

line, 312
;

on Paris building opera-

tions, 313/; territorial ideas of, 317/;
interviews with Count Bismarck, 319/;
duped by the German statesman, 321/ ;

letter on the Austro-Prussian war,

322/; mediates between Prussia and

Austria, 326/; letter to Victor Em-
manuel on the cession of Venetia, ib.

;

perplexity as to events in Germany,
327

;
conference with M. Drouyn de

Lhuys, ib.
;
conflict of advisers, 328

;

defied by Count Bismarck, 329 ;
cir-

cular on the treaty of Prague, 330/;
at Biarritz and Compiegne, 335

; ap-

points Army Reorganisation Commis-

sion, 336
; political difficulties of,

337/; Mexican expedition and the

American civil war, 339/ 342/; with-

draws his troops fromMexico, 342
;
home

life of, 349/ ;
his guests, 351/; private

theatricals, 352/ 561/; at Fontaine-

bleau, 353/; on Victor Hugo's poetry,
354

;
on universal suffrage, ib. ;

his
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,<f Ca$mr, 356/"; conversation

with Prevoat-ParadoL 360; Ms ac-

quaintance with men of letters, 361/;
his encomium of If. Thiers, 361/; recon-

struction of Paris, 364ff; his home

policy, 368/; on the condition of the

xpenditure,
; the Suez Canal. :!74/; dis-

fice in his State Council, 378
;

'crowning the edifice,' 879/; M. Oli-

vier on, :1S1 //*; letter to M. Olivier,

!i from the throne, 385/t ;

5/, 891, 401/; divided

councils, 888 ;
visits Emperor of

Austria, 389 ; proposed increase of the

army, WXlff; the Baudin trials,

on the difficulties of his regime, 896/;
SB Of the press on, 401//*; illness

of, 407, 410, 414./f ; petitioned for fur-

ther reforms, 408; reception on the

Boulevards, 110a, 411; hostile pictures

of, 412; perplexity of his position,

411; seeks the advice of M. Rouher,

\\\ff\ his absolutist and parliamen-
tarian advisers, 415/f ; confides govern-
ment to M. Olivier, 427 ; letter to his

Prime Minister on reforms, 432/; pro-
clamation on the changes of the Consti-

tution of 1852, 435/; to the army, 437/;
ill of the plebiscitum,

reply to M. Schneider's address,
488 : probable war with Germany,
447.//"; bis opinion of Prussia, id.

;
his

sympathy with Prussia, 148/; deceived

ount Bismarck, 449/; the Hohen-
ro candidature, 456*, 156; note on

the affairs of Spain, 457//
;
surrounded

by incompetent advisers, 458, 466
; 01-

166*; instructions to the Due
Gtaunmont, 469; precipitancy of

his ministers, 469/; their indecision,
war determined on, 474; on his

Ml in the war, 476*; the con-
dition of his army, Miff; his depar-
ture for the frontier, 481

;
leaves the

Bmp . ih.
; proclamation to

France, 181/; negotiations with Austria
and Italy, 1*1/; his account of his

in the war, l*s//' ; proclamation
to his troops. 189/; despatches on the

larbruok, 498*, 194* ; trans-

.nd to Marshal Bazaine, 494,
a of his forces, 496/;

1 Bazaine, 496
;

eral Changarnier at

. 199fl ; returns to Chalons,
501 ; emment on the i)roceedir!
his ministers in Paris, 502 ; resolves to

follow the army, 503
; letter to

Olivier, 603* ; his account of Sedafl
504 ff; adventures on the battle-fiel«

506^; hoists the flag of truce, 5id
letter to King of Prussia and King^
reply, 5\2n; enters the Prussian line*

513; meeting with Bismarck and th*

King, 513/ 515; advises Empress to

negotiate peace, 515
; conducted to5

Wilhelmshdbe, 516 ;
on the recognition

of the Paris revolutionary governmem
by the Bowers. 518/"; letters on KedaB
690; life at Wilhelmshdhe, 521 jf; his

last proclamation to Fra

reception in England, 525
; at I

hurst, 525 ff; afternoon conversi

527/; conferences with Mr. Thornton
Hunt on international com
528.//*; on historical names of

and monuments in Paris, 528//
;

his

last illness and death, 530/; g
sympathy for, 531/i; his obse

531/; his remains and those of his

son, 532, 574ff\ original letter to the

Emperor Nicholas, 538/; add'

islative Bodies, 5417/"; let

Queen Victoria on the Italian question]
545/; conversation with M. K

ff; letter of remonstrance to I

Jerome Napoleon, 555/; his cordiality
to the Evangelical Alliance, 557/; in-

terview with Mrs. Fowler, 560/; kind
treatment, of Protestant missionaries]
561; senatusconsult of 1869, 566/j
note on an alliance between I

Italy, and Prussia, 567/; hia

'; explanation of the solicit

the Empress, 580/ See Napoleon]
Prince Louis.

correspondence, proclamatioi
of, i. 69 //", 72//, 73//

;
iii. 436, 443/;

iv. $f,' 20, 21////, 34, 39//". 4 1

51 /f, 56/, 62, 71 f, 77*. 78, 9l

92*, 93//, 9S//
-

, 112, L18*. 115,

118, 119/", 126*, 127//, 148/", 150

L65, 180*, 181m, 183jf, I

209, 307, 326, 830jf, 872*, :<7

883, 396, 132, 435/; 137/,
'. 520, 522/ 538 f, 54 1

//",

V, 567/ 578/ See Napoleon, Prin
Louis.

Napoleon, Eugene Louis (Prin

perial), i. 270a; ii. 383a ;
iii. t:

26//, 111/. 122, 125, 275/ 281//.

352tt, 564 : his talent as an artis

incidenl at s, a. :;."»<;
;

at Chaloi

at Saarbriiek, 493//; brought t

land after Sedan, 617n ; at his fath
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death-bed, 531
;
his own resting-place,

532
;
his will, 581/.

apoleon-Charles (Prince Royal of Hol-

land), i. 34«, 37, 129
;
his death, 50

;

Napoleon I. on, 51/?.

apoleon- Louis, Charles (second son of

Hortense), i. 66, 70#, 75, 84 ; iv. 39,

134 ;
taken from his mother, i. 106; cha-

racter of, 107; his marriage and resi-

dence at Florence, 138 ;
referred to,

153
;
his sympathy for the Italian cause,

155; joins the Italian insurgents,

165jf ;
his ability as a commander,

168; defeats the Papal troops, 171;
death of, 172.

ipoleon, Prince Joseph Charles Paul

(cousin of Napoleon III.), ii. 395
;

iii.

8, 30, 87, 147, 241%, 243, 298/1, 402,

407, 408%, 419%, 429, 432, 443, 454 ;
iv. 59,

187%, 220, 221, 257%, 288, 290, 293,

303%, 328, 378, 501, 576/; letter from
Prince Louis to, iii. 69/; appointed
ambassador to Madrid, 70 ;

on the

Prince President, 79 ; proposes a gene-
ral amnesty, 119

; among the Prince

President's enemies, 279 ;
his hopes for

the downfall of his cousin, 279/; con-

duct of, during the coup-d'etat, 293 ;

disloyalty to his cousin, 294 ; address

to the Emperor, iv. 77 ;
visit to Berlin,

135
; proposition to make him ruler of

Central Italy, 176 ;
letter of Emperor

to, on the Charles et Georges affair,

179% ; his marriage with Princess

Clotilde, 181, 185
;
on the Bourbon and

Orleans families, 292/; attack on M.

Billanlt, 296
;
on the negotiations of

France with Austria and Italy, 486%,

487/; mission to Florence, 488 ;
on the

failure of the negotiations, ib. ;
letter

of remonstrance from his cousin, 555/
apoleon et JosejjJdne, Lettres de, i. 23.

ipoleon family, the, iii. 4 ; Louis-

Philippe's policy towards, 5. See Bona-

parte.

ipoleon fete-day, the, iii. 390,

ipoleon, Prince Lucien, ii. 381%, 382.

ipoleon Cheli, case of, i. 295/, 360
;

ii. 45.

itional Assembly of 1848, ii. 392/*;
members of the Bonaparte family
elected deputies, 394/; discussions on
Prince Louis Napoleon's election, 398/;
upplementary elections, ; 398/ 410;
scene in, 406

;
Prince Louis Napoleon's

letter to, 495/; the Prince's appearance
and speech in, iii. 14/16%; debates

in, 17/; on the election of President,

VOL. IV.

NIC

18, 21 ; Clement Thomas's attack on
Prince Napoleon, 26

; the Prince's

reply, 27/; debate on the Fragment
d'Histoire, 34

;
General Cavaignac's

attack on the Executive Commission,
34/; vote of confidence in General

Cavaignac, 35
; apathy of, 49 ; report on

election of President, 50 ;
demeanour

of Prince Louis Napoleon on his

election, 50/; scene in, on the election

of the Prince as President, 51/; at-

titude of the deputies, 52/; efforts to

prolong its existence, 58/; parties in,

63
; General Changarnier offers pro-

tection to, 67
;
violent proceedings in,

68, 72
; votes expedition to Rome, 74 ;

continued excitement in, 75 ; its re-

lations with the army, 76/; last of, 86 ;

precautions taken to secure its own
existence, 167

; proposed powers of the

President, 193/; conspiracy to get rid

of, 211 ff; Count de Montalembert on
the, 319. See Provisional Government.
Constitution of 1848. Legislative As-

sembly.
National Genevois, ii. 38%, 65. S'e Press.

National Guards, the, iii. 141
; debate in

the Assembly on, 162
;

decree regu-
lating, 362/

National workshops, the, ii. 396, 407/
409 ; iii. 9%, 12, 47, 273.

'National,' party of the, iii. 31/.
Navarre, Josephine's estate in, i. 82%.

Navigation laws, French, repeal of, iv.

249jf, 253.

Navy, French, development of, by Na-

poleon HI., iii. 448.

Negrier. General, iii. 464.

Nemours, Due de, dotation of, refused by
the Chamber, ii. 98

;
otherwise referred

to, iii. 182, 222.

Ness, General van, ii. 20, 21%.

Neuchatel, difficulty between Prussia and

Switzerland, iv. 120% ; settlement of,

126, 135.

Neuchatel, the Prince of, i. 69%.

Neve Freie Presse, iv. 120%. See Press.

Neumayer, General, iii. 136%, 137, 279,
281.

Newcastle, Duke of, iv. 22, 33.

New York Times on the settlement of the
Mexican question, iv. 345/

Ney, Colonel Edgar, Prince Louis Na-

poleon's letters to, iii. 82/, 111
;

re-

ferred to, 219, 234%, 243.

Ney, Marechale, i. 201.

Nicaragua, proposed canal of, ii. 313/,
440 ;

Prince Louis Napoleon chosen as

S
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director, 319; his pamphlet on the

proje attempt to promote a

Company, 888; the Boheme revived,

830/
Nice. See Savoy.
Nicholas, Emperor, i. 151 ; recognises the

•

torn of Belgium, iii. 380 ; reported
interviews with the Count de Cham-

Ted to, 449«i : iv. 41
;

I urkish policy, 5/, 10; his English
frier* bograph Letter of \a-

ii III. i<». 8/, r,:us/; haughty pre-

of, 10* ; his letter to Na-

0D III.. '.»/; conversations with
sir IL Beymonr, 10; elated by the

difficulties of the Allies, 61 ; how
bed by (he defeat at Enpatoria, ib.

NicolaX, A 1)1)'-, his funeral oration on

Queen Bortense, ii. 37.

Marshal, at Solferino. iv. 212, 215;
rred to, 2 is. 881, 393, 476; death

and sketch of, 409/.
Nieuwerkerke, Count de, iii. 120.

.. Chevalier, iv. 219, 818
. M. (Hist, <>/ Popular literature

in Franrc), iii. 4 17.

Noailles, M. de, iii. 87.

Noel. M., ii. lis.

Noir. M. Victor, iv. 429/
Pormanby, Lord, ii. 142: iii. 306, 335,
388

; his opinion of the oovp-eT&at,
230.

Noroins, BI. de, i. 25<t.

Norton, Hon. Mrs., iii. 221 ;
at the Elysee,

830.

Dame, visit of the Prince President
in state to, iii. 328, 331 ; Im]
wedding procession to, 433 jF ; marriage

Napoleon III. at, 434 Jf,

f\ baptism <>f the Prince Imperial
at, iv. 113/

Nugent, Lord, ii. 86, 121.

0DILON
BARROT, It See Barrot.

Oliphant, Mrs., iii. 323//.

Olivier. M. Demosthenes, iii 24D/,298n.
Olivier, M . Kmile, on Count de Morn v.

iii. 808/; administration of, 289; hie

Cmnjitf rriutii <!< la troisiintr Conxcri/>-

turn de la Seine cited, 241//; account
of the c,inii.<i'rt,it prisoners, 297 f\

Brred to, iv. 189, 886a, 287, 290/,
I, 881a, 895,

402, 408, 128, no/; 161, 470 ; (rials of
his government, 240; defence of the

• mmercial treaty. 843/;

ORL

on the French public, 286//
;
his oppJH

tion policy, 297/; loyalty to the Km.
peror, 302//

;
on M. de Morny's deafl

303// ; on political concessions, H
304 ; obtains the liberty of popifl

'iug, 305; on the Imperial r6gi^|
nejg

;S3;

ack

ial

:tS-

H

306; first experiences at the Tuilt

f\ advice to the Emperor,
supports the government, 886 ; at

on M. Rouher, 386jf : on the imp
policy, 392//. 898; policy of. WM JF
sailed by the opposition, 407;
partisans at court, 415/; forn

rnment, 427/; t

letter from the Rmperor
political mismanagement of, 4 12/

the prospects of peace. 44 1; hit

Oitement on the renunciation of

Hohenzollern candidature
throne of Spain, 467/; explanati*
the Assembly on the outbreak ol

Franco-German war, 480; pei
of his meaning, ib.

;
retirement

ministry, 486
; speech at tl

527//.

Omani, If., ii. 197.

Omar Pasha, iv. 61/
Omodei, Signer, ii. 480, 433. 435/.

Organisation (/>') du Travail, ii. 397. <SM
Press.

Orleanists, the, ii. 97; iii. 6, 13, :

69, 104, 115 f, 122, 134/f, 155, 161

167, 168, IT,!)//. 171. 171. 17'.), 1-

188, 190/-, 199, 203/; 217, 221 /', 226,

271, 292, 294, 307/; 325, :\T>\'ff, 3881

7, 412; iv. 47.5.-., 12!*. 2^7. 3<

Legitimists. Monarchists.
Orleans family, banished from FranOty

ii. 31J7
; hopes of the Princes of the,

iii. 190 ; confiscation of their pn
354 f, 868jf; its value, and pi

to which applied, 357, 360//, 361, 363;
irritation caused by the proci

- /F
;

influence of the fam
France. 360 : alleged intr

87; Prince Jerome Napoleon on, 292/;

petition of the Princes of, to tin

lative Assembly, 44 1

Orleans. Hue de, i. lbs. 150; vain

property, ii. 98 ; iii. 360a.

Philippe.
Orleans, Dowager Dnchesa of, i. 181

Orleans, Due de (son of Louis-Philip
. 361, 456 ; ii. 47« : iii. 351//

marriage, ii. 47; Queen Vi<

to the place of his death, i .

Orleans. Duchess of, iii. 119, 161, 2
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ORL

Means, Princess Marie Clementine d',

iii. 360.

Means, Regent, reply of, to the King of

Poland, ii. 74.

Means, the Prince President at, iii. 101.

Miano, M., ii. 180, 306
;

iii. 457.

)rsi, M., ii. 128, 161, 180, 385.

)rsini, Felice, iv. 157 /, 168/; his at-

tempt on the Emperor's life, 163/,

165/; trial of, 169, I70n ; early rela-

tions with the Emperor, 170/?,.

Dsborne, Mr. Bernal, on Lord Palmer-

ston's speech on national defences,

263/
Osgood, Mr. J. R. (Life, $c, of G.

Tichnor), iii. 417.

)ubril, M. d', iv. 453.

Judinot, Marshal, i. 335.

}udinot, General, proclamation of, to the

Roman people, iii. 74; his repulse
before Rome, 74, 81

;
letter from the

Prince President to, 75 ;
other refer-

ences to, 84, 250/ 273, 464

PAGERIE,
Mile. Taschen de la, i. 22.

See Josephine.

Paget, Mr., iii. 285.

Pagnerre, M., iii. 34.

Paillot, Colonel, i. 363, 456.

'ajol, General, iv. 504, 507/?, 516??
;
on

Napoleon III. at Sedan, 507.

alestro, battle of, iv. 205.

r'alikao, Count, proposed pension to, iv.

294
;
referred to, 499, 501/

^allavicino, Marquis, ii. 384.

'almerston, Lord, on the Italian revolu-

tion of 1830, i. 162/?,; despatch to Lord

Granville, ib.
;
want of confidence in

Louis-Philippe, 286
;
on Louis-Philippe,

ii. 95t?; referred to, 97, iii. 335, 380,

449; iv. 3, 6, 28, 69, 74, 75, 76/?, 96,

98, 107, 136??,, 137, 146, 158/?, 239, 255,

312
;

on Louis Napoleon's Boulogne
expedition, ii. 142/; on the designs of

the Orleans Princes, iii. 221
;
on the

coup-d 'Stat
,

306 : Baron Stockmar's

opinion of, 309
;
dismissed from office,

309 ;
letters to Lord John Russell,

309ff; on his own dismissal, 313/;
letter to Sir William Temple, ib.

;

irregularity of his conduct as minister,
314

; European opinion on his fall, 315 ;

his reasons for approving the coup-
d'etat, 316/; his amendment to the

Militia Bill, 380; his share in the

Crimean war, iv. 13 ; becomes Prime

Minister, 45, 58
;
on Napoleon III., 59/;

letter to the Emperor, 62
;

on the
Paris negotiations, 95

;
letter to Count

Persigny, 97/?; on Count Buol's scheme,
98, 101

;
on the close of the Crimean

war, 107/; diplomatic quarrel with
Count Walewski, 118; letter to Lord
Clarendon, 131/?; his suspicions of the

Emperor's designs, 133
;

visit to

Napoleon III., 152/; ungenerous esti-

mate of him, 153/; overthrow of his

government, 166, 171 ;
memorandum

on the affairs of Italy, 226/; on the
commercial treaty with France, 238

;

speech on national defences, 261
;
on

the designs of the Emperor, 266m,
267?? ;

on the relations of England
and France, ib. ; opposes the sch< me
of a congress, 299/; on the invasion
of Denmark, 308/ 310/?; on the Suez

Canal, 376/?,

Panizzi, M. Prosper Merimee's letters to,

iv. 236/?, 264/?, 334/?, 353/?, 355.

Panmure, Lord, iv. 69, 73/
Pantin murders, the, iv. 412.

Parieu, M. de, iii. 117, 150, 264??, 347
;

iv. 427.

Paris after Waterloo, i. 101/; treachery
of the Royalists, 102

;
disturbed state

of, 200
; military butchery in, during

the insurrection of 1837, ii. 49/?
;
under

the Provisional Government of 1848,

395/; mob violence in, 399/; estab-

lishment of Bonapartist papers in,
400 ; the Republicans in, 401

; erection
of barricades, and revolution of June
1848, 408/; iii. 24/?, 239, 273, 462 ff:
causes of the revolution, 12

;
Prince

Louis Napoleon in, 15/; promulgation
of the Republican Constitution, 22

;

growing rancour of political parties in,

25/; election of President, 49
; sup-

pression of insurrection in, 67/; reign
of riot in, 73

;
how affected by General

Oudinot's repulse at Rome, 74 ; fore-

boding of further anarchy, 77 ; gloomy
state of, 89, 148; action of the Red
Republicans, 94

;
ominous preparations

in, 132
;

address of the Archbishop
of, 168

;
manifestoes of the secret so-

cieties, ib. ;
German revolutionaries in.

183; the Archbishop on the state of

French society, 199/; on the eve of
the caup-d'Stat, 236./T ; fears of a
Socialist rising, 237 ;

rumoured arrival

of political refugees from London, ib. :

proclamations of the coup-d?Hat, 238 ;

political prisoners sent to Mazas, ib. :

closing of the hotels, &c, 239; number
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of arrests, 240
;

the morning of the

December, 241/; Prince Louis

Napoleon's progress through the streets,

244/, and his reception by the popu-
lace, 248 ;

action of the High Court

against the Prince President, 252;
autions against revolution in, 854 ;

the Prince President's proclamation to,

263; insurrectionary movements after

the coup-d'etat, 878/ J activity of the

secret societies, and erection of barri-

cades, 875/, 878 : movement* of the

military, 878 ; apprehended rising on
the 4th December, 279 ; military pre-

Ltiona, 280 ;
MM. Hugo and

Bchcdloher's proclamation to, 281
;

if the rising, <*.; animosity
he troops and t he insurgents,

: street fighting, 283/; Captain
mow on the alleged massacres by

1, 285/; the barricades in the

Rue Montmartre and St.-Honore, 289/;
ess of the troops, 290/; disposal

of the prisoners of the sosy tPStat,
f\ resumes its ordinary quiet, ii. ;

Socialist meeting in, 300 ; prisoners in

1848, 303/1
;
the Universal Exhibition

of 1855, 334, 439; laying down of

railway round, 887, 867 ; meeting of

te and Legislative Bodies,
383

; present of th<' Municipal Council
to Mile. Montijo, 431m : during the Em-
peror's wedding, 433 ; improvements of,

417; Lamartine on the insurrection of

June 7, 462 ff\ reconstruction of, iv.

. 877 f, 818. f, B6 1ff j described by
Queen Victoria, %0ff; return of Cri-

mean troops to, 84 ; council of war at.

L01»; the congress, L02jf, L07; bap-
tes at, 1

\'-'<J}': gambling on
. ll.",; Letter of Bmperor on the

ty of, 119; reception of the Em-
r returned from the Italian cam-
:i, 221/; tlie coalition laws, 801,
. 804* : oab strike in, :u)[n : during

the Exhibition of 1867, 337 ;
revolu-

tionary movements in, 3!>.">
; the

i; tohefort trials, 430
; during the

plebisoitum, 437; indignation againsl
. 161, 171 ; ei before

lutbreak of the war, 468; the
lution of 1870, 501/, .

r
)l."../r ;

I II. on the changing of the

-r. Bibour),appeal
Cath >lics, iii. 168

; warning
of, 198/; app ' r under the

1852, :;i7; blessing the

PER

colours, 390/; heads deputation offl
clergy to meet the new Bmperor, 3(H
officiates at the imperial wedding, 4|H

Paris, Comte de, iii. 135, 310, 818.

Parma, Duchess of, iii. 169.

Parquin, Colonel, one of the accompliM
in the Strasburg and Boulogne exp^H
tions, i. 253, 256, 259, 311, 34ft

352/ 356, 358,365, 374, 377, 3*2. 3'.»«

402, 448, 458, 480; ii. 54, 116Jf, \M
126, 128, 131, 1*0, 168, 177/', 184.

Parquin. Mme., i. 253, 266. ,s

Mile.

Parquin, Mattre, one of the counsel 6fl

the Strasburg conspirator-
409 ;

liis speech at the trial, 410/
Pasquier, Duke, ii. 151. 15:?, 154m, 151

159, 893* ;
iii. 359.

Paasy, M., ii. 471
;

iii. 60/, 90.

lur, M., iv. 858.

Pastoret. Marquis de, iii. 134.

Patrizi, Cardinal, iv. 113/
Pauperis in. The Extinction of,

Louis Napoleon's pamphlet
279/ 280/; its reception by the

public, 284.

Pauperism, democratic league a

ii. 494.

Peauger, M., ii. 294».

Peel, Sir 1!., iv. 24.

Peers, trial of the Boulogne prisoi

the Chamber of, ii. 151 Jf.

Pelissier, Marshal, appointed
sador to London, iv. 171, 1 72/> ;

acquittal of Dr. Bernard, 17i'

pointed Governor-General of A

288; death of, 314.

Pelletan, M., iii. 168
;

iv. 305, 391/ 1.31.

IVllrtier, M., iii. 118.

Pepoli, Count, i. 170; iv. 217; m
to Berlin, 449 ; report on the Emp
proposal of alliance between 1

Italy, and Prussia, 568/.
Pere Duchesne, ii. :?'.)<;.

Pen-ire, M., iv. 183, 278.

Perier, M. Casimir, intervi

Queen Hortense, i. 187, 190 ; hi

ment of her, 193 f; referred to

186 f, 190/ 193, 282/ 281 : ii.

iii. 132.

Perier, M. Joseph, iii. 269ti.

Permanent Commission, the, iii. 1

IS 1.

Perrot, General, commander of I

tional Guards, iii. 150

Persigny, ML de, sent by Pi

Napoleon to armand i

315/; career and character
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233
;
his activity in the cause of Prince

Napoleon, i. 321/; arrests the Prefect

of Strasburg, 354
;
his escape, 359, 364,

456
; forged letter of, 405/, 406% ; at

the Eglinton tournament, ii. 115
;
takes

part in the Boulogne expedition, 126,

128, 131, 147, 154, 161
;

his defence,

178, 180 ;
set free from prison by

Louis-Philippe, 333
;

his activity in

behalf of Prince Louis Napoleon, 398/;
iii. 30, 33

;
entrusted with the formation

of a ministry, 111
; alleged interview

with General Changarnier, 169/; at

the council of the coup-d'etat, 215,

232/ 234%
;

his activity during the

2nd December, 242/ 247/; memoirs
of, 333

;
circular to the prelects on the

election of deputies, 351/; becomes
ambassador to London, iv. 76

;
con-

ference with the Emperor, 135
; resig-

nation of, 171%, 172%
;

circular to the

prefects, 295/; otherwise referred to,

i. 325, 326, 377, 384, 386, 389, 403
;

ii.

54, 84, 92, 154, 161, 294%, 398,400; iii.

87, 98, 169, 240, 262, 358, 406, 409
;

iv.

13, 28, 97%, 136, 218, 239, 265, 288, 295,

349, 378.

ersil, M.,i. 297 ; report of, on the Boulogne
expedition, ii. 153/

Petite Montague, {Society of the, iii. 299.

'helps, Mr. O. 8., ii. 19.

hiladelphia, European revolutionary

league established in, iii. 386.

Philanthropiques, Society of the, iii. 299.

Phillips, Mr. C, ii. 382/ 388.

Pianori, attempt on the life of Napoleon
III., iv. 70.

?iat, General, ii. 410
;

iii. 30, 87, 139, 244.

Picard, M., iv. 285%, 290, 385/ 394/ 399,

414, 442.

Piedmont. See Sardinia. Italy. Cavour.

Victor Emmanuel.
Pierre, M. Victor (Histoire de la Re-

jmblique de 1848), ii. 397%, 406%, 407,
410%

;
iii. 32%, 33%, 42%, 43, 57%, 73.

Pietri, M., ii. 398, 402 ;
iv. 164, 175, 274,

577, 582
;
his efforts on behalf of Or-

sini, 170%.

Pigault-Lebrun, M., iii. 4.

Pinard, M., iv., 390.

Pire, Marquis de, proposal on the law of

exile, iv. 444.

Pisan, Christine de, ii, 427/ 430.//

Piscatory, M., iv. 361.

Pius IX., Pope, ii. 365
;

iii. 74
;

iv. 157%
;

takes refuge from the Roman revo-

lutionaries in Gaeta, iii. 43, 113
;

de-

clarations of Prince Louis Napoleon

PRE

and General Cavaignac, 43/; his

reforms, 80 ;
French intervention

in behalf of, 83
;

sends gifts to

the Empress Eugenie and her son,
iv. 114/; another revolution in his

States, 210
;
letter of Napoleon III. to,

229
;

his encyclical to the French

bishops, 256%.

Planche, M., on Prince Louis Napoleon,
ii. 124/

Platen, Count, iv. 453.

Plater, General, i. 211%,
Plebiscite for the Second Empire, iii. 399«,

400/ 402%
;

on the Constitution of

1852, iv. 436/.
Plichon, M., iv. 440.

Plombieres, compact of, iv. 157 ff, 174/
177.

Podbielski, General de, iv. 514.

Poggi, If., i. 354, 382.

Poggioli, M. S., ii. 308, 320%, 334#, 346.

Poilly, Mme. de, iv. 565.

Poland, appeal of the Poles to Prince

Louis Napoleon, i. 211/; a French

expedition demanded for, iii. 72/;
proposed reconstitution of, iv. 42;

abandoned by Napoleon III., 106»,

Polignac, Prince de, ii. 194, 198%, 306,
312.

Poltimore, Lord, iii. 296, 361%.

Ponsard, M. (author of La Bourse), iv.

115, 352n
;
letter of Emperor to, 11 6/1

;

on the Life of Ccesar, 360.

Ponson du Terrail. See Terrail.

Pontalba, M. de, iii. 213.

Portales, M. Alexandre, i. 136, 137%.

Porte, action of, in reference to the

Principalities, iv. 136%, 139/
Portiers, Rue de, Committee of the, iii.

86, 88/ 168, 169%, 176.

Porto- Carrero, Dona Maria Francisca de,
iii. 420%. See Montijo.

Portugal, seizure of the Charles et Georges

by, iv. 179%.

Pourtales, Comte de, iv. 563.

Pourtales, Mme. de, iv. 563.

Pradie, M., iii. 199/; proposal to arrest

tbe Prince President, 220/
Prague, treaty of, iv. 309%, 327, 329.

Presidential election, the, iii. 55^'. See

France. Republic. Napoleon, Prince

Louis.

Press, the, under Louis-Philippe, i. 287
;

German and English, on Louis-Phi-

lippe's government, 290; the French,
on the Strasbourg failure, 370 /T; the

Swiss, on the claims of Prince Louis
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Na]K)leon on Switzerland, ii. 35 ; the

French, on the demand for the ex-

non of the Prince from Swiss terri-

. 66/; indignation of the Swiss,

denunciation by the French, of

< krant Mole's government, 73
; English

comments on the Franco-Swiss diffi-

j,
ib.

; opinions of the French

Ministerial, 7.") ; the French, on Prince

oleon'a doings in England, 82/ ;

on his detention in Fiesohi'fl cell, 140/';

1 partist and Republican in France,

400; iii. 32; repression of the, 130/;
ate on the, in Assembly, 264 ; rega-
us of the, '675n, 446; invecti

lish and German, against Napo-
leon 111., iv. 250/, 209; opposition to

to the Imperial Government, 401 ff,

Ill; full liberty granted to, 431 ;
war-

like langi. ist Prussia, 462;
on the Prussian negotiations with

France, 471/; on the Franco-Prussian

war, 480n ;
the German, on the French

opposition, 488*.

, Journal-, fee. quoted or referred

to: Alhjcmeine Zritun</, iv. 270; Al-

Utch Imperial, iii. 304; Almanack

pojmla&re de la France, ii. 2 P.); Ami
de la Iti lii/ion.iv. 256*1 ;

Annotateur de

Boulogne, U.. 130//'; Annuavre hittorique

reel, iii. 176; L'Atelier, ii. 421
;

Atlantic Monthly, iii. 126; Augsburg
tie, ii. 162 j

iv. 4 1 6* ;
La Bretagne,

iii. 324* ;
iv. 256* ; Le Haitian nais, ii.

ISSfi; Le Hon £fen*,ii. 66; Le Gapitole,
L54*, ltd, 177; Le Charivari, iii.

iv. 395, 1 1 M
;
Colonne de

Boulogne, ii. 186; Qmeeiller du Peuple,
804 ; Genetitutionnel, i. 216/; ii.

iii. 43, 107, 217: Corn hill Mat/a -

. i. 2:5:,
; Courrier, ii. 82, 86, 86*.

>fu Dimanehe, iv. 401
;

/•' Circular, ii. 86; iii. 409/; LHx
mJbre,UL 422a, 138* ; VEoho roohe-

lax*, iii. 41/; VEurope induttrielle,
ii. 83; Figaro, iii. 386*; iv. 404,

. 480a; Fraser't Magazine, iv. 18,
; Le Cfauloii, iv. 406, 480/1 ;

Qaietta Piemontese, to. 170; Gaeette
TAttemagne, to. 472/'; Gazette de

Cologne, to. 472//; Gaeette ie France,
iii. 806

; Gaeette univereelle tuieee, ii.

€h nth iii a 11 '.<? Moga I i n 9, i . 1 3 1 // ;

Globe, ii. 14^ ; GueUeur de Saint-

ttia, ii. 249; Italia del Popolo, to.

172; .Journal dee TMbaU, i. 371;
180, 188/, 806; iv. 401, 455;

Journal dc VEmpire, ii. 289; Journal

PKO

de Maine it Loire, ii. 249; Journal J
Loiret, ii. 264, 492; Journal OJicilM
iii. 173; Lantcrne, iv. 354, 395, 40lr!

403/; Lettres de Londre*, i. 328; ii.

87 ; Liberie, to. 480/1
; Le Mar.seillai^A

iv. 403 ff, 413, 431
;
Minn re nouvel^^

i. 370;' Moniteur, i. 69a; iii. 51, lfl
181, 292, 381, 389, 392, 400, 415, 42«
4 12.446; iv. 38, 166, 182, 192/?, 2S
267, 325, 326//, 879, 427; J/</«ir*4B

Fnieersel, iii. 288, 881
;

JA>r*</M

Chronicle, ii. 73
;

iii. 1588 ; J/wai/fl

ZW, ii. 86, 141
; UL416; Tlie NationaW

ii. 269; iii. 39, 42, 62a, 67; NatumM
Genevois, i. 231* ; ii. '.' dn, 40/w

65; Neue Frrie Presse, iv. 120//
;

I 'orA Times, iv. 34f»
;
Nouvellisti

<;aix, ii. 82; Occident franca is, i. 3211

Opinion Nationale, iv. 480//
;

Or.i,

turn du Travail, ii. 3'.i7, 408
;

Or:

Monthly, iii. 126; A// Patrie, iii.

Ar /'/•////&', iii. 67, 331;i
;

iv. 412
;

ZVriV

Moniteur, iv. 412; A/- Panvoir, iii 131;

Prcsse, iii. 43
;

iv. l.so//
; ZV<y/

Pas-de- Calais, ii. 249 //', 253, 2* "

261, 265, 290w,292«, 348, I

I'.):;
; Quarterly lleview, iv. 12//

;
77/c

Happel,to. 403, 410//, 480// ; /A

iii. 67
;
Heme des deux Mond

304 ; iv. 416, 418/1, 433/1, 139//, 111//;

Z// //// deVEmpire, ii. 233//.

/// France, iv. 486//
;

/./• Steele,

128, 163a, 302; iv. 480* ; A/ >

ISO//; Somerset Herald, ii. 125

7W////.<, i. 321 ; iv. 480/1 ;
77/r Til

92, 155/1. 156« ;
iii. 288, 41;

iv. 65, 462//
;
The Univers, iii. 305, :'•_'.',

360* : iv. 266a.

Prevost-Paradol, M., iv. 285; his critiqul
of the Emperor's German poli<

attacks the Life of Ccesar, 360; <>

the Imperial Government, 401/
Bcherer on, 402//; bis death,

predicts the Franco-German war,
Mr. 11. M., ii. 18.

Prim, General [Marsha!
Cruz, iv. 339/; his share in the I

zollern candidature for throne of

466/, 461, 466.

Prince Consort. See Albert.

Prince Imperial. See Napoleon,
Eugene Louis.

Principalities, question of, iv. 106 <

186, 1 39//; is:,.

Progres du Pas-de- Calais, Princ

Napoleon's articles in the, ii

253, 255/ 258, 261 f, 265, 290

848, 133, 135, 449, 193.
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Proletaires, reign of the, ii. 391
;

iii. 9.

rromis, M. Carlo, ii. 440/ 445. .

•

Protectionists, French, iv. 242/, 325.

Proudhon, M., ii. 392, 396/, 399/; iii.

11, 17, 67, 168 ;
attacks on the Prince

President, 64
;
his popular bank, ib.

;

his Confessions (Tun Revohitionnaire,
154%.

Provence, the Socialists of, iii. 301.

Provisional Government of 1848, ii.392^f;
attitude of, towards Prince Louis Napo-
leon, 393/; condition of Paris under

the, 395/; the elections, 396/; forces

of the, 409; the Executive Commission,
ib. ; resignation of General Cavaignac
and his ministers, iii. 50.

Provost, M. Launay le. See Laurtay.
Prusse, EEmpereur e la (pamphlet), iv.

269/.
Prussia, conduct of during Crimean war,

iv. 42/, 55
;

admitted to the Paris

Congress, 105/; on the Neuchatel

question, 120%; reorganisation of her

army, ib.
; jealousy of Austria, 192

;

alleged overtures to Napoleon III.,

217%; clamouring for war with France,
220

; preparing for war with Austria,
314 j^

-

;
alliance with Italy, 321

; nego-
tiations with France, ib.

;
war with

Austria, 325ff ;
victories of, 329

;

Napoleon III.'s opinion of, 447
;
war

party in, 448
;

the Emperor's sym-
pathy with, 449.

Public works, promotion of, by the Prince

President, iii. 367.

Puibusque, M., on the Countess of Mon-

tijo, iii. 417.

Puygellier, Colonel, ii. 129 JT, 134, 160/,
163.

Puyraveau, M. Audrv de, i. 287.

Pyat, M. Felix, iii. 14, 18, 67; wild har-

angues of, iv. 413/

QUARTERLY REVIEW on the
^v Anglo-French alliance, iv. 12/t.

Quentin-Bauchart, M. iii. 251.

Querelles, M. de, i. 347, 352, 355, 357,

382, 392
;

ii. 128.

Questors, proposition of the, to give the

Assembly the command of the army,
iii. 193/ 195/; 219/ 312.

Quin, Dr., ii. 85.

Quinet, M. Edgar, iii. 174, 220.

Quintana, Senor, his tragedy of Relay
played by Mile, de Montijo, iii. 416/

REG

RACHEL,
Mme., ii. 373, 460.

Eacine, cited, i. 241.

Radetzky, Marshal, his Italian campaign,
iii. 73, 83.

Radicals, the, ii. 410. See Republicans.
Red Republicans.

Radziwill, Prince, iv. 471/
Raglan, Lord. iv. 62.

Ragusa, Duchess of, i. 364, 369, 457.

Raikes, Mr. {Correspondence and Journal),
i. 28 In, 282, 457 ;

ii. 47%, 135, 377/
Railways, energetic promotion of, by the

Prince President, iii. 367/
Raindre, Capt., i. 386/ 388, 397^.
Raltier, M., iii. 94.

Rambuteau, Count de, iii. 359.

Rambuteau, Rue du, barricades in the,
iii. 278 ;

defeat of insurgents, 283/
Rampon, Count, i. 69%.

Randon, General [Marshal], iii. 163
;

iv.

113, 196, 327.

Ranelagh, Lord, iii. 361%.

Rapallo, M., ii. 123, 385.

Raspail, M., ii. 392, 396, 399
;

iii. 30#,
55, 65, 77.

Ratazzi, M., iv. 321.

Ratcliffe, Lieut.-Colonel, ii. 117.

Rateau motion, the, iii. 63, 68.

Rayneval, M., iii. 117.

Reactionists, triumph of the, iii. 125 Jf.

Rebillot, General, iii. 60, 66/
Recamier, M., i. 413.

Recamier, Mme., i. 86%, 90%, 112, 261,

265, 271, 413/ 433, 437; ii. 57.

Recurt, M., iii. 32.

Redclyffe, Lord Stratford de, iv. 23, 140.

Red Republicans, political activity and

aspirations of, ii. 396/, 401
;

iii. 26,

55/ 65/ 68, 72/ 89, 93, 104, 123/ 129,

165, 168/, 178#, 182/ 200, 216/; or-

ganisation of a revolution by, 253
;

proclamations of, ib.
; preparations for

barricade-building, 254
;

discomfiture

of, 255
; designs for establishing their

republic, 298/; their secret societies,
299

;
their apostles, ib.

; programme of,

and meeting in Paris, 300 ; arming of

the societies, ib.; M. de Morny's action

against, ib.
;
mixed commissions for

trial of prisoners, 301/; atrocities of,

in the provinces, ib.
; repressive

measures of the Government, ib.
;
re-

commended to abstain from voting,
325.

Refugees, French, in Brussels, iii. 381%;
expulsion of, from Belgium, 387.

Reggio, Duke of, ii. 177.

Regnaultde St. Jean d'Angely, Mme., i. 4.
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Regnault de St. Jean d'Angely, General,
iv. 808/ 212.

Regnault" de St. Jean d'Angely, Mine,
iii. 6.

•

11, General, iii. 148, 283/".

Reiobstadt, Ducde, i. 139, MS, 150,

157, '\ 870, 278,

. 317,884, 483; death of, 881

Napoleon 11.

Reichstag, Prussian, debate in, iv. 450/:
ominous speech of Count Bismarck in,

464.

Roille, General, lv. 512/.

Reinhardt, Count, ii. 490.

.as, St., bis advice to the Sicambri,
ii. lo*;.

Remusat, lf.de (Louis-Philippe's Minister
of the Interior), ii. 84

;
his directions

to II. Gtaisot concerning Prince Louis

Napoleon, 1 19jf, 152; lays a trap for

the Prince, 185; grants allowance for

the repair.- of the Prince's rooms at

Ham, 198 ; writes an address to the

electors for Prince Louis, iii. 36; mem-
of the Electoral Committee of the

Hue de l'oitiers, 87; referred to, 151,

398 : iv. is.

Benan, M., iv. :\r,(\, 894 ;
on the Emperor's

Lift' of Cenart 868/; on Napoleon III.

and Mine. Cornu, 357 it : <>n the ctni/i-

<Lt'ttit,',*>~)H/i ; On the Emperor's sj eerhe-.
ib. : on a libera] policy, 416, 417w,
4 IS//.

Renard, Major, ii. 306. 445/; 161.

Benand, Bugene and Victor < Histeire du
Prince Louis iXiipnh'on), iii. 89*.

d. General, iii. 284*.

Renault, M. B.(HUtoire dv Prince Louis

\ti/>i>lioi,),\. 95a; ii. 30a, 158, 187/?,

885as
it. Qeneral, iii. 289.

i:d. M., iii. 808*.

Hepuhlicof 1848, ii898j iii. 17 ; factions

li 893; iii. IS; the leaders, ib

-ii the Constitution, 1 ,

the election of President, 18; political

intrigues, 80/, 84a
; promulgation of

the Constitution, 22; result of uni-

88; the Boman expedi-
tion, 84; growing rancour of political
pari andidates for the Pretd-

88/j activity of General
the Frtitjnitiit d' ll-i*-

>l'. ; address of Prince Louis
Icon, 36/; suggestions i

Lhir 'oral conflict, 41/', 44,

"criminals,///.; waning
Prince Louis Napoleon

RIC

proclaimed President, 50; results

the Presidential election, 66 ;
the

dates, ib.
;
last days of the l'ro\

Government, 56; Lamartim
tion, 57; the Prince President's tit

ministry, 60/; policy of intervi

and promises of, 72 ; in the saddle. 73;
causes of its fall. 1 1 '.)

;
violation of tlj

constitution by M. Thiers, 126^
ministerial changes, 150, 188; M. dfl
Broglie's Commission, 151; was thH
Republic desired by France? 164?/9
vote of no confidence in the ISaroclu-

Fould Ministry, 155
;

ministeriaM

interregrum, 156; revision ol

constitution, 16:?, 164/ 170./T, 186/
216; assailants and defenders of, 175;
Prince de Joinville candidate for the

Presidency, 182; commission to in-

quire into the powers of the ['resident,

199/; the new constitution, 2r>'.i, 165;
Lord Palmerston's opinion of i'.

the President, Senate, and Legis

Body, 166/; Council of State, 470/{
how the plebiscite was taken, 471/;
decree on decentralisation, 472; M.

Thiers' prophecy of the fnture republic,
iv. 899/

Bepublieans, aims and action of, i.

287; ii. !'.», 1*7, 410; iii. 30/46,
65/ 69, 145/ 152 f, 163, Hi?, 171. 180,

195/ 271, 292, :i82, 112; iv. 129/j
fasten a.quarrel on Prince Pierre

parte, 489/ See Republic of 184s.

Republicans.
RSnnion de* Pyramid**, iii. 170.

Beverchon M. (Dccret* du 22 Jc

1868), iii. 865a, B56, 8

Reveries politique* oi Prince L. Na:

i. 899 ff, 448/:
Revision of the Constitution of 184

163/ 166, 17< >.//", 174/ 177, 181, 30*
Constitution.

Bevolutionof 1848, ii. .'520,369, 390/.

Revue de* (Lux Monde* on th

speech on the plebiscite of 1869, iv.

439//. Set' l'n

Beybell, General. See Beibell.

Bheims, the Prince President at, iii. 146,

Rhone, improvement of navigation of
,
iii.

387.

Ricasoli, Baron, iv. 222.

Richard, M., iv. 427.

Rickenbach, Fritz (servant of I

Louis Napoleon), his recollect i<<

i. 88, 124/', 161, 169, 172, 171, 17'

189, 19$, 194, 334 ; ii. 32/ 34n, 36.

84, 181, 183, 148, 186.
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Rigault de Genouilly, Admiral, iv. 427.
1

Rights of Man '

Committee, iii. 67.

Rilliet-Constant, Colonel, ii. 74.

Rio Janeiro, arrival of Prince Louis

Napoleon in, i. 466.

Ripon, Earl of, ii. 86.

Ritschl, Prof., on Napoleon III.'s Life of
Lcesar, iv. 359.

Rittinghausen, M., iii. 167.

Robert, General, iv. 609.

Rocca, General della, conversation of the

Emperor with, iv. 167.

Rochambeau, General, i. 22.

Rochat M. Louis ( Coup-d'Mat), iii.

240/?.

Roche d'Oisy, Captain de la, iii. 235.

Rochefort, Colonel, iii. 286.

Rochefort, M. Henri, lampoons of, iii.

442
;
referred to, iv. 395

;
his style of

writing, 404/; permitted to return
from Belgium, 407

; vagaries of, 413
;

his harangue on the death of Victor

Noir, 430
;
riots caused by, ib.

Rochejacquelein, M. de la, iii. 21, 123,

134; on the conp-d'etat, 245/, 304/4
;

on the Italian question, iv. 290.

Rock, M. E. (Insurrection de Strasbourg),
i. 314/

Rogeard, M., iv. 285ft.

Roguet, Count, iv. 208/.
Rollin. See Ledru-Rollin.

Romagna, insurrection in the. See Italy.

Romain-Desfosses, M., iii., 117.

Roman question, the, iii. 43 ff; iv. 389/,
485/ 487. See Italy. Rome. Napoleon,
Prince Louis.

Rome, state of, in 1830, i. 158
;

iii.

80
; revolution in, i. 165

;
French

expedition to, iii. 42, 63, 72/', 78/
82/ 93/ 111, 113, 119

;
General Oudi-

not's proclamation, 74
; revolutionary

Assembly, ib.
; repulse of the French

troops before, ib.
; debates in the

French Assembly, 76, 111
; objects of

the expedition, 78/; the Prince Presi-

dent's message to the French As-

sembly, 79/; action of the Catholic

Powers, 80; entry of Garibaldi into,
81

;
the Prince President on the sub-

ject, 82/; action of the Red Repub-
licans, 93/; overthrow of the revolu-

tionaries, 142
; question of the French

occupation of, iv. 290, 293/; Napoleon
III.'s perplexity as to, 338.

Rome, King of. See Reichstadt, Due de.

Napoleon II.

Roosevelt, Mrs., ii. 20.

Rossee, M. (Procureur-General), i. 369ft,

382, 386, 421
;

his address at the

Strasburg trial, 403/
Rossi, Count, assassination of, iii. 42.

Rostolan, General, iii. 83.

Rouen, the Prince President at, iii. 102/
Rouher, M., member of the Prince Presi-

dent's Cabinet, iii. Ill, 150, 163, 263;
summoned to deliberate on M. Carriers

plan for a cotij)- d'etat, 215
;
announces

the defeat of the Questors' proposition,
220; character and antecedents of,

263/ 264»
;

referred to, 333, 347;
becomes Vice-President of the Council
of State, 358ft

;
referred to, iv. 113ft, 125,

147ft, 237, 239/ 241/ 244, 246/ 250,

285, 289, 297, 299, 303, 305, 306, 311,

327, 336«, 378/ 381/ 386, 392/ 394, 397ft,

409, 438, 501, 526, 577/ 582; on Mr.

Cobden, 242/; report on French mer-
cantile marine, 253

; opposes constitu-

tional reform, 286, 287ft ; reactionary
policy of, 386, 408

;
on the Roman

question, 390/; his advice sought by
the Emperor, 414/

Rouland, M., iv. 125.

Royalists, the, intrigues and aims of, iii.

63, 87/ 90, 106/ 146, 151 ff, 154/
160/ 164, 325. See Legitimists, Or-

leanists, &c.

Royer, M., iii. 295.

Rueil, tombs of the Empress Josephine
and Queen Hortense in the church of,

ii. 39.

Rulhieres, General, iii. 60, 90.

Russell, Lord John, ii. 292
;

iii. 309
;

iv.

61, 218, 249, 255, 257, 290ft, 308/; on
the conjj-d'etat, iii. 313/; defeat of his

Militia Rill, 335
; resignations of, 380

;

iv.45
;
on the relations of England with

France, iii. 380 ;
at the Vienna con-

ferences, iv. 75 ; secret despatch to

Lord Cowley, 260 ;
on the cession of

Savoy and Nice, 265/; on the Danish

question, 312.

Russell, W. (Modern Europe, 4'c), i. 41/
Russell, W. H. (Times' correspondent),

iv. 45.

Russia, rejects the proposals of the
Western Powers, iv. 75 ; accepts ulti-

matum of France and England, 103 ;

faithless conduct of, 118; treaty of

commerce with France, 124
; intrigues

of, 132/ See Nicholas, Emperor.
Alexander II. Crimean War.

SAARBRUCK,
battle of, iv. 493/

Sabine, Hon. Lorenzo, ii. 117ft.
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baint-Antoine, Faubourg, insurrection

in, iii. 276/, 278*; defeat of the in-

284.

-Arnaod, (ieneral [Marshal] le

/, L84, 194; i\. 18,81/,
»:. : appointed Minister of War, iii.

180/, 288; manifestoes to the army,

L84/; action on the Questors
1

proposi-

tion, 198; military precautions, 214,

: hesitation of, 216/; OX) the eve

of the eaup-tPHat, 226, 232, 284; dis-
•

ion of the military forces, 284/;
referred to, 241a, 242, 284, 270, 276;
character and oareez of, 264/; direc-

tion- ! .Mairnan, 27S : General

280; sends political
bo Bam, 296; opposed to the

decrees of the Prince President, 369 ;

ted Marshal, 406«i ; Grand Equerry
III., 408; tribute of

III. to. iv. f>7.

Saint-Arnaud, time, de, iii. 215/.

Saint-Aulaire, Count de, Prince Louis
- letter to, ii. 366n ; on the

Anglo-French alliance, iv. 61.

Saint-Denis, Etaede, defeat of insurgents
in, iii. 284.

Beuve, If., on the English and
French revolutions of 1688 and 1830, ii.

207// ; on Napoleon I.. 273// ; referred

to, iii. L66; project of an institution

for men of letters, iv. 362 ;
on public

instruction, 3'J4
;

literarv vanity of,

394*.

Memorial de, I I2n, 19a,
: Napoleon's utterances at, 18, L8.

Saint* risonera at, iii. 297/.
Sai; M. de, iii. 2

Hilaire, If. Bartbelemy, ii. 368;
iii. 84/, 36; iv. 499.

LOters in, iii.

lean d'Angedy, General, S>-

It.

Laurent, If. No-rent, ii. ISO.

l.eu. Duchess of. Set Hortense,
i;nt-.

rnardin de, i. 4, 10/
General, iii. L32, 134.

: letter to Mine, de
-inier, 413/; :ivd to, 117.

ignuoli, M., memorial to Napoleon
III., iv. 176.

M., ii. 190; on the theatricals

mpiegne, i-

Samael, Captain, spy on Ifoltke, iv. 462a.
Sand md.

SEI

Bandeau, M., on the Emperor's Life »t

('•/siir, iv. 360.

Sansot, Col., ii. 130/ 144, 162.

Santini (servant of Napoleon I.), iii. 390 ;

iv. 84.

Sardinia, joins the Anglo-French alliance,

iv.60; alliance with France. 168; French
demands upon, 167/, 172 ; quarrel with

Naples, 178 ;
the question of disarma-

ment, 194/; war preparations of. L96;
invaded by Austria, ID*;; campaign in

Lombardy, 208/; annexes Tuscany and
the Emilia, 223. See Italy.

Sarrans, M., iii. 4a.

Satory, military reviews and camp at, iii.

is.-;, iss, L92, 447.

Saulcy, Marquis de, iv.

Saulnier, M., ii. 229.

Saumur, the Prince President at, i

Savoy and Nice, cession of, iv. 224, 287|

2.->7//, 268*, 269a, 266, 268
; LordCamp>

bell and M. Thiers on, 237.

Say, M., ii. 421.

Scandinavian Union, iv. 146.

Scarborough, Earl of, ii. 85/.
Schaller, Lieut., i. 364.

Scheel, |f. de, ii. 422

Scherer, M., iv. 361
;
on Provost-Paradolj

402//.

Schiller's ode, Die Tdeale, translated by
Prince Louis Napoleon, ii. 147.

Scliimnielpenninck, Grand Pensionary, i.

42.

Schleswig-Hoistein question, iv. 146/
308/, 809/, 312, 314.//'. See Denmark.

Schlosser, Prof., ii. 221 /'.

Schneider, M ,
iii. 156, 445* ; iv. 386, 431

;

address as President of the Assembly
to the Emperor, 488.

Schoelcher, M., iii. 128, 233, 281.

Scholl, If., i\

Schouvalotf, Count, iv. 21 B*.

Schramm, (ieneral, iii. 147/
Schwabe, Mine. S., iv. 240.

Sehwarzenber-r, Prince, i. 104; iii. 31

General, ii. 3, 12.

Sebastiani, General, i. 212w
;

ii. 97//.

Sebastopol, the Allies before, iv. .

7'.i ; capture of, ill. See Crimeai

societies, the, iii. 168, 171.

Red Republicans. Social

Sedan, described by the Emperor, l\

504/; capitulation of, ih ; m<

on, 516*; council of inquiry,
(ieneral Ducrot's evidence, 572/

Se-ur, M., i. 272.

Seine, improvement of the oavigatioi
iii. 367.
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Senard, M., iii. 50, 86m, 293m.

Senate, the, under the Constitution of

1852, iii. 344/"; composition of, 347;

meeting of the, 383
; King Jerome's

address to, ib.
;

functions of, 385m
;

convoked for revision of the Constitu-

tion, 398
;

declares the establishment
of the imperial dignity, ib.

; opening
of, 442

;
its labours, 445/; freedom of

speech accorded to, iv. 287ff ;
debates

in, under the Empire, 290, 293, 301
;

reforms in, 408, 433/; its abolition

advocated by M. Grevy, 434.

Senior, Mr. Nassau, i. 122, 235 ;
his Biarxj

at Paris, &c, iii. 334
;

iv. In, 14m, 16m,
17 m, 19m, 35m, 36, 47m, 48, 84, 164m,

168, 169m, 189m, 197/, 203m, 237m, 239,

242, 342m, 344m,

Sercognani, General, i. 170/
Seymour, Sir H., the Emperor Nicholas's

conversations with, iv. 10
;
referred to,

98m.

Sibour, Mgr. See Paris, Archbishop of.

Shaftesbury, Lord, iv. 557.

Sieyes Constitution, the, iii. 62.

Silberman, M., i. 351.

Simmons, General, iv. 582/
Simon, M. Jules, iv. 300, 301, 386, 392,

407, 414, 443.

Sismondi, M., ii. 74 ;
iii. 7

;
letter to Prince

Louis Napoleon, 223/
Smith, Adam, ii. 421.

Smith, Mr. G. T., ii. 386.

Sobrier, M., iii. 14.

Social democrats, the, iii. 182. See
Socialists.

Socialism, revolutionary centre and affili-

ated societies, iii. 299; emissaries of,
ib.

; meeting in Paris, 300.

Socialisme napoUoneen, ii. 394m.

Socialists, the, activity and aims of, ii.

397/; iii. 9, 12, 26, 30, 46, 63m, 89,

93, 104, 123/ 129, 178/ 180, 182, 185,

206, 272, 291, 299. 300/ 318/ 325/
388, 391, 393, 399/; leaders of the,
272

;
treatment of their chiefs after

the coup-d'ctat, 295
;
M. de Morny's

action against, 300
;
atrocities of, and

repressive measures against, 301/;
mixed commissions for trial of, ib.

;

their denunciation of the plebiscite of

1852, 400; iv. 129.

Secrete des droits de Vhomme, ii. 408.

Society of Tenth of December, iii. 136,

138/.
Solferino, battle of, iv. 210/*.
Solms, Comte de, iv. 565.

STR

Sologne, the Prince President's inspection
of, iii. 391.

Somerset, Duke of, ii. 85
;

iv. 266m.

Sophia, Queen of Holland, letter to

Napoleon III., 333.

Sorel, M. Albert, iv. 448m, 449m, 460m,

466m, 468m, 474, 483m.

Soult, Marshal, i. 94/ 245, 285/ 360/;
ii. 95/ 99, 364.

Souza, Mme. de, iii. 209.

Sovereignty of the people annulled by
M. Thiers, iii. 126/

Spain, policy of Louis-Philippe towards,
ii. 45, 97 ;

the Hohenzollern candida-
ture for the throne of, iv. 454/';

Napoleon III. on the affairs of, 457m.

Spickeren, battle of, iv. 496.

Spoleto, Count Campello de, i. 171.

Stael, Mme. de, i. 86m.

Stadion, Austrian Field Marshal, defeat

of, iv. 205.

Stanley, Mr. Massey, i. 47m.

St. Cloud, Prince L. Napoleon at, iii.

399
; Queen Victoria at, 80/', 86.

St. Cyr, cadets of, iv. 337m.

Steinmetz, General, iv. 497.

Stendhal. See Beyle.

Stephenson, Mr. Kobert, iv. 375.

Stewart, Mr. L., ii. 3, 12.

Stewart, Rev. C. S., ii. 3, 12
;
his descrip-

tion of the life of Prince Louis

Napoleon in America, 13/.
Stirling, Mr., iv. 158m.

St. John, Mr., ii. 84.

Stockmar, Baron, on the coup-d'etat, iii.

307/; his Memoirs cited, 308m; his

opinion of Lord Palmerston, 309 ;
on

Lord Palmerston's dismissal from
office, 314; on the English minister's

foresight in approving the coup- d'etat,

316/; correspondence of Prince Albert

with, 448, 449m; iv. 3, 8, 79, 80, 95,

103, 111, 133, 134/ 139/ 172m, 173,

179m, 192; on Lord Palmerston and
the Anglo-French alliance, 13, 14m, 22.

Stoelting, M. de, i. 167.

Stoffel, General, on Prussia's hatred of

France, iv. 448.

Stopford, Mrs. Col., iii. 419.

St. Pol, Count de, and the fortress of

Ham, ii. 193m.

Strangford, Lord, iii. 296.

Strasburg, Prince Louis Napoleon's ex-

pedition against, i. 309/ 320/ 323/
325/ 335/ 349/ 371 ;

iii. 62m, 453/;
failure of the attempt upon, i. 355/;
M. Guizot's account of the enterprise,

362/ 454/; the prisoners, 372/; the
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trial of the conspirators, 381/; scenes

in the court, 382/; the act of accusa-

tion, ib.
;
counsel for the accused, ib. :

depositions of wit re f\ the

prosecntor'fl address, 408/; forged
letter of at. de Pereigny, 406/; speeches
for the defence, 4<>7/; acquittal of

the prisoners. 111 : t!ie attempt
described by Prince Louis Napoleon,
458/, 400/;" his address to his ad-

herents, 4 •> 1 ; account of his own
subsequent treatment, 470; the Laity

pamphlet, ii. 66/ (see Laity) ; the

Prince President at, iii. lor>, 891 : <Hs-

ii.n of the National Guard of, 163.

Stratford, Lord. See Redclyffe.
883.

Stuarts, the, l'rince Louis Napoleon on,
ii. 211.//'.

Stuttgart, imperial meetings at, iv. 151^.
. iii. 128.

anal, iv. 874/; the Empre-
e at the opening of, 414//, 41")//.

Suffrage, universal, efforts to restrict, iii.

122/; 180, 164/, 258; the Prince
dent on, 124/ 18*;/; Electoral

Commission, 128; M. Thiers' law of

May 81, 188, 160, 164/; 177/ 181 ;

rejected by the Assembly, 191
; Count

de Montalembert on the duties of

electors after the roup-d\'tat ,
.

under the Constitution of 1852,

Sunday observance, the Prince
dent's circular on. iii. 888.

Survilliers. Oomte de, i. MS. See Bona-
fiat: leph.

Survilliers, Countess of, i. 205.

Hortease, Queen.
u King of, Grand Cross

from Napoleon III., i\

land, l'rince Louis Napoleon's
W of the militarv system of, i.

189/; on the state of, 113/; French
In, 294/; ii. 48/; demand

on, by Louis-Philippe for the expul-
of l'rince Louis Napoleon, 60/

62/ 488/; refuses the demand. 64 :

public opinion on the Prince, 68;
d of the Diet, 66/; of the French

'"-7
; preparations for war,

71/; report of the ThuTgaa Commis-
. ib.

; indignation of the
debate in the Diet, a.; reference

to the central Grand Councils. ///.
j
or-

; debate in

unci! of Gh i

74; voting in the Grand Councils, 76 ;

I, 77/;

TBI

answer of the Diet to Count
*

despatch, 78
;
termination of the ditti-

culty, 78/ See Neuchatel.

Sybel, M. von., i. 111.

I AILLANDIKR, M. S.-Ren6, on the
1. Emperor's Life ef Oetear, iv. 860.

Talandier, Colonel, i. 354/ 368, 879/
402, 456.

Talhouet, M. de, iv. 427, 440.

Talleyrand, M. de, i. 55, 60*, 101,

187*; iii. 210; at the birth of

Icon III., i. 60, 62; his treatment of

llortense and her son, 196, 198/; re-

fuses to serve under Louis-Philippe,
238.

Talleyrand, Baron de, iv. 862, 861.

Tallien, .Mine., i. 424.

Talma, Iff., i. 4.

Tascher, M. de, i. 77, 85
;

iii. 164.

Tasober, Mme., i. 77.

Tasoher, Comtesse Stephanie, iv. 5('»2.

Teba, Count de (father of the Empress
Eugenie), iii. 418, 420/, 423.

Montijo.

Telegraphic communication, Bl.de Moray
on, iii. 868.

Temple, Hue du, barricades in, iii. 278;
defeat of insurgents in, 284.

Temple, Sir William, iii. 313.

lenot, Iff. Eugene, iii. 128.

Terrail, Iff. Ponson du {After Eighteen

Year*), Iii. 321*.

r, Mme., i. 93.

Teste, M., ii. 864.

Thelin. C, i. 91a, 359, 382, 400; ii. 10,

84, 88, 119/ 123, 148/, 186, 196/,
I97n, 198, 2 is, S43, 345, 317/.
iii. 408 ;

iv. 274
;
letters to Rickenbach,

ii. 140/; his account of Prince

Icon's escape from Ham. 880/
Thibaudeau, M. (Mrmoires du Con,

i. 6a,

Thibouthot, If., i. 372, 470; ii. 80

Thieriet, M., counsel for th>

conspirators, i. :5*2, 4o:».

Thierion, Colonel, Covernor of M
iii. 238.

Thierry, Mme., iv. 882.

Thiers, M., referred to, i. 148, 286,

298n, 809/ 314, 326; ii. 46, 49

109, 333/ 371, 389, 396/ 399; iii. 7,

9, 12, 14/ 19/ 23, 32/ 36/ I

62 jf, 86, 96, 99, 102, 112, 116/ 117,

1 16, 168/ 168, 166/ 177, 182,

204, 226, 227, B33, 361
;
866», 390 ; iv.

47, 2S7
f, 300/-, 305, 360, 398, 407, 446,
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461, 483%, 527; becomes Prime Minister

of Louis-Philippe, i. 288/; the ' affaire

Conseil,' 296, 298 ;
fall of, 326 ;

his

History of the French Revolution cited,

422, 423ft
; quoted in his defence by

Prince Louis Napoleon, 468 ;
forms a

new ministry, ii. 99
;

letter on the

Boulogne expedition, 160ft ;
letter to

Prince Louis Napoleon, 337ft ;
dis-

missed by the King, 363
;
his dismissal

of Marshal Bugeaud, 369 ; political
schemes of, 391; iii. 17, 87, 107/, 118,

161, 179,212ft; recalled to the councils

of the King, ii. 392
; joins the Bona-

partists, iii. 25, 33, 41/; his advice

sought by Prince Louis Napoleon, 31,

35/; vacillation of, 41ft ;
duel with M.

Bixio, 42ft
;

his opposition to the

Constitution of 1848, 57 ;
attitude on

the Roman question, 79, 111.
;

his

electoral law of May 31, 106/ 122,

125ft, 126, 164./F, 167, 177/ 186/; 191
;

conferences with the Prince President,
107 ;

hostile designs against the Prince,

114jf; violates the Marrast constitu-

tion, 126/; journeys to Claremont,
134

; speech of, in the Assembly, 152/;
again sees his way to power, 158

;

member of the ' Reunion des Pyra-
mides,' 170ft; his anticipations con-

cerning the Prince President, 197
;

arrest of, 240/; on the La Plata ques-
tion, 263

;
sent nut of France, 295

;
his

law against the Commune, 302ft
;

advises his followers to abstain from

voting, 325
; permitted to return to

France, 392 ;
on Napoleon III., iv. 7ft ;

on Lord Palmerston's share in the

Crimean war, 13, 14ft
; hostility to the

Second Empire, 16/; on French rest-

lessness, 17ft ; his personal ambition,

17/; on French foreign policy and

Napoleon III.'s regime, 35ft, 36/; his

conduct during the Crimean war, 47ft ;

Victor Cousin's acousation against, ib.
;

his retort, ib. ; on the Anglo-French
alliance, 51ft

;
on the Consulate, 128

;

on Orsini's letters, 171 ; opposed to

the Italian war, 183^; on English
interference in Austria, 189ft

;
on the

cession of Savoy and Nice, 237ft
;

denounces the Anglo-French commer-
cial treaty, 240/; antipathy to free

trade, 242ft
;
on the navigation laws,

253/; elected deputy for Paris, 295
;

on 'necessary liberties,' 304/; on
Count Bismarck, 319ft, 328ft

;
on the

Austro-Prussian war, 328/?
;
on the
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position of France after Sadowa, 333/;
complimented by the Emperor, 361/;
on the unity of Italy, 385/; on the
increase of the army, 393

;
on finance,

394
;

conversation with Count de
Belveze, 399/; on the aggrandisement
of Prussia, 448

;
advice to M. Olivier,

467.

Thomas, M. Clement, ii. 401, 406, iii.

207
;

his attack on Prince Louis

Napoleon, ii. 26.

Thomas, M. Emile, ii. 396
;

iii. 9ft.

Thompson, Sir Henry, iv. 530.

Thore, M., ii. 399.

Thorigny, M. de, iii. 181.

Thouret, M., iii. 21, 251, 392.

Thouvenel, M., iv. 229, 256ft, 257, 288.

Thuillier, M., iv. 304ft.

Thun, Prince Louis Napoleon at the

camp of, i. 135jf, 137ft.

Thurgau, Grand Council of, refuses

demand of Louis-Philippe for expul-
sion of Prince Louis Napoleon, ii. 51

;

decision of, and report of commission,
68, 71

; congratulations of Swiss offi-

cers to, 72.

Tibaldi (conspirator), iv. 130.

Ticknor, Mr. G., his description of Mile.

Montijo, iii. 416^; on M. de Lesseps,
iv. 376ft.

Tiers Parti, the, i. 286, 288.

Times, The, on the coup-d 'Stat, iii. 288
;

on the marriage of Napoleon III.,

415
;
on Mile. Montijo, 430

;
on the

Prussian negotiations with Spain, iv.

462ft. See Press.

Tinguy, M. de, iii. 130.

Tocqueville, M. de, ii. 367; iii. 18, 90,

106, 204, 225, 228, 306, 311, 461
;

iv.

144.

Tongres, battle of, ii. 422.

Toulongeau, M. de, iii. 234ft, 243.

Tour d'Auvergne, Prince de la, iv. 311.

See Latour d'Auvergne.
Tourgueneff, M., iv. 264ft,

Tours, reception and speech of Prince
President at, iii. 101/

Tracy, M. de, iii. 60/ 90.

Trasnonain, Rue, massacre in, ii. 49ft.

Trelat, M., ii. 408.

Tremblaire, M. (Reviie de VEmpire'), ii.

233ft.

Tres, M. de, i. 136, 137ft.

Trevise, the Duke of, i. 69ft.

Trochu, General, iv. 336«, 447ft, 448, 452ft
;

appointed Governor of Paris, 501
;
his

treachery, 501ft, 502ft.

Troplong, M., iii. 347, 398
;

iv. 165.
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Troppmann murders, the, iv. 412.

Trouve-Chauvel, M., Hi. 88.

Troves, Jean de, li

-. Bonapartisl workmen at, iii. 29.

Toileries, council <>f ministers at the, i.

167; Louis-Philippe's servants, ii.

4 7//: junction with the Louvre, iii.

gnificenl itate ''oremony at,

I
the Prince President conducted

in triumph to, 397: Napoleon III.

lied in the, 408 tf\ incident at the,

's ball at the, 437/j
the

imperial betrothal. 428; reception of

the Count a, 489 : marriage

pageant and receptions at, 4:52. 486;
the Emperor and Empress's private
life and amusements at the, iv. 273 f,

Turenne, Comte de, i. 69/?.

Turgot, M., iii. 181. 255, 263/, 359.

Turin, the political crisis of 1857 in, iv.

163.

Turpin. M., i. 77.

Turr, General, despatch to the Duke of

Orammont, iv. 487«.

ULiBACH,
M. Louis iv. 395.

d States, Prince Louis Napo-
leon's account of, ii. 4 f {sir Napoleon,
Prince Louis); feeling against 1 lie

French expedition to Mexico, iv. 344.

Universal suffrage. See Suffrage.
!i, M. d", on Count Bismarck, iv.

882.

VlURRIB,
M.. iii. 158a.

int, Marshal, iii. 408; iv. 23,
4 7//, 89, 73/, 813; described by Queen
Victoria, 70

;
dismissed by the Emperor

a his command, 196; appointed to
ler t'ost. i/>.

•e. Don, ii. 184.

Valaze, |f., iii. 213/.
Marshal, ii! 270, 423/"

Beaumont-V
Vatrv, Baronne de, iv. 562.

Vaudet, Mine., journal of. i. 26//, 438/
Vaudrey, Colonel (one of the Btrasburg

iptrators), i. 312, 817/ 886/ 846,
8, 868/ 866, 869*, 371.

896 >f. 108/ 105,
121. 454, 456, 469 tf. 466; ii. 80,

lis. 128, 132, 151, 155; iii.

J4, 22-"..

ii. the, ii. 295«

TIC

Venetia ceded to France, iv. 231, 325/.

Vergennes, M. de, iv. 237.

Vermorel, M. (Let Hemmet de 1851), iii.

25, 2 If.//. 969a, 293a.

Vermoulin, M., i. 137/1.

Veron, Dr. (Mimoiree (Tun Hon
iii. 107/ 210, 212, 215. 242,

warnings to the Assembly, 166
the Prince President's dem
before the ooup-fitat, 218/

Versailles, proceedings of Hi
iii. 120. 122; state ball at tin

in honour of Queen Victoria, iv. 85.

Vetch, Captain It. X., iv. 374.

Veuillot, M. Louis, on the covp-d'itat.
iii. 305.

Vichy, the Emperor at, iv. 313/.
Victor Emmanuel, iv. 157, 268'; le

Napoleon III., 172: the Em]
reply, ib.; speech of, 182; thn
abdication of, 193; summon*
Austria to disarm, 195; at Palestro,
205: his entry into Milan, 2

Bolferino, 215: disappointment of.

220; (Savour's interview with. 221:
obtains Venetia, 326; his empl
fessiona of friendship to Napoleon TIL,

485; liis ambition to occupy Home,
487.

Victoria, Queen, letter on the Cl

war, iv. 11/; referred to, 13, 21

•V.': Prince Albert's letters to,

Boulogne, 23ff; letter of •

. I : visit of Emperor and Ei

to, 65 Jf; her account of the visit

her conversations with them, *',7

vests the Emperor with theGarter, 69;
his thanks to her. 69n : imperial table-

talk, 70: her Majesty's diary, ib

impressions of the imperial vis

76/; return visit to the Emperor
her description of Paris, 80/7";

Cloud, ib.; enthusiasm of her re,

ib.
;
state ball at Versailh

versations with the Emperor.
Si;//'; at the opera, &c., 84 ; ret

England and reflections on tin

88,/f; present from Empress and
from Emperor, 89/; letters

peror on the Crimean war. 9

her replies, lOOf, 103/": other' left

of the Emperor, 1 19, 137/ 180», 181/

to him, 120, 138, 180; Emp.r
visit to Osborne, 136/; visil

bourg, 147/, 151
; congratulated by Er

peror on capture of Delhi, 152; let

to, from Prince Ernest of 8aX(

161: her warning against the Itali
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war, 179/; on Lord Cowley's firmness

with Napoleon III., 260 ;
her suspicions

of the Emperor, 261
;
on the relations

of England and France, 265
;
on the

Empress Eugenie, 272 ;
on Emperor's

private rooms in the Tuileries, 273/1,

274% ;
on Napoleon III., 276%.

Vieillard, M. (early friend of Prince

Louis Napoleon), correspondence, &c,
i. 1 17, 245/, 251 f, 265%, 309, 877», 378,

437, 459%
;

ii. 6/, 30, 32%, 91, 189/ 205,

220, 226, 228/ 250/ 278, 280, 312,

331, 357%, 381rc, 382%, 404; iii. 15,

241%, 50, 82%, 98, 203, 298m, 404/i, 409,

448.

Vieillard, Mme., i. 253, 256, 443.

Vieille Gloire, Society of, iii. 299.

Vienna conferences, iv. 55, 60/ 68, 78 ;

treaties of 1815, 142/
Viennet, M. J. P. G., U. 403/
Vieyra, Colonel, iii. 231.

Vigne, M. Casimir de la, i. 365.

Vigny, Count Alfred de, ii. 85/
Vilain, Vicomte C, on Napoleon III.'s

regime, iv. 38.

Villafranca, peace of, iv. 218/, 222;

meeting of the Emperors at, 220 ff,

Napoleon III. on peace of, 227/ See

Zurich.

Villamarina, M. de, iv. 161
;
interview

with Count Walewski, 191.

Villemain, M., i. 457 ;
ii. 190, 364.

Villemessant, M. de, iv. 418%, 419%.

Villeneuve, M. de, i. 58, 59%, 61.

Villiers, M. Cheron de, on the Socialist

movement in the provinces, iii. 300 ff.

Villiers, Mr. George, commissioner for

negotiating a commercial treaty with

France, iv. 237. See Clarendon.

Vimercati, Count, iv. 485/
Vinoy, General, iv. 212, 505.

Viollet-le-Duc, M., iv. 352%, 353, 565.

Visconti, M., i. 125.

Vitet, M., ii. 389.

Vitrolles, M. de, i 102.

Vitu, M. Auguste, iii. 33 1«.

Vivien, M., iii. 25, 32.

Voirol, General (commandant of Stras-

burg), i. 322, 348, 352/ 362, 368, 372,
388 f, 395 ff, 455, 470 ; ii. 30.

Voisin, M., ii. 126, 131, 155, 160, 162, 177,
180

;
iii. 6, 457.

Volney, M., i. 4.

Voraces, Society of, iii. 299.

Vuitry, M., iv. 333«.

wAGRAM, Prince de, iii. 347.

Waldeck-Rousseau, M., iii. 50.

Walewska, Countess, iv. 352, 562.

Walewski, Count, conversation with Lord
John Russell on the coup-cVHat, iii.

3 1 3/; permitted to attend the obsequies
of the Duke of Wellington, 440/;
referred to, iv. 28, 34, 69, 75, 87, 96,

102, 118, 136%, 151, 161, 166%, 171,
172/*, 229, 240, 287/ 303%,, 305%, 379,
381

; his sneer at England, 61
; ap-

pointed Minister of Foreign Affairs,
76

;
his demands on Sardinia, 167, 172;

opposed to Emperor on the Italian

question, 187, 188%; conference with
the Sardinian ambassador, 191; ex-

planation on the Italian question, 196
;

efforts to modify the Emperor's pro-
clamation, 200

; invites English help
for Sardinia, 201%

;
death of, 395.

Wallachia. See Principalities.
Warren, Dr., ii. 24.

Waterloo, visit of Prince Louis Napoleon
to, i. 234.

Webb, General J. W., ii. 3, 13%, 18; his
account of Prince Louis Napoleon in

America, 12/; negotiates withdrawal
of French troops from Mexico, iv. 342/
344#.

Wellington, Duke of, i. 102; on Prince

Napoleon's attempt on Boulogne, ii.

135; his obsequies attended by the
French ambassador, 440, 441%.

Werther, Baron de, iv. 440, 459%, 468.

Wheaton, Mr., ii. 373, 460.

Wiesbaden, Legitimist deliberations at,
iii. 134.

Wikhoff
, Chevalier, interview with Prince

Napoleon at Ham, ii. 186%, 187%, 197%,

198/ 332%.

Wilhelmshohe, prison of Napoleon III.,
iv. 515/ 518

;
his life at, 521/

William, Prince Regent [King] of Prussia,
letter of Prince Albert to, iv. 42, 191

;

announces the reorganisation of the

army, 258
; protests against the cession

of Savoy and Nice, 260% ; meeting with
the French Emperor, 267/; converted
to Count Bismarck's views, 322

;
at

Paris during the Exhibition of 1867,
337

; exchanges decorations with the

Czar, 453
;
on the Hohenzollern candi-

dature for throne of Spain, 459/;
interviews with M. Benedetti, 462,
465

;
refuses guarantees demanded by

France, 470; his last words to Bene-
detti, 471%; parting with him, 472,
480%

;
retort against Napoleon III.,

483 ; meeting with the French Em-
peror at Sedan, 512%, 514/; reception
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wit

Napoleon III.'s note on alliance

[taly, and Prussia,

William III. of England, Prince Louis

Napoleon on, ii. 2

Williams, Mr. lv, ii. 19.

Williams, Mr. T. I)., ii. 18, VMi.

Wilson. GeneralJ. G., ii. L7/; bis Memoirs

qf HaUeok, IS/i, l
(

.»«
;

letter to author,
21,1.

Wilson, Sir R., i. 108a

Wimpffen, General, iv. 20f.
;

at Bedan,
S 11//: summons a

il of war, 514; capitulates, 514,

~>\Cm; rebuked by the Emperor, ~>2i>;

altercation with General DuOTOt, ;">7:>.

. Sir Charles, on the out^-d't'tat, iii.

314; iv. 39.

Windsor, the Emperor and Empre8S of

h at, iv. 66Jf; council of war
. 89.

ZUR

Workshops, National. See National work-

shops.
Wovna, Count de, i. 101.

Wrangel, Field Marshal von, invades

Denmark, iv. 308.

TON,
M., iii. 139.

Yusuf, General, iii. 266.

ZACCHI,
General, i. 173.

Zappi, Marquis, i. 173, 176, 17;'

185, 199.

Zouaves, Papal, defeat of, h
Zsehokke, M., on the spirit of the Swiss

cantons, i. 222
;

motto adopted l>y

l'rinee Louis Napoleon from, 234; 01
the character of the Prinoe, 312/

Zurich, treaty of, iv. 222; Napoleon III.

on, 227/.
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